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NON-PROLIFERATION ISSUES

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 19, 1975

United States Senate,
Subcommittee on Arms Control,

International Organizations and Security Agreements
OF THE Committee on Foreign Relations,

Washington^ B.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 2 :04 p.m. in room 4221,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Stuart Symington (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Senators Symington and Javits.

Senator Symington. The hearing will come to order.

opening statement

Today, the Subcommittee on Arms Control, International Organi-
zations and Security Agreements of the Foreign Relations Committee
commences hearings on nuclear weapons proliferation.

These hearings will be conducted with an eye to the forthcoming
Review Conference on the Non-Proliferation Treaty which is sched-

uled for Geneva in May.
The Review Conference, provided for by article VIII, section 3, of

the treaty, is expected to examine the operation of the treaty with a
view to assuring that its purposes and provisions are being realized.

For many countries, this Non-Proliferation Treaty has been a major
political barrier to the acquisition of nuclear weapons. In light of
recent disturbing trends in nuclear proliferation, however, there has
been considerable concern as to whether or not the treaty will serve as

a useful and workable instrument.
It is now clear that economic costs and technical restraints are

no longer decisive in preventing the production of nuclear weapons
by many additional countries. The recent Indian nuclear explosion
demonstrated dramatically that a country can develop nuclear explo-
sives without any economy-breaking national drive.

Nuclear explosives may soon be at the disposal of a growing number
of governments, even nongovernmental groups such as terrorist and
criminal groups.
Any such development could imperil the security of nations in

ways that few have ever before contemplated. Our own nuclear forces,

upon which we plac« our main reliance so as to deter a possible
attack from another nuclear power, are not designed to protect our
security in a world where nuclear-armed groups abound.

(1)



STATEMENT ON DANGER OF SPREADING NUCLEAR PROLIFERATION

In a statement on the Senate floor last week, I presented the danger

of spreading nuclear proliferation, and will include this statement in

the hearing record at this point in lieu of further introductory

remarks.
[The information referred to follows :]

[From the Congressional Record—Senate, Mar. 13, 1975]

CONTKOLLING THE CANCEE OF NUCLEAB PEOLIFEKATION

Mr. SYMINGTON. Mr. President, 6 years ago, in considering the Treaty on

the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, we feared a world in which nuclear-

armed countries would abound, a world in which the tons of plutonium pro-

duced by "peaceful" nuclear plants might be diverted to military uses, a world

in which nuclear wars could be triggered in every corner of the globe.

We ratified the Non-ProUferation Treaty in hope of preventing such a world,

but today its specter appears closer on the horizon.

Some nations appear less constrained in discussing nuclear arms ambitions

than they did 6 years ago. And the states which supply nuclear technology to

the rest of the world export atomic reactors and fuel as they do wheat, soybeans,

and carrots.

Just 2 weeks ago the Defense Minister of Turkey, reacting to the U.S. arms
embargo, boldly announced that his country has "plans to manufacture atom
bombs." And not so long ago President Quadhafi of Libya observed

:

"Soon the atom will have no secrets for anybody. Some years ago we could

hardly procure a fighter squadron. Tomorrow we will be able to buy an atom
bomb and all its parts. The nuclear monopoly is about to be broken."

More than 50 countries today have nuclear reactors. Not including the five

nuclear powers—United States, U.S.S.R., Great Britain, China, and France

—

and India, which just recently exploded an atomic device, about 30 countries

possess "weapons-quantities" of plutonium or highly enriched uranium which
could be used in a bomb development program ; and more than half of these
have refused to ratify the Non-Proliferation Treaty.
We have been told that these countries lack the scientists and the sophis-

ticated chemical reprocessing facilities necessary for separating fissionable

material from reactor fuel waste.
However, we have also learned that the production of nuclear material for

bombmaking does not require an elaborate commercial reprocessing plant; that
a country intent upon nuclear weapons development could build its own plant,
hire foreign scientists and within a year achieve the desired results. Some
nations may already have built such facilities and begun to covertly produce and
stockpile nuclear explosive devices.
The International Atomic Energy Agency may be able to "detect" possible

diversions of nuclear fuel in reactors in 32 countries which have come under its

inspection as a result of "terms of trade" set by exporting nations. But the
Agency is often unable to inspect other indigenous facilities which could be
used to build a bomb. India's nuclear program is a prima facie example of how
nuclear explosive efforts can co-exist with "inspected" nuclear programs.

Moreover, the Agency would be unable to prevent "detected" diversions from
occurring. A country planning to use Agency-inspected facilities for a weapons-
building program might seek to evade Agency detection or simply refuse to allow
Agency surveillance to continue.

Only 10 to 20 pounds of plutonium is necessary for making an atomic bomb
with the same destructive power as the one dropped on Hiroshima. Yet today,
close to 90,000 pounds of plutonium have been produced by commercial nuclear
power plants—not including amounts used for the nuclear weapons programs
of the Big Powers.

Five years from now some half-million pounds of plutonium may be com-
mercially available throughout the world. As the amount of plutonium grows
internationally so does the risk of its diversion from peaceful uses to weapons-
development programs.



Worldwide diffusion of nuclear fuel also increases the opportunity for theft

by criminal groups. The United States has improved security on its nuclear

materials, but there will always remain much uncertainty on the potential

strength and sophistication of armed zealots who might attempt nuclear theft.

We should be particularly concerned with the possibility of piracy of nuclear

materials while in transport or in a foreign country where security measures

might not be so effective as in the United States. And it is not inconceivable

that an international black market in stolen nuclear materials—or even com-

plete nuclear weapons—could develop.

Once nuclear fuel has been acquired other "parts" for bomb-making could be

purchased through regular commercial sources. Atomic physicist Theodore Tay-

lor has said repeatedly since 1966 that an individual without extensive back-

ground in nuclear science could build a nuclear explosive device by following

directions found in publicly available documents. Moreover, according to Dr.

Edward Teller, a scientist who helped develop the atomic and hydrogen bombs,

between 100,000 and 1 million people now have the basic information to assemble

nuclear weapons.
Furthermore, in regard to thermonuclear explosives, which would be much

more difficult to build than fission explosives. Dr. Taylor has confirmed the fol-

lowing situation. Given appropriate knowledge, some of which is still classified,

and the required amounts of nuclear materials, multimegaton thermonuclear

explosives could conceivably be secretly assembled and prepared for use.

But perhaps less difficult than building a nuclear bomb would be stealing or

"seizing" one.

The United States has some 7,000 "tactical" nuclear weapons stockpiled in

European countries and thousands more in other countries around the world

and aboard U.S. ships.

Reports during the past year have indicated that some of these weapons may
not be well protected against potential nuclear thieves—especially those who
may have the armed capability and intelligence information necessary to over-

come security systems protecting these weapons.
The mere presence of such large numbers of nuclear weapons around the globe

provides an ever-present risk of seizure—not only by criminal groups but host

governments themselves. A change in government, or government policy, in a

country where U.S. nuclear weapons are stored could lead to a takeover of

these weapons. It is no secret that during the Cyprus crisis, which perists to

this day, the United States has been concerned with the security of its nuclear

arsenals in Greece and Turkey.
Security of nuclear weapons is not only a problem for the United States, also

for France, Great Britain, the Soviet Union, the People's Republic of China—
or any other country which has nuclear arms. Indeed all nations take the risk

that the security and potential use of these weapons may be affected by the

political stability of the countries that possess or store them.

It is ironic that the United States, which in the first instance sought to limit

membership in the nuclear weapons club, has made possible, through its sharing

of atomic technology, additional membership in that fearsome club.

President Eisenhowers Atoms for Peace plan in 1953 has resulted in an
expanding web of nuclear cooperation agreements, today involving some 30

countries and two international organizations. France, Canada, Sweden, the

Federal Republic of Gei-many. Great Britain, and the Soviet Union have joined

the United States as exporters of nuclear reactors; and Japan, Sweden, and
other countries may soon join this group.

There is little coordinated regulation among countries. Because nuclear export

is a booming international business with much comijetitive bargaining, recipient

countries can take advantage of the free market's best deal which often carries

with it less stringent safeguards on nuclear material.

After India blew open the door to membership in the nuclear club, by diverting

her peaceful technology to the manufacture of atomic explosives, other countries

considering nuclear ambitions watched to see what impact this would have on the
policies of the nuclear exporting nations.

In less than a month the United States proposed to sell reactors to Egypt and
Israel. Yet only a ceasefire separated them from renewed war. Neither country
had ratified the nonproliferation treaty, although, Egypt had signed it

Only in response to widespread congressional and public reaction to the pro-

posed reactor agreements did the United States insist upon greater "safeguard"
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and security measures. Neither Israel nor Egypt has so far accepted the proposal.

Now France has stepped into America's place with her own proposal for selling

Egypt a reactor. France is not a member of the Non-Proliferation Treaty. While

France insists that a high level of "safeguard" and security conditions have been

placed on her deal with Egypt, we hope this is so, for injection of nuclear techno-

logy into the Middle East—or any other area of confrontation—is a very risky

businG'SS.

Iran—which is already buying billions of dollars of U.S. military hardware

—

has most recently negotiated the purchase of six to eight large nuclear power re-

actors from the United States; and, according to previous reports, has bought

two reactors from France and two from West Germany. By 1985, Iran, reportedly,

is planniug to have 20 to 25 nuclear plants. This would give her a potential, if she

had access to reprocessing facilities, to produce at least 800 or 1,000 atomic

weapons per year.

To her credit, Iran along with 83 other countries has ratified the Non-Prolifera-

tion Treaty and undoubtedly desires to adhere to that commitment. However, we
cannot ignore the fact that should developments imperil security in her region,

Iran could feel pressed to consider exercising the option under article X to with-

draw from the Treaty. Article X, we might add, has been of concern to many
who view it as example of the treaty's inherent weakness.
There are other disturbing scenarios. If India pushes nuclear weapons develop-

ment, Pakistan may feel impelled to do the same.
Additionally, India may now want to export her nuclear-explosive technology

for "peaceful purposes." No doubt it was coincidence that 5 days after the Indian
explosion Argentina signed a ixact for "nuclear cooperation" with India.

Interestingly, one of the most distinguished journalists of Argentina, Mariana
Grondona, writing in the December 18 edition of La Opinion, had this to say

:

"Now with India the Atomic Powers are six in number. They would like to re-

main six. If we came to be the seventh, we would of course like to see no more
than seven. The last one to arrive tries to close the door. That is only natural.

But why should the door be closed in our face?"
And if Argentina, which like India has neither signed nor ratified the Non-

Proliferation Treaty, were to develop a nuclear weapons capability, would not
her rivals for pre-eminence in South America want the same?

In the Far East, we should note that Japan already has some 70 nuclear power
reactors scheduled for operation within the next 10 years—which would mean a
potential capability to produce thousands of atomic bombs per year. We know that
Japan has a "nuclear allergy" and constitutional prohibitions against nuclear
weapons development. She is also actively considering membership in the Non-
Proliferation Treaty. But if nuclear proliferation continues and the balance of
power in East Asia changes, this country might feel pressures to join the nuclear
weapons club.

So much for the present and possible future. Now, wJiat can be done to pre-
vent nuclear arms from spreading like a cancer throughout the world?
Coordinated international action is essential. To that end, who will take the

lead? If there is not action, and soon, the problem may become irresolvable.
This May the parties to the Non-Proliferation Treaty will be meeting in Ge-

neva to review the treaty's operation. The review conference provides a not-to-
be-missed opportunity for the administration to initiate actions designed to cope
with these changing realities of the nuclear threat.
Nuclear suppliers might usefully meet in advance of the conference to discuss

measures to regulate better the distribution of nuclear materials. Such a meeting
should include France and West Germany despite the fact that both remain out-
side the treaty, for they are becoming major suppliers of nuclear goods.

Universal accession to the Non-Proliferation Treaty and membership in the In-
ternational Atomic Energy Agency would seem to be a first step toward coping
with nuclear weapons proliferation. Toward this end, we should also examine the
possible security guarantees that could be given to insecure nations as an alterna-
tive to their going nuclear and encourage the establishment of nuclear-free
zones—areas of the world where nations would renounce their intention to make
or store nuclear explosive devices.
We should also consider linking certain programs and trade privileges to

membership in the Non-Proliferation Treaty and subscription to International
Energy Agency "safeguards." Membership could be rewarded not only by "nu-
clear cooperation, " as envisioned by the treaty itself, but by other economic bene-
fits as well.



A proposal for improving the international regulation of fissionable materials-

one which has received wide support in the arms control community—calls for

an international agreement that nuclear assistance by any State, whether or not

party to the treaty, should go only to States which have agreed to accept Inter-

national Atomic Energy Agency safeguards on all their nuclear programs.

Additionally, countries supplying nuclear fuel should consider a comprehensive

plan to serve as enrichment, reprocessing and/or leasing stations for world fission-

able materials. These stations could supply limited necessary amounts of fission-

able materials in exchange for all reactor fuel waste, or lease nuclear fuel rods

on a megawatt/day basis.

A system of leasing is favored by Dr. Harold Agnew, director of the Los Alamos

Scientific Laboratory, who suggests that after the contracted number of days

the nuclear rods would be returned to the supplying station. Dr. Agnew says

:

"If a country simply wants power, then such a plan should present no prob-

lem ; if they had something else in mind then we should know it at the outset."

We might also seriously consider the pros and cons of at least a temporary,

internationally agreed "freeze" on further reprocessing of plutonium, pending the

establishment of an effective system of international safeguards.

In addition to more effective controls on the use of nuclear fuel, we should

devise an international system of protection for these materials; and, in this

regard, consider broadening the function of the International Atomic Energy

Agency to include setting security standard and implementing other interna-

tional actions for nuclear materials security. At the least, the Agency could ex-

ercise perioilic surveillance over nationally-operated security systems with a view

toward recommending improvements in those systems and providing assurances

to other nations concerning prevalent conditions of security.

Furthermore, it would be prudent for the United States and any other country

which stores nuclear explosive devices in foreign lands to consider the potentiality

that they may fall into the hands of criminal groups and be used for blackmail

or hostage purposes. We should review our policy of placing thousands of tactical

nuclear weapons abroad ; we could withdraw the great bulk which are not re-

quired for international security purposes, and insure that the rest are adequately

protected.
Finally, the nonnuclear countries remind us of article VI of the Non-Prolifera-

tion Treaty which requires the nuclear powers to undertake effective measures to

put an end to their arms race. Whether measures responsive to this requirement

have been taken remains at best an open question.

In the next phase of the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT), the United

States should seek to negotiate reductions in nuclear weapons and restraints in

qualitative improvements. If we fail to do this, we will further diminish any
hope that other nations will refrain from seeking their own nuclear weapons.

A distinguished former diplomat from a nonnuclear country said recently at a

conference in France, sponsored by the Carnegie Endowment and the Arms Con-

trol Association

:

"If we had known in 1968 how little the nuclear powers would do over the next
six years to meet their end of the Non-Proliferation Treaty bargain by controlling

their own arms race, I would have advised my government not to sign the

Treaty."
Clearly, the performance to date of the Soviet Union and United States in

negotiating arms control agreements leaves much to be desired.

At the same time, if we are going to assist nations to take full advantage of

the expanding uses of nuclear energy, we must have nothing to fear from its con-

tinued diffusion. We cannot allow nuclear "plowshares" to be beaten back into

swords.
Now again we are at a critical juncture of history. In 1946, if the Soviet Union

had been more cooperative, we could have adopted Bernard Baruch's plan to

destroy all atomic bombs and place nuclear technology under strict international

control. Today, in a far more complex nuclear world, it may no longer be feasible

to achieve complete nuclear disarmament.
What can be achieved, however, are more effective ways to prevent the spread

of nuclear weapons. This goal should be placed at least as high as any other on
our foreign policy agenda and should be the subject of the highest level of inter-

national negotiations.
Toward this end, and in an effort to generate greater awareness and better

understanding of the various problems involved in controlling nuclear arms pro-

liferation, the Subcommittee on Arms Control, International Organizations and
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Security Agreements, of which I am chairman, will be holding special hearings
on March 17 and 19.

The hearings will examine some of the issues which are likely to arise at the
Non-Proliferation Treaty Review Conference in May, as well as possible U.S.
initiatives at the conference and other steps to advance nonproliferation.

WITNESSES

Senator Symington. Our witnesses today are Dean Adrian Fisher

of the Georgetown University Law Center, who was instrumental in

the negotiations leading to the Non-Proliferation Treaty, and who in

my opinion knows as much about this subject as any American; Prof.

Mason Willrich of the University of Virginia Law School, author of a

number of highly regarded works on nuclear proliferation; and Dr.
Theodore V. Taylor, a distinguished nuclear physicist, formerly asso-

ciated with the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory and now chairman
of the board of the International Research and Technology Corp.
Each of these witnesses have been asked to comment on the current

state of nuclear proliferation and suggest actions that could advance
the goal of a nuclear-safe world.
Our first witness is Dean Fisher, and we look forward to hearing

from you, sir.

STATEMENT OF DEAN ADUIAN PISHER, GEORGETOWN LAW
SCHOOL, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. FiSHEE, Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I think at the outset I would like to put on the record what I do

not think has been adequately stated up to now, and it is now almost
9 years since it happened, an occasion at the beginning of serious nego-
tiations on the Non-Proliferation Treaty started in, really, August of
1966.

I conducted some of those prior to August of 1966, but in all

candor, they were not negotiations; they were maneuverings. They
were posturings, feints, and all the things one does, hoping the nego-
tiations will get started, but recognizing they have not.

APPRECIATION OF SENATOR SYjMINGTOn's EFFORTS REGAPJ)ING NEGOTIATIONS

Now, the reason for this time frame and the reason for the maneuver-
ing, I think the record should show that the chairman was able to
persuade the Soviets that we were serious in this area in a meeting
he had with Ambassador Roshchin.

Senator Symington. Wliat chairman was that ?

IMr. Fisher. Chairman Symington of this subcommittee, with the
cochairman of the ENDC (Eighteen-Nation Disarmament Commit-
tee), Ambassador Roshchin.

I think I would have to say in realism, not in modesty, but just
straight fact, that I was unable to persuade him that we were serious
in this area because of a lot of other things that were happening in
the executive branch of the Government at the time.

I think you can mark August of 1966 as the beginning, and I would
like to state publicly as an American, and then as a negotiator, mv
appreciation for the activities of the chairman of this subcommitteem persuading Mr. Roshchin and, through him, the Russian Govern-



ment, that we were not just maneuvering, were not just feinting, that

we really meant business.

The whole tone of the negotiations of August 1966 was really quite

different from what it had been before. Both of us got down to the

serious business of negotiations, and got out of the silly business

of propaganda.
I had occasion to read some of the statements I made as U.S. Eepre-

sentative in March and April of 1966, and I am frankly embarrassed

by them. Ambassador Eoshchin, if he reads his during that period,

should be equally embarrassed.
However, beginning in the late summer of 1966, the tone changed

decisively. We were both persuaded that the other was serious, and
the treaty really is the result.

Now, I hate to use this analogy, but the late Jack Kennedy said,

"Success has many fathers ; failure has but one." But nevertheless,

to the extent this is a success, and I hope it will be continued to be, I

thmk you should be recognized—a terribly dangerous analogy—as

one of its fathers.

NPT RE\ai;W CONFEREXCE

Now, getting around to the Review Conference, we have this coming
up in early May of this year as you stated, Mr. Chairman.
The purpose of the Eeview Conference was as the treaty states, to see

whether the purposes of the treaty are being lived up to.

The critical nature of the review conference, however, is that many
of the countries whose participation in the treaty is really of critical

importance to the future health of the treaty have halfway completed
the process of joining it. That is basically the Euratom—European
Atomic Energy Committee—countries and Japan have signed and
are sort of partially through their internal, and in the case of the

Euratom countries, internal plus external, process of ratification, but

they have not yet done it. They have not finally said, '"We join."

So a nonproliferation treaty is a sort of a crossroads and a good
Review Conference could provide it impetus for pushing these coun-

tries into positive action. A bad Review Conference could provide the

impetus for saying, "OK, we have not done it, and we are not going to."

Now, let me consider the things that can happen that will be good,

and those that will be bad, and I am not the optimist myself that states

that the glass is half full, nor the pessimist tliat states it is half empty.

But there are things that can happen that will be good. If they do not

happen, they may be bad.

SECUPtiTT assurance: tj.x. securitt council resolution

Let me first deal with the first problem, which is implicit in the

Non-Proliferation Treaty and it is critical to many of the decisions

made by countries whether to finally sign up or not. That is the issue

of "security assurance."

Now, the current security assurance is in the form of a U.N. Se-

curity Council resolution and a seiies of statements made at the time
that resolution was being adopted by the Security Council, and these

were in effect a not terribly subtle way of the United States and the

Soviet Union saying in effect to the Communist Chinese that, "If you
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threaten India with nuclear attack, we will do something about it

through the Security Council resolution."

Now, one can argue whether or not that structure was good at the

time. I personally think that it was. I am sort of stuck with it. I helped
work it out.

On the other hand, one can no longer argiie that a U.S. or U.S.S.R.
joint arrangement directed against China is effective in the context

of the Security Council because we got a new party—not a new party,

but a new representative of a party there—who is not apt to be quite

as relaxed on the veto as the party who was there in 1968 ; namely, the
Nationalists.

So things have changed. The resolution I think has lost its validity.

Some people say it was never good in the first place. But whether it

was or not, it really doesn't have much impact now.

SECURriY assurance: nonuse agreements

So what should we put in its stead ? Well, most people in this context

think in terms of some form of negative assurance, that is, an agree-

ment not to use nuclear weapons.
I have always felt that many of the arguments against such a nega-

tive assurance were really based on the assumption that we might
need nuclear weapons to provide a support against the millions and
millions of peoples, hundreds of millions, supplied by the Chinese

Communist land forces.

That argument ceased to have any validity in October of 1964 when
the Chinese Communists became a nuclear power.

So I can really see no reason why the U.S. should not be prepared

to sponsor in, or in the context of, the Review Conference, an agree-

ment by which the nuclear powers would make a pledge not to use or

threaten to use nuclear weapons against a nonnuclear party to the

treaty.

I would assume that realism would require that that pledge be quali-

fied by a statement that it would not be applicable in the defense

against a conventional attack launched in concert with, and active sup-

port of a nuclear weapons power.
This is the European problem.
No one assumes that East Germany and Poland and others would

burst across the border unless they were acting in concert with the

Soviet Union. That is what all the opposition is about.

I see no reason why that sort of negative assurance should not be

made and I see much damage to the United States if, because of reasons

which seem to me to be largely internal bureaucratic reasons, and par-

tially cultural lag, some old "red-line" papers that said we cannot do
it because the Chinese are probably still there, but notwithstanding
developments of October 1964.

I think our refusal to do something like this would be very damag-
ing to the prospects of the treaty. People would say, "Look, you won't

even promise not to use nuclear weapons against us, and yet you ex-

pect us to agree not to develop them ourselves. What is this?"

So my first suggestion, Mr. Chairman, would be something in the

field of negative security assurances, nonuse agreements.



I laiow we have a lot of conventional wisdom, probably some in

papers I authored, that you can't trust a nonuse assurance because it

can't be verified. You don't know it is being broken until it is too late.

That is true.

On the other hand, if you have a worldwide nonuse, the nonuse
commitment sort of fits into the overall context of deterrence, and a

use of nuclear weapons against a nonnuclear party to the treaty who
is not engaged in attacking in concert with a nuclear power fits in the

same—it fits in the overall patterns of the deterrence relationship. We
have a fairly good precedence for that, when President Kennedy said

in the Cuban missile crisis that he would interpret an attack from Cuba
on other Latin American countries as an attack launched by the coun-

try that had supplied the missiles.

So you can make a good "gamesmanship" argument that this is non-

verifiable. You can make a good gamesmanship argument that deter-

rence is not verifiable, but it is what we live under and if you fit it into

the total pattern of ever3^hing, the argument becomes a semantic

rather than realistic one.

There are about three other proposals that I would make, Mr. Chair-

man, in this context.

ARTICLE IV OF TREATY: EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION"

Tlie most important one is the manner in which the United States

lives up to its obligations under article IV of the treaty, in which we
agree that all parties to the treaty should have the fullest rights to

participate in exchange of information and involving nonexplosive

—

I will deal with the explosive devices later—peaceful uses of energy.

Now, that article and the article dealing with safeguards have been

interpreted as not to prevent us from giving nuclear assistance to non-

parties to the treaty, provided that all of the material that we provide

is subject to safeguards.

Now, I am not suggesting that a reasonable man could not argue

that the treaty permits that interpretation. One might use the old

legal doctrine of estoppel, saying, I cannot suggest that because in

this room before this committee, the full committee, in considering

the ratification of the treaty, I said I thought that is the way it could

be interpreted.

Senator Symington. Dean Fisher, if you will excuse me, I have to

go votB, but I will be right back.

Mr. Fisher. Fine. Thank you.

[A recess was taken.]

Senator Symington. I am sorry for the delay, Dean Fisher, will

you please proceed.

Mr. Fisher. Yes, Mr, Chairman.
Article IV of the treaty is fairly substantial as a commitment on

the part of the nuclear powers in respect to other parties to the treaty

in making nonexj^losive, peaceful nuclear assistance available.

I think it is fair to say whether this article was presented to the

United Nations by our representative. Ambassador Goldberg, its sig-

nificance was not understated.

I think there probably is—and I think this is probably unjust—

a

little bit of a feeling that the benefits promised under article IV have
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not yet been forthcoming. Some of the underdeveloped countries make
that point. Perhaps they make it with a little bit—well, not fully real-

istic appraisal of the difficulties in actually making economic use of

nuclear power. Apropos Calvert Cliffs, we are having trouble our-

selves in terms of Yepco and others because of environmental concerns.

ARTICLE IV AND REVIEW CONFERENCE

On the other hand, there are two or three things with respect to

this article that I think are important and that if the United States

were to take a position on it might be helpful with respect to the Ke-
view Conference.
Tlie first point is that our position that we really do not care whether

other safeguards, other nuclear activities, of a nonparty to which we
supply assistance are under safeguards or not so long as the materials

that we supply are safeguarded, has a certain element of unrealism

to it in terms of (a) the policies of whether it is worthwliile for a

country to become a party or not; and (b) the actual application of

safeguards.

You build up a nuclear industry by things that are safeguarded and
then combined with indigenous nonsafeguarded material you build

a bomb. I do not want to mention names, but that is what happened
to the Canadians and Indians.

I do not think it would be wise to take the position that we will not

supply nuclear materials to anybody unless that country is a party
to the treaty. I think that would be interpreted as excessive pressure,

the term "blackmaiP' would be used, and the possibility of getting

French cooperation in there not picking up where we left off would
almost bo nonexistent. Tliey would say, "We are not a party to the
treaty, why should we do anything?"
However, the policy that commends itself is that we increasingly

insist upon the total nuclear activity of the comitry being under IAEA
safeguards, whether they are parties to the treaty or not, as a precon-
dition for U.S. peaceful nuclear assistance.

I am avrare Rome cannot be built in a day. We have a whole series

of contractual obligations that enter into it.

On the other hand, that seems to me to be an objective that is rea-
sonable and on v;Iiich it might be possible to elicit French cooperation
without—you cannot do it saying "unless you are a party to the
treaty." The French would say, "How come, we are not a party."
The French have said they do not intend to do anything that the
treaty prohibited. They supported the IAEA—International Atomic
Energ^v'^ Agency—for example.
So the gradual trend tov/ard the policy of requiring complete ac-

ceptance of IAEA safeguards as a precondition for further nuclear
assistance by the United States would seem to me to be a worthwhile
area in which to push recognizing you cannot do that tomorrow be-
cause we do have some contractual arrangements.
Now, second, in this area we probably should also try to work in

the development of, by and large, colocation of critical elements of
the fuel cycle and try to discourage a whole series of little independent
fuel cycles.
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We cannot make that as a condition in the case of parties to the
treaty or people accepting the idea of safeguards. We cannot say
"unless 3"Ou colocate we won't do it because of the treaty." However,
this would not be any form of a hedge on our obligations in article IV
because colocation of the critical elements of the fuel cycle is really

essential to the effective economic utilization of nuclear power. There-
fore, it would seem to me that pushing in that direction would also

be helpful both as a matter of the positive and the negati^-e sides of
article IV.
The positive side is the benefits of this nuclear power have to be

made available to parties to the treaty and therefore that party is

willing to accept IAEA safeguards as a pragmatic matter.

And the other side is that it makes this—and here I carry coals to

Newcastle in the most gross way—I don't know what happened in

the appropriations for the technical assistance under IAEA today.

I gather it's on the Senate floor today or maybe now. I just hope that

goes well.

I don't think we should confine all of our support to IAEA safe-

guards. We should also supply it to the positive portions of IAEA
which is, after all, the use of nuclear energy for the benefit of mankind.

I think I have said about all I know about article IV, so I probably
better stop.

AKTICLE in, PEACEFUL NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS (PNE's)

I would like to go on to article III which is peaceful nuclear

explosions.

There I think we have a Frankenstein's monster, and we are the

Frankenstein. In other words, we created this problem. "Wlien the

treaty was negotiated, we were still engaged in active discussion of

digging the Panama Canal by nuclear explosive devices.

We have since seen the error of our ways and by and large have
called out really for cutting down on the, I gather so, for practically

the nonfunding of the Plowshare program.
But we have made sort of contribution of, like Vice President Bark-

ley's story of the boy playing the bass drum in the high school band
who said he didn't play good music, but he drowned out a lot of bad.

And we got some bad music that we have made that has to be drowned
out.

We have given a lot of people the impression in many cases and the

arguing point in other cases that Plowshare is a going proposition.

We now realize that it is not, of course.

Now, how we get off that hook, I don't know, except I would hope
we could continue to stop any Plowshares on our own and have a recog-

nition, if you will forgive an amateur Biblical scholar from the George-
town Presbyterian Church here, but there are two citations in the

Bible to plowshares, beating your swords into plowshares.

That was Isaiah and INIichael. But there is one in Joel that says the

other, beat your plowshares back into swords and beat your pruning
hooks back into spears, and they are both accurate because we all know
the technology of a peaceful nuclear explosion is more sophisticated

than the technology of the simple nuclear weapon.

61-004—76-
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Any country that develops a "peaceful nuclear explosion" has devel-

oped a weapons capability. It is only its intention and its word in tell-

ing the people that it deals with in the world that it doesn't intend to

go nuclear in the weapons sense.

I have stated a problem and a dilemma and a certain amount of mea
culpa with respect to Plowshare.

SOURCE OF 150 KILOTONS LIMIT

Senator Symington. I would like to ask just one question there to

understand something.
Mr. Fisher. Yes, sir.

Senator Symington. Could you please clarify where the 150-kilo-

tons limit came from?
Mr. Fisher. Well, as I understand it. Senator, the 150 kilotons was

a threshold, and the initial threshold treaty of Plowshare explosions

came out without a limitation. I gather that the administration wasn't

adverse to that immunity from limitation, but was prepared to nego-

tiate a Plowshare limitation of 150 kilotons if the Soviets would agree.

Initially under the threshold test ban, the peaceful explosions had
no threshold on them. They were unlimited. So that there was a

gap in the threshold test ban bigger than the ban itself be-

cause you can say this is peaceful and you could have tests in the

megaton range.
PROBLEM ^^^:TH plowshare

The problem with Plowshare that I should perhaps indicate is that

none of the economic studies of Plowshare cause it to make any sense

if you blow one or two off per year.

All the economic studies that have thought about utility of Plow-
share involve an incredibly large number of explosions, in the neigh-
borhood of a thousand a year. And to have some sort of restriction on
testing and what 3^011 can learn by testing in the weapons field, and say,

OK, we are going to have a thousand a year of nonweapons tests, and
we tell you they are nonweapons tests and you take our word for it,

we won't let you find out, fellas—well, that seems to me to have a fairly

big gap in it. That gets me, Mr. Chairman, to the problem of the final

aspect of the treaty and that is, have we really lived up to article VI
of the treaty?

ARTICLE VI, further NEGOTIATIONS AND FURTHER MEASURES OF
DISARMAMENT

That says, we intend to pursue negotiations and further measures
of disarmament and particularly the preambulatory references in the
Non-Proliferation Treaty which say we hope to negotiate a comprehen-
sive test band.
Now, a group of largely nongovernmental types met in Divonne,

France, just outside Geneva last September and formulated a con-
sensus that the proposed threshold test ban with a threshold of 150
kilotons was "a disheartening step backward."
During the course of these conferences, we have these unofficial

communiques worked out and there is sort of a consensus, but one of
the members had objected to this characterization on the grounds it
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Tvas too negative. The chairman said, "What do you mean, 'it's too

negative' ? That was the nicest thing said about it. Others have said

'fraud ' 'fake.'
"

the'threshold test ban has no relationship to what we have always

said we want to ban, all tests that we can detect.

Now, there are probably as many internal governmental memo-

randums over my signature in the years 1964 and 1965 favoring a

fairly low threshold test ban, as that of any person then in the Gov-

ernment. But I must confess I think it is an idea whose time has

long since passed. We have long since passed the point that that

would be a worthwhile thing to do even with the threshold that

directly related to detection capability which would be in the neigh-

borhood of 5 to 10 kilotons, rather than just to go ahead and use a

phrase that is now quite po])ular, "bite the bullet," and ban all tests

and recognize the dangers of cheating from undetected tests w^ere less

than the'dangers for nonproliferation of not having a test ban at all.

I recognize this presents us problems with the Chinese and maybe

problems with the French. But it seems to me unless we are to adopt

a "we can't get there from here" approach there is no reason for us

not to start out in saying our objective is to ban all tests.

We would have to work out some arrangements to deal with the

Plowshare problem. My own personal view would be a moratorium on

any further Plowshare tests until a study has been made until we
determine whether the game is worth the candle which I sincerely

believe it is not.

But there have been other proposals, for example, one that would

set up an international body to approve all Plowshare tests including

those the nuclear power nations conducted in their own territory.

Second, and this can't be done between now and the Review Con-

ference, it can't be completed, but there is required the willingness

to go ahead further on SALT III; and putting all these things

together with SALT II must be undertaken.

Perhaps adopting such things as restrictions on flight tests as one

way of handling the MIRV—multiple independently targetable re-

entry vehicle—problem and some further substantial reductions in

instituting nuclear delivery system seems called for although I don't)

think it is realistic to expect those things to happen between now
and May.

OTHER POSSIBLE DEVELOPMENTS BETWEEN NOW AND MAY

Other things could happen between now and Maj^, just to review

what I have suggested.

I think U.S. policy and nonuse of the type indicated could be

developed between now and May and I think failure to develop it

would be very, very dangerous.
I think a U.S. policy to increasingly insist on complete acceptance

of IAEA safeguards and to lean very strongly toward the co-location

of the nuclear fuel cycle facilities; and technical assistance programs;
and a further statement that we really decided we didn't mean it

quite that much on Plowshare and come up with an instruction to go
back to the drawing board on the so-called threshold test ban—those

could all be done between now and May.
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I think the possibilities of a review conference which would tend

to interest people particularly those critical countries that are all

ready to go, OK, they would go. This, rather than to talk them

out of it.
, , ,

. ,.

I think that would be substantially enhanced by those actions all

of which are within the authority of the executive branch to take

positions on between now and May and which an appropriate nudge

urging or recommending by this august body might help them to make.

I think, Mr. Chairman, I have said about all I know so I better

stop and try to answer your questions.

Senator Symington. Thank you.

POTENTIAL SIGNIFICANCE OF REVIEW CONFERENCE

Senator Symington. The Director of the International Peace Ee-

search Institute, Dr. Frank Barnaby, has said the future success of

the Non-Proliferation Treaty will depend to a large extent on the

outcome of the May Review Conference and that this Conference is,

therefore, a crucial event in the field of arms control and disarma-

ment.
Do you feel that you have expressed yourself on that adequately?

Is there anything that you would add with respect to the potential'

significance of the Review Conference ?

Mr. Fisher. Euratom and Japan are wavering in the balance and
a good Review Conference will cause them to feel, let's go ahead and
ratify it.

We have not fully dealt with the problem of the Indian test. I am
not sure I can give you much in the way of wisdom that you do not
already have on that.

But it would be awful if the Conference came out in such a way
that either due to U.S. inability to accept negative assurances or some
other things, that these countries then would say, "That being thfr

case, we won't go along. We will call it off."

We have gone a long ways to get Euratom countries and Japan
as far as they are and if there were to be any backsliding on this I
think it would be a great step backward against peace.

SALT TALKS IMPLICATIONS ON COUNTRIES CONTEMPLATING NUCLEAR
WEAPONS ACQUISITION

Senator Symington. A representative of a still nonnuclear country
has said that if he had known in 1968 how little the nuclear powers-
would do over the next 6 years to meet their ends of the Non-Prolifer-
ation Treaty by controlling their own arms race he would have ad-
vised his government not to sign the treaty.

^
What Implications do you believe the SALT—Strategic Arms Lim-

itation Talks—talks could have on countries now contemplating
whether or not to acquire nuclear weapons ?

Mr. Fisher. Well, my problem with the SALT talks is that it de-
pends upon initially just what we do within the context of the Vladi-
vostok accords. The Vladivostok accords permitted us to do just about
everj^thmg we wanted to do and the So^^ets to do just about everv-
thing they wanted to do. They were not the same things, so it per-
mitted us to do things we had not wanted to do before that.
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If we take tlie position that because it is permitted under the Vladi-

vostok accords we have to do it and the Soviets take the same position,

I think it would be a definite step backward.

My own view on balance is that the Vladivostok accord—and hope-

fully it will be clarified somewhat as we get to the details of it

—

would be on the whole, on balance better than nothing; it's better to

liave it ratified than not as long as there was the clear understand-

ing that this agreement was not a hunting license under which every-

one did what they could up to the maximum of the agreement, be-

cause the very terms of this agreement were basically a standstill.

"With respect to present plans, that is. And to that extent if we both

decided to do not only what we wanted to do and what the other side

decided to do and we had not decided to do—well, this would be a

cruel hoax and this observation would be quite accurate.

To people who said if we had known you were not going to do any-

thing about your arms control, well, you can take that with a grain

of salt. It would be interesting to hear what the response of India

vrould be to a comprehensive test ban.

PRICE PRESSURE TO ENCOURAGE MEMBERSHIP IX NPT

Senator Sy::mtxgtox. Do you believe that price pressures on nuclear

fuel to encourage membership in the Non-Proliferation Treaty for the

peaceful proliferation of such energy would be in our best national

interest ?

1;lv. FiSTTER. Well, I am not sure I would put it on the economics of

the price for fuel as I v.'ould put it on the notion of the complete

acceptance of or increased acceptance of IAEA safeguards and the

problem of colocation of the fuel cycle facilities which do have certain

economics to them.
I am not close enough to know when pressure becomes blackmail,

at least in the eyes of the receiver, so to speak, the one receiving the

pressure.

As I say, and have said earlier, I took the position some years ago
that the treaty itself did not require treaty compliance for any form
of nuclear assistance. I repeat that now, because the person to whom
I made that answer—and it was Senator Javits—is in the room now.
But I think we might stiifen up the beat a little bit in terms that

we don't have any obligations with respect to nontreaty parties. If

they are not a member of the treaty, our treaty obligation is non-

existent. So as a matter of policy we can say that we think the whole
coni^ept of safeguards would be that we do not want to build up the

nuclear industry, safeguarded nuclear industry only to have a non-

safeguarded domestic facility go nuclear in terms of weapons.
As a matter of policy we can do that much. I think we would make

a mistake in interpreting the treaty tliat way. I don't think you would
have gotten signatures by the Euratom countries or Japan either.

On the other hand we don't have to adopt a U.S. policy to aid non-

parties. There is no treaty obligation to go this way. So I put the

emphasis on the IAEA safeguards and the colocation of fuel cycle

facilities. I have not really thought about the pricing to that extent

to give you a sensible answer though. Senator.
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SPECIFIC INTERNATIONAL SANCTIONS AGAINST COUNTRIES DE\'ELOPING OWN
NUCLEAR WEAPONS

Senator Symington. Should there be specific international sanctions

against nations moving to develop their own nuclear weapons ?

Mr. Fisher. Well, I think the international sanctions would be
awfully hard to—well it is difficult to say that. I think we can take
the position that certainly in our own area as far as international

nuclear cooperation is concerned when a country decides to go in a
weapons direction we change our sense of collaboration with them in

a nuclear way.
Now, whether or not you apply that to other forms of sanctions in

terms of economic sanctions I think depends on the political relation-

ships that exist at that particular time.

I have no doubt at all, however, about making a complete change
in our nuclear policy of nuclear assistance with respect to a country
that has indicated that it is going to go ahead with respect to nuclear
weapons.

GUARDING AGAINST NUCLEAR REACTOR RECIPIENTS MOVING INTO WEAPONS
PROGRAM

Senator Symington. How much does the United States guard
against the danger that the recipient of nuclear reactors and material
and technology will decide as a result of internal political change to
ignore safeguards and prohibitions and move into a nuclear weapons
program ?

Mr. Fisher. Well, Senator, if we have complete acceptance of IAEA
safeguards I think it is a risk we have to take. The alternative is to
tell the other countries that the nuclear age is not for you because we
don't trust you.
While I am completely conscious of the dangers that they may say,

"OK, -sve have now gotten to the point where we can throw the* safe-
guards out, and you can do what you think you can to us," and you
can't do anything at that point, but that is not as great a danger as
trying to tell the nonnuclear countries that the nuclear age "is not
for you ; we don't trust you." If we do that, they will go nuclear on
their own.
So I think we have to rely upon the structure of the treaty and the

IAEA safeguards structure and continue to work to improve them. I
think we made that decision when we signed the treatv and ratified the
treaty and with article IV in it, by the way.

Article IV is based on the proposition "that if vou add the safeiruard
structure you will have to take the risk that a'peaceful country will
pull out of the treaty later on. But there are other sorts of pressures to
prevent that and I don't think we can change our minds on that and
have any hopes of widespread adherence to the treaty.

OPTIONS available SHOULD MEMBER WITH FUEL STOCKPILE ABROGATE NPT

Senator Symington. What would we do in a situation in which a
member nation of the Non-Proliferation Treaty with a stockpile of
irradiated fuel elements decided to abrogate the Non-Proliferation
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Treaty ? What should we be doing to improve our choices should this

occur?
Mr. Fisher. Well, Senator, if you have—well, one of the reasons for

colocation preferably on a regional basis of the entire fuel cycle is to

make that option a harder one to exercise. It doesn't become purely a

national decision.

I think we have a basis for doing that not only in the Non-Prolifera-

tion Treaty itself but in the economics of the fuel cycle.

I know there are many dangers in the Non-Proliferation Treaty, but

again I come to my basic philosophy that they are outweighed by the

fact that if you took the view of potential nuclear countries that the

nuclear age is not for you, you wouldn't have a Non-Proliferation

Treaty. Those dangers would be greater.

Senator Symington. Thank you.

DIVONNE CONFERENCE CONCLUSION CONCERNING ARTICLE VI

At the Divonne conference last year sponsored by the Arms Control
Association and the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace the

following was a principal conclusion and I quote

:

The nuclear-weapon parties should begin to fulfill their obligations under Article

VI of the NPT to "pursue negotiations in good faith on effective measures relating

to the cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early date and to nuclear disarma-
ment, including a treaty on general and complete disarmament." In particular,

they should initiate a substantial reduction in strategic nuclear delivery vehicles,

pursue measures to limit further missile flight testing, and, most importantly,
proceed promptly to negotiate a Comprehensive Test Ban.

Would you comment on that ?

Mr. Fisher. Well, my only comment on that, and I agree with this

recommendation, but as you indicated I was at Divonne and partic-

ipated in drawing this up. Also, and at an approjiriate point I would
suggest the committee might like to have this report as an appendix
to whatever hearings it prints.

Senator Symington. Without objection, we will include that.

[The information referred to follows :]

Report of the Conference of Divonne ; NPT : Paradoxes and Problems

(Anne W. Marks, Editor)

Recommendations and Conclusions

It was the general view of the participants at Divonne that they should focus
on the upcoming NPT Review Conference and seek to provide recommendations
which might gather enough support to be felt there. A series of recent develop-
ments has underlined the urgency of the issues to be discussed at that Con-
ference. Our discussions covered many aspects of the non-proliferation issue
beyond the framework of the Treaty, some of which were felt to be of great
significance for the constraint of proliferation and the reinforcement of interna-
tioal security.
The recommendations and conclusions presented here are based on a generally

held view that the present Treaty, while far from perfect, is a useful and work-
able instrument. Two questions nevertheless confront the Review Conference : the
question of amending the existing Treaty text, and the question of implementing
its provisions. It was widely argued that attempts to amend the Treaty in a
substantive fashion at the Review Conference are likely to prove ineffective. At
the same time, it was felt that the most notable shortcomings in the present oper-
ation of the Treaty clearly result from the failure of the nuclear-weapon parties
to carry out its provisions and to fulfill obligations undertaken by them at the
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time of its negotiation. The recommendations which follow are therefore directed

particularly to steps which can help to ensure that the purposes of the Treaty and
its Preamble are realized.

1. THE ARMS KACE

The nuclear-weapon parties should begin to fulfill their obligations under
Article VI of the NPT to "pursue negotiations in good faith on effective measures
relating to the cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early date and to nuclear

disarmament, including a treaty on general and complete disarmament." In par-

ticular, they should initiate a substantial reduction in strategic nuclear delivery

vehicles, pursue measures to limit further missile flight testing, and, most inv-

portantly, proceed promptly to negotiate a Comprehensive Test Ban.***** * *

To meet their obligations under Article VI, the United States and the Soviet

Union must take more positive action than has heen evidenced so far. Three
steps in particular are of major importance.

First, the actual process of general strategic disarmament must begin with
reducing the number of strategic nuclear delivery vehicles. We are confident

that an immediate and substantial reduction in numbers of strategic nuclear

delivery vehicles would pose no threat to the security of either side, and would
set in motion the mechanism for a firm schedule of further reduction.

Second, measures to limit or prohibit further qualitative advances in the

strategic arms race must be combined with such reductions. Strict limitations in

the numbers of missile flight tests will make the capacity of either side to develop
new MIRVs or increase accuracy on their missile warheads (both potentially

destabilizing steps), significantly more difiicult. Such controls can be readily

verified through national technical means, as established by the SALT Agree-
ments of May 1972.

Third, a Comprehensive Test Ban. The absence of a total ban on testing con-

tinues to symbolize the failure of the nuclear superpowers to exercise restraint

in arms development, in particular in the technological nuclear arms race. The
recent signing of the "threshold" test ban treaty by the United States and the

Soviet Union was a disheartening step backward, for instead of evidencing an
intent to stop nuclear testing over time, it appears to license it. A threshold of

150 kilotons yield (ten times the size of the Hiroshima bomb) permits the
development of most weapons the U.S. and U.S.S.R. are likely to want. In setting

an effective date of March 31, 1976, the agreement permits testing of those larger
weapons which would be outlawed after that date. In authorizing "underground
nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes" without any restriction, the parties are
raising problems which are discussed under Recommendation 3.

While efforts must continue to get France and Chi^ia to join the negotiations for

a Comprehensive Test Ban, their failure to do so should not be allowed to hold
up agreement. Provisions similar to those in earlier arms control agreements can
always be included to allow the parties to withdi-aw if continued testing by non-
parties vitally affects their security.

2. SECUKITT AGAIXST NUCLEAR THREATS

As the U.N. Security Council Resolution 255 and the associated declarations on
security assurances are icidely regarded as inadequate, and, in the opinion of
many states, meaningless, the nuclear powers should be prepared to take more
realistic action, including at least an offer along the lines of a pledge of an
appropriate type not to use or threaten to use nuclear iceapons against a non-
nuclear party to the Treaty. Regional moves toicard nuclear-free zones patterned
<ilong the lines of the Treaty of Tlatelolco should also be encouraged as another
means of allaying fears of nuclear threats.***** * *

A major concern of the non-nuclear-weapon states during the negotiation of
the Non-Proliferation Treaty was the extent to which their commitments under
the Treaty would weaken their national security, leaving them prey to nuclear
aggression. The nuclear powers responded to this problem of nuclear insecurity
with the tripartite Security Assurances Resolution, adopted by the UN Security
Council on June 19, 1968. Even then, this measure fell short of what many
non-nuclear-weapon states thought necessary. Moreover, at the present time, it is

generally agreed that It has no practical value. International events since that
time have undermined the effectiveness of the resolution to the point where it
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has lost all practical value. It is imperative that consideration be given to-

alternate forms of security assurances, or arrangements which can more ade-
quately allay the real fears of the nou-nuclear-weapon parties and take into con-

sideration the problems of some non-parties. Two possible solutions which have
often been discussed at the international negotiating table deserve serious
attention.

One possibility involves a pledge by the nuclear powers never to be the first to

use nuclear arms against a non-nuclear-weapon party to the Treaty unless that
party is engaged in armed attack in concert with a nuclear-weapon power. SucJi a
non-use undertaking on the part of the nuclear powers would meet the specific

demands of various non-nuclear non-parties. Moreover, so far as the nuclear
powers are concerned, it involves no more than an extension of their commit-
ments under the Treaty of Tlatelolco (the Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear
Weapons in Latin America). A proecedent can be found in Protocol II to that
Treaty in which four of the nuclear powers have pledged to respect the nuclear-
free zone established in Latin America and not to use or threaten to use nuclear
weapons against the member states in the zone.
The formulation suggested for the pledge would automatically make excep-

tion in the case of conflict embarked upon by a non-nuclear weapon state formally
allied to a nuclear-weapon power, if that power undertook supporting military
movements. On the other hand, it would protect non-nuclear-weapon parties from
the threat of nuclear blackmail in the pursuit of their national security policies.

There have been a variety of other non-use agreements discussed, ranging from
an absolute agreement to one which does not apply to any allies of a nuclear
power.
The proposals have been discussed in the context of agreed types of non-use

pledges to parties to the NPT because that is the context which is now under con-

sideration. This does not preclude negotiation of an agreed type of pledge of
more general application in another forum.
Another approach to alleviating national security problems posed for non-

nuclear-weapon nations surrendering the nuclear option is a regional one, that
of nuclear-free zones. The experience of negotiating the Latin American Nuclear-
Free-Zone (The Treaty of Tlatelolco) has shown that proposal for denucleariza-
tion in various parts of the world have the advantage of treating separately the
special political, strategic, and technical problems of each region. Above all.

such zones can offer increased security because they are negotiated among the
states involved.
Mutual assurances of the renunication of nuclear weapons in a given area,

with provision for satisfactory verification, can provide more security than
pledges by the nuclear-weapon state alone. Proposals for Middle East and South
Asian nuclear-free zones have recently been made. The African states may wish
to pursue a similar project. Proposals for nuclear-free zones have been made in

Europe. The great powers should respect such zones as are agreed upon.

3. "peacefxjl" nucleae explosions

In view of the differing understanding of the value and practicality of "peace-

ful" nuclear explosions (PNEs), a study should he made by a group of experts
appointed by the Secretary General of the United Nations to examine the politi-

cal, safety, security, economic, and technical aspects of the PNE program. This
group should include the varied disciplines necessary to make a broad study and
should be initiated without waiting for the Review Conference.
Two suggestions were tnade in this context: namely, that a moratorium on all

further PNE tests be imposed pending the results of this study, and that there be
an international regime to supervise all peaceful nuclear explosions of all states,

should they be continued or resumed. However, there are some tcho xcould support
one or the other of the two suggestions only in the context of the control of mili-

iary uses of nuclear energy, including a Comprehensive Test Ban.

* * * * * * *

At the time the NPT was signed in 1968, there were high hopes in some quar-
ters that the economic benefits from the use of peaceful nuclear explosives might
turn out to be impressive, and Article V was placed in the Treaty to ensure that
the non-nuclear-weapon countries would enjoy any potential benefits on a non-
discriminatory basis. It was pointed out, however, that in the intervening six
years the United States had spent many millions in pursuit of practical, economic
applications for its "peaceful" explosions program ("Plowshare"). Despite this
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and despite the fact that the U.S. has had intensive experience with this partic-

ular technology, no particular success has been achieved.

There continues to be controversy on the real potential of PNEs and there are

not sufficient analyses available about the costs, numbers of explosives needed,

alternative methods of doing the tasks, or the environmental and health risks to

settle the argument. Moreover, since PNEs and nuclear weapons can only be

differentiated by their intent, such explosions raise serious problems for effective

nuclear arms control.

One view expressed was that PNEs were incompatible with nuclear arms con-

trol and should therefore be prohibited altogether. Another view was that it was
not practical or acceptable to prohibit PNEs, especially for the developing coun-
tries, unless all nuclear tests were forbidden. But this latter was acceptable, ac-

cording to still another, only if safeguards were to be applied to the peaceful nu-

clear activities of all powers.
In view of the divergencies of opinion about the value and practicality ol

PNEs, proposals were made that a broad new study be undertaken by the UN Sec*

retary General of the potential benefits and possible disadvantages that might
result from a program of peaceful nuclear explosions, and that every peaceful
application be evaluated in terms of alternative methods of accomplishing the
same purpose. All information, except tlie details of explosive design, should be
freely available to all interested parties, in order that every nation be on an equal
footing in determining its true national needs.

It was pointed out by one of the participants that the International Atomic
Energy Agency was required under its Statute to carry out such sudies, and also
that the United Nations had been holding a series of conferences on the peaceful
uses of nuclear energy, including PNEs. Nevertheless, there was general support
for the study proposal, providing it considered—in addition to the technical
aspects—the political, safety, and economic questions involved. If and when, after
the study, "peaceful" nuclear explosions were considered feasible and desirable,
it was proposed that they be carried out under an international regime.

In any event, it was agreed that should the proposal for a study be implemented,
it need not—and indeed should not—await the convening of the Review Confer-
ence. And in the meantime, it was proposed, a moratorium should be declared
on all such "peaceful" nuclear explosive tests, although some did not accept the
idea except in the context of a ban on all nuclear tests.

4. CIVILIAN NUCLEAR ASSISTANCE

Article IV of the 'Non-Proliferation Treaty recognizes the "inalienaUe right"
of all parties to full participation in all peaceful nuclear activities, except for the
manufacture of nuclear explosive devices. In order to avoid discrimination be-
tioeen party and non-party states, nuclear assistance hy any state {whether or
not party to the Treaty), in the forms of nuclear material and technology, should
go only to non-nuclear weapon states which have agreed to accept approved
IAEA safeguards on all their peaceful nuclear programs.***** * *

Included in the Article IV pledges of assistance and cooperation is an under-
taking by parties "in a position to do so" to contribute to civilian nuclear appli-
cations of the non-nuclear-weapon states, and particular mention of the needs
of the developing countries is made. These provisions were included in the Treaty
in response to complaints about its nuclear-nonnuclear weapons imbalance and to
encourage accession by the promise of assistance to NPT states.

Tlie drafters of the NPT doubtless saw the entry of power reactors into national
energy economies taking place at a somewhat less rapid pace than the oil crisisnow seems to permit. The heightened interest and activitv in nuclear power as a
large part of the answer to worldwide energy demands has brought the issue of
compliance with the commitment to assistance in this technology into sharp focus.
The NPT places primary emphasis on preventing the diversion of nuclear ma-

terials from civil to weapon use. Today, however, the nuclear-weapon states (who
along with certain non-nuclear-weapon states, are major suppliers of nuclear
fuels for civil use) cannot continue to regard the Treaty in such narrow terms ; anealthy treaty must take into account the commercial and economic possibilities
inherent m civil use. and must place as strong an emphasis on the exploitationand sharing of bene^fits as it does on the responsibility for its potential dangers.

1 he fuel produced in uranium enrichment facilities is essential for the opera-
tion of most nuclear power plants in oijeration now and until the end of the
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centurv. States relying on nuclear fuel for power resources have been dependent

for years on others (particularly the United States) for the fuel essential to the

oi>eration of their power plants. Articles III and IV of the NPT, read wisely

together, can provide a framework (through the establishment of a system of

international participation in critical elements in the fuel cycle) on which na-

tional security, safety to peoples and their environment, and economic independ-

ence from fossil fuels can be built.

The XPT safeguards requirements are not designed to accomplish all this, nor

should they be. What they can do, and in fact are beginning to do, is place in

motion a process that demonstrates that controls can be made to work, and
much less intrusively than was originally thought. The responsibility assumed
by the International Atomic Energy Agency under the Treaty, and the technical

and political effort required to fulfill it, has already produced a unique and
creative dichotomy between national and international entities engaged in the

development of nuclear energy. Building on what has been done so far, it is

possible to develop a system for multinational participation in, and international

supervision of. the critical elements of the fuel cycle which will give to the

parties to the NPT the assurance that they can obtain, on a non-discriminatory

basis, the materials and facilities necessary for their power programs.

Parties to the NPT in a position to supply nuclear assistance should discon-

tinue a practice which has the effect of discriminating against the non-nuclear-

weapon states that have become parties to the NPT.
Non-nuclear-weapon parties to the Treaty have agreed to accept safeguards

on all source or special material in all peaceful activities, while at the same time

such materials are being sold by some parties to countries not party to the

Treaty under safeguards applying only to the particular materials being

transferred.
There was discussion whether this practice is in violation of Article III. Opin-

ions have been expressed on both sides of the issue, but no matter which view is

correct, the practice is inconsistent with the purposes of the NPT. It serves as a

disincentive to states joining the NPT. It also tends to undermine the effective-

ness of the safeguards system itself. In the first place, safeguards are more effec-

tive when they are applied to all nuclear facilities inside a state.

Some participants argued that parties to the NPT should supply no nuclear

materials except to other parties and that a concerted policy of all supplier coun-

tries is desirable to avoid the misuse of supplies.

It was also suggested that there should be a prohibition of any exchange of

nuclear materials "and technology between parties and non-parties to the NPT.
This would provide an inducement for potential suppliers of nuclear materials

and technology to adhere to the Treaty.

Another view was that in order to eliminate the existent discrimination be-

tween nuclear-weapon states and non-nuclear-weapon states parties to the Treaty,

all recipients of nuclear equipment, whether weapon-states or not, should accept

the .same safeguards.
It was also suggested that in order to remove obstacles to the formation and

operation of multinational owned nuclear enterprises and in order to facilitate

the extension of IAEA safeguards to as much of the world's nuclear industry as

practicable, nuclear assistance should be provided only if such materials and

equipment (and all materials produced with such materials) were subject to

IAEA safeguards.
One view was that a much more serious discrimination in the Treaty lay in the

provision which required safeguards on all nuclear programs of non-nuclear-

weapon states, while there were no safeguards at all on any programs of nu-

clear-weapon states. Such a provision, it was argued, discriminates against devel-

oping and non-industrialized countries unable to manufacture their own require-

ments indigenously.
The Conference recommendation adopts a middle ground and takes the posi-

tion that, in the future, transfers of nuclear materials to non-parties should be

under the same conditions as apply to NPT parties—safeguards on all materials

in all peaceful activities.
.5. SAFEGUARDS

International and national safeguards systems should be strengthened and

made ttniversal. Physical security should be introduced into the system by in-

corporating appropriate physical security standards which miist apply on all

materials. Consideration should also be given to safety and environmental

concerns.*******
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It is clear that safeguards, whether applied to the narrow purposes of the

NPT, or to the broader, more comprehensive questions accompanying the era of

nuclear power, are destined to become a commonplace of nuclear life.

The problem of diversion of nuclear material by terrorists, organized criminals

and other non-governmental groups should be given immediate attention. Since
there is no doubt that under certain circumstances the possibility of such diver-

sion exists, the risks to the growing nuclear industry and international security

are manifest. NPT safeguards, which are aimed at detecting governmental diver-

sion, contain no provision against theft or sabotage by private groups or individ-

uals, and means must be developed to deal with these problems. Regardless of

attitudes towards the NPT, all governments have a common interest here, which
can logically be addressed through the IAEA, For although the IAEA cannot
itself exercise police power, it can, in the new spirit of cooperation between
national and international systems, formulate certain standards of physical
security which mu.st be applied if nations are to be considered in compliance.
The same concern should be applied to industrial accidents and safety standards
for handling highly toxic materials.

Mr. FiSHEK. The particular points they make are substantial reduc-
tion in nuclear delivery vehicles, pui*sue measures to limit further
missile flight testing and most importantly, negotiate a comprehensive
test ban.

Those are the things that can be done fairly quickh^, particularly
the latter.

Now, there is a reference to general and complete disarmament and
that remains the objective of the United States. We all Imow it is an
objective that is not right around the corner. I have always been a

little bit concerned about people who say, "Well, this is not worth
doing because it is not general and complete for disarmament."

I think a comprehensive test ban would be a great thing for peace
whether it is done within the context of the complete disarmament
objective or not.

A Senator used to say, "The test ban is not disarmament at all."

Well, I don't care whether it is or not, it is still a great step for
peace.

I would hope those three measures which represented the consensus
of the group, most of them not officials although some officials were
there—^by the way, no U.S. officials were there—but as to what is doing.
These are the ones that seem most important and that is the reason
for the emphasis on the comprehensive test ban.
Eight now we have been able to do that the last couple of years if we

had wanted to, maybe in the last 5, maybe in the last 8 we could have.
At the risk of sounding too mea culpa, I probably have as many

speeches at Geneva talking about the necessity for onsight inspection
and the comprehensive test ban as any formeV official or present offi-

cial. When I started making them in 1984 I think they were true but
somewhere between 1964 and now—and whether or not that happened
by 1969 when I was still sanguine or not—I believe history would
]udge isn't true now.

I am perfectly prepared to admit that. I think it was true in 1964.
Certanily as a matter of political reality.

I don't think in 1964 we could have gotten a comprehensive test
ban without onsight inspection through the Senate. I think we could
today.

I think it would be in the net interest of the U.S. national security.
It is not that I am a dreamy-eyed peacenik. I think it would be in the
total best interests of the U.S. security for us to do it. We would be
better off. We would be safer.
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ADEQUACY OP IAEA SAFEGTJAKDS

Senator Symington. Finally, do you believe the IAEA safeguards

are adequate ?

Mr. Fisher. I would say probably they could stand improvement,

but they are the best we got.

Since they are in being, I think we ought to accept them and work

to improve them.

I remember once in a rather facetious observation wlien we were

considering one of these proposed general and complete disarmament

treaties we had a nonexistent but a body of—well, I've forgotten its

letters, but it was for general and complete disarmament. We were

debating whether certain things should be under the IAEA or imder

the overall control administration. One of my colleagues said, "Isn't

the IAEA generally inexperienced?" I said, "Yes, but that beats the

overall control organization which doesn't even exist."

So we got it.

It suffers probably the problems of—and forgive me for talking

about a sen'ice with which you are more familiar than I—^the Air

Force in World War II had the Flying Cadets that all got to be

colonels while those coming in in 194'2 all made captain. But it's still

better to have an organization in being to feed into. It can be im-

proved upon, Senator, and it will be. But it's there. I think rather

than to say it is no good we ought to continue to build it up.

Senator Symington. Thank you. Dean Fisher.

Senator Javits ?

Senator Javits. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

FORUM FOR CONVEYING RENAL HORROR OF NUCLEAR EXCHANGE

One thing interests me beyond everything else. Dean Fisher, and
I would certainly not duplicate the very excellent questions asked

by our chairman, but we have been singularly unsuccessful in bring-

ing home to the people of our country how much they have at stake

in this matter. How really destructive the atomic weapon is. It is

truly Armageddon where the present state of the art is and with the

only exchange an exchange of uparalleled destruction, as unthink-

able as that is, you and I know it is something that could happen.

Would you have any recommendations or suggestions to us aside

from all those we have been going through for all these years for

conveying to the public the awesome nature of what we are dealing

with, and therefore, the urgent need for unusual concentration of at-

tention upon it ?

Mr. Fisher. Well, Senator, my own specific feelings I have not

really thought about in terms of the media or the forum for that.

But I would think perhaps a fairly detailed discussion either by this

committee or on the floor or a specific and hard-boiled proposal—that

is, the nonuse proposal—might well be the forum under which the

notion that the real horror of the nuclear exchange can be brought

to bear.

I recall one of the things prepared by Secretary McISTamara deal-

inc: with the nuclear exchange. You know, you had in one case 100

million killed and then 80 million killed in another case, and these
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were direct explosion deaths. These were not radioactivity-related

deaths or deaths due to breakup of civilization.

I always remember the chilling footnote that said :

In assuming casualties of this magnitude differences in deatlis of 10 million
more or less could occur outside of the estimate.

Whoops. Another 10 million dead—sorry but we can't figure it that

close. This is really chilling.

But how do you get that across? Perhaps a discussion of "are we
prepared if we want to tell other people not to develop nuclear weap-
ons that we will promise not to use them against them?"
That does seem to me, if I were a nonnuclear power, to suggest

the comment, "Look, what do you mean saying that you want us
to sign the treaty, but you are not prepared to have any form of non-
use agreement?"
Now the limited agreement that I indicated, that I think is based

on our own ratification of the Treaty of Tlatelolco—Mexico City, that
would strike me as the least we could be expected to do. But if I were
a nonnuclear weapons power, I would certainly insist on that. I would
really be quite vigorous in saying "How do you expect me to agree
to be nomiuclear, especially in a Third World structure, if you won't
agree not to bomb me ?"

That is a question, it seems to me, that even an accomplished flan-

nelmouth like myself would have trouble evading. And I have been
some years in practicing evading questions like that. But I would
hate to try to evade that one.

FEASIBLE INTERMEDIATE STEPS IN CONTEXT OF C0MPREHENSI\T: TEST BAN

Senator Javits. The other question I have in mind is where you
speak of a comprehensive test ban; are there any steps between now
and then which remain feasible ?

In other words, would you feel that that is the only thing that
is left to do or is there any intermediate step that might be taken?
Mr. Fisher. The only steps I could see would be within the con-

text of a comprehensive test ban and how you dealt with the problem
of peaceful explosions. There are all sorts of variances on that. Some
say get rid of them entirely; some say internationalize them under
some certain structures.

I see variances of that sort.

Coming up with a lower threshold I don't think would be produc-
tive at this time from the point of view of the review conference. I

think you could always repeat the experience that has been tried by
two Presidents, President Eisenhower and President Kennedy, what
they did in announcing that we would propose a moratorium so long
as the other side does the same thing.
That could be done.
There were arguments about the experience under President Eisen-

hower's moratorium. On the whole I think it was better than the
opposite. And the moratorium that President Kennedy proposed was
limited to atmospheric tests and it produced a test ban quite speedily
and you didn't have any problems under it. That would be Executive-
action, of course, but the Senate could recommend it.
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SHARING BENEFITS OF NUCLEAR ENERGY's PEACEFUL USES

Senator Jaa^ts. You mentioned the fact that the nuclear powers

have undertaken to negotiate nuclear arms limitations agreements,

et cetera, as a condition of the nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty.

Isn't it a fact they also imdertook to share other benefits with the

powers signing the treaty, that is, benefits in terms of the peaceful

uses of nuclear energy, and so on ?

Mr. Fisher. Yes.

Senator JA\^TS. Do you think that that has been adequately dealt

with?
Mr. Fisher. It is hard for me to say. I think probably so with

respect to the nonexplosive side which is the unqualified section. We
have added difficulties in that it is easier to get this assistance if you

are not a treaty party than it is if you are because of our policies that

I supported at the time and justified in exchanges with you back in

1969.

I think we should get off of that now.
With respect to the obligation to supply peaceful nuclear explosions,

that obligation is more qualified. It is an if, as, and when obligation.

It has all the dangers of any if, as, and when. The "'if" becomes a

"maybe" and the "maybe" becomes "yes."

I think our problem is not educating our colleagues that the "if"

is not a "maybe" and since it has not been there it is more rather

turned around to a "no" rather than a "yes." I think our failure there

is in the failure of education or communication.
Senator Javits. So that would be your recommendation with respect

to those matters which do not relate to our effort to negotiate with

each other?
Mr. Fisher. Yes.
Senator Javits. OK.

DELAY OF HEARINGS

Professor Fisher, let me tell you that I felt personally responsible

for the delay in hearing you because of our meeting yesterday. I had
requested the afternoon session without knowing personally—though
my office did know I didn't know—of other matters. I am sorry if it

caused you any problems.
Mr. Fisher. No inconvenience at all. I am both privileged and

honored to be here.

Senator Javits. Thank you, sir. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

SAFEGUARDING PEACEFUL NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY AGAINST NUCLEAR
WEAPONS-MAKING

Senator Symington. Thank you, Senator.
I have one more question and that is, in view of the fact that a

growing number of countries are turning to nuclear power, and that
the plutonium which can be separated from reactor fuel waste can be
used to make an atomic weapon, how can we prevent the distribution

of nuclear technology for peaceful purposes from being used for

nuclear weapons-making ?
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^Vliat are your thoughts on this? It is beginning to worry me niore

than any other single subject that we discuss in the Foreign Relations

Committee, or Armed Services Committee, or Joint Atomic Energy

Committee for that matter.

Mr. Fisher. Mr. Chairman, my thought on that is really to work as

hard as we can to get general acceptance of the Non-Proliferation

Treaty, then working to improve the IAEA safeguards and then in

the context of the IAEA safeguards, increasing the recommenda-

tions by the IAEA in the field of physical security, really more mate-

rial accountability rather than physical security.

Then finally, working in this same framework toward the concept

of or on a regional basis basically for colocation of the whole fuel

cycle facilities, including fuel fabrication, reprocessing and then try-

ing to keep as many regional fuel reprocessing plants in existence

and as few national facilities as we can.

You Imow, it is basically a situation of where you just don't take it

out of the reactor and make it into a bomb. You have to do a lot of

things with it. While it is not terribly complicated chemically as I

understand it, but because everything is highly radioactive and, there-

fore, has to be done by remote control it becomes quite a complex

operation. We want to keep as many regional fuel reprocessing plants

in existence as possible and as few national facilities as we can._

With the permission of the committee I would like to submit just

three pages of a recommendation on the problem of colocation and
complete concentration of the fuel cycle that makes cheating harder.

Now, you can't make it impossible and I am sure even in worst-case

operations even under the Non-Proliferation Treaty, the worst-case

analysis could be taken to the point where you can say the treaty is

worthless because they can still make bombs within the concept of the

treaty.

The only answer to that is that you don't give nuclear assistance

to anybody. The answer to that is you won't have and treaty at all if

you don't do that. You have the same problem then of balancing

the risks in this area.

My way to balance the risk is not to say, "We can't assist you in

the nuclear energy area;" but to make reasonable economical sugges-

tions on the fuel fabrication, the total fuel cycle that reduces this risk

to a minimum and if I would be able to, I would like to submit a paper
on this.

Senator Symington. Without objection, yes, and thank you.
[The information referred to follows :]

[From NPT : Paradoxes and Problems, Arms Control Association. Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace, Washington, D.C., 1975]

During the Conference at Divonne, and concurrent with the dis-

cussions, the Conference Secretariat prepared a draft report for the
convenience of the participants. The following draft section was
not included in the final report because the Conference was unable
to devote sufficient time to the sub.1ect. It is included here because
of the interest it generated, as evidenced by the comment in Recom-
mendation 4 of the Report that "States relying on nuclear fuel for
power resources have been dependent for years on others . . . for the
fuel essential to the operational of their power plants. Articles III
and IV of the NPT, read wisely together, can provide a framework
(through the establishmtnt of a system of international participa-
tion in critical elements in the fuel cycle) on which national security,
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safety to people and their environment, and economic independence
from fossil fuels can be built." Ed.

Critical elements of the fuel cycle supporting nuclear power programs should,

insofar as possible, be oo-located in order to minimize the risks of diversion or

tlieft, reduce tlie costs of nuclear power, improve safety, and assure the availa-

bility of source materials and advanced technology to NPT parties. This can be
most effectively achieved through international cooperation.

The uranium fuel cycle is the key to both energy and weapons. Critical ele-

ments of that cycle—U -235 separation plants, fuel fabrication facilities, chemical
separation plants for processing spent fuel, and storage facilities—should be
co-located. In this way, physical security can be greatly enhanced, transporta-

tion risks restricted to moving the fuel to the power plant, and the application of

safeguards significantly facilitated. Potential weapons materials would thus be
outside international supervision only at nuclear power reactor sites, where
diversion or theft is extremely difficult so long as IAEA safeguards and reasonable
security procedures are in effect.

Large commercial fuel fabrication facilities and chemical reprocessing plants

are at present concentrated in a few countries. The fuel itself—principally slightly

enriched uranium—is still a virtual monopoly of the U.S., the Soviet Union, and
to a lesser extent the UK and France. Small, or less developed countries will not

be able to afford the necessary facilities on their own, but can (and for reasons of

international economic health, should) share in them according to their needs.

Multi-national participation in large-scale development of nuclear fuel cycle

facilities, accompanied by appropriate IAEA suprevision or control, should be
investigated and encouraged. Enrichment plants, along with fuel reprocessing

and fabrication facilities, might be jointly owned by consortia including importing
and exporting countries. Enormous political and economic benefits, along with
an equal reduction in the risk of nuclear weapon proliferation, can result from
such arrangements.

Ideally, the facilities involved would be co-located on "fuel cycle farms" in

carefully selected and logical regions of the world in order to minimize the effects

of accidents, natural disasters, seizures, and the like, and to afford conven-
ient proximity to power stations. In this way the following needs for a world
nuclear energy-based economy can be met

:

(1) The need for an assured supply of fuel, for freedom from cost fluctua-

tions engendered by commercial competition, and for freedom from political

manipulation of the fuel supply. As to the latter, the gap between governmental
rhetoric urging multilateral cooperation to deal with the world energy situation

and government actions in concluding special bilateral nuclear deals is apparent.

Nuclear resources should not be used as political bargaining chips in the oil-rich

^Middle East or elsewhere. The picture of a cartel restricting a nation's essential

supplies of nuclear fuel is disquieting.

(2) the economics of nuclear power clearly demonstrate the advantage of large,

centralized facilities. The capital investment in uranium enrichment plants for

nuclear fuel is too large to be practical for most individual nations. Similar
considerations apply to chemical fuel reprocessing plants, and to a lesser extent,

fuel fabrication installations. Transportation and physical security are addi-
tional cost items which large co-located facilitie.s can lower significantly.

(3) Large multinational installations can make technical assistance more
effective in providing the benefits of nuclear energy to smaller and less-developed

countries. The most advanced technology can and should be made available to

such centers without any classification barriers.

(4) "Fuel cycle farms" will cut down transport dangers. The plutonium from
nuclear reactors is dangerous and complicated to handle. Even if the Soviet
Union and China are left out of account, the rate of plutonium production is ex-

pected to reach 100,000 kilograms per year by 1985. Co-location of fuel cycle

facilities could virtually eliminate the transportation links that are most vul-

nerable to accident or theft. It is estimated that a million megawatts of nuclear
power generation will necessitate seven to 12 thousand shipments of spent fuels

between reactors and reprocessing plants annually. Security problems are even
more sevei-e in the shipment of the highly enriched, weapons-grade U-235 needed
to fuel advanced design reactors such as the HTGR (high temperature gas-cooled
reactor). Great care must be taken that large amounts of such material, as well

as the plutonium created or used in power plants do not fall into the hands ol

criminal or terrorist groups or be allowed to poison the environment. The im-
61-004—77 3
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minent entry of the "plutouium recycle" (a process which will allow the use of

Plutonium as fuel) into the overall process makes co-location even more important.

Senator Symin-gton. Thank you so much, sir.

Mr. Fisher. Thank you, sir.

Senator Symington. Our next witnesses are Dr. Ted Taylor, and

Prof. Mason Willrich.

Do you have a statement, Dr. Taylor?

STATEMENT OP DR. THEODORE B. TAYLOR, INTERNATIONAL
RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY CORP., WASHINGTON, D.C.

Dr. Taylor. Yes. What I would like to do is submit a prepared
statement to the subcommittee and make a rather brief set of observa-

tions that are complimentary to the statement, but that are not reallj"

a summary of my statement.

Senator Symington. You may proceed as you see fit.

Dr. Taylor. Thank you A^ery much.
I am very grateful for this opportunity to present my views and,

hopefully, assist somewhat in supplying information about what I

consider to be the most important problem facing the world.

"What I would like to do is very quickly get to the substance of some
possible proposals for discussion at the May NPT (Non-Proliferation
Treaty) Conference Review.

Before I do that, however, I would like to make a couple of judg-
mental statements.

ESTABLISHMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF SAFEGUARDS SYSTEMS

First of all, I find I am increasingly optimistic about the technical

and economic practicalities of establishing worldwide, very effective

safeguards that would have a very good chance of detecting any
national actions in the context of NPT. or making it extremely diffi-

cult for nonnational organizations to get their hands on enough plu-

tonium or other special nuclear materials to do large scale damage.
But I also have to say that I am much less optimistic about our

overcoming the institutional and political barriers in the way of imple-
menting these essentially physical systems. That pessimism comes from
several sources. First of all, I find that every time I go through the
list of the roughly 35 countries that today have within their borders
either enough material to make at least one fission bomb, or enough
to be able to make material for a fission bomb in 1 year or 2 when I
look at that list of countries and when I look a little further at the
50-odd countries that have announced plans for large-scale use of
nuclear power within the next 10 years, I get discouraged.

I see representations in those lists of just about any category of
nation one wishes to use—rich, poor, large, small, nuclear, nonnuclear,
history of stable government, unstable government, and so on.

Nevertheless, I see no alternative to doing the best we can to move
toward these systems of safeguards to prevent further horizontal
spread geographically of nuclear weapons and to prevent the spread
to nonnational groups.

I think we have no other choice.

I might say that we are going to have this job to do no matter what
happens in terms of moratoria on nuclear powerplant construction in
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the United States, or even worldwide. We are going to have to solve

this problem one way or another in any event.

FURTHER NUCLEAR PROLIFERATION

I am also not optimistic that the number of countries that will have
announced nuclear explosive capabilities will remain at six. In fact, I

guess I have concluded that since it is possible for any country of just

about any scale that has sufficient nuclear materials within its borders
to make militarily-effective nuclear explosives, if they want to, I think
further proliferation will happen.

I think we are going to see some amount of horizontal proliferation,

that is, new countries and possibly nonnational organizations, acquir-

ing nuclear explosives. I am also afraid, based on what has been going
on for many years, and even recently, that we will also see more verti-

cal proliferation in terms of more nuclear warheads in the countries

that now have them.
Xovertheless. tliere are actions—and I want to get to these rather

quickly—that I think will have significant effect in making the levels

of risk less than they would be if we kind of ducked under the wave
and hoped the whole problem would go away.

NPT REVIEW CONFERENCE IDEAL FORUM

Now, I believe that the NPT Review Conference is an ideal forum for
airing a number of possibilities for helping to bring this problem under
control, in spite of the fact that some of the most important players
will probably not be in the conference.

I do not believe that—at least in connection with the kinds of
proposals I would like to mention briefly in a moment—that we, or

anybody else in the world as far as I know, have done enough of our
homework to be able to say categorically that these are good proposals,

that we have assessed the pros and cons of instituting them, and that
we propose their adoption. But I think we should start very serious
discussions of these at the conference, and before the conference—cer-

tainly in the United States-—expecting that things will not end, so far

as new action on this front is concerned, at the end of the conference.

I think it is especially important that we listen very carefully to

what other countries and different people in other countries are saying
because, as Mason Willrich has said a number of times, governments
are not of one mind, necessarily.

I think we have to listen very carefully to their views of the whole
proliferation problem and make sure that what we propose to do is

responsive to at least a detailed understanding of their positions. We
may not agree with it, but we had better know what it is.

I frankly do not think we know what it is universally accepted in

this country.

FOCUS OF DR. TAYLOR'S PROPOSALS

The focus of these proposals is on trying to answer the question,

"What is to be done with the plutonium that is being made in the fuel

in the power reactors in the 20-odd countries that are now making
nuclear power?"
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If wo can get a satisfactory answer to that, I think wc will have done
much to answer the question of how to deal with the risks and abuse of

peaceful uses of nuclear energy.

INTERiSrATIOXAL FEEP^ZE OX rURTIIEK FUEL REPROCESSTXG

There are several possibilities. First of all, it is important to realize

that, although the irradiated reactor fuel is enormously radioactive, so

much so that the person would be killed in a fcAv minutes if he stood
next to a spent fuel element. It is a relatively simple matter, on a na-

tional scale, to l)uikl a reprocessing unit—I wouldn't call it a facility

—

to convert that plutonium to a form that can be used to make nuclear
weapons.

Senator Symtxotox. Excuse me. I will have to vote now, and will be
back as soon as I can.

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

[A recess was taken.]

Senator Javits. The committee will come to order.

Senator Symington has asked me to continue the hearing.
AVill you proceed ?

Dr. Taylor. I was speaking of the state of the plutonium as it comes
out of a nuclear powerplant. Some use the phrase "self-protection" in
the sense that it is very heavy, radioactive, and difficult to handle with-
out extreme danger. 1 think that is not a terribly strong inhibition
against a country doing what is necessary to extract it, but it is a big
inhibition against theft by even "^sophisticated nonnational
organizations.

It is not only an inhibition against theft, but it is an inhibition
against further processing of the material to extract the plutonium
and make nuclear explosives out of it unless the organization that has
this material is prepared to build a large remote-handling facility for
the material.

So that one possibility to at least give the world time to be able to
figure out what is best'to do with this plutonium subsequently is to
come to an international freeze on further reprocessing of fuel.
From a technical and economic standpoint, I think one could show

that if this freeze lasted for 5 years that the economic penalty to those
countries planning to use plutonium for power would be very small.
By "very small," at most a few percent, like 2 or 3 or 4 percent of the

cost of making the power.
Xow, there would be enormous political difficulties in arriving at

agreement of this sort and enforcing it. but I should say that one
reason I am attracted to this idea is that it seems to me that it is in the
self-mterest of all countries that have these materials within their bor-
ders to make sure that it is not stolen—as opposed to being diverted
by them—completely outside of the context of the Non-Proliferation
Treaty. Every country in the world, I believe, will feel threatened if
they imderstand the nature of threats that include the possibility that
the plutonnun, once extracted from this self-protected form in which
It comes out of the reactors, might come back at them in the form of
terrorist explosives, duress, or extortions, or whatever.
In fact, my niain basis for hope that there will be rather quicklv

established an international system of safeguards that is really ef-
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fective, is based on this observation that it is just as much in the in-
terests of the French, the Indians, tlie British, the Russians, and the
United States to see to it that theft of these materials is very difficult to
accomplish.

I think that one of the political difficulties with proposing; such an
international convention, if you will, is tied up in the fact that in the
United States we are not now reprocessing- any fuel. We have no
reprocessing plants in operatioii.

That is not the case in Western Europe. The British and the French
have large reprocessing plants now operating, and I believe this is also

true of smaller plants in Italy.

So this might be viewed by some of the Western European powers
as an attempt by the United States to allow the United States to

catch up in the extraction antl subsequent recj'cling of plutonium.
I think the way to deal with that problem is through very straight,

honest, detailed discussions with appropriate })eople in these countries
to make it clear just why we are making that proposal and why it is

in their interests just as much as in ours to keej) the plutonium for a
while in the form where it is very difficult to steal.

COLOCATIOX OF SENSITIVE PARTS OF XUCLEAR FUEL CYCLES

A second possibility which does not exclude the first, necessarily, is

this idea of colocation of the particularly sensitive parts of the nuclear
fuel cycles. The proposal that Dean Fisher referred to is this one.

It seems to me that one has to go beyond tlie idea of colocation of
fuel reprocessing and fuel fabrication and also fuel enrichment,
uranium enrichment plants. It is a matter of colocation and operation
in some multinational or even international way, so that there is a
working situation such as to make it unlikely that any country could
sufficiently control such a center so that it could divert large quantities

of plutonium to weaponsmaking purposes.

There is also the matter of sites, and where they should be. It is

easy to say one should choose neutral countries anci site these centers

in neutral countries.

The question comes up, "What is a neutral country, and how long
will a country now considered neutral be considered neutral in the

future?" We are talking, of course, of a lifetime for these facilities of

30 to 40 3^ears.

I would like to go one step further in this proposal for further study
and that is to go back, you might say, halfAvay toward the Baruch
proposal made many years ago, and that is to ask, "Would it make
sense for the International Atomic Energy Agency to operate and
have the responsibility for maintaining their operations in such co-

located facilities?"

One could start by thinking of such a facility being built up per-

haps in Austria. Austria has the advantage that the IAEA head-
qu;irters were put there to begin with.

I see more difficult political areas, such as South America. Where
would one put these in South America and say that it is in a stable

country?
I think these are questions tliat we are trying to answer and it is this

type of discussion that I would start out tlie review conference v.'ith.
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JaEMOVING HIGH CONCENTRATIONS OF PLUTONIUM FROM FUEL CYCLE

A third suo-gestion is rather technicaL It was proposed, as far as I

kiiow, only rather recently by Karl Priechl, who is an independent
nuclear consultant who has many years of experience in fuel fabrica-

tion. His proposal is that plutonium, when it is extracted from used
fuel at a reprocessing plant, be immediately mixed with all the ura-

nium that would ultimately be used in making new fuel, rather than,

as is the current plan, to extract the plutonium as essentially pure
plutonium nitrate, converting it to plutonium oxide, and later mixing
it with only part of the uranium for fresh fuel.

What his proposal w^ould accomplish would be to remove from any
points in the fuel cycle high concentrations of plutonium.
He estimates that with the kinds of nuclear powerplants that are

now being built and operated in most of the world that the ratio of
plutonium to uranium in this fuel, if it is distributed uniformly,
would be about 1 in 200.

Now, this accomplishes right off something veiy straightforward
and simple ; that is, it forces anyone who is trying to divert or openly
steal material, to pick up about 200 times as much weight for the same
amount of plutonium as they would otherwise.

This proposal is rather startling in that it looks as though this

might actually be more economical than proceeding the way we were
planning to use concentrated plutonium, trying to force the pluto-

nium into as few fuel elements as possible,

I think this is a very serious proposal, and one of the kinds of
rather technical ideas—though technical in a straightforward way

—

that would ease the burden of providing safeguards for these
materials.

Those are three suggestions that I offer for consideration for possible

placement on the agenda of things to be discussed in Geneva in ]\Iay.

WORLD CONCERN ABOUT NUCLEAR TERRORISM

Now, I want to close with just one point, and that is that the founda-
tion of my own sense of hope that this problem of protecting material
from theft, at least, if not from national proliferation, can be con-
trolled is that it is so obviously in the best interests of every country
in the world to see to it that these materials are protected from theft.

I do not care if it is France, India, Russia, or the United States, or
Cambodia, or whoe^-er. There is some message that this is coming
througli.

The Indian Ambassador to the United Nations at the Conference
that Senator Symington and IMason Will rich were at in New York,
N.Y., a month and a half ago told me that as a result of public atten-
tion given to this concern about nuclear terrorism, it has caused the
Indian Government to improve substantially the physical security
given to their plutonium.
Now, I do not know what they have actually done, but he said this

quite seriously.

Another example is that my company had an inquiry about 6 weeks
ago from the Iranian Government. The question was whether we
would be willing to help them make physical security plans for pro-
tecting their plutonium—remember, Iran is a ratifier of the Non-Pro-
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liferation Treaty. Their concern is not to hire us to help them cheat.

That is quite clear. It was to get us to help them, presumably, along

with other people to set up a really effective physical security system

in Iran.

Another example is the French Government. We have had a lot of

discussions with people in the French Government and French indus-

try about this problem. There is an intense interest in France now in

this matter of giving much better physical support to the materials.

That action, that concern, I find more hopeful than just about any-

thing that has happened along the proliferation front in the last sev-

eral years.

I think we can build on it. There are connections, some of them
subtle, some of them pretty straightforward, between that reason for

safeguards and the reason having to do with horizontal national

proliferation.

If you have good physical security safeguards, there is a sort of a

technical fallout that will affect the effectiveness of bona fide attempts

to abide by the Non-Proliferation Treaty.

That concludes my remarks, and I thank you.

[Dr. Taylor's prepared statement follows :]

Prepared Statement of Theodore B. Taylor, Chairman of the Board, Interna-
tional Research and Technology Corporation

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee : My prepared statement for

these hearings is a brief overview of the risks of theft or diversion of nuclear

materials from components of non-military nuclear technology and present and
possible future safeguards designed to reduce those risks. Various technical and
nontechnical aspects of this subject are covered in much greater detail in a num-
ber of recent publications.^''

The information and non-nuclear materials needed to make fission explosives

are now widely distributed and available to the general public. Dozens of nations

have or could acquire the skills and facilities required to design and build

reliable, lightweight, and efficient fission explosives. Crude, inefficient, and
statistically variable yield, but nonetheless highly destructive fission explosives

that could be transported by automobile could l>e designed and built oy small

groups of people, conceivably by individuals working alone, if they somehow
managed to acquire the needed quantities of special nuclear materials. Under
some conditions this could be done in an ordinary home workshop, using equip-

ment and materials that are commercially easily available worldwide.
Plutonium, highly enriched uranium, or U^^ of the isotopic compositions used

or produced in all types of power reactors could be used as core materials for

fission explosives. Metallic, oxide, and some other chemical forms of these could

all be used. The required amounts and the resulting explosion efficiencies, how-
ever, would depend on the chemical forms, as well as the specific type of explosive

assembly system used.

The presence of Pu^ and Pu^^ and the associated neutrons released by their

spontaneous fission does not preclude the use of reactor grade plutonium in fission

explosives. Under some conditions the minimum yield of such explosives might

1 Leachman. R. B., Althoff. P., ed.. Preventing Nuclear Theft: Guidelines for Industry
and Goifernment. New York : Prae^er, 1972.

^Willrich. M.. ed., International Safeguards and Nuclear Industry. Baltimore, Md. :

Johns Hopkins University Press, 1973.
3 Comptroller General of the United States, Improvements Needed in the Program for

the Protection of Special Nuclear Materials. Report to the Congress by the General Account-
ing Office. Washington, 1974. and Protecting Special Nuclear Material in Transit: Improve-
ments Made and Existing Problems (B-184i05), GAO, 1974.

* McPhee, >T. The Curve of Binding Enerqij. New York : Farrar, Straus, and Giroux, 1974.
° Willrich. M., Taylor, T. B. Nuclear Theft: Risks and Safeguards. Cambridge, Mass. :

Ballinger, 1974.
" Rosenbaum, D. M., et al. Special Safeguards Study. Prepared for the AEC's Director of

Licensing in the spring of 1974.
'^U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. Tech. Rep. WASH-153.5 Proposed Final Environmen-

tal Statement, Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor Program, 1974.
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be comparatively low, of the order of the equivalent of 100 tons of high explosive,

and the actual yield of a specific device could only be predicted to be within a

rather wide range ; i.e., a probability distribution of yield, rather than a specific

yield, is all that could be predicted.

It is well known that implosion-type fission explosives achieve supercriticality

by compressing the special nuclear material core. Thus fission explosives can be

made with amounts of special nuclear material that are initially subcritical

at normal densities. The normal density critical masses of metallic spheres of

uranium enriched to 93% in U**. plutonium containing a volume fraction of 30%
of Pu^^ plus Pu^, and 95% of U^, each in a thick natural uraniiun reflector, are,

respectively, about 17 kilograms, 8 kilograms, and 6 kilograms. In the form of

oxides at crystal density, the corresponding critical masses are 20% to 30%
greater.

Plutonium, if dispersed in micron-size or smaller particles suspended in air,

could also be used as a means for causing large numbers of human casualties

and considerable property damage in a densely populated area. As little as a few
grams of plutonium more or less uniformly distributed in the air inside an office

or residential building area of several thousand square feet for fifteen minutes
could deliver an inhalation dose to the occupants that would be likely to cause
death from cancer some years later. Dispersal of somewhat larger quantities of
plutonium in outside air could cause the evacuation from and decontamination
of significant fractions of a large metropolitan area, the actually affected areas
depending on weather conditions, the characteristics of buildings in the area,
and a number of other factors.

Thus the presence of special nuclear materials within components of the
world's nuclear energy systems carries with it the risks of their diversion by
nations from peaceful to military purposes, or of their theft by criminals for
extortionist, terrorist, or other criminal purposes. The extent of these risks
depends not only on the motives of national governments and non-national groups
of people, but also on the numbers of geographical distribution of places where
these materials exist, the quantities of special nuclear materials at such places,
and the types of safeguards against national diversion or criminal theft to
which the materials are subjected.
The total amount of plutonium that has already been produced in the world's

nuclear power plants (excluding the reactors in the United States, the Soviet
Union, and the Peoples' Republic of China tJiat have been used only for produc-
tion of nuclear materials for weapons) is roughly 60,000 kilograms, a majority of
which is still contained in irradiated reactor fuel assemblies that have not been
reprocessed. Of this, about 12,000 kilograms are accounted for in 15 countries that
have operating power reactors, but that have not publicly announced nuclear
weapons systems : Argentina, Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, Czechoslovakia. West-
ern Germany. Eastern Germany. India. Japan, the Netherlands, Pakistan,
Spain, Sweden, and Switzerland.* In addition, the following 30 countries have
announced intenitons to acquire large nuclear power plants within the next
ten years: Australia, Austria. Bangladesh (perhaps recently canceled), Brazil.
Chile, Egypt, Finland, Greece, Hong Kong. Hungary, Iran, Ireland, Israel,
Jamaica, South Korea, Luxembourg. Mexico, New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan,
the Pliilippines, Poland. Portugal. Romania, Singapore, South Africa. Taiwan.
Thailand. Turkey, and Yugoslavia.' This brings to at least .50 the total number of
countries that can be expected to have suflScient quantities of plutonium for at
least dozens of fission explosives by 1985. By 1980 the world's total rate of
production of plutonium in power reactors in about 30 countries is expected to
be more than 40,000 kilograms per year, and the cumulative total produced by
then will be more than 200,000 kilograms.
At least ten countries—the United States, th^ Soviet Union, thp United Kins:-

dom. France, the Peoples' Republic of China, Belgium, Western Germany. Italy.
Japan, and India—have or are constructing nuclear fuel reprocessing plants ca-
pable of separating several hundred kilograms or more of plutonium per year.
No commercial reprocessing plant has been in operation in the United States since
early 1972, and none will be until mid 1976. at the earliest. In Western Europe,
on the other hand, substantial reprocessing facilities now exist in several
countries.

I lu.^i
'^^omic Energy Commission, Nuclear Growth, 197^-2000, WASH-1139, 1974.
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The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in Vienna has the respon-

sibility for safeguards to detect diversion of nuclear materials from peaceful

purposes to destructive puiposes by nations that are parties to the Treaty on

Xon-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) or that have otherwise agreed to

place their civilian nuclear materials under international safeguards. It is not

responsible, however, for applying physical security safeguards to prevent overt

theft or clandestine diversion by non-national groups, such as terrorists or other

criminals. This is left to individual countries to take care of.

Although the IAEA has served an international safeguarding function for more

than 15 years, its present safeguards system requires additional strengthening

to a.ssure that national diversion of significant quantities of nuclear weapons

materials will be promptly detected. The present IAEA annual budget for this

purpose is roughly $5 million. Somewhere around 50 IAEA inspectors have the

job of performing audits of nuclear material balances and periodically inspecting

nuclear facilities in several do;^en countries, a huge task for such a small group.

Present U.S. physical security applied to special nuclear materials for civilian

purposes, though strengthened substantially during the last two years, is still

inadequate to prevent theft by determined groups having resources and skills

similar to these that have been used for ssiccessful bank robberies or hijacking of

valuable shipments in the past.'" Serious consideration is now being given by the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission to possible new regulatory actions designed to

protect special nuclear materials in the United States against overt theft or

clandestine diversion considerably more effectively than is implied by current

regulations and regulatory guides. There are also indications that other countries

are planning to do the same. The remainder of my statement is concerned with

possible new safeguards measures that might be adopted in the United States and

other countries to provide much better physical security for special nuclear mate-

rials than at present.

A guiding principle, called the "principle of containment" has been proposed

for the design and assessment of security systems for the protection of special

nuclear materials.'' According to this principle, all materials that could be used

to make fission explosives and that are used, products, or processed in the nuclear

power industry would be contained in areas circumscribed by a well defined set

of barriers. These barriers would exclude unauthorized persons. A minimum num-

ber of authorized channels for the flow of such materials through the barriers

would be established. All other channels would be continuously monitored, by

means of the best available technology, to detect any unauthorized flow of mate-

rials. In addition to the physical barriers, and other deterrents to theft, a network

of alarms, communications, and security forces would be set up in such a way that

no credible attempt to remove nuclear materials from authorized channels,

whether by employees, outsiders, or a combination, would be successful.

S<«ne of the specific security measures that might effectively be used in apply-

ing this principle and that are under study are the following

:

Co-location of fuel reprocessing and fuel fabi-ieation plants at the same site, to

remove the particularly vulnerable transportation link for recycled plutonium

in concentrated form. This is not current practice.

Dilution of separated plutonium by slightly enriched or natural uranium at

the output stages of reprocessing plants, to produce the mixed oxide fuel mate-

rials before transfer to a fuel fabrication plant.'^ In equilibrium, the concentra-

tion of Plutonium mixed oxide fuel would be about 0.6% if all refabricated fuel

for a light water reactor power system consisted of mixed oxides. Tliis would

not onlv lead to a requirement for chemical separation of the plutonium from

stolen fuel material before it could be used for making fission explosives, but

also, and perhaps more importantly, increase by more than a factor of 100 the

total weight of fuel material that would have to be stolen to provide a given

weight of contained plutonium.
"Spiking"' of plutonium or, where applicable, highly enriched uranium or T

-

with intensive gamma ray emitters in sufficient quantities to require massive

shielding to prevent lethal doses of gamma radiation from being delivered, in an

hour or less, to people handling kilogram quantities of these special nuclear

materials. The "spiking" materials could be retained fission products with rela-

tively low thermal neutron cross sections, or added isotopes, such as Co'^. "Spik-

ing" "at such high levels (in the range of hundreds of REM's per hour per kilo-

10 <5p^, references 1-7.
^ See reference 5.
^ Private communication ; Puechl, Karl, 197o.
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gram of plutonium at one meter, for example) would require use of massive

shielding at all subsequent steps in a fuel cycle, to keep radiation exposures to

workers at acceptable levels. Although some preliminary studies of this pos-

sibility are underway, it is not yet clear whether it will be cost effective.

"Spiking" of special nuclear materials with gamma ray or neutron emitters

in order to make them easier to detect with passive monitoring equipment. Rou-

tine use of this technique could lower the threshold for detection of unshielded

special nuclear materials at doorway monitors, for example, to less than one

gram, without requiring anywhere near as much shielding to keep worker ex-

posures at acceptable limits as if "spiking"' were used to make the materials

"self-protecting."

Use of specially designed motor vehicles and shipment vans designed to protect

shipments of special nuclear materials from rather massive and sophisticated

attempts to penetrate the van or commandeer the vehicle for sufficiently long

times to allow large law enforcement, or even military forces to arrive at the

scene of an attempted hijacking before it can be completed.

As an alternative to the above measure, the use of rail transport of all special

nuclear materials inside shipping containers similar to the roughly 100 ton

containers contemplated for use in shipping irradiated fuel from reactors to

reprocessing plants.

The establishment of a Federal protective service for the explicit purpose of

safeguarding nuclear materials in transit and also at fixed sites. This possibility

is currently being assessed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
A common reaction to these and other proposed major new safeguards mea-^-

ures is that, taken together, their costs are likely to make nuclear power eco-

nomically uncompetitive with alternative sources of energy. Preliminary studies

of the capital and operating costs of considerable more effective safeguards than
those called for by present regulations, however, strongly suggest that this is

not the case. One such set of estimates, for example, leads to the conclusion that
the operating costs of a rather massive security system applied to light water
reactor fuel cycles, with routine recycle of plutonium, would correspond to less

than 1% of the cost of nuclear electric power produced by the system." The
total number of physical security personnel employed for the safeguarding of

an 80,000 MW(e) light water reactor fuel cycle, with 20 separately sited power
plants, was taken to be about 800, of whom approximately 150 would be on duty
at any particular time.

Thus, from technical and economic standpoints, it appears to be possible to

design physical security systems that would require skills and resources greater
than those used for major thefts of valuables in the past for successful theft
of potentially dangerous quantities of special nuclear materials. Whether or
not the institutional and political obstacles confronting efforts to implement
such effective safeguards against theft, and also against national diversion of
special nuclear materials, can be overcome within the next few years, however,
remains to be seen.

Senator Symington. Thank you.
Senator Javits, would you like to ask any questions?
Senator Javits. No ; not at all. I think I have gotten the points down

exactly, and I would not be presumptuous enough to question one who
is so technically skilled.

Senator Stjiington. Dr. Willrich, we vrelcome you. sir. I was very
impressed with the presentation you made in New York, and I wish
you would be frank with us and tell us what is on your mind.

STATEMENT OF DE. MASON WILIEICH, UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
LAW SCHOOL, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA.

Dr. WiLLRiCH. I have a prepared statement which I presume will
be printed in the record.

Senator Symington. Without objection, that will be entered in the
record.

^^ See reference 7.
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Dr. WiLLRiCH. In view of the lateness of the hour, I would just

simply say a few things which come at the end of my statement, and

then add to that, some specific suggestions that are a bit more focused.

Senator Symington. Before you go ahead, there is no hour that is

as important as getting this type of testimony from you.

Dr. WiLLRicii. Thank you, sir.

U.S. POLICY CONCERNING WORLDWIDE NUCLEAR POWER DEVELOPMENT AND
USE

It should be readily ajH^^^i'^nt that a governmental policy decision

to refrain from acquiring nuclear weapons and to accept the appli-

cation of IAEA safeguards on civilian nuclear activities is reversible.

A nuclear power posture is not.

Secretary Kissinger has stated that international nuclear transac-

tions "can no longer be treated by anyone as a purely commercial com-

petitive enterprise." Such transactions have never been treated this

way. They have often been subsidized heavily by exporters and they

have always been viewed politically by both exporters and importers.

Safeguards against diversion should not be bargained away in po-

litically motivated competition. However, the central aim of U.S. for-

eign policy should be to encourage the worldwide development and
use of nuclear power on a sound economic basis. Regardless of the con-

duct of other countries, the U.S. Government should avoid the use of

nuclear power reactors as political bargaining chips in the Middle
East or elsewhere in tlie world. Moreover, the United States should

reconsider the advisability of continued subsidies for export sales of

nuclear materials or equipment.

COMPLIMENTARY ECONOMIC AND SECURITY INTERESTS

If nuclear power were developed in the future with economic con-

siderations primarily in view, only the largest national nuclear poAver

programs would be self-sufficient. The remainder would be strongly
interdependent because of the economies of scale in nuclear fuel cycle

operations.

Tliere is a strong economic argument against the construction of
nuclear fuel cycle facilities—enrichment, fuel fabrication or chemical
reprocessing—in any country until it has a large nuclear power capac-
ity. There is also a solid commercial basis for the colocation of nuclear
fuel cycle facilities and their construction and operation under multi-
national forms of ownership. In the development of a worldwide nu-
clear power industry, therefore, economic and security interests ap-
pear complementary rather than conflicting.

ENCOURAGING THE DEVELOPMENT OF NUCLEAR POWER INTERDEPENDENCE

The United States could encourage the development of nuclear
power interdependence in two important ways.

First, the United States could offer to provide its most advanced
uranium enrichment technology for large enrichment facilities that
would be built outside the United States under multinational owner-
ship and IAEA safeguards. Such an offer was extended in 1971 and
again as part of the international energy program growing out of the
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Washinoion Ener.^y Conference in 1974. I believe it must be pursued

with urgency as part of a broader effort to encourage the multina-

tional ownership and operation of chemical reprocessmg, fuel fabri-

cation, and associated nuclear material storage facilities.

Second, in addition to the requirements for IAEA safeguards un-

der the NPT or under U.S. agreements for cooperation with countries

not parties to the NPT, the United States could adopt the following

nuclear export policy : The United States would require that fuel used

in power reactors exported from the United States and fuel enriched
\

in the United States for use in foreign power reactors be reprocessed

either in U.S. facilities or in facilities that were multinationally

owned and operated under IAEA safeguards. Moreover, plutonium

recovered from irradiated fuels would be stored at such facilitias pend-

ing its fabrication into completed fuel assemblies and shipped for im-

mediate recycling.

Exports of high enriched uranium or plutonium for use of research

and development programs would have to be the subject of especially

negotiated conditions as to safeguards during use of that niaterial.

As far as international safeguards against governmental diversion

are concerned, article III, paragraph 2 of the Non-Proliferation Treaty
would apply.

With respect to national safeguards, against nongovernmental di-

version for sabotage, U.S. exports of nuclear materials and equipment
would be subject to a requirement that they be protected in the recip-

ient country and any third country to which they may be transferred

by physical security measures designed to give at least the level of

protection afforded similar materials and equipment in the United
States.

Such policies as I have outlined Avould not succeed unless other
countries developed a common view of nuclear power interdependence
as being in their own long-run economic and security interests.

The nonnuclear weapon countries must seize the present opportunity
they now have, but will not have for long, to develop nuclear power
on the basis of interdependence instead of self-sufficiency.

I believe that they are the countries who will be the big losers in

the proliferation scenario that we are trying to prevent from
happening.
The major industrial countries of Western Europe and Japan, the

resource-rich, nonindustrial countries, and the less developed coun-
tries need not be dependent upon the United States or the Soviet Union.
Instead, they can develop cooperation among themselves. The United
States should foster that kind of cooperation, in my judgment, Mr.
Chairman.
This is the kind of interdependence that will be the most important.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, in the nuclear era, it is clear from an economic view-
point, and even more from a security viewpoint, that the interests of
nations are becoming increasingly interwoven into an interdependent
world.
Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
[Dr. Willrich's prepared statement follows :]
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Univebsity of Vieginia

Mr. Chaibman: I am pleased to appear before you today to offer my views

on the problem of uuclear weapon proliferation. First. I will consider briefly

the relationship between U.S.-Soviet nuclear arms control and efforts to inhibit

other countries from acquiring nuclear weapons. Next, I will discuss the im-

mental, and national safeguards against non-governmental, nuclear weapon pro-

liferation. Thereafter, I will analyze international safeguards against govern-

mental, and national safeguards against non-governmental, nuclear weapon pro-

liferation. Finally, I will make some specific suggestions regarding U.S. foreign

nuclear energy policy.

We live in a dangerous world with very imperfect political institutions. But
I do not think that means we must accept unlimited nuclear weapon prolifera-

tion. The Treaty on the Nou-Prolifenition of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) and the

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) safeguards system that goes with

it can provide a basis for controlling proliferation. Indeed, this is the only basis

we have to work from. The countries participating in the NPT Review Con-
ference in May 1975 would be well advised to do their best to strengthen the

Treaty and its safeguards, not tear it apart or walk away from it. Of course,

governments make up their own minds—and change them from time to time

—

about the nuclear weapon proliferation issue.

The SALT-NPT relationship

The U.S. and Soviet are locked in a nuclear arms race that has thus far proved
quite uncontrollable. The two super powers continue to be the major proliferators

of nuclear weapons in the world
I do not believe, how^ever, we should discount the significance of what was

achieved in the first phase of the strategic arms limitation talks between the

U.S. and U.S.S.R. (SALT I). The ABM Treaty contains stringent restrictions,

and it has subsequently been made even more comprehensive by the agreement
to restrict ABM deployment to one site on each side, rather than the two originally

agreed. Both sides have thus accepted what, in fact, neither side had accepted
before : a situation of mutual deterrence, and mutual vulnerability. But the prob-

lems remaining on the offensive side appear exceedingly difficult.

It is too early to tell whether the 1974 Vladivostok agreement on very high
ceilings—2400 strategic launchers and 1320 MIRVs on each side—was a step

forward or a mistake. In SALT II, therefore, I believe early agreement is neces-

sary on substantial reductions from the Vladivostok ceilings on the basis of

parity or essential equivalence.
It is important in the non-proliferation context, however, for the non-nuclear-

weapon countries to recognize that the link between vertical and horizontal

proliferation becomes less important as and if detente between the United
States and the Soviet Union continues to evolve. Less developed countries

especially have more freedom of action now than during the height of the
Cold War when they were frequently pressed to choose one side or the other.

Neither superpower appears to be threatening non-nuclear-weapon countries
with nuclear destruction. This is in contrast to the situation when the link-

age between horizontal and vertical proliferation was formulated. The strategic
relationship between India and China raises a special and diflScult problem.
But in the overall picture, the failure of the U.S. and U.S.S.R. to completely
halt their own nuclear arms race should not be viewed as a sufficient rea-

son for a non-nuclear-weapon country to refuse to adhere to the NPT.

Nuclear power development and weapon proliferation

With the example of the two superpowers before them, and the necessity
of existence in a world in which organized violence is frequently used to deal
vtith conflicts of national interest, it is perhaps remarkable that so far in the
nuclear age only four other countries have overtly acquired a nuclear explosives
capability. However, the essential fissionable ingredients for explosives are only
now for the first time becoming readily available in a large number of coun-
tries. In the future, how slowly or rapidly the number of governments armed
with nuclear weapons increases will depend less on technical and economic con-
siderations and more on how governments perceive their own political, security
and prestige interests. In particular, the possibilities for nuclear weapon pro-
liferation are likely to increase dramatically if nuclear power continues to de-
velop along nationalistic lines.
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Given international political realities, there are a variety of motives for

naUonri governments To establish nuclear power programs. These include

:

lowSst Kric power; increased energy security ; creation of a nuclear

"XVoSl. case'fofnfciear power has been strengthened and expanded by

the fourfoW^ncrease in world oil prices in 1973-74. Nuclear power reactors

'^tlTlS^ megawatt range, the most efficient si.e f-n economi^^^^

now appear to have a competitive advantage over fossil-fueled alternatives.

SsTcompelling economic case for nuclear power can be made in industrially

advanced countries with relatively large electric power grids Moreover nuclear

power reactors in smaller, less efficient sizes appear also to be competitive with

on fired electric power generation at current world oil prices. The high oil

price thus provides an economic rationale for nuclear power in a much larger

number of countries with smaller electric grids. Given the desperate financial

circumstances of many countries in the walie of the oil price explosion, how-

ever relatively few may be able to exercise the nuclear option in the near fu-

ture' without a substantial subsidy. This is, of course, especially true in less de-

veloped countries. ^ , . • n • 4. ^
Niiclear power can offer increased security of energy supply basically in two

wavs First, nuclear fuel can be substituted for oil for electric power gen-

eration, thereby diminishing a country's dependence on the world oil market

that has for the near term at least, been effectively cartelized by OPEC. Sec-

ond nuclear power can be exploited in a way that will lead to the eventual

development of a maximum degree of national nuclear self-sufficiency. It is dif-

ficult to stockpile more than a few months of current requirements of oil. A
handful of pellets of nuclear fuel are, however, equivalent to 8.5 tons of coal

or 1.5.000 gallons of fuel oil. Because the energy contained in a given volume of

nuclear fuel is so concentrated, it is physically quite possible to stockpile

several years' worth of nuclear fuel in advance of need. Moreover, if success-

fully developed, breeder reactors, which produce more fuel than they consume as

they generate electric power, would substantially reduce the amount of raw mate-

rials—uranium or thorium—required to sustain a growing nuclear power ca-

pacity. However, in most national circumstances for the foreseeable future, nu-

clear self-sufficiency could be achieved only if industry in the country involved

were able to acquire and operate sophisticated fuel cycle technologies and if

the government were willing to pay a very large economic penalty.

Nuclear power can result in a nuclear weapon option in a large number of

ways. The basic requirement is the availability in the country concerned of

Plutonium or high-enriched uranium.
The spread of nuclear power is dramatically changing the way In which nu-

clear weapon proliferation in the world must be perceived. The first five nations

to acquire nuclear weapons—the U.S.. the U.S.S.R.. Great Britain, France and
Cliina—established major military programs motivated primarily by national

security and prestige considerations. The sixth nation to explode a nuclear de-

vice—India—used plutonium diverted from a reactor constructed ostensibly

for "peaceful purposes." India is the first of a potentially long list of countries

that may in the future acquire nuclear explosive capabilities as relatively cheap
"spin offs" from their civilian nuclear activities.

It is important to understand that the pursuit of self-sufficiency in a nuclear
power program leads inevitably to the creation of a nuclear weapon option, and
at the same time nuclear self-sufficiency reduces external political constraints

which miglit prevent a government from exercising that option. Thus, one na-

tion's pursuit of nuclear energy self-sufficiency may well appear provocative to

another.
Finally, a nation may believe that its prestige—domestically, internationally,

or in both respects—will be enhanced if it embarks on a nuclear power program.
From its inception the development and use of nuclear power has been afflicted

by prestige considerations.
The issue is not whether we have nuclear power, but how we manage it. As of

January 1975 over 360,000 megawatts of nuclear power capacity was operable,
under construction or on order worldwide. This figure reflects most of the
slippage that has occurred since the 1973-74 OPEC oil price revolution. Whereas
1.5 countries now have operable nuclear power reactors, 30 countries will have
them in 1980.
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Beyond 1980, the annual plutonium output from nuclear power programs

tlirougliout the world will increase rapidly to hundreds of thousands of kilograms

and eventually reach millions of kilograms, assuming nuclear power forecasts

are fulfilled. Yet five kilograms, or less, of plutonium is enough for a bomb capable

of destroying a medium-sized city. Therefore, one of the most challenging energy

policy issues is how to manage over the long run the inherent risks of nuclear

weapon proliferation. The widespread use of nuclear power must not lead to

widespread nuclear violence.

The risks are two fold : diversion of materials from nuclear power industries

by governments; and theft of materials by criminals or terrorists.

IAEA safeguards

One of the primary functions of the IAEA is to ensure that governments do

not divert to any military purpose the nuclear materials used, produced and
processed in their civilian activities. To verify that diversion has not occurred,

the IAEA has developed a materials accountancy system. Internationally ad-

ministered materials accountancy cannot prevent a nation from diverting mate-

rials. Neither the IAEA itself, nor any other United Nations organ, contains a

security force capable of action to prevent a national government from diversion,

moreover, the uncertainties in an accounting system applied to large nuclear mate-

rial flows results in ; a detection threshold which is quite high compared with

the small quantities of materials that could be strategically significant ; and pos-

sibly a detection time that is quite long in relation to the time it takes to fabricate

nuclear explosives with diverted matex'ials.

Finally, if a government decides to divert nuclear materials from a civilian

to a military program, it is unlikely that it would structure the diversion action

in such a way that the IAEA inspection process would ever yield clear-cut evidence

of a violation. More likely, the government would use tactics which would delay

or frustrate the operation of the IAEA inspectorate, and confuse or obfuscate the

matter as it was considered by the member governments on the IAEA Board of

Governors and elsewhere.
IAEA material accountancy safeguards do, however, have an important role

to play in connection with efforts to prevent or slow the spread of nuclear weap-
ons. They enable a nation with a nuclear power program to offer as much evidence

as practical, without interrupting commercial operations, of the exclusively

civilian nature of its activities. The nation can do so by fully subscribing to and
cooperating with the IAEA safeguards system. Moreover, a nation can offer its

evidence to an impartial international agency for verification to the world com-
munity, rather than having to satisfy a hostile and suspicious neighbor on a

bilateral basis. In recognition of the basic duality of nuclear energy, IAEA
safeguards can thus help those nations who wi.sli to do so to develop and use

nuclear power in a less ambiguous and potentially threatening way than would
otherwise be possible. Of course, national governments change and their policies

change, so that a nuclear power program in one country will always appear
somewhat ambiguous to the governments of other countries.

National safeguards

National governments and the societies they try to govern have, over the

centuries, lived with a relatively high level of criminal and terrorist activity.

Even persons in positions of governmental responsibility sometimes turn out

to be criminals and yesterday's feared terrorists too often become tomorrow's
respected government leaders.

"With the widespread use of nuclear power, governments have a grave new
responsibility. They must provide their citizens with effective assurance that

not even a few kilogram of the tens of thousands, hundreds of thousands, and
eventually millions of kilograms of plutonium in their nuclear power industries

fall into the hands of criminal or terrorist groups. Otherwise, nuclear blackmail
and acts of nuclear violence could become much too commonplace. This is a
challenge that all governments share jointly.

The U.S. government has recently strengthened its safeguards against nuclear
theft applicable to the U.S. nuclear power industry. However, more needs to be
done before the American people can be reasonably safe when large flows of
nuclear explosive materials begin in the nuclear industry. Fortunately, no
civilian chemical reprocessing plants are now in operation in the U.S. and
large-scale recycling of separated plutonium in nuclear power plants has not
.vet begun. We have, therefore, an immediate opportunity—indeed we face our
last chance—to develop and implement an effective national safeguards system.
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More discouraging, however, is the fact that little discussion of this problem

has occurred at the international level. There have been a few preliminary

technical efforts. Moreover, Secretary Kissinger proposed on September 23, 1974

that the IAEA draft an international convention for enhancing physical security

against theft of nuclear materials, including specific standards and techniques for

protecting materials while in use, storage and transfer.

The risk of nuclear theft affects us all since plutonium or high-enriched uranium
from the U.S. nuclear power industry could be used in a terrorist attack in some
other country and material stolen in another country could be used to hold

hostage a city in America. The time the world's political leaders have to deal

with the problem is rapidly running out.

National safeguards systems should emphasize the prevention of theft and
the detection of any theft attempt in time to prevent its completion. Detection

of a completed theft, recovery of stolen material, and response to any nuclear

threat involving stolen material are important supplementary safeguard func-

tions. The physical barriers and security forces employed should be capable of

defeating the maximum credible threat that can be reasonably expected. Such
a threat might involve an attack by a group of perhaps ten to fifteen persons
using sophisticated firearms and equipment. Insofar as practical, instruments and
techniques should be developed and used to provide a timely and accurate pic-

ture of the material flows in the various nuclear fuel cycles, and to detect imme-
diately the flow of any nuclear explosive materials out of a material access area
through an unauthorized channel. After-the-fact accounting methods will be in-

.smfficient in view of the quantities of materials involved and the short response
time available.

Co-location of nuclear fuel cycle support facilities—enrichment, fuel fabrica-
tion and chemical reprocessing—could virtually eliminate the transportation
links that are most vulnerable to nuclear theft. Such co-location should be made
a requirement in the U.S.
Under the existing safeguards approach in the United States, each operator

of a nuclear facility is responsible for providing a private security force, intended
to work in cooperation with local police, to protect nuclear explosive materials at
the facility and during transportation. I do not believe such an extraordinary
national security function should be imposed by fiat of the federal government
on private corporations and state and local police. The private nuclear industry
is in the midst of a demanding technological innovation under difiicult economic
circumstances. Local law enforcement authorities are already overworked, under-
paid, and sometimes unable to cope with the present level of conventional vio-
lence in society. I believe we should establish a nuclear materials security
service as a direct responsibility of the federal government. Furthermore, I
believe that such a federal security force, with a narrowly limited function, can
operate effectively with little or no impact on essential civil liberties and indi-
vidual rights of privacy.

U.S. foreign nuclear energy policy
It should be readily apparent that a governmental policy decision to refrain

from acquiring nuclear weapons and to accept the application of IAEA safe-
guards on civilian nuclear activities is reversible. A nuclear power posture is not.
Secretary Kissinger has stated that international nuclear transactions "can

no longer be treated by anyone as a purely commercial competitive entei-prise."
buch transactions have never been treated this w^ay. They have often been
subsidized heavily by exporters and they have always been viewed politicallv bv
both exporters and importers. ' '

Safeguards against diversion should not be bargained away In politically
motivated competition. However, the central aim of U.S. foreign policy should
be to encourage the worldwide development and use of nuclear power on a sound
economic basis. Regardless of the conduct of other countries, the U.S. government

iT^^A^Iai I?^."^^ ^^ nuclear power reactors as political bargaining chips

^•i .^ i^-^uM.^''
elsewhere in the world. Moreover, the U.S. should recon-

rt^!!'",-
advisability of continued subsidies for export sales of nuclear materials

or equipment.

nnJfo'i"!''^''-^'*
^'^'^^'" y^e developed in the future with economic considerations

ii?«n£^i^7'r^r
"""^^ -^^ ^^""^^^^ national nuclear power programs would be

nf/hA^nZ^- Z^"]'"'"'^'^'' T''^^ ^^ strongly interdependent. This is becauseof the economies of scale m nuclear fuel cycle operations.
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For example, a gaseous diffusion plant for uranium enrichment involves very

complicated technology and must have a very large capacity, capable of servicing

40,000 megawatts of nuclear power, to be economical. Gas centrifugation, though
also very complex technologically, can be used eflBciently in smaller plants, how-
ever. An economically efficient size for a nuclear fuel fabrication or reprocessing

plant is one that serves a relatively large operable nuclear power capacity of at

least 10,000 megawatts.
Thus, there is a strong economic argument against the construction of nuclear

fuel cycle facilities—enrichment, fuel fabrication or chemical reprocessing—in

any country until it has a large nuclear power capacity. There is also a solid

commercial basis for the co-location of nuclear fuel cycle facilities and their

construction and operation under multinational forms of ownership. In the

development of a worldwide nuclear power industry, therefore, economic and
security interests appear complementary rather than conflicting.

The U.S. could encourage the development of nuclear power interdependence
in two important ways.

First, the U.S. could offer to provide its most advanced uranium enrichment
technology for large enrichment facilities that would be built outside the United
States under multinational ownership and IAEA safeguards. Such an offer Avas

extended in 1971 and again as part of the International Energy Program growing
out of the Washington Energy Conference in 1974. It must be pursued with
urgency as part of a broader effort to encourage the multinational ownership
and operation of chemical reprocessing, fuel fabrication and associated nuclear
material storage facilities.

Second, in addition to the requirements for IAEA safeguards under the NPT or

under U.S. agreements for cooperation with countries not parties to the NPT,
the U.S. could adopt the following nuclear export policy: The U.S. would require

that fuel used in power reactors exported from the U.S. and fuel enriched in

the U.S. for use in foreign power reactox's be reprocessed either in U.S. facilities

or in facilities that were multinationally owned and operated under IAEA safe-

guards. Moreover, plutonium recovered from irradiated fuels would be stored at

such facilities pending its fabrication into completed fuel assemblies and shipped
for immediate recycling.

Such a U.S. policy would not succeed unless other countries develop a common
view of nuclear power interdependence as being in their own long run economic
and security interests. The non-nuclear-weapon countries must seize the present
opportunity they have now—but not for long—to develop nuclear power on the

basis of interdependence instead of self-sufficiency. The major industrial conn-

tries of Western Europe and Japan, the resource rich non-industrial countries,

and the less developed countries need not be dependent upon the United States

or the Soviet Union. Instead, they can develop cooperation among themselves.

This is the kind of interdependence that will be most imjwrtant.
Finally, the U.S. could require that exports of nuclear materials or equipment

be subject in the importing country to physical security protection at least equiv-

alent to that applied in the U.S.
In the nuclear era, it is clear from an economic viewpoint, and even more

from a security viewpoint, that the interests of nations are becoming increasingly

interwoven into an interdependent world.
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Senator Symington. Thank you very much.
Senator Ja vits, do you have any questions ?

61-004—77 4
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Senator Javits. Just one question, Mr. Chairman, then I really have
to go.

First I would like to thank you both for this very highly profes-

sional and thoughtful testimony. It makes me feel very good about
being with Senator Symington on this subcommittee.

ESTABLISHING MULTILATERAL RELATIONSHIP

Do you gentlemen have any ideas as to how we could advance the
multilateral agreements which obviously are necessary in these various
fields?

Mr. Taylor pointed out how they would help in the field of theft.

Dr. "VYillrich has pointed out how they would help in freeing us to

be more generous with both the technology and the material needed
for power generation through the atomic fission without further
jeopardizing the world's security in uncontrolled creation of atomic
weapons.
But do you liave any idea as to how we go about getting this multi-

lateral relationship established ? Would you do it through the Vienna
agency? Would you do it through the multilateral conference? Would
you do it as a condition for making available materials and equipment
for these purposes ?

Dr. WiLLRicii. Well, Senator Javits, I think that a major part of
moving in this direction is to convince the U.S. Government tliat it

should move in this direction.

I tliink that there are numbers of decisions which have not been
made. For example, the first thing we need to do is put our own house
in order in this country as far as the national safeguards program is

concerned. If yve expect to achieve colocation of fuel cycle facilities
abroad, we should require it at home.

If we expect to receive, or to achieve adequate physical security
abroad for our nuclear efforts, we must be sure we have our own house
in order.

Second, I think that, both witliin the private sector and within the
Government, substantive knovrledge of the details of the technoloo-v
and the economics are missing atlhe higher levels and until people
arc aware of some of those details I do not think that they are o-oing
to be sensitive to the kinds of issues that need to be decided aiid the
time frame in which those issues have to be decided.
This relates to the whole energy situation. What needs to be done

is to consider the nuclear power situation, while recognizing the se-
curity risk as part of energy policy. The security aspect has to be
fully recognized as we make decisions about future enrichment in this
country and technology transfer, but also in swapping nuclear energy
for oil and things like that.

^

So the first step is to solve our problem at home.
The second step is the development of a multinational framework.

I do not think this kind of complicated policy venture is going to get
very far in a series of quick initiatives. It is going to be a very com-
plicated and long-term process where large numbers of people are
going to have to be involved.
This coimtry does not have an energy policy itself. This is part of

energy policy.
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Other countries do not have energy policies and yet we have come to

grips with these kinds of problems. Otherwise they will go sliding

out from under us.

Senator Javits, you put your finger on an institutional crisis, as it

were, which is at the core oi the energy problem. But I do not think it

is going to be amenable to any quick solution. It is going to require a

lot of patient involvement by people at the top level and it is going to

take a lot of top level time to deal with it.

So far that top level time has not been devoted.

Senator Javits. Expended. Yes.

Dr. Taylor?
Dr. Taylor. I want to add just a couple of points. First, I agree

v.'ith evei-ything he said.

THREE KINDS OF DISCLOSUKE TO ADVANCE MULTILATERAL RELATIONSHIP

I think there are three kinds of discourse that should be going on

internationally and they are all going on to some extent.

One is discourse that involves rather informal intergovernment

types of get-togethers.

For example, in the last few months, the AEC—Atomic Energy
Commission—and now the Energy Kesearch and Development Ad-
ministration has been inviting groups of foreign technical people

mostly to come and talk about j)hysical security laboratories at Sandia

Laboratories in Albuquerque. They have shown off some things they

are very proud of that are under development.

But apparently that is a two-way street. We have heard a lot from

the French, British, and Dutch recently that look like very good

ideas that have not occurred to us.

So that kind of exchange, which is sort of semiofficial, I think, is

going on and a lot can be done even unilaterally by the United States

to encourage that.

A second kind of discourse you might call sort of academic, in the

sense of exchanging the views of very thoughtful people. I would say

tlie best minds available in the world should address themselves to

these problems and how to cope with them in a free exchange of infor-

mation and ideas through symposia, writing by people involved in all

of this, and so on, with a focus on international direction of these ideas.

There have been a number of international symposia on the safe-

guards question and it has generated a very healthy environment at a

verv informal level.

I think that that is accelerating and ought to be encouraged by
organizations like the National Science Foundation and their counter-

parts in other coimtries.

The third area, which is the one that is really necessary to implement

any formal undei-standings and agreements is at the diplomatic level.

Now, I pei^onally believe that the International Atomic Energy
Agency is a very good forum for that. The reason I say that is primar-

ily because essentially every government that is going for nuclear

power in any significant way whether they have signed the NPT or

not arc active participants in the IAEA.
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I am not suggesting that that should be the only rather formal

level of discourse. The NPT Eeview Conference would be another

which is different from that.

Perhaps there would be some point in setting up conferences prior

to the convening of the fomial mechanisms to implement some inter-

national conventions. That may be completely outside the context of

the organizations I spoke of.

These things are happening and they are happening on an acceler-

ated scale. These are the bases for the hope that I have that the world

will face up to this problem and get cracking and solve it. The dam is

about to break. We have very few years left. I think that is one of the

reasons why I point to holding action, like the

"the dam is about to break"

Senator Symixgtox. What do you mean, "the dam is about to

break?"
Dr. Taylok. What I mean by that is whatever forces are restraining

countries from going to nuclear weapons and nonnational organiza-

tions from going to nuclear weapons, I think with a continuation of

even the trends seen in the last 5 years that the structure that prevents

this, whatever it is, will break and we will see proliferation all over

the place and nuclear violence to a level that I tliink most of us cannot

tolerate.

Senator Javits. And also the possibility of tests. In other words, it

takes just one such incidence and you watch the action take place.

Dr. Taylor. On all fronts. I am sounding perhaps a little vigorous
about this because these are not new questions. These are not new risks.

The whole story about the relative ease of stealing material and
ease of constructing nuclear explosives, whether by a national or ter-

rorist organization, has been squarely placed in front of authorities in

this country and in other countries and the IAEA for at least 10 years.

If you look at the action up through about 1972, it was essentially

negligible with the one big exception, in my mind, of tlie NPT, that
gave the IAEA the charge of a sort that was necessary, but certainly
not sufficient to bring this under control. I think without the NPT
the IAEA would still be floundering around wondering what to do.

PROBLEM OF PEOPLe's PREDILECTION FOR VIOLENCE

Dr. WiLLRicH. May I continue on this because I think I have a
different view from Dr. Taylor, in spite of the fact that we are co-
authors and good friends ?

Senator Symington. Of course.
Dr. WiLLRicii. I v/ould say the following, Mr. Chairman : I think

we all have to recognize as to the possibilities of diversion by criminal
or terrorist groups and also, to a lesser extent, governmental diversion,
that you are dealing with a problem that is basically inherent in the
world situation. That problem is people's predilection for violence. ;

Wliat can influence this more than anything else is whether terrorism .

as a phenomenon or criminal behavior as a phenomenon grows or di-
minishes. Such developments are outside of the control of all these elab-
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orate meclianisms that we are trying to develop to deal with prolifer-

ation.

One of the things that bedevils the nuclear power industry is the

fact that the generating force for creating that problem really is not

the plutonium ; it is the people.

And so I think that we have to recognize that we are going to be liv-

ing in a much more dangerous world than we have in the past and that

maybe we had better start behaving somewhat differently on the lui-

man side.

SUDDEN RAPID PROLIFERATION QUESTIONED

But I do not loiow, I think it is impossible to forecast a quick break-

dov/n in the present constraints on nuclear weapons proliferation. I

can see the whole thing going slowly, even witli very little in the way
of safeguards. I would feel awfully uncomfortable, but I cannot look

ahead and say for sure that all of a sudden we are going to have rapid

proliferation. I think it may continue to be a rather slow process.

Senator Symington. Thank you very much.

I have a few questions I would like to ask.

LEASING NUCLEAR FUEL RODS FOR BETTER CONTROL

Dr. Harold Agnew, who runs the Los Alamos Laboratories, says

leasing of nuclear fuel rods would be a means of better control instead

of an outright gift or sale.

Could you comment on this recommendation ?

Dr. WiLLRicH. Well, I do not think it makes a whole lot of difference

in the long run. The main thing is whether, along with the lease, it

is agreed that you are going to return the fuel rod to some other coun-

try to be reprocessed. But a lease can be broken just as easily as a

treaty. If you are worried about that
;
yes.

In the United States, as you recall, up until 1973, a large amount

of the fuel in the nuclear power industry was actually leased rather

than owned. That was gradually phased out from 1964 to 1973. I do

not think that some sort of legal situation like that is going to make

a large difference.

Of course, depending upon the financial arrangements, the lessor

may wind up with a huge capital investment, say, the United States,

that would be impossible to sustain.

So I do not view that as being a long-term solution or a long-term

way to structure what has happened or what is happening.

Senator Symington. Thank you. Dr. Taylor, would you comment ?

Dr. Taylor. I would say if the spirit of that is to keep control

of the material and I think that is what Dr. Agnew has in mind.

Senator Symington. Eight.

Dr. Taylor. Then that is a specific way of putting it, yes.

The more general proposal that we agree that the fuel, when it is

taken out of the reactor, will come back to us or some agent to be

specified the way leased material would, in that sense I think it is a

good idea.

There may be some economic pros and cons of using the formal mech-

anism of a lease rather than a treaty and I just have not thought about

that enough to have any strong opinions one way or the other.
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Dr. WiLLRiCH. "Wlio would be the lessor ?

Senator Symixgtox. I presume the fellow that had the rods.

ENCOURAGING RA.TIFICATI0N OF NPT AND SUBSCRIPTION TO IAEA SAFEGUARDS

My final question is, what further steps might the United States
propose to encourage additional nations to ratify the NPT and sub-
scribe to the IAEA safeguards.

Dr. Taylor. I have one point I would like to make in answer to that.

That is this ; I do not see much evidence that we have faced up to what
realh' causes people not to sign the Non-Proliferation Treaty and that
no evidence that nuclear weapons are a good thing to have. We have
them and we think we need more. The Soviets have them and think they
need more. I think we have done much too little in the way of putting
ourselves in others' shoes, really trying to view the world from the
point of view, for example, that was expressed by the Indian Ambas-
sador to the United Nations. I think we need to do that very carefully
because it is only, I believe, by taking steps to show that we do not
want nuclear weapons either, and that we would give them up if we
were somehow able to convince our antagonists to do the same thing,
that we are much more likely to get more people on a bandwagon of
real intent to abide b}^ the terms of the treat}-.

I cannot see India changing its policy on the basis of much of any-
thing that we have done that does not get at the root of the problem.

Dr. WiLLRicn. I would subscribe to what Dr. Taylor has said and add
to it the thought that in my judgment, nonproliferation, vertical or
horizontal, has never been a very high priority in U.S. policy. That
is not just the present priority, but rather one that stretches back
over a long period of time and crosses administrations.

I think that nonproliferation policy, especially horizontally to
other countries, constantly collides with other foreign policy objectives
that the United States has been seeking with other countries. When it

comes to making priority adjustments, the top priority is given to
other policies rather than the nonproliferation policy.
So in the crude cost-benefit analysis that goes on in foreign policy

decisionmaking, nonproliferation winds up second, third, or fourth.

C0M3IENDATI0N OF WITNESSES

Senator Stimington. Thank you very much, gentlemen. I became
very interested in this problem some years ago, and then more re-
cently I read the story about you in the book, "The Curve of Binding
Energy," and I called up Dr. Agnew and asked him if he thought you
were a nut.

I could not believe what I was readins:, even though I am on tlie
Armed Services and Foreign Relations Committees, and chairman of
the Military Applications Subcommittee of the Joint Atomic Energy
Committee.
His reply was, "A nut? Why, he designed some of our most effective

fission bombs."
So I want to assure you that we have great respect for your opinion

and Dr. Willrich's opinion, and I intend to see this through so that the
people will know more about it than they do todav.
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I appreciate very much j^our coming today.

Dr. Taylor. Thank you very much, Senator. I would like to pledge,

I think for both of us, who are into this up to our ears, and speaking

for myself, and I think probably for :Mason, we want to pledge what-

ever help we can to you, or anybody else who is in this trying to do

something about it. u
IMPORTANCE OF PROBLEM li;

Senator Symington. We will continue to try to bring this informa- 1!

tion to the people. To my mind it is the most important problem the ,ii

world faces today.
.

!!;

I think we all agree if we have a full nuclear confrontation that that

will be the end of civilization as we know it.

Do you agree with that.

Dr. Taylor. I agree with that.

Senator Symington. Do you agree with that, Doctor ?

Dr. WiLLRiCH. I certainly do, Senator.

Senator Symington. Thank you very much.
The hearing is recessed, subject to the call of the Chair.

[Whereupon, at 4 :24 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.]

W'





NON-PROLIFERATION ISSUES

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 16, 1975

United States Senate,
Subcommittee on Arms Control,

International Organizations and Security Agreements
of the Committee on Foreign Relattons,

Washington^ B.C.

The subcommittee, met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 4221,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Stuart Symington (chairman

of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Symington, Church, Clark, Case, and Javits.

Senator Symington. The hearing will come to order.

opening statement

Today, the Subconunittee on Arms Control, International Organiza-

tions aiid Security Agreements of tlie Senate Committee on Foreign

Relations commences hearings on the accords reached by President

Ford and General Secretary Brezhnev last November in Vladivostok.

These accords provide the basis for negotiations on a strategic arms

limitation agreement which are now underway in Geneva.

These negotiations are of the greatest importance. Unless we achieve

a broad and effective agreement on arms limitations, we could spend

billions more on nuclear weapons in the years after Vladivostok than

ever before.

Xow the Congress has an unprecedented opportunity to review

the terms of the Vladivostok accords prior to a final agreement.

subcommittee deliberations

This morning and in subsequent hearings the subcommittee will

examine various issues raised by the accords and provide groundwork
for thorough congressional review and possible recommendations.

As part of its deliberations, the subcommittee will also consider the

protocol to the Treaty on the Anti-Ballistic Missile Systems (AB^I)
which was signed in Moscow last Julv.

ABM TREATY AND INTERIM AGREEMENT

The first phase of the strategic arms limitation talks (SALT) cul-

minated in May 1972 with the ABM Treaty on defensive systems and
the interim agreement on offensive systems. The former limited ABM
launchers to a nominal level of two complexes for each country. The

(51)
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latter restricted U.S. and Soviet land- and sea-based strategic nuclear

weapons during the period 1972-77.

ABM TREATY PROTOCOL AXD VLADIVOSTOK PRINCIPLES

The second phase of SALT has produced a protocol to the ABM
Treaty which reduces the number of ABM complexes permitted for

each country from two to one. SALT II has also produced an outline

of principles, agreed to at Vladivostok, for a 10-year agreement on
strategic offensive arms designed to replace the interim agreement
which is due to expire in 1977. Negotiations are now in progress to

convert these principles in a formal agreement.
This new agreement, which the administration expects to reach

before the end of 1975, would incorporate relevant provisions of the

interim agreement, and would last until 1985. It would also go further

and limit both sides to an aggregate of 2,400 strategic delivery vehicles

(including land and sea-based missiles and hea^^ bombers). Addi-
tionally, both sides would be limited to 1,320 missiles with multiple

independently targetable reentry vehicles (MIRV's).
The Vladivostok accords do not restrict U.S. strategic aircraft

deployed overseas or French and British nuclear delivery systems. The
withdrawal of Soviet demands for compensation for these systems
could be significant.

The administration has presented the Vladivostok accords as a major
arms control achievement which (1) caps the nuclear arms race, (2)
promotes detente, and (3) makes possible additional progress in arms
control.

The ceilings on strategic delivery vehicles and MIRVed missiles,

according to the administration, will reduce uncertainties in the force
planning of both sides and provide a useful framework for negotiating
nuclear arms reductions during the next phase of SALT.

CONCERNS OF VLADIVOSTOK ACCORD CRITICS

Critics of the tentative Vladivostok accord have expressed a variety
of concerns, including the following

:

(1) That it does little to constrain new developments in strategic
weapons (the so-called qualitative arms race).

(2) That it may make further reductions more difficult to achieve,
in that it allows both sides to modernize all 2,400 permitted vehicles.

(3) That it does not provide for equality in throw weight or numbers
of warheads—both of which are often mentioned as the most impor-
tant measures of strategic strength. These critics are concerned that a
Soviet advantage in missile throw weight, combined with improve-
ments in Soviet missile accuracy, could provide the Soviet Union
with a capability for attacking' hardened ICBM (intercontinental
ballistic missile) silos.

(4) That it places a ceiling on MIRV's far in excess of present
deployment levels, particularly those of the Soviet Union.

UNANSWERED ISSUES OF VLADIVOSTOK ACCORD

Additionally, both critics and supporters of the Vladivostok
accords have observed that the value of any final agreement will
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depend in lai-ge mer.sure on liow a numbsr of yet unanswered issues

arc resolved. These include:

(1) Difficult problems involving how various aspects of the agree-

ment are to be verified.
.

(2) Definitional problems, such as determmmg what characterizes

a "heavv" bomber.

(3) How new classes of weapons, such as mobile missiles, will be

(4) What kinds of provisions will be included to insure that

sul)sequent negotiations toward reductions in various types of weapons

will be undertaken.
The m.any questions which are raised by the Vladivostok accords

also come before us at a time when several significant changes in our

overall doctrine for the procurement and use of nuclear weapons are

being discussed. As we progress with our hearings, we will want to

examine closely how our negotiations on nuclear arms control relate

to critical issues of strategic doctrine.

WITNESSES

This morning I would like to welcome

:

Ambassador Gerard C. Smith, former Director of the Arms Con-

trol and Disarmament Agency, and head of the U.S. delegation to the

first strategic arms limitation talks (SALT I)
;

Dr. Wolfgang K. H. Panofsky, director of the Stanford linear

accelerator, Stanford University ; and
Dr. Paul Doty, professor of biochemistry, Harvard University.

_

Our witnesses'have been asked to discuss the national strategic policy

and arms control implications of the Vladivostok accords.

Ambassador Smith, would you please come forward.

:\Iay I say that in the years that I have been involved in this

subject, it is my considered opinion that no one knows m.ore about

the subject than you do, Ambassador Smith.

We are very glad to have you with us this morning. It is my under-

standing that you have a prepared statement.

[^Ir. Smith's biography follows:]

Biography of Gerard C. Smith

Gerard Smith graduated from Yale 1935, B.A., Yale Law School 1938, LLB.
Practiced law in 1938 to 1941, General Motors Corporation, Legal Department.

United States Navy, Ensign—Lieutenant 1941 to 1945. Practiced law, John
Thomas Smith & Son, Smith & Mclnerney, Gerard C. Smith 1946 to 1950.

Governmental positions held

Special Assistant, Atomic Energy Commission 1950 to 1954.

Special Assistant to the Secretary of State for Atomic Affairs, Department of

State 1954 to 1957.

Deputy Chief, U.S. Delegation Negotiating International Atomic Energy
Agency Treaty 1955 to 1956.

Chief Political Advisor, First Atoms-for-Peace Conference 1955.

Chief Political Advisor, Technical Talks with Soviet Union on Safeguards

Against Diversion of Nuclear Materials "Weaponry 1955.

Liaison OflBcer for Foreign Relations Committee of Disarmament Affairs 1957.

Chief Aide to Secretary of State, London Disarmament Conference 1957.

Assistant Secretary of State and Director, Policy Planning Staff 1957 to 1961.

Consultant, Policy Planning Council 1961 to 1969.
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Special Advisor to Secretary of State for Multilateral Force Negotiations 1962

to 1964.
Director, United States Arms Control & Disarmament Agency 1969 to 1972.

United States Chief Delegate to the Strategic Arms Limitations Talks 1969

to 1972.

Mr. Smith is presently practicing law with Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering and is

the North American Chairman of The Trilateral Commission, a private effort to

improve cooperation between Japan, North America and Western Europe.

During his years as a lawyer, before 1950, he was a Director of the following

corporations: Argonaut Mining Company, Omar Bakeries, Sisco Goldmines,

White Knob Copper and Development Corporation, Ecuadorian Corporation and
Gaynor Electric.

Honorary Degrees : Yale Doctor of Laws, Georgetown Doctor of Laws, Johns
Hopkins Doctor of Laws, Loyola Doctor of Laws and Notre Dame Doctor of

Laws.
Admitted to practice in courts of New York—Federal Court, Second District

;

Second Circuit, Southern District—Supreme Court of the United States and Dis-

trict of Columbia-

Professional positions

Foreign Policy Consultant, Washington Center Foreign Policy Research, 19G1

;

Member, Council on Foreign Relations from 1961; Member, Executive Com-
mittee, Yale Law School Association, 1962 ; Member, Law Committee, Yale Uni-
versity Council, 1964 ; Director, American Security & Trust Co., 1964 to 1969 :

Trustee, Sheridan School and Canterbury School, 1967-1969 ; Director, Atlantic

Council of the USA, 1967-1969; Publisher, Interplay Magazine, 1967-1969; Di-

rector, School of Advanced International Studies, Johns Hopkins University.

1967 ; Trustee, The Brookings Institution, 1973 : Director, Panhandle Eastern
Pipe Line Company, 1973 ; Trustee. Catholic University of America, 1975

:

Director, Arms Control Association, 1975.

Mr. Smith is a Roman Catholic. He belongs to the following clubs : Racqner
and Tennis Club, N.Y.C. ; National Golf Links, Southampton ; Chesapeake Bay
Yacht Club, Easton, Maryland, Metropolitan Club; Chevy Chase Club; Alibi

Club.
Home address: 2425 Tracy Place, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20008.

STATEMENT OF HON. GERARD C. SMITH, FORMER DIRECTOR OF

ACDA, AND CHIEF NEGOTIATOR OF SALT I AGREEMENT

]\Ir. Smith. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I propose to discuss this morning some of the arms control impli-

cations of Vladivostok as well as certain related aspects of the current
Defense budget submission.
At the start let me sa}^ that I put forward these ideas tentatively,

not categoricall3\ I question that anyone can speak with certainty
about the slipper issues surrounding strategic arms and their control.

I admit to a bias in favor of a very strong defense, but I believe that
arms control can also advance the security of the United States and
the world whether or not there is some relaxation of tensions between
the United States and the U.S.S.R.

SIGNIFICANCE OF VT.ADIVOSTOK ACCORD

The Vladivostok accord should not be judged in and of itself

—

but in connection with the limit on defensive systems (ABM's) agreed
upon in 1972 and other American-Soviet agreements relating to arms
control. It may help in judging the significance of "^Hadivostok to see
that accord as part of a process that has been going on for more than
5 years. The general strategic dialog of the 1960's led to the specific

SALT exchanges of 1969-72 at Helsinki, Vienna, Washington, and
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MoscoTV. Gradually the two sides developed somewhat better under-

standing of each other's strategic preoccupations.

Concerns about accidental or miscalculated nuclear hostilities led to

the first two SALT agreements in 1971—on measures to reduce the

risk of outbreak of nuclear war and on measures to improve the

Washington-Moscow direct connnunication link or "hot line." In 1972

there was the major breakthrough, the treaty limiting ABM's to two
sites apiece, accompanied by the interim agreement to freeze offensive

launchers at the approximate levels of 1972. These were followed in

1973 by the Nixon-Brezhnev agreed principles for offensive arms
limitation and in 1974 the ABM Treaty levels were reduced to one
site apiece. At year's end the Vladivostok accord foreshadowed limita-

tions on offensive systems which although of relatively short duration
may be considered as a counterpart to the x\BM Treaty.

I might intei-ject that although this agreement is often referred to

as a 10-year agi-eement, actually, it is an 8-year agreement, since it

does not go into effect until 1977, and terminates in 1985.

In judging this latest agreement one should consider the cumulative
effect of the entire SALT process which hopefully can be considered
as a preparatory stage for the natural next steps—reduction in offen-

sive force levels which the sides are now conunitted to negotiate and
some limitation on improvements in weapons characteristics. A total

ban on ABM systems should also be reconsidered.

I would not favor interrupting the current Geneva negotiations by
introducing a proposal for reductions. I do not believe that reductions
are negotiable now. The Soviet position since 1968 has called for first

a limitation and subsequently for reductions. When and if the Vladi-
vostok accord is converted into a definitive agreement, the United
States should promptly table a reduction proposal such as its 1970
SALT call for reducing strategic force levels by 700 launchers.

I might point out that No. 1 is the same one that is contained in
Senator Jackson's recent proposal for reduction.

I think Vladivostok marks progress because the Soviets agreed that
both sides should have the right to deploy an equal number of strategic
launchers. This involved a Soviet withdrawal from its position main-
tained for more than 5 years that the alleged American advantage in
forward based systems (FBS) justified some Soviet advantage in num-
bers of strategic launchers. It also involved the waiving of the Soviet
claim that U.S. submarine bases in Europe and French and British
ballistic missile submarines justified larger strategic forces for the
U.S.S.R. I would strike a note of caution here, we probably have not
heard the end of this FBS argumentation. Wlien one gets into reduc-
tion negotiations, it is to be expected that Soviets will revive this
issue.

C0N\-ERSI0N OF VX,ADIV0ST0K ACCORD INTO DEFINniVE AGREEMENT

Another word of caution—it will not be easy to convert the Vladi-
vostok general accord into a definitive agreement clearly spelling out
the details of what is controlled and how. I notice there is a tendency
to take for granted that there will be a successful outcome to the cur-
rent Geneva negotiation. It seems to me this is a poor background for
any international negotiation.
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I would say, incidentally, Mr. Chairman, that, to my mind it is

poor approach on our part to enter into agreements which the Britis

would call "Heads of Agreement," leaving the details to be worke
out, because then the pressure is more on us than on the Soviets t

work out specifics of such things as verification. If those specifics ha

to be worked out before agreement was reached, I think the pressui

would be more nearly equal. If you have an agTeement in principle,

think the tendency may be more for the United States to give on que.^

tions of verification, than for the Soviets, since they are so much let

interested in verification. They have all the verification capabilitit

they need in terms of the output of our free society describing on

weapon systems and our future programs.

LIMITATIONS ON LAUNCHERS

The limitation on launchers at 2,400 is admittedly high. But it i

about the level that U.S. strategic launchers reached over 10 years age

It is not far from the number that we would have settled for in 197
during SALT 1. It is substantially lower than some U.S. intelligenc

estimates of Soviet forces projected out to 1985 in the absence of agi-ee

ment. If the Vladivostok accord evolves into a formal limitation agree
ment the United States will have good assurances of the maximun
number of Soviet launchers over the next decade. That should eliminat
what has been a driving force behind the strategic arms competition—
from the American standpoint—uncertainty as to what Soviet futur
force levels would be. The elimination of this uncertainty should be i

factor for stability in the American-Soviet strategic relationship.

I think the MIRV limit of 1,320 launchers is less significant, but
would recall that during 1969-72 the United States would have set

tied for an offensive agreement with no MIRV limitation at all. I-

seems clear that the Soviets have a capability to deploy many more thai

1,320 launchers for MIRV missiles if not restrained by agreement. Bui
it also seems clear that our hopes of moderating the threat to Minute-
man by a ^IIRV control arrangement have not been fulfilled.

MINUTEMAN VULNERABILITY

As this subcommittee well knows, Minuteman vulnerability has been
a concern for a number of years. Recently it seems to me the Pentagon
has been issuing rather uncertain signals on this score. For instance,
testifying before this subcommittee on March 4th of last vear, the Sec-
retary of Defense said, "There is just no possibility that'^a high confi-
dence disarming first strike is attainable for either side even against
the ICBM components of the strategic forces on both sides." In Janu-
ary of this year at a press conference, Mr. Schlesinger said that should
multiple missiles be "massively deployed" by the Soviet T^nion this
would be a "potential source" of strategic instability and the United
States would have to watch to determine whether "to take counter-
measures to maintain the strategic balance."
In the statement of the Director of Defense Research and Engineer-

mg to the Congress this year, speaking of the proposed United States
advanced ICBM, Dr. Currie said, "The pace of this program has been
significantly reduced as a result of our judgment concerning the time
scale of the threat to land based ICBM's . .

." But in tlie same report

i
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he says, ". . . there is little question that our present land based missiles

deployed in fixed silos could be in jeopardy by the mid-1980's'" and
"•The severity of this threat definitely has increased in the last year and
my concern has consequently deepened." He seems to be saying in these

two statements that although the proximity of the threat is lessened, its

severity has increased.

I suggest that this subcommittee make an effort to clarify present

estimates about the future vulnerability of the Minuteman force and
its significance. If the Minuteman force is to become so vulnerable that

it cannot be relied upon even for the somewhat lessened role that the

present concept of the Triad requires, it is hard to understand the sub-

stantial effort that we are proposing to make to develop a new ICBM
especially if it is to be deployed in a fixed silo. If it is to be a mobile

missile (and I note that General Brown in his report to the Congress

states that mobile missiles will be permitted under the Vladivostok

ceilings) would it be helpful in carrying out any "hard target" aspect

of the "new strategy" of flexible response that we are pursuing? On
this score, I note that General Brown at page 15 of his statement says,

"Keliability, accuracy, and availability are reduced considerably by the

problems inherent in mobility while operating costs including mainte-

nance, security and positive control are substantially higher than those

associated with fixed deployment." In any event the Minuteman vul-

nerability threat continues to be seen as a relatively long-range future

problem and not even then an unlimited danger to American ICBM's.

MOBILE MISSILES

I am sorry to hear that mobile missiles are to be allowed under the

Vladivostok formula. You will recall in SALT I that we made a major
effort to rule mobiles out and when the Soviets would not agree the

United States made a formal statement "that the United States would
consider the deployment of operational land mobile ICBM launchers

during the period of the interim agreement as inconsistent with the

objectives of that agreement." I feel that the Soviets would get more
advantage out of land mobile missiles than would the United States.

The U.S.S.K. has substantially more uninhabited real estate and it

has a population that is not in a good position to object to weapons
deployments. I believe that if the United States decides to deploy

mobile ICBM's, there will be a popular reaction similar to that in 1969

to proposed deployments of ABM's—even if the deployment is limited

to military reservations. There may also be a verification problem in

keeping accurate track of the number of mobiles deployed by the

U.S.S.R.—especially if the so called garage technique is used.

NEW U.S. STRATEGY AND CIVIL DEFENSE

I am concerned about the effect on the prospects for arms control of

the United States moving more to an ICBINI silo busting strategy. The
general assumption behind the ABM Treaty was that with both sides

possessing a capability to destroy the other, nuclear war could be de-

terred and that efforts to blunt a nuclear attack by missile defense

could be destabilizing and in a crisis could set up pressures for a first

strike especially if populations were defended. I believe a limited

strategic war counterforce strategy could produce a similar result.
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To make such a strategy credible the Secretary of Defense correctly

has concluded that population protection from fallout will be necessary

and the current defense budget calls for a development program which
foreshadows a major shelter program in the years to come. Secretary

Schlesinger says in his report to Congress: "One would expect that

the recent shift in emphasis towards a more flexible strategic response

policy . . . would be reflected in our civil defense program. That is in-

deed the case. We are seeking to reflect in our civil defense plamiing the

wider range of response options that we are now introducing into our
military planning." He then goes on to point out that the Soviet Union
has given a good deal of attention to civil defense with shelter con-

struction and plans for evacuation of a bulk of the population from
major cities in the event of a crisis. He says, "We believe the United
States should have a similar option for two reasons: (1) to be able

to respond in kind if the Soviet Union attempts to intimidate us in a

time of crisis and (2) to reduce fatalities if an attack on our cities

appears imminent." I think that the Secretary of Defense's discussion

of the shelter program requirements is well worth the attention of this

subcommittee. It starts at page 11-54 of his statement. In past years

we have pursued a small civil defense effort as a kind of improbable
contingency program, but if civil defense is to become essential to

the credibility of our new nuclear strategy we shall have to expect a

major effort in this direction.

A decision to enter a civil defense competition between the United
States and the U.S.S.R. would need very broad support by the Amer-
ican people. Coming just after SALT agreements which are said to

have reduced the risk of nuclear war, a major civil defense program
will need a great deal of explanation. Perhaps this is necessary, but I

think that we should enter such a program only with our eyes wide
open to its implications.

NEW STRATEGY AND CIVIL DEFENSE

There is one additional possible concommitant to the new strategy
that I think warrants attention. As we get into a major civil defense
program I think pressures will build up to abrogate the ABM Treaty.
It may seem illogical to be making major evacuation plans of our cities

while depriving ourselves of the ability to directly protect our popula-
tion by active defenses.

In addition to the possible loss of the ABM Treaty and the neces-
sity for a major fallout shelter and evacuation program I notice that
Mr. Currie at page V-10 of his report to the Congress refers to "the
fact that we could in principle launch our ICBM's upon unequivocal
warning . .

." If we are contemplating the possibility of striking the
Soviet ICBM's in a limited strategic war with the reciprocal possibility
of their first striking our ICBM's in a limited strike this, to my mind,
pernicious concept of "launch on warning" will probably again be-

come a matter of interest.

I am not arguing that there is no need to be concerned about the
A-ery large Soviet ICBM buildup with the prospect of a good part of
these launchers having MIRVed missiles in the future. But the Soviet
deployment strikes me as a form of psychological pressure by which
the U.S.S.R. aims to get political value from aform of military power
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for which there can be no other rational use. Over the years the United
States by many statements has proved how sensitive it is to this mod-
ern fonn of "force in being," Although it violates our ideas as to how
;he Soviet-American strategic relation sliould be managed, it does

lot seem surprising that the U.S.S.E. continues to press on this sensi-

:ive area.

I question whether trying to match the Soviet ICBM force would be

I sensible course. One can assume with some confidence that the

[J.S.S.R. would not react to such an Ameiican deployment with state-

nents expressing concern about the resulting vulnerability of their

[CBM's. Perceptions around the world about the vulnerability of U.S.
[CB^M's that may have been generated by American statements woidd
ikely persist unmatched by similar perceptions about Soviet ICBM's.
Yroidd it not be better to moderate our annual expressions of con-

cern about Soviet ICBM's and get on with modernizing those elements
)f our strategic forces not threatened by Soviet ICBM's. Last year's

^lear acceptance of the Triad concept as not requiring each of the three
components of U.S. strategic forces to be an independent deterrent

force seems a step in the right direction. And if as the Secretary of
Defense says, the U.S.S.E. cannot mount a disarming first strike

igainst IMinuteman, would it not be as reasonable to learn to live with
:heir vulnerability to a lesser than disarming strike as it is to live with
;he present vulnerability of our cities ?

UNITED STATES IN A REACTIVE PHASE

I am struck by the fact that we seem to be in a reactive phase of stra-

:egic policy and programing. In past years I had the impression that
:he United States had the initiative in weapons design and strategy.

STow we seem to be reacting more to Soviet moves. For example, since

:he Soviets seem to be deploying a force which may put our ICBM's in

eopardy in the 1980's w^e are taking preparatory steps to match it.

The Soviets seem to be developing mobile ICBM's. "We are preparing
:he way for such a force. It is said that the Soviets may be developing
I strategy of selective use of nuclear weapons in a limited strategic

nucjear war. We should follow suit. The Soviets have elected to have
large tlirow-weight missiles. We may have to do the same—even
Lhougii in the late 1950's we deliberately decided not to go that route.

It does not seem unfair to ask—if the U.S.S.E. starts to deploy bat-

deships should the United States recommission its battleships? The
U.S.S.E. has civil defense plans for evacuation of civilians. We should
prepare to do the same—all this in good part to avoid perceptions
ibroad and at home that we may someday become second best. It

seems to me that this concern has a large potential for being a self-

fulfilling worry. People read and hear constantly about American con-
cerns as to its strategic forces.

The Soviets do not talk this language. People constantly read and
bear from American sources about the threat from very large Soviet
ICBjM's and how American leaders in the future might have to give in

to Soviet coercion unless our weapons and strategy are changed. It

would not be surprising to me if after years of this sort of public out-

put people might begin to believe that U.S. strategic forces had lost

their capability to deter war.

61-004—76 5
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On this very important question of how people abroad and at horn

will perceive the relative strength of the American and Soviet strate

gic forces in years to come I notice that in recent months it is on
defense leadership that has done most of the estimating of future per

ceptions—estimating the future psychology of peoples is difficult busi

ness at best—and one in which nondefense officials, one would thinly

would have greater expertise. We have missed presidential foreigj

l^olicy reports in 1974 and 1975 which should be the best vehicle fo

such grazing into the murky future. Let us hope this practice will sooi

be resumed.
Admittedly, our defense officials have a hard job to convince a some

what complacent public of the need to support a very strong militar;

establishment. It is not my aim to make this task more difficult. But '.

recommend that much more be said about the immense and persisting

deterrent power of our strategic forces.

SUMMARY OF POINTS

In summary, I have tried this morning to make the following points
The Vladivostok accord if converted into a sound agreement wil

mark another step in the long process of bringing strategic arms un
der control.

The Minutem.an vulnerability problem needs continuing clarifica
tion. The threat to this force apparently is not near term and admit
tedly it is not possible for the U.S.S.K. to destroy this force.
Mobile ICBM's do not appear to be a good way to meet the vulnera

bility problem and their deployment could result in an advanta^re t(

the U.S.S.K.
The new U.S. strategj^ to be credible will require a major civi

defense program. "Will Americans support such a program?
U.S. strategy and development programs seem unduly reactive tc

Soviet moves and our rhetoric too defensive.
I thank you.
Senator Symington. I thank you, Mr. Ambassador.

WHAT MR. SMITH ^VOULD HAVE SOUGHT AT SALT II

Ambassador Smith, you left the Government after taking a leadino
role in brmgmg about the SALT I Treaty and Agreement. Had vou
remained as our chief SALT negotiator, and Director of the Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency, would what j^ou have sought in
SALT II diifer from what has been achieved, and, if so, in wliat
ways ?

Mr. Smith. Well, Mr. Chairman, it is awfully hard to answer a
m^pothetical question, and perhaps one can say that the doo- would
have caught the rabbit better, but I think I have said on a ''number
of occasions that I think the Vladivostok agreement, while not a
matter to be triumphant about, does mark progress, and I believe it
goes m the direction that I would have tried to push it had I had
responsibility.

Senator Symington. Thank vou.
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SHOULD FINAL VLADIVOSTOK AGREEIIENT BE BROADENED?

Given what is incorporated in the Vladivostok accords, do you be-

ieve the final agreement to be derived from Vladivostok should be

)roadened in any way ?

Mr. Smith. Well, as I mentioned in the statement, I don't tlunk

me should inject into the Geneva accords presently going on any-

hing of substance that was not foreshadowed in the Vladivostok

Lccords, such as reduction or q^ualitative control. I would think that

IS soon as you have a definitive agreement reflecting Vladivostok,

ve should then press the Soviets to get on with a reduction program,

md to get on with qualitative controls hopefully to moderate or block

'urther improvements in offensive strategic weapons.

I would also hope that we would press for a complete ban on all

IBM's to eliminate the one site possibility that is still open.

VALUE OF COMPLETE BAN ON ABM's

Senator Case. I wonder if you could develop that point further.

Why do you think it is important to spend a great deal of time on

i ban on all ABM's ? I suppose it would take a great deal of time and

nergy, too. Wliat is the great value of eliminating one site on each

ide?

Mr. Smith. Well, first of all. Senator Case, let me say I don't thmk
hat this would take a great deal of time. It took a lot of time to work
>ut an agreement for two sites, because you had a lot of preoccupa-

ion about the radar base to support even a very small ABM program.

3ut if you went to zero, I think that the modalities would be rather

imple to work out, so I don't think it would take much time.

Now, as to why I think that would be useful, it seems to me that

laving one site on each side is militarily insignficant, and I think

hat it does leave open the possibility of suspicion building up as to

whether the one site is the nucleus for a broader area defense of a

lationwide ABM system. People will look at large radars being built,

)erhaps for early warning, or for air traffic control, and start surmis-

ng that is the basis for a quick deployment by the Soviets of a new
^BM system.

Now, if the ABM's were completely banned, it seems to me the

)ossibility of that sort of suspicion growing up would be substantially

noderated.
Senator Case. You don't think there is any positive value in keep-

ng a single site on our side, for example, as a means of developing

his for our affirmative use, or as a basis for further deployment in

he future?

Mr. Smith. Well, I don't think keeping the present site out at

jrand Forks
Senator Case. Or the other?

Mr. Smith. Or the alternative would be to build a new site around
he Capitol, for which the Congress has shown no disposition to act

it all, and I would think that both sides would be better off, and the

lituation would be somewhat more stable if ABM's were ruled out.

Senator Case. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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WHY SOVIETS DROPPED INSISTENCE ON INCLUDING FORWARD Bx\SED

SYSTEMS

Senator Symington. IVliy do you believe the Soviet Union was

willing to drop its insistence that forward based systems be includec

in SALT II? Do you think that is only temporary, and will com(

back in future neootiations? What are your thoughts about that?

Mr. Smith. Well, I think that the Soviets wanted to have ar

offensive agreement. They saw that the interim agreement was fac

ing termination in 1977. I think that they felt that these very higl

levels of 2,400 launchers, which are substantially above the presen

American launcher level, and somewhat, if I understand correctly

below their launcher level, and with the prospect of the United State:

building up the number of its launchers over the next 8 years, bein^

not very great, I would think the Soviets probably calculated tha
]

they had built into this agreement a de facto compensation, if yoi

will, for the forward based system, the British and French boats, anc

the ports of Eota and Holy Loch we are permitted to have. I d(

think it will not go away, Mr. Chairman. I think that if and whei

we get into the negotiations about reduction this obstacle will b(

raised again by the Soviets.

SOVIET WILLINGNESS TO OMIT EUROPEAN STRATEGIC FORCES

Senator Symington. VA\j do you believe the Soviets were willing

to omit European strategic forces from the formula for agreement
]Mr. Smith. Well, I think in effect that was covered by my answe:

to the previous question. I think that the American theses was tha

SALT only covered Soviet and American strategic weapons. Th<
Soviets injected the French and the British submarines. I don't thinl

they ever referred to the fact that the French have another margina
strategic system in their IRBMs (Intermediate Eange Ballistic Mis
sile). They probablj' concluded that at this high level, 2,400, ther<

was no need for them to press on that point.

throw-v\t:igiit disparity

Sonator Symington. As you know, the complaint has been hearc
that Vladivostok leaves the United States at a large disadvantage ii

terms of throw-weight. Do you consider this disparity meaningful'
Mr. Smith. Well,' I think that in the abstract it isn't too m.ean

ingful. If the Soviets utilized this throw-weight advantage in a cer
tain fashion, if they go ahead with a very large program of MIKVinf
these very heavy throw-weight weapons

J
it is'something that we hav(

to be concerned about.
Now, it in effect means that you can place less and less dependence

over the coming years, and 1 am talking about 10 and 15 years
on one part of the triad of forces that we have.

I think inevitably the Minuteman force is going to becom.e mor^
vulnerable, but, as the Secretary of Defense has said, there is no waj
that they can get a capability to completely destroy this ICBM force
and to mv mind, if the Soviets could destroy a third of the for^e
or half of the force, it would not increase their temntation to make
a first strike, it would not affect the true deterrent balance, because
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they always must face the fact that in addition to the ICBM's they

would be subject to retaliation by the bombers and the submarine

Dased missiles.

Senator Syiniingtox. Thank you.

ELEMENTS OF U.S. STRATEGIC FORCES TO BE MODERNIZED

My last question at this time

:

You suggested in your excellent statement that we should "moder-

ite our annual expressions of concern about Soviet ICBM's and get

m vvith modernizing those elements of our strategic forces not

hreatened by ICB]VL"
What sort of modernization is reasonable and feasible?

Mr. Smith. Well, I think that we are going to have to modernize

:he submarine force. I think that whether we do that through the

;ull Trident program that is now projected or not is beyond the

scope of my technical competence.
I am attracted by the notion of finding a less expensive platform

'.han the Trident to put SLBM's (Submarine's Launched Ballistic

Missile) on.

I am concerned about the very large number of missiles that are

proposed for the Trident submarine.

On the question of the follow-on bomber, I am in favor of a follow-

311 bomber. I don't know that the B-1 is the answer, but I think that

here is no doubt about it, the B-52's are going to need replacement.

Mind you, we are talking about a time period novv' in the middle 1980's.

md l\vould hope that the Air Force will use more imagination and
?ome up perhaps with an alternative to the B-1.
I am a little bit concerned when we say we have not made a pro-

luction decision on the B-1, but the Pentagon is asking for, I think,

long leadtime procurement items with no alternative bomber design,

uid that strikes me as a good way for backing into the B-1 system,

f you have no other alternative, and you are buying production items

lor it.

Senator Symington. We did have an alternative in the FB-11,
especially with the addition of the KC-135 Tanker Fleet, but we
Iropped that.

dissatisfaction with b-1 bomber

Senator Case. I understand the concern is about not having an al-

ernative, but that implies that you are not satisfied with the B-1.
Why aren't yon satisfied with it ? Is it too expensive for what you get ?

[s it too vulnerable for wl^at you get ? Is it worth doing ?

Mr. Smith. Senator Case, I prefaced these remarks with the state-

nent that I don't feel I am a very good witness because the technicali-

ies of follow-on systems are really for the hardware experts, and not

he arms control experts. But my general feeling is that that, if I read
he Assistant Secretary for DDR and E right, he says that the type
)f bomber you need depends on the evolution of the thrent and the
B-fi2 is froing to be fine if the threat does not evolve beyond what it is

odav. But my guess is clearly the threat is not going to be static.

LTntil one knows what it is. I don't see how one can really sav this

ype of airframe, this type of penetrating platform, rather than a
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standoff platform, is the one we need. I think the basic tension seem;

to l3e now between whether you want an airplane that could do stand

off bombing or would have to penetrate, and I don't know the answei

to that.

Senator SYsnNGTOx. Thank you.

COMMENDATION OP MK. SMITH

Senator Symington. I want to thank you very much for coining uj

here this morning, and giving us your views and your experience.

Senator Case, have you any further questions ?

Senator Case. First, I want to join you, Mr. Chairman, in express-

ing appreciation to Mr. Smith. He is a longtime expert, and a man ii

whom we have great confidence.

I read your statement last night. I am glad I was able to. I hav(

also read it again today. I want to think about it a lot more. Ther*

are other questions that will occur to me, I know, and I know that ]

can be free to ask you either directly or through the committee t<

respond.

iT.s. public's nonacceptance of civil, defense measure

I am especially interested in your comments about a couple of point;

beyond those that the chairman has mentioned. One of them is thi;

matter of a civil defense, and the possible movement and dispersal o:

population. These are pretty big steps. Isn't that right ?

"Wlien you say the American people won't accept it, do you meai
they won't accept it because they won't for any purpose be willing tc

be discommoded, or that they don't think that the necessity for sucl

inconveniencing is there ?

Mr. Smith. Well. Senator Case, I wouldn't want to be heard to saj

the American people won't accept it. I am raising the question as U
whether as a price for going to the new strategy, they would be willing
to accept it.

For instance, you recall the great difficulty we had in the 1950'f

when the threat I thought seemed much worse than it does now. The
great difficulty we had in getting any interest in fallout sheltei
programs.
Now, if just after a number of arms control agreements with the

Soviets, which have reduced the threat of nuclear war, and at a time
when you have something that people call deterrent, you go to the
American people and say now is the time to prepare for nuclear wai
with greater intensity than we have in the past, I think the job of

persuading the people would be very difficult.

Senator Case. I would, too.

I constantly am required to reaccept the fact that I think the judg-
ment of people on these rather large matters is the only final judgment
on which we can rely. Wlienever such a matter as this cornes up, if

seems to me that the best indication that it doesn't make sense is that
the people aren't willing to accept it.

Would you say that that isn't a bad idea?
Mr.SMiTJi. Well. I have a very hio-h respect for the American people,

there is no doubt about it, but in a field as esoteric as this one, it seems
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3 me guidance has to come from the Congress and the executive

raiich!^ and if they feel that any new strategy is important enough
hat will add to the deterrent, as the Pentagon says enough to warrant
liis degree of regimentation of our people which will be required,

lien I think it is up to the Congress and the executive branch to per-

uade the people.

Senator Case. I wouldn't disagree with that. But the final step,

; seems to me, has to be that the public has to be given all the infor-

lation we liave.

I was just reading the other morning IMacaulay's criticism of

lully's dialog. He was having a dialog with the shade of Thomas
lore, and discussing among other things, the question of whether it

3 better to have a people kept in ig-norance and ruled by an elite. Ma-
aulay makes a pretty good point that any prince could be equal to

ny one of his subjects, but that his judgment might not be as good
s that of all of them. If there is anything esoteric, anything hidden,

nytliing peculiar about this whole business that some would claim

oesn't warrant our reliance on a public decision, then we ought to

e alerted and recall IMacaulay.

You would agree with that, wouldn't you?
Mr. Smith. Yes, sir.

Senator Case. You know nothing of that nature in this of which
he public doesn't have a pretty good grasp?
Mr. Smith. They certainly have access to a tremendous amount of

iiformation. Whether it is absorbed or not is another question.

CONSTANTLY TALKING ABOUT VULNERABILITY QUESTIONED

Senator Case. I was most interested in a basic point you make that

5 so fundamental and that runs through our foreign and defense
lolicy. That is the question of whether we are using unwisely and
.angerously the threat of a bogey man as a means for accomplishing
rhat to a person using that threat is obviously useful ; namely, con-

tantly talking about our vulnerability. Of course, the world is going
believe it if we keep saying it about ourselves. On the other hand,
don't believe in behaving like Pollyanna. We should, of course, face

acts, and I will never think that anyone ever accused you of not facing

he facts. You have a certain tendency to understate, but that is purely
verbal matter. It doesn't in any way detract from your ability to

ee things quite clearly, and it does have the advantage that people
re more likely to take your tentative suggestions as much more im-
'Ortant than some of the bombastic pronouncements of many other
leople. But it is just about time that we stopped trying to scare our-

elves into all kinds of strange and tortured actions, it seems to me,
nd I agree wtih you so fully about that.

CIVIL defense program's effect on casualties from LIMITED
exchange

Do you think that civil defense or any program that involves a
rastic dispersal of population would substantially lessen the U.S.
atalities in the event of those limited nuclear exchanges that have
een discussed as a contingency to be prepared for in our strategic

rograms ?
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I\Ir. Smitpi. Well, if I understand the sort of limited exchanf^e tha

is being considered in the new strategy, I would have to answer you
question "Yes."

I think if we had a nationwide fallout shelter program that wa
efficient and we had evacuation programs from our cities that had beei

exercised in advance, let us say, in peacetim.e, and people were suffi

ciently disciplined to stream out of the cities in some sort of order!;

fashion. I would think yes, that would reduce the casualties from thi

sort of limited strategic nuclear exchange.
Senator Case. You can see models in which this would be useful ?

Mr. Smith. Yes, sir. I don't want to be understood from that an

swer, however, as saying I favor the type of strategy that would re

quire this.

PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE OF C^V^L DEFEXSE PROGRAM

Senator Case. I should have posed my question in terms to permi
you to give the answer that you have just given, and beyond that

take it you have already answered the question as to whether the pub
lie would accept any such program or the necessity for it ?

Mr. Smith. I think not unless much greater sense of alann was gen
erated than I think the circumstances warrant.

Senator Case. Therefore, you are not like Senator Vandenberg whei
he spoke to President Truman. You are not going to recommend tha
the public be scared to death.
Mr. Smith. No.
Senator Case. Thank you very much.

possible eliminations from military budget

Senator Symington. I would like to say one thing before calling or

Senator Javits.

In my own opinion, and I have had some experience in this field

the present budget as submitted to the Congress by the Pentagon is ar

excellent illustration of the statement that the military are prone tc

follow tradition against modernity, especially if they won the previous
war.
With that premise, I would ask that you take your time, and supply

us for the record what you believe personally. I have talked to yoi
many times on the subject, and visited with you several times ir

Vienna. I ask that you submit a paper as to what you think we coulc
eliminate, and at the same time still maintain all of the deterrence
possible in a world where there is no question about the capacity of one
power to destroy us, and there is no question about our capacity in turr
to destroy them.

It seems that we are goinff along the old track of defense and struc-
ture and functioning, and if you have any thoughts along those lines
wo would appreciate your giving us the' benefit of j^our'vast experi
ence in this field.

Mr. Smith. I would be glad to do it, sir.

Senator Symington. Senator Javits.
Senator Javits. Thank you very much.

i
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SOVIET ATTITUDE TOWARD NUCLEAR ARMS LUVIITATION

Mv. Smith, I just have one line of questioning in mind. I gather it

has not been covered as yet. That is, your assessment of the attitude of

the Soviet Union, and what would contribute to that attitude.

Do you, for example, see that recent events in Vietnam and Cam-
bodia "and Portugal and Greece and Turkey and the Middle East have
had any effect on the Soviet Union's interest in further nuclear arms
limitation ?

iMr. Smith. I would think not. Senator Javits. It seems to me that the

Soviets have to some extent, or to a large extent, compartmented their

interest in strategic arms control from other parts of their foreign

policy.

I can recall how struck I was, for instance, during the SALT
negotiations when we saw things like the Cambodian incursion andTil"!
the bombing of Haiphong, how no waves were caused at all m tlie

negotiation about strategic arms. I expected that both of those inci-

dents would have at least caused psychological trauma in the negotia-

tions. They did not.

If I understand the rhetoric coming out of ISIoscow right, that seems
to be their present policy.

Now, I am bound to say that I don't think it helps our bargaining
power or our psychological position to be in the position we are in

now around the world, but I don't think that should affect the out-

come of the negotiations to implement the Vladivostok agreement.

SOVIET OBJECnrV^ IN VLADIVOSTOK NEGOTIATIONS

Senator Javits. Along the same line, do you feel the Soviet objective

in these negotiations is, for example, to limit the expenditure of money
or to limit their risk of nuclear war, or to impress the third world
with their peaceful desires or any other basic philosophic concept
which has higher priority than some others, as you detect it in your
negotiations ?

Mr. Smith. Well, I would think, Senator Javits, that the Soviet

motivation, like ours, is multiple. I didn't detect any specific primary
motivation. I think that they would like to reduce the burden on their

treasury of continuously competing with the United States. I think
there is a feeling on their part that in a technological competition they
are not going to win, because I think they recognize that our capabili-

ties and the way we are organized to convert our science and technology
into hardware in this field is better than theirs. I tliink that they do
realize, perhaps more than we do, the importance of the opinion around
the world as to whether the superpowers are doing enough to negotiate

arms control agreement. I think we will get a taste of this at the Non-
Proliferation Treaty Review Conference that is coming up this spring.

One of the points is going to be, are the superpowers fulfilling their

commitments under article VI of that treaty to reach disarmament
agreements ?

I think the Soviets are psychologically more sensitive to the impor-
tance of this sort of thing than we are.

I don't thinli that I could put my finger on one comxponent of that,

I think it is a mixture of all of them, and in addition, as you point out,

they are concerned about the risk of nuclear war.
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I think that having been through a tremendous devastation of their

own country, they know what this would mean to them. They were
quite interested in 1971 in reaching agreements to try to control the

risk of accidental nuclear Avar, to upgrade tlie "Hotline," which struck

me as evidence of serious interest in this whole question of the risk of

unwanted, miscalculated accidental nuclear war.

Senator Javits. I think this is very informative and very useful. If

you feel that you could, after thoughtful consideration, supplement
this answer—you see what we are reaching for—I would greatly ap-
pre<;iate it if you would, as you did in response to Senator Symington's
question, let us have whatever your thoughts are in depth on this

subject.

Mr. Smith. I would be glad to.

RATIFICATIOX OF 19 7 4 PROTOCOL TO ABM TREATY

Senator Javits. Finally, you indicate what is undoubtedly true, that
the Vladivostok communique is not an agreement that would have to

be incorporated into any finite form and approved by the Senate and
ratified.

Now, do you have any feeling about a threshold step to Senate
ratification of the 1974 protocol to the 1972 ABM Treaty as a desirable
rule in setting the climate for Geneva ?

Mr. Smith. Well, I am not a constitutional lawyer, but I had as-

sumed an amendment to a treaty which had been ratified b}'' the Sen-
ate would also have to be ratified by the Senate. The timing of that, I
think it would be helpful to have that as soon as possible.

Senator Javits. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Symington. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Ambassador.
We are going to hear from Dr. Doty, and Dr. Panofsky.
Perhaps, gentlemen, you could come up together, if you would.
We welcome you both.
Dr. Panofsky, do you have a statement ?

[Dr. Panofsky's biography follows :]

Biographical Sketch of W. K. H. Panofsky, Dikectob, Stanford Linear
Accelerator Center
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:
Physicist, Radiation Laboratory, University of California at Berkeley.

1946-8: Assistant Professor of Physics, University of California at Berkelev.
1948-51

: Associate Professor of Physics, University of California at Berkeley.
1951-63 : Professor of Physics, Stanford University.
1953-61: Director, Professor, Stanford High Energy Physics Laboratory.
1961- : Director, Professor, Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford

University.
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Special Fields
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energy physics.

Activities

1945-60: Division of Military Application, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
1954-58 : Member, Physics Panel, National Science Foundation.
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1958: Consultant, Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, California.
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.
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Chairman, U.S. Delegation (Geneva), Technical Working Group 2.
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President.
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1968-71: Advisory Committee, Physics Department, University of Rochester.

1969-71 : Advisory Committee, Physics Mathematics & Astronomy Depts., Cali-

fornia Institute of Technology.
1969-70 : Co-Chairman, Stanford Mid-Peninsula Urban Coalition.

1973- : Board of Directors, Annual Reviews, Inc.

Societies

Phi Beta Kappa ; American Physical Society (Fellow and 1974 President) ;

Sigma Xi ; National Academy of Sciences ; American Academy of Arts and Sci-

ences, Council on Foreign Relations.
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Guggenheim Fellowships (1959 and 1973) ; Ernest Orland Lawrence Memorial
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—

Alumni Distinguished Service Award (1966) ; California Scientist of the year
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STATEMENT OF WOLFGANG K. H. PANOESKY, DIEECTOE, STAN-

EORD LINEAR ACCELERATOR CENTER, STANFORD UNIVERSITY

Mr. Panofsky. Yes, sir, I have a prepared statement, which I have

submitted.
Time beinj? short, I will try to omit some of the passages, but with

3^our permission, I would like to read it.

Senator Symington. I wish you would read anything that you think

would help us in tliis all-important subject.

jSlr. Panofsky. Thank you very much.
I am pleased to have the opportunity again to offer my views on the

agreement signed by President Ford and Secretary Brezlmev in Vladi-

vostok late last vear.
•J

impossibility of assessing VLADIVOSTOK AGREEMENT'S MERIT
IN ISOLATION

It is impossible for anyone to assess the merit of the Vladivostok

Agreement as an isolated event for the following reasons

:

(1) The agreement is by no means a treaty in itself; rather, it is an
accord between the two leaders as to the broad outline to govern the

instructions they will give to their respective delegates at SALT. There
are many highly substantiA^e issues which will have to be settled to

bridge the gap between the rudimentary Vladivostok outline and a

final treaty.

(2) The effect of the Vladivostok Agreement and the corresponding
SALT II treaty on future strategic clevelopm.ent programs, deploy-

ment, and military budgets is dependent on concomitant policies and
the conduct of military-strategic affairs by the two nations, as well as

general world conditions.

(3) The effect of the Vladivostok Agreement and the proposed
treaty is limited in time, both by its explicit provisions, the treaty to

be negotiated will cover a 10-year timespan only, and also by the
limited nature of the agreement. Strategic technological developments
permitted imder the Vladivostok Agreement could render any arms
control impact of the accords obsolete within the next generations of
military systems.
For these reasons it is impossible to assess the merits and defects of

the Vladivostok Agreement without, at the same time, making
assumptions as to concurrent and future events. It is here that the Con-
gress has a great deal of power in shaping these events and in thereby
assuring that the benefits stemming from Vladivostok Agreement will
outweigh its risks. I would like to direct my testimony to the identifica-
tion of both constructive opportunities and of dangers inherent in the
nature of the agreement.

REASON BEHIND HIGH NUMERICAL LIMITS

It is well known that the Vladivostok Agreement establishes exceed-
ingly high numerical limits to strategic arms. What is less well under-
stood is the reason behind these large numbers.

Public Law 9:2-i48 requires that a SALT Agreement achieve equal-
ity between the Ignited States and the U.S.S.R. in the totality of cen-
tral strategic systems, that is, ICBM's, SLBM's and strategic bombers.
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Thus in the face of this mandated sj^mmetry it is very difticnlt to recog-

nize the de facto existing asymmetry in terms of the actually existing

armaments and the geographic conditions of tlie two powers. It has

frequently been pointed out that the United States now lias a com-

manding technological lead in terms of the number of ]MIKV'd Avar-

heads and vehicle accuracy. On the other hand; it is also correct that

once the Soviets reach in the future what is now^ current U.S. techno-

logical capability, then their higher missile throw-weight would per-

mit them to fit their vehicles with a large number of MIRV's of

presumably matching accuracy but higher explosive power relative to

present U.S. performance. Conversely, the Vladivostok Agreement
does not prevent the United States from increasing the throw-weight
of U.S. missiles by a very large factor.

There is one further asymmetry : The United States has only about

25 percent of its deterrent powder, either in terms of warheads or mega-
tomiage, in its land-based ICBM's, while the Soviet Union carries

roughly TO percent of its intercontinental destructive power in land-

based missiles. Therefore the Soviet Union has much greater reason

than does the United States to be concerned should a technically credi-

ble counterforce threat against ICBM silos emerge in tJie future.

This complex situation—a statutory requirement for equality in

the face of many actual inequalities combined with time pressure for

real agi'eement in the absence of extensive preparation is a difficult

base for meaningful arms control. Yet by focusing on such high
numbers it was possible for both parties to make substantial conces-

sions which swept away obstacles which had prevented agreement on
offensive strategic weapons for the 1972 SALT I treaty. Specifically,

the Soviet Union agreed to ignore the U.S. forward-base aircraft in

Western Europe which has a capability of delivering appreciable
megatonnage to the eastern Soviet Union. The Soviets also agreed
to ignore the commanding lead the United States possesses in terms
of its seabased, highly MIRV'd deployment and the geographic asym-
metry in regard to access to ocean areas. Converse!}", the United States
agreed not to seek compensation for the approximately 300 modern
large ballistic missiles (MLBM's) now in the Soviet inventory which
can deliver considerably larger total throw-weiglit onto U.S. territory.

It is well known that a number as large as 2,400 for the number
of delivery vehicles is vastly in excess of that needed for delivering
an unacceptable retaliatory blow against an opponent who would
attack this Nation. Even the staunchest defenders, on either the
United States or U.S.S.R. side, of the actual weapons systems novv'

in being or planned would find themselves hard-pressed to identify
an even remotely believable use for all these forces in case of war.

QUESTION OF STJRVIVAr.ILITY OF LAND-BASED DETEETIENT

The number of IMIRV'd warheads is so large that the question of
the survivability of the land-based deterrent under enemy ICBM
attack is totally insensitive to the actual number. Tlie question which
you ask, and which INIr. Smith eloquently discussed about the uncer-
tainty of the survivability of ICBM's of the Minuteman force is really
insensitive as to how large this number actually is. Once the number
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of MIRV'd ICBM launchers is above the 300-400 value, then the

vuhierability of the land-based deterrent becomes almost entirely a
question of the accuracy of the opponent's delivery vehicles. Larger
numbers of MIRV'd ICBM's are of little use because a large num-
ber of simultaneously attacking RV's against a single silo cannot be

used without the attackers killing one another through various fratri-

cide effects. Thus the agreed number of MIRV'd launchers bears

no relationship to the problem of survival of the land-based deterrent,

nor to penetration of the opponent's ABM defenses—SALT I has
effectively eliminated attrition of our deterrent from that source.

The 1,320 number corresponds to the United States' current inventory

of about 900 MIRV'd launchers, combined with the planned U.S.
additions, including Trident.

DEFENSE AGAINST EMERGING NUCLEAR POWERS

There is no justification for the large numbers either of total aggre-
gate delivery systems or MIRV'd launchers as a needed defense
against emerging nuclear powers. The United States and U.S.S.R.
remain vastly overarmed offensively relative to other countries, even
if these numbers were greatly reduced. Thus the numbers as agreed
are indeed excessively high for any reasonable military requirement,
and one has to look at internal and external political realities rather
than strategic necessity as the rationale for these figures. These large
numbers constituted an umbrella under which the other sources of
disagreement were compromised and eliminated.

SAFE OPPORTUNITY FOR SLO'VVDOWN OFFERED BY VLADIV^OSTOK

While the \nadivostok agreement is clearly not in itself meaning-
ful arms control, in that it does not impede currently planned weapons
on either side, it could be an important factor in the future, provided
both nations have the will to restrain their armaments. The existence
of a numerical ceiling on deployed weapons limits the worst case in-
telligence projections which both countries use internally in plaiming
their strategic needs. Therefore, the very existence of the Vladivostok
accords should now imply a slowdown if not a leveling off of strategic
forces. The urgency for rapid new force deployments, modernizations,
or replacements should be lassened. Thus, in the face of the Vladivos-
tok agreements the Congress should consider, with skepticism, the
claimed basis for many of the requested authorizations for new re-
search and development initiatives on new strategic systems as well
as accelerated deployment plans. Vladivostok offers a safe opportu-

TT ^'d^ ^ slowdown, if not a reversal, of the United States and the
ILS.S.R. strategic arms race ; the question is only, will that opportu-
nity be granted?

^^

EARLIER AGREEMENTS COULD HAVE PROVIDED BASIS FOR RESTPuilNT

c a"t^"1-^
^^^^ *^ emphasize that earlier agreements, in particular thebALl I treaty, could have provided a basis for restraint in the

deployment of military systems. The SALT I trcatv, as supplemented
by the 19^4: hummit Agreement, protocol permits only one AB^I site
in the Lnitcd States and the Soviet Union. This assured the ponetra-
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lion of all but a very small number of reentry vehicles launched by

either side onto enemy soil. Thus the very existence of the SALT I

ABINI agreement enhanced the deterrent value of each missile in our

arsenal, and therefore, both sides could have attained the same deter-

rent power with fewer missiles. Yet I am not aware of a single state-

ment by a Secretary of Defense identifying this fact. Rather, other

arguments were advanced, based on notions of perceived, or conjec-

tured, future inferiority, which establish requirements for new stra-

tegic systems, even though the power of the old ones was greatly

enhanced by the very existence of the SALT I treaty. The failure of

either side to capitalize on the opportmiities for reduced strategic

armament offered by SALT I is an experience from which we should

learn not to m.ake the same mistake again with regard to the Vladi-

vostok accords.

PERCEIM2D POLITICAL AND BARGAINING SIGNIFICANCE OF NUMBERS AND
WEIGHTS

One of the undesirable byproducts of recent arms control negotia-

tions has been to elevate the numbers of missiles, or numbers of reentry

vehicles, or tons of throw-weight, to items of perceived political and
bargaining significance, even if such numbers and weights are mili-

tarily unusable. In Secretary Schlesinger's words given in the "Annual
Defense Department Report, Fiscal Year 1976"

:

* * * equality is also important for symbolic piirposes, in large part because the

strategic offensive forces have come to be seen by many—however regrettably

—

as important to the status and stature of a major power.

Some political leaders tend to lose awareness of the awesome phys-

ical realities behind these nimibers of weapons of mass destruction,

and instead measure inferiority or superiority by raw numbers. An
urgent task for this Congress is to deflate the political significance of

sucli detailed numerical ceilings.

"Equality" of strategic forces tends to be in the eye of the beholder.

Not surprisingly, military leaders of both the United States and the

U.S.S.R. tend to emphasize publicly those selected areas where they

believe their forces to be inferior or at least threatened to become
inferior in the future. Therefore, "equality," unilaterally interpreted,

provides little restraint to military developments.
There is universal agreement that both the Soviet Union and the

United States possesses a broadly secure second-strike posture. Only
a small fraction of the strategic force of each side can be destroyed

by a fii-st strike of the other. Any reasonable analyst fully realizes

that once a substantial number of nuclear weapons has been used, the

total number of weapons is so incredibly large that the future course

and eventual outcome of an engagement is all but unpredictable. Even
the physical and biological effects of nuclear war may well hold new
surprises.

SAFE OPPORTUNITY FOR UNILATERAL RESTR.VINT

Under these circumstances the Vladivostok ceilings provide an
opportunity for unilateral restraint to be exercised wnth safety. In
contrast, the interpretation of a policy of "flexible response," which
requires us to match in some detail any perceived Soviet threat in
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kind, is a prescription for escalation. I quote from the fiscal year 1975

report of the Secretary

:

We do not propose to let an opponent threaten a major component of our forces

without our being able to pose a comparable threat.

This is the kind of escalatoiy philosophy that Ambassador Smith
referred to.

Let me be clear : I am in no way maintaining that the Soviets have
shown demonstrable restraint in either development or deployment of

new strategic systems—they have not, and we do not know whether
they are acting in response to earlier U.S. moves, or out of institutional

inertia, or to gain political leverage, or from a combination of these

factors. All I am maintaining is that the Vladivostok Agreement, com-
bined with the prevailing strategic situation, gives both sides a safe

opportunity for unilateral restraint without demanding immediate
reciprocity.

CHANGED KEALITTES OF WARFARE

The power of nuclear weapons has drastically changed the realities

of warfare. Irrespective of the intricacies of strategic doctrine which
each side may proclaim, the fact remains that the population of each
counti-;/ is in a very real sense a hostage—a large fraction of the

people of each side can be destroA^ed by events set in motion, inten-

tionally or unintentionally hj national leaders.

As a member of the academic community, I am proud to be one of

the targets of the charge that Secretaiy Schlesinger made in his

"Annual Defense Department Keport for Fiscal Year 1976:

The "fifties," if nothing else, were a period during which many institutions
became excessively intrigued with the novelty of nuclear explosions. There is

some e'vidence that the academic community has not recovered from the novelty
yet.

Indeed, I have not recovered from the novelty of the experience in

1945 as an observer flying in a B-29 above the Trinity explosion—the
first nuclear detonation. I consider it to be a continuing responsibility
of members of the technical community to remind political leaders
about the physical, biological, and environmental realities of nuclear
weapons.

CRITICAL ISSUES TO BE RESOLVED

The Vladivostok accords commit each side to instruct their SALT
delegations a^.ong agreed broad guidelines. However, many critical
issues have to be resolved before a SALT II Treaty can be signed, and
specific agreements implementing the Vladivostok Agreement may be
difficult to reach. Let me identify some of the outstanding issues. In
my prepared statement I have listed some of the very difficult issues,
and tim.e being short I would only read them here by title.

One is how does one count strategic bombers? This is a complex
question.

How do you verify the number of MIRV'd launchers. Again, this
IS a very difficult question involving many teclmical components.
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EFFECT OF DE\-ELOPIXG NEW SYSTEMS ON VLADIVOSTOK AGKEEMEXt's
SIGNIFICANCE

I would like to talk further on the impact of new systems under

development on the significance of the Vladivostok Agreement. I

have identified in my statement i^esearch and development items in

the administration's fiscal year 1976 budget, some of which could

well negate tlie opportunity of the Vladivostok Agreement.
Similarly, the Soviets have many new weapons systems imder

development. For instance, the sea-launched cruise missile, once de-

ployed would add a large number of additional long-range delivery

vehicles to the inventories which are very difficult to verify. The range

of a cruise missile is difficult to identify from its external appearance,

and the launchers can, in fact, be very similar to those of conventional

torpedo tubes.

Then the problem of mobile ICBM's, to which Mr. Smith addressed

himself, could similarly frustrate any numerical ceiling on agreed

future limitation on land-based ICBM's.
As Ambassador Smith mentioned, mobile ICBM's are of greater

use to the Soviets than to the United States. And he also mentioned
that the U.S. delegation made a unilateral declaration stating that we
would consider the deployment of mobile ICBM's a violation of the

1972 interim agreement. Again, depending on the detailed basing

pattern and the system of mobile ICBM's, it would be difficult to

verify the number of mobile launchers.

CAN \XADIV0ST0K AGREEMENT BECOME CONSTRUCTIVE MOVE?

Now, let me talk to my last subject. Can the Vladivostok Agree-
ment become a constructive move ?

The above discussion indicates that the SALT negotiators will be
hard-pressed to convert the Vladivostok Agreements into a viable

SALT II treaty by the time of the Brezhnev visit. It is probably not
feasible to consider negotiating any but the minimum constraints

beyond the Vladivostok guidelines into such a treaty, particularly in

view of the deterioration of Soviet-United States relations since the
Ford-Brezhnev meeting.

I share the sentiment of many Members of Congress in wishing tliat

a more restrictive arms control agreement had been reached at Vladi-
vostok. However, amending the Vladivostok guidelines now during
negotiations through congressional directive for a more restrictive

agreement, is ill-advised; such a move would undermine prospects for

an agreed treaty and would tend to undermine the ability of the
executive branch in negotiating future arms control agreements.
Rather, I recommend to the Congress that it {a) exercise its power,
primarily through its budgetary authority, in assuring that tlie new
opportunities for a slow-down in strategic weapons initiation which
the Vladivostok Agreements have provided will indeed be reduced to

practice, and that the danger of having the agreements lead to an
actual escalation of strategic arms be avoided; {h) press for negotia-
tion of a speedy follow-on treaty of greater restraining power—both
through quantitative reductions and qualitative brakes on the evolu-
tion of new systems.

61-004—76 6
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A SALT II treaty based on the Vladivostok guidelines should only

be another step in a series of further restraining agreements. Thus the

Congress should share the responsibility for preventing the ongoing
series of SALT negotiations from just deflecting the arms race, rather

than averting it ; moreover, the SALT negotiations should not be used

as a lever for actually accelerating military development and even

deployment.
Let me summarize ; the Vladivostok accords can become a turning

point toward truly effective arms control leading to a saner level of

strategic armaments if the Congress takes initiatives to

:

Deflate the oratory which gives unmerited significance to specific

numbers of nuclear weapon delivery systems
Reject the "bargaining chip" approach as a basis for increasing stra-

tegic expenditures by disapproving authorization of development and
deployment of new strategic systems which are not needed for justi-

fiable military missions
Exercise restraint on authorizing new development and deploy-

ments, considering the limits the Vladivostok agreements place on the

evolution of the long-range threat.

Press for speedy follow-on negotiations subsequent to a SALT II
treaty along the Vladivostok guidelines, to achieve reductions of
weapons below the Vladivostok ceilings and qualitative constraints to

slow down the technological arms race.

If, and only if, these additional initiatives are successful, will the
Vladivostok agreements enter into history as a decisive move revers-

ing the "race to oblivion."

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Mr. Panofsky's prepared statement follows :]

Pbepared Statement of W. K. H. Panofsky, the Vladivostok
Agreement—Benefits and Risks

I am pleased to have the opportunity again to offer my views on the agreement
signed by President Foi-d and Secretary Brezhnev in Vladivostolj late last year. I

am testifying here as an individual citizen who has a long-standing interest in
the control of arms to increase the real security of the country and the world.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is impossible for anyone to assess the merit of the Vladivostok Agreement as
an isolated event for the following reasons :

(1) The agreement is by no means a treaty in itself; rather, it is an accord
between the two leaders as to the broad outline to govern the instructions they
will give to their respective delegates at SALT. There are many highly substan-
tive issues which will have to be settled to bridge the gap between the rudi-
mentary Vladivostok outline and a final treaty.

(2) The effect of the Vladivostok Agreement and the corresponding SALT II
treaty on future strategic development programs, deployment, and military
budgets is dependent on concommitant policies and the conduct of military-stra-
tegic affairs by the two nations, as well as general world conditions.

(3) The effect of the Vladivostok Agreement and the proposed treaty is limited
in time, both by its explicit provisions (the treaty to be negotiated will cover
a 10-year time span only) and also by the limited nature of the agreement. Stra-
tegic technological developments permitted under the Vladivostok Agreement
could render any arms control impact of the accords obsolete within the next
generations of military systems.
For these reasons it is impossible to assess the merits and defects of the

Vladivostok Agreement without at the same time making assumptions as to
concurrent and future events. It is here that the Congress has a great deal of
power in shaping these vents and in thereby assuring that the benefits stemming
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from the Vladivostok Agreement will outweigh its risks. I would like to direct

my testimony to the identification of both constructive opportunities and of

dangers inherent in the nature of the agreement.

n. THE VLADr\'OSTOK AGREEMENT—IS IT AEMS CONTROL?

1. The Numbers
It is well known that the Vladivostok Agreement establishes exceedingly high

numerical limits to strategic arms: 2,400 aggregate strategic delivery vehicles

and a limit of 1,320 of MIRV'd missiles are permitted. What is less well under-

stood is the reason behind these large numbers.
Public Law 92-448 requires that a SALT agreement achieve equality between

the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. in the totality of central strategic systems (i.e.,

ICBM's, SLBM's and strategic bombers). Thus in the face of this mandated
symmetry it is very difficult to recognize the de facto existing asymmetry in

terms of the actually existing armaments and the geographic conditions of the

two powers. It has frequently been pointed out that the U.S. now has a com-

manding technological lead in terms of the number of MIRV'd warheads and
vehicle accuracy. On the other hand, it is also correct that once the Soviets reach

in the future what is now current U.S. technological capability, then their higher

missile throw-weight would permit them to fit their vehicles with a large number
of MIRV's of presumably matching accuracy but higher explosive power relative

to present U.S. performance. Conversely, the Vladivostok Agreement does not

prevent the U.S. from increasing the throw-weight of U.S. missiles by a large

factor.

There is one further asymmetry : The United States has only about 25% of its

deterrent power (either in terms of warheads or megatonnage) in its land-based

ICBM's, while the Soviet Union carries roughly 70% of its inter-continental

destructive power in their land-based missiles. Therefore the Soviet Union has

much greater reason than does the U.S. to be concerned should a technically

credible counterforce threat against the ICBM silos emerge in the future.

This complex situation—a statutory requirement for equality in the face of

many actual inequalities combined with time pressure for real agreement in the

absence of extensive preparation—is a difficult base for meaningful arms control.

Yet by focusing on such high numbers it was possible for both parties to make
substantial concessions which swept away obstacles which had prevented agree-

ment on offensive strategic weapons for the 1972 SALT I treaty. Specifically,

the Soviet Union agreed to ignore the U.S. forward-based aircraft in Western
Europe which has a capability of delivering appreciable megatonnage to the east-

ern Soviet Union. The Soviets also agreed to ignore the commanding lead the

United States possesses in terms of its sea-based, highly MIRV'd deployment and
the geographic asymmetry in regard to access to ocean areas. Conversely, the

United States agreed not to seek compensation for the approximately 300 Modern
r>arge Ballistic Missiles (MLBM's) now in the Soviet inventory which can deliver

considerably larger total throw-weight onto U.S. territory.

2. The Aggregates of Central Systems

As far as the permitted total aggregate of strategic delivery vehicles is con-

cerned, the value arrived at represents a figure at which a small reduction of

Soviet forces will be necessary, but which provides no constraint on the planned
build-up of U.S. forces. It is well known that a number as large as 2,400 for the

number of delivery vehicles is vastly in excess of that needed for delivering an
unacceptable retaliatory blow against an opponent who would attack this nation.

Even the staunchest defenders, on either the U.S. or U.S.S.R. side, of the actual

weapons systems now in being or planned would find themselves hard-pressed

to identify an even remotely believable use for all these forces in case of war.

5. The MIRV Sui-Limit

The number of MIRV'd warheads is so large that the question of the sur-

vivability of the land-based deterrent under enemy ICBM attack is totally insensi-

tive to the actual number. Once the actual number of MIRV'd ICBM launchers is

above the 300-400 value, then the vulnerability of the land-based deterrent

becomes almost entirely a question of the accuracy of the opponent's delivery

vehicles. Larger numbers of MIRV'd ICBM's are of little use because a large

number of simultaneously attacking RV's against a single silo cannot be used
without the attackers killing one another through various "fratricide" effects.

Thus the agreed number of MIRV'd launchers bears no relationship to the prob-
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lem of survival of the land-based deterrent, nor to penetration of the opponent'

ABM defenses—SALT I has effectively eliminated attrition of our deterrent froi

'

that source. The 1,320 number corresponds to the U.S. current inventory of abou

900 MIRV's, combined with the planned U.S. additions, including Trident.

^. Summary
There is no justification for the large numbers either of total aggregate deliver,

systems or MIRVd launchers needed to defend against emerging nuclear power.'

The U.S. and U.S.S.R. remain vastly overarmed offensively relative to othe

countries, even if these numbers were greatly reduced. Thus the high number
as agreed are indeed excessively high for any reasonable military requirement

and one has to look at internal and external political realities rather thai

strategic necessity as the rationale for their value : These large numbers consti

tuted an umbrella under which the other sources of disagreement were com
promised and eliminated.

nr. THE VLADIVOSTOK AGREEMENT—DOES IT PERMIT OR E^'C0URAGE RESTRAINT?

1. The Vladivostok Agreement as a Ceiling on Intelligence Projections

While the Vladivostok Agreement is clearly not in itself meaningful arms con-

trol, in that it does not impede currently planned weapons on either side, it could

be an important factor in the future, provided both nations have the will to

restrain their armaments. The existence of a numerical ceiling on deployed
weapons limits the "worse case" intelligence projections which both countries use
internally in planning their strategic needs. Therefore the very existence of the

Vladivostok accords should now imply a slow-down if not a leveling off of

strategic forces. The urgency for rapid new force deployments, modernizations,
or replacements should be lessened. Thus in the face of the Vladivostok agree-
ments the Congress should consider with skepticism the claimed basis for many
of the requested authorizations for new research and development initiatives on
new strategic systems as well as accelerated deployment plans. Vladivostok offers

a safe opportunity for a slow-down, if not a reversal, of the U.S. and the USSR
strategic arms race; the question is only—will that opportunity be grasped?

I would like to emphasize that earlier agreements, in particular the SALT I

treaty, could have provided a basis for restraint in the deployment of military
systems. The SALT I treaty, as supplemented by the 197-1 Summit Agreement,
permits only one ABM site in the U.S. and the Soviet Union. This assured the
penetration of all but a very small number of reenti'y vehicles launched by either
side onto enemy soil. Thus the very existence of the SALT I ABM agreement
enhanced the deterrent value of each missile in our ar.senal, and therefore both
sides could have attained the same deterrent power with fewer missiles. Yet I
am not aware of a single statement by a Secretary of Defen.se identifying this
fact. Rather, other arguments were advanced, based on notions of perceived, or
conjectured, future inferiority, which establi-sh requirements for new strategic
systems, even though the power of the old ones was greatly enhanced by the very
existence of the SALT I treaty. The failure of either side to capitalize on the
opportunities for reduced strategic armament offered by SALT I is an experience
from which we should learn not to make the same mistake again with regard
to the Vladivostok accords.

2. Numbers of Nuclear Weapons versus Physical Reality

One of the undesirable by-products of recent arms control negotiations has
been to elevate the numbers of missiles, or> numbers of reentry vehicles, or tons
of throw-weight, to items of perceived political and bargaining significance, even
if such numbers and weights are militarily unusable. In Secretary Schlesiuger's
words :^ ". . . equality is ahso important for symbolic purposes, in large part
because the strategic offensive forces have come to be seen by many—however
regrettably—as important to the status and stature of a major power." Some
political leaders tend to lose awareness of the awesome physical realities behind
these numbers of weapons of mass destruction, and instead measure inferiority or
superiority by raw numbers. An urgent task for this Congress is to deflate" the
political significance of such detailed numerical ceilings. A disservice is being
done by meaningless debate as to "who is ahead" and "who is behind" within
the framework of the Vladivostok Agreement.

1 Annual Defense Department Report, fiscal year 1976.

.
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"Equality" of strategic forces tends to he in the eye of the beliolder. Not sur-

prisingly, military leaders of both the U.S. and the USSR tend to emphasize pub-

licly those selected areas where they believe their forces to be inferior or at least

threatened to become inferior in the future. Therefore "equality," unilaterally

interpreted, provides little restraint to military developments.

There is universal agreement that both the Soviet Union and the United States

possess a broadly secure second-strike posture: Only a small fraction of the

strategic force of each side can be destroyed by a first strike of the other. Any
reasonable analyst fully realizes that once a substantial number of nuclear

weapons has been used.the total number of weapons is so incredibly large that

the future course and eventual outcome of an engagement is all but unpredictable

and that the very survival of each warring nation would be in grave doubt. Even

the physical and biological effects of nuclear war may well hold new surprises.

Under these circumstances the Vladivostok ceilings provide an opportunity for

unilateral restraint to be exercised with safety. In contrast, the interpretation of

a policy of "flexible response," which requires us to match in some detail any

perceived Soviet threat in kind,^ is a prescription for escalation.

Let me be clear : I am in no way maintaining that the Soviets have shown

demonstrable restraint in either development or deployment of new strategic

systems—they have not, and we do not know whether they are acting in response

to earlier U.S. moves, or out of institutional inertia, or to gain political leverage,

or from a combination of these factors. All I am maintaining is that the Vladi-

vostok Agreement, combined with the prevailing strategic situation, give both

sides a safe opportunity for unilateral restraint without demanding immediate

reciprocity.

The power of nuclear weapons has drastically changed the realities of warfare.

Irrespective of the intricacies of strategic doctrine which each side may pro-

claim, the fact remains that the population of each country is in a very real

sense a hostage—a large fraction of the people of each side can be destroyed by

events set in motion by national leaders.

As a member of the academic community I am proud to be one of the targets

of the charge that Secretary Schlesinger made in his Annual Defense Depart-

ment Report for FY 1976 : "The 'Fifties.' if nothing else, were a period during

which many institutions became excessively intrigued with the novelty of nu-

clear explosions. There is some evidence that the academic community has not

recovered from the novelty yet."

Indeed, I have not recovered from the novelty of the experience in 1Q45 as an

observer flying in a B-29 above the Trinity explosion—the first nuclear detona-

tion. I consider it to be a continuing responsibility of members of the technical

community to remind political leaders about the physical, biological and environ-

mental realities of nuclear weapons.

IV. THE GAP BETWEEN THE VLADIVOSTOK AGREEMENT AND A TREATY LIMITING

OFFENSIVE STRATEGIC WEAPONS

The Vladivostok accords commit each side to instruct their SALT delegations

along agreed broad guidelines. However, many critical issues have to be resolved

before a SALT II treaty can be signed, and specific agreements implementing the

Vladivostok Agreement may be diflScult to reach. Let me identify some of the

outstanding issues.

1. How are Strategic Bombers Counted?

The precise definition of a strategic bomber to be counted as a single unit in

the permitted aggregate of 2400 is a difiicult problem. "We first have the question

of the medium-range bombers. Recently the Soviets have deployed what is gen-

erally knovm as the Backfire in numbers which are significant, but still minor,

in the context of the existing strategic vehicles. This airplane can acquire sub-

stantial strategic value if it either carries long-range stand-off missiles, or if

backed up by an aerial refueling tanker fleet, neither of which is now available.

A single aircraft counts as one in the aggregate of strategic delivery vehicles

permitted under the Vladivostok agreements. However, if an aircraft becomes the

launch platform for numerous missiles of intercontinental range, then it might

well have to be counted in terms of the number of launchers it carries. Which
way of counting is appropriate depends on the range of the missiles carried, a

number not generally easy to verify.

,

= "We do not propose to let an opponent threaten a malor component of our forces with-

out onr being able to pose a comparable threat." Annual Defense Department Report, fiscal

year 1975.
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2. Verification of the Numbers of MIRV'd Lauiwhers

On the U.S. side 550 launchers of the Minuteman force consist of Minutemam MIRV'd missiles, while the balance of the Minuteman force is non-MIRV'(

However, the U.S. missile launch silos for the MIRV and non-MIRV'd version

are essentially identical, and ground-support equipment can be very similar. O
the Soviet side we can distinguish MIRV'd vs. non-MIRV'd missiles by observe

tions taken from their flight tests. The conservative assumption would be tha

any silo fitting a missile which has been flight tested in a MIRV'd mode shoul

be counted as a MIRV'd launcher. However, this formulation, if rigidly applied t

both the Soviets and the U.S., would force all Minuteman silos to be counted a

MIRV'd laimchers ! There are ways to compromise this question, but it is clea

that the standards of verification which will have to be adopted in dealing witl

the question of the numbers of MIRV'd launchers might well have to be lowe
than those we have been accustomed to. On the other hand, it is also clear tha

the military significance of even a substantial deviation from the agreed numbe
of 1320 MIRV'd launchers is minor. In fact, a real question exists whether ;

nation would gain or lose by MIRV'ing a larger number than 1320 missile launch
ers : MIRV'ing a missile implies a loss in total explosive power carried but a gaii

in multiplicity of targets. With the MIRV'd warheads already numbering in th«

many thousands, is a further increase in that number of use?

S. New Systems Under Development Have Impact on the Significance of th<.

Vladivostok Agreement

New strategic systems are under consideration and are included as researcl

and development items in the Administration's FY 1976 Budget, which coulc

well negate many of the opportunities of the Vladivostok Agreement. Similarlj

the Soviets have many new weapons systems under development. For instance
the sea-launched cruise missile, once deployed, would add a large numbei
of additional long-range delivery vehicles to the inventories which are diflBcull

to verify. The range of a cruise missile is very difficult to identify from its ex-

ternal appearance, and the launchers can in fact be very similar to those of

conventional torpedo tubes.
Other new systems, in particular mobile ICBM's, could similarly frustrate a

numerical ceiling on agreed future reduction of land-based ICBM's. Mobile
ICBM's are of greater use to the Soviets than to the U.S. As part of the SALT I
negotiations, the U.S. made a "imilateral declaration" that we would consider
deployment of mobile ICBM's a violation of the 1972 Interim Agreement. De-
pending on the basing pattern and system of mobile ICBM's, it would be diffi-

cult to verify the number of mobile launchers.

4. The Vladivostok Agreements Impose Little Qualitative Constraint

Beyond the separate limit on MIRV'd numbers and the sub-limit on Modern
Large Ballistic Missiles (carried over from the Interim Agreement at SALT I),

the Vladivostok Agreement in itself provides no restraints on qualitative improve-
ments of the strategic force. Upgrading of accuracy, the use of maneuvering
reentry vehicles, and substitution of new generations of improved missiles or
missile launchers can proceed unimpeded. Yet it is such improvements and new
systems which could introduce new sources of strategic instability and which
could aggravate the verification difficulties alluded to above.

v. CAN THE VLADIVOSTOK AQBEEMENTS BECOME A CONSTEUCTIVE MOVE?

The above discussion indicates that the SALT negotiators will be hard-pressed
to convert the Vladivostok Agreements into a viable SALT II treaty by the time
of the Brezhnev visit. It is probably not feasible to consider negotiating any but
the minimum constraints beyond the Vladivostok guidelines into such a treaty,
particularly in view of the deterioration of Soviet-U.S. relations since the Ford-
Brezhnev meeting.

I share the sentiment of many members of Congress in wishing that a more
restrictive arms control agreement had been reached at Vladivostok. However,
amending the Vladivostok guidelines now during negotiations through Congres-
sional directive for a more restrictive agreement, is ill-advised: such a move
would undermine prospects for an agreed treaty and would tend to undermine
the ability of the Executive Branch in negotiating future arms control agree-
ments. Rather, I recommend to the Congress that it
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(a) Exercise its power, primarily through its budgetary authority, in assuring

that the new opportunities for a slow-down in strategic weapons initiation which

the Vladivostok Agreements have provided will indeed be reduced to practice,

and that the danger of having the agreements lead to an actual escalation of

strategic arms be avoided ; and
(ft) Press for negotiation of a speedy follow-on treaty of greater restraining

power—both through quantitative reductions and qualitative brakes on the evolu-

tion of new systems.
A SALT II treaty based on the Vladivostok guidelines should only be another

step in a series of further restraining agreements. Thus the Congress should

share the responsibility for preventing the ongoing series of SALT negotiations

from just deflecting the arms race, rather than averting it ; moreover, the SALT
negotiations should not be used as a lever for actually accelerating military

development and even deployment. This trend has emerged in this country

through the "bargaining chip" philosophy expressed by the Administration

through support of proposed military systems or developments a? being needed

to provide leverage at the bargaining table with the Soviets.

History is making it abundantly clear that the "bargaining chip" technique

is escalatory and ineffective in negotiating with the Soviets, in particular if the

"chip" involves advanced technology. The primary reason why it has been im-

possible in the past to arrive at an accommodation with the Soviets in the control

of MIRV is that tlie Soviets do not wish to be frozen in a position of inferior

technology. Therefore, the unrelenting advance carried on by the United States

in MIRV deployment and in research and development programs generating

more accurate MIRV warheads which carry higher explosive power has now been

demonstrated to be the reason why the U.S. may be facing 1320 MIRV'd Soviet

launchers in the future. The history of the arms control negotiating relationship

between the United States and its Communist adversaries has been replete with

such incidents. As long as U.S. military technology in a given area is vastly

superior to that of the opponents, a negotiated agreement cannot be reached

—

this was the case during the early period of extreme nuclear superiority by the

United States and it is now the case in relation to China: At this time the

Chinese tend to view arms control negotiations as a means of freezing the lesser

developed parts of the world in a position of inferior technology.

Let me summarize : The Vladivostok accords can become a turning point toward

truly effective arms control leading to a saner level of strategic armaments if

the Congress takes initiatives to

:

Deflate the oratory which gives unmerited significance to specific numbers

of nuclear weapon delivery systems.

Reject the "bargaining Chip" approach as a basis for increasing strategic

expenditures by disapproving authorization of development and deployment of

new strategic systems which are not needed for justifiable military missions.

Exercise restraint on authorizing new development and deployments, consider-

ing the limits the Vladivostok agreements place on the evolution of the long-

range threat.

Press for speedy follow-on negotiations subsequent to a SALT II treaty along

the Vladivostok guidelines, to achieve reductions of weapons below the Vladi-

vostok ceilings and qualitative constraints to slow down the technological arms

race.

If, and only if, these additional initiatives are successful, will the Vladivostok

agreements enter into history as a decisive move reversing the "race to oblivion."

Senator Symington. Thank you, Doctor.

Senator Church has to leave shortly for another meeting, and I

yield my time to him.
Senator Church. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

First of all, I want to commend you for a very thoughtful state-

ment, Professor Panofsky.

ARE ARMS CONTROL AGREEMENTS MEANINGFUL ?

I have long been interested in arms control agreements from the

time I first came to the Senate. I advocated the limited test ban treaty

as a way to break the deadlock in those extended negotiations. And I
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have applauded each new agreement as a stepping stone toward the

rational control of these lethal weapons. But I sometimes wonder,

Doctor Panofsky, whether we are not really kidding ourselves, whether
these agreements have been meaningful at all. I am not certain, but

the more I look back, the more I am inclined to think that we liave

really been kidding ourselves.

I know there are some very knowledgeable people who now regard

the limited test ban as a very grave mistake. It is true that it brought
an end to the testing of nuclear weapons in the atmosphere, but it is

also true that it removed all political pressures, which were verj'^ con-

siderable at the time directed toward ending all testing, thus forbid-

ding the military in both the United States and the Soviet Union
from proceeding as they wished with the development of new tech-

nologies, knowing that the political pressures were off and that the
testing would be done underground, which was sufficient for military
purposes.

I think back upon our Xon-Proliferation Treaty, and wonder if that,

too, has not become another empty gesture, because I can hardly re-

concile the whole purpose of that treaty with present policj^ in which,
among other things, we are going to supply Iran with half a dozen
nuclear reactors, Avithout any real control over the use of their by-
products, which can readily be turned into the production of nuclear
weapons.

I wonder how seriously we really mean to seek the enforcement of
the Non-Proliferation Treaty in the upcoming meetings?
Now, finally, this Vladivostok agreement, wliich, by your own

words, has ratified an agreed level of weapons on both sides so high
as to accommodate all of the military plans for new development, new
technology, everything both countries want to do—and that is called
arms control

!

I don't take serious issue with your paper. If the Congress were to
follow throiigh in the way you suggested, if the President and the
administration were to support the recommendations you make, if

there were a way to deflate the oratory and those who demagogue
and thus exploit the peoples fears, if all of these things could come
to pass, perhaps the Vladivostok agreement could be turned to some
future advantage. But those ifs don't really coincide with the reali-
ties of the past 15 years.

IIA'VT: we made significant progress in AR3IS CONTROL?

_
I suppose this is my question to you, as an expert, and I ask it quite

sincerely
: Do you think we really have made significant progress in

the field of arms control, aside from all the fanfare, all the talk and
all the agreements?

]Mr. Panofsky. Senator Church, I share essentially all of these
negative assessments which you have made, but I do believe that
the net result of the arms control agreements during the last decade
has been iii fact a positive achievement.

I do believe the world would be in even worse shape without them
than vrith them, but I do believe, and this is mv main concern, that the
pace of arms control agreements has been outstripped by the pace of
technology; The main task for SALT III—Professor Doty will ad-
dress himself to that—must be to somehow give diplomacy a chance.
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That means have the pace of the diplomacy be sucli that arms control

agreements can keep up with the evolution of military_ hardware,

otherwise I think the problem is really the one which you identify.

We have the same situation as the doctor who prescribes medi-

cine whose side effects may or may not be worse than the disease,

depending as to whether the side e'ffects are properly identified and

treated.

The side effects are the excessive emphasis on numerology of nuclear

weapons which has been produced by the negotiations. Another side

effect is what I like to call the bypass phenomenon ; for instance when

we forbid atmospheric testing, but we actually accelerate underground

testing. Then we have what I like to call the safeguards phenomenon,

namely, that we adopt excessive measures to protect ourselves against

abrogation of the treaty by the other side, as we have done in the case

of the Limited Test Ban treaty in 1963. Then we have the getting in

under the wire syndrome where after the Threshold Test Ban Treaty

of 1974 was negotiated, immediately a request for accelerated nu-

clear testing above the threshold v»'as introduced by the adminis-

tration, and partially approved by the Congress. Finally, we have

the bargaining chip philosophy by which we must actually accelerate

armament in order to achieve" bargaining chip leverage at the table,

and thereby justify military systems to the Congress which we ac-

tually could not justify in terms of their military merit and security

needs.

Now, these are all side effects, detrimental side effects of arms nego-

tiations, and I believe there is no simple panacea to avoiding these

side effects other than to meet them head on, and it is for this reason

that I am addressing this problem in testimony before this committee.

Senator Church. I suppose that it is in summing up all those side

effects that I come to the question of whether we are taking one step

forward and two steps back ?

I hope that you are right in your assessment that perhaps we are

taking two steps forward and one step back. But it seems to me that

among the various agreements only the ABJM Treaty has much sub-

stance. That was the one place where both sides were able to say no,

we will not proceed with the development of this weapon.

You keep coming back to the ABM Treaty in your paper, as the

one place where it is clear we gained some ground.

As a part of the Vladivostok agreement, there was a talk of a

threshold treaty for subterranean tests. The threshold, from what

I understand, again has been set at a level which accominodates the

military on both sides; in other words, there is no real need in develop-

ing new weapons to explode nuclear devices that exceed the threshold

anyway, so the game continues.

NEED FOR COMPREHENSIM]: TEST BAN

Do you see a serious need for a comprehensive test ban that would

simply prohibit further testing ?

How would you assess the need for that today ?

Mr. Panofsky. Senator Church, I submitted extensive testimony

on this general subject to this subcommittee before, particularly in

relation to the Threshold Test Ban Treaty and its relationship to

the peaceful nuclear explosion question. As you probably know, the
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Threshold Test Ban Treaty has not as yet been submitted for rati-

fication by the Senate.

I view the need for comprehensive test ban treaty primarily as a

very urgent one in connection with the problem of limiting nuclear

proliferation. I do not view it as an important measure for direct

arms control.

I believe that both in the strategic and tactical field, the question

of military power of the two nations is very insensitive to future

nuclear developments. The art of nuclear devices is fairly mature,

and the actual outcome of military conflict is very much more sen-

sitive to such nonnuclear improvements, as upgrading of accuracy,

or command and control development, and many other such items.

So it is now so late that a comprehensive test ban treaty is not going
to be a major factor in limiting military armaments, but I do believe

it is of overriding importance that we sincerely and in good faith

pursue it. This country has adopted a solemn obligation, both under
the 1963 Limited Test Ban Treaty, and under the 1970 Non-Prolifera-
tion Treaty, to work in good faith toward the termination of all

nuclear explosions for military purposes. Therefore, I believe both
we and the Soviet Union are going to draw a great deal of fire, in the

forthcoming 1975 review conference of the NPT, if we do not work
toward this goal. I believe that the threshold agreement with a chosen
threshold of 150 kilotons, which is clearly larger than the value
which can be justified by the need for adequate verification, has
demonstrated to the nonnuclear world, a certain amount of cynicism
by the Soviet Union and the United States to the solemn obligation
which was taken under the provision of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty.

Senator Chup.ch. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your yielding to me.
I have to go to the Interior Committee for a markup session. I am
sorry I can't stay longer.

Senator Javits. Just one question. I have a similar problem as Sen-
ator Church.

NUCLEAR war's PHYSIC.VL AND BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS

I notice with great interest. Dr. Panofsky, your brilliant state-
ment. I thank you so much for sharing it with us. One sentence that
intrigues me greatly, you say on page 7 "even the physical and
biological effects of nuclear war may well hold new surprises."
Could you give us any further enlig-htenment of that tantalizing

:Mr. Panofskt. I might refer you to a recent public statement by
Dr. Ikle, the present Director of the Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency, where he pointed out the history of nuclear effects. He noted
that all of them beyond the initially predicted ones; namely, prompt
radioactivity, blast and fire, were actually discovered later somewhat
by accident.

For instance the whole series of phenomena called electromagnetic
pulse effects was discovered accidentally in subsequent tests. Recentlv
the question of the possible damage to the ozone layer, which was
identified as an unloiown consequence of nuclear Avar, is a phenomenon
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which had not been evaluated properly before, and which is now being

studied in greater detail.

Also the question of what I like to call synergistic effects ; namely,
the increasing vulnerability of society and ecological system to partial

disruption has not been studied adequately. I refer to the fact that

as our civilization raises its standard of living, there is a greater

interdependence of the components which support a society and the

disruption of part of it will tend to have considerably more far-

reaching effects than has been the case in the past.

I am simply saying that once you talk about weapons of the num-
bers that are permitted under Vladivostok, and if you make an as-

sumption that a substantial fraction are used, then I believe that
our ability to predict the physical and societal and ecological effects

is very limited.

Senator Javits. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Symington. Thank you. Senator Javits.

Senator Case.

Senator Case. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is good to see you again, sir.

Mr. JPanofskt. Thank you, sir.

Senator Case. We count heavily on your advice.

deflating the numbers oratory

In your statement you have an itemized statement of suggestions.

Have 3^ou any idea how we can deflate the oratory to which you have
referred ? This is a serious question.

Mr. Panofsky. I am clearly no expert in this matter. I believe

that the debate in the Congress and the public press as to who has
gained or lost by the detailed numbers I think has been basically

not productive, and I think all I can propose is that whenever claims

of inferiority are being made because they have 10 or 20 percent more
in given categories than we have, or the other way around, that the

Members of Congress go and state publicly that such differences have
no physical meaning any more. I see no way of doing it other than
facing it head on in terms of what the realities are.

Senator Case. It isn't just Members of Congress and the press who
• are euilty here, though.

Mr. Panofsky. I recognize that.

Senator Case. Mr. Smith suggested who the other people might
be. and you agree with that, too ?

Mr. Panofsky. Oh, yes indeed.
Senator Case. Do you agree with his general comment that it would

be just as well if we stopped telling ourselves and the world how weak
and inferior we are ?

Mr. Panofsky. Yes, indeed, I believe that this is one of the more
destructive thinffs. Rather than emphasizing our deterrent power,
which is enormous, and its invulnerability, we keep singling out select-

ed areas in which the Soviets are ahead of us but do not mention
those areas where we are ahead of them. This is the reason I identi-

fied in my statement that the "matching in kind" strategy which is

being proposed in the recent two annual Defense Department Eeports
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is fundamentally an escalatory one. We can obviously find areas

where we are behind, so we have to match those, the Soviets can
find areas where they are behind, and they will have to match
those. So I cannot think of anything else which is more of a prescrip-

tion for escalation than that announced policy, and I gave the quota-

tion from last year's message from the Secretary's statement.

I also would like to join Ambassador Smith in pointing out that

it is very unfortunate that the only message on strategic policy which
the Congress has received during the last 2 years has originated

from the Defense Department. The Defense Dejoartment naturally

presents a report based on its responsibilities. A really broad state-

ment by the President as has been given in the previous years, dealing
with questions of policy in arms control and strategic policy would
be most helpful in giving some focus to tliese types of discussions.

Hopefully, such a statement would help to deflate the oratory deal-

ing with specific numbers.
Senator Case. I think you are quite right. I expect that in part

the absence of that kind of authoritative statement has been one of
the efiects of Watergate.

SECRETARY OF STATE's COMMEXT ABOUT MEANING OF
STRATEGIC SUPERIORITY

The Secretary of State, I think, has been quoted as asking what
strategic superionty meant. The imi)lication of that comment was
quite clear.

Mr. Panofsky. Yes, sir; he gave that in his press conference im-
mediately subsequent to the summit meeting, on March 3, I believe,

where he said "What does superiority mean, what do we do with it?"

He was going in the direction which I believe one should go, namely,
to deflate the public debate of superiority and inferiority which
really has lost any physical and technical meaning.

MUTUAL HOSTAGE SITUATION

_
Senator Case. You are not in any way suggesting, to use another

kind of jargon, that we ought to assume the risk. ^'\niat you are saying,
I take it, is that there is no rislc to be assumed and that we are far
away from any consideration of risk?
Mr. Panofsky. I am saying that.

Senator Case. I think you can scare people to death by sayino: we
ought to assume the risk in order to accom.plish something else. That
isn't the point, is it ?

Mr. Panofsky. That is not the point at all. I am, however, saying
that the mutual hostage situation of the population between the'two
sides, you may call it a rislv or whatever you wish to call it, is a rcalitv.
That situation is not going to get changed substantially by shift in
strategic policy.

In fact, oiie of the main points on which I take issue with ^Mr.
Schlesinger is that he makes the implicit assumption that if we chan£re
our strategic policy that the other side does also. He makes the implicit
assumption that if he decides that a highlv limited counterforce
strategy might reduce casualties, that this^will automatically be re-
sponded to m kind. Therefore, automatically, our population would
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be left at risk if wc adopt that policy, and it is on that score that I

perceive a real logical flaw.

NECESSITY OF CHALLENGING NEV/ STRATEGIC DOCTRINE

Senator Case. Since you mentioned this matter of the new doctrine,

you have to challenge that doctrine, haven't you, if you are going to

exercise restraint on authorizing new weapons ?

Mr. Panofsky. Yes, I believe so. Tlie Secretary emphasizes that to

exorcise the new doctrine, the prinuiry thing which has to be done is

to modify command and control, to nermit more partial responses, and
I am highly in support of that particular move. In fact, I believe that

the Secretary^, to some extent, is setting up a straw man by implying
that. All all-out, antipopulation response has not been the only re-

sponse at our command in the past. IMiat the Secretary has added in

the name of "flexible response" is a hard silo counterforce response and
a large number of specific new research and development initiatives

focused on that one new means of responding are proposed in the

Secretary's report. As far as I have been able to read into the state-

ments, the only justification which he gives for the counterforce pos-

ture is the "matching in kind" justification, meaning that if they are

able to do it, we must be able to do it. Explicit identification of the

strategic utility is not given.

RESEARCH AND RESTRAINT IN DEVELOPMENT

Senator Case. I take it you don't in any of your suggestions or

thinking on this matter, suggest we sliouldn't do everything which we
need to do in the way of research, or do you? Can you limit research,

and should you ?

Mr. Panofsky. I believe we should be doing everything we should
do in research, basic and also applied, but we should begin to exercise

restraint very heavily in development.
Senator Case. Would you develop tliat point a bit ?

Mr. Panofsky. Well, of course, there is a continuous chain between
basic research, applied research development, test and partial deploy-
ment, full deployment and I believe, for instaiice, that the decision

where to cut this chain depends on the time urgency of the move. I

specifically believe that, for instance, in respect to development which
means a full demonstration of a technical capa'jility which we already
know to be feasible, there I think some restaint is necessary unless
there is a great time urgency.
As an example, I believe that development of maneuvering reentry

vehicles should not be pursued at the rate indicated or in the manner
indicated by the Defense Department, because it is a potentially de-

stabilizing development. The only justification given by Mr. Currie in

justifying it, that it would be needed for penet^^ating ABM defenses.

On the other hand, we all know tliat it can also ultimately lead to

pinpoint accuracy, and, therefore, be a destabilizing influence.

So the specific justification given by the Director of Research Engi-
neering here relates to just those defenses which SALT I has elim-
inated and Mr. Currie only suppons it as a hedge in case that would
be abrogated and violated. This means he is looking ahead firstly to
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abrogation or violation, and then to full-scale, country-wide deploy-

ment of ABM defenses. So that means he is looking greatly in excess

of a decade. So, therefore, I do believe that development decisions such

as MARV are a subject for restraint in view of the realities where
arms control has given us some help.

Senator Case. The need for restraint doesn't apply only to people in

charge of our strategic operations, it applies also to Members of Con-
gress when there is another witness waiting.

We can talk all day with any one of these three men, and gain from
it. We have to consider that Doctor Doty has been waiting a long time,

and time is getting late ; so I would ask that any further questions that

I might have be presented to these gentlemen in writing, and answered
for the record.

Senator Stimingtox. Without objection, and I will do the same with
some questions that I have for you, Doctor Panofsky. I will ask that
you supply the answers for the record.

Mr. Panofsky. I will be happy to.

MASKING PRODUCTION MONEY IN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM

Senator Symington. I was very impressed with the dialog between
you and Senator Case on this question of research and development.

Senator Case. I am glad you picked that up.

Senator Symington. Because, to my mind, one of the ever more clear
methods of getting money for future production is to mask it in the
research and development program. For example, the Trident is still

asking for a tremendous amount of money for research and develop-
ment, even though it has been put into production, and the B-1 has
never been allowed out of research and development. I think that
illustrates the point you and Senator Case developed. Yet researcli
and development is, as everybody says, one place we must stay ahead.
And so they appropriate the money in the main each year. This year
they are asking for over $10 billion, and that figure embraces a great
deal of, in effect, production.
Thank you, Doctor Panofsky.
Doctor Doty, do you have a statement ?

STATEMENT OP DR. PAUL DOTY, PROPESSOR OP BIOCHEMISTRY
AND DIRECTOR OP THE PROGRAM POR SCIENCE AND INTERNA-
TIONAL APPAIRS, HARVARD UNIVERSITY

Mr. Doty. Yes, sir.

Senator Symington. We welcome you here also as one of the experts
in this field, and we would appreciate your testimony.
Mr. Doty. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman. I shall be brief.

REASONS FOR CONSIDERING FOLLOW-ON TO SALT II TREATY NOW

I greatly appreciate this opportunity to join with you in a discussion
of the Vladivostok Agreement. Since Professor Panofsky has dealt
mamly with its assessment, it may be more profitable if I focus on the
next steps that should be considered after a SALT II Treaty based on
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the Vladivostok Agreement is signed. With all that the Senate has to

do, it may seem a bit futile to urge it to think now about the follow-on

to a treaty that is itself at least several months away. However, there

are compelling reasons to do this

:

(1) A lively discussion, even a debate, on what the next steps should

be would be the best insurance against the kind of neglect of arms con-

trol by both governments that occurred in the 2 years following

SALT I.

(2) Pointing out how little strategic arms limitation came out of

Vladivostok may be a justified complaint, but it is not a remedy.

Planning what should come next is a remedy. I regret that the com-

plaint is consuming more of our efforts than the remedy.

(3) The most serious flaw I see in the SALT process is its seem-

ing inability to catch up with the rapid rate of technological change,

on the one hand, or deployment of weapons not yet subject to con-

trol, on the other. A collective looking ahead and arguing for one

course or another is the first step in speeding up and vitalizing this

process.

(4) Perhaps the most urgent reason for greater haste lies in a tech-

nical situation that is widely overlooked but, I think, very important.

I refer to the fact that our ability to plan and undertake the limitation

of strategic delivery systems is largely due to our ability to verify

their numbers through satellite reconnaissance. If this capability is

badly eroded, our present approach to strategic arms control will be

compromised, and there is no alternative in sight. The source of a

breakdown in present verification systems lies in the development

of conciliable delivery systems, that is, mobile ICBM's, and long-

range air-launched or sea-launched cruise missiles. These kind of new
systems must be dealt with very soon if strategic arms control as we
now view it is to have a chance.

(5) Finally, we and the Soviet Union will soon face a reckoning.

For a dozen years, since the Partial Test Ban Treaty of 1963, treaties

have been made, roughly one a year, and now with the conclusion of

a treaty based on the Vladivostok agreement, we will have come
to the end of what can be done without actually limiting strategic

weapons. With the exception of the ABM Treaty, no serious limita-

tions are yet in view : No new weapons systems have been cut back,

no new developments have been stopped. The SALT II Treaty we
expect will bring us to the brink of really controlling strategic arms

:

Either we will move forward into a new era or arms control will

have failed. This will be clear to all in a very few years. I believe

the kind of world order we will have in the 1980's and beyond will

depend very much on which course the Soviet Union and the United

States take^ This, then, is the overriding reason to plan and urge gov-

ernmental action on a greatly accelerated schedule.

KENNEDY-MATHIAS-MONDALE RESOLUTION

It is widely claimed that the United States is passing through a

period of uncertainty, that it is hesitating. There is evidence for this

in the very subject we are discussing. Why has only about one-third

of the Senate agreed to cosponsor the Kennedy-Mathias-Mondale
resolution during the 3 months since it has been put forward? As
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you know, it supports the Vladivostok agreement while at the same
time urging mutual restraint in deployments beyond current levels
while seeking further mutual limitations and reductions. It pro-
poses that the United States not build up to the Vladivostok ceilings

unless security needs alone require it. Finally, it asks the President
to reach further agreements including (1) mutual restraints on the
pace and character of development and deployment of strategic weap-
ons systems; (2) a lowering of both ceilings—aggregate and MIRVed
missile numbers; (3) negotiations for limiting military forces not
covered by the Vladivostok Agreement.
The resolution is supported by the leadership of both parties and

by the Secretary of State. It is a clear bipartisan call for a stepped-
up effort consistent with the points I have just made. With the Secre-
tary's approval, it cannot be read as intruding into the administration's
l^rerogatives in negotiation. It is a sensible expression of direc-

tion, not a detailed prescription which invites exception. To my mind,
it is an expression of precisely the kind of leadership the public should
expect from the Senate. If it is not provided in this or some equally
clear form, the Senate will truly have hesitated when its leader-
ship was greatly needed.

SENATOR JACKSOX'S PROPOSAL

INIore recently—March 26, 1975—the Senate heard a different pro-
posal, from Senator Jackson. It suggested that

:

Each side designate 700 of the older of its permitted total of 2,400 strategic
delivery systems to remain unmodernized over the lifetime of the Vladivostok
Agreement.

The motive here is to identify the most likely candidates for later
reductions with the expectation that 30 percent reductions could be
negotiated later. Since the weapons designated could not be upgraded
or modernized in any way, the incentive to move expeditiously toward
scheduling their dismantling would exist from the' outset. Moreover,
because each side would make its own designation of the weapon svs-
tems that would not be modernized, it "should not be a difficult
negotiation.

This is a sound, attractive proposal that addresses the m.ost obvious
shortcoming of Vladivostok. I stop short, however, of endorsing Sen-
ator Jackson's insistence thatthis proposal be negotiated as a codicil
to the SALT II Treaty. In view of my recent visit to Moscow, I am
persuaded that with the increased strain on the Soviet-American re-
lation any attempt to revise the guidelines for SALT II will be viewed
as mischievous by the Soviets, and at best would delay the treatv.
Moreover, if mutuallv desired, the same result could be obtained within
a year or two after the SALT II Treaty in a separate negotiation and
with the same benefit. Clearly, the proposal as such could be widely
supported without insisting it be a part of SALT II, as advantageous
as that result would be.

TWO BASIC DIRECTIONS FOR SERIOUS ARMS CONTROL

If the Senate does come to share the urgency which I attach to
making a start on substantial limitations in strategic arms soon, what
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can be done beyond supporting the proposals now before it? Professor

Panofsky has presented some specific suggestions and I support these.

But there is, I believe, a more fundamental and demanding challenge.

It has its origin in the unavoidable fact that if serious arms control

is in view there are only two basic directions it can take and both of

these confront determined obstacles both here and in the Soviet Union,

These two main directions are obvious enough. They are (1) control

Dver the number of weapons systems and (2) control over the improve-

ment of weapons systems or the development of new ones. Progress

in arms control means in the case of (1) reductions, and in the case

3f (2) slowing the pace of improvements or banning the development

5f certain systems.

Consider very briefly the pros and cons for each case. There are

\t least five points in favor of mutual balanced reductions: First, it

provides a means of compensating for the inevitable improvements
hat will go on in allowed systems. Keductions at a properly chosen rate

orovidos a counter that can hold strategic capability constant, or even

:liminisli it. Second, set at moderate rates, it provides for the orderly

elimination of old weapons systems without their being replaced by
lew ones. Third, it engages the military of both sides ill an institu-

ionalized process of scheduled reductions and verification. Fourth, it

provides a highly visible sign to all that arms control is at work;
forces are being reduced by the most obvious index, numbers. Finally,

:he process can be made readily verifiable.

Against this list of positive features is the break with tradition that

he destruction of potentially usable and obviously costly weapons
?onstitutes. Such destruction will not come easily to either the conven-

tional soldier or the thrifty taxpayer, or Congressman. One can imag-

ine that once the destruction of some weapons had occurred on both

^ides attitudes about producing new ones would also change. Neverthe-

less, I have observed less reluctance among our military to this way
-)i proceeding than with the otlier. Indeecl, some admit to a surplus

kvhicli we could well abandon if tlic other side would do the same.

The other mode of serious arms control, restraining the pace of im-

provements or new systems development, is more controversial because

it restrains technology. For the United States this threatens the hedge
which it is widely believed we have over the Soviets. For the Soviet

Union it smacks of a scheme of freezing them into an inferior tech-

nological position. Yet it is here that the arms competition is fueled,

find^ it is usually the United States which fuels it in that we are the

Driginators of almost all the strategic systems now in use.

To slow the rate of improvement of missile systems, the most obvious

route is to limit the number of test flights since these can generally

be observed. With such limits imposed, a slowing of development will

3ccur even if much more costly substitutes can be found in more
sophisticated ground tests. Moreover, such restraints also diminish

testing of missiles on station, and thereby prevent the development of

sufficient confidence to threaten a first strike.

MODES OF PROCEEDING W^ITH AR^SIS CONTEOL OF STRATEGIC SYSTEMS

In other cases, it may be possible to negotiate the banning of new
develo[)ments. Mobile missiles are a clear candidate because of the

Gl-004—76 7
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manner in which they would frustrate verification, particularly ir

tlie event that reductions were in view since an uncertain residue is mor<

significant at low levels than at high levels. Indeed, it would be niter

esTing to analyze what additional arrangements would be needed U
make possible the banning of the development of all new systems

during the 10-year period which SALT II is to occupy.

Although I have only been able to open the subject, I hope thai

enough has been said to make the point that in both these modes oi

proceeding with arms control of strategic systems there are substantia]

tensions. These cannot be hidden because it is existing or promised

military capability that it is proposed to pare away on both sides. Yel

it is with these tensions and the arguments and counter arguments

that Congress will have to become concerned just as in the past it has

had to immerse itself in arguments over throw weight, yield, CEP-
circular error probable—and the like.

CONCI-rUSION

I close with the hope that there will be another occasion in whicl
specific proposals for reductions and limitations on improvements anc

developments of new systems can be discussed. This should be the hearl;

of SALT III : the sooner we can engage it the better.

Thank you.
'^b"'b^

MR. smith's (X)NCURRENCE WITH DR. DOTY AND DR. PANOFSKY

Senator Symingtox. Thank you very much, Professor Doty.
I am grateful for Ambassador Smitli's staying with us through this

session, and I am wondering if there is anything either Dr. Doty or
Dr. Panofsky have said that you specifically disagree with ?

Mr. Smith. No, Mr. Chairman, I would think that people might
almost, believe that we had concerted our statements in advance, which
I want to deny. I think there is a good deal of concurrence in them, and
it gives me confidence that I am not wrong in what I said to you.

DR. DOTY's agreement WITH AMBASSADOR SMITH

Senator Symington. I would like to ask you, Dr. Dotv, is there any-
thing in Ambassador Smith's statement that vou disagree with?

EXPANSION AND RELEVANCE OF CIVIL DEFENSE PROGRAM

]Mr. Do'ry-. No.
I think if I could I would like to particularly support his contention

regarding the apparent effort to expand and make more relevant to
the Department of Defense policy the civil defense proirram.A dozen years ago. I was a member of the President's Science Advi-
sory Committee, and I chaired the panel on reviewing the civil defensem the wake of some rather hasty efforts that the administration had
taken to build it up. The exhaustive studies that we went into there,
1 be leve confirmed that what then was put in motion, a verv modest
and low visibility fallback program, was about all that we could justify.
^\o cannot reorient the lifestyle of the United States, and ask the
citizeni-y to undergo a continuous process of exercising a more complex
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system unless we are willing to jtreiierate and maintain a sense of danger
that is absolutely inconsistent with all that I think we should be
seeking.

Senator Symingtox. Thank you.
I will ask unanimous consent that some questions I was going to

ask you be put into the record, and that you answer them at your
early convenience, so we can get these hearings printed up and in the
hands of the Senate.

DR. PANOFSKy's AGKEEMEXT WITH AMBASSADOR SMITH AND DR. DOTY

Dr. Panofsky, could I ask is there anything that Ambassador Smith
or Dr. Doty have said Avith which you disagi-ee ?

Mr. Panofsky. No; I don't.

DEFENSE DEPARTMENT STATEMENTS ABOUT STRATEGIC
FORCE VULNERABILITY

I would like to specifically comment on Ambassador Smith's refer-

ence to the rather inconsistent statements about Minuteman
vulnerability which appear in the statement bj' various Defense
Department officials.

I would like to add to that list that on page 11-18 of the fiscal year
1975 and fiscal j^ear 1976 transition budget, the Secretary enumerates
tlie time sequence of vulnerability of the different elements of our
strategic force, namely, the land-based bombers and the ICBM and he
identifies the problem of how it is impossible to synchronize an attack

against the bombers and the land-based force in such a way as to

avoid giA^ing adequate warning.
I would like to remind this committee that this was precisely the

evidence which was introduced during the ABM debate many years

ago, when Secretary Laird identified ICBM vulnerability with total

vulnei-ability of all the forces. I am happy to see that here the state-

ment is now being publicly agreed with that even if Minuteman was
vulnerable as a separate force, this would be a very long leap to

vulnerability of the entire deterrent.

SELF-DEFEATING NATURE OF GOING TO CmL DEFENSE POSTURE

The other comment I vrould like to make is also on the question of

civil defense. I agree with Professor Doty's remark, but again I would
like to emphasize the self-defeating nature of goinof to a civil defense

posture. In that case, the vulnerability of tlie U.S. population is

partially decreased ; the Secretary simply appears to make the assump-
tion that the other side would consider this to be a matter of positive

value, that there be fewer casualties on our side. However, entirely

at the discretion of the other side, the casualties could be increased.

So we have again the same kind of argument which we had before

about the escalatory nature of civil defense and ABM measures. We
thouo-ht that these arguments had been resolved in terms of the SALT
I ABM Treaty. I agree completely with Ambassador Smith and am
grateful to him to point out the basic inconsistency between the ABM
Treaty and some of the civil defense implications which are being in-

troduced by the Secretary of Defense in his message to the Congress.
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NECESSITY or TRLVD FORMATION QUESTIONED

Senator Symington. Before yielding to Senator Case I want to

tliankyoii.

I make the observation that Dr. York, who is a former Director

of Research and Engineering in tlie Pentagon, testihed some time ago

that if we had known all the systems would work, it would not have
been necessary to put all of those billions into the Triad formation.

It might have' been well to have gone with less than three particularly

in light of the increasing problem of cost as it enters into this picture,

not for the first time, but more essentially in recent months and years

than ever before in some 30 years I have been in the Government.
Senator Case.

Senator Case. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

APPEARING to KEEP UP WITH OTHER SIDE

Our witnesses have been most patient with us, and you have been,
too, and I don't want to extend this unless somebody would like to

make a general comment on the general point. I know that Dr.
Schlesinger has this strongly in mind. I am sure that the Secretary of
State does. It was a matter that the former Secretary of State was
always emphasizing, and I think he still does, very strongly, that

you don't have to have just enough to destroy the other side, and
have an invulnerable capacity, but it also had to appear that you were
going to keep up with the other side in order to prevent political in-

stability in the world among other nations who might come to feel

that if America did not keep up with Russia, to be quite specific, in

throw-weight and in number of weapons, America could not be relied

upon. According to this concept, we could find ourselves alone and the
rest of the world would be Finlandized. That is a feeling that Dean
Rusk had, and still has, I think. I think INIr. Acheson had it, to some
extent, and I am sure Dr. Schlesinger has made no bones about his

feelings on this score.

I wish you would comment generally about this.

Mr. Doty. Very briefly, I can't forgo the opportunity to do so, be-
cause I believe that this doctrine of allowing the perception to dominate
the sizing of our forces has grown far out of proportion.
Back at the beginning I think there was. and still is, broad agree-

ment tliat we must not allow very large differences to develop in this
particular period. But there is a great difference between that rather
relaxed posture, based on the assumption that only a small amount of
the forces would ever be used in any foreseeable engagement, and the
]u-eoccupation with extending it to the point that it is a prescription
for a new kind of arms race. Because as you know so well, there are a
half dozen, perhaps a dozen, different important parameters of the
strategic force, and if one attempts to put the United States ahead in
a certain nimiber of them, it will automatically go ahead in others,
and tliis produces a situation on the other side, if they responded in
kind, they will push ahead to meet us on certain parameters, and as a
Tesiilt they will also move ahead on others. There is simply no pos-
sibility in bringing two such complex systems into total equality. It
seems to me so unnecessary to insist upon this kind of matching when
pprcoption itself is so subjective.
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The issue at hand is or ought to be much more one of sufficiency,

using the dictionary meaning of the word sufficiency, and that is a
situation which we may have to address ourselves to in the future.

Senator Case. Gentlemen, would either of you like to say a word
on that subject?

jMr. Smith. AVell, Senator Case. I would merely cite one example
wliicli puzzles me. If Ave really do believe that we must match the
Soviets in all important as])ects, we presently see a tremendous Soviet

antiaircraft program, surface-to-air missiles, and we presently are

allowing our OAvn antiaircraft system to run down, and the reason

that is given is that if the Soviets can destroy our cities with their

ICBM's and we have no accurate defenses against that, it is hardly
logical to maintain a large antiairci-aft program.
Xow, it seems to me if our Administration is logical, we would say

the Soviets have this tremendous antiaircraft program. Perception

will look bad if we don't have tlie same thing.

Granted the Soviets do not have the bomber force that we have, but

they do have intercontinental bombers. We are very concerned about

including the Backfire bomber, I understand, in the present Geneva
negotiation. So that there is a case where we have decided we can live

with an asymmetry, and by the same token it seems to me the Soviets

have to live with symmetry, and we are going to have to live with

some which do not favor us.

Senator Case. Doctor Panofsky.

rOTJCY OF APPEARTXG TO KEEP UP

]^Ir. Panofsky. Yes ; I would like to emphasize again that a policy

of appearing to keep up, to use the words which I believe you asked is a

very dangerous policv if the physical realities of those systems which

you use to preserve that appearance are as awesomely destructive as

we are talking about.

T think as responsible individuals, we can not permit ourselves to use,

for appearance sake objects whose characteristics are as all destructive

'

It is in this sense that I think we technicians have an obligation

to keep reminding the policymakers about the realities, the nature

of tlie symbolic objects which they are using.

Senator Case. Thank you very much.

Senator Stmixgtox. And, I want to thank you all very much.

UNDERSTANDING OF AND INTEREST IN NUCLEAR DEVELOPMENT

When I came fresh out of the Pentagon to the Senate, over 20 years

ago, there was very little understanding or interest m nuclear devel-

opment. I went to the chairman of the Armed Service Committee

at that time, and suggested that we should dig into it in the commit-

tee; and he, a very fine gentleman from ISIassachusetts, said that it

was so secret that he did not think that the Armed Services Commit-

tee should pursue it.
, „ ,1 * 1 a -^^^

Eighteen years later, in 1971, the chairman of the Armed Services

Committee said he felt the same way about it.
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I want to do all I can to get the people not only of this country

but of tlie world, to understand the great force we are talking about

which can either give us a better living and longer life or destroy us

,

Thank you all very much for your courtesy and kindness in bein<

with us this morning.
The hearing will adjourn, subject to the call of the Chair.

[Whereupon at 1 p.m., the hearing adjourned, subject to the call o

the Chair.]
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MONDAY, APRIL 28, 1975

United States Sexate,
Subcommittee on" Arms Control,

International Organizations and Security Agreements
OF the Committee on Foreign Relations,

Washington^ D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 :05 a.m., in room
42-21, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Stuart Symington
(cliairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Senators Symington, McGovern, and Case.

OPENING statement

Senator Symington. Today, the Subcommittee on Arms Control,

Internationl Organizations and Security Agreements of the Senate
Committee on Foreign Relatiolis continues hearings on the Vladivos-
tok accords and related strategic arms issues.

Our witnesses this morning are the Honorable Paul H. Nitze, for-

mer member of the SALT delegation, and former Deputy Secretary
of Defense, and Dr. George Rathjens, professor of political science,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Both gentlemen have been asked to discuss the national strategic

policy and arms control implications of this latest round in the stra-

tegic arms limitation talks.

]Mr. Nitze, we are very glad to have you with us this morning, and
also Dr. Rathjens.
Have you a prepared statement ?

STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL H. NITZE, FOEMER MEMBER OF SALT
DELEGATION AND FORMER DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

Mr. Nitze. I have, INIr. Chairman.
Senator Symington. Would you read it to us ?

Mr. Nitze. Mr. Chairman, before dealing with SALT in the context

of the Vladivostok accord, I believe it would be helpful to recall a few
of the basic historical points. It was in the late fifties, even before

Sputnik, that many of us became concerned with the stability of the

nuclear relationship between the Soviet Union and ourselves. Our
nuclear strategic capability and that of the Soviet Union were then
largely concentrated in our hea\^ bomber forces; those forces were
deployed on a small number of airfields ; early warning systems had
substantial gaps and could be evaded; a well executed surprise at-

tack could have the prospect of emasculating the strategic forces of

(97)
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the other side. Sputnik, and the possibility that the Soviets might

attain a threatening ICBM force before we could deplo}^ an adequate

counterdeterrent, further exacerbated the problem. The result was an
enormous U. S. 1\. & D—research and development—and deployment
effort to avoid those risks. U.S. obligational authority for the direct

costs of program I, the strategic program, during the 6 years from
1956 to 1962 averaged some $18 billion a year, expressed in constant

1974 dollars. As a consequence of that effort, from 1962 to the present

day, the strategic relationship between the United States and the Soviet

Union has been sucli that the Soviet Union could not have hoped to
gain from a surprise attack or from preempting in a time of crisis.

U.S. DECISIONS REGARDING STRATEGIC PROGRAM IN 1960's

In the midsixties, however, the United States decided to go down
one line in its strategic program while the Soviet side went down a
quite different line. I was one of those who participated with Bob
!McNamara in the decisions of those years. Under a stable nuclear
umbrella, what counted at the cutting edge of policy were, in addition
to a strong political and economic posture, conventional forces ade-
quate to deter other forms of pressure against our allies. Economic
and budgetary considerations made it wise to cut the percentage of
our GXP (gross national product) and defense budgets going to pro-
gram I. By and large, it is cheaper, and at least in the short run, more
effective to make technological improvements than to increase force
size. We decided to halt the Minuteman program at 1,000, to halt the
Polaris/Poseidon program at 41 boats, and substantially to reduce the
size of our heavy bomber and air defense force levels. Instead em-
phasis was put on improved reliability, command control, accuracy,
and penetmtion capability, including PEN AIDS—Penetration
Aids—and MIRV's and on conventional forces. In 1967 the decision
was made to go forward with the Sentenel Safeguard technoloiry
despite Secretary McNamara's doubts as to its cost effectiveness. As^a
result of these decisions it became possible to reduce program I's real
annual direct expenditures by almost two-thirds; in 1974 they were
approximately $7 billion.

^

SOVIET DECISIONS REGARDING STRATE({IC PROGRAM

nfVu f''^''''^
Union made quite different decisions. They decided, first
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Without an enormous technological effort it would not have been pos-

sible for the United States to restore crisis stability by its efforts of

the late fifties and sixties. Whether we will need to make a comparable
effort in the late seventies and eighties is at the heart of the SALT II

problem.

PROSPECTS FOR AND USEFULNESS OF NEW SALT AGREEMENT

In talking to various audiences in the months prior to Vladivostok,

I Avas often asked whether I was optimistic or pessimistic about the

prospects for a new SALT agreement. In reply I said there really

were two questions to be answered. The first was : "What are the pros-

pects for a SALT agreement?" The second was: "How useful an
agreement could we expect, if one proved possible ?"

As to the fii'st question I said there were some grounds for opti-

mism. I would expect the Soviet leadere to be more anxious to make
progress, and to be more flexible in their approach, than they had
been in the preceding 2 years, and in particular, more so than during
the Nixon/Brezhnev summit early last summer. At that time, they

were fully aware of the President's crumbling domestic support and
the possibility that he might be impeached. There were no pressing

reasons why they should at that time fall off their previous hard line

and show flexibility on the important issues.

Things were different after Nixon's resignation. Mr. Ford could be

expected to be President until at least January 20, 1977. The interim

agreement expires in 1977. I said that if I were in the Soviet shoes I

would try to get some kind of agreement to replace or extend that

interim agreement before the election year of 1976. Second, as Soviet

leaders look at what is happening to the economic and political foun-

dations of Western Europe, Japan, the nonoil producing parts of the

third world—and even in the United States—they must judge that

new opportunities are opening up for them. Furthermore, I believe

they see their relative military position improving as they deploy the

new family of weapons which they have been developing and testing

chiring recent years.

Under those circumstances, I said that if I were they, I would not

wish to rock the boat too much. I would try to maintain detente and
tlie special relationship with the United States. Some form of ex-

tension or replacement of the interim agreement would fit in with

sucli an evaluation of the situation.

On the second part of the question—how useful an agreement
might we expect if one were possible—I said I believed the answer
would have to be much less hopeful.

The Soviets in the past have taken an extremely one-sided position

with multiple built-in possible fallbacks. Even if they were to show
considerable new flexibility, I did not believe they could justify to

themselves giving up the superior position they saw virtually within

tlieir grasp. With a U.S. budget ceiling and continuing inflationary

and balance of payments problems, they must see some prospect of our
not adding to our strategic programs sufficient additional real re-

sources to change the present relative trends. I, therefore, said I did

not see how, under present circumstances, we could expect to achieve

an agreement which would significantly unstress our growing strate-
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^nc defense problems—those arising from a potential shift from parity

to Soviet superiority and from assured, to significantly less assured,

crisis stability.

PROVISIONS OF VLADIVOSTOK ACCORD

This now brings us to the Vladivostok accord. That accord provides

fni- equal ceilings of 2,400 on the number of ICBM and SLBM
huuichers and heavy bombers each side can have over the next 10

years; it also provides for equal ceilings of 1,320 on the number of

iVIIRVed launchers. MRV's—multiple reentry vehicles—as opposed to

MIRV's, are not to be counted under the MIRV ceiling. The accord

can-ies o\er from the interim agreement a restriction on building fixed

ICB]M launchere at new locations and limits what are called modern
large ballistic missiles—]MLB]\I—launchers to those operational or

under construction in May 1972 ; 308 to 320 on the Soviet side and none
on the U.S. side. It provides for freedom to mix between various sys-

tems subject to the above limitations. Air-to-surface missiles

—

ASj^I—
with a range more than 600 kilometers carried on heavy bombei's are
to be counted within the 2,400 ceiling. Administration sources have
indicated that whether this limitation is to cover only ballistic ASM's
as well remains to be negotiated at Geneva. Mobile ICBM launcliei^,

if permitted, are to be counted. Forward-based systems deployed on
carriers, in Europe, in the Far East or elsewhere, are not to be comited,
although there may be a provision that neither side will circumvent
the provisions of the agreement through deployment of otherwise non-
limited systems. The nuclear systems of the British and French are not
to be counted. Verification problems remain to be negotiated. There
is no agreement on what bombers are to be included under the defini-
tion of a heavy bomber.

Tlnis, the Soviet side did make substantial concessions from their
previous extreme positions. The accord gives an appearance of equality
'in that the number of launchers, :MIRVed and un-MIRVed, permitted
to each side are equal. It does not, however, deal with throw-
weiglit—the most useful verifiable measure of relative missile capabil-
ity, either MIRVed or un-MIRVed. It is difficult to see how the Accord
reduced, m a meaningful way, the U.S. strategic defense problem posed
by the new family of Soviet missiles and bombers which are now com-
pleting tost and evaluation and whoso large scale deployment is now
beginning. If we do not add new strategic programs to those which
are now programed, the U.S. will, at the end of the 10-vear duration
oi tlie agreement, have a half to a third of the Soviet MIRVed throw-
weight. The bomber forces of the two sides, in view of our lighter air
defenses, Avould have approximately equal capability.
The Accord, provided the cruise missile problem is straightened out

and others do not arise, appears not to bar the United States from
<loing those things which would appear to me to be necessary to com-
pensate for or correct these imbalances. Thus, the Accord does not nail
down Soviet superiority or prevent the United States from maintain-mg stnbiJity and high quality deterrence. But to do so would require
a significant increase in the U.S. strategic progi^am beyond those now
planned or authorized. An important question before your committee
19, therefore, whether the Vladivostok accord can be improved in a
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manner which -would make such additional U.S. progi-ams less

necessary.

NEGOTIATING TARGETS

To my mind, the basic difficulty with the Accord is that it addresses
appearances rather than fundamentals. To reduce the danger of nuclear
Avar it would be more important to limit the throw-weight of the missile
forces of both sides, particularly of the fixed ICBM forces, than to put
a ceiling on the number of launchei-s. I see no reason why the Soviet
Union needs to replace its SS-9's—diescl-powered attack submarine

—

witli ?'-IIRVed SS-18's, having six to seven times the throw-weight of
our ^ilinuteman III, nor why it needs to replace a large number of its

SS-ll*s with SS-19's which have approximately three times the throw-
weight of our Minuteman III. It is perfectly feasible for the United
States to develop missiles of equally large or even greater throw-weight
than the SS-19 and to fit them into our Minutem.an silos. But would
it not be far better for both sides if there were a sublimit of, say, 50
on the number of SS-18's the Soviets were permitted to deploy and a
sublimit of 500 or less on the number of ICBM's of the SS-IO class

that either side were permitted to deploy?
If such sublimits were agreed, it should then be more feasible to

work out subsequent reductions in numbers of launchers which would
include the older Soviet un-MIRVed missiles, such as the SS-9*s, along
with our Minuteman II and Titans.

Furthermore, it would seem appropriate to urge the executive branch
to insist that the Soviet Backfire bomber, and perhaps our FB-111

—

which is approximately a third of the size of the Backfire.^—be included
in the definition of heavy bomber. Without such inclusion, particularly

in the absence of a restriction on deploying tankers for refueling, the

entire concept of a 2,400 ceiling on ICBM and SLBM launchers and
heavy bombers becomes essentially meaningless.
These would be difficult negotiating targets to achieve, but it is my

view that the attempt should be made. If the attempt is unsuccessful,

we will then have a firmer understanding of the problems to which we
must than address ourselves in continuing to maintain the quality of

our deten-ent posture.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Symington. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.

Senator Case, would you like to hear Dr. Rathjens now or would you
rather ask questions ?

Senator Case. I think it would be fine to hear them both first.

Senator Symington. How do you feel about that, Mr. Nitze ?

]\Ir. Nitze, That is fine by me, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Symington. Dr. Rathjens, would you please read your

statement.

STATEMENT OF GEOEGE W. RATHJENS, PSOFESSOR OF POLITICAL

SCIENCE, MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Mr. Rathjens. Thank you, Mr. Chaiiman, Senator Case.

I welcome the invitation to appear before you to discuss the prob-

lems of further limiting strategic arms.
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My reaction to the ^Hadivostok accords is one of dissatisfaction. Far
from capping the arms race as administration spokesmen claim, the

accords cast some kind of a loose net or sieve over it, and one with a

rather coarse mesh at that. Agreements based on Vladivostok are not

likelj to be militarily influential because of the possibilities for con-

tinuing the strategic arms competition which remain, and will likely

be exploited. This would be true even had the Vladivostok numerical
limits of 2,400 on strategic delivery systems and 1,320 on MIKVed
missiles been much lower, but had limits of, say, 2,000 and 1,000 been
agreed to, there would at least have been the suggestion of a reversal

in trends. As it is, it is hard to avoid the conclusion that the two pow-
ers are presently incapable of agreeing on anns control measures that

vrould interfere in any significant way with military programs for

which tliere is strong support.

INTERPRETATION PUT OK VLADIVOSTOK ACCORDS

My initial concerns about the Vladivostok accords were heightened
by the interpretation put on the accords, particularly by the Presi-

dent's announcement that he would feel an obligation to build to the

levels permitted, and by subsequent remarks in the same vein by the
Secretaiy of Defense. To some extent the administration has backed
off from this position, presumably as a result of adverse public and
congressional reaction; and, contrary to the early statements, there
has also been a change in the aide memoir so that there is no longer a
suggestion that negotiations on reductions will necessarily be delayed
until 1985. But the fact remains that administration sentiment does
not seem to have changed much, for we have Secretary Schlesinger
announcing in his recentl}^ released annual report that "until we ob-
tain solid evidence of Soviet restraint, we shall plan for deployment
of approximately 2,400 strategic delivery vehicles," a number higher
than is permitted us under the interim offensive agreement of 1972, and
so far as I am aware, higher than was seriously considered prior to
Vladivostok.

POSITIVE ASPECTS OF ACCORDS

There are some positive aspects to the accords : the fact that ceilings
have been agreed to signifies mutual acceptance of an approach to the
heretofore troublesome problem of aggregating disparate delivery
systems; the establishment of ceilings limits slightly the range of
assumptions that can be used in "worst case"' analysis on which force
planning, or at least force rationalization, is to some extent based; and
tlie Soviet willingness to forego insisting on inclusion of forward
based systems and those of France and the United Kingdom in numeri-
cal limits may be a precedent which is desirable from our point of view.
There is also the possibility that the fact of agreement—aside from
its c()ntent^may have contributed, at least in the short term, to im-
proving Soviet-American relations.

TURX FROM NEGOTIATION TO EXERCISING UNILATERAL PvESTRAINT
SUGGESTED

Certainly in considering what happened at Vladivostok these points
should be given full weight. Yet, my overall reaction remains negative.
1 do not see that a treaty based on the Vladivostok accords will have a
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perceptible effect on the achievement of what I regard as tlie main
objectives -of nuclear arms control efforts; reduction in the likelihood

of nuclear Var and in damage to be expected should it occur. I would
not go quite so far as some who have suggested that Vladivostok is to

be seen as a declaration of Soviet-American intent to continue their

arms competition without significant restraint for another decade, al-

though I fear, this judgment may not be wide of the mark. Eather,

I would suggest that the accords might be seen simply as signifying

that we have come to the end of the line, at least for awhile, on what
can be done to limit strategic arms through negotiations; and that we
had best turn our attention increasingly to what can fee clone through
the exercise of unilateral restraint.

We have one substantial accomplishment from the last half dozen
years or more of negotiating efforts—the ABM treaty, the one easy

item on tlie SALT menu. But aside from that treaty, and I believe

we could have had it, or even a better one, 1 year or 2 earlier but for

insisting on linking it with agreement to limit offensive systems, we
have accomplished little in negotiations. We have seen our weapons
development and ]n'ocurem-ent processes distorted by intragovernment-

al bargaining and by the claim that bargaining chips are needed for

negotiations with the Soviet Union. We have seen programs accelerated

to get in under the wire before they might be constrained by agree-

ment. Negotiations have been a factor in calling attention to dispari-

ties in numbers of delivery vehicles, throw-weight and immbers of

warheads as if the differences are important, when in fact they are

not significant militarily and are so politically in large measure only as

a consequence of the constant reiteration. We have an interim offensive

agreement with vrhich there was substantial unhappiness: and now
the prospect of a more lasting agreement, the nature of which is such

that it is entirely possible that we will have a continuing arms compe-

tition that will be so open ended as to make a mockery of the very

idea of arms control.

So I am reluctantly suggesting that it may now be the part of

realism to stop taking SALT seriously. In saying this, I am not nec-

essarily advocating that the talks be discontinued nor that any agree-

ments reached should be rejected by the Congress. Rather, I have in

mind just two points wdiich I have already made, but which I repeat

for emphasis; we should recognize that the prospects of significant

agreements being reached are sufficiently slim that we ought not to

permit a distortion of our weapons acquisition processes in order to

strengthen our bargaining position ; and second, we are more likely

to make meaningful progress in arms control through the exercise of

unilateral restraint than'by agreement. Whether or not there is recip-

rocation by the Soviet Union, there is much which the administration

would now have us do that we can prudently forego. For starters, we

could very safelv slow development and forego deploying some of the

new strategic systems, for example, the Trident submarine, the B-1

bomber, and strategic cruise missiles. We could forego developing

new w^arheads for our Minuteman missiles and deploying more

MIRV's. We could retire some of our obsolescent systems without re-

placement: the Titan missiles, some of the older Polaris submarines,

and the older B-52's.
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DESIRABILITY OF MOVING QUICKLY ON AGREEMENT

But still, we have the prospect of a treaty based on Vladivostok

coniing before the Senate this summer. From press reports yesterday,

I gather there will be as I have feared, a substantial delay. Never-

tJieless I hope that agreement can be reached as soon as possible and
urge that the Senate, in advising the administration, emphasize the

great desirability of moving quickly. I say this because I am concerned

that as long as negotiations are underway we will continue to see the

political, and, to a lesser degree, the military utility of superiority in

strategic strength exaggerated with pernicious effects. Arguments
will Ixj made, and possibly with some effect, in favor of programs
which cannot be justified on narrow national security gix>unds but
only because of an alleged need to bargain from strength. It is that

last concern which I assume motivated Senators Kennedy, Mathias,
and Mondale to suggest in their resolution relating to Vladivostok
that "any deployment of U.S. strategic nuclear weapons . . . should
be based solely upon the actual needs of U.S. security." Moreover, the
rapidity of technological change compounds the adverse effects of
delay in negotiations. Opponents of agreements and those who feel

it important that the basic understandings be modified to take account
of uncertainties and technological possibilities will find increasing
opportunities for insisting on complicating changes as time passes.

"problems"' which could lead to protracted NEGOTIATIONS

One can see the handwriting on the wall in the identification of
several "problems" which could lead to protracted negotiations : con-
cern about the adversary's exploiting "loopholes" in a treaty to de-
ploy larger numbers of delivery systems with strategic capability
than would l)e within the spirit of the Vladivostok accords and con-
cern that there may be undetectable violations of a treaty. The Presi-
dent and the political leadership in the Soviet Union can brush such
problems aside, however, just as they did the FBS problem when they
were at Vladivostok. They should be encouraged to do so. The ceilings
permit force levels so high—many thousands of warheads for each
side—that the military balance would be virtually unaffected, if for
example, one nation, but not the other, were to develop and deploy
cruise missiles with nuclear warheads that might be launched from
torpedo tubes of attack submarines. As another example, it need not
be a matter of great concern if we should be unable to verify compli-
ance with limits on land mobile systems—a few 100 more or less would
not be very meaningful

; nor would it be vital if the number of adver-
sary missiles carrying MIRV's exceeded 1,320 by several 100, or even
a 1 ,000, whether or not we knew it.

where we go after treaty based ox %-LADIVOSTOK

Where do we go after we get a treatv based on Vladivostok? Here

tion ?nrr?n^'' ""'f' ^^f^^^ !^ *^'' Kennedy-Mathias-Mondale resolu-

dn fion! T ff"^
J'-^cksons proposals for early negotiations on re-

nua itntvp r "^^ ""^ TT' ^'^^ ^^ ^^' reductions and also limits on

them Afr l?«?r-'T'^^':.^¥V'?^ '^'P^^^'-^l ^^^''^ trying to negotiatethem. As I have indicated, I believe we should cut back on our stra-
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tegic programs and barring destabilizing developments on the inter-

national scene it seems to me that this is likely to happen, at least

to some degree, given current sentiment in the comitry and the Con-

gress, Yet, as long as we negotiate within a framework, such as has

characterized SALT so far, where ''more is better'"—or worse if in

the hands of the adversary—"bargaining chips'' will count. I am,
therefore, dubious about our ability to secure significant agreements

that would be judged acceptable assuming the Soviet Union continues

its vigorous strategic programs while we exercise restraint. Yet, I am
convinced that it is in our interest to exercise restraint both in our

weapons acqusition policies and in touting the importance of nuclear

weaponry.

FACTORS CONTRIBUTIXG TO POSSIBILITY FOR CONSTRUCTIVE NEGOTIATIOX

Docs this mean there can be no hope in further negotiations? Xot
quite. Two factors may contribute to the possibilitj' for constructive

negotiations within a framcAvork where the country simply refuses to

go along with some of the administration's proposals for new strategic

weapons programs. First, there is the parallax phenomenon : It is very

likely that the Soviet leadership will see American weapons programs
and policies, however restrained, as more threatening than many of us

imagine, and this may result in stronger Soviet motivation to secure

arms limitation agreements than many Americans would tliink. Sec-

ond, it is likely that Soviet interest in furthering detente, and belief

that arms control agreements will contribute to it, will provide some
further motivation for reaching agreements aside from military or

economic benefits. My guess is that these considerations will not weigh

heavily—the bloom of detente is presumably somewhat faded in the

Soviet Union as in the United States—and that, therefore, arms con-

trol or disarmament agreements that are significant and mutually ac-

ceptable are not likely to be negotiable in the near future.

There is still one*^ other possibility for constructive negotiations

which, however, I view as even more remote : The political leadership

in the two countries may come to believe that more is not better—that,

in the strategic arms competition, we have a cancer on our hands ; that

is, a growth that can only cause us pain and expense, which may kill

us, and which has no conceivable present benefit; and that the ap-

proach to negotiations relating to it should be as with international

programs relating to disease control or eradication.

SUM3IARY OF BELIEFS

In summary, I believe

:

{a) that the first part of wisdom is not to kid ourselves into be-

lieving that Vladivostok accords were a triumph for arms control

or that they are likely to be converted into one with the conclusion

of a treaty based on them

;

(&) that nevertheless, we should tvj to conclude a treaty ex-

peditiously, partly because of the possibility of favorable effects

on Soviet-American relations, and partly to minimize the adverse

effects on our defense posture, and on our politics, of prolonged

negotiations

;
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(c) that during these negotiations, and thereafter whether or

notther^ are follow-on negotiations, the U.S. strategic posture

should be' based solely on what we believe we need for military

pui-poses ; that is, without reference to political perceptions or to

strengthening our hand in negotiations.

I would reiterate that I believe we need less than we have and that a

number of new programs are unnecessary and indeed ill-advised : Re-

flections, of emphasis on one of the threats we face to the detriment of

payin<r enough attention to some of the others—that of accident of

miscafulation, that to our economy, and that of nuclear proliferation.

I have mentioned a number of those programs earlier. I would con-

clude by observing tliat the administration's emphasis on increasing

capabilities for using strategic weapons with flexibility; that is, on

making "nuclear war fighting" more credible, is particularly unAvise.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Stmixgton. Thank you, Dr. Rathjens.

EFFICACY OF VLADIVOSTOK AGREE3IENT

In a recent hearing before this subcommittee Ambassador Gerard
Smith said the Vladivostok agreement is a good step forward. Today
Secretary Nitze says he does not see much hope for this agreement ; and
Dr. Rathjens doesn't believe in the efficacy of the agreement, but for

entirely difTerent reasons.

]Mr. NiTZE. Well, I am not entirely without hope about negotiations
with the Soviet Union. I have devoted 5 years of my life to exactly
that task, and I wouldn't have done that had I not thought there was
hope in the prospect of negotiating with the Soviet Union.

I do think that the AB]\I Treaty was an accomplishment. I think
we are better off with the ABM Treaty than we would be without it.

And that both the Soviet Union and we are. What I had hoped was
that we would be able to get an agreement on offensive missiles which
would be based on the same principles that the ABM Treaty was based
on. Equality was one of the principles that governed the ABM Treaty.
Another was that it contributed to stabilitv of the nuclear relationship
between us. It helped both of us, it seems" to me.
Now, I do not believe that those are the principles which now

have governed the offensive part of the negotiations. There was a
misunderstanding, I think, between the two sides, at least as far as
I was concerned, about the interim agreement. I had considered the
interim agreement to be a short-term step which would give us
negotiating time under which we could negotiate an offensive agree-
ment based upon the same general principles as the ABM agreement.
llie interim agreement on its face said that it was not to prejudice
the scope or terms of the long-term treaty which was to substitute
tor It. It was our view that if one could get the ABM problem out
or tJie way, and if the offensive agreement was then negotiated in

nn;i '''"'r?v
' -''"^

''^'^Jl
"" temporary freeze on additions to thenumbers of otfensive missiles, that this would be a good plan.

J lie Russians, however, seemed to have come away from the INIoscow

A^riaS^r^T^
hmkmg that most of the provisions of the Interim

pTot iZl ']
^'

v"""^^
^'^^^ "^^° ^ long-tei-m agreement. In

tact, their original position was that all the provisions in the Interim
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Agreement sliould be carried over into a permanent treaty. In other

^vords,,that the inequality of the numbers of launchers, the inequal-

ity in the permission to have MLBlNI's, all those things should be car-

ried over into the permanent treaty. They also proposed that the

French and British nuclear capabilities be counted as being on our

side and that one should count forward based systems, and that one

should" control the B-1 and Trident deployments but not their new
missile deployments. It was a wholly one-sided approach.

Now, ; the 'Upshot of the further negotiations in the Vladivostok

accord does not seem to me to do much for us.

Senator Symington. Thank you.

Dr. Rathjens, would you comment?

WEAPONS SPENDINGS' ADVERSE ECONOMIC EIIECTS AND BADMOUTIIING
U.S. POSITION

Dr. Rattijens. Yes, sir, Senator. I am concerned about the effect

on our economy of spending a great deal of money in this area. I

think the effects are adverse. I can't think of any kind of investment

this country can make where the effects would he more troublesome

in terms of the effect on the economy because we are not building up
our capital plant, and the multiplier of effects are bad. Large expendi-

tures on weapons, it seems to me, can only be highly inflationary at

a time, we can't afford it and will increase those deficits.

Having said this, I do concede there is probably some advantage

in superiority or staying ahead or not getting too far behind, but I

think it is small, and I think the extent of that advantage is in large

measure in this area anyway, simply a function of what we say our-

selves. If we keep bad mouthing our position, if the Secretary of

Defense and the Secretary of State keep pointing out how perilous it

would be if the Soviet Union had a superiority in throw-weight, or

something like that—it can redound to our disbenefit around the

world to some extent.

Now, my concern about these negotiations is a reflection of my belief

the Russians are hard bargainers. That means that if we are going to

bargain effectively with them we are going to have bargaining chips,

and the Secretary of Defense and Secretary of State are going to have

to come up here on the Hill and exaggerate the importance of the Rus-

sian missiles and the Russian R. & D. programs and everything else

in order to get support. Maybe we will get an agreement as a result.

That is a possibility. But the two sure things that we can count on
are these : One, our budget will go up ; we will spend more on these

programs than we would have had they not made those kinds of state-

ments. I think this possibility is a little less troublesome with this Con-
gress than it has been with some of those in the past, but there will be

some such tendency. Two, the other sure effect is to exaggerate to the

rest of the world the importance of nuclear weaponry and I think this

is a bad thing. I think it is bad in terms of our international relations,

as I think it is bad in terms of domestic politics.

So, considering the climate at this time in this country, our economic

situation, and the fact that these strategic arms levels are now so

high, it is my view that changes don't make any military difference.

We really ought to just buy what we need, trusting the normal po-

61-004—76 S
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litical process to rletcrmino .vhat that is. We shoiild rely on the normal J

debate between the executive branch and the Cong^re^s to detet-mme ]

what we need, without the process being distorted by claims from

those who are concerned about the need for bargaining chips for

negotiating purposes.
THEORY or OVERKILL

Senator SiTsiixoTOx. I would like to ask one more question. My time

limit is almost up, so please be brief.
, • • . i ..u t

Mr. Secretary, do you believe there is anything in the theory ot

overkill? _ . . , , .

Mr. NiTZE. I do ; but I think it has been gi'ossly misstated most of

the times that I have heard it discussed.

Senator Case. I would be happy to yield as much time from mine

as is necessary for a complete answer to this question.

Senator Symixgtox. Of overkill ?

Senator Case. Yes.

Senator McGontsrn. That is fine.

Mr. NiTZE. It seems to me that the usual arguments about overkill

discuss the inventorv that the two sides have and particularly those

that the United States has. It would seem to me to be more pertinent

to discuss those weapons in inventory which could survive a first at-

tack and which would then contribute to a deterrent by being surviv-

able and having the capability to penetrate.

Second, it seems to me that when one looks at the programs that are

under discussion by the Congress the interesting problem is the prob-

lem of 5, 10, 15 years from now, because no program which is author-

ized by the Congress is in fact going to be in place in less than 5, 10.

15 years.

I think the third problem with the usual overkill argument, the

third assumption of the overkill argument, is that the strategy which
we would choose in the event of an attack is to launch our deterrent

forces against the otlier side's cities. I frankly think that that would
be a prescription for universal destruction, certainly of the United
States.

I would like to make one further point, that there is a problem when
one talks about equivalence and says that one is prepared to live with
substantially less than the other side. I referred in my statement to

figures of a two or a three to one differential in throw-weight at the
end of 10 years as JDeing the prospect. I also referred to the concept of
crisis instability. The whole point of the consideration of crisis in-

stability, for instance, the situation which existed in the fifties, was that
a small ijortion of the weapons on the attacker side could potentially
take out a greater proportion of the weapons of the other side in the
initial attack resulting in far greater disparities after the initial at-

tack than existed before it. Everything we have done from the late
fifties to the present time has been to try to assure that a situation
Avould not arise in which the attacker could radically change the ini-

tial ratios by strikins: first.

I think it IS a very unsound situation to let ourselves be in a position
where we sfart off on a two to one ratio but we end up after initial
attack in a 10 to 1 or 20 to 1 ratio against us.
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I would agree with Dr. Rathjens that we ought to look at this

problem from the standpoint of what we need, not from the standpoint
of bargaining chips and things of that kind. AVlicn 3'ou look at it from
the standpoint of what we need 5 or 10 years from now, I do not
believe we have an overkill capability. I am concerned that wc may
have too little capal)ility really to give us high quality deterrence and
particularly to avoid the risk that the side striking first could signifi-

cantly change the basic ratios.

Senator Symington. Thank you.

Dr. Rathjens.
OVERKILL CAPABILITY

Dr. Rathjens. I certainly believe there is something to overkill,

and we have got a great deal of it, and the Soviet Union has a great
deal, too. How much is scenario dependent ? Secretary Nitze is quite

right in noting that if one assumes an adversary attack the qiiestion

is how much would be left after it had been absorbed, thoiigli there

are other scenarios where that is not important. But even in that case,

T think we have got overkill that is beyond all reason already, and
we will be moving very much further in that direction if we go down
the path on which we seem committed.

Let me just give you a couple of nimibers to try to illustrate tliat

point.

If I understand it correctly, when our present programs for

MIRVing our missiles are completed, the land-based ones will include

perhaps 20 or 25 percent of the number of warheads that we can
deliver on the Soviet Union. Ev^en if they were all knocked out in a

preemptive attack, and I think it unlikely that they would be, we
would still have left 75 or 80 percent of what we have, a large fraction

of that in submarines and a large fraction in the bomber force. So I

am not concerned about crisis stability to anywhere near the degree
that I believe Secretary Nitze is. In fact, my view is that we are in an
extraordinarily stable situation as regards crises, that it would be

madness for either side to strike first, and that it will be that way
for a long time. That being the case, we ought to take advantage of
this situation and get rid of a lot of this weaponry we don't need.

There are another set of kind of scenarios that the Secretary of

Defense keeps talking to us about. He talks about using nucleai-

weapons selectively in smaller number to take out a limited target

system. I submit that we have an enormous overkill capability in that

respect too. If we want to laiock out 10 powerplants or something
like that in the Soviet Union, I am sure we can do it. It would take a

very small fraction of the strategic force we have. All of those

scenarios, I would suggest, could be carried out with forces 20 percent
of the size we now have.

I might say I don't approve of the direction he is proposing we
move, but if one does give credence to those scenarios, I think we
have overkill capability.

Senator Symingtox. Thank you.
Senator Case.
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ASS^t^TIOXS UXDERLTING STATEMENT REGARDING APPROXIMATE
'""..'

EQUALITY OF BOMBER FORCES

Senfitqr Case, :Mr. Xitze, would you tell us what your rssumptions

are wTicn you state that in view of our lighter air defense, bombei-

forces'are approximately equal? That is an interesting point and I

thinkOfie that has not been made before us.

:Mr. NrrzE. Tlio assumptions undei-lying that statement were that

we would continue with the B-1 program, which it isn't certain that

we will continue Avith. I was assuming that the Soviet side will con-

tinue with their Backfire program, and I would think that in the

10-yca;; period they would have a large deployment of Backfires. I

understand that they also have underway some kind of work on a

bomber of the general class of the B-1—I think they are far from
deployment yet. But I would assume further that the Soviets would
maintain and im.prove their air defense capability—^they have some
10,000 air-to-surface missile launchers today—and that they would
continue to work on that with the high priority that they have put
into it in the past, I further assume that we on the other hand will

say with the decision which, as I said, goes back to the days vvdien I
was in the Pentagon, when we greatly cut down on our air defenses.

"When you look at the net capability of both sides, taking into ac-
count prciaunch survivability, escape survivability and capability to
penetrate, I would judge the two bomber forces will have approxi-
mately equal capability 10 years from now, I am not even sure that it

wouldn't. turn against us because I know that what unopposed bomber
forces can do is enormous and that as air defenses have improved over
the years the problem of penetration can become very great indeed.
There is further the point that in the discussions that are going on

in Geneva, there is this confusion as to whether or not air-to-surface
missiles are to be limited to 600 kilometers and whether this includes
cruise niissiles as well as ballistic missiles. I see no reason why you
shouldn't limit or count air-to-surface ballistic missiles of a range
greater than 600 kilometers. When it comes to cruise missiles, if the
B-52's and B-l's are not permitted to have longer range cruise missiles,
I have great doubts as to their penetration capability, I looked at a
study by the Brookings Foundation the other day in which they were
advocating an alternate program to the B-1 because they thought the
B-1 was too expensive. But what they were talking about is a wide-
bodied plane like the 747 or C-5 which would carry"]ong-range cruise
missiles. Tf the cruise missiles are effectively to be banned in the Vlad-
ivostok Agreement, of course, all those alternatives fall by the wayside.

I rather agree with George that one wouldn't be so concerned about
very clear y increasing vulnerability of our Minuteman if one were to
m.'nntam high confidence for instance, in our bomber force, but in
orc.cr (o maintain high confidence in our bomber force I think it is
necessary to go down the line of either the B-1 or of something lilce the
alternative program, one or the other is necessary if you are ^oino- to
mn intain h igh confidence in your bomber force.

It isn't just a question of what weight a bomber can theoretically
carry, 1 lie question is whether it can get to anv useful target and be
precise m hitting that target, I take very seriously the risk not only
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to our Minuteman force but also to our bomber force. I for one would
be for going about the business of being assured \:e liad inland dis-

persed fields in order to increase the prelaunch survivability of our
bomber force. I would also think it is important to go to the B-1,
Avliich is a harder plane than the B-52 and which, therefore, doesn't
have to fly out as far to survive.

Xow when you look at the SLBM component, there is a possibility
that the great advantage we have had in the past where, for instance,
the littoral around the Atlantic was largely in friendly hands, isn't

necessarily going to continue with the Portuguese situation, things of
that kind. We may in the future have different problems. I would
put high priority on getting the Trident I missile. It isn't an easy
job to make any new weapon system reliable so that you can have con-
fidence in it. It takes real work to achieve reliability. In summary, I

think we have a substantial task before us to assure the maintainance
of high quality deterrence.

ECONOMIC COXSEQUEXCES OF DEFENSE SPENDING

The other point that the chairman asked me about was the economic
consequence. Tliere is no doubt that every dollar that you have to

spend for defense is a dollar that you can't spend for something else.

But is defense, is the avoidance of a situation where there would be a
temptation to somebody to strike us with nuclear weapons not a vahie?
It would seem to me the Constitution is clear; one of the purposes laid

down in the Preamble to the Constitution is to j)rovide for the common
defense. The idea that expenditures that are devoted to the common
defense are somehow or other not productive, seems to me to have a bias

in it which changes entirely the concept of our society, at least as I

understand it, and changes the concept of the constitutional duty of
the Congress and executive branch under the Constitution.

QUESTIONS OF ACTUAL AND POLITICAL VULNERABILITY

Senator Case. These matters come down in broad terms, don't they,

to two propositions. One is the broad question of the actual vulnerabil-

ity, looking ahead, of our deterrent force, or the Russians' against us.

The other question is what may appear to the world to be that vulner-

ability, and this concerns world opinion or how the world looks at the
relative strengths of the Soviet Union and ourselves.

How important is the political side of vulnerability ?

Mr. NiTZE. Well, I quite agree that there are two levels of analysis,

one of them is how one looks at it in an analytical sense as to what
would happen in this scenario or that scenario, and the other is the

broad public appreciation of the relative position of the two sides.

Let me first of all say on the analytical problem, I quite agree that it

is not possible for anybody to be wholly precise about it because the

possible scenarios are so many. And to project accurately is so difficult

that there is an unavoidable degree of uncertainty in computing any
of these things analytically. But as to broad, politically significant

judgments I think there was no doubt, for instance, in the days when
we had a nuclear monopoly, that we had a nuclear monopoly. I think
there was no doubt in the fifties that there was a danger of instability,

that the Soviet forces were on a small number of bomber fields, that
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ours were on a small number of bomber fields and that the side strik-

ing fii-st had a chance of taking out say 90 percent of the other side s

forces in an initial attack. There wasn't any doubt m anybody s mmcl

in the period after 1962, that the situation was both moving toward

essential equivalence or paritv. And of crisis stability. I think the

world understood that and understands rough parity and crisis stabil-

ity exists today.
, 1 1 • p ^ 1

I would wori-y about a situation where the underlying factors has

chanired in a gross sense because I do not believe that it is possible for

us to kid ourselves. After all, we do talk. On balance I am all for speak-

ing well of our strategic capability but we have seen before what hap-

pens when the executive branch overstates what tlie position is. There

are bound to be people who will say that tliere is an overstatement if

there is o'le. Frankly, George and I are amongst those who have from

time to time said so when we have felt that the executive branch, was
overstating, for instance, the accomplishments of ]*»Ioscow and Vlad-

i\ostok. I JTirmly believe that they were overstating them, and I am sure

that there are people who are going to say claims are overstated when
they are overstated. Therefore, it is to my mind important to try to

got tlie difference between what the executive branch says and what the

facts are as sniall as possible. I think you run into grave dangers when
the executive branch overstates the facts.

MEASUREMENT OF C0MPARATI\'E CAPABILITIES OF MISSILES

Senator McGo\tern. Dr. Rathjens and Secretary Nitze, I am sorry
I wasn't here for your statements, but I read and appreciated both of
them.

I know, Mr. Nitze, that you attach quite a bit of significance to the
throw-weight factor. You say, for example, in your statement, that
"To reduce the danger of nuclear war it would be more important to
limit the throw-weight of the missile forces of both sides, particularly
of the fixed ICBM forces, than to put a ceiling on the number of
launchers."

IT:isn"t it been our position as a Government that just the reverse was
true? We have attached more importance to accuracy and delivera-
bility, ability to penetrate, than we have to the actual size of the
warhead?

^Ir. XiTZK. I said earlier in the piece tliat the most ussful measure

—

the most useful verifiable measure—of the comparable capabilities of
missiles, in my view, was throw-weight.

"With respect to accuracy, there is no doubt tliat accuracy can be a
more important function even than throw-weidit. But a^ciiracv I be-
lieve not to be vei-ifiably limitable. It is difficult enough for us to know
what the accuracy of our own missiles is and it is almost impossible to
wave a very firm grasp on what the accuracv of the other side's missiles
will be 5 years from nov;. 10 vears from now. or even today. Thus, ac-
niracy is not, I believe, a verifiablv limitable characteristic of missiles.
1 h row-weight may not be precisely verifiable—you can't verify it with
complete precision—but you can get a pretty ffood grasp on it.' It is the
capacity of a missile to lift weight into an intercontinental trajectory;
tliat weight can then be used either for MIRVed packages or accuracy
packages or for penetration aids or anv of these other things. It is to
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my mind by far the best measure of the relative capability of a missile

booster. What you put on the end of that missile booster is not directly

verifiable
;
you can put anything on it you want to.

Senator McGovern. If what you say is true, that you can't verify ac-

curacy on either side, with either heavy warheads or lighter warheads,
tlie critical factor then becomes the number you have. You increase j-our

striking power if you have additional launchers.

I3IP0RTAXCE OF TIIRO-\V-AVEIGHT QUESTIONED

The Secretary of Defense in his annual report gave us figures with
which I am sure you are familar indicating that we have 8,500 sepa-

ratel}' deliverable warheads to the Soviet Union's 2.800, That seems to

iv,e to be an enormous amount on both sides when you consider the ex-

plosiA-e power of these weapons. I suppose any one would have the

capability of destroying a city. Vv^ith that it is a little hard for me to

understand that great importance that you attach to the throw-weight.

It is my impression tliat when an explosion takes place, it is three

dimensional. A lot of the danger is vertical rather than horizontal, so

you don't get anywhere near double the target damage from two mega-
tons over one megaton because of the cliaracteristic of the explosion.

Is tliat not true ?

Mr. NiTZE. Mr. Senator, the point that I would like to make is that

what I have been most concerned about is the survivability of an ade-

quate deterrent posture on our side, and if you are looking at the

survivability of our deterrent posture, one of the things you look at

is tiie survivability, for instance, of hardened fixed points such as our

Minuteman silos. 'And with respect to hardened fixed points such as

Minuteman silos, there it does make a difference as to what the size of

the RV (reentry vehicle) is that is coming in. It is very hard to have
high confidence' that a small warhead will in fact be able to take out a

hardened fixed silo. It is much more reliable to use one or two large

weapons to take out a silo than it would be to use a number of smaller

ones. Thei-e is also the question of the effect of one weapon exploding

upon the other ones coming in. It is hard to have confidence in more
tlian two going in at a given hard target. So that it does make an enor^

mous difference whether those hard target killing EV's have a megaton
or Avbether tk.ev have a« o^r Poseidon missiles do. 40 kilotons, which is

one-twenty-fifth thereof. It is almost inconceivable that you would use

Poseidon warheads ajrainst hard fixed targets. It rloesn't work out tliat

way. Many, I think the gTeat majority, of the 8.000 RV's that you talk

about are in fact the Poseidon ones. I forget what percentaire, but I

think it would probably be 80 percent of the number of missile RVs
yon were talking about.

The bombers, of course, are an entirely different weapon system.

Ti.e bombers take a long time to get from one continent to the other.

They v/ould not be the weapons that you would use in trying to take

out the other fellow's deterrent forces. They, therefore, are a stabiliz-

ing force. I am for bombers because the}^ are inheveiitly a defense for

tli'e side being struck first. If you look at the various components of

our deterrent forces one has to look beyond just these gross numbers,

sudi as say 8,000 RVs. "\"\Tiat kind of RV's. wliat can yon do with them,

under what scenario ? You have to look at those problems.
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ARMS AGREEMEXTS' TEXDEXCY TO ESCALATE ARMS RACE

Senator McGomsrx. One of the things that worries me about the

arms agreement is that each time we get into one, it raises some new
problem that tends to escalate the arms race rather than slow it down.

We didn't hear much talk prior to the SALT I agreement about throw-

weight, but once an agreement on numbers was reached, we then began

to talk about the necessity of building up the throw-weight. It seemed

to set the stage for another escalation. If I read your statement cor-

rectly, the implication you draw on the basis of these earlier agree-

ments is that we now need to begin building up the size of our war-

heads. It is not very hopeful as far as I am concerned in terms of any
reductions.

Mr. NiTZE. I wasn't trying to suggest that we necessarily would
build up the size of our warheads to match theii-s. All I am saying is

that it is an important consideration which must be taken into account

in looking at the relative capabilities of the two sides and in assessing

whether or not we are going to be able to maintain a high quality

deterrent and avoidance of nuclear war out through the next 10 yesLTS

and beyond.
Senator McGo^-erx. Senator Case has been good enough to yield

to me so I could complete. I hope I can come back. I have some addi-
tional questions. If I may, I would like to submit two or three questions
to both of you in writing, if I don't have an opportunity to come back.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you Senator Case.

QUESTIOX OF LIMITIXG CRUISE MISSILES

Senator Case. IMr. Nitze, on this matter of effectiveness of the bomb-
ers and the relationship of the cruise missiles to that effectiveness and
your concern that an agreement would be made to curtail those mis-
siles, is it proposed that 600 kilometer cruise missiles be included as
part of the 2,400 total?

Does this trouble you and would it be bad to count these missiles
as part of that number ?

Mr. NiTZE. The fii-st comment is that I believe that it is the executive
branch's position today that cruise missiles should not be limited to
000 kilometers and that this is under discussion in Geneva. I am not
certain of that.

Senator Case. I thinlv that is probably true.
Mr. NiTZE. I believe that to be the case.
Second, wiiy is this an important question. I think that it is neces-

sarv, it has been for a long time considered to be necessary, in order to
assist the penetration capabilitv of the B-52's, to have in the first
instance Hound Dogs and then improved Penetration Aids. Hound!
iJogs are long-range cruise missiles, longer than 600 kilometers.

JNow, I believe that all the studies that I have seen indicate that the
penetration capability of a bomber is greatly affected whether or not^
ir can carry cruise missiles of a range greater than 600 kilometers. I
hink It is important and it contributes to the deterrent. I do not be-
lieve that the Russians conceive of us laimching an initial attack with
li-1 s with SKAM's (short-range attack missile) and cruise missiles
on them as part of an initial attack on the Soviet Union. This is not
the kind of weapons system you would use for that purpose.
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U.S. BOMBER SITUATIOX

Senator Symixgton. I personally cut the first order for the B-52*s
and the justification for them was that they could fly so high they were
invulnerable. Today, the higher a plane flies, tlie more vulnerable it

is. They came along with the B-70 after the B-52 and pretty soon the
vulnerability was clear, as well as the incredible cost. The Secretary of
Defense has already testified that the B-1 will cost a minimum of $S4
million apiece, and there are some studies out I understand, which if

you include the $3 billion of research and development you get a price

of about $140 million apiece. $14 billion for 100 airplanes. The justi-

fication for the B-1 as against a bomber like the B-70 is that tlie B-1
could come in on the deck. Everything that came in on the deck in the
"67 war was very successful. Six years later everj-thing that came in on
the deck during the Yom Kippur Avar was shot to pieces promptly.
Consequently, much of the justification for the B-1 has now
evaporated.
The great mistake we made in my opinion was canceling the Sky-

bolt, for many different reasons, political reasons that involved
France and Great Britain. AVhat you are talking about now is the

A^alue of a launching platform. To get a launching platform for air-to-

ground missiles—and this disturl)s many of us wlio believe econouiy
is part of national security—you are going to pay a high piice. Already
it is obvious that it will cost at least $100 million apiece for a penetra-

tion bomber that is today considered less effective because of the great

advancement in missiles. I submit that for your thoughts.

There is one statement I do take issue with from the standpoint of

fact. I wish 3'OU would check it. You say the Soviet Backfire bomber
is three times the plane in comparison with our FB-111. I don't

think that is correct.

Mr. NrrzE. I was using the gross takeoff Aveight of the tA\-o

compared.
Senator Syimixotox. Of course, we have a lieaA'y fleet of tankers

AA'hich can be utilized. I merely mentioned this to stress the bomber
situation. It is one subject I do knoAv a little bit about.

Mr. NiTZE. I knoAV you do.

Senator Stmixgtox. Thank you.

COMPAEATIA'E EFFECTIAT:XESS OF MISSILES AND BOMBERS

Senator Case. You knoAv so much about this that I v.'ould be very

happy if you Avould intervene Avith any questions you might have.

I think my question now is whether this iuA^olves a calculation of

each missile"^ as a missile. Poseidon, for example, is considered as

an equivalent to an intercontinental missile in a silo. Is there any rea-

son to think of a missile coming from a platform of an airplane as a

dift'erent thing? I just Avant to bring this out as a matter of what your

thinking is about this. I take it vou^haA-e a feeling that the reason the

bombers are so effective is that they can survive.

Mr. NiTZE. No; that they will "be able to penetrate by virtue of the

air-to-surface missiles that thev can carrv, and thus get close to tlie

target and use their SRAINI's, that is right. I think they can survive

but it clearly isn't going to be 100 percent survivability and it isn t
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troing to be 100 percent penetration capability. To my mind the real

issue comes down to the one as to whether or not we consider it to be

important to the national defense to maintain a highly credible

rent.

Senator Case. Oh sure, there is no question about that and you can

see that the I^Iinuteman can contribute as well, but the degree of its con-

tribution, I think, wil] go down as it becomes more vuhierable. In the

latter instance, one might look to the lx)mber. Senator Symington has

talked to the question of cost and difficulties of penetrating at low

altitude. It is very difficult to penetrate at high altitude. I think if you

put further inhibitions on its capability you then very much inhibit

the capability of the bomber force to make a contribution. Then what
are you left with? You are left with the SLBM and you are left v/ith

the possibility of mobile ICBM forces, either land mobile or, as Sen-

ator Symington said, air mobile.

ADVANTAGE OF AIR-TO-GROUND MISSILE LAUNCHING PLATFORM

Senator Symington. I think there is great advantage in having a

launching platform for air-to-ground missiles. Of course, that ad-

vantage is increased by the range of the missile that is launched. And
one of the sad aspects of cancellation of the Skybolt is that not
only was it ballistic and Hound Dog is not, but it had a range twice as

long as Hound Dog's. It would seem to me that instead of putting this

incredible amomit of money into a bomber which is only going to be
justifiable if it can be successful over an extended period of enemy ter-

ritory—and you have mentioned tremendous ground-to-air defense
the Soviets have built—it would be better to concentrate on the launch-
ing platform, whether it is 747 or C-5, or something else of that char-
acter, or whether to spend money for rejuvenation or modernization of
the B-52 itself.

Mr.^ NiTZE. In order to make that launching platform effective it

must be permitted for it to launch longer range missiles. Is that not
right?

Senator Symington. Yes.
Mr, Nitze. Cruise missiles are not going to be themselves 100 per-

cent survivable and in order to be able'to penetrate you have to launch
a lot of them because some of them are going to be shot down. You
are trying to flood the defenses. So if you try t"o equate one cruise mis-
sile with, for instance, SS-18 missile, vou really are comparing fleas
and elephants.

Senator Case. This is the point I wanted to have brought out.
Senator Symington. Getting back once more to the bomber situa-

tion, it seems to me that it is not important to dwell on the importance
oi pe-ietration of the airplane itself in vicAv of the abilitv of the air-
plane to launch air-to-ground ballistic missiles in the weapon setup.

It ]ust occurred to me that when Dr. York testified before us he
stated that some of the Triad would not have been built if we had
known otier weapons systems would have worked. As you Icnow, I
have been a tremendous advocate of the SLBM. Until we learn how
to see through water I don't see how anvbody is going to stop subma-
rines moving around in the water successfully and, of course, they
carivv gigantic amounts of nuclear weapons oi\ them, far more than
has been thought of in the past.
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CONSIDERATIONS AFFECTING RATIFICATION OF TREATY

Senator Case. Would either of you think we ought to reject the
treaty if it doesn't move in the direction that you have indicated, or
if it does not include further limitation on throw-weight, for example?

]\Ir, NiTZE. I have in mind two c^uestions. One is whether the treaty
includes bans on tilings which I would think would be important to
maintaining in the long run future a high quality deterrence for the
United States, If, for instance, it were to ban land mobiles and air
mobiles or long range ballistic missiles dropped from aircraft, I would
think then we are locking ourselves into a position where there is very
little we can do in order to correct the grovving survivabilitj'^ of our
JNIinuteman. Under those circumstances I, for one, would not vote for
ratification of that kind of a treaty but I would not want to call oil

the negotiations. I would be inclined to ask the executive branch to
go back and negotiate some more.
With respect to the throvr-weight limitation, there I think if it were

possible to negotiate something along the lines of what I suggest in

my statement, I think it would be a much better treaty for both sides.

As I said, this is a very difficult negotiating task. If the treaty came
back without those provisions in it I think I would probably vote for
its approval, if it did not prevent the other things that I am talking
about. But I would have no illusion that it was contributing much, if

anything, to relieving the defense problem of the United States or
contributing in the way an agreement of this kind should, to tlie

maintenance of peace and the avoidance of nuclear war.
Senator Case. Professor Eathjens, you have suggested something

tliat has been increasinjjly concerning me for some time now, and that is

the possibility that tliis process of trying to get an arms agreement
might in itself have the unanticipated effect of entailing precedent
arms liuild-up.

Would you vote against the treaty on that ground ?

Dr. Eathjens. No, not necessarily and probably not. My concern is

that, to put it in a nutshell, I think we pay a heavy price during the

negotiating process in order to get a treaty that may or may not be at

the end of that process. Once you have paid the price, if the treaty is a

reasonable one, one probably ought to vote for it. You have already

paid the price. There are some kinds of agreement I think you would
vrant to reject. If it turns out tlie only kind of deal that could be

negotiated would be so asymmetric as to produce a very bad domestic

reaction, then I would say vote against it. With respect to the kind of

agreement we are talking about now, one based on Vladivostok, it

seems to me that is about the only kind of consideration that there

would be to recommend against supj:)orting it. I think the levels that

are likely to be reached and the loopholes that are likely to exist for

both sides to exploit are going to be so larjie that it will not be effective

as an arms control measure anyway; and if it is of any political utility

to have it, why not ? There will pro];ably be some political disadvantage

in rejecting it, so I would say vote for it if it is not going to cause too

mucli domestic dissatisfaction.

NEED FOR EQUALITY IN THROW-WETGHT

Senator Case. I have one other question. I sense though you have a

good deal of the same kind of feeling that Secretary Schlesinger has
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as to the need to maintain a U.S. counterforce capability. Your argu-

ment as to tlie need for equality in throw-weight seems to emphasize

the importance of being able to destroy hard targets. I wish you

would expand upon this.

Mr. NiTZE. It is undoubtedly a very difficult issue.

Senator Case. I know it is.

Mr. NiTZE. In my view it would be desirable for both sides if they

are interested in avoiding a nuclear war between them, for neither of

them to have the capability of destroying the ICBM silos of the other

side to any substantial percentage. I mean any more than say 75 per-

cent of them.
One can conceive of such kinds of armaments. Supposing both

sides had 5,000 ICBlNI's each limited to 100 kilograms of throw-

weight—in other words 240 pounds throw-weight for each missile. It

is inconceivable that you could MIRV such a missile. It is also in-

conceivable that anybody could get 100-percent reliability in their

missiles or that they could get 100-percent single shot kill probability

with a missile of that size against the enemy's silos. It would then be

inconceivable that either side could profit from trying to strike the

silos of the other side. So that under tliose cii'cumstances I think one
would have a very stable relationship between the two sides. Under
those circumstances it would not be intelligent for either side to strike

the other side's ICBINI's. That is not the situation when you ha^e
missiles of the size of the SS-IS Avith, say 15.000 to 16,000 pounds of
throw-weight, which is 60 times the throw-weight for missiles in my
illustration. So what I was suggesting was that one of the most useful
Avays of conducting tliese negotiations was to try to limit the size,

limit the numbers of these large missiles and thus "the quantity of this
destabilizing excess throw-weight in the missile forces.
The other question, if we can't do that, is whether it would be wise

for the United States to build something lik-e their SS-19's, which
are less than half the size of the SS-18. Whether that would be wise
or not, I do not know. I think I would put it low down on the priority
of things to do, but it is certainly something one would have to
consider.

Senator Case. The important thing is to maintain the deterrent?
Mr. NiTZE. That is what I think.
Senator Case. That is the basic objective. But it could be done

tlirough other ways, by mobiles, by all kinds of unorthodox weapon
systems.

]Mr. NiTZE. I would put a higher prioiity upon seeing whether we
f'iin't devise and deploy a mobile system which wouldn't be vulnerable
in the same way or to the same extent Minuteman silos are.

IMPORTAXCE OF COUNTERFOKCE CAPABILITY

Senator Case. I wish you would comment on the general question.
Dr. Ratiijexs. On the general question of high accuracv and beins

able to destroy the other fellow's silos ?

Senator Case. The importance of counterforce capability. I take
It on the basic ([uestion that both of you consider that the most im-
portant thmg is to retain a deterrent.
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Dr. RathJENS. Well, I tliink we have got more counterforce ca-

pability than we need and so do they.

Senator Case. That means looking down the road.

Dr. Rathjens. Looking down the road, it will get worse on both
sides. The accuracy on both sides will likely improve. Yields will

likel}' imj)rove. And reliability will likely ini])rovo. All of this will

mean that the vulnerability of any fixed hardened targets, silos or

otherwise, will increase, and I thiidv this is an unfortunate trend.

There are ways that one can conceive of limiting it and some of us
have thought at times that it might be interesting to try to put limits

on testing, to restrict the number of flight tests that each side could

liave to say a dozen a year for missiles. That Avould go a long way
toward limiting the attainment of higher reliability and higher accu-

racy. I would still favor that, if it didn't get bogged down in a long

negotiating process with all of the troubles I mentioned earlier. I do
not agfoo wuth the Secretai'v of Defense that we need -a better hard
target kill capability. I would oppose our going ahead with improved
accuracy. I don't tliink we need that. I think we have more than we
need now. And 1 would oppose our doing it no matter what the other

side does. I think we have quite enough. I am not nearly as concerned

about this first strike (juestion as I think some other people are. I can't

conceive of accuracies and reliabilities getting to the point where you
can lay a weapon on the target and destroy it with 100-percent con-

fidence. Even the possibility, however, somehoAv doesn't bother me
very much because there are all of the submarines out there, and
bombers, some of them are in Europe, as Senator Symington })ointed

out, so that it would be absolute madness, even if you could be assured

of knocking out the other fellow's ICBM's lOO" percent, to try this

soi't of thing.

Still, I think moving in this direction is unfortunate because it does

raise fears in the minds of some people, it is likely to cause reaction

on the other side : and I am particularly troubled about its effect on

the rest of the world. It seems to me if we advertise that we are trying

to develop weapons that can be delivered with such precision that they

can knock out targets without any collateral damage to population,

the message to the world is that we are tiying to make these weapons

useful for all sorts of contingencies, and that we are trying to make
nuclear weapons a more useful instrument of power.

When we do that it does seem to me it provides the best possible

rationale for anybody in any other country to argue in favor of ac-

quiring nuclear weapons, too. "These Americans think they can use

them selectively without escalation; they may use them against us; or

in any case thev think they are good because they are accurate, and

so can be used to laiock out military targets without destroying civdian

population. Then everyone better have them." I think that is a terrible

direction in which to be moving.

POSSIBILITY OF TOO MUCH FLEXIBILITY IN NUCLEAR CAPABILITY

Senator Case. Of course, there is another possibility, and that is

that people might be tempted to use nuclear capability for political

objectives and as a substitute for conventional forces, either offensive
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or defensive, or in response to aggressive action in areas around the

world. I don't know if that is a factor in either of your thinking about

tliis that we might have too much flexibility.

Dr. Rathjens. It is a factor in my thinking and I think we have

too much in some respects.

Senator Case. I think it is an illusion myself, at least I suggest the

possibility of it is an illusion. I can't imagine any small exchange of

weapons which wouldn't result in what I think would be unacceptable

casualties, absent a high degree of civilian defense, which I think

would be unacceptable to all of us.

Dr. Rathjens. I will comment on that. I can imagine such an ex-

change, but I don't think it is likely. My guess is that you are right,

that escalation would occur and get out of hand. If so, there would

be a large number of people killed and I wouldn't want to take that

chance. So I would like to see us not move in the direction of trying

to acquire that capability.

CIVIL DEFENSE PROBLEM

You mentioned the civil defense problem. I am troubled by it. If

you want to minimize damage, if you want to play the game where
you make nuclear weapons more useful—more credible instruments of

power—the nuclear war fighting game—you probably do want a bet-

ter civil defense capability. To get better civil defense capability you
have to go out and beat the drum telling the American public they are

in great peril and raising the spectre of all sorts of threats that
may or may not exist. This is a bad direction in which to move. I don't
think many Americans would be very eager to buy a substantial civil

defense capability now, and I wouldn't myself, unless you scare them
half to death. I don't want to see that happen. So I feel this would be
a very unfortunate direction in which to move.

LACK OF CONTROL OVER WHAT THE OTHER SIDE DOES

Senator Case. Mr. Nitze, do you have any comments on that general
area? I know that you would rather talk more about the precise
matter of weaponry, and I appreciate that. too.
Mv. Nitze. I guess the thing that worries me is that we don't have

control over what the other side does, as is demonstrated by the diffi-

culty of negotiating these agreements, that our values are not shared
by the other side.

What concerns me is the differences in viewpoint between the two
sides. I agree with George, that almost nobodv in th& United States
wants to go into a heavy civil defense program. But, on the other hand,
the Soviet Union does have a civil defense proirram and has a larsfe
civil defense program. Perhaps they have some difficulties with it;
their public opinion may not be that enthusiastic about it; but thev
have It and they work hard at it. Second, with respect to the tech-
nological progress which makes it possible now to have cleaner weap-
ons, much cleaner weapons than they used to be, where it is possible
to have hifrher accuracy, where you could aspire to take out hardened
points with airbursts as well as groundbursts. it is conceivable that one
could mount an attack on our Minuteman silos vrhich was bound to
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have casualties but not bound to have the immense casualties which
we used to contemplate would result from that kind of an attack. The
question then at issue is what v^'ou]d we do in response to such an at-

tack if it were to occur. As the ones who then have to decide whether
to initiate an anti-city attack, I would think we would be much better
off if we initiated an attack on other military targets than we would
be hi initiating an attack on cities. It would seem to me there is a dif-

ficult cutoff between the ability to take out other military targets and
being sure that the other side isn't afraid that you are moving toward
a capacity of taking out the fixed land-based portion of their deter-

rent. After all, the Soviet Union is movins: in the direction where we
have real concern about their ability to take out the fixed land-based
portion of our deterrent. This leads to the question of the degree to

which one can lead by unilateral actions. George suggests the thing
for us to do is unilaterally do what we would hope that both would
do. In the past I think we have been disappointed in those efforts.

I remember at the end of World War II when we thought that the

threat to our security had been solely from Hitler and Japan, and they
were both defeated. Why shouldn't we, under those circumstances,

go into a radical demobilization. We went into the point system of

demobilization and completely demobilized within a period of months.
We couldn't even send a carrier task force up to Alaska in January
194n, as I remember, because we didn't have the experienced men that

could run the ships. So certainly we led with complete demobilization.

I don't think it followed that that was, therefore, the thing which
others wanted to do. Certainly Stalin didn't think thr\t wns the ap-

propriate thing for him to do. The idea that you are going to get

reciprocity is just as apt to cut the other way. In fact, I think the real

danger is that the other side might see opportunities opening wliich

they didn't see before. So I have great difficulty with just looking at

this thing unilaterally and doing unilateral!}^ what we would like both

sides to do.

Senator Case. Thank you.

IMPRG^^NG U.S. NATIONAL SECUEITY

Seiiator Symington. Thank you. We have gotten pretty far into

the philosophy of our own Government as against the philosophy of

the SoAaet Union. As you know, I have watched a lot of these gaps

explode, like the bomber gap. This resulted in the United States

building a tremendous amount of weapons Ave vrouldn't have built if

we had known the facts. The missile gap was the same way.

"\niat we are talking about is something that could have a mini-

mum effect in improving our national security compared to greater

security derived from improving the economy. I want to see us have

everything necessary for the security of the United States, but when
you talk about this business of limited nuclear war, the distinction be-

tween a tactical nuclear war and a strategic nuclear war is difficult

to perceive. As chairman of the Military Application Subcommittee

of the Joint Atomic Energv Committee. I am astounded at the degree

of overkill characteristic todav of both sides. I doubt if a nuclear war

could be held to, "You throw" a three, I will throw a five, you throw

a five and I will throw a seven." I don't think it vrill work that way.
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A nuclear war would destroy civilization as we know it, and the dan-

j^er of this occurring grows with the proliferation of nuclear arms.

Six countries now possess nuclear arms; but only three have signed

the Non-proliferation Treaty.

It is no longer just a matter of what nuclear agreements we make
with the Soviets. When there are 20 scorpions in the bottle you are

going to have a problem regardless of what the 2 leading scorpions do.

I have some questions I would like to submit for the record for you
and also for Dr. llathjens. But there is one question I would like to

ask at this time of you both.

RATIFICATION OF 19 74 PROTOCOL TO ABM TREATY

Do you favor, Mr. Secretary, Senate ratification of the 1974 protocol
to the treaty limiting antiballistic missile sj'stems ?

Mr. XiTZE. I do.

Senator Symington. Dr. Rathjens?
Dr. Eathjex.s. Yes, I do, too.

Senator Symington. Thank you both very much for giving us very
constructive warnings on a subject which I think is the most important
facing the world today. Certainly we will be in touch and look forward
to getting further assistance and advice from you.

^Ir. XiTZE. Thank you.
Dr. RathJENS. Thank you.
Senator Syimington. Thank you very much.

'

[Whereupon, at 11 :55 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, subject
to the call of the Chair].



NON-PROLIFERATION ISSUES

FBIDAY, JULY 18, 1975

United States Senate,
Subcommittee on Arms Control,

'nternational Organizations and Security Agreements
of the CoilMITTEE ON FoREIGN ReLxVTIONS,

Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 4221,

3irksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Stuart Symington (cliairman

)f the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Senators Syming-ton, Biden, Case, and Javits.

Senator Symington. Tliis Iiearing will come to order.

I have a short statement I would like to read.

witnesses

Before doing so, ]Mr. Porter, would you be good enough to identify

he people you have v;ith you—-Hon. Dwight Porter, our prime wit-

less, and his associate, Walter O. Enright.
3Ir. Porter. Yes, indeed, Senator.

To my left is JNIr. Enright. vrhom you just mentioned, who is the

nanager of the area marketing for the Latin America Begion of

Westinghouse and Water Be?xtors Division.

To my right is A. L. Bethel, who is vice president and general man-
iiger of the Water Reactors Division.

Senator Symington. Thank you.

opening statement

Tins morning the Subcommittee on Arms Control, International

Organizations and Security Agreem.ents of the Senate Committee on
Foreign Relations resumes its inquiry into the problem of nuclear

proliferation—a problem of unparalleled importance for the future

security of the world, for, if inany more states, and possibly even sub-

national oToups, gain nuclear weapons, there will be no security for

anyone, despite all efforts of the present nuclear Aveapons states to

curb their arms race.

Yet, with the recent conclusion of an unprecedented multibillion

lollar nuclear deal between West Germany and Brazil, efforts at curb-

ing nuclear weapons proliferation have definitely been set back.

This accord marks the first time that any nation capable of supply-

ing nuclear materials has agi-eed to provide another nation with a

?omplete fuel cycle—in other words, with all the equipment, fuel and
:echnolog}^ needed to develop nuclear weapons—and, moreover, the

(123 ,
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recipient nation has refused to ratify the Non-Proiiferation Treaty,

and, what is more, possesses extensive uranium deposits.

Bv the terms of this agreement, Brazil has consented to mspectioii

procedures in accordance with the provisions of the International

Vtomic Enerijv Agency; but it is now clearly apparent that, if Brazil,

or any otliei^ nation which possesses a complete nuclear fuel cycle

should decide to become a nuclear weapons power, there would b€

nothing the Agency could do to prevent such a development. It has

no pow'ers of eidier 'prevention or enforcement.

What this subcommittee seeks to examine this morning are certair

backii-round aspects of the German-Brazilian accord, which, as wf

understand, first involved negotiations between Brazil and the West-

ino-house Electric Corp. and,'only later, companies in West Germany

The sul>committee also notes that last month the Department oJ

State testified that the United States had tried to stop West Gemianj

from concluding this potentially dangerous accord with Brazil, but

could not succeed. Yet, later the same month, the Chancellor of West

Germany stated at a news conference in Bonn that the American Gov-

ernment "has not expressed a word of criticism to us."

In that connection, we will have Government witnesses later to cleai

this matter up.

This moi-ning's testimony should help us in understanding the posi-

tion of the Westinghouse Corp. during the early negotiations relating

to Brazil^ purchase of a full nuclear fuel cycle. We shall also examine
developments in the nuclear field related to the Common Market's
reported turn to the Soviet Union for enriched uranium which it has

in the past purchased almost exclusively from the United States.

We now welcome the Honorable Dwight Porter and his associates.

'Sir. Porter is director of the International Government Affairs Di-
vision of Westinghouse. and is the former U.S. permanent representa-
tive to the International Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna.
Mr. Porter, have you a prepared statement?

STATEMENT OF DWIGHT PORTER, DIRECTOR OF INTERNATIONAL
GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS DIVISION OF WESTINGHOUSE CORP.:

ACCOMPANIED BY WALTER 0. ENRIGHT, MANAGER OF AREA
MARKETING, LATIN AMERICA REGION, WESTINGHOUSE CORP.

;

AND A. L. BETHEL. VICE PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER,
WATER REACTORS DIVISION, WESTINGHOUSE CORP.

]\Ir. Porter. Senator. I have a prepared statement with respect to
the Brazil nuclear lU'gotiations.

Senatoi- Svmixgtox. Would j^ou read it ?

Mr. PoRTKR. Thank you, sir.

BACKGROUND OF WESTIXGHOUSE /bRAZII. NEGOTIATIONS

Westinghouse in international bidding competition sold in 1971
the first nuclear electric generating station in Brazil to the utility—
iMirnas (Vntrais Electricas. The plant, known as Angra dos Reis, is a
U estinghonse pressurized water reactor—PWR—generating approxi-

y^lty'^.'
'•-*' J»t^^Jiwatts electrical, and is scheduled for operation in
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As a result of the sale of the first nuclear plant, and the imple-

mentation of that project, Westinghouse had established good rela-

tionships with the utility and the National Commission for Nuclear

Energy—CNEN—as well as its subsidiary CBTN, whose purpose was
the development of the nuclear fuel cycle.

In 1973, CBTN had developed an essential information booklet that

described a large nuclear program to be undertaken in the country dur-

ing the remainder of the century. This program, starting slowly with

about one plant a year coming on line in the 1980's, would ultimately

grow in proportion during the 1990's so that an estimated 70,000

megawatts electrical of nuclear generation would be operating by the

year 2000.

In the development of the nuclear fuel cycle, CBTN has as its first

obiective, the development of fuel fabrication capability in Brazil,

followed by the capability to perform conversion of yellowcake to UFe
and to oxide. Capability for reprocessing and enrichment were also

foreseen as eventual developments.

Brazil has expressed its intention to develop to the maximum ex-

tent its capacity to build nuclear powerplant equipment domestically

and to perform nuclear plant engineering and design. Westinghouse

was encouraged to consider engineering licensing, and investment in

Brazilian industry to help with the development of native capability,

which I described earlier, and it was stated that the supplier who was

prepared to undertake the most comprehensive programs of this

nature would be the one chosen to build future nuclear plants.

We had previously had a long connection in the country by virtue of

building the first plants.

westinghouse's discussion with brazil

Westinghouse entered into discussion with Brazil late in 1973, and

offered a proposed program in June 1974, which encompassed the

establishment of a nuclear engineering company in Brazil, licensing

of fuel fabrication and nuclear plant equipment technology, and man-

agement assistance in the development of a hea\y component manu-

facturing facilitv.
1 . 1

Assistance to other private industrial firms interested in the nuclear

business was also proposed. And those discussions had been proceed-

ing along these lines for several months.

In July 1974, following the signing of a contract by Brazil m June

for enrichment services from the United States for 2.400 megawatts

electrical of new nuclear generation, the ITnited States returned the

deposit made bv Brazil as required by this contract, and advised

Brazil that the" contract was conditional, while at the same time

retaining contracts with certain other countries as firm. The reason

for this action is understood to be that the TT.S. Government could not

legally accept firm contracts for enrichment beyond the capacity ot

the existing enrichment facilities. This action in the case of Brazil,

had a profound effect on the course of the nuclear program conceived

by Brazil, and led to the advancement of Brazil's timetable tor

achievement of its own enrichment capability.
- , ^ r

Although previously, natural uranium reactors of the Canadian

type as a^dopted by Argentina, were considered as an alternative to
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the pressurized lidit water reactor for use m Brazil, by this point m
time Brazil had essentially chosen the PWR as the type that would be

employed However, renewed studies of the Candu reactor were under-

taken and, a request was made that uranium enrichment projects be

offered in Brazil. Westinghouse, at that time—although no longer—

a

participant in UEA, proposed that Brazil consider, as had Japan, the

undertaking of an equity position in the enrichment plant being studied

bv UEA for construction in the United States.

'Around August 1974, it was learned that discussions between the

German and Brazilian Governments were taking place on a broad

scope of nuclear cooperation including enrichment and reprocessing

technology'.
, ,.,..,,

Although multiple meetings between Westinghouse and individuals

in Brazil were held subsequently, no substantive progi'ess was made

and it became increasingly obvious that unless some solution to Brazil's

concern for enrichment could be found, that they were not going to

consider Westinghouse offers.
^ ,

We understand that there was correspondence from U.S. partici-

pants in Uranium Enrichment Associates—UEA—^to the Brazilian

Government in early Spring 1975, with respect to possible Brazilian

participation in the UEA enrichment program.

We also understand that subsequent coimnunication of the U.S. Gov-
ernment to Brazil made clear that there was no near term possibility

for the construction of an enrichment plant in Brazil.

In Westinghouse's view, it was also clear that the Government of

Brazil felt itself unable to conclude that U.S. Government would be a

reliable supplier of enrichment services.

That is my prepared statement. Senator.

Senator Symington. Thank you. Ambassador Porter.

URANIUM ENRICHMENT ASSOCIAl'ES

That Uranium Enrichment Associates you referred to, is the
uranium enriclmient venture the administration is pushing; is it not?
Mr. Porter. Yes, sir. It is the organization which is mentioned in

the President's recent proposals to the Congress for the building of a
fourth enrichment plant.

HOW WESTINGHOUSE LOST OUT

Senator Symington. It is apparent from the article by Bowen
Northrup in the July 2, 1975, edition of the Wall Street Journal that
Westinghouse had been engaged for months in negotiations with the
Government of Brazil for a major sale of nuclear reactors.
From that article it is also apparent that Westinghouse did not

make that sale due, in part, and I quote, to "a position by the U.S.
Government that was considered negative by the Brazilians and they,
the Brazilians, turned the whole process off."

I ask unanimous consent that this article be inserted at tliis point in
the record.

[The information referred to follows :]
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[From the Wall Street Journal, July 2, 1975]

UxciiAiNED Atom ? Nuclear-Plaxt Growth Akousixg Global Fe.\rs of Spkeauino
Weapons ; West German Package Gives Brazil Know-How That Might
Lel\d to Bomb

HOW westinghouse lost out

(By Bowen Northrup)

London—A few days ago diplomats from eight countries held a meeting here
that was so secret they declined to give details of the meeting's schedule, what
was discussed or even the names of those attending. One breach of the tight

security and some of the participants would have pulled out.

That isn't to be risked, because the diplomats were meeting on a subject that
desperately requires harmony of purpose : regulating the spread of nuclear power
technology that could ultimately lead to the spread of atomic weapons.
The diplomats represented the eight countries that have nuclear technology to

export : the U.S., the Soviet Union, Britain, France, Canada, West Germany,
Japan and Italy. Their goal is to set up firm ground rules for the strict control
of all nuclear technology and materials sold to other nations.
The issue has quite suddenly come to a head because of West Germany's agree-

ment, signed in Bonn last week, to sell Brazil a nuclear "package" that is one
of the biggest transactions of the nuclear age. It's worth at least $4 billion and
perhaps double that. As part of the package, over the next 15 years the Germans
will be selling the Brazilians not only power plants but also the know-how for

making their own nuclear fuel, either from uranium or plutonium. Unfortunately
this same fuel teclmology can also be turned away from the peaceful atom of

nuclear power to the deadly atom of nuclear v/eaponry.

An Urgent Issue

It's even more unfortunate that Brazil, like several other nuclear aspirants,

hasn't signed the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty by which non-nuclear nations

are prohibited from making nuclear explosives and agree to submit to inter-

national inspection of nuclear facilities. "The proliferation of nuclear weapons is

now a more urgent issue than at any time in the past decade," says John Maddox,
a British scholar at the International Institute for Strategic Studies in London.

Nuclear technology is hardly a mystery any more. Nuclear plants are avail-

able from a number of manufacturers ; the processes for turning uranium into

nuclear fuel are well known and the chemical extraction of plutonium from
used nuclear fuel is almost basic technology. Put together as a package they

would give a developing nation a degree of energy independence that the forces

of nationalism are coming to demand.
The critical question is will these countries use this technology for energy or

weapons production? And will the companies that sell them the technology take

steps to ensure its peaceful use?
There are ^^26 reactors planned or operating in 38 nations outside the T^.S.

Frank Barnaby, director of the International Peace Research Institute in Stock-

holm, says : "Any spread of nuclear technology is serious without a corresponding

indication that countries will give up that part of their sovereignty that is re-

quired to put the technology under international control."

South Korean Warning
That indication simply isn't there with many of nuclear energy's now cus-

tomers. France, for example, is discussins: the building of a massive, nmltibillion-

dollar nuclear fuel factory in Iran. Neither country has signed the nonnrolifera-

tion treaty. Neither has Argentina, which is buying nuclear pUuits from Canada.
South Korea, which has signed the treaty, is also bu.ving plants from Canada

is rumored to be negotiating for a French plutonium-processing plant. Recently,

despite the treaty, President Park Chung Hee warned that South Korea might

have to develop its own arsenal of nuclear weapons if the U.S. nuclear umbrella

fails.

The danger that power-plant sales can indeed lead to the development of nu-

clear explosives was clearly demonstrated last year when India set off a device

mado from plutonium extracted from a research reactor supplied by Canada. In-

dia said the device was developed only for peaceful purposes.
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The concern of the nuclear siiperpowers, the U.S. and the Soviet Union is that

the manufacturers of nuclear equipment might be a little too eager to sell their

technology. European companies particularly need the business because they have

limited domestic marlcets. Mr. Maddox says there is a major threat posed by the

degree to which the commercial interests of the nuclear industry will erode the

(nonproliferation) treaty." _ , j.

Some U S nuclear sources believe that West Germany made certain conces-

sions to the Brazilians over the future control of its technology in order to win

the massive contract. "It's too bad that the West Germans are willing to give

away this technology so easily," says Jarvis Cotton, manager of international

marketing for Westiughouse Electric.

A Chill in Washington

Perhaps his bitterness can be excused because originally the Brazilians went to

Westinghouse for the contract. The Brazilian government was seeking as many as

eight nuclear power plants from Westinghouse plus U.S. government export

licenses for nuclear-fuel and plutonium-processing technology.

This doesn't mean that Brazil will then have the stuff of bombs, because nu-

clear devices need almost solid uranium-235. But, nuclear experts say, the nozzle

technique could be adapted for producing bomb-grade uranium.

There is another source of weapons material: plutonium. This "man-made"
radio-active metal is a by-product of the nuclear reaction inside the reactor. But
it can only be obtained by removing the used uranium fuel from the reactor

and running it through a chemical extraction plant.

Because plutonium is an ideal fuel for nuclear reactors and, of course, means
that less uranium has to be used, it's expected that plutonium plants are going

to provide a brisk business for manufacturers some time in the future. (At
present there are only a handful of commercial plutonium plants around the world
and none operating in the U.S.)

This means that plutonium is likely to be plentiful. The Stockholm peace re-

search institute believes the situation is already dangerously advanced. It cal-

culates that by 19S3, 80 tons of bomb-grade plutonium will be "available." Of
this, one-third will be in the hands of nations that haven't signed the nonprolifer-

ation treaty—or enough to make about 50 bombs of "nominal" size.

There's also a problem with plutonium plants that needs to be tackled by the
exporting countries. Engineers call it "material unaccounted for," or the plu-
tonium that gets "lost" in a plant's intricate system of pipes or that sticks to

fuel cannisters. It can amount to 3% or 5% of a plant's plutonium production,
and Mr. Maddox believes these safeguards are unsatisfactory.

Clearly Bonn is hoping that such problems will be resolved by the time the re-
processing plant is delivered to Brazil six years or so from now. And to those who
are nervous about the prospect, a Bonn official emphasizes. "There will be no
export licenses issued unless complete safeguards are assured."

"Tlie problem is the treaties and inspection techniques," says A. L. Natwick,
an international specialist at General Electric. An official of another company
says one obvious goal for the eight nations is to "bring France into the system
of backing adequate safeguards." Another goal is to agree to controls on the
transfer if technology and know-how as well as equipment and materials.
Even with these stringent controls, Mr. Maddox, the British scholar, warn!5

that the Brazilians could comply with the letter of the agreement but build
their own weapons-producing installation through a long-term "parallel initiative
effort." The German transaction, he declares, "will obviously make it easier for
Brazil at some future stage to build an unsafeguarded device."

Plenty of Uranium
A look at the West German technology that's to be exported shows how this

might be done. First the nuclear plants themselves will be built by Kraftwerk
Union AG, a joint venture of Siemens and AEG-Telefunken. The company has
firm commitments for two 1.3-million-kilowatt power stations, and the Brazilians
have taken an option for six more.

Brazil, which is generally a resource-poor nation, does have abundant deposits
of uranium (and, in deed, part of the agreement calls for Brazil to export ura-
nium to West Germany as partial payment). But to turn the uranium into fuel
for the nuclear plants, Brazil must build a plant to enrich the metal.
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Kraftwerk Union's so-called light-water reactors use uranium fuel in which
the fissionable isotope uranium-235, which is only 0.7% of natural uranium, is

increased to about 5%. In the U.S. this is done by "filtering" gasified uranium
through miles of tubing. Another process, being developed both by the U.S. and
a West German-Dutch-British consortium, concentrates tlie uranium-235 by whirl-
ing the gasified uranium in a centrifuge.

The only totally West German technology availal)le for export is the "jet
nozzle" process, which since 1970 has been under development by the STEAG
combine in Essen. STEAG will build its first pilot plant in Brazil by 1981 and
will follow this with a commercial plant. The process requires enormous amounts
of electricity, which Brazil could provide with hydroelectric power.

A Man-Made Fuel

The problem is that most of the non-Communist world's nuclear fuel, or en-

riched uranium as it's called, is made in three massive U.S. government-owned
plants that were originally built for the weapons program. Washington is only
now planning for the transfer of this technology to U.S. industry and is firmly
opposed to its exportation. There is also opposition to the spread of plutonium-
proces.sing technology.
"For the Brazilians its was simple, for us it was complicated " says Mr. Cot-

ton. "At some critical stage the U.S. government took a position that was con-

sidered negative by the Brazilians and they (the Brazilians) turned the whole
process off." Mr. Cotton doesn't know precisely what offended the Brazilians

:

"I only know that a chill developed."
Washington's stiff attitude to selling nuclear technology in a package recently

was expressed by Sen. John Sparkman, chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, who called the situation "appalling." It's known that Washington
has expressed its displeasure to Bonn over the transaction.

The West Germans privately dismiss all this talk as commercial sour grapes.
They have negotiated safeguards with the Brazilians in conjunction with the
International Atomic Energy agency in Vienna that in some respects "go beyond"
the nonproliferation treaty, says an official in Bonn.

A Scratnhle for Business

The Germans make another point. "Other countries would have sold them (the
Brazilians) the system if West Germany hadn't," according to the Bonn official.

The scramble for business, warns Mr. Cotton, is going to put the five U.S.
reactor manufacturers at a disadvantage if Washington continues to take a
"hard line" position.

There are, he says, between 50 and 75 million-kilowatt nuclear plants coming
up for bids around the world over the next five year or so. Some of these, he says,

will only go to those companies that can offer package deals of nuclear plants
plus uranium and plutonium technology.
That is why the eight nations that export nuclear technology are meeting in

London. They are desparately trying to set up a code hefore the nuclear-sales

race gets out of hand.

FraST DISCUSSION OF PROSPECTIVE AVT:STIXGH0USE SALE

Senator Symington. We would be interested in knowing some facts

about what actually went on. You have reviewed briefly the chronology

from the time the Westinghouse-Brazilians began negotiations until

Brazil terminated these negotiations.

Just for the record, and I will be brief in asking these questions and
I would appreciate your answers being as short as possible, when was
the prospective sale first discussed between Westingliouse and Brazil?

Mr. Enright. There was no specific date that could be identified as

the beginning of negotiations.

Senator Symington. You go back and look at your records, and give

us an estimated date, would you please ?

_
Mr. Enright. Yes. There were discussions on a more or less con-

tinuous basis from the time of the first nuclear plan contract in 1971.
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Tn the latter part of 1973 it became apparent to Westing;liouse that

Brazil would Pceed with the purchase of additional nuclear planiE

beginning in 1974.

Senator Sy^^iington. Thank you.

PROPOSED BRAZILIAN NUCLEAR PROGRAM

We would like to know how many, what kind, what size and on what

scale did the Brazilians propose to buy reactors from Westnighouse i

Would you supply that for the record ?

Mr. Porter. Yes, sir.

[The information follows:]

Proposed Brazilian Reactor Purchase From Westinghouse

Brazil identified a program for up to 8 nuclear plants with capacities in th(

15")0-1300 MWe range to be constructed for operatiou between 19bJ and lUJU

Fabrication of nuclear fuel assemblies under a license arrangement was alsf

under discussion.
_ „ , , . . , ^ ^

Brazil's approach was to emphasize the start of nuclear plant equipment en

gineering and manufacturing in connection with the forthcoming plant purchases

Through discussions it was concluded that a commitment for a number of plant;

would be necessary for initiation of Brazilian manufacturing and engineeriua

on a viable economic basis.

Brazil did not press for other elements of the nuclear fuel cycle until after itf

contract with the U.S. Government for enrichment services for new plants wai

made conditional.

Senator Symington. Therefore, Brazil did request Westinghouse tc

supply other elements of nuclear fuel cycle such as a reprocessing plairf

or enrichment plants.

]\Ir. Porter. Yes.

U.S. G0\^RNMENT INVOLVEMENT IN DISCUSSIONS

Senator Symington. When did the U.S. Government first become

involved in the discussions ?

Would you supply that for the record ?

Mr. Porter. Yes, sir.

[The information referred to follows :]

U.S. Government Involvement in WESTiNGnorsE-BRAziL Discussions

It is Westinghouse practice to keep the U.S. Government advised of its iiii

clear marketing activities outside the U.S. The U.S. Consulate in Rio had 1>P' i

aware of and informed of Westinghouse discussions with Brazil on a continuing
basis. The U.S. Government also became involved through direct dealings with
the Government of Brazil relating to enrichment services and related discus

sions pertaining to renegotiations of the bilateral U.S./Brazilian Nuclear Co-

operation agreement.
Westinghouse also discussed the Brazilian negotiation and Brazil's request

for resolution of the enrichment problem with the State Department and the
USAEC/ERDA/NRG.

Senator Symington. What aerency was involved ?

INIr.^ Porter. Tn that cose. Senator, we probably cannot be specific.

Certainly the agencies of direct concern were the State Department.
the then AEC, and, of course, most of the communications wpi\^

transmitted in formal diplomatic channels through our diplomatic
mission in Brazil.
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GERMAN government's ACCEPTANCE OF ARRANGEMENT U.S.

go\t:rnmext turned down

Senator Symington. We have testimony from the State Depart-
nent that is flatly denied by the German Government.
I think it is fair to say that the United States has pnt not less than

?200 billion into the defense of Europe since World War II, which is

primarily, as we know, from the standpoint of location, money in-

volved and so forth, the German people. Thus it is difficult for us to

understand why the United States would turn down an arrangement
and then the German Government would accept the same arrangement,
sspecially when this Government turned it down because it felt there

v.'ould automatically be proliferation of nuclear weaponry. With the
uranium enrichment plant and with a lot of uranium of its own, Brazil
could become a nuclear power.
These are some of the thoughts that run through our minds as we

ask these questions.

Were you told by this Government why they did not want you to

proceed with the Brazilian arrangement? Have you covered that?

Mr. Porter. I think that was covered, sir.

Really, it relates primarily to the problem of enrichment services.

CONVEYANCE OF U.S. POSITION

Senator Symington. I presume Mr. Enright would laiow this.

What agencies gave the position of the United States ?

Mr. Enright. I believe that the position of the United States was
conveyed to Brazil relating to enrichment through the Embassy,
through the Ambassador.

Senator Symington. Through the State Department ?

]\Ir. Enright. Yes, sir.

Senator Symington. Was it in writing or was it verbal ?

Mr. Enright. I do not know the answer to that, Senator.

Senator Symington. How did you find out about it?

Mr. Enright. Through our communications with State Depart-

ment and Embassy people, both here in Washington and in Brazil.

Senator Symington. Did the State Department tell you that your

deal with Brazil was off, or did the Brazilians tell you your deal with

Brazil was off ?

;Mr. Enright. I think we received that message from both places.

Senator Symington. At the same time ?

]Mr. Enright. Approximately the same time.

Senator Symington. "Wliich one first ?

Mr. Enright. I cannot s?ij.

Senator Symington. Would you supply that for the record ?

]\Ir. Enright. Sure.

Senator Symington. And whether or not it was in writing and, if

so. Avho signed it, and if it was verbal.

.\ny records that yov liave that show it.

[The information follows :]

Calling Off of Westixghouse/Brazil Deal

Following Brazil's siffiiinc: of a contract with the U.S. Government and making
a cash deposit as required by that contract for receipt from the U.S. of uranium

enrichment services, the U.S. Government advised Brazil in July 1974 that the
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contract was "conditional" and returned its deposit. It is believed that this was*

done by written correspondence to the Government of Brazil from the U.S. State

Department. It is understood that this position was taken as a result of the U.S.

Government having "oversold" its existing enrichment capacity. The position

was conveyed officially by the U.S. Government to the Government of Brazil,

and Westinghouse was not specifically advised of this action. Brazil had been
required to conclude the contract in question before the deadline date of June 30,

3974, and Westiughouse had confirmed with both the USAEC/ERDA, and Brazil

that this had been done.
The Brazilian Government did not fortoally notify Westiughouse that the

deal was off. On the other hand, Brazil had never formally initiated a negotia-

tion. However, in April 1975, in discussions with both the U.S. Consulate and
representatives of the Government of Brazil, it was learned that Brazil intended
to conclude an agreement with Germany, and that since Westiughouse could not
address the enrichment r'equirement, its offers were not being given further
consideration.

DID WESHNGHOUSE TAKE RECLAMATION" ACTION?

Senator Symington. Did Westinghouse take any reclamation action
with the U.S. Government or Brazilian Government following this
statement of the U.S. position ?

Mr. Portek. Senator, I was not with Westinghouse then but I made
the same inquiry myself. Obviously Westinghouse was unhappy to lose
this business and oJbviously Westinghouse expressed its concerns.

Senator Symington. I undertand that.

I am just asking
Mr. Porter. But, we accept the rules of the game as laid down by

our Government in these export sales and obviously we were not in a
position to question them.

[The following information was subsequently supplied :]

Westinghouse attempted to persuade Brazil of the sincerity of the expressed
U.S. Government longer-term intention to fulfill its commitments as a reliable
supplier of uranium enrichment services to other nations.
Westinghouse also discussed with the U.S. Consulate, the State Department,

and USAEC/ERDA, the negative reaction of Brazil to the conditional contract,
and tried to explore solutions to the problem.

JOBS involved in proposed sale

Senator Symington. One of these articles says the amount of money
involved was between $4 and $8 billion, and presumably that meant a
lot of jobs were involved ; is that correct ?

Mr. Porter. A great many jobs.
Senator Symington. W[\2it is the estimate, Mr. Enright? Do you

want to answer that ?

Mr. Porter. Could I ask ^Ir. Bethel ?

Senator Sy^iington. Would vou identify yourself ?

Mr. Bethel. Yes
; I am Albert L. Bethel, vice president of Westing-

Jiouso general manager of our water reactors division, which has re-
sponsibihty for the Westinghouse pressurized water-reactor business
alJ around tJie world.

Iji approxiinate numbers, for each reactor sale there are about 750
]obs inyoJved for each year of approximately 5 or 6 yeare that that
proiect is m being.

"^

Tliere arc multipliers that can be put on to that. We buy a certain
amount, a great amount of steel. We buy a great amount of compo-
nents, so that one could easily put a multiplier of approximately three
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for the additional industrial jobs that are created outside of
Westinghouse.

Senator SYiviiNGTOisr. How many reactors were involved ?

Mr. Bethel. At the time of this negotiation we were thinking of an
initial program of about eight reactors.

Senator Symington. That would be around 16,000 to 20,000 jobs?"
Mr. Bethel. That is right.

Senator Symington. Is that right ?

Mr. Bethel. Yes, sir.

Senator Symington. Did our Government not consider that impor-
tant ? The only source of tax is income, including profits.

Mr. Bethel. I am sure the Govermnent considers it important, but
they have to rank their priorities of importance to various factors.

first knowledge of proposed GERMANY-BRAZIL DEAL

Senator Symington. When did you learn of the proposed deal be-
tween the Federal Republic of Germany and Brazil—after you had
been turned down ?

Mr. Porter. It was late summer of last year that we learned dis-

cussions were taking place. June 1975 nuclear supplier nations meeting.
Senator Symington. It was reported by Marilyn Berger, in the

June 19, 1975, edition of the Washington Post, that eight nuclear
supplier nations met in London on June 19 and 20, 1975—that would
be last month—quote, "to develop new safeguards to prevent pur-
chasers from diverting technology meant for peaceful purposes to the
development of nuclear weapons."

I ask unanimous consent that Miss Berger's entire article be in-

serted at this point in the record.

[The information referred to follows :]

[From the Washington Post, June 20, 1975]

NtrcLEAK Paeley Ends

London—Ofl3cials from several countries that produce nuclear power plants
concluded a two-day secret meeting on ways of stopping the spread of tech-
nology that could be used to produce bombs, a British spokesman acknowledged.
He would not say who attended, but reports from Washington said the United
States, Soviet Union, Britain, France, Canada, Japan and Italy attended.

[From the Washington Post, June 19, 1975]

8 Nations Meeting on A-Expobts

(By Marilyn Berger)

The eight major exporters of nuclear power plants and components are
meeting in London to develop new safeguards to prevent purchasers from di-

verting technology meant for peaceful purposes to the development of nuclear
weapons.
The meeting, which is surrounded by unusual secrecy, started yesterday and

was to continue today. Even the list of countries attending was not announced,
but diplomats of several of the nations represented said the United States, the
Soviet Union, Britain, France, Canada, West Germany, Japan and Italy are
participating.
The goal is to draw up a convention that would pledge these countries

—

and, potentially, others who may become major exporters in the future—to place
stringent controls on equipment and material sold to other nations.
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Thovp has been growing concern that non-nuclear countries will divert

uiaterial from nuclear power reactors-which are being sold all over the world-

^''wSSmany recently contracted to seU Brazil a full nuclear fuel cycle, in-

cluding a uranium enrichment plant and a reprocessing plant that can separate

ulutonTum from spent fuel. Both enriched uranium and plutomum can be used

tr. produce nuclear bombs. France is also negotiating sale of reprocessing plants

in South Korea and Pakistan. ^ ,.^ ^. m ^- i
• v

Neither Brazil nor Palvistan has signed the Non-Proliferation Treaty, which

would pledge them not to produce nuclear weapons.
^ c^. ^ tt

In a speech to the United Nations last September, Secretary of State Henry

A Kissinger alluded to the concern that exporters in their competitive zeal to

make a sale, would fail to insist on appropriate safeguards.

Kissinger said then that, "The United States will shortly offer specific pro-

posals to strengthen safeguards to the other principal supplier countries."

The London meeting is the second following up on this suggestion. The first

was in April. .. .,

The United States has developed new instrumentation that can monitor the

amount of plutonium present in a reactor and thereby determine whether it

has been tampered with.

The conferees were expected to discuss requiring the use of such monitoring

equipment in conjunction with reactor sales as well as questions of whether

to demand additional pledges from purchasing countries not to divert mate-

rial to nuclear weapons development.
U.S. ofiicials are worried that the disclosure of the meeting might be em-

barrassing to some countries, forcing them to drop out of the negotiations.

The participants are vulnerable to accusations that they are ganging up
on non-nuclear states to impose controls not only on nuclear weapons but on

peaceful facilities.

Meanwhile, Sen. Walter F. Mondale (D-Minn.) introduced a resolution yes-

terday expressing the opposition of the Senate to the sale of atomic power plants

by West Germany and France which would give the purchasing countries the

ability to produce atomic weapons.
"This danger is two-fold. The first is that the purchasing country mi?ht divert

Plutonium from such plants to develop nuclear bombs. The second is that proper
safeguards have never been devised to prevent the theft of plutonium from com-
mercial plants by terrorist or criminal elements," be said.

Senator Symington. Since yon are n innior FrtPplier of nnclear
cqnipment, were you consulted by the U.S. GoTernment prior to this

conference ? Were your views sought in any way on the issues to be
c'liscussed?

]Mr. Porter. Not to the best of mv knowledcre, sir.

As the article suggests, these talks have been held in secrecy between
the representatives of the principal nuclear supplier governments and
we were not consulted.

REACTORS TO BE BUILT FOR SALE TO BRAZIL

Senator Symixgtox. Accordinrr to nevs rci'>r)rts, the West German
firm providing Brazil reactors is Kraftweik Union AG—apparentlv a
jomt venture of Siemens and AEG-Telefunken.
Doe? Westinghouse have any interest inKWU ?

Mr. Porter. No, sir.

Senator Symington. TVHiat is the technoloffv of the reactor to be
built by KWU for sale to Brazil? Is it of a Westinghouse design and,
1 f ?o. do you recei vc any royalties on it ?

Mr. Porter. We receive no royalties on it. It is not a Westinghouse
design, but there was an earlier association between Westinghouse and
Siemens vrhich was the parent firm of KWU.
Senator Si-^iington. But you do not get any royalties ?
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Mr, Porter. No, sir.

Senator Symington. Then, in effect, they lifted the Imowledge they
got from you and used it in their deal with Brazil. Is that correct 'i

Mr. Porter. I guess
Senator Symington. Let us get the record straight.
j\Ir. Porter. I think Mr. Bethel could answer that better than I can.
Senator Symington. I must say I do not like the idea of losing 20,000

jobs, or thereabouts, these days, because of any technicalities, when
other people to whom we have been giving security, despite our heavy
protests, pursue the same "deal." That is the thrust of what we are try-
ing to get at.

Mr. Bethel. I might amplify on the license arrangement between
Westinghouse and Siemens to clear the picture up.
For several decades, almost from the inception of electrical engi-

neering as a major factor in industrialized nations, there has been a
license agreement between Westinghouse and Siemens, starting out,
of course, with traditional heavy electrical apparatus. With the advent
of commercial nuclear power that license arrangement was extended to
cover commercial nuclear power applications.

However, with the formation of Kraftwerk Union, which resulted in
taking some of the license arrangements out of Siemens' hands, "West-
inghouse reassessed its license position and decided that it would be in

our best interest to terminate entirely the license arrangements, which
we did under our termination rights in the agreements. Since the lat-

ter part of 1969, there has been no technological interchange and no
pavment of royalties to Westinghouse by either Siemens or KWU.

Senator Symington. Then you decided you would terminate any
royalty arrangements ?

!Mr. Bethel. Yes, sir.

Senator Symington. They sent you a letter of gratitude as a result

of that?
Mr. Bethel. The information which they liad was of a vintage which

now is quite old. The nuclear power technology' has been evolving at

quite a rate. I do not think what they got from us in the early days has
anything like current applicability now. .

Certainly in our case, it does not.

POSITION OF U.S. REPRESENTATR'E TO IAEA IN VIENNA

Senator Symington. Last month or earlier this month with Mr. Ash-
worth, the arms control expert on the Foreign Relations Committee,
and Mr. Raymond of the Armed Services Committee, and General
Knight of the Joint Atomic Energy Committee, v.-e went to Vienna and
talked at length with the International Atomic Energv Agency people.

Mr. Porter, until recently you were Deputy U.S. Representative to

the International Atomic Energy Agency vourself in Vienna, were you
not?

]\[r. Porter. Yes, sir ; I left in April, mid-April.
Senator Symington. You lived in Vienna ?

]Mr. Porter. Yes, sir.

Senator Symington. How long vrere you in that position?

]\Ir. Porter. About 4% years. Senator.

Senator Symington. Since your departure from the U.S. mission to

the IAEA, several months ago, the position has not been filled, which
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I must add can only be explained to me on the basis of typical bureau-

cratic inaction.

Do you not think it is important that we should have somebody

operating: our position over there ?

I^Ir. Porter. Well, I would have to satisfy my ego by saying I think

it is a very important position and I think it should be filled.

Senator Symixgton. Why is it not filled ?

Mr. Porter. I do not really know the answer to that, Senator. I would

be inclined to suggest that the reason you gave is the most logical one.

LACK or IAEA PARTICIPATION IN SUPPLIER NATIONS' CONFERENCE

Senator Symington. During this time the supplier nations' confer-

ence was held in London in June 1975. That was a secret meeting; was
it not ? I mean secret except for leaks that came out ?

Mr. Porter. The supplier meeting, yes sir, it certainly was.

I personally participated in about 21/2 years of that kind of work,
-working with other supplier nations on policies relating to nuclear

exports. After the Indian explosion, obviously, the problem became in-

finitely more urgent, and these meetings have been going on for some
time.

Senator Symington. W^as any representative of IAEA there ?

iVIr. Porter. No sir, these were supplier nations who were trying

to get together to work out a common policy relating to the exports of

nuclear materials and equipment. Once they reached agreements on
that policy, as was the case a year or so ago as the result of earlier

meetings, they would then inform the IAEA what their policies were
and ask IAEA to administer them. This is the way it normally works.

There is obviously informal consultation, but the IAEA does not sit

at the table with the supplier group coimtries.

Senator Symington. I have been around for some time and when the
IAEA was formed the idea was that it was going to regulate interna-

tional activities in the field, and yet you have a meeting in London
on this issue with virtually all of the people involved and you are
not even represented.

How do you explain that ?

A\'lien I say you, I am not talking about your company. I am talking
about tlie previous position you held with the IAEA when you were
head of IAEA in Vienna ?

Mr. Porter. Of course I was really the resident head of the mission,
the U.S. Mission in Vienna.

Senator Symington. Nobody from the IAEA was there ?

Mr. Porter. Nobody was invited to be there, no sir. I guess that the
simple answer to the question would be that the IAEA is not a
sovereign body : it serves its member states. A number of its member
states were meeting to determine a common export policy which after
agreement was reached ; they would then ask IAEA to publicize and
put into force.

lAEiV's LACK or AUTHORITY

Senator Symington. As a member of the Joint Atomic Energy Com-
mission this is one of the things I would like to see cleared up, because
many people feel the IAEA sets down regulations that are observed
by countries that are involved in what you might call the nuclear
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effort. That is just a farce, because they have no authority. They
monitor ; they do not regulate anything;. Here j'ou have a country that

only recently signed the Nonproliferation Treaty, and for tlie first

time in the history of the world is selling a complete nuclear fuel cycle

to a country that not only has not ratified, it has not even signed the

treaty.

Nobel Prize winner Dr. Beatty sometime back described what would
hap]^en if there were an explosion with one of the major type nuclear

weapons as against what happened at Hiroshima. I will ask unanimous
consent to put his statement in the record at this point.

What we want to do is get the facts. It is unfair for the people of

this country or any other country to feel IAEA is in some form a reg-

ulatory body. On this very rapid expansion of nuclear power, if you
remember Dr. Oppenheimer once called it two scorpions in the bottle,

well now you have six scorpions and three of the six have not ratified

or even signed the Non-Proliferation Treaty. Very soon you are going

to have a seventh, and no doubt fairly soon 20. But the Brazilian deal

is specifically of interest to us because it sets Brazil up in the Western
Hemisphere as a nuclear power; does it not?

Mr. Porter. It sets Brazil up as a country with the potential by
controlling its own nuclear fuel cycle.

Senator Symington. Its own destiny as to whether it wants to be a

big power.
Mr. Porter. The Germans, of course, have pleaded in a letter to the

editor of the New York Times, I read the other day, that they have
placed very careful safeguards as a condition to this sale, and while

I am not defending the German position, I think what they have said

should be stated.

On your remarks on IAEA, may I have a couple of minutes. My feel-

ing on IAEA is this

:

It, of course, is an imperfect instrument in an imperfect world.

It cannot do more than member states wish it to do. It serves its

member states. Our country nor no other country is yet prepared—

I

am being philosophical now—to place large measures of national sov-

ereignty in an international organization or body.

Senator Symington. To whom does IAEA report ?

Mr. Porter. IAEA reports essentially to a board of governors of

84 member states which is the effective executive power of the agency

in terms of setting policy. The United States is a permanent member
of that Board and our influence as a leader in the peaceful atomic field

has been, if not predominant, certainly sicrnificant.

If I can simply put it this way. IAEA, in terms of international

nonproliferation measures, senses as a trigger mechanism which has

been created by those, including the United States, who are concerned

about nuclear 'proliferation. It can tell the world and should tell the

world when the possibility of proliferation is something we should

be worried about in a particular country. It can apply safeguards to

detect and deter diversion of nuclear material, but it cannot, of course,

tell the woi^ld what to do.

Senator Symington. You might say it is comparable in the nuclear

fiel d to tlie United Nations : is th at not correct ?

Mr. Porter. Yes: but I would give it higli marks. If I might be

blunt, I think it has done a much more effective job.
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Senator Symingtox. If I may be blunt, I was a delegate to the U.N"

in 1968 and I was a delegate to the U.N. again ni 19(4, and I would

give it lower marks.
.

Mr. Porter. I think you and I are passing each other. We are agree-

ing. I am giving high marks to the IAEA.
Senator Symington. I do not blame you for defending the agency

at which you worked in Vienna, but I must say that I was quite

shocked to find out how little authority it had and how little atten-

tion was paid to it by those countries who, in effect, did what they

wanted to do in the nuclear field. In my mind the most dangerous

single condition the world faces today is the proliferation of nuclear

weapons by other countries.

U.S. REPRESENTATIVES TO IAEA IN WASHINGTON AND VIENNA

Actually the U.S. representative of Ambassador rank does not even

reside in Vienna ; is that correct ?

Mr. Porter. No, sir ; that is traditional.

The two jobs, my former job as resident representative and that now
held by Ambassador Tape, who is resident in Washington, are, of

course, authorized in the IAEA Participation Act which was passed by
Congress. The idea was, I think, there should be somebody in Vienna
who had more of a political background and somebody in Washington
who knew the scientific community and who had personal stature in that

community. So this is the way it has worked. Ambassador Tape and
before him Ambassador T. Keith Glennan and before him Ambas-
sador Henry de Wolfe Smythe have been the nonresident Ambas-
sadors. All of them are illustrious names in the nuclear field.

Senator Symington. Your recommendation would be that the xVm-
bassador would stay here rather than go to Vienna ?

jNIr. Porter. I think he has got to be where the action is in terms of
U.S. policymaking in Washington, and somebody else of high stature
has to be where the action is in terms of the interplay of states in the
political environment of Vienna and I do not think the same man can
effectively do both jobs. Of course, the Ambassador is in Vienna several
times a year for important meeting.

INCREASED EUROPEAN PURCHASES OF ENRICHED URANIUM FROM SOVIET
UNION

Senator Symington. An article in the New York Times on July 6
entitled, "Europeans turning to Soviet Uranium" reports that the
European economic community which traditionally has purchased en-
riched uranium almost exclusively from the United States is turning
increasingly to the Soviet Union to fuel its nuclear powerplants, and
1 ask unanimous consent that that article be put in the record at this
point.

[The information referred to follows
:]
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[From the New York Times, July 4, 1975]

Europeans Turning to Soviet Uranium

(By William M. Drozdiak)

Brussels—The European Economic Community, which traditionally has pur-
chased enriched uranium almost exclusively from the United States, is turning
increasingly to the Soviet Union to fuel its nuclear-power plants—at least through
the 1970's, while Europe develops her own production capacity.
Not only has burgeoning world demand strained American production capacity

to the limit, but also the Russians are selling the fuel at lower prices and witli

fewer transport problems.
The main reason for the escalating demand for nuclear power is the quadrupling

in oil prices that has occurred since 1973. Nuclear power is the cheapest alterna-

tive to oil for production of electricity.

The Common Market countries, to cut their reliance on oil imports to 40 per
cent from 65 per cent of annual energy needs over the next 10 years, plan to triple

energy production from nuclear power plants by 1980, but their own nuclear fuel

industries are not expected to reach maturity until the end of the decade. There-
fore imports will be needed.

Should delays in the European fuel development occur, dependence on Russian
nuclear fuel would be prolonged, and some question whether the Soviet Union
would then try to exert political pressures through its dominant supply role.

Common Market energy oflScials, however, dismiss such a scenario. But one
European diplomat mused : "Relying on the Arabs and Russians at the same time
for our fuel supplies is not my idea of a secure energy posture."

Echoing the opinion of most observers, an E.E.C. ^'nergy official sees the pur-

chase of Russian nuclear fuel as a simple business deal.

"We want to diversify our fuel sources, and the Russians provide one pos-

sibility. They, in turn, need to earn money to pay for Western machinery."
He added a caveat, though, reminiscent of the pre-detente era.

"We hope to avoid buying too much of their enriched uranium. After all, one

must not tempt the devil."

The nine E.E.C. members still get most of their nuclear fuel from the United

States, with less than 20 per cent coming from the Soviet Union, but the American
share is expected to drop to 25 per cent in 10 years. In 1977, dependence on Rus-

sian enriched uranium will shoot up to more than 60 per cent, according to E.E.C.

energy supply officials. They expect to import 3.2 million units of separaiive work
from the Soviet Union that year and 1.7 million units from the United States,

although the figures are subject to change.
The American fuel sells for $42.10 per enriched unit and the price will rise to

$53.35 per unit after Aug. 20. The Russians use the American price as a reference

and discount theirs by 3 to 5 per cent depending on the size of the order.

More important than price is the question of availability of the fuel. By Con-

gressional act, the United States cannot pledge nuclear fuel deliveries above

existing production levels.

In .Tune 1974, the United States had to stop accepting new long term contracts

to enrich uranium because the three enrichment plants run by the Energy

Research and Development Administration were fully committed through the

early 19S0's.

As a result. European overtures to the Russians have been greeted with tacit

approval by United States authorities.

This spring. Washington even granted permission to ship American uranium to

the Soviet Union for processing into nuclear fuel destined for West German
power plants. Using hydroelectric power from a giant dam near Lake Baikal,

the Soviet enrichment plant is believed to produce annually as much nuclear fuel

as each of the three American facilities.

Soviet output of enriched—that is, fissionable—uranium is estimated at 10

million units of separative work annually, about half the American production

of 17 to 20 million units a year.

61-004—76 10
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United States output, however, is expected to rise to 27 million units by 1980

aud President Ford lias said he will ask for legislation to authorize the produc-

tion and sale of enriched uranium by private industry, thereby further expanding

production capacity. At present there is a Government monopoly on such work.

Europeans also expect to produce the fuel by that time, and they anticipate

cutting Soviet imports to less than 2 million units by 1979.

The Russians started churning out enriched uranium for utilities abroad in

1971, when they signed a contract with the French to supply the Fessenheim

power plant with a small amount of nuclear fuel.

Bigger enrichment deals followed with a growing list of nations, including

West' Germany, Britain, Belgium, Italy and Japan, and the Soviet Union seems

.eager to expand this trade.

Once supply contracts have been signed, the Europeans say they encounter

no delivery problems with the Soviet fuel, in contrast to recurrent troubles

over American shipments.
The latest dispute between the United States and the Common Market over

nuclear-fuel deliveries occurred in April, when the United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission stopped issuing export licenses for all nuclear materials

while it completed a full review of transport safeguards.

Common Market energy officials sent a vigorous protest to the State Depart-
ment deploring the lack of consultation before the commission's move, which
raised in their eyes, "serious concern over the security of [nuclear fuel] supplies

from the United States."

American officials replied that public outcry over the discovery of a shipment
of nuclear material through regular commercial channels in March provoked
an urgent investigation before the Europeans could be informed.
The shipment in question—200 pounds of plutonium, a highly toxic, radio-

active extract from spent uranium—was being flown from an Italian nuclear
plant to the Westinghouse processing plant near Pittsburgh, through Kennedy
Airport, where it was discovered.

In theory 200 pounds of plutonium would be sufficient to produce nine nuclear
weapons with yields equal to that of the bomb dropped on Nagasaki during
World War II, or a force of about 20.000 tons of T.N.T.
After the explanation. Common Market energy officials were more under-

standing of the toughened United States stance on nuclear controls.
"We obviously realize that you can't move this dangerous stuff around like

sacks of potatoes," commented one official here later.
But like the Arab oil embargo in 1973, the recent controversy made It clear

to many Europeans how vulnerable they are to the whims of outside fuel
suppliers.

Consequently, the matter has evoked more strident European calls for expedit-
ing self-reliance in nuclear-fuel production—a goal that remains distant partly
because of European differences over which of two processes to use.

Director of the Anglo-Dutch-West German nuclear consortium, Urenco, have
called on the nine Common Market countries to increase financing to speed the
development of European uranium enrichment plants. The consortium was formed
in 1970 to develop jointly the centrifugal force method of enrichment
Experts had been divided over the merits of that method of enrichment and

the traditional gas diffusion process, used in Western technologv since the Man-
hattan Project in 194.5. Consequently a rival consortium, Eurndif. was formed
by France, Italy, Spain and Belgium to build gas-diffusion enrichment plants.
In .lanuary Iran lent Eurodif $l-billion and announced that she would sharem the costs of a new Eurodif plant being constructed at Tricastin in southern

Jb ranee.
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The wave of nuclear protests that swept the United States a few years ago
as also reached Europe, and more people are becoming hostile to the spread of
uclear installations.

Last year, massive public opposition forced the French Government to aban-
on plans to build the Chinou nuclear-powered electricity statioji in the Loire
alley and construction of the Whyl Nuclear Power Plant near Freiburg, West
rermany, was halted by massive public opposition earlier this year.
Faced with such obstacles, the European nuclear-energy program will not

I
chieve self-sufficiency for at least several more years community experts say.

I^n the meantime the Soviet Union has found a lucrative source of hard currency.

Senator Symington". You would agree to those facts; would you not?
Mr. Porter. Of course the Soviets are selling low-enriched uranium.

?he market is there, and they apparently have a tremendous capacity
or enriching. It is one of the reasons I am concerned that the United
states must move ahead to increase its enrichment capacity.
Senator Symington. Why has it not ?

Mr. Porter. Why has it ?

Senator Symington. Why has it not moved ahead ?

Mr. Porter. That is a complicated question I really cannot answer,
Senator. My personal view is that the decision should have been made
5 or 4 years ago to move ahead with additional U.S. enrichment
•apacity. Others have moved into the vacuum which was created

3y our failure to do so.

UNIQUENESS OF GERMAN-BRAZIL DEAL

Senator Syminton. In summary, the German-Brazil deal is a unique
:leal in that they have also furnished a uranium enrichment plant;

is that not correct ?

Mr. Porter. Not a plant, sir, they have sold or promised to sell

a technology—the Becker jet nozzle process. Now it is not a tech-

nology that has yet been used to enrich uranium elsewhere. It is one

that obviously can work. The question is whether it can be commer-
cialized. I think that answers
Senator Symington. Actually Dr. AgncAV, who I found generally

knows what he is talking about—he runs the Los Alamos Laboratory,

was in Chicago where the first controlled reaction took place, and so

forth—he points out if you go from 0.7 percent of uranium-235, the

amount found in natural uranium, you only have to go to a relatively

smaller enrichment capability for what you need to make electrical

energy. Then you can utilize the plutonium produced. You do not have

to go "through to the 80-90 percent enriched uranium. Whether or not

Brazil is dven the technology or the plants is really secondary to the

fact that West Germany has made a nuclear country in this hemisphere

and Brazil has the uranium which we know they have. Is that correct?

Mr. Porter. Sir, in indirect but perhaps also dii-oct answer to your

question, to me the worrv is plutonium. The plntonium route today is

the logical route for a country to follow if it is going to make a liomb.

The worry in terms of nuclear proliferation is not enrirhe<l uranium,

which must be hiffhlv enriched for weapons purposes. This is one rea-

son why the light water reactor is the safest kind of reactor in terms

of not creating proliferation problems. It uses low-cnrichcd uranium,

and does notl^roduce a high-grade weapons type plutonium in the

spent fuel.

Senator Symington. Let us summarize. Then I will yield to my
.colleague.
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DECONTROL OF NUCLEAK PROLIFERATION SUGGESTED

Tn 1054 I can remember talking to Mv. Chnrchill about this and 1

talked about balance of terror. And perhaps Dr. Oppenheimer put

even better when lie talked about two scorpions m the bottle, ^ow v

have six. Instead of trying to control that, it would seem everybody

doing their best to decontrol it and to let everybody have as muc

of this material as they want.

Then you read that book by Dr. Taylor that pretty soon the sma

countries can get it, and then "perhaps the people with intense feeling

and not even countries, perhaps a minority or criminal elements ca

have it, instead of there being any limitation on it. And, to be franl

until fairly recently I thought the lAEil was involved in preventin

proliferation.

You say plutonium worries you the most and certainly should won
evervbody.

I know that the French have completed a deal with a Middle Ea;

country where we figured out that country soon could make a rnii

imum of 200 Hiroshima bombs a year. Dr. York testified that the Hire

shima bomb killed 100,000 people.

So as we see it, one of the primary purposes of these hearings is thi.^

this matter of controlling nuclear proliferation is rapidly getting om

of hand.

ADDITIONAL INTERNATIONAL ARRANGEMENTS REQUIRED TO CONTRC
NUCLEAR WEAPONS PROLIFERATION

In any case, in view of the limitations on the IAEA, and considerini

the rapid spread of nuclear weapon making capability around tb
world, what additional international arrangements do you believe ar*

required to curb further nuclear weapons prolifei-ation ?

ilr. Porter. Well, sir, I told you that I think the plutonium is tin

cause for major concern. Plutonium, of course, derives from the chemi
cal reprocessing of spent fuel that has been burned up in reactor^

In light water reactors the spent fuel that is burned becomes in a sens
adulterated and it is more difficult to get weapons grade plutoniun
out of it. There are other types of reactors that are capable of makin<
a purer grade of plutonium for weapons purposes. Among tliose i

the Candu reactor. It is not designed for that purpose, of course, bu
it provides a possibility for achieving a better plutonium source.

AVith respect to your question on international arrangements, '.

believe that the world must urgently explore, and do its best to achieve
regional reprocessing plants. Where you have plants scattered arounc
the world which will reprocess spent fuel and derive plutonium in thai
process

; these plants should have to be, I think, multinationallv owner
and perhaps operated. They have to liave an international' contro
and safeguarding mechanism built into them. Reprocessing is that
point in the fuel cycle which concerns me most. Hie IAEA is workins
on such proposals now. It will need the help of all nuclear suppliei
states to achieve a solution. The problems in this project are formid-
able, the financial problems, siting problems, and problems of who
inanages the nuclear waste from the reprocessing: plant. I am not min-
imizing any of these practical problems, but fdo think the control
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f the reprocessing part of the nuclear fuel cycle is perhaps the most
nportant objective we should strive to achieve in an international ap-
roach to nonproliferation.

I also feel that ultimately a comparable regional and multinational
pproach should be made in the case of enrichment plants. If these
lants were multinationally owned, and operated under rigid inter-
ational controls, we could all breathe much easier with respect to how
le product of the plant was 'being used or whether the product of
le plant was being enriched to weapons grade level, which, as you
now, has to be around 90 percent plus. This contrasts to a low enrich-
lent level of say 4 percent for reactor fuel.

I do not wholly agree, as you know, with your views with respect
3 the value of IAEA. I think if the IAEA did not exist today you
'ould have to create it. I think it is unique in the sense that it is the
nly international organization in the history of the world that I am
ware of where nations have voluntarily given up a measure of
jvereignty to allow international inspectors to operate on their terri-

Dry. This is a vote of confidence, in most cases, for a world of order.

FIDDLING WHILE ROME BUEJs'S SUGGESTED

Senator Symingtox. Some nations have and some nations have not,
nd I have the greatest respect for the Avork that you did over there
rhen you ran our side of it; it looks to me that while the house is

' urning you are describing a new technology for putting out a future
ire as a result of some new developments being put into some kind of
ire extinguisher.

I noticed the other day that an authority in this field said if one of
he larger bombs were dropped on the Capitol the scarred earth would
iC 36 miles in diameter. That means thousands of people would be killed

n Baltimore. I am talking about fallout.

So you have this }5roblem and for years nobody has been really look-
ng at it. The Foreign Relations Committee tried to get information,
omotinies successfully, sometimes unsuccessfully. The Armed Serv-
ces Committee in the 23 years I have been on it has consistently dis-

)layed its disinterest in anything except what the Pentagon wanted
n the way of weaponry. It has never looked into the problem in any
lepth and the person who I think has done the most to try to bring this

natter to the public, and perhaps you will agree, is Senator Pastore,

I!liairman of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy.
All we are trying to do is get information and I think we are fiddling

vhile Eome burns as this proliferation problem expands. I think the
)pst illustration of that is the loss by your company, the company you
ire presently with, of the contract with Brazil, because this Govern-
nent would not agree to the stipulation of Brazil, while the German
xovcrnmGnt did agree to their terms and, therefore, they got the deal

md we lost the 20,000 jobs, and so forth.

But I have expressed my position. I have asked you the questions

hat the staff and I drew up and I yield to mv colleague Senator Bidon.
Senator Bidex. Thank you very much. IMr. Chairman. T apologize

'or being late. I was at a hearing of the Banking Committee.
I may be a bit redundant. If I am, please indicate so, and I will read

ho record so you will not have to repeat.
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RATIONALE FOR U.S. NUCLEAR SALES

I would like to start at the back and work forward. In making ai

analocry to arms sales, every time I question someone m the Admims

tration or any of my colleagues with regard to why we continue t

supply arms "for the world to remain at war, I am told if we do nc

the other side will. Also, we need jobs and at least this way when w

supply the arms to the Middle East, for example, they have to com

back to us for spare parts and we have some degree of control and ths

is how the scenario goes.

In that context I wovdd like to ask you whether or not that sarc

type of logic would apply with regard to the fear that the Chairma

has and all of us have that proliferation of nuclear energy in a capacit

to produce weapons, atomic and hydrogen bombs, characterizes oi

concern with regard to the recent arrangement between Germany an

Brazil. If the United States had gone ahead with the deal, might th

United States have had been in a better position to impose some restri.

tions and controls over the use of the technology and materia

supplied ? „

If so, why would we have been able to ? |
Maj^be you can elaborate on that a little.

Mr. Porter. Senator, I can give a very simple answer to your que

tion and the answer is yes, if the United States had sold to ]3razil

—

Senator Symington. A little bit louder.

Mr. Porter. If the United States had sold to Brazil w'ithout quo

tion the controls that our Government would have required and tl

conditions of that sale would have produced a more effective saf

guards regime because there would have been no chemical reproces

ing plant in the package. What concerns me, carrying it one ste

further, is if when the United States finds it is out of the market, th

international market, in nuclear sales, we also correspondingly loi

our voice, our weight in the councils which concern themselves wit

establishment of effective safeguards around the world.
We carry weight in those councils now simply because Ave are tl

world's largest nuclear exporter, we, the United States Governmon
I am not speaking of Westinghouse. The possible loss of that abilit

to influence international non-proliferation policies, I think, is f

serious and damaging a prospect as the loss of the jobs.

Senator Biden. If that rationale is correct, then it would seem t

me consistent with U.S. policy that it is sort of a foregone conclusio
that many countries. Third World countries included, are going to 1:

seeking a nuclear capacity. So what we should be doing now is activel
pushing to become the supplier even to those countries who are slightl
thinking about going nuclear. We should be in there to be sure we d
not lose that footing. It is in our best interest to supply the whole worl
or the bulk of the world with this nuclear capacity, because otherwi?
they are going to get it somewhere else. So we had better go ahead an
do it. Is that correct ?

Mr. Porter. Well, let me put it another way around.
The answer again is yes sir but do not forget that, and I am sur

you are thinking of this. Senator—that the whole oil price and avail
ability picture has changed the life of the developing world immeas
urably. You now have the Fourth World. These are the fossil fue
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poorer countries of the world, the populous ones, every one of whom
is turning in desperation to nuclear power as a way to survive in an
energy sense. In providing them with nuclear powerplants, the TTnited

States adds not only measures of nonproliferation control and im-
proves our own job situation, but at the same time we are responding
to an essential need of the developing world in attaining its industrial

development goals.

Senator Bidex. I am not nearly as erudite or informed—I do not

mean that sarcastically—as the Chairman of the Subcommittee. Most
of this is brand new to me. I am going to ask you fundamental ques-

tions that will reveal my ignorance but enhance my backgi^ound and
knowledge in the area.

UNIQUE U.S. SAFEGUARDS PREVENTING BOMB PRODUCTION

What kind of safeguards exist when we make a sale which would
prevent, to use the vernacular, them from using the waste product to

produce a bomb ?

What do we do differently than any other supplier of nuclear energy
in order to prevent that end result ? This is the fear that most of us

commoners have. They are going to build a bomb and some idiot is

going to decide he should be leader of the world and decide he is going

to drop it somewhere, or set it off somewhere.
Wliat safeguards do we have that are different than anyone else ?

Mr. Porter. Let me answer it briefly, Senator, and then if I find

as I read the record that I have not done a good job may I elaborate

on the record ?

Senator Biden. Surely.

Mr. Porter. The United States first enters into a bilateral agreement

with the potential recipient country to which we are exporting. Tliis

is called a cooperation agreement. It is that. It is also a control agree-

ment. It specifies the terms and conditions under which the export

will occur, including the requirements for safeguards, requirements

with respect to U.S. approval of reprocessing arrangements for spent

fuel, and other measures
Senator Biden. You say requirement for safeguards? AVliat safe-

guards ?

Mr. Porter. Well, safeguards as required by the United States.

Senator Biden. Safeguards with regard to the

Mr. Porter. Inspection of the nuclear material for instance. In-

spection of the material to assure that it is not diverted for any un-

authorized purpose at any stage of the nuclear fuel cycle.

Once the exported nuclear material has been covered by the agree-

ment, it continues to be covered under a U.S. agreement in perpetuity.

It is followed and subject to inspection from that point on in tmie.

Theoretically, one atom can be followed through the fuel cycle and l>e

inspected and accounted for. Under our U.S. agreements the nuclear

material and equipment which we sell abroad will be inspected for-

ever, or until it is used up and is no longer of concern in a nuclear

proliferation sense.

The United States Government delegates to the IAEA, m effect, its

safeguarding rights which are established in the bilateral agreement,

through a trilateral agreement between ourselves, the third count r}^
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and the IAEA. That trilateral agreement specifies the details of tne

safecruarding and assures that anything that the United States wishes

IAE\ to do with re,o-ard to safecruards and inspections is covered m the

ati^eenient : otherwise we would not sign it. The trilateral agreement is

also approved by the IAEA Board of Governor.

Now, when we have an approved trilateral agreement the United

States then enters into a suspension protocol with respect to certain

aspects of our bilateral agreement and we say to the country concerned,

"So loner as you abide bv the IAEA agreement and we are satished, so

be it, bu"t we retain the right to reapply bilateral safeguards m a given

situation whenever we are unhappy about developments or it the tri-

lateral asfreement is no longer in force.
^ ^

Senator BroEN. What form does that reapplication take ?

Mr. Porter. Well, it has never happened. It would simply be if we as

a Government were not satisfied that all was well and, of course, I can

no longer speak for the Government but I can speak for it as I knew

it_if we as a Government were not satisfied with the safeguarding, if

we had concerns, we would have the right to reimpose our own over-

look on those nuclear activities in the importing country which con-

tained our U.S. origin nuclear materials or equipment.

So we have that as a fallback position which we fortunately have not

needed to use.

Senator Btdex. I apologize for being so simplistic about it. But what
form Avould that take?

For example, assume that we had made a deal with Brazil. Assume
that Brazil had agreed to conditions upon which we make our sales.

Then assume that 2 vears. 5 years, or 10 years down the road, Ave be-

came satisfied that Brazil was in fact diverting waste material to the

production of atomic weapons. Would we then reinstitute the bilateral

aspect of the agreement and IAEA would no longer be a factor ? "VVliat

form would that take ? Would we land Marines ? Would we say now you
have broken the agreement, we are not going to send you any materials.

Now you have three hydrogen bombs, we are not going to send you any
more technology ?

]\Ir. Porter. I probably misled you. I was simply trying to describe

the procedural steps which were aA'ailable to us. It is very unlikely we
would need to do that—^to reimpose bilateral safeguards. If we felt that
that country x, which had received U.S. nuclear imports was attempt-
ing to divert material to unauthorized uses, or if the IAEA. Avhich in

the first instance would discover this, felt similar concerns, the IAEA
Avould immediately report the matter to the IAEA Board of Gover-
nors, which Avould take M'hateATr steps it deemed necessary. The mat-
ter, if unresolved, would also theii be reported to the Security Coun-
cil, where again decisions on whatever sanctions would be applied by
the international community would be taken. Individual countries
could, of course, applv their own sanctions immediatelv in a variety of
ways. The nature of their actions, concerted or individual, would
depend on the situation and the depth of their concern—sending
INIarines or breaking diplomatic relations or cutting off aid are soine
of a wide range of options that could be considered.

"
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WHY BRAZILIANS TURNED DOWN WESTINGHOUSE

Senator Symington. Mr. Ambassador, you and I have known eacli

other for a long time and I am sympathetic with the fact you have
recently been with IAEA and now you are with the generally con-

sidered No. 1 company in this field.

I would like to ask you this question. Perhaps you would rather

have one of your colleagues answer it.

Why was it that the Brazilians turned down "Westinghouso. who
made an offer that was a very fine offer, from every angle, theirs and
ours, and cost us a great many thousand jobs. Why was it that Brazil

turned us down and took the German deal?

Mr. Porter. Simply put, I think it was that the U.S. Government
could not from its own production facilities satisfy the Brazilian need

for enrichment services for fuel for its newly ordered reactors. The
U.S. Government, of course, would also not commit itself, and could

not commit itself in the near term at least, to agreeing that it would
allow the export of the technology for an uranium enrichment j^lant

in Brazil, a country vrhich has not become a party to the Xuclear Xon-
FroiifeT-ation Treaty.

Westinghouse is not in the enrichment business, so the provision of

enrichment know-how would have to come from another firm, in any
case, or a government which possesses the know-how.

SOURCE OF GERMAN NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY

Senator Sy^niington. Vt'lio gave the nuclear technology to the Ger-

mans? '^\'1iere do they get this technology? Do they get it from the

United States ?

Mr. Porter. The Becker enrichment process principles, I think, have

been in the public domain for a long time. It is an aerodynamic enrich-

ment technology. It becomes an engineering problem. I think the TT.S.

Government may have tried the technique in the past and decided

against it.

Senator Symington. Following Senator Biden's line of questioning,

what you are really saying is that unless you have some stronof form of

control—the word Marines was used—when you furnish this infor-

mation to these scores of countries that now have it in terms of reactors,

what you are actually doing is also making it possi])le for them to

make bombs because if the reactor is large enough, they can get the

material to make the bombs through the creation of plutonium. Is that

correct ?

Mr. Porter. Well, making a bomb is a different matter. We were

talking about bomb materials.

Senator Sy^iington. I thought von were worried about plutonium?

Mv. Porter. The material itself is not easy material to handle,

plutonium.
Senator Symington. I understand that. It seems to be a lot easier for

some people to handle than to get the facts out this morning.

What I would like to ask, would there not be some question about

the Germans jroing farther with the uranium enrichment technology
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tlian our Government was willing to go in order to make this deal with
Brazil?
Mr. Porter. Certainly, sir. I am sorry, I thought I had covered that

in my original statement. But indeed so.

Senator Symington. Thank you.

Senator Biden. I believe you have a comment, sir.

Mr. Bethel. He reflected my comment in his response.

Senator Biden. Well, are there any specific ways which you believe,

Mr. Porter, that the United States can require safeguards that would
strengthen the ability to prevent a nation being supplied with this

nuclear knowledge, from being able to turn it into nuclear weapons ?

Mr. Porter. Well, the problem, of course, is the material from which
bombs are made. The safeguards system is designed to keep track of
that material to assure that its diversion is detected. The system is not
perfect. It's being improved. The improvement of inspection and con-

trol techniques is a technical matter, essentially, and I think it will

be solved. So the issue really is not, in my mind, that a nation is going
to make a national decision to break a safeguard agreement with IAEA
and the United States, and attempt clandestinely to divert nuclear
material from the peaceful nuclear fuel cycle. Such an attempt could,
I believe, be detected. The problem is when a country makes a con-
scious and open decision to do this—I think this is the point that Sena-
tor Symington was making—what does the world do about it ? That's
tlie problem.

I don't think the world is going to be fooled. When diversion hap-
pens we will know it. The question is what is to be done about it.

A safeguard system can only push the button and give you the red
light. Then the world's political structure has to decide how it's going
to react, as do we as a nation.

DETERRENTS AGAINST BRAZIl's GOING NUCLEAR

Senator Biden. As a practical matter, there is little or no way to
build in sanctions to the agreement. Let's face it. Sanctions are really
the only incentive or disincentive for the production of nuclear wea-
pons : aren't they ? "Wliy else would not these various countries, in this
case Brazil, down the road become a nuclear power? Why would it

not be in Brazil's best interest to in fact, if they have the capability and
technology, now that they will have the material and technology sup-
plied by West Germany to go nuclear? Why would it not be in their
interest to do that other than the threat of imposition of sanctions if
they attempt to do that ?

Mr. Porter. Now we are getting into motivations and I can't speak
for the Brazilian Government.

Senator Biden. Is there anything in current world history that
would indicate to you that it would not be in the interest of Brazil to
do that? Can you cite me any example in the recent course of hu-
man events over the last 100 years where nations have not opted? I
would be very interested to know. Maybe I'm just a young skeptic.
Mr Porter. I'm sorry I was going on to finish a point which was

this. It s perhaps germane to your question. The Germans, of course,
have asked for and received safeguards on this Brazilian deal. I don't
know the details of the German-Brazilian contract. I assume that in
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our subsequent hearings this will come out and the nature of that
:erman agreement will be ascertained bj^ the subcommittee.
The Germans, of course, have to ask for safeguards on all of this
uclear material and equipment exported to Brazil because the Ger-
lans have ratified the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty and it's an
Dligation of all parties to that treaty that they cannot export nuclear
laterial and equipment unless it's safeguarded.
So all I was trying to say is this : That material in Brazil will be
ifeguarded by the IAEA.
Now, if Brazil wishes to take the view of saying to hell with the
orkl, and decides to take the safeguarded material and risk breaking
er nuclear connections with Germany and other countries, perhaps
'ith the rest of the world, in order to make a bomb, then the safeguard-
ig system will tell us that that is going to happen. It is not designed
) stop Brazil from making such a fateful decision ; it can only deter.

Senator Symington. If the witness will yield. Do you think the
'uited States has said to hell with the world, we have the most of the
ombs ? What difference does it make if the largest country in South
.merica goes nuclear ?

In that connection I would like to offer an article from the Die
eit of June 27, reprinted in the German Tribune of July 10, that says

:

Tliis country stood accused of helping: Brazil to manufacture its own nuclear
arheads, of encouraging—in a fit of madness—the nuclear arms race in Latin
merica and other continents and jeopardizing the security of the world in
eneral and the United States in particular.
The nonsensical nature of such arguments is demonstrated by the attitude of
ae U.S. government. As long ago as 19 February, six days after the treaty draft
as completed, Martin Hillenbrand, U.S. Ambassador in Bonn, was notified of

le full text by this country's chief negotiator, Dr. Peter Hermes of the Foreign
'ffice.

Bernd von Staden, Bonn's Ambassador to Washington, similarly informed
'red C. Ikle, head of the U.S. disarmament and arms control agency.
Tlie U.S. government asked questions and received answers but on no occa-

ion has felt it necessary to make formal inquiries or lodged formal protests in

ionn.

Dr. Kissinger has seen no need to make official representations and President

'""ord did not discuss the subject during President Scheel's state visit.

Just going over for a little more.

Were Brazil ever to envisage developing nuclear weapons to counter similar

mbitions on the part of, say, Argentina, which is currently negotiating with

"anada for heavy-water reactors of its own, it could do so without having re-

ourse to the agreement with this country.

If Brazil is determined to become a nuclear power there is nothing this

ountry can do to stop it.

[The information referred to follows :]

[From the German Tribune, July 10, 1975]

Foreign Affairs—Are U.S. Misgivings Just Soub Grapes?

Brazilian Foreign Minister Antonio da Silveira and this country's Hans-Die-

rich Genscher have signed in Bonn an agreement on nuclear cooperation be-

ween their respective governments. .

Short-lived and unwarranted controversy raged both in Congress and in a

lumber of US newspapers in view of the deal's scope and extent, but there has

jeen no formal protest by the US government.
The agreement came into force the moment the two Ministers put pen to paper,

ft has been published in full and includes no confidential provisions whatever.

By the terms of this agreement Bonn has more than complied with its obliga-
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tions as a party to the nuclear non-proliferation treaty and a member of

International Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna.

Brazil too has consented to inspection arrangements and given binding unde

taSngs that the plant and equipment to be delivered will be used solely f.

industrial as opposed to military purposes.
, ^ ., , ,

As a non-signatory of the non-proliferation treaty Brazil was under no ob

"""Acculations'levelled by newspapers such as the :New York Times and by Sen

tor Pastore, chairman of the Congressional atomic energy committee, are entire

unfounded and in part based on absurd arguments.
, , .^ ,

Thi'; country stood accused of helping Brazil to manufacture its own nucle;

warheads, of encouraging—in a fit of madness—the nuclear arnis race in Lat

America and other continents and jeopardising the security of the world in ge

eral and the rnited States in particular.
. . ^ , ^-u ^^.-f^^.^^fi

The nonsensical nautre of such arguments is demonstrated by the attitude of tl

U S government. As long ago as 19 February, six days after the treaty draft w:

completed, Martin Hillenbrand, U.S. ambassador in Bonn, was notified of the fi

text by this country's chief negotiator. Dr. Peter Hermes of the Foreign Office.

Berud von Staden, Bonn's ambassador in Washington, similarly informed Fr(

C. Ikle. head of the U.S. disarmament and arms control agency.

The U.S. government asked questions and received answers but on no occasi(

has felt it necessary to make formal inquiries or lodge formal protests in Bon

Dr. Kissinger has seen no need to make oflScial representations and Preside

Ford did not discuss the subject during President Scheel's State visit.

Had the U.S. government viewed the deal between Bonn and Brazil with tl

merest suspicion of the alarm raised by Senator Pastore and a number of Ame
ican news.papers it would unquestionably have made such reprasentations to Bor

without further ado.

What is more, no objections have been raised by any signatory to the non-pr

liferation treaty—not even the Soviet Union, which cannot be said to vie

nuclear developments in this country with anything but baleful mistrust.

The Brazilian package opens up for this country's underemployed react'

industry an only partially developed market that is as yet largely dominated I

the Americans but in which Britain, Canada and France have also gained

foothold.
Technologically advanced countries such as Japan. Sweden, Israel or Italy wi

doubtless soon also set their caps at this promising market.
Firms from this country are to build an initial two 1,250-megawatt nuclef

power stations, with an option for a further half dozen, and also to supply Braz
with uranium processing and enrichment knowhow.
The entire deal may be worth 10,000 million deutschmarks or more. Since th

country must export or die and can only remain competitive in the nuclear sectf

by exporting plant and equipment there is every economic justification for tl:

agreement.
It just will not do for industrial giants such as the United States to corner nc

only aircraft development and the computer business but also the reactor marke
This runs counter to the principles nf the free market economy, which Wasl

incrton has already undermined by offering attractive Import-Export Bank ered:
terms and thereby pipping this country at the post in respect of nuclear deal
with Yugoslavia and Spain.

Clo?:er examination of the text of the agreement with Brazil shows how uniur
tifiecl claims are that Bonn is undermining the non-proliferation treaty liy sunpb
ing Brazil with uranium processing and enrichment know-how. which vroul
enalde tlie Brazilians to manufacture enriched uranium and plu*-onium for us
in nuclear warheads.
The Brazilian government has expressly agreed to inspection of plant nn

equipment supplied by this country in accordance with the provisions of the Tntei
national Atomic Energy Asrenr-y.

Brazil has further undertaken not to sell equipment to third parties withou
this country's consent and to comply with the regulations concerning works prr
tection. So military exploitation of know-how from this country is out of th
question.

Wliat is more, the Brazilian government has expressly embraced the funda
mental concents of the non-proliferation treatv. For the foreseeable future Brazi
has not the slightest intention of joining the nuclear club.
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There is no reason why Brazil should have any such intention, there being no
ower in Latin America that constitutes a threat to what is, after all, the con-
ment's largest country and fastest-growing economy.
Were Brazil ever to envisage developing nuclear weapons to counter similar
mbitious on the part of, say, Argentina, which is currently negotiating with
!anada for heavy-water reactors of its own, it could do so without having re-

ourse to the agreement with this country.
If Brazil is determined to become a nuclear power there is nothing this country

an do to stop it.

The real problem is another. The energy crisis has accelerated the develop-
lent of atomic energy. By the mid-eighties there will be so many nuclear power
tations in operation that tens of thousands of nuclear devices could at a pinch,
e manufactured.
By then processing and enrichment techniques, such as isotope separation, will
ave made further progress and virtually become common knowledge. This, then,

!i the real danger, and the blame can hardly be laid at Bonn's door.
Countries that have wanted to prevent nuclear proliferation have themselves

ot behaved entirely in keeping with their fine words. International agreements
uch as the non-proliferation treaty have long been overtaken by scientific and
echuological development.
Since the 1963 test-ban treaty America and Russia have conducted more nuclear

e.sts underground than they did atmospheric tests in the eighteen years
eforehand.
Since the 196S non-proliferation treaty the two superpowers have stockpiled

aore nuclear devices than ever before and since the 1972 Salt agreement nuclear
veapons systems have grown increasingly sophisticated.
Non-proliferation makes a deceptive distinction between peaceful and military

ises of atomic energy. In reality this distinction is virtually irrelevant.

Countries that reach a high level of non-military nuclear development auto-
aatically assume the .status of threshold powers because there automatically
omes a time when they are in a position to cross the threshold if they so wish.
If the threat nuclear power unquestionably represents is to be reduced to man-

igeable dimensions after all industrialised countries everywhere v/ill have to

tgree to equal terms in the exploitation of atomic energy in both sectors, submif-
iiig volvmtarily to appropriate restrictions and controls.

What are the prospects? The recent Geneva conference to review the non-
)roliferation treaty proved totally unsatisfactory because of the attitude adopted
)y the major nuclear powers.
President Johnson once undertook to allow IAEA inspection of US peaceful

luclear facilities. So far this has not happened.
Since last autumn a prospect of effective international ties has emerged with the

establishment of an informal club of nuclear technology exporters consisting of

^Vmerica, Canada, Britain, France, Russia and this country.
The group has so far met twice only, the last occasion beiuir in mid-June, but it

:-ould l:e established more formally as say, Nutex, an association of nuclear tech-

nology exporters, and set its cap at fresh targets in tlie fight to forestall nuclear

madness.
Yet the formation of such a body of this kind would only prove possible on

condition that a number of countries, particularly the United States, climbed

down from their high horse of nuclear monopoly claims.

POSSIBILITY OF DRT^RTIXG MATERIAL TO NUCLEAR WEAPOXS

Senator Syimixgton. "This country,'' of coiirss. means Germany. So
what we are really talkin^j about, accordinir to that article, and what Ave

have discussed this morning, is that any country which learns how to

make electric energy in any quantity through nuclear power, if it wants

to, can become a country with nuclear weapons; isn't that correct?

Mr. Porter. Well, I would say not in several ways. Obviously if the

nuclear fuel is reprocessed in that coimtry. and the reprocessing is

under the exclusive control of the country, the answer is "yes." If the

fuel is reprocessed elsewhere, and plutonium is removed from the coun-
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try or remains under multinational or international controls, the a -

swer is "No."
Senator Symington. You are talking about theory. You are n

talking about actuality.

Mr. Porter. I'm simply trying to define ways and means of ;

tempting to control the situation.

Senator Symington. I understand that. But based in the way thin

are going now, I think Senator Biden mentioned Indian and the sn

prise of the Canadians that India did what it did, and I'm not sayi)

that we can't work out a process for controlling the plutonium incido

to reprocessing, but the fact is that there really is no control todo

Is that correct?

]\Ir. Porter. The control, of course, of the material is there m
where IAEA safeguards are in effect. But there is no internation

army that will stop a country from saying we are going to seize th

material and divert it except the army of world opinion.

Does that answer 3-our question ?

Senator BmEN. There is control, it seems to me, only in the soi

that a sprinkler system or alarm system in a building controls the fii

If there is a major fire in this building, there are sprinkler systems <

alarm systems which will be set off. They react to the heat and set o

an alarm. However, if the Washington Fire Department does 11

come, the whole building is going to burn down because there is 1

self-starting mechanism that is going to put out the fire in this buil(

ing. Therefore, there isn't any control : all there is is a warning. It di

turbs me that we keep talking about control when in fact we a

actually talking about the warning mechanism.
I'm not saying that tliis isn't needed, valuable, a great contribi

tion, a step forward, and all the rest. But it really is misleading,
seems to me when we talk about control.

For example, the President of Brazil and his Senate created a ,

army linked, but independently administered, company called IMBEI
a few weeks ago, to manfacture military equipment. 1 guess it's a saf

assumption to imagine they will eventually reap benefits of the suppi
technology equipment and waste materials. It seems to be a foregon
conclusion on most people's part that eventually they are going to b
building a bomb. I don't think it's coincidental in light of the stated in

terest of Argentina and the relationship of Argentina and Brazil am
the newly created company.

I think we have to be naive to think that in fact there is no con
nection there. There is no guarantee that Brazil has no intentioi
Avhatsoever of moving into the capability of being able to produce
and in fact, producing nuclear weapons! What in the heck are W(
going to do about it?

ARGUMENT WE SHOULD BE TROLIFERATOR TO CONTROL PROLIFERATIOIS

The only reason I raise it now is your logical response to mv ques-
tion, which was that the best way' for us' to get the best availal>le
handle on the question of proliferation is for us to be the proliferator.
Ihat argument always disturbs me: vet I have no counter to that
argmnont. I get so damn frustrated I don't know what to say, except
your response makes sense on its face, but it's the same kind of catch-
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22 position we find ourselves in with regard to the supply of weapons,
and I don't know what to do about it.

I'm not suggesting that you have a responsibility to know what to-

do about it. I guess I'm just expressing my frustiation, and nuiybe

to the wrong parties.

I don't mean this in a personal sense, but tlie argument that we
should be the proliferator to make sure that proliferation is controlled

bothers me. That's like saying if you don't do it to her someone else

will, so you. might as well.

Mr. Porter. I have to define my terms on this one. I think there is

a heck of a lot of difference in selling energy to a country that can't

get it any other way and selling tanks to that same country.

Senator Biden. I feel more comfortable with the tanks. At least

the tanks can't shoot across the Atlantic yet.

Mr. Porter. I guess I have been more exposed recently to the prob-

lems of the energy-deficient developing world. I think when you con-

sider a country like Pakistan, with TO million people, and no appre-

ciable amounts of oil and coal, wliat are you going to do if you are

prime minister of Pakistan? Are you going to say, I will deny my
people the right to have nuclear powers

Senator Bidex. No, no, I'm going to want it. and maybe I'm going

to want to make a bomb, too. But I don't give a danm about Pakistan

in this sense. I don't give a damn what their self-interest is; I'm con-

cerned about the self-interest of the United States as reflected by our

action with regard to Pakistan.

Mr. Porter. The point I was trying to make is I think I can make-

in my own mind a major moral distinction between selling energy

systems to a country that needs energy and selling that same country

certain other thing's. I can't make the same ethical comparison that

you are making.
Now if we are talking about the fact that country "X" intends

J

to make a weapon, I think obviously you won't sell if you know that

f

or if you have that clear assumption. If you know, on the other hand,

that country "X" will accept all the international control mecha-

J
nisms and safeguards that the Avorld has produced,^ then some

', supplier countrv is going to make the sale to country '"X." The sup-

''l

plier country will feel it is a i-eliable su])])l!er because it is assuring

) as a condition of sale the application of all the safeguards which the-

'. world is demanding these days. This is what happened in Brazil.

So, it's going to end up that country "X," "Y," or ''Z" will have

nuclear power reactors, under safeguards, from some nuclear supplier

nation.

I don't like to make the analysis go any further on selling arms

versus nuclear power-, but there is a lot of technical ditl'erence. There

are ways in which the use of nuclear materials can be controlled so

long as the selling country insists on such controls.

WHAT WAS offered BRAZIL AXD COULDX't BE PROVIDED

Senator, I should answer one more question for you. I think I

misled you at one point very early on. This was with reference to the

Brazil sale.
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Did I understand you to think that the United States was going tc

sell or offered to sell an enrichment plant to Brazil?

Senator Bidex. No.

Mr. Porter. That isn't the case.

Senator Bidex. As I understand it, that's why you didnt get the

deal?
Mr. Porter. Yes.

Senator Biden. And am I mistaken on that ?

Mr. PoRi-ER. The only other thing, the concern which we mentioned

before you came in, was that the United States was unable to provide

enriched uranium—not the plant, but simply an assured supply to en-

riched uranimn for fuel for the Brazilian reactors.

brazil's seeking of arms SELF-SUFFICIENCY

Senator Biden. I would like to submit for the record, although I

admit it does not in fact directly relate to nuclear weapons, because

it's in the context of the question that I asked, an article which ap-

peared on July 9 in the Washington Post entitled "With Army-Linked!

Firm ; Brazil' Seeks Arms Self-Sufficiency." It seems to me that a >

country that in fact is likely from their own self-interest to seek arms

self-sufficiency would seek arms of self-sufficiency from the equivalent

of the M-1 rifle to a bomb. I don't see where the modus operandi of

the controlling facts of that government would in fact get to a point

where they would stop and make a distinction. They could say, "If

we violate* a nonenforceable agreement we may be in the position to

produce the ultimate weapon. But we shouldn't do that because we
don't want to violate an agreement, although we seek arms self-suffi-

ciency." That's the context in which I raise the question. This is not

meant to be a reflection on Westinghouse or you, Mr. Ambassador;
it's more an expression of my lack of knowledge and frustration in the

area.

So I would like to ask that be put in the record. I have no other ques-

tions and I will yield to my more knowledgeable colleague.

[The information referred to follows :]

[From the Washington Post, July 9, 1975]

Brazil Seeks Arms Self-Sufficiency With Army-Linked Firm

(By Bruce Handler)

Rio de Janeiro, July 8—Brazil, which has caused concern in the United States
because of its drive to become an independent producer of nuclear energy, also
is seeking self-sufficiency in military weapons.

President Ernesto Geisel has proposed creation of an army-linked but independ-
ently administered company to manufacture military equipment. The Senate last
week went through the formality of approving the proposal of the military-con-
trolled government, and the company—to be called Imbel—is to be set up within
a few months.
Imbel will be an opended operation. Private weapons manufacturers, perhaps

including foreign companies, may later be taken in as minority partners if the
army thinks this will aid Brazil in developing its own arms-making knowhow.

For the immediate future, Brazil still will be dependent on the United States
and Europe for such military equipment as jet fighters, submarines, self-correct-
ing missiles and computer-run weapons-guidance systems.
But this country will rapidly increase local production of artillery pieces, tanks,

armored reconnaissance vehicles, rocket launchers and machine guns, as well as
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illets, armor plating, field bridges, bullet-proof vests, uniforms, tenting and
mgle-suiTival rations.

It also is possible that after Imbel gets going, Brazil will export military gear
) other Third World countries, but this is not on Geisel's list of priorities. lira-

lian companies currently sell nonmilitary pistols, rifles and shotguns to Europe,
le United States and the rest of Latin America.
Officers with the U.S. military mission to Brazil do not see Imbel as necessar-

y a bad thing, although they are aware of the negative reaction that erupted
I the U.S. Congress recently when Brazil announced a multibillion-dollar deal
ith West Germany to acquire the technology to build its own nuclear reactors,

ears were expressed that Brazil would build an atom bomb, although the Bra-
lians insisted the nuclear knowhow will be applied exclusively to the generating
' electricity.

U.S. military people seem to feel that Brazil is a proven ally—it sent 25,000 men
> fight on the American side in Europe in World War II and its supply of troops
< the Organization of Amei-lcan States for Dominican Republic service helped
vtriciite the United States from its 1965 invasion there. A strong, independent
razil is believe<l ultimately to be good for America is the feeling.

Brazil's capacity to produce weapons probably is of greatest concern to the
oanish-speaking republics of Latin America, which traditionally have been
ary of "mini-imperialist" ambitions on the part of the continent's lone Portu-
lese-speaking country.
President Geisel has said many times that Brazil wants to live in "fraternal
)existence" and "does not nurture ambitions of hegemony." But he also says
lat Brazil is "con.scious of its place in history" and must act with "agility" to

•otect itself from the dangers of the changing world economic and political

tuation.

During the controversy over tlie German nuclear pact, Brazilian ofllicials tried
• explain that Brazil, wliich imports three-fourths of the crude oil it uses an-
lallv. c.innot remain dependent on outside energy sources.
Imbel will have a special federal credit of ,$.3 million to start, but its actual
litial working capital is secret. Last year the army spent $64 million on locally

ade weapons and equipment to replace those that formerly had been imported.
Other liranches of the armed forces also are embarked on programs to cut down
eapons impoi-ts.

The navy builds its own frigates and patrol boats and is switching to Brazilian-
ade ammunition and communications gear.

Tlie air force makes its own electronic ground equipment, airborne radios and
e.'ither radar. It is turning to local pilvate industry for small aircraft engines.

nket fuel and. eventually, research and combat rockets.

A little-pulilicized clause of the Brazilian contract with Northrop Corp. for ?>6

-5E jet fighters and six F-5B trainers calls for a mixed government—private

razilian aircraft company known as Embraer to manufacture and export F-5
unpononts to the United States over the next 10 years.

That contract has been in the news otherwise because of a questionalile

•lationship between Northrop and a consulting outfit nm by retired Brazilian

r force generals.
Embmer is also assembling jet ti-ainers under license from a private Italian

'mpanv. with each succeeding plane having a greater percentage of Brazilian

n-ts.

For many years, the Brazilian air force lias l)een acquiring rocketry experience

ul tec-lnuilogy from the United States. West Germany and Canada at its

irreira do Inferno CHell's Gate) base, just a few miles south of tlie equator.

Foreign technicians say the Brazilian base is excellent for testing rockets

cause the earth's gravitational pull is less there than in Western Europe,

lorida or California.

WHETHER IAEA HAS AXT TEETH

Senator Symington. One other point before I yield to Senator Tase.

iTiat we are fliscnssinof reallv is whether the IAEA has any teeth.

Jhero you and T differ, I say this witli grreat respect, is that up to now,

1 my view, there has been no meaninsffnl control thronrrh the IAEA
om the standpoint of beinof able to control the inevitable production

iFplntonium incident to the production of electi'ic power.

61-004—76 11
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ADMINISTKATION POSITION ON BRAZIL DEAL.

Senator Biden. In that same regard I guess really what I was di;

cussing was something even beyond that, and tliat is what the devil :

American foreign policy? What is the administration policy with n
gard to this kind of activity in the Western Hemisphere? That is reall

what is at issue as far as I'm concerned. We lack liiiowledge in the sul

committee, at least I do in this subcommittee, and I suspect everyon

else, with regard to what the administration position was on this dca

What in fact is our stated foreign policy with regard to something thfi

could potentially impact so drastically upon international affairs i

the Western Hemisphere. That's really it. It seems to me the bottor

line we ultimately get to even bej'ond the question whether or nc

lAExi or any other international agency has any teeth in it is wha
is our policy. It's far beyond the realm of responsibility of the Westinj2

house Corp. unless the president of Westinghouse is considering run
ning for President. I don't know that.

Senator Case. Mr. Chairman, I understand exactly the concern ou
colleague from Delaware has expressed and that is one reason I wa
happy to be able to get to part of these hearings. Trying to be in tw
places at once is a common experience we all have and I had it thi

moT-ning. But I have been fortmiate enough to have met Mr. Porte
before. I'm very glad to have his statement on the record. I'm su
he said in this public hearing what he has told us before, in substance

In relation to the specific point that Senator Biden just made, tha
]

he would like to know what our policy is, I think it's very useful tha;

we are going to have administration witnesses up next week. I thin
that is the place to put that question very strongly to them. T can
imagine that this is going to have any partisan connotations becaus
this is a problem we all face as Americans, as people living on thi:

planet, in a world wliich is far from perfect. Any handle we can ge
on it I think we all want to join in getting, including. I'm sure, thi
administration. The initiative the administration took by the confer
once in London is an example of that. But I'm not here to present theii
view at this moment.

I thank the Chairmpn for his initiative in bringing this thing up anc
I look forward to further testimony to be discussed at next week's an

"

pubsequont hearings.
Thank you.
Spoliator Symington. Thank you. Senator Case.
I think we are going to have witnesses up on Tuesday to develor

further some of the points that have been brought up this morning.
^

Senator Javits.

EXTENT CORPORATION SHOULD BE RESPONSrVTl TO U.S. FOREIGN POLICY

Senator Javits. Uy. Chairman, I. too, like Senator Case, have had to
be m two placesat once and I have not had the opportunity to hear Mr.
J orter. but I did wish to ask, and came especially for that purpopo.
this question.
To what extent should a great corporation like Westin.o-house be re-

sponsive to the foreign policy of the United States, which is not neces-
sarily incorporated in mandated law ?

c
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INIr. Porter. Senator, I can speak with respect to the company's posi-

on on the issue of nuclear nonproliferation which is, of course, what
oil are talking about toda}'

.

The company has expressed publicly its strong view on this subject

1 a recent letter to the editor of the New York Times which stated

ur concerns and three main points with respect to our recommenda-
ons of what might be done. These were, in effect, policj' judgments and
ecommendations on the part of the company witli respect to further

ction of the U.S. Government in the international comnuuiity.

"With respect, of course, to Westinghouse's export sales, the question

^as covered earlier in the testimony. We do not, of course, engage in

iiy sales of nuclear materials or equipment abroad without throughout
iscussions with our Government on the political and related aspects

f those sales. Those dialogs can stretch into rather long periods of

ime.

I think Westinghouse feels a logical sense of concern over the prob-
lem of nuclear proliferation. "\Ye feel that nuclear energy really is an
bsolutely essential contribution to the future sources of energy in the

rorld, not just in our own country but in many others, and it is the

orporation's most highly rated objective in terms of its nuclear ex-

port sales to assure that a nonproliferation regime exists in the world
/hich will enable those sales to be carried out within a safeguard

ramework which Avill make the world feel safer.

I think that sums it very, very briefly.

Senator Javits. Even if it represents actions against its self-in-

erest in terms of profits, will the company decide, based upon the views

'f our Government, not to make sales? Is that company policy?

Mr. Porter. Indeed.
Senator Javits. And in that regard would it be guided by the State

)epartment even in terms of stretching the point? In other words, if

t didn't fully agree, but the State Department felt it shouldn't go that

vnj, it wouldn't, whatever the law might say ?

Mr. Porter. That certainly is the case and, of course, ultimately the

vrhole thing becomes a licensing matter as well. It would be common-
ense, I thmk, to avoid having a showdown at that late stage of the

jame.

Senator Javfts. Sometimes the showdown is so difficult for the Gov-

rnment that the Government would have to grant the license if you,

lotwithstanding its advice to the carrier, pushed it. That happened be-

ore. So it is very important that company policy should be not to

>ush it at all if the State Department frowns upon it. And that's what
' gather companv policv is?

'Mr. Porter. I h.ave only been with the company recently. Maybe ^Ir.

Bethel can respond to that.

^Ir. Bethel. I would like to amplify a little bit. It's our policy and

mr practice to keep the appropriate agencies of the Governmerit m-

ormed as we proceed in all of these international regotiations and keep

hem informed both on a formal and on an informal basis both her«

11 Washington and at the embassy in the countries overseas, because we

ee the need to have the same or to build the same tight cooperation

)etween industry and the U.S. Government that we see happening,

or example, in the German situation where the chief negotiator was
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in fact i\ Gorman official. So we do work closely with all elements o

government.
Senator Javits. Thank yon.

Thank von. Mr. Chairman.
^ -, n ,

Senator Symington. Ambassador Porter, we are very gratetul t

Mr. Bethel, do yon have anything fnrther yon wonld like to say

rnOLIFERATlOX CONTROL BT MEANS OF FUEL RODS

Mr. Bf.ttiel. I wonld like to make one comment which I think pos

siV)ly can be helpfnl as yon go and think abont controls, and it's simpl

a technical one. if yon will, bnt I want to describe the interface betwee

a pressnrized water reactor, or a boiling water reactor, both of whie

operate for the prodnction of electrical poAver, and the qnestion whic

yon are addressing, which is safeguards against proliferation.

That interface is the fnel rod which comes ont of the reactor dnrin

the time the reactor is off line and not generating power. The fnel ro

is abont as big aronnd as this pencil. It's abont 10 feet long. There ar

a few thousand of them in the reactor.

The fnel rod is made of a welded metallic cladding called zircalloA

Inside it are several things. One is the nraninm which was not con

snmed. Second is the waste fission products which were generated b;

the fissioning in the reactor. A third is the plutoninm which wa
created.

So as long as they remain in the fnel rod, that plutoninm cannot b
made the base material for a bomb. What has to happen is that the rod
must be chopped up, chemically treated, the plutoninm extracted, thei

transformed to the size and shape of the bomb. The control must star

with a physical control of these fuel rods.

Senator Symington. "VVliat you are talking about then, and I don'
mean to interpret it along my own thinking, is some formal teeth in tli

control of plutoninm?
Mr. Bethel. Let me suggest the proposition is on the table; to hav'

regional reprocessing centers which must be under the physical con
trol of a nonnational entity, and that all of these fuel rods from all o
the reactors in that region should go to that regional reprocessing
center where the material can be in the physical custody of nonnationa
interests.

Senator Case. Also have all powerplants in the same central place s(
they can be under the physical roof of the agency ?

Mr. Bethel. If you recall the interface as I clescribed, as long as yoi
have a means of assuring physical custody of tJie fuel rods when the}
come out of the powerplant, what happens in the powerplants need not
be at stake.

Senator Case. How can you have control over them when they com^
out it you re not right there ?

Mr. Bethel. You must be there.
Senator Case. So yon want to be in the powerplant itself
Mr. Bethel. Absolutely.
Senator Symington. Or you must have an airreement whereby theti

are shipped back to yon?
^ ''^

Mr. Bethel. Yes,^sir.
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Senator Case. How do you monitor such a thing and how do you

arry it out even though you monitor and find out something has gone

,vrong. How do you stop it?

Mr, Bethel. That's the point Ambassador Porter commented on
iarlier. We will know when it has happened.

ATTITUDE OF OTHER SUPERPOWER

Senator Symington. Certainly I asked this question. There is

mother superpower. For that country I have great respect. They would

)e, I would think, about as anxious as ourselves to see that this matter

s brought under some form of world control. Wouldn't j-ou agree ?

]Mr. Bethel. I would think so.

Mr. Porter. A quick comment on that. From my past experience

ertainly working with them on the question of safeguarding nuclear

tiaterials and the establishment of an effective nonproliferation

egime, there is simply total agreement on objectives.

Senator Case. That isn't going to agree with Russia as mucli as it is

vith some other countries.

Senator Symington. Mr. Enright.

Mr. Enright. No thank you, Senator.

Senator Syisiington. Anybody else, gentlemen ?

Thank you very much. We appreciate your courtesy, knowledge, and
our help.

[Whereupon, at 11 :40 a.m. the subcommittee adjourned subject to

he call of the Chair.]





NON-PROLIFERATION ISSUES

TUESDAY, JULY 22, 1975

United States Senate,
Subcommittee on Arisis Control,

[nternational Organizations and Security Agreements
OF the Committee on Foreign Relations,

Washington^ D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:30 p.m., in room
1221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Stuart Symington
(cliairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Symington, Humphrey, Clark, Biden, and
Javits.

Senator Symington. The hearing will come to order.

opening statement

This afternoon the Subcommittee on Arms Control, International

Oro-anizations and Security Agreements of the Foreign Relations

Committee continues its inquiry into certain background aspects of

the recent German-Brazilian agreement, by which West Germany
will transfer to Brazil a complete nuclear fuel cycle, in other words,

a capacity to make nuclear weapons.

In testimony before this subcommittee last Friday representatives of

he Westinghouse Electric Corp. disclosed that Westinghouse had en-

tered into negotiations with Brazil on a similar nuclear arrangement

long liefore German companies clinched the deal. But Westinghouse

apparently could not meet Brazil's demand for a complete fuel cycle

liecause the policy of the U.S. Government prevented such a sale.

Westinghouse testified that as a result not only did they lose between

$4 and $8 billion in business—which could have greatly helloed our

balaiice of pavments—but also some 20,000 jobs.

Yet, even though the United States denied itself these large eco-

aomic benefits owing to our concern over th^ nuclear proliferation

aspect of the proposed sale, we nevertheless allowed West Germany to

20 ahead with it, a country for whose defense we have spent several

liundred billion dollars. ^ , , , tt o /-«

Last month the Department of State testified that the U.S. Govern-

ment had protested and even tried to stop the German-Brazilian deal.

But the West German Government flatly denied that and continues to

denv that any protests of any kind were made by the United States.

This discrepancv has vet to l^e cleared up.
,, , , . , n

The subcommittee also notes that the Common Market is reiwrtedly

turning to the Soviet Union for enriched uranium, which it has in the

(161)
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past purchased almost exclusively from the United States. Over tl

next few yeai-s it is reported that Common Market dependence o

Russian enriched uranium will go up approximately 20 to 60 percen

This afternoon's testimony is designed to clear up some of thes

matters as well as some other recent developments in the nuclear fiel(

We have with us Mr. Myron Kratzer. Would you identify yourself

Mr. Kratzer. Yes, sir.

Senator Symington. And Mr. George Vest and Mr. Abraham Friec

man.
If you will come up and sit at the table, please.

jMr. Kratzer is Acting Assistant Secretary of the Bureau of Ocear

and International Environment and Scientific Affaii-s of the Depar
ment of State.

You took Dr. Ray's place ?

^Ir. Kratzer. On an acting basis
;
yes, sir.

Senator Symington. "Slv. Vest is Director of the Bureau of Politic(

^Military Aifairs of the Department of State. And Dr. Friedman
Director of the Division of International Programs, Energy Researc

and Development Administration, commonly termed ERDA.
Is that correct ?

Mr. Friedman. Yes, sir.

Senator Symington. Mr. Kratzer and Mr. Friedman, you have pr«

pared statements. We have seen them and read them.
We suggest in order to get along wath the questioning you file thei

for the record and answer our questions, if that meets with yor
approval.

[]Mr. Kratzer's and ]Mr. Friedman's pi-epared statements follow :]

Prepared Statement of Myron B. Kratzer. Acting Assistant Secretar-
Bureau of Oceans and International Environmental and Scientifj
Affairs, Department of State

'Sir. Chairman and members of the committee, it is a privilege to appear hefoi
your Committee today, on belialf of tlie Department of State, to offer testimon
on the important issue of proliferation of nuclear weapons. Today, more tha
30 years after the commencement of large-scale productions of fissionable mate
rials by the United States, five additional countries—the Soviet Union, Grer
Britain, France, the Peoples Republic of China, and India—have developed an
tested nuclear explosives. In your statement of July 15, you described this situf
tion as six scorpions in a bottle.

I believe it is a fact of considerable importance to our understanding of ho^
proliferation has come about so far, and what might be done to avoid it in th
future, to note that of these six countries, only one—India—has made use o
Plutonium produced in facilities which were substantially assisted by outsid
sources under arrangements for cooperation in the peaceful use.s Of nuclea
energy'. Of the remaining five, four made use of plutonium which was producer
not in nuclear power reactors, but in much simpler facilities, .specifically designc
for Plutonium production. In the case of India, the plutonium was derived froi:
a researcli reactor which resembles one type of plutonium production reactoi
and which is also much simpler than a nuclear power reactor.

The.se facts illustrate that, while the diversion of materials produced in th
nuclear power fuel cycle is one route to proliferation, the route traditionall:
used to acquire material for nuclear explosives is the construction of much sini
liler facilities, specifically suited for production of fi.ssionable material. The U.S
policy of cooperation in the peaceful uses of nuclear energy, which has been fol
lowed since the passage of the Atomic Energy Act of 19.54, is designed to detei
proliferation by offering assistance to legitimate peaceful nuclear programs
under effective controls, and thus reduce the incentives for countries to under
lake independent nuclear programs which could readily lend themselves to peace
ful uses.
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Today, as a result of the Indian explosion and as more and more countries turu

to nuclear energy to meet portions of their energy needs, the risk of proliferation

seems greater than at any time in the past. Yet, the lesson of the twenty years

since the U.S. embarked on a deliberate policy of cooperation in the peaceful

uses of nuclear energy, I believe, is not that proliferation is inevitable, but that

it can be avoided.

I should like to stress the importance which is attached by the Department
of State as well as the entire Executive Branch to this goal. To achieve it the

Tnited States will continue to exert strong leadership in every possible way. This

has been emphasized by Secretary Kissinger personally on a number of occa-

sions, including his speech of September 23, 1974 before the United Nations Gen-

eral Assembly, when he stated, in part

:

'•In a world where many nations possess nuclear weapons dangers would be

vastly compounded. . . . The challenge before the world is to realize the peace-

ful benefits of nuclear technology without contributing to the growth of nuclear

weapons or to the number of states possessing them."

SAFEGUARDS

I have stated that the U.S. approach to avoiding proliferation has been to

cooperate with other nations in the peaceful uses of nuclear energy under effec-

tive controls. A description of what these controls are and how they work may
be of some interest.

Our cooperation in peaceful uses of nuclear energy takes place under agree-

ments prescribed by the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. These agreements are sub-

mitted to the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy which, under amendments
passed last year, must report them to the Congress within 30 days. Within a

thirty-day period thereafter, the Congress may, by concurrent resolution, prevent

the agreement from becoming effective.

Each of these agreements contains a guarantee by the other party, as prescribed

by the Atomic Energy Act, that the materials and equipment made available

under the agreement, will not be used for nuclear weapons or any other military

pui'pose. These agreements also contain provisions, referred to as safeguards,

which allow independent verification of the undertaking that material and

equipment will not be diverted to military use. through broad rights of inspec-

tion in the territory of the cooperating country. The concept of verification of

sovereign undertakings through such means as on-sight inspection was a novel

one. The rights to make these inspections were achieved with considerable dif-

ficulty as a result of the bargaining power which the United States possessed as

a provider of nuclear assistance.

The safeguards rights are extremely broad. Their central provision is one

which allows U.S. personnel to have access to all places and data necessary to

account for material, and to make any independent mesurements which are nec-

essary ; in short, the right to carry out inspections in the territory of the

coimtry.
If the only objective of safeguards is to provide assurance that nuclear assist-

ance provided by the U.S. is not diverted to unauthorized uses, tliis assurance

could perhaps be secured more effectively by U.S. inspections than l)y any other

means. However, the U.S. is not the only supplier, and few. if any, suppliers

would be in a position to apply safeguards to their own cooperative activities.

]\Ioreover. not all countries would look upon bilateral safeguards arrangements

between close partners as credible. Finally, it is of the greatest importance that

the indigenous nuclear programs of non-nuclear weapons states be safeguarded,

as tlie NPT provides. These considerations lead to the conclusion that only an

international safeguards system can fulfill all the functions required in the field

of verification of peaceful nuclear undertakings. ^ .. -,

It was therefore. U.S. intention from the outset that safeguards be conducted

not directly bv U.S. personnel, but rather by the International Atomic Energy-

Agency wliose creation we proposed. The establishment of the IAEA was nut

accomplished however, until 1957. In the meantime, to avoid delay in implemen-

tation of the 'cooperative program, the U.S. entered into bilateral agreements of

the kind I have described, with provisions which allowed for transfer of the

safegxiards responsibility to the IAEA when this became possible.

Beginning in the late 1950"s when significant quantities of nuclear material

began to be supplied abroad until the mid-1960's when the responsibility for the

application of safeguards was largely assumed by the IAEA, hundreds of on-

sight inspections were conducted by U.S. safeguards personnel.
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The purpose of these safeguards, as conceived from the outset, is to detec

diversion of the nuclear materials to any unauthorized purpose. The safeguard;

are not in themselves a prohibition against unauthorized use of material pur

poses. They are a means for verifying that such a prohibition, contained in eaol

of our agreements, is being complied with.

The U.S. has insisted from the outset that safeguards be conducted m such {

^•;,y—both bilaterallv and by the IAEA—as to verify by independent and objec

tive means that peaceful use undertakings are being fulfilled. Thi.s approach o

independent verification is the basic principle of the IAEA system which th<

U.S. has taken the leadership in developing.

The acquisition of broad rights of inspection on the territory of sovereigi

countries—whether undertaken bilaterally or by an international organization-

represents an unprecedented step in the development of means for assuring tha

international undertakings are met. We believe that effective .safeguards, that i>

safeguards which provide a high degree of assurance that any diversion wil

be detected on a timely basis, constitute an important deterrent to any sucl

diversion. It would have ])een neither politically acceptable nor practical to gran
f*

to an international organization the power to correct or punish any violatioi

which it detects through the use of force or police power.

The IAEA safeguards system is designed primarily to verify that govern

mental undeitakings not to divert materials are being met. It accomplishe
this through a system which includes three basic elements : materials accounta
bility, containment and surveillance. If it could be conducted with absohiti

accuracy, materials accountability alone would provide an adequate means foi

assuring that no diversion has taken plae. Unfortunately, this is not technical!} I

achievable. Similarly, containment and surveillance—measures to ensure tha
nuclear material is not removed from peaceful nuclear facilities by unaiithorize(

I

means, or at unauthorized times or locations—would, if fool-proof, provide ade
fiuate assurance that no diversion is taking place. However, even when no diver
sion is detected by such measures, this does not constitute complete proof tha
none has occurred. Thus, an effective safeguards system must make use of i

combination of these measures ; materials accountability provides an objectivt
measure of the amount of material unaccounted for. At the same time, contain
ment and surveillance serve to expose any would-be violator to a high risk o:

detection, even for diversions much smaller than the limits of accuracy of tht

accountability measures.
The Agency safeguards system includes all three measures, and these are beina

implemented in practice. For example, at nuclear power reactors, the IAEA not
only accounts for the fuel rods discharged through physical inventories to verifj
plant operating records, it installs seals on reactors and fuel storage areas tf

provide evidence of any unreported fuel removals, and makes use of tampei
resistant cameras to detect any unauthorized fuel movements in the spent fuel
storage area.

International safeguards have a different and more diflBcult task to perform
than do domestic control systems. They cannot rely on the presumption that
underlies domestic systems that no massive conspiracy, directed and organized
from above—that is, by the government itself—is credible. At the same time,
international systems can and do rely on the fact that a government itself has
an overwhelming self-interest in ensuring that nuclear material in it^ possession
is not diverted by persons unauthorized by itself. The two systems therefore
complement each other. National systems have the basic responsibility for ac-
quiring accountability data, which, in turn, is statistically verified by the inter-
national authority. Only in this way can the resources needed for effective
international safeguards be kept within acceptable limits.
While international safeguards were designed principally to detect any diver-

sion by governments, the effectiveness of these measures does not depend in any
way on whether a would-be diverter is acting under national orders or as part
of a subnational group. However, it is not the purpose of safeguards to prevent
theft, seizures, or diversions by subnational groups, and inspectors have no
grant of police powers to do so. Tliis is the role of phvsical security svstems

—

employing guard forces, physical barriers, and related measures—applied by
iiatumal authorities.
The worldwide increase in terrorist activity has lent greatly added importance

to tiie adoption of effective measures to prevent the theft or seizure of nuclear
materials by dissident or criminal groups. There is little to be gained bv debating
^^hether diversion of nuclar material by national authorities or theft bv sub-
national groups is the more serious and likely threat. Both are important and
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•otli must be effectively guarded against. The numerous countries with which
he U.S. has held consultations in this area, both bilaterally and multilaterally,

igree with the importance of adequate physical security measures and are coop-

rating with the U.S. in applying such measures. The IAEA is also assisting

n this effort in an important way by developing authoritative advice on the

stablishment of effective national physical security regimes.

Totlay, more than 50 IAEA inspectors are applying safeguards, including on-

ight inspection and other objecti\e means of verification, to more than tiO major
acilities in about 50 countries. As additional countries come under the safe-

uards regime of the Non-Proliferation Treaty, the Agency's workload will in-

rease rapidly.

No practical system of safeguards can provide absolute assurance of the detec-

ion of small diversions. However, a safeguards system which exposes a would-be
liverter to a high risk of detection can effectively fulfill its purpose of detecting

nd thereby deterring attempted diversions of significant quantities of weapons
iseable material. "We believe that the current safeguards system of the IAEA
as this capability.

The resources currently available to the IAEA to implement this system are

n reasonable balance with present needs. However, with the expected rapid

Towth of requirements, providing the Agency with adequate resources to fulfill

ts responsibilities will present an important and continuing challenge. Similarly,

he development of more effective and efficient safeguards techniques is an
mportant task which requires strong support from the agency's members.

THE NON-PROLIFERATION TREATY

No matter how effective the non-proliferation policies of the U.S. and other

uppliers may be, the problem of avoiding proliferation through indigenous

luclear efforts remains. It was largely in recognition of this fact that the U.S.

ormulated, proposed, and actively promoted the adoption of the Non-Prolifera-

iou Treaty. The XPT is designed to close the gap—a very real one in the case

1 many countries—that fissionable material suitable for use in nuclear explosives

ould be acquii-ed through the essentially unassisted efforts of a particular nation.

^he XPT is, thus, a key element in achieving non-proliferation and the U.S.

.trongly supports the broadest possible adherence to this treaty.

Like any other important agreements, the NPT represents a bargain among
ts parties. In exchange for relinquishing its sovereign right to acquire nuclear

xplosives. a treaty party obtains the vastly increased security which fiows from
he relinquishment of this same right by other parties to the treaty. There are,

lowever, other important benefits to membership in the treaty. In particular,

\.rtic]e IV of the treaty extends to non-nuclear weapons parties the assurance

hnt they may undertake peaceful nuclear programs under the safeguards of the

renty and that in doing so, they will enjoy the fullest possible cooperation from
he niiflear weapons states and other nations capable of providing assistance.

The pffectivp implementation of this provision will help ensure the broadest
jotttilile adherence to the treaty.

During the negotiations of the NPT, many nations expressed concern that

he •^nfeauards provision would interfere with the development of legitimate

ip.T^pful programs mid would give an unfair advantage to the nnoloTr wenpons
:tatr^s. ivhos« neacpful programs are not required to be safeguarded under the

'•eify. To demonstrate its conviction that safeguards need not intprfere. the

^.S. undertook, during the treaty nesotiations. voluntarily to make its own
.ofir>ofni nrofrrams subject to IAEA safeguards. A similar offer was made by the

Tp'ted Kimrdom.
In nddition to It'! crucinl imnortancc in ensnrine the ndhercire to fhp treaty

>f othor advanced industrialized countries, imnlementntion of th^ T\S. offer will

•ivovido the IAEA with an important means for improving its safesunrds tcch-

linups and experience. It will also aHow the U.S. to assert much more effectively

ts leadership role in the safeguards field.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

Tl)p current wide-ranging discussion of non-proliferation and snfegunrds was
argely triggprpd by the Indian nuclear explosion of :May 1074. This pvniosion

.vas unioue in that it employed fissionable material derived from facilities in-

enflpd for ppaceful pui-poses supplied through outside assistance.

The Plutonium employed in the Indian explosion was derived from a natural

aranium research reactor supplied to India by Canada. This arrangement was
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developed at a very early stage of the programs of international nuclear coopt

atiou before clear-cut policies relating to peaceful uses undertakings and sal

guards bad been evolved. For tbis reason, whUe the arrangement contained

peaceful guarantee (which India asserts it has met), it contained no safeguar.

to verify the use of the reactor. Thus, the Indian nuclear explosion in no ws

casts doubt on the effectiveness of safeguards, since none were involved.

In order to avoid any misunderstanding, I should like to stress that Cana(

has consistently been among the strongest and most effective supporters of tl

policy of non-proliferation and safeguards, and the approach used in this eaiiie

arrangement has not been followed in subsequent Canadian agreements.

Much of the current discussion of safeguards and non-proliferation is focusc
J"

on the proliferation risks involved in the international transfer of facilities «

technology for reprocessing and enrichment of nuclear fuel. It is these faciliti^

which have the capability of producing fissionable material in a form suitab

for use in nuclear explosives. There are, however, important distinctions belwet

them.
Reprocessing technology has long been unclassified and, at least in its gener

outlines, is widely available. In contrast, the technology of uranium enrichmei

has remained for the most part classified and is not generally available. In tl

early 19t>0's, at U.S. initiative, agreement was reached among interested countri

to place all future work on the centrifuge process, then underway in sever;

countries under strict classification. Moreover, unlike reprocessing, the process<

and equipment employed in uranium enrichment processes are far from co
ventional. Thus, there is no readily available basis for undertaking uraniu
enrichment in most countries.

There are also important differences among the various enrichment processc
and reprocessing in relation to the readiness with which weapons useable materi;
is obtainable. One of the purposes of reprocessing is to recover plutonium i

useable form. On the other hand, an enrichment plant for producing light wat(
power reactor, fuel need not produce highly enriched uranium. The conversic
of enrichment plants designed to produce low enriched uranium to the prodU'
tion of highly enriched material is not impossible, but it is. for some process^
such as gaseous diffusion and the jet-nozzle, very difficult.

P.otli reprooes.«!ing and enrichment facilities present difficult safeguards pro!
lems. Effective safeguards at large facilities of this type will require tlie coi
tinuouR application of safeguard measures. Even with this approach, absolut
accounting for all produced material cannot be achieved, but in a properl
designed system making effective use of containment and sui'veillance measure;
even small diversions attempts can be subjected to a high ri.sk of detection.
The transfer of reprocessing or enrichment facilities or technology presents

further proliferation problem. Even if the facilities built under a cooperativ
arrangement are safeguarded, the technology transferred misrht l>e used in fntur
unsafeguarded facilities. To meet this problem, arrangements whicJi call for tl'

application of peaceful use imdertakings and safe.guards to any far-ilities buil
by the recipient in which transferred technology is employed are being developer"
The effective implementation of this principle can make an important contribu
tion to the achievement of nonproliferation, since it can result in bringing unde
safeguards facilities which, in time, might have been built independentlv bv :

cr>untry receiving such technology.
P.e<-ause of the proliferation potential of reprocessing and enriching facilities

the TT.S. does not favor the widespread introduction of these facilities among f

number of nations and has placed the transfer of such facilities or their tech
nolnjry under strict control. One logical way to minimize the number of reproc
essing and enrichment facilities constructed, and. at the same time, to reduce
their proliferation risks in other ways is through the development of multi
national enterprises meeting regional needs for the«e two fuel cycle services
P.y providing for multinational management and stafl^ng of such facilities, thif
approach complements safe.guards in detecting any diversion and provides addi
tionnl political constraints against a withdrawal or termination of safeguard?
at snrh facilities.

In recognition of the attractiveness of the regional fuel center concept, the
7AE.\ is currently undertaking a feasibility studv of such centers. The TT.S. is
strnnslv in favor of this study and urges other IAEA member states to give it
their full support.
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THE BOLE OF SUPPUEES

It is clear that success of non-proliferation efforts is critically dependent on the

)licies not simply of the U.S. but of all major suppliers. In recognition of this,

tensitied efforts to achieve supplier coordination was specifically called for in

jcretary Kissinger's UN speech of last year. The goal of non-proliferation can
» more eff'ectively realized if suppliers adopt certain restraints which go beyond
e NPT undertaking to supply nuclear materials and equipment only under
fcguards.
AVhile the U.S. has enjoyed a dominant position as a nuclear supplier, it has
'vei- had the exclusive capability to provide nuclear assistance. The first nuclear

(wer I'eactors sold in international commerce were natural uranium sold by

reat Britain. Natural uranium reactors have also been sold by France,

irmany, and Canada.
The supply of enriched uranium itself is undergoing major changes. Even at

e inception of the international program in 1955, the U.S. did not have a
mplete monopoly in enriched uranium supply. Since then, a tripartite con-

rtium of Great Britain, the Netherlands, and West Germany has begun produc-

3n for commercial use by the centrifuge process on a pilot scale. France, with
bstantial investments from other countries, is undertaking the construction

a commercial scale gaseous diffusion plant scheduled for completion in 19S-,

id a second plant will ))e built if market conditions warrant. The Soviet Union
s entered the world enrichment market on a large scale. Additional enrich-

mt efforts are being undertaken or planned by South Africa and by West
H-many in association with Brazil, using new processes. Japan, Australia, and
nada are considering the establishment of enriching facilities.

The superior technical and economic characteristics of enriched uranium reac-

rs, coupled with the dependable supply of enriched uranium assured by the

S. enrichment capacity and distribution policies, led to the widespread adoption

the light water enriched uranium reactor. The continued attractiveness of

S.-type light water reactors is dependent upon the continued capability of the

S. to serve as a highly reliable supplier of enriched uranium. President Ford's

pent proposal on expansion of U.S. uranium enrichment capacity is the key

ement in enabling the U.S. to fill this role.

The U.S. policy of cooperation in peaceful uses of nuclear energy has, in addi-

3n to its non-proliferation objectives, other important goals. The economic and
chnical interdependence which results from the supply of U.S. reactors and
clear fuel to other nations can strengthen political ties and can have an impor-

nt stabilizing influence on international relations. The sale of nuclear equip-

ent and services is of substantial economic benefit to the U.S., with sales to

te estimated at more than $2 billion and cumulative sales through 1990 esti-

ited at over $40 billion.

Competition among suppliers on price, quality and other commercial consid-

•ations is proper and desirable. Competition on safeguard arrangements is reck-

?s. In his speech of July 14 in Milwaukee, Secretary Kissinger observed that

; is crucial that supplier and user nations agree on firm and clear export

andards and strengthened IAEA safeguards."
The policies which we and other suppliers follow in the immediate future will

ve a profound effect on whether proliferation is contained or whether it

thers momentum.
The Department of State wall continue to give the problem of proliferation

? highest priority and exert every effort to ensure that the long-standing U.S.

ilicy of non-proliferation is successfully implemented.
This concludes my prepared statement, Mr. Chairman, and I will be pleased to

.spond to any que.stions which the Committee may have.

lEPABED Statement op Dr. Abraham S. Friedman, Dhiector. Division of

International Programs, U.S. Energy Research and Development Admin-
istration

Mr. Cbaii-man and members of the committee. I am pleased to appear on behalf

' the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) to testify

• the subject of nuclear exports.
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^Ir name is Abraham Friedman. I am the Director of ERDA's Division of

International Programs and, prior to the creation of ERDA on January 19 of this

vear ^vas <lirector of the Atomic Energy Commission's Division of International

i?ro«''ram>? My university training was in chemistry, chemical engineering and

phvsics and I have been associated with the countiy's nuclear energy program

since the Manhattan Project. I joined the AEC's international program in 1962

as the Commission's scientific representative in our embassy in Paris and have

been involved in the international program ever since.

In this statement I avIU attempt to outline the general framework in which

r.S. activities for international cooi>eration in the nuclear field are carried out,

the polides which govern our cooperation, and an overview of U.S. and foreign

exports of materials and equipment. Since Mr. Kratzer has provided the Subcom-

mittee with a detailed statement on the background and rationale for U.S. coop-

eration in this field, I will keep my statement brief and l>e prepared to respond

to questions members of the Subcommittee may have.

The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amende<l, provides, in Section 3.e. for

:

"a program of international eoopei-ation to promote the common defense and

security and to make available to cooi>erating nations the benefits of peace-

ful application of atomic energy as widely as expanding technology and
consideration of the common defense and security will permit."

In accordance with the provisions of the Atomic Energy Act, the United States

Government has carried out and promoted a broad program of international coop-

eration in the peaceful application of atomic energy for the past 20 years. The
program has provided for the exchange, with other nations, of information on

the application of nuclear technology for peaceful purposes and for the sale

abroad of reactors and nuclear fuels for both research and power reactors. These

activities have largely evolved under the teriu-s of Agreements for Cooperation

in the civil uses of atomic energy negotiated I)etv\-een the U.S. and other nations

or groups of nations pursuant to Section 123 of the Atomic Energy Act. There
are now in effect 30 such agreements with 29 countries, as well as one with the

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and two with the European Atomic
Energy Community (Euratom). A list of these agreements is attached.
The principle purpose of the Agreements for Cooperation is to provide a frame-

work, under the Atomic Energy Act. to : fa ) pemiit issuance of licen.ses for the
export of nuclear reactors ("Utilization facilities" as defined in Title 10 of the
Cwle of Federal Regulations, Part 50) by U.S. commercial vendors; (b) permit
issuance of licenses for the export of special nuclear material (SNM), e.g.,

uranium enriched in the isotope U-235 ; and (c) permit ERDA, or a future alter-

native U.S. source, to enter into and implement contracts for the supply of S>rM
or uranium enrichment services. These Agreements do not in and of themselves
normally represent a legal commitment by ERDA to conclude sudh enriched
uranium supply contracts or for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to
approve an export license application.
As prescribed in Section 123 of the Act, an Agreement for Cooperation must

include

:

(1) The terms, conditions, duration, nature and scope of the cooperation;
(2) A guarantee by the cooperating party that security safeguards and stand-

ards as set forth in the agreement will be maintained ;

(3) A guarantee by the cooperating party that any material to be transferred
pursuant to the agreement will not be used for atomic weapons or for any other
military nurnose ; and

(4) A guarantee by the cooperating party that any material transferred under
the agreement will not be transferred to unauthorized persons or beyond the
jurisdiction of the cooperating party except as specified in the agreement.
With regard to the process of negotiating and concluding Agreements for Co-

operation, or amendments thereto, draft texts are typically prepared by ERDA
and submitted to the Department of State for review and comment. The intent
of the Executive Branch to enter into the negotiation of an Agreement is brought
to the attention of the JCAE. After an agreed text has been developed, it is pre-
sented to the foreign Party for consideration on an ad referendum basis. After
ad referendum agreement is reached by the parties, the text must be approved
by the ERDA Administrator and the Department of State.
The approved text is then initiated by representatives of ERDA, the State

Department and the other Party to signify agreement on the text language (sub-
.lect to further approvals) and submitted by ERDA to the President for his ap-
proval. Before approving and authorizing the execution of the proposed Agree-
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aent. the President must determine in writing "that the performance of the
roposed Agreement will promote and will not constitute an unreasonable risk
the common defense and security." Following this determination the Agree-

iient is formally signed by representatives of ERUA and the State Department
on behalf of the United States) and the other Party.
The signed text is then submitted to the United States Congress, where it must

ie for a statutory period. Prior to enactment of P.L. 93-485 on October 26. 1974,

mending Section 123.d. of the Atomic Energy Act, all Agreements for Coopera-
ion or amendments thereto were submittetl to the Joint Committee on Atomic
Energy and lay for a statutory 30-day period. Under P.L. 93-485, all Agreements
ivolving significant cooperation—that means, assistance involving reactors pro-

ucing more than 5 thermal megawatts^must lie before the Congress for 60 days,

agreements involving reactors producing less than 5 thermal megawatts must
ie before the JCAE for 30 days. During tliese periods Congressional hearings on
proposed agreement are generally held by the JCAE. If, during the 60-day

eriod. the Congress adopts a concurrent resolution stating in substance that it

oes not favor a proposed Agreement, the Agreement cannot become effective,

f the Congress takes no such action or adopts a concurrent resolution favoring

proposed Agreement, the final step which brings the Agreement into force is an
xchange of notifications between the Parties (by the Department of State on

he U.S. side) advising that all their respective statutory and constitutional re-

uiroments have been completed.
Agreements contain limitations on the total enriched uranium (U-235) which

lay be transferred under the Agreement. Requests for significant quantities of

ranium enriched to greater than 20% in U-235, e.g., over 5 kilograms of con-

fined U-235, are considered on an ad hoc basis and, at a minimum, must satisfy

lie Executive Branch of the Government as to economic or technical merit and
s to acceptability of applicable physical security measures to protect the mate-

ials. Further, transfers of material and equipment can take place only within

lie perio<l of the Agreements.
With respect to safeguards on U.S.-supplied material and equipment exported

nder Agreements for Cooperation, the United States looks to the International

Ltomic Energy Agency to apply safeguards to source and special nuclear mate-

ial supplied by tlie United States under Agreements for Cooperation, and to such

laterial which is used in connection with U.S.-supplied facilities. The agree-

lents for cooperation with other countries include a provision expressly calling

or this. Pursuant to such a provision, the U.S., the other party, and the IAEA
onclude a trilateral safeguards agreement. Our Agreements for Cooperation also

Ive us the right to carry out bilateral safeguards on U.S. supplied material.

:'here safeguards rights are suspended while IAEA safeguards are in effect pursu-

nt to the trilateral agreement. /x^r^mx ^u
Under the 1970 Treaty on Xon-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (M'T), the

' S has undertaken not to supply source or special nuclear material and certain

quipment to non-nuclear weapon states unless IAEA safeguards will be applica-

le T'uder the Treatv a party can conclude a safeguards agreement directly with

lie IAEA This is an alternative approach to the above-mentioned trilateral

rrangement for IAEA safeguards on U.S.-supplied material. U.S. safeguards

ights under a bilateral agreement for cooperation with a state having an IAEA

afeguards agreement pursuant to the NPT would similariy be suspended as in

tie case of an IAEA trilateral safeguards agreement. Under neither approach,

owever is the agreement for cooperation replaced : rather, tlie .safeguards ar-

ansenients with the IAEA serve to implement an aspect of the agreements for

ooperation. with the mutual agreement of the United States and the other

ilateral parties. ^ j.. -r, % c;a^^c oii

In reviewing any proposed export case, the Executive Branch considers all

elevant aspects, including U.S. obligations under the
^^""^/'^''^f'^^.V "JiSr^

^he advice of all interested governmental agencies is sought and. on sign fi<-nnt

^S. policv matters, interagency studies are conducted nnd presentod to the

•resident for derision. The recommendations of the Executive Branch are

rovided to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission m connection wih the rcon

lideration of license application for the export of utilization oi production

acilities and special nuclear material.
, „i ^,.„ , . i.oco,i imnn'^

Control of nuclear assistance, in addition to that
"'^^^^^nl nn Hie diTsemir^

rovisions of the Atomic Energy Act. The I">";H>«'^V'''-«
\ n?,.ilV^ fnformTioii

ion bv private U.S. persons and companies of unclassified nuclear , iforma on

s well as other assistance in the nuclear field, is set forth m Section ...b of
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the Act. wbicli states that it shall be unlawful for any person to directly o

indirectly engage in the production of any special nuclear material outside of th(

United States except (1) under an agreement for cooperation made pursuant u

Section 123, or (2) upon authorization by the Administrator of EEDA aftL-

a determination that such activity will not be inimical to the interest of tin

United States. Pursuant to the statutory provision, the AEG, following initiatioi

of the Atoms for Peace Program in the mid-19.j0's, issued a regulation whit!

provided a general authorization for U.S. persons and companies to engage ii

unclassified activities in "free world'" atomic energy programs. For a number <•

years after the promulgation of this regulation the foreign activities in whicl

Americans participated under the authorization did not appear to presen

significant i>roblems. However, in recent years, an increase in certain types c

proposed activities (e.g.. unclassified assistance in uranium isotope separation

chemical processing, and production of heavy water) caused the AEC to recon

sider this lauthorization. This increase was accentuated by the fact thn

several countries requested the as.sistance of U.S. industry in conducting aetivitit

in these areas, including requests for assistance in enrichment and cheraic;;

processing, which raised national security and international safeguards issues.

In light of these circumstances, and following entry into force of the NPT
the AEC, in 1972, amended its regulations to require specific authorization f(t

any person under the .iurisdiction of the United States to directly or Indirectl:

engage in certain activities outside of the United States in the fields of uraniuii

enrichment, chemical processing and heavy water production. This change w;i

designed to assure that U.S. policy with regard to assistance to foreign nuclea

energy programs in these areas, along with U.S. obligations under the Treat:

on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, would be satisfactorily met.

In addition to the items licensed by NRC. there are many other material

and equipment which have potential atomic energy uses that are controlled !>

the Department of Commerce and the Office of Munitions Control of the Depart
ment of State. ERDA provides advice to these agencies regarding the potentia

significance of a proposed export to a nuclear weapons program and ou
recommendation as to whether the export should l)e permitted. We participnt(

in interagency committees developing U.S. policy and reviewing such expor
applications.

Also, there is the group known as COCO^I (Coordinating Committee) composer
of NATO countries, except Iceland, plus Japan, that has agreed to embargo tli(

export of strategic items to Soviet Bloc countries. There are many atomic
energy and atomic energy related items on the COCOM list. ERDA participates

in the development and updating of these lists and a review of individua
applicaitons.

U.S. cooperation with other nations and groups of nations is undertaken ii

conformance with the Non-Proliferation Treaty. The Treaty calls for the ex
change of equipment, materials and scientific and technological information ii

the peaceful uses of nuclear energy, subject to the express condition that sourc(
and special nuclear material so transferred, or utilized with equipment or othei
material transferred, shall be subject to IAEA safeguards. Moreover, the non
nuclear weapons state (NNWS) parties to the Treaty pledge not to acquire oi

manufacture nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices, and the U.S.
as a nuclear weapons state, has pledged not to provide any assistance toward the
acquisition or manufacture of such a capability. Actually, these principles hav(
formed the basis of our international cooperative program since its inception,
which has been designed to share the benefits of the peaceful applications undei
conditions to inhibit any use for non-peaceful purposes.
The U.S., however, is only one of many suppliers, and cannot unilaterally in-

hibit proliferation by controls on exports. It is important, thereof, that all sup-
pliers act on similar principles, to the maximum extent possible. Significant step?
have been taken in this direction. For example, the U.S. and other major suppliers
have agreed on a minimum list of nuclear materials and equipment which, as a
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coudition of export, must be subject to IAEA safeguards and as a commitment
by the recipient country not to employ such transfers for any nuclear explosive
purpose. In addition, there is a growing i-ecoguition among suppliers, as well as
recipient countries, that adequate physical security measures (particularly with
respect to the transport and use of sensitive materials) are important to prevent
or inhibit theft or other malicious acts. Consultations are continuing with other
suppliers concerning the need to adopt and strengthen common supply policies

aimed at assuring that nuclear assistance does not lead to proliferation. Many
of the major suppliers are also parties or signatories to the NPT. This provides
a common base for approaching the problem. These countries include the United
Kingdom, Canada, the U.S.S.R.. and the Federal Republic of Germany. France
is not a party to the NPT, but has indicated it would behave as though it were.
The U.S., until the past few years, essentially dominated the nuclear export

market. This is no longer the case. Of the 77 known nuclear power plants oper-

ating, under construction or on order abroad, U.S. firms are major suppliers for

55, with the others being supplied by Germany, France, Canada, Sweden and the

U.S.S.R. Revenues to the U.S. from these sales are expected to amoimt to ap-
proximately $3.5 billion. Looking to the future, it may be expected that U.S.
firms, with their broader domestic market base, greater experience in production,

and technological excellence, plus a larger production capability, will continue
to supply a major share of the export market. Other nations, however, particu-

larly Germany, France, Canada, and perhaps later, Japan, may become even
stronger competitors in the future. The extent of the market penetration by these

other suppliers may be limited to some extent by their capability to produce in

excess of their own domestic power program requirements, many of which have
adopted ambitious pi-ograms prompted by the desire to lessen their dependence
on imported oil. The Soviets are not perceived to be a significant nuclear power
plant supplier outside of the Soviet Bloc.

With respect to the supply of enriched uranium, the U.S. continues to be the

largest exporter of uranium enrichment services. It will, however, increasingly

share the market with the U.S.S.R., the French-led EURODIF group, the FRG/
Dutch/UK Urenco Centec, and, probably in the future. South Africa. It is pro-

jected that the U.S. will continue to be nearly the sole supplier of enrichment
services through the 1970"s, with the other suppliers beginning to have to take

up a portion of the market commencing in 1979 or 1980. Revenues to the U.S.

Government from the sales of enrichment services through 1974 amount to ap-

proximately $800 million and are projected by 1985 to .be about $7 billion.

Thus, the U.S. continues to be the major supplier of nuclear equipment and ma-
terials, and can be expected to continue in this position for the foreseeable fu-

ture. Several other suppliers, however, share in the expanding export market,

and this trend will undoubtedly continue and grow in the future.

It has been—and is—our conviction that U.S. cooperation with other countries

in the supply of reactors and fuel can be undertaken under conditions that provide

assurance that such cooperation will be limited strictly to peaceful applications.

Moreover, the U.S. will continue to consult with other suppliers on the impor-

tance of employing common policies to assure that assistance does not contribute

to proliferation.

This completes my testimony, Mr. Chairman. I will be glad to respond to ques-

tions the Committee may have.

61-004—70 12
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AGREEMENTS FOR COOPERATION IN THE CIVIL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY

Effective Termination

Country Scope date date

A. Bilaterals with individual coun-

tries:

Argentina Research and power July 25,1969 July 24,1999

Australia do May 28,1957 May 27,1997

Austria do Jan. 24,1970 Jan. 23,2014
Brazil do Sept. 20, 1972 Sept. 19, 2002

Canada do July 21,1955 July 13,1980
China, Republic of do June 22, 1972 June 21, 2014
Colombia Research Mar. 29,1963 Mar. 28,1977
Finland Research and power July 7,1970 July 6,2000
Greece' Research Aug. 4,1955 Aug. 3,1974
India Power (Tarapur) Oct. 25,1963 Oct. 24,1993
Indonesia Research Sept. 21, 1960 Sept. 20, 1980
Iran do Apr. 27,1957 Apr. 26,1979
Ireland do July 9,1958 July 8,1978
Israel do July 12,1955 Apr. 11,1977
Italy Research and power Apr. 15,1958 Apr. 14,1978
Japan do July 10,1968 July 9,2003
Korea do Mar. 19,1973 Mar. 18,2014
Norway do June 8,1967 June 7,1997
Philippines do July 19,1968 July 18,1998
Portugal do June 26, 1974 June 25, 2014
South Africa do Aug. 22,1957 Aug. 21,2007
Spain do June 28, 1974 June 27, 2014
Sweden,. _ do Sept. 15, 1965 Sept. 14, 1996
Switzerland do Aug. 8,1966 Aug. 7,1996
Thailand do June 27,1974 June 26,2014
Turkey. Research June 10,1955 June 9,1981
United Kingdom Research and power July 21,1955 July 20 1976

Do Power July 15,1966 July 14,1976
Venezuela Research and power Feb. 9,1960 Feb. 8,1980
Vietnam (Republic of) Research Julg 1,1959 June 30, 1979

B.JBilaterals with international

organizations:

European Aton-ic Energy Joint nuclear power program Feb. 18, 1959 Dec. 31, 1985
Community (EURATOM).

EURATOM Additional agreement to joint nuclear power program. July 25,1960 Dec. 31,1995
International Atomic Energy Supply of materials, etc Aug. 7,1959 Aug 6 2015
Agency (IAEA).

Source: ERDA.

'Superseding, research and power agreement in abeyance; U.S. material covered by IAEA (NPT) safeguards and
Greek peaceful uses" guarantee.

PROTESTS CONCERNING GER3IAN-BRAZIL NUCLE.VR ACCORD

Senator Symington. Last month the State Department testified be-
fore the Foreign Eelations Committee that the United States had pro-
tested the German-Brazilian nuclear accord. Later the same month, the
Chancellor of West Germany, Mr. Schmidt, denied that the United
States had made any protests whatsoever ; and this is still the German
Government position.

Could you helj) clarify for the record exactly what protests, if any,
were made, and by wliom, and when, ancl what concerns were
expressed ?

STATEMENT OF GEORGE S. VEST, DIRECTOE, BUREAU OP POLITICO-
MILITARY AFPAIRS, DEPARTMENT OE STATE

Mi- A'est. If T may start oiF on that one, to be<rin with T can o-ive
you the chronology in great detail to provide a sense of what^has
actiially transpired.

Senator SyM[N(5T0N. If you would give us a summary of it. Inci-
aontally do you have any telegrams or letters, recorded telephone
conversations showing you protested anything ?

Mr. V EST. I do not haA'c those with me, sir.
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Senator Symixgton. Would you file them for the record when you
got thoni?

Mr. Vest. Yes, sir.

1
The information referred to is classified and in the committee files.]

Senator Symixgtox. Either the State Department is not telling the
truth, or the German Government is not telling the truth.
Mr. Vest. I will start by saying that I am not sure ^Ahat the German

Government is saying, since what I have had my attentioji drawn to
were press reports.

Senator Symington. ^Miat we have are direct statements by Chan-
cellor Schmidt.

BEGINNING OF DISCUSSIONS W'lTH GERMAN AUTHORITIES

^Ir. Vest. To give some picture of the history, we began the discus-
sions of this subject with the German authorities in 1974 when we
first heard of the projected sale. To give you the main points, when
we asked for information from the foreign office in February 1975,
Ave were informed of the general ideas they had in mind concerning a
Biazil FRG (Federal Republic of Germany) sale.

Senator Symington. February 1975?
Mr. Vest. February 1975. In JNIarch 1975, the Director of the Arms

Control and Disarmanient Agency, together with representatives
Senator Symington. Who was that ?

Mr. Vest. Fred Ikle—together with representatives of the State
Department met witli the German Ambassador here and pressed him
for further consultations Avith us because of the implications of such
a sale.

Senator Symington. "What do you mean by that? Do you mean for

tlie first time they Avanted a uranium enrichment ])lant ?

]Mr. Vest. Because of the implications of enrichment and reproc-

essing being sold to Brazil.

Senator Symington. As part of the deal.

Mr. Vest. x\s part of the deal.

Seantor Sa'^iington. AAHiich the Brazilians requested.

Mr. Vest. That is correct.

Senator Symington. And you explained to him that we could not

accept that because it Avas against our policj*.

Is that correct ?

Mr. Vest. That is correct, sir.

Senator Syzsiington. The Germans did accept it, then, did they not?

Mr. Vest. The Germans then gave us a Avritten response after that.

Senator Sysiington. They took the deal Ave turned down. Is tliat

correct ?

]Mr. Vest. I Avould have to ask I\Ir. Kratzer to describe Avhat Ave did

and Avhat Ave did not do in relation to Brazil, sir.

Senator Sy:\iington. As avc understand it

~Sh\ Vest. In general teruis, this Avas a matter in Avliich one of our

companies Avas interested. We were not prepared to approve enrich-

ment and reprocessing.

Senator Symington. That is what Ave understand. Then the Germans
decided to approA'e enrichment and reprocessing. Correct ?

]Mr. Vest. Yes, sir.
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Senator Si-^^uxgtox. That lost iis billions of dollars of work and

tens of thousands of jobs, according to Westinghouse.

Is that correct?

Mr, Vest. I believe that is.

DEPUTY SECRETARY IXGERSOLl's MEETING WITH GERMAN AMBASSADOR

A further meetiiig was held in March of 1975 as well with Deputy
Secretary Ingersoll, again with the German Ambassador.

Senator Symington. Ambassador Von Staclen ?

Mr. Vest. Yes. Again we went over the case and urged that the

matter not be finalized.

Senator Symington. We went over the case. Who was "we" ?

Mr. Vest. Mr. Ingersoll. Mr. Ingersoll discussed the matter with the

German Ambassador and argued against a sale of this nature.

Senator Symington. Did he ask them not to make the sale?

Mr. Vest. I am sorry, sir. I would have to get the details on that for

[As of the date of publication the information referred to had not

been supplied.]

Senator Symington. What did he urge them to do if he did not ask
them not to make the sale ?

Mr. Vest. He urged them not to complete the whole deal. Wliether
he took out one section and said do not sell this, sell that, I do not have
the details.

Senator Symington. Let us get it straight. I know Mr. Ingersoll.

He was a former industrialist. He would be glad to have 20,000 jobs
in this country, would he not? Therefore, he must have been asking
the Germans not to do what we told the Brazilians we would not do.

Is that not correct? Would you put another interpretation on it?

Mr. Vest. No.
Senator Symington. Let us try to stay on beam with the facts.

Mr. Vest. We also offered at that time to send a technical team
over to Bonn to explain exactly the nature of our reservations, which
in April we did.

I would like to go right from there to the next point, which is when
President Scheel and Foreign Minister Genscher came to this country
in June.

REACTION to U.S. TECHNICAL TEAM's TRIP TO BONN

Senator Sy^viington. Before you do that, you sent the team over to
Germanv in April. What was^the reaction to that?

^Ir. Vest. They agreed to delay awhile. That is all.

Senator Symington. They agi-oed to delay.
Mr. Vest. To delay any final signature.
Senator Symington. How long did they agree to delay?
Mr. Vest. Nothing specific.

Senator Symington. Agreed to delay maybe until the next night ?

Mr. Vest. No, sir.

Senator Symington. I am asking you.
Mr Vest. It was agreed that they would delay. I assumed they

would delay for 1 or 2 months.
Senator Symington. That is what you assumed ?
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INIr. Vest, That was the general assumption on both sides..

Senator Symingtox. From when in April until when in June?
Mr. Vest. The general assumption was that they would not make

any decision until the end of that month.
Senator Symington. Until the end of what month?
Mr. Vest, The end of April.

Senator Symington. I thought you said 2 months.
]Nrr. Vest. This was the very beginning of the month. We did not

know the exact time they might act. We did not expect anything dur-

ing the month.
Senator Symington. About a month.

U.S. VISIT OF foreign MINISTER GENSCIIER AND PRESIDENT SCIIEEL

Mr. Vest. Right. In June Foreign ISIinister Genscher was here with
President Scheel. At that time Secretary Kissinger and Foreign ]\Iin-

ister Genscher discussed the sale. ^.Ir. Kissinger again expressed the

U.S. concern over the sale of reprocessing and enrichment.
Senator Symington. Expressed concern. He asked them not to do

it : did he not ?

]Mr. Vest. I assume so. I was not present when the conversation took

place.

Senator Syisiington. Have you seen the testimony of the State De-
partment before this committee? Were you present at that meeting?

]Mr. Vest. No. sir ; I was not.

Senator Symington. At that meeting it was stated that the State

Department urged the Germans not to make the sale.

]Mr. Vest. Mot to sell, I l^elieve, reprocessing and enrichment. I am
making a distinction between the sale of reprocessing and enrir-hment

on the one hand, and reactor technology on the other hand. Tliose are

two separate com]5onents of the total sale.

Senator Sy^niington. T understand.

Mr. Vest. Tlie Secretary expressed our concern with the first element

of the sale. It was publicly recorded. There were public statements

afterwards. ]Mr. Kissinger" was quoted in the press as saying. "We
talked the prol^lem over. We have had in the course of the Inst few

months manv op])ovtunities to brinor our point of view to the attention

of the Federal GoA'ernment. The Foreign ;Minister once again stated

to me the position of tlie Federal Government. We had an exchange of

opinions." So. ]\rr. Kissinger himself publicly, with Mr. Genscher right

there, did mention the fact that we have repeatedlv brought our posi-

tion to the attention of the German Government. The two of them on

June tlie 16th. indeed, had discussed it.

Senator Symington. Whfit was tlie position that Mr. Kissinger

brought before them ? What did he say ?

jNIr. Vest. Mv. Kissinger, the Secretary's position, again, as far as I

know

state department's position concerning GERMAN SAT,E

Senator Syt^iington. I will put you under oatli if you want to go

under oath. You keep talkinir about concern. What was the State

Department's position when they talked to the Germans about it?
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The State Department has testified to ns that they protested the deal.

They wanted to try to stop it. The German Chancellor savs that is not

true. He said not a single protest came from anybody in the American
Government : and it has been reported widely that it was not bronoht

up by anybody in this administration when ]Mr. Scheel came to this

country.

]\Ir. Vfst. I liave uo way of knowin<r what the basis for the German
Foreign Minister's statement is. If I Averc under oath. Senator, I could

not say for pure exactly what two foreign ministers say together in

the privacy of a room.
Our position and the one we have made clear, the one which the

Secretary alluded to, was we were opposed to the sale of reprocessing

and enrichment to Brazil.

Senator Symington. Now then, we are getting down to cases. In
other words, the State Department told the German GoA'-ernment

that they opposed this deal which we had refused for oureelves because
it was a uranium enrichment process, technological sales.

Is that correct ?

ISIr. Vest. Yes, sir.

Senator Symington. Thank 3-ou.

WHAT aat:stinghouse did

This past Friday representatives of the "Westinghouse Corp. testified

before this subcommittee that "Westinghouse was actively seeking a
major nuclear sale to Brazil before the Germans entered the picture
but that TLS. policy prevented the transfer of a complete nuclear
fuel cycle, so the Brazilians then turned to ^yQ^t Germany.
In effect, that is what you ha^^e told us. is it not ?

]Mr. Vest. ^'\nien you start talking about what Westinghouse did
or did not do. T sliould turn to one of the otiier witnesses and let them
speak to that, sir. I do not know.

Senator Symington. Fine.

STATEMENT OF MYRON B. KRATZER, ACTING ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY, BUREAU OF OCEANS AND INTERNATIONAL ENVIRON-
MENTAL AND SCIENTIFIC AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Mr. Kr.\tzer. "What vou have said. Mr. Chairman, is entirely correct.
One important point tlint hns beai-ing on that should be added. That
IS at a]i earlier stage of the Westinohouse Brazil discussions sometimem the summer of 1974. The Ignited States reached a situation where
we could no longer enter into additional uranium enrichment supply
contracts at that point.
We, tlie T\S. GoA-ernment. notified the Brazilian Government of

our mabdjty to go ahead with two firm supplv contracts for enriched
urannmi that would have been used in connection with the sale by
U estmghouse. We offered the Brazilian Government instead what we
refer to as conditional contracts.
That was qui^e a setback in the minds of the Brazilians, in spite of

the tact I mio-lit add, that at that same time a Presidential statement
was made that tlie conditional contracts would lie fulfilled. I am quite
sure that event had an important bearing on the attitude of Brazil
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toward the purchase of U.S. reactors, and was part of the motivation

of tlieir more actively seeking to do business elsewhere.

Senator Syminotox. What other countries did you give that message
to besides Brazil ?

INIr. KR.A.TZER. I cannot give you a complete list. We could submit
that for the record. There were some 30 contracts which had to be

treated in that Avay. Dr. Friedman of ERDA may have tlie informa-

tion with him. If not, we will submit it for the record.

PROLIFEILVTION OF NUCLEAR CAPABILITY

Senator Symixgtox. Based on considerable experience in this field

of nuclear weaponry, to my mind the most dangerous thing the Avorld

faces today is a proliferation of nuclear arms to more and more
countries.

Having just come back from Vienna and Geneva where I was a

couple of weeks ago with staff members of the Committees on Armed
Services, Foreign Relations, and Joint Atomic Energv. the three com-
mittees involved of which I was a member, it begins to look to me as

if our present efforts at controlling nuclear proliferation are more
form than substance; and that as we watch various nuclear transac-

tions take place around the world, the atoms for peace plan appears

to be increasingly transformed into an atoms-for-possible-war plan.

Pretty soon, with all this proliferation of nuclear materials, equip-

ment," and technolog3% it is going to be a relatively simple matter for

many countries to make atomic weapons if they so desire.

You would agree to that, would you not ?

]Mr. KpcAtzer. It is within the capability of a number of countries

today to produce fissionable material for weapons with relatively little,

and in many cases, without any outside assistance
;
yes, sir.

UNFILLED IAEA POSITION

Senator Symingtox'. I wonder why we do not pay more attention

to the IAEA. Several months ago the U.S. permanent representative

to the IAEA, Mr. Porter, left this position: he is now with Westing-

house ; and in fact he was a witness here last week. We got a lot of in-

formation from him.
However, a successor to Mr. Porter has not been named. Does not the

State Department consider the IAEA important enough to fill the

position ?

]\Ir. Kratzer. Mr. Chairman. Mr. Porter. Ambassador Porter, was

the U.S. Resident Representative to the International Atom.ic Energy'

Agency, a verv able one, and he served under Ambassador Tate, who
was our Representative, not our Resident Representative, but our

senior Reprasentative to that Agency.
Senator Symtxotox. He does not live there. He lives in this country.

:\rr. KJiATZER. He attends the important meetings of the Board of

Governors.
Senator Symixgtox. Three, four times a year, I am told.

Mr. KiLVTZER. Four times a vear; ves, sir.

Senator SYmxGTOX. Do vou know of any other imnortant corpoi-a-

tion or Government agency in which the Xo. 1 man who is responsible

visits the setup three or four times a j-ear?
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:Mr. Kratzer. The nature of the Agency's day-to-day business is sue:

that it can be handled more effectively by a career officer such as Am
bassador Porter was.

Senator Symington. Why do you not fill it ?

Mr. Kratzer. This will be filled very soon, sir.

Senator Syiviington. Very soon ? How soon ?

Mr. Kratzer. I can report to you it is in advanced stage of considera

tion. I think within a matter of days.

Senator Symington. I hope it is. It certainly has created a lot of dis

organization in what is generally considered to be the Agency tli:i

monitors the effectiveness of nuclear proliferation control.

Mr. Kratzer. It is a very important post.

Senator Symington. If it is a very important post, why do you no

feel it has been vacant for a month ?

Mr. Kratzer. It will be filled verv soon.

Senator Symington. Would 3'ou like to tell us when ?

Mr. Kratzer. No; I cannot, sir. because that is an appointmen
which is made by the administration.

Senator Symington. Xo name has been sent up to us.

Mr. ICratzer. No, sir; I think I can say in a matter of days yoi

will have it.

IAEA role concerning NUCLEAR PROLIFERATION

Senator Symington. The problem is that everybody sort of thougli
that the International Atomic Energy Agency, IAEA, was in eftc'

controlling this whole question of proliferation. The facts indicnif
exactly the opposite. It has no control whatever over nuclear prolifein
tion. as evidenced by the deals that have been made by countries thai
presumably are our friends. Of course, the experience that some con
sider unfortunate is the Canadian deal with India.

Incidentally, the Canadians are working with the Argentines, are
they not?

>= ^ 5

Mr. Kratzer. Canada has sold a nuclear reactor to Argentina. That
is under construction. That reactor, like the earlier reactor that Ar-
gentina purchased from West Germany is under safeguards of the
International Atomic Energy Agency.

Senator Symington. There is not any force behind those safeguards.
Mr, Kratzer. I would like to comment on what the Agency's role

in this ai'ea is in coiiiiection M'ith proliferation. The Agency has a verA^
important role to fill, in my view. That role is to apply what we call
safeguards which, if done effectively, have the capability of determin-
ing whether any material is being diverted to unauthorized uses,
nuclear weapons or nuclear explosives.

Senator Symington. Getting back to Brazil, they not only have not
ratified, they have not even si<rned the Non-Proliferation Treaty.

^^fr. Kratzer. The role of the agency in applyinir safeguards is not
one that necessarily depends on the country signing the Non-Prolif-
ei-al ion Treaty.
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HOW COULD IAEA STOP BRAZIL FROM BUILDING XUCLEAR WEAPONS ?

Senator Symington. Brazil has a lot of nranium in its own coun-
try. Suppose after it gets the technology it says thank you very much,
and goes ahead and builds nuclear weapons. '\"\liat could the IAEA
do to stop that ?

Mr. Kratzer. If a country has not signed the Non-Proliferation
Treaty, and Brazil is such an example, and undertakes a nuclear ])ro-

gram on its own with its own resources, using technology which it

has acquired from some other place Avithout restriction., that country
can, as you say, get into the production of nuclear materials and into

the production of weapons.
I would like to turn to the arrangement between the Federal Re-

public of Germany and Brazil, which you referred to earlier. The
technology which is being made available to Brazil, both the enrich-

ment technology and the reprocessing technology is under control. In
other words, the agreement which Germany has entered into with
Brazil, that is a public document which we can make available for the

recoi-d, places control on the technology which Germany will supply.

WITHDRAWAL FROiM NON-PROLIFERATION TREATY

Senator Symington. There is very little dilTerence fundamentally

between whether you sign the Non-Proliferation Treaty or whether

you do not. Under the treaty, informally you can stop being a mom-
iber tomorrow. Formally j^ou can stop with a 90-dav notice, can you

not?
Mr. Kratzer. Xo. sir, the treaty has a provision, artide X, which

allows the right of withdrawal on'OO days' notice but under very, very

limited circumstances.

Senator Symington. What do you mean by that ?

Mr. Kratzer. I do not have the" words at my fingertips.

Basically the treaty allows withdrawal on 90 days' notice only m
the event of extraordinary circumstances not foreseen when the coun-

try became a part of the treaty.

DETAILS OF FRG ARRANGEMENT

Senator Symington. Do you have the details on the Federal Repub-

lic of Germany's arrangement?
Mr. Kratzer. Yes ; I do.

Senator Symington. Would you file those for the record ?

I
Mr. Kratzer. We have the complete text and will submit it tor

the record.
. ii.ii*.

[As of the date of publication, the information referred to liacl not

been supplied.]

EFFORT TO PUT REPROCESSING UNDER jNTErNATTONAL SITERVISION

Senator Symington. On the German-Brazilian deal. State testified

the United States is trying to put the reprocessing under international

supervision.
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Has Brazil agreed to tliis ?

INIr. Kratzek. No one has agreed to it.

Senator Symington. "Wliat effort is the United States making in

seeing that Brazil comes under that ?

Mr. Kratzer. The United States is fostering the concept

Senator Symington. A concept ?

Mr. Kr.\tzer. Concept—that these reprocessing plants when they

are built, and they will be built in several countries in years to come,

be owned and operated on a multinational basis.

Senator Symington. Suppose the nation or country says we do not

Avant to operate on that basis ?

IVfr. Kratzer. This is the difficulty.

Senator Sy^jington. That is right. That is the reason we refused

to make the deal with Brazil, but the Germans took it.

Is that not correct ?

Mr. Kr.'^tzer. That is correct. We think the arrangements that

Brazil and Germany entered into still leave opportunity for the plant

to actually be constructed and operated under some sort of joint

arrangements between the two countries.

bechtel corporation's planned sale to brazil

Senator Symington. In the current issue of "Science" magazine
there is an article bv Eobert Gillette, who has written quite a bit on
this matter, and disclosed tliat the Bechtel Corp. was involved in plans

to sell the Brazilians a uranium enrichment plant.

Such efforts by Bechtel were carried on at the same time that Brazil

and West Germany were finalizing their own arrangements.
I would ask the unanimous consent that the article in question be

inserted at this point in the record. The article is entitled "Nuclear
Expoi'ts: A U.S. Firm's Troublesome Flirtation with Brazil."

[The information referred to follows :]

[From Science magazine, July 25, 1975]

Nuclear Exports : A U.S. Firm's Troublesome Flirtation With Brazil

(By Robert Gillette)

The American failure to stop West Germany from selling sensitive nuclear
tpchnolo^ to Brazil may have been inevitable even under the best of circum-
stances. For Washington to suggest that Bonn withdraw its unprecedented offer
of uranium enrichment and plutonium processing technology to Brazil was,
from the German point of view, a bit like General Motors asking Volkswagen
to steer clear of South America. The predictable German response was that the
Americans were suffering from sour grapes, and the deal was signed on 27 -Tune.

Tlie State Department's diflScult task of convincing Bonn that the paramount
U.S. concern was nuclear proliferation—not the protection of American com-
mercial interests—was complicated, moreover, by an odd episode in Brazil
last March involving an American corporation in the uranium enrichment busi-
ness. The episode, repercussions of which continued into mid-April, seems to
have resulted from poor communications between government and industry, as
well as within the government, in the sensitive area of nuclear export policy.
The company in question is the Bechtel Power Corporation, a subsidiary of

the huge Bechtel engineering and construction firm and a major builder of
nuclear power plants. The parent firm is also one of about 20 It.s. companies
to which the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) has
gr.nnted access to classified enrichment technology in the hope of bringing
pnvafe enterprise into the enrichment business.
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According to State Depax'tnient sources, a sales representative of Boehtel Power
lield discussions last March with Brazilian government officials that left the clear
impression the United States might allow construction of an enrichment plant
in Brazil, one that Bechtel Power could huild. In fact, the advisability of build-
ing enrichment plants in foreign countries—even without actually sharing classi-

fied details of the technology—is still under debate in the Ford Administration.
As it happened, Bechtel's gambit came just as Brazil and West Germany were

moving into final negotiations on the sale of some $5 billion to .$8 billion worth of
nuclear reactors and fuel facilities—a deal that the Westinghouse Corporation
had sought and lost. The timing of Bechtel's gambit, State Department officials

say, lent itself to the interpretation that the U.S. government spoke with forked
tongue—encouraging American industry in a last resort effort to recapture the
Brazilian nuclear market with its own fuel facilities as "sweeteners" while, at
the same time, urging Bonn to stop the sale of fuel technology in the interest of
international security.

To make matters worse, German officials may have had an inkling of the
Bechtel approach (though how accurate an inkling is hard to tell) weeks before
such key elements of the State Department as the Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency (ACDA) learned of it. IMoreover. a four-man delegation the State De-
partment sent to Bonn on 8 April to convey official American concern is said to

have heard about the flap only after returning; the last of several clarifying
cables sent to U.S. embassies in Bonn and Brasilia did not go out until 17 April.

Not surprisingly, some arms control officials were deeply angered at what ap-
peared to be an American company's blunder into a foreign policy issue of ex-

treme sensitivity. One official, still smoldering, described Bechtel's Brazilian
maneuver as "totally unauthorized" and "way out of line." Asked whether it

contributed to German intransigence in the matter, he replied brusquely: "Draw
yotir own conclusions."
Another State Department official familiar with the affair said, however, that

no one seriously regarded the Bechtel matter as "decisive" in influencing the
Germans to conclude their deal with Brazil. Rather, he said, it played into
German hands as a piece of "hard evidence" to support a predictable claim that
U.S. criticism of the deal stemmed from commercial interests. By this view, the
episode was more embarrassing than damaging.

PROGRESSIVE SIISUNDERSTANDING?

The prevailing view among State Department officials familiar with the Bechtel
episode is that it ai-ose from a gradual misunderstanding of U.S. enrichment
policy as that policy trickled down the corporate chain of command, ending with
an overzealous salesman in Brazil. This explanation, however, is not entirely con-

sistent with others.
The misunderstanding may have begun with a 28 January briefing ERDA held

for companies with access to enrichment technology ; the companies were told

tliey could hold general discussions with potential foreign investment partners

a.«? long as they divulged no clas.sified information. According to an official of the

State Department's bureau of oceans, environment, and scientific affairs—the

office formerly headed by Dixy Lee Ray—a Bechtel salesman "apparently got

wind of this second- or third-hand, and seeing the nuclear deal slipping away to

the Germans, pulled things out of context and essentially offered Brazil an en-

richment plant."
This official added that no restricted information was disclosed and that he

believed Bechtel headquarters, in San Francisco, was "honest" in saying that

it had no prior knowledge of the salesman's offer. "They probably would have
had the political sensitivity to check with us before proceeding."

THE VIEW FROM BECHTEL

This explanation, however, conflicts with that of a Bechtel corporation of-

ficial in California who watched the controversy develop. The official, who asked

not to be named, said the company's "offer" consisted of a proposal to study

the feasibility of building a uranium enrichment plant in the northern Amazon
basin, where enormous hydroelectric power potential exists far from Brazil's

major industrial area of Sao Paulo. To avoid having to string transmission lines

2500 miles across the trackless Amazonian forest, Bechtel propo.sed to study the

possibility of using the power on the spot in an enrichment plant and shipping

the uranium fuel to nuclear power plants near the populous coa.stal cities.
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"That's ii little different from saying we're going to come in next week or next

year and build a plant," the Bechtel man said, although he conceded that the

iiroposal could have been interpreted as a first step in that direction.

He also dismissed as implausible the idea that one of the company's salesmen

acted without the knowledge of the San Francisco headquarters. "These guys

aren't selling used tars, you know. They're very, very cautious." In this ca.'^e,

he said. Bechtel headquarters was kept fully informed. He added that "I'm

sure the State Department knew that what we were doing every step of the

way. . . . My impression is that Dixy Lee Ray was kept apprised, totally."

Reached by telephone at her home on Fox Island in Puget Sound, Ray said her

bureau had "been generally aware of Bechtel'-s uranium enrichment activities

but tliat she recalled nothing about the company's proposed feasibility study in

Brazil. She added, however, that it didn't seem like the sort of thing a company
would necessarily feel obliged to tell the government about.

Ray also had some harsh words for the basic approach to nuclear technology

export policy taken by the arms control agency and by Secretary Kissinger's

policy planning group, and she said this philosophical disagreement—which in-

tensified with the debate over the West German-Brazilian deal—was one of the

"last straws" that led to her resignation in June. Her position was that it ought
to be possible for U.S. companies to build an enrichment plant in Brazil while

preserving the secrecy of essential technology. She denied, however, encouraging
Bechtel to propose such an arrangement. "They don't need to be told how to run
their business."
Ray also contended that ACDA simply doesn't belong in the field of nuclear

export policy. "They're meddling in areas where they don't belong, and they've
made a real mess of things. They're trying to cover up their ineffectiveness in

controlling conventional arms. It's conventional arms that are killing people,

not nuclear exports."
Basically, the State Department has been trying quietly for the past year

—

ever since India's first nuclear explosion—^to persuade other exporter nations
to place more stringent conditions on the uses of all nuclear exports and to

prevent the unilateral exiwrt of such .sensitive technology as uranium enricli-

ment and plutonium processing. In effect, the State Department seeks to estab-
lisli a cartel-like arrangement, not to control price but to ensure the peaceful
application of nuclear knowhow.
Some i)rogress has been made. According to William O. Doub and .Joseph :\r.

Dukert, writing in the .July issue of Foreign Affairs, the United States, the Soviet
T'nion, and 8 other supplier nations filed letters with the International Atomic
Energy Agency last August agreeing to tighten controls on nuclear exports to
nations that are not parties to the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT). The sup-
pliers agreed to require that receiving countries accept IAEA safeguards, pro-
vide assurances that fuel and equipment provided will not be used to moke nu-
clear explosives, and agree not to re-export such items so as to evade the NPT.
West German officials say that such assurances were obtained from Brazil. While
the State Department considers this an "important step." arm.s control analysts
still believe that enrichment and plutonium technology should under no circum-
stances be exix)rted unilaterally, although they do favor multinational nuclear
fuel centers under international control and serving an entire region such as
South America. In the meantime, in the hope of setting an example, the State
Dei)artjnent has discouraged companies from exporting fuel facilities and tech-
nology, whereas the United States' chief competitors in the world nuclear mar-
ket. Uest Germany and France, have not.

^''*-^",i'i'*'.
"^'^."•^ "^ "^*^ nuclear industry, regards this policv as "simplistic"

and self-defeating. "They're trying to bottle up nuclear technology and make
r.M^'TT^T'Vorr''*'",,^'"''^''^"'

^^t to be the beginning of a military" operation."
i he United States has turned aside entreaties, for example, from Zaire, whicli is

vw"!,
^""<:!""7t;^flinology. As for Brazil. Ray noted that last summer,nhen she was still chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission, the AEC had

tTohnJlnX r,'"
'' '""•'.^''''^ ^"'^"'^ '^''•'' ^"^l^-i"S for a supplier of enrichmenttecbnoloiry and was growing impatient with U.S. reluctance to provide it Far

NECESSARY SACRIFICE

"We'mav'lnvp"t'o".^o!^^fi''^'
''•\^'''' ^"'"^ "^ ^'^^"' '^ I^^«mate but short-sighted.

Xt weVe trv,W ;. 1
"^ ^ '^^! "' *'''^ ^^'^"^ "^^ ^-^y-" ""^ '^ffi^ial said. "But^hat TNere trying to do is create a climate of responsibilitv." Another official
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compared the nuclear export problem to that of the conventional arms trade:
•You get the same arguments, but there the industry has largely prevailed. And
there are essentially no controls."

The practical effect of this debate last spring seems to have been poor com-
munication between Ray's bureau and arms control officials concerned with tlie

impending West German-Brazilian deal. As Ray puts it, "They knew my position

and they made every effort to keep me and my bureau out of it."

Perhaps the fairest assessment would be to say that it pointed up poor coordi-

nation within government, and between government and industry, in a critical area
of foreign policy. Seemingly with this in mind, Fred C. Ikle. the director of

ACDA and still a dominant voice in tlie setting of nuclear exi)ort policy, has
spoken recently with officials of TT.S. supplier companies and with ERDA admin-
istrator Robert C. Seamans, Jr., in an effort to clarify the govei-nment's i)osition

and improve communications. "More will be done," Ikl6 said in a brief inter-

view. '"U.S. companies are entitled to be kept fully informed of the constraints on
nuclear technology exports."

BECHTEL CORPORATION OPERATIONS

Senator Symington. Did you kiiow that Bechtel was operating on
the side without discussing the matter?

jNIr. Kratzer. We learned shortly after that contact had taken
place that a letter had been sent from Bechtel to Brazilian authorities.

Senator Symington. Did they send j'ou a copy of that letter?

]Mr. Kratzer. No, sir, but we have subsequcntlj^ received it.

Senator Symington. By your request?

Mr. Kratzer. No. I believe it came through embassy channels.

Senator Symington. After Germany had made the deal?

Mr. Kratzer. Yes. This was at a very advanced stage of the

Brazilian-Germany discussions. My personal view is it had no bear-

ing on it. It came much later.

Senator Symington. Let me ask a question on these matters. Why
would Westinghouse be working with the State Department unsuc-

cessfully—and I hope in the future they will be more successful

if it means jobs; wo need jol)S over here—at the same time that the

Bechtel Corp. would be working directly with Brazil without even

being in touch with the State Department?
Mr. Kratzer. I think this was a result—in other words, theBechtel

correspondence with the Government of Brazil—was a misunder-

standing on the part of Bechtel. I am certain it was an honest mis-

understanding as to U.S. Government policy.

Senator Symington. Do you know a Mr. George Schultz with the

Bochtel Corp.?
Mr. Kratzer. No, I do not.

Senator Syiviington. Do you know if he had any interest in this

matter at all?

]\rr. Kratzer. I do not know.
Senator Symington. Could avp have anv corrospondonre that you

have filed in the record with the Bechtel Corp. about this operation?

]\[r. Kratzer. Yes, sir.

Senator Symington. Cables, letters.

^fr. Kr.\tzer. I will make available everything wo have, sir.

[As of the date of publication, the information roforrod to had not

been supplied.]

Senator Symington. "^ATiat is our policy concei-njnf t'-'f" transfer of

uranium enrichment facilitios to foreign countries? Again I ask,

how could Bechtel be carrving out such efforts at the same time that
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the State Department was presumably discouraging Bonn from selling

uranium enrichment facilities to Brazil ?

Mr. KR.VTZER. This is an area where I indicated that I thought there

was an honest misunderstanding on the part of Bechtel as to U.S.

policy. The United States has indicated that under certain circum-

stances in the future it could be prepared to cooperate in the transfer

of urnanium enrichment technology abroad.

Senator Symixoton. As I understand it, Westinghouse asked if they

could do it. You said no, Bechtel did not ask and went ahead and did it.

Mr. Kratzer. Bechtel was exposed to a number of conversations

with the U.S. Government in its role as a sponsor of the uranium

enrichment plant which is to be built here in the United States.

PRTV'ATE CAPITAL AND G0\T:RXMEXT GUARANTEES

Senator Symington. You say built in the United States. To be built

by private capital?

'Mr. Kratzer. Built by private capital, yes, sir.

Senator Symington. Anv Government guarantee on that ?

Mr. Kratzer. There will be.

Senator Symington. Wliy do you call it private capital?

]Mr. Kratzer. The capital is private. There will be Government
guarantees.
Senator Symington. It is not private if it is Government guaranteed.

If I start a supermarket out here or a drugstore, I do not get any
Government guarantee. If I did get a Government guarantee, I would
not have the guts to call it private capital.

Would you, to be frank?
Mr. Kratzer. None of my capital is guaranteed, sir.

Senator Syiviington. Just because you are big does not mean that

when you get a large Government guarantee you are still using private
capital, does it?

I am just asking. It appears to be sort of a mystery.
Mr. Kratzer. I would say that this is a facilitv which has both pri-

vate and governmental aspects. The funds will come from private
sources.

Senator Symington. If it is a failure, then the Government puts
the money up.

]\fr. Kratzer. Yes, sir.

Senator Symington. The workingman or the unemployed man, if lie

pavs anv taxes, he pays for the mistake.
Is that right ?

]\fr. Kratzer. We do not expect a failure to occur. I am not an expert
on this arrangement. Perhaps I should ask others to testify.
Senator Symington. I am not bping critical. I remember one time in

another country where we put $90 million into a corporation some
years a.o-o. I finally got tbo fellow to admit that it was problematic
whether it would succeed. He said, reallv, after all it is not too much of
a load on us because the Government is ffuaranteeinir 90 percent.
That involved $90 million. In those davs $00 million was quite a bit

of monev.
lam just wondering why we talk about private enteqirise getting

into the picture if there is a Government guarantee. I can see why you
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might want to make a deal whereby you had a management deal and
you had a fee based on the amount of monej^ involved. This business of
going around and talking about private enterprise when you have a
Government guarantee behind it is just a little ridiculous, wouldn't
you think so, quite frankly ?

Mr. Kkatzer. Mr. Chairman, my knowledge of the details of this

arrangement is just not sufficient for me to be an authoritative wit-

ness. If others here

U.S. GOVERNMENT GUARANTEES OF PRIVATE URANIUM ENRICHMENT
VENTURES

Senator Symington. You did say there was a Government guaran-
tee.

Mr. Kratzer. Tliere are Government guarantees. I do not know
whether tliey extend to the equity capital. I do not know whether they
cover the entii-ety.

Senator Symington. Who does know ? Do 3'ou know, Mr. Friedman ?

Mr. Friedman. I could get that information for you.

Senator Symington. Does not anybody here know, does not anj--

body know the nature of the Government guarantee?
Mr. Friedman. I am the ERDA representative; here primarily to

address the international export program. I am sure we can ver}^

readily get that information.

Senator Sy:\iington. Would you and ]\Ir. Kratzer and Mr. Vest get

togetlier and give us a statement that both agencies agree on that has to

do with the nature, degree, the amounts, et cetera, of the Government
guarantee of any private enterprise investment in uranium enrich-

ment.
[The information referred to follows :]

U.S. Government Guarantees and Assurances Relating to Private
Uranium Enrichment A'enture

[Supplied by Department of State]

With respect to the Government guarantees and assurances relating to private

uranium enrichment ventures, the Fact Sheet issued together with the Presi-

dent's message to Congress of June 26, 1975, on uranium enrichment contains the

following language dealing with cooperative arrangements with private firms

:

"These arrangements would provide for certain forms of Government coopera-

tion and temporary assurances found to be necessary after detailed negotiations

with firms submitting proposals. Arrangements could include :

Supplying and warranting Government-owne^l inventions and discoveries in

enrichment technology—for which the Government will be paid.

Selling certain materials and supplies on a full cost recovery basis which are

available only from the Federal Government.
Buying enriching services from private producers or selling enriching services

to producers from the Government stockpile to accommodate plant start-up and
loading problems.
Assuring the delivery of uranium enrichment services to customers which have

placed orders with private enrichment firms.

Assuming the assets and liabilities (including debt) of a private uranium
enrichment project if the venture threatened to fail—at the call of the private

venture or the Government, and with compensation to domestic investors in the

private ventures ranging from full reimbursement to total loss of equity interest,

depending upon the circumstances leading to the threat of failure.

The arrangements would be spelled out in a detailed contract, and the basis for

arrangements would be subject to Congressional review.
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It is intended that any undertaking by the Government to acquire assets or

interest and to assume liabilities of a private venture would end after approxi-

mately one full year of commercial operation of a plant. The precise period would

be determined in the negotiation of definitive agreements.

The Government would monitor progress carefully so that it can be sure that

the plant will function properly and will be completed on time and within cost

Asstirafices lor customers.—The President announced his pledge to domestic

and foreign customers who place orders with private U.S. suppliers that the

Government will assure that orders will be filled as sers^ices are needed. Those

first in line with private suppliers will be first in line to receive services from

the Government—if it were necessary for the Government to take over and
complete a private project."

Mr. Kratzer's answers to certain questions raised by Senator Symington at

the hearings on V.8. Policy with reffard to transfer of Nuclear Equipment.

Technology and Material which took place on July 22, 1975 before the Senate

Subcommittee on Arms Control. International Organization and Security Agret-

ments of the Committee on Foreign Relations.

Question 1. Would (Mr. Friedman from ERDA) and Mr. Kratzer and Mr. Vest

get together and give us a statement that both agencies agree on that has to

do with the nature and degree, the amounts, etc., of the government guarantee
of any private enterprise, investment in uranium because it begins to look to me
as if we were caught short in our estimate of the amount of enriched uranium
we would need in this country.

Answer. Since mid-1974, when the AEC was no longer able to continue enter-

ing into enrichment services contracts because its available capacity was fully

committed, our nuclear trade relations with other countries have suffered under
the continuing uncertainty over whether, when and how new U.S. enrichment
capacity would be constructed.
The President, in June 1975, decided that future expansion of U.S. enrich-

ment capacity should be undertaken by private industry. To accomplish this

end, tlie Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act (NFAA) was proposed for legislative

action. The NFAA provides for the establishment of private enrichment capacity
utilizing both the gaseous diffusion and centrifuge processes. In bring'ing this

capacity into being, the proposed legislation calls for certain Governmental
back-up guarantees and assurances, as will be subsequently discu.ssed. The first

plant which is expected to be built under the provisions of the NFAA is that
of the Uranium Enrichment Associates (UBA), utilizing the gaseous diffusion
process.

With respect to the Government support and extent of private industry-risk
taking under the UEA arrangement, several facts are relevant, keeping upper-
most in mind the fact that negotiation of the UEA proposal is currently in
progress, with a major objective being to minimize the extent of governmental
guarantees

:

The risks are major in terms not only of financing, but also of manpower
resources and coiTporate commitments, since multi-billion dollar investments
are involved, the success of which is dependent on classified technology de-
veloped by the U.S. Government which has not been proven in a commercial set-
ting. Without exception, potential entrants in the enriching industry, as well as
representatives of the U.S. financial community, have viewed this activity as
presenting abnormal business risk—according to their testimony before* the
JCAE in 1074 hearings.
Government assurances would be valid only for a relativelv short transition

period, terminating automatically. Thereafter, the enrichment plant owner
would fully assume all business risks and commitments for the remainder of
expected plant operating lifetime.
The possibility of guaranteeing return on equity is under current negotiation

as a part of overall risk assessment. A substantial risk does exist under the
presently proposed arrangements for at least partial loss of private equity.

It is anticipated that Government funds involved in backing up the guaran-
tees would utimately be recovered, normally from the private project but, in
any case, from sale of enrichment services.

If. as an alternative, the Federal Government were to finance, construct
and own additional enrichment capacity it would bear, in contrast to private
ownership, the major risks for the entire life of the plant
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U.S. NEED OF ENRICHED URAXIUM

Senator Symington. It begins to look to nie as if we were caught
short in our estimate of the amount of enriched uranium we would
need in this country.

Is that correct?

Mr. Kr^itzer. "We ha\'e run out of capacity. We saw that coming
but we did not take action.

Senator Symington. One Government official told me it was going

to cost $600 billion to handle the energy problem. That is a lot of

money.
I am wondering how much of that will be called private enterprise

but guaranteed by the Government. That was quite a prominent
person in tlie energy' field who said that.

jSIr. Kratzer. In the decades to come the capital requirements are

very large.

LACK OF IAEA PRESENCE AT EIGHT-COUNTRY' LONDON MEETING

Senator Sy'mington. It has been reported in the press tliat the major

nuclear supplier countries have held a number of meetings to discuss

ways in which the rapid spread of nuclear material can be biought

under more stringent control. During our recent visit to the Vienna-

based IAEA, we learned that this agency which has responsibility for

Dverseeing international safeguards was not present at that meeting,

nor being kept informed as to its progress. There were eight coun-

tries, including the United States, that were meeting in secret in Lon-

don, as I remember.
Mr. Vest. Yes, sir ; there was a meeting in I^ndon, as reported in

the press. There were a certain number of countries. The talks are

still exploratorj'.

If you want to pursue this particular matter, I would appreciate

it, sir,'if we could do that in executive session. I would be glad to do it.

Senator Sy-mington. One of those countries was Germany, was it

not?
Mr. Vest. Yes, sir.

Senator Symington. Xo representative of the supervisory agency,

the IAEA, was present. Is that correct ?

Mr. Vest. At this point we had a certain number of representa-

tives of a limited group of countries trying to explore the subject.

They did not feel that they had reached the stage where they had a

sufficient harmony of viewpoint to bring in otlier entities or other

persons.

Senator Symington. The eight countries were listed in the press.

AVould you care to list them now or should that be in an executive

session ?

i\Ir. Vest. If I am going to go on, sir. I owe it to the otlier members

who are taking part in these confidential conversations to have it in

executive session.

Senator Symington. You would not deny that the eight countries

mentioned all over Europe were the ones that met in I^ndon?

Mr. Vest. Sir, since I 'happen to read in the omniscient press ref-

erence to a number of countries Avhich varied from time to time, de-

61-004—70 13
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pcndinfr on the stories., I vroiild rather not say. There were differer

countries cited in different neAvspapers.

Senator Symixgtox. There were different countries ?

Mr. Vest. Yes, sir.

Senator Symington. That is funny. In the various papers I sa;

abroad all the countries were the same, in Switzerland and Austri

and in France.
Mr. Vest. In the accounts printed in this countrj^, the countri'

varied.

Senator Symington. In this country they varied.

Mr. Vest. Yes, sir.

Senator Symington. Well, sir

Mr. Vest. I have no objection to pursuing that but in executiv

session.

Senator Symington. If you have no objection to doing it in execu

tive session, would you tell us now why you do not want to tell it i:

open session ? |ii

Mr. Vest. Yes, sir.

The countries involved in these talks prefer to have this activit

confidential as long as we were going along in this exploratory pliast

"While we vrere prepared to be open, they specially asked the matte
be kept confidential for the time being.

Senator Symington. Everybod}^ knew it was in London.
Mr. Vest. That is right, sir.

Senator Symington. Some of the coinitries that are in the nuclea
club were there; some of the countries that are in the nuclear clu

were not there, correct ?

Mr. Vest. Yes, sir.

Senator Symington. You do not want to tell us vv^hich ones?
Mr. Vest. No, sir. You are quite right.

They asked us to respect the confidentiality of their participation. '.

feel that I have to.

Senator Symington. If they asked us to respect it over here and wi

do, I wish that they would ask their people over there in their countrie
to respect it , which they do not.

i

i

\

BECHTEL AND U.S. POLICY'

If I asked this question before, forgive me. "\"\niat is our policy con
cerning the transfer of uranium enrichment facilities to foreign coun-
tries and how could Bechtel be carrying out such efforts at the same
time that the State Department was presumably discouraging Bonn
from selling enrichment facilities to Brazil ?

Mr. Kratzer. Yes, sir, I began to respond to that question. I would
like to complete my response.
We have indicated under certain conditions and at certain times in

the future we would be prepared to exchange or transfer uranium)
enrichment technology to other countries. We have not spelled out the
exact conditions under which that might take place. In effect, we have
mdicated a willingness to listen to proposals, to evaluate them on the
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Dasis of many criteria, including tlie existence of very, very strong
md effective safeguards against proliferation.

I am sure that it is as a result of hearing of that policy and failing
n good faith to appreciate its limitations, its nuances, that there are
proposals that have to be considered very cai-efully in relation to such
criteria as nonproliferation that Bechtel did explore with Brazil and
iid say to Brazil that there is a possibility, I do not know the exact
vords they used, that they might be able to put a uranium enrichment
)lant in Brazil. All of the details of our policy were lacking in that
;ommunication and it led to the impression on the part of Brazil, that
lomething along those lines could take place quickly and that is not
he case.

IAEA's XONATTENDANCE AT LONDON SIEETING

Senator Symington. I want to get back to this and then we can
eave it. We know that eight countries met in London in a secret meet-
ng. We also know that the Atoms for Peace plan was set up some 20
T^ears ago or thereabouts as an effort to help the world; and now it

ooks as though the Atoms for Peace plan could be an Atoms for

/Var plan, the worst type of war, nuclear war. It is becoming increas-

ngly easy to get both plutonium and enriched uranium. You only
lave to enrichen it from 0.723 percent and then you can use the

)lutonium you create while making electrical energy.

Why was it that the IAEA, the international monitor of this whole
:how, was not allowed to come to the secret meeting in London ?

Mr. Vest. Sir, you keep referring to eight comitries. I do not know
vhat the press in Europe is saying. It is worth mentioning that most
)f the stories in this country refer to seven.

Senator Symington. It is not such a terrible mistake.

Mr. Vest. I did not want you to think that I was leading you on.

Senator Symington. Maybe somebody walked out.

Mr. Vest. The countries themselves have gone into these convorsa-

ions very tentatively exploring the subject. When they ha\e had
nough conversation, when they feel they have some harmony of

dewpoint, they will then address what they Avill do in relation

o agencies in other countries.
"te^

COORDINATION OF ERDA NUCLEAR EXPORT LICENSING

Senator Symington. I will not pursue it.

Mr. Friedman, it is our understanding that the Energy Research

.nd Development Administration, ERDA, is responsible for tlie pvo-

notional and development side of what used to be the Atomic Energy
Commission.
Mr. Friedman. Yes, sir.

Senator Symington. How does ERDA coordinate its nuclear ex-

)ort licensing with the Department of State? Did ERDA send any-

•odv to West Germanv and/or Brazil during the course of the

}erman/Brazilian negotiations that discussed those negotiations?
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STATEMENT OF ABKAHAM S. EEIEDMAN, DIRECTOR, DIVISION 01

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS, ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOP

MENT ADMINISTRATION

Mr. Friedman. Let me discuss the first one first with your per-

mission. EEDA has the responsibility with the Department of State

and we work closely with the Department of State, in developing

agreements for cooperation with other countries under which

^Senator Symington. Did you send anyone to AVest Germany o]

Brazil? ^ ,

Mr. Friedman. Do you want the second part first ?

Yes, we did. A member of the interagency team that went to Wesi

Germany was from ERDA. That is correct.

Senator Symington. When they went to West Germany did the;5

urge that the uranium enriclmient process technology not be giver

to Brazil? . . , . , -

Mr. Friedman. They supported the U.S. position there which .

think addressed two subjects. One, the concern that this Governmeni

has regarding the making available enrichment technology, enrich

ment plants and reprocessing plants under other than carefully de

veloped conditions.

The other purpose was to determine that whatever was bein^

done was done under the most stringent safeguards that we coulc

induce the Germans to apply.

I think that in the latter respect, the group that went to Wes1

Germany was successful.

extent of BRAZILIAN URANIUM DEPOSITS

Senator Symington. Of course, as you know, Brazil has a greal

deal of uranium deposits, some newly discovered.

Is that not right?

]Mr. Friedman. Actually, they do not have that much. With your

permission I can read into the record some figures which we obtained

They have great expectations.

Senator Symington. If you would supply for the record what yoi

know they do have. It was only recently that they said they founc

some new uranium deposits.

[The information referred to follows :]

Brazilian Uranium Resources

[supplied by department of state]

At extraction costs up to $15/lb U308, Brazilian reasonably assured reserves

total about 4,000-6,000 tons U308 and estimated additional resources total aboui

10,400 tons. By contrast, within the same cost range, United States reasouabl3
assured reserves alone total about 420,000 tons.

POSSIBIUTY OP BRiZIL's BECOMING NUCLEAR POWER

Senator Symington. If they do have them and if we give them not
only the technology incident to the creation of plutonium as a result

of electrical energy generated but also give them the uranium enrich-
ment process, than they can decide, the dickens with everybody and
put a fence around their country, and could in due course become
nuclear power; could they not?
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'Mr. Frtedmax. Of course. This is why this Govommcnt is extremely
concerned about making available—as the Chairman knows, there are
wo ways you can make a nuclear weapon

;
you can use plutonium and

/ou can use highly enriched uranium—our position is that we need to

)e extremely careful about making available reprocessing plants which
ire the way you get the plutonium.
Senator Symingtox. I understand that. Dr. Agnew pointed out to

ne the other day that you would never have to go to enriched uranium
o the point of making bombs. All you have to do is to take the plu-

onium incident to making the electricity that they are so badly in

leed of in Brazil.

ERDA REPRESENTATIAT: SENT TO GERMANY

In any case, as I understand it, you did send somebody there. You
irged them not to make the deal. Is that correct ?

Mr. Friedman. Yes. As I say, there were two aspects of it. One was
o express our very serious concern about that aspect of the deal, that

s the provision of the eniichment technology, the provision of reproc-

issing teclmology.

The other aspect of the visit was to impress on the Germans our
'.oncem that only the most stringent safeguards be applied. As I say,

hey were successful in the latter.

Senator Symington. As long as the Brazilians agreed to do it. We
mderstand the United States presently has agreements in force for

cooperation in nuclear matters with some 30 nations. Is that correct ?

Mr. Friedman. Yes.

united states review of possible reactor sales

Senator Syimington. Wlien the United States reviews a possible re-

actor sale, is the potential, possible interest in developing nuclear

weapons weighed ?

Mr. Kratzer. Yes, sir : very much so.

Senator Symington. If so, is evidence of the desire to have nuclear

^veapons a reason to refuse the sale ?

Mr. Kratzer. I think we will weigh that into^ our final decision. I

3an imagine circumstances where some indication of the country's

interest in moving in that direction would not be considered reason not

to go ahead. We might very well want to have the positive advantage

jf involvement in the nuclear programs, under safeguards to help in-

fluence it awav from that objective.

Senator Symington. Has the United States ever refused to sell

Quclcar reactors because of an evident interest in nuclear weapons?

Mr. Kratzer. I know of no case of that nature, Mr. Chairman.

Senator Symington. Do you know of any ?

Mr. Friedman. I think there is a case where we discouraged the sale

Df a research reactor to a country which had, whether for press pur-

poses or not, talked about developing them.

CAN WEAPONS P0TENTL\L COME FROM RESEARCH REACTOR?

Senator Symington. You could not make atomic weapons out of

plutonium from a research reactor.

Mr. Friedman. The only nuclear weapons—I will not call them
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nuclear weapons—the only nuclear explosive device that has been dc

veloped since the five nuclear weapons countries went nuclear was tht

nuclear explosive device made by India based on a research reactor

Senator Symington-. That had to do with Canada. I was not talk

in^r about that.

Mr. Friedman. The point is yes. A large enough research reactoi

using natural uranium and the capacity to reprocess the spent fue

from that research reactor could give a country a weapons potential

Senator Symington. The Scientific Director of Brazil's Center oi

Physical Research was quoted as saying, "Brazil already has the nee
essary conditions for building its first atomic bomb." That was nearl}

a year before the German arrangement with Brazil.

I would ask unanimous consent that the article in the Times be

printed in the record at this point.

[The information referred to follows :]

[From the New York Times, Aug. 24, 1974]

Beaziliax A-Bomb Repoeted Within Countey's Capacity

iRio DE Janeieo, Aug. 23.

—

The scientific director of Brazil's Center of Physical
Eesearcli, Alfredo Marques, said yestei-day that "Brazil already has the necessarj
conditions for building its first atomic bomb."
But Mr. Marques, speaking at an astronomy seminar, said there were othei

problems to be solved in making the bomb, because "a project of this nature
involves rather ample questions, including the diplomatic field."

Brazil presently depends on the United States for plutonium and enriched
uranium. The supplies are covered by an agreement signed vi^ith the U.S. Govern-
ment 2 years ago, providing radioactive materials for Brazilian nuclear power
plants for 30 years.

NUCLEAR weapons DE^^ELOPMENT .* INTENTION AND PREVENTION

Senator Symington. Mr. Vest, do you believe that any of the nations
that we have made arrangements with intend to develop nuclear
weapons ?

Mr. Vest. You are referring to the conversations we have been hav-
ing in London, sir.

Senator Symington. No, I just asked the question, do you believe
that any of these nations that we are talking about—we have some
30 nations that we are cooperating with in nuclear matters—whether
they intend to develop nuclear weapons ?

]Mr. Vest. No, sir. I would add to Mr. Kratzer's comment. If we felt
that any country was intending to develop nuclear weapons, I think
there would be very serious reevaluation of our policy activities with
that nation.

Senator SvaiiNGTON. Is there anything that we could do to prevent
It it they decided to do it, besides landing the Marines, and that would
seem to be unlikely?
Mr. Vest. Your alternatives range over the whole realm of relation-

ships that you have with that country and how many of them you want
to apply—political, economic, and other relationships.

Senator Symington. Do you think if we found a country that had
not signed the ^ on-Proliferation Treaty and decided to make weapons,
that we would apply sanctions against that country ?

Mr. Vest. I would not like to reply in the abstract, sir, in a hypo-
lllGLlCtil Cn.SG*
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EUROPEAN TURN TOWARD SOVIET ENRICHED URANIUM

Senator Symington. An article in the July 6, New York Times is
sntitled '-Europeans Turning to Soviet Uranium." It says the Eu-
ropean Economic Community, which traditionally has purchased en-
riched uranium almost exclusively from the United States, is turning
ncreasmgly toward the Soviet Union, tliat this is happening because
the world demand for enriched uranium has strained the American
production capacity to the limit, and that the Russians are apparently
willing to sell their nuclear fuel at lower prices and with fewer trans-
port problems.
What is your understanding of this situation ?

Mr. Friedjian. I think that that is the case, that the Soviet Union
has been prepared on a limited scale to contract for the sale of en-
riching services. They have used as a pricing basis whatever our price
is, less about 5 percent.
The days of the past where the United States was the unique sup-

plier of enriching services to power reactors throughout the world are
gone.

Senator Symington. Last April the United States Nuclear Regiila-
tory Commission stopped issuing export licenses for all nuclear mate-
rials vv-hile completing a full review of transport safeguards.
Did this action raise concern in the minds of the Europeans as to the

reliability of the United States as a nuclear fuel supplier?
jMr. Kratzer. Yes, sir, I think it did. This was the result largely of a

misunderstanding as a result of press reports which indicated that the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission had imposed a moratorium on ship-
ments.
As a matter of fact, there was no such moratoi'ium. They changed

their procedures to provide for higher level review, review by the NRC
Commissioners themselves. This did result in delays and slowdowns.
We are working these out and the material is beginning to move again.

governjient-guaranteed private industry production and sales

Senator Symington. President Ford recently announced a plan to

allow American private industry to produce and sell enriched uranium,
presumably with a Government guarantee.

Is that right ?

yh\ Kratzer. The arrangement I referred to earlier.

Senator Symington. That is the one Bechtel made, that they get the

Government guarantee.
Mr. Kratzer. There are Government guarantees.

Senator Symington. What imxplications does this plan have for tlic

future ability of the United States to provide enriched uranium on the

world market and what restrictions, if any, are being contemplated

to prevent the increased sale of enriched uranium from being used for

weapons development in the present nonnuclear states ?

^ilr. Kratzer. First of all, I would like to comment on the first part

of that question.

It is extremely important for all the reasons that we have brought

out today that we be in a position once again to restore our role and
our credibility as an enriched uranium supplier. The President's pro-

posals will put us in a position to do that.
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I tliink in the absence of an expansion of our uranium enrichment

capacity we will lose a ^great deal of our ability to advocate and brmo

about improved nonproliferation policies in the rest of the world. The

enriched uranium from that project will be distributed under the same

tiffht controls and safegiiards that we have applied to uranium en-

riched in Government facilities in the past. It will result in no change

at all in the effectiveness of our control arrangements.

Senator S-oiixgton. Senator Humphrey.

DIXOX-TEATS CONTRO^TERSY

Senator Humphrey. To bring us up to date, we had quite a battle

around here in the Congress some time ago over the Dixon-Yeats

contract.

Do 3'ou remember that ?

Mr.^ Kratzer. Yes, sir, I was in the Government at that time.

Senator Humphrey. There was a fellow by the name of Wentzel
who was vice president of the First Boston. He was involved in whfit

we call conflict of interest. So that contract was stopped. I was in-

volved in the fight on that in the Congress. There were certain enrich-

ment plants, I think three of them, that were Government owned
Wlien Mr. Nixon came into office he said he wanted to sell those plant:

to the private sector.

Am I correct ?

Mr. Kratzer. The enrichment plants. The Gov^ernment owns three
of them at the present time. I believe the debate you referred to, the

Dixon-Yeats controversy, had to do, as I recall it, with the supply
of electric power to the Government enrichment plants.

Senator Humphrey. That is correct. It was a Government guarantee
behind it.

Mr. Kratzer. At a later elate—I do not want to joose as an expert on
this, sir. Over the years I have been involved in this business, there
have been several proposals to bring private enterprise into the ura-
nium enrichment process, including at times the sale of the existing
facilities. I cannot attach dates to those proposals. They have come up
from time to time over the years.

G0^'ERX]MEXT FORMULA OFFERED BECIITEL CORP.

Senator Humphrey. I have a note here from someone rather knowl-
edgeable in this area. He served for years on the Joint Atomic Ener:rv
Committee.

It says
:
Eleven corporate groups were given access to enrichment

technology on the basis of giving them an opportunitv to build a
plant at their own capital risk. They decided thev could not do it,

except Bechtel. But the Federal Government did not offer the others
the no-nsk formula now being offered to Bechtel-Goodyear.

Is it not true that Bechtel-Goodyear plant has 60 percent Iranian
and Japanese equity capital?

:Mr. Kratzer. I can handle the last part of that question. There are
proposals that 60 percent of the capital for UEA, the Uranium En-
richment Associates plant, come from private sources. I am sorrv. I
misspoke myself—from foreign sources.

J
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This, of course, is subject to a great deal of future negotiation. At
the moment, there are no firm agreements for that to take place. There
have been enough discussions on the part of the Bechtel people to lead
to some reason to believe that they can raise a substantial part of the
capital from abroad.

Senator HuMrHREY. The Bechtel people have been assured that if

things do not go well witli this costly operation, the Government will

bail them out.

Is that not a fact ?

Mr. Friedmax. It is a fact that there are certain Government as-

surances and guarantees, as I told Chairman Symington earlier. I do
not have these immediately available. Of course we will bring this to

the attention of the committee.
[As of the date of publication, the information referred to liad not

been supplied.]

Senator Humphrey. Is it not a fact that if this is a private proposi-

tion entirely the cost of the enrichment could go up considerably?
]Mr. Friedmax. It is obvious if it is private it is going to be profit-

making. At least it will attempt to be.

Senator Humphrey. The American taxpayer paid for all the re-

search : did he not?
Mr. Friedman. Yes; it is my understanding that part of the ar-

]'angement which is being negotiated with the private interests in-

volves the payment of a royaltj- to cover the investment.

Senator Husiphrey. That would be o,uite a payment. I would be

interested in that formula. I am an old hand at this. I spent some 33

days on the last fight, I think in the late 1950's, when we went around
on Dixon-Yeats ? Also, when they were going to turn over the plans

from the Atomic Energy Commission to the private sector, after tlie

taxpayer had paid for all of them.
This is an old fight and I will not bother you about it, except, as I

undei-stand it, this Bechtel formula will insure that atomic fuel rods

will be raised to approximately the British thermal unit cost level of

oil, coal, and gas, because you are going to have some of the same com-

panies in this business. Today those atomic fuel rods are about one-

s^oventh of the cost in terms of eneroy of the British thermal unit cost

of oil. coal, and gas. I know this gets'away from nuclear proliferation.

I am interested from the economic point of view. The minute I sec tliis

stuff creeping over to these multinationals, such as the Bechtel-Good-

year proposition in which there is a possibility of 60 percent Iranian

and Japanese financing, it becomes no longer an America enterprise.

LOSS or CONTROL AT MULTINATIONAL LEVEL SUGGESTED

By tliQ way, Mr. Chairman, as you know, we have taken great pains

here on siting, for example, of these enrichment plants, to mnke sure

tlie enrichment was sort of low enrichment, to do many things to pre-

vent the export of the enrichment process.

Once you get into a multinational level with this Bechtel operation,

you lose control.

Is that not a fact ?

Mr. Friedman. As the Senator noted, this is not my area of

expertise.
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Senator Humphrey. Nor mine. I just got a snitT of it and I Ayill tell

you my hair started standing up on end. I went through this once

before. It reminds me of the Great Depression when I see high inter-

est rates and high unemployment. I get the shivers.

^Ir. Friedman. I did want to point out that the Atomic Energy Act

requires that control of an enrichment plant be in the hands of U.S.

persons. Therefore, any participation by foreign investors will have

to be based on a formula which gives complete control of the plant to

the U.S. investor.
. , , , i

Senator Symixgtox. If the gentleman would yield, that does not

add up. Even if the country has signed the Non-Proliferation Treaty,

it can get out of that treaty if it wants to. For instance, take the case

of Brazil, which originally aroused our interest. After we lost the jobs

and we lost the business, a country for which we spent a couple hun-

dred billion dollars to preserve its security since World War II got the

business, got the jobs, got the profits out of the jobs. That nation made
its deal with a country that has not signed the Xon-Proliferation

Treaty. All Brazil has to do is say : Xow we have the knowledge. Thank
you very much. Goodby.

Mr. Friedmax. That is precisely why this plant is being built in the

United States, not being built outside of the United States.

Furthermore, the participation by foreign investors will not involve

and we will not permit the transfer of the classified technolog}' which
makes the plant run.

Senator Humphrey. I think that is highly dubious. Once you have
GO percent foreign equity capital, it may be an American company, but
the technolog\^ soon becames fully understandable. If vou have
Iranian and Japanese capital to the tune of 60 percent, that is con-
trolled. ]Money controls.

I cannot believe in an area like this that we are going to permit 60
percent foreign capital. My information is that that is pretty well
sewed up now.

Mv. Kratzer. Senator, I do not think it is sewed up. As I indicated
earlier there are indications that up to 60 percent of the capital can
be raised abroad. It would not be from just the two countries that you
mentioned. That is an important distinction.
In other words, no country Avould be allowed to acquire more than

20 percent. Several countries in addition to the two you mentioned
have expressed an interest.

Senator HrMPiiREY. I understand the Joint Committee on Atomic
Energv is going to be looking at this. I am going to be looking into
it on the basis of the cost items in reference t^o fuel, because what we
are really going to do here is not only exporting our technology but
exporting kilowatts because this enrichment program is vital to our
own economy.
We have a power shortage around this countrv. There is always an

argument on the safety of the nuclear plants. If there is a short siipplv
of enriched_ uranium, it permits the Soviet Union to come in and fill

the market in Europe. By your own testimony we are having difficulty
meeting the demands.

If we, start a process where we export this at the private corporate
level with higher costs, we are not only going to be calling upon our
own people to pay hidier costs, but we are going to be exporting
needed kilowatt-hours from our own country.
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]Mr. Kratzer. One of the reasons for the interest in foreign invest-

ment in this facility is that the demand in the U.S. market is not strong
enough for construction of a full-size diffusion plan to meet U.S. re-

quirements alone. If it were, I think I could say with a great deal of
assurance that a plant would be built witliout foreign investment.

"WHY BECIITEL GOT GUARANTEES

Senator Humphrey. Why did 11 countries that were offered an op-

portunity to get in not go in? Why was it that Bechtel, which has

former Secretary of the Treasury Shultz as one of its principal ofli-

cers, get the protection formula, the guarantee?
That intrigued me.
Mr. Friedman. It is my understanding that several of these compa-

nies that are interested in the centrifuge process do intend to submit
proposals to the U.S. Government, to EKDA in the near future.

Senator Humphrey. Did they not first of all turn it down because

they said they could not make it a profitmaking proposition?

Mr. Fmedosian. They did not pursue it.

Senator Humphrey. Let us talk frankly man to man. They did not

pursue it. I say they turned it down. They had the opportunity. They
did not get the Government guarantees, did they ?

Mr. Friedman. It never got that far.

Senator Humphrey. It did not get that far. How did it get that far

with Bechtel ?

Mr. Friedman. I do not know.
Senator Humphrey. Yv^ould you like to take a guess at it?

Mr. Friedman. I would prefer not to.

Senator Symington. You prefer not to.

QUESTION OF SELLING FUEL CYCLE PROCESS

Senator Humphrey. We will come back to that. I want to commend
the chairman on pursuing this. What is most important here is the

question of the fuel cycle process, selling all of the elements of the

complete fuel cycle to another countiy, which West Germany has done.

I have one question I want to ask and then I will yield because the

chairman has the knowledge in this area.

r Do you know of any circumstances under which the United States

would sell the elements of the complete fuel cycle to any other nation?

If not, why not? If so, under what circumstances?

Mr. Friedman. This is a question which is a policy matter that the

State Department would address before turning it over to theni.

I think that one approach might be—this is one which_ has been

discussed within the administration—if there were international par-

ticipation, regional location, demonstration of the economic and tech-

nical need for such facilities, I think that a situation could be con-

sidered where it would be prudent and reasonable to do that.

If your question is do I think that it would be prudent and reasonable

to make available, without that kind of careful analysis, enrichment

facilities or reprocessing facilities, to countries without demonstrat-

ing these requirements, my own view is it would not be prudent and we

should not do it.
1 1 n i i *

Senator Hu^^iphrey. Has the Soviet Union ever sold all the elements

of a complete fuel cycle ?
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Mr. Friedmax. I doubt it. That would not make me feel comfortable

if they did. They somehow have more control over people they sell

things to than we do because they sell within the Soviet bloc.

Senator Humphrey. I miderstand they have been very careful to

date about the sale of nuclear reactors.

Mr. Friedman. They have sold nuclear reactors to Soviet bloc

members.
Senator Humphrey. Not outside, have they ?

Mr. Friedmax. One outside.

Senator Humphrey. Which one outside ?

Mr. FRffiDMAN. Finland.
Senator Humphrey. Thank you. Finland is an independent country

and she has my love and affection. She knows what the realities are.

]Mr. Friedmax. You are correct, Mr. Humphrey, that the Soviet

Union is careful and their sales have been accompanied by interna-

tional atomic energy safeguards as well.

EXTEXT 0^^ U.S. PROTEST TO GERMANY

Senator Humphrey. The only question on the Brazilian matter is

whetlier this Grovernment went as far as it could with Germany or
whether you paid a courtesy call. This has caused great concern among
a nuPxiber of people.

I do not want to draw any final judgment here. The fact is that an
enriched total fuel cycle with all the elements, including the enrich-
ment process, went to a country the size of Brazil, with its competence
and with its vitality.

iVm I right, Senator Symington, in that they have not ratified the
Non-Proliferation Treaty ?

Senator Symington. They have not.

Senator Humphrey. They have not ratified.

_
Senator Symixgtox. Not only have they not ratified it and have not

signed it, they have stated that they do not intend to.

Senator Hu^iphrey. I think the central question is whether we really
made strong protestations, if we really said, "Tliis is contrary to our
national security policy. We are involved with European national
security. This is contrary to the international interests, contrary to the
purposes of the International Atomic Energy Agency."

I wonder whether we really weighed in or kind of looked at it and
when it looked like Bechtel or somebody else might get a chance at it,

we sort of blinked our eyes.
Tliat is what bothers me. I am not saying that is what happened. We

need to know. I have not heard an^^body from the German Govern-
ment say we really protested too hard.

Senator Symixgton. In fact they say the opposite. They say we did
not protest at all. We have been over that before. They did not have a
smcfle protest from any source.

Senator Humpihiey. Excuse me, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Syiviington. Will the Senator yield ?

Senator Huimphrey. I am through.
Senator Symington. Senator Javits.

_
Senator Ja^tts. I have one question, sir, that I would like to ask in

view of the sobering experience of this German deal.
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DRAFTING OF U.S. POLICY CONCERNING NPT ENFORCEMENT

To what extent is the executive branch undertaking to draft a strat-

egy or policy for the United States concerning the enforcement of the

Non-Proliferation Treaty and its viability in the face of these activi-

ties of nonsigners ?

Mr. Kratzer. Senator, this is a subject I think it is fair to say tliat

is certainly one of the highest priority subjects in the Department of

State. Certainly in my bureau it is subject number one. It is an object

of a tremendous amount of attention, both in terms of a general review

of the policies and a great deal of attention to each specific agreement

and arrangement that we deal with. We are constantly reviewing and
modifying the policies in response to the difficulties that we see arise, or

where we foresee difficulties.

I want to say, sir, that these are extremely sobering experiences. The
Indian nuclear explosion I tliink is an important lesson to all of us. I

think we should take into account that this is a business that is now 30

years old. We began the large-scale production of nuclear material oO

years ago.

There are very few technologies which have diffused to such a limited

degree over such a very long period of time as industrial processes go,

as have the processes for the production of fissionable material. That is

not an accident, that is because we have over the }- ears followed policies

designed to avoid proliferation.

The Indian arrangement, I think it should be pointed out—I do not

minimize it; it was a very unfortunate development—the Indian
arrangement is the only case in the 30-year history when nuclear mate-

rials and nuclear explosions have been produced under circumstances

where facilities that were provided for peaceful purposes were em-
ployed in that way.
In other words, the other four countries, four in addition to our-

selves who have acquired nuclear weapons and nuclear explosives, have
done that through programs undertaken by themselves and with their

own resources.

Our policies are directed against that as well. That is the reason for

the Non-Proliferation Treaty. We have always supplied our nuclear

assistance under safeguard arrangements. I think we should say tliat

none of our nuclear assistance has led to the development of nuclear

explosives or nuclear weapons.
On the other hand, countries can—as I say 30 years have passed.

Much of this technolog}^ is in the public domain. Countries can go it on

their own.
For that reason we fonnulated, we promoted, and we secured a fairly

widespread adoption—I wish it were wider—of a Non-Proliferation

Treaty which has the effect not only of applying controls to the nuclear

assistance countries obtain from outside their Iwrders, but to their own
programs as well. Obviously, we have to pei-suade people.

We have devoted a great deal of attention to this and we will con-

tinue to.

Senator Javits. Is the United States drafting a strategy- it can con-

ceivably submit to deal with this danger which has been realized in the

case of India and now gives us cause for anxiety in the case of Brazil ?
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Do we have any plans that we are going to put in the cupboard deal-

ing with tliis problem?
Mr. Kratzer. We do have plans, yes.

n . ^

Senator Javits. How can we find out about them ? Can we find out

about them in executive session ?

Mr. ICratzer. We can go into greater detail m executive session.

Senator Javits. Are we in the process of formulating a plan ?

Mr. Kratzer. We have a plan and we are in the continuous process

of improving on it.

Senator Javits. Is that a plan approved by the President?

Mr. Kratzer. Yes.

Senator Javits. Mr. Chairman, I hope that consonant with our

proper standards we will make an effort to find out what is the plan of

our country. In this way, we can have some understanding of the

security which is involved and, if we feel it is necessary, have some
input.

Senator Humphrey. If the Senator would yield at that point, I hope
that plan includes a very strong international initiative as Senator
Symington and others have been pointing out here. We can lock up our
cupboard and be as pure as can be, but this teclmology is not exactly a
secret now. It is known by others. Unless there is an international
initiative that ties down this matter, it will get totally out of hand.
In this area from our most recent experiences with the Soviet

Union, we found at least one area of agreement. They are very
concerned about nuclear proliferation. Here is the other nuclear
superpower, not only willing but apparently read to work with us-

on any kind of international initiative to control the spread of the
nuclear weapons technology and of the materials that would lend
themselves to that technology.
The idea of just the spread of the teclmology is out of date now.

I really feel tliei-e is so much known about the technology by so
many countries that really the problem is how to prevent the enriched
materials from going into the technology? It is the control over
the flow of the materials and the elements.

Is that how you see it ?

Mr. Ivratzer. There is enough technology in the public domain
to enable many countries to go it alone. Not every country, but many.

Senator Humphrey. Many countries. The big issue now is how to
get a handle on the control of and the movement of the elements
that go into a full fuel cycle, for example, that would lend themselves
to building a nuclear weapon. It has to be done internationally.
There is no other way.
Mr. KiLVTZER. Very much so.

countries intending TO MAKE NUCLEAR WEAPONS

Senator Symington. A little while ago I asked if vou felt that any
ot these countries, the 30 countries with which we have cooperation
agreements were going to make nuclear weapons. Your answer was
no 1 will read the names of some of those countries : Argentina, Brazil,
India which has already exploded a nuclear device, Iran, Israel,
.Japan, South Korea, South Africa. At least one of those countries
lias announced that it intends to go ahead and make weapons.
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I worry about that and I wish for the record that you will look
over your answer to the question.
Mr. Friedman. I would like to say that except for India, we still

have no reason to believe that any of these countries
Senator Symington. That is right. One of those countries has

announced that it intends to go for nuclear weapons just as soon as
possible. I will discuss that with you in executive session.

PROPRIETY or THIRD COUNTRY SALES OF U.S. TECHNOLOGY

What do you think about the propriety of a nuclear supplier nation
selling, to a third nation, U.S. technology without our approval or
knowledge ?

Would the State Department care to answer that ?

Mr. Kratzer. I think that we have to first inquire whether the
technology is privately developed or unclassified.

Senator Symington. Let us take France. France is known to be
one of the leading countries in the world on this entire nuclear ques-
tion. It is selling to third nations technology that was developed on
its own, obtained from us without our approval or knowledge.
What is the State Department's reaction to that?
]Mr. Kratzer. I do not know the circumstances under which that

has occurred.

Senator Symington. Would you check it and let us know for the

record ?

Mr. Kratzer. I do not know of any.

required DOWNPAYMEiNT FOR U.S. ENRICHED URANIUM

Senator Syiviington. I had a few more questions here. We under-
stand that when a foreign customer wants enriched uranium for

reactor fuel, the U.S. Government requires a downpayment, even

though the fuel may be delivered years later.

^Vliat is that down payment? I will make my questions as short

as ])ossible if you will make your answers as short as possible.

Mr. Friedman. That is a fair exchange.

There is a downpayment which is based on the size of the reactor.

A thousand megawatt reactor would have a down payment paid over

a period of 3 years of $3.3 million. That is a very quick and rougli

answer. The pavmcnt is made in three annual installments. The first

on the execution of the contract, the others after the first and second

vear. The advance payment money goes into the general account of

tlie Energy Research and Development Administration. The interest

from the advance pavments is calculated and used to reduce the price

of the separative work units for fixed-commitments contracts.

That is a very quick summary. . .

Senator Sysiington. '\^niat is done with this money when it is

received ?

Mr. FRiED:\tAN. The money goes into the general account of tlio Kn-

ergy Research and Developnient Administration. It is not carmarke<l

for uranium enrichment purposes.

Later, these downpayment installments will be credited against tlie

initial amounts due ERDA for enriching services to the customer. At

that time, the credits will be taken in account in determining what

appropriations are necessary for ERDA.
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ADDITIONAL NUCLEAR W^EAPONS IN 19 80 AND 19 85

Senator Symington. JNIr. Vest, would you supply for the record how
many additional nations you believe will have nuclear weapons in

1980? Also in 1985?

Mr. Vest. Yes, sir.

[The information referred to is classified and in the committee file,]

NATIONAL SECURITY IMPLICATIONS OF EXPANDING NUCLEAR WEAPONS
POSSESSION

Senator Symington. Thank you. Has the esecutive branch studied
the national security implications of the possession of nuclear weapons
by a large and expanding number of nations ? If so, what conclusions
have been reached ? Are there steps that we are or you think we should
take to prepare for such a world ?

]Mr. KRiVTZER. Mr. Chairman, I cannot answer that question. I under-
stand it. I do not know whether such a study has been made. It really
falls outside my area of responsibility.

Senator Symington. There is a book out in which it states one of the
great scientists says we have moved from a possibility to a probability
of nuclar explosions in cities in the not too distant* future. Also, we
have the problem of criminal organizations or organizations, a very
intense minority of countries—for example, the Palestinian Liberation
Organization. The pessimism worried me to the point that I called up
one of the most famous of all nuclear physicists and asked whether or
not this man was a nut who predicted this based on the developments.
He said he is not only not a nut, but that he designed some of the finest
and best atomic bombs, fission bombs that we have.

I would appreciate your answer to that question. Based upon the
experience that you gentlemen have had in the nuclear field, would
you supply for the record what you think can be done to bring nuclear
proliferation under control. Because today I think you can agree with
me that^so far at least true control has been lacking.

I^Ir. Kratzer. Yes, sir ; we will supplv it.

[The information referred to follows
:]

National Security Implications of Nuclear Weapons Possession by Large
AND Expanding Number of Nations

[Supplied by Department of State]

The major effort thus far has been to define the problem we might face. An
tense effort by the Intelligence Community has been directed toward identifv-
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Our conclusions are necessarily tentative and subject to change, because the
process of nuclear proliferation is itself subject to a number of political and
technological variables which cannot be predicted with assurance of accuracy.
In general, nations electing to pursue development of nuclear weapons are
likely to do so in the context of regional tensions or rivalries.

In all likelihood, these nuclear weapons would not be intended for direct
military use against major nations such as the U.S. and U.S.S.R. But the
nuclear programs of such potential nuclear weapons states would complicate
regional confrontations, pose political problems to the U.S., create risks of the
supeii^owers being drawn into conflict which could involve nuclear weapons,
and introduce some chance that regional nuclear conflict could escalate.
We are guardedly optimistic that vve will be able to, for 10 to 15 years into

the future, inhibit significantly addition to the current number of nations pos-
sessing nuclear weapons.
We hope to achieve this objective because of our current national policy and

as a consequence of consultations with other supplier nations. There is of cour.se

some small possibility that we will not be successful in this goal. To guard
against this possibility, we will continue

:

(a) to maintain sound reliable nuclear deterrent forces, tactical as well as
strategic

;

(b) to utilize and improve our world-wide technical intelligence collection

and evaluation capability ; and
(c) to retain our present overall defense posture; there is no need to increase

or to restructure our forces for this purpose.

Senator SYMiNGTOisr. I have asked jon questions about the impor-
tance of having somebody take the place of that veiy able ]Mr. Dwight
Porter in Vienna because it always has been my experience that you
cannot run something in Europe indefinitely with the headman back
here in the United States.

HOW^ IAEA COULD BE STKEXGTIIEXED

We also would like, if you could, to have your thoughts as to how
the IAEA could be strengthened. If so, in what wa}^ Because the

false idea has gotten out, and I had it myself for awhile, that there

was some meaningful control in the IAEA in Vienna over what other

countries did Avith respect to the development of nuclear weapons.

After listening to the story over there, I am convinced there is no
meaningful control of any kind whatsoever.

[The information referred to follows:]

How IAEA Could Be Strengthened

[Supplied by Department of State]

The magnitude of the job which the IAEA inspectorate faces in the coming

years continues to grow both in magnitude and complexity. Nevertheless, it is

clear that the kinds of possible activities in the nuclear power fuel cycle, in-

volving significant qiiantities of fissionable material, are few in number. The
development effort of the Agency and its member states is concentrated on the

safeguards techniques and instruments suitable for those activities.

An important area that requires further strengthening is the technical effi-

ciency of materials accountability. No material accountancy .sy.stem can provide

absolute assurance that no nuclear material has been diverted. Absolute assur-

ance of detecting every slight loss is not possil)le because statistical errors in

sampling and measurement set limits of accuracy. However, the IAEA safe-

guards svsteni is designed to provide a high probability of detecting the diversion

of significant quantities of material through containment, .surveillance and

accountabilitv. It is the ludgment of U.S. and foreign safeguards experts who are

intimately familiar with the IAEA sy.stem that it will pre.sently detect and

thus make an important contribution to deterring any efforts at diversion by

states. Nevertheless, as the volume of materials increases and as the complex-

I

61-004—76——14
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ity of the system grows, improved safeguards will be essential. As the possi-

bilities for more reliable measurements of fissionable materials reach practical

linnts. the importance of surveillance and containment measures will increase,

necessitating further development. Both the IAEA and its member .states, notably

the U.S., are developing instrumentation and advanced equipment to improve

the Agency's capabilities to maximize the effectiveness of inspections and to

assure thai it has access to the most up-to-date techniques.

Further improvements will also be needed in national accountancy systems.

Although the IAEA does not depend on national systems to conduct its .safeguards

activities and has the right and capability to verify independently the integrity

of nuclear materials, the Agency does make extensive use of national material

accountability records. The development of good national accounting will be im-

portant to the efficient application of IAEA safeguards. The IAEA is giving strong

emphasis to assisting member states in the establishment of national accountinf^

and control systems, and the U.S. has provided assistance to other nations ii

this regard. The IAEA is planning a training program for national safeguard
personnel, especially from the less developed countries engaged in or plannin:

nuclear power programs. The first presentation of such a course is planned fo:

mid-1076. Consideration is also being given within the Executive Branch of the

U.S. Government to establishing a course for such personnel under IAEA
auspices.
The IAEA will also need to develop and implement an effective safeguards in

formation handling system. During the past few years, a system for the auto
matic processing and storage of the safeguards data provided by states has beer

put into operation. Work is continuing on techniques for the automatic and con
tinuous collection of information on the identification containment and flow oj

nuclear material and items and on the automatic processing of information
obtained through inspections and provided by states.

OrERATIXG XUCLEAR FUEL RErROCESSIXG PLAXTS WORLDWIDE

For the record, Mr. Friedman, would you please provide a lis!

of all the operatin<j nuclear fuel reprocessing plants in the world ?

iNIr. Friedmax. Yes, sir.

Senator Sybiixotox. "\"\Tiere they are located and to the best of your
knowledge those that are planned or under construction. Would yon
also include the estimated capacity of the plant and the estimate of the

annual output of the plutonium from each plant in kilogram units?
]Mv. Friedmax'. That Avill be done.
[The information referred to follows :]

FOREIGN (FREE WORLD) FUEL REPROCESSING CAPABILITIES, JULY 1975

[Supplied by Department of State]

1. EXISTING CAPABILITIES, PRODUCTION SCALE

Design capacity, metric tons
Country Facility Type fuels uranium per year

United Kingdom British Nuclear Fuels Ltd., Metal, low enrichment 2 2,500.
Windscale Works'.

France ._ La Hague (HAO) UOj and metal, low enrich- 800.

ment.
Marcoule IVIetal, low enrichment 1,000.

BelEium -.. Eurochemic-Mol« IVIetal and UOj low enrich- 75 low enriched; 1.25 higher

ment and metal, high en- enriched (plant shutdown in

, .. , riched. mid-1974),
'^aia Trombay MetalandU02lowenrichment. 100.

I

'Modification was made at Windscale plant for processing low-enrichment oxide (LWRtype) fuels; however, this part of
p.ant has been inoperative but may be restarted in the near future.

» Facilities suitable for low-enriched uranium are also suitable for natural assay uranium.
Consideration is being given to restarting of this plant (UO2, low enrichment) under Belgian ownership and to expand its

capacity to jOO metric ton uranium per year.
Comrnent: With respect to production-scale operations, rough rules of thumb may be used to gauge approximate quanti-

ties ot Plutonium contained in spent fuel; (a) 8 kilograms Pu/metric ton uranium (light water power reactor fuel) (b) 1 to 3
Kilograms Pu/metriC ton uranium Cnatural nraniiim nou/or roo,-tr,r f,,oi\

... , -•• " • .'Kv-'-i ,u,.,. va/ u niiu;^ia<ii^ r u/nicill(^ lull Ul
Kilograms Pu/metric ton uranium (natural uranium power reactor fuel).
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2. PLANNED CAPABILITIES, PRODUCTION SCALE

„ . J, • .• r ••« -.- , .
Design capacity, metric tons

Country and/or organization Facility Type fuels Year available Uranium per year

United Reprocessors, a La Hague (France)... UO2, low enrichment. 1976-80 . . .. Startup at 100 in 1976
loose marketing and increasing to 800 by 1980,'
technology exchange or- by modification to existing
ganization among France, pl3P( *

Germany, and United
Kingdom,

Windscale (United do 1981.. . 800.
Kingdom).

KEWA (Germany) do 1984 1600
Japan PNC, Tokai-Mura do Being built 200

3. PROJECTED CAPABILITY; SMALL-SCALE PLANTS; AND DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY

Country Facility Type fuels Comment

France La Hague, Fontenay (AT-1).. Breeder (U-PU oxide) Pilot plant, near operation (1
kg/day).

Germany WAK, Karlsruhe Breeder, UO2 200 kg/day pilot plant, in

operation.
KFA, Juelich Graphite 2 kg/day pilot plant, scheduled

to start 1977.
India.. Tarapur UO2, low enrichment Small plant, startup imminent.

(0.5 MTU/day).
Trombay Thorium/uranium oxide Lab-scale facility, in operation.

Italy...- EUREX-1-Salreggin UO2 and metal Small pilot plant, in operation.
ITREC-Rotondella Thorium/uranium oxide Do.
Unnamed UO2, low enrichment 500 MTU/yr plant, projected

operation in 1985.
Japan PNC, Tokai-Mura do Small plant, scheduled startup

1976. (0.7 MTU/day).
do Metal Small plant, in operation.

Argentina Ezeiza Nuclear Center Metal (research reactor fuel). Lab-scale facility. Has been shut
down, but being reactivated

for operation in 1977; may
include redesign for UO2 fuel,

low enriched.
Taiwan (Republic of Nuclear Energy Research Metal Lab-scale facility, being built.

China). Institute.

do Thorium/uranium oxide Lab-scale facility, planned.

Spain Juan Vignon Center (Madrid). Metal Small pilot plant, in operation.

Sweden UO;, low enrichment 500 MTU/yr plant being con-
sidered for operation by late

1980's.

Yugoslavia Boris Kidric Institute Metal Lab-scale facility, in operation.

United Kingdom Dounreay Advanced fuels, breeder etc.. Pilot plant, in operation.

Canada Chalk River Natural oxide Lab-scale facility (not in use).

Other (e.g., Brazil's Several other countries have
planned capability expressed interest in con-

with German struction of plants for re-

assistance), processing of LWR fuels.

However, very little work is

underway and it is expected
that they would have to rely

on technology of others.

Senator Stmingtox. Also, if you would, include if you can the re-

processing plant to be constructed in Brazil by the West Gennans.
Mr. Friedman. We will include as much infomiation as we can get.

Senator Symington. Thank you.

URANIUM ENRICHMENT PLANTS

Would you provide for the record a list of all the uranium enrich-

ment plants that are operating, those that are under construction, and
those that are planned ?

Mr. Friedman. Yes, sir.

[The information referred to follows :]
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FOREIGN URANIUM ENRICHMENT, JULY 1975

[Supplied by Department of State]

1. EXISTING CAPABILITY

Country Location Process Capability/comment

United Kingdom. Capenhurst Gaseous diffusion.

United Ki/7Edom(URENC0) do - Gas centrifuge

France Pierrelalte... Gasseous diffusion.

Federal Republic of Ger- Almelo (Netherlands) Gas centrifuge.

many (URENCO) (West
Germany).

Netherlands (URENCO).... Almelo. do

U.S.S.R. Probably gaseous
diffusion.

Peoples Republic of China do
(PRC).

South Africa Valindaba

Small plant completed in 1953 forj

defense purposes; modified for

commercial reactor fuel in 1970-75
with capacity of 400,000 SWU/yr.

Developmental cascade operating as
of mid 1975 at about 14,000
SWU/yr.

Small plant built for defense pur-

poses; operating since 1967. Capac-
ity not explicitly stated, but esti-

mated by several observers at

around 500,000 SWU/yr.
Developmental cascade operating as

of mid 1975 at about 200,000 SWU/
yr.

Developments 'cascade operating as

of mid 1975 at about 15,000 SWU/
yr.

Built for defense purposes; providing
toll enriching services since early

1979's.

Built for defense purposes, probably
small.

South Africa has claimed partical

operation of pilot facility as of

early 1975.

Comment: The current capacity of the 3 existing U.S. (ERDA) gaseous diffusion plants is over 17,000,000 SWU/yr and,
with cascade improvement and uprating (CIP/CUP), will be about 27,700,000 SWU/yr by about 1984. The private diffusion
project planned by Uranium Enrichment Associates will add another 9,000,000 SWU/yr in the early 1980's.

2. PLANNED AND PROJECTED RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

Country and/or

organizations Location Process Comment

URENCO (United Kingdom, Capenhurst (United
Federal Republic of Ger- Kingdom) and Almelo
many, Netherlands). (Netherlands).

Gas centrifuge.

EURODIF (France, Bel-

gium, Spain, Italy).

Tricastin (France) Gaseous diffusion.

South Africa Not chosen.

Karlsruhe..

Not chosen.

Federal Republic of Ger-
many.

Brazil

Jet nozzle.

do....

Japan Tokai-Wura. Gas centrifuge.

Canada, Zaire Not chosen. Gaseous diffusion.

Italy.... Various

Australia.. Lucas Heights.

United Kingdom, USSR,
Israel, Federal Republic
of Germany, France,
Australia, Sweden, Peo-
pies Republic of China.

Sweden.

Gaseous diffusion and
gas centrifuge.

Gas centrifuge

Processes utilizing laser

illumination.

Additions projected by URENC.
leading to 2,000,000 SWU/yr by
1982 and 10,000,000 SWU/yr by
1985.

Plant under construction projected
at 4,700,000 SWU/yr by 1978 and
10,700,000 SWU/yr by 1983.

Announced objective is a 5,000,000
SWU/yr plant for the early 1980's.

Small pilot plant built in 1967 at KfK.

Part of 1975 agreement with Federal
Republic of Germany, would be
first production-scale plant and
therefore very small but based on
5,000,000 SWU/yr reference design
by Steag, AG.

Growing research programs; experi-
mental cascade operations involv-

ing several hundred machines
underway; interested in 3-4,000,-

000 SWU/yr.
. Studies have been undertaken on the

advantage of siting in low-electric

power-cost areas.

Modest basic research programs.

Small basic research program since

1965.

Various countries and groups are

interested in laser isotope separa-
tion research.

Rotating plasma Small research program.
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FREXCII XEGOTIATIONS "WIl'II TAKISTAN

Senator Symixgtox. Mr. Vest, according to press reports France is

negotiating with Pakistan for the sale of reprocessing plants.

Do you know anything about that in the State Department ?

Mr. Vest. Yes, sir, but I would have to discuss that in executive

session.

Senator Symington. If you want to discuss it in executive session,

of course we will discuss it in executive session.

I would hope now that this situation has broken out, that the

people of the world, as well as the people of the United States, realize

the genie is out of the bottle. Remember as Dr. Oppenheimer once

described it. There were two scorpions in the bottle. Now there are 6

scorpions, and there will be 20 unless we can do something about

it. The Soviet Union is very clear in that it would also like to see some-

thing done about control of proliferation.

As you know three of the six nations in the nuclear club not only have

not ratified, they have not signed the Non-Proliferation Treaty,

and they do not intend to do it.

Thank you ver>^ much, gentlemen. We will recess the hearing. I

want to thank you for your courtesy and tolerance, and for the in-

formation you have given us.

[Whereupon, at 4 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject to the

call of the Chair.]





NON-PROLIFERATION ISSUES

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1975

United States Senate,
Subcommittee ox Arms Control,

International Organizations and Security Agreements
of the Co3Imittee on Foreign Relations.

Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 2 :35 p.m., in room
4221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Stuart Symington (chair-

man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Senators Symington, Clark, and Case.

Senator Symington. The hearing will come to order.

I have a short opening statement.

OPENING STATEMENT

Last month, the Subcommittee on Arms Control, International

Organizations and Security Agreements released a study of the effects

of limited nuclear war upon the United States.

This study included analyses by the Department of Defense and the

Congi-essional Office of Technology' Assessment, OTA, which show

that counterforce attacks against the United States could result in tens

of millions of fatalities. Previously, the Pentagon had projected much
smaller fatality figures, actually in the hmidreds of thousands.

Senator Kennedy, who is testifying before the committee this after-

noon, was Chairman of the Board of the Office of Technology' Assess-

ment at the time the study was requested, and gave this effort his

strong support.

The estimates contained in the new subcommittee study reinforce

our questioning of the Pentagon's new nuclear flexible response policy

and the proposed new arms expenditures in support of that policy.

I
One of the new progi-ams is the strategic cruise missile—the sub]ecl,

of today's editorial in the New York Times, entitled "SALT II

Threatened by Nuclear Arms Race."
.

Without objection, I will enter the article in the hearing record at

the conclusion of these remarks.
. o*tt^tt

At this point there is no certainty that a constructive SAlvl ii

agreement can be reached; and there is the danger that the two sides

will remain so far apart that any agreement may accomplish little,

if anything. So far, neither side has been willing m SALi to allow

significant constraints or reductions on their strategic arsenals.

If SALT now fails, we may not have another chance until after the

Soviet Party Congress early next year and the American Presidential

election next fall. By then both sides would have been making weapons

(209)
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choices for 2 fiscal years with no serious arms control prospects ir

sight. As a result, any negotiations resumed in 1077 would proceed or

an entirely new basis, and meaningful agreement would be even more
difficult and elusive.

If SALT II were only to confirm the Vladivostok limits, and

nothing more, the way would still remain for the development ol

weapons systems in such quantity and quality that, within severa'

years, SALT II would appear a meaningless achievement.

AVhat value, for instance, is there in applying a 2,400 limit on heavj

bombers and strategic launchers if 4,000 or 5,000 highly accurate

cruise missiles can be built without any limitation or verification.

Similarly, the Russians could put multiple warheads on a far greatei

portion of their strategic forces, including submarines. They could

also develop further and more accurate generations of land- and sea-

launched strategic missiles.

Both nations appear to have gone far beyond their military require-

ments for national security. Neither side would stand to gain by
embarking on costly new weapons competitions.

In summary, prospects for meaningful arms control appear ir*

jeopardy.

Major issues at SALT have yet to be reconciled ; and the Pentagon's
emphasis on limited nuclear war not only is generating increased!

spending on dangerous new weapons programs, but also appears to be
undercutting the very concept of detei-rence upon which any meaning-
ful IT.S.-Soviet agreement depends.

[The article referred to follows :]

[From the New York Times, Oct. 21, 1975]

SALT II Threatened ... by Nuclear Arms Race

For thirty years, from the atom bomb to the MIRV multiple warhead, American
inventive genius has sought increased security for the country through a series of
technological marvels that, when inevitably acquired by the Soviet Union, have
heightened the nation's danger. The latest, the cruise missile, has yet to be flight-
tested. But it already threatens the negotiations for a historic ten-year Strategic
Arms Limitation Treaty (SALT II), placing in doubt Leonid Brezhnev's thrice-
postponed 1975 visit to the United States and, with it, the future of detente.

Unless the strategic nuclear arms race is curbed, it is difficult to conceive of
detente continuing in its present form. Moreover, Mr. Brezhnev has been counting
on his second Washington visit, which was supposed to center around the signing
of SALT II, to permit celebration of his American policy—and its favorable eco-
nomic consequences—as the main theme of the crucial quinquennial Congress of
the Soviet Communist party in February.
_
Mr. Brezhnev already has his critics in the Soviet hierarchy and that criticism

IS likely to intensify if SALT II cannot be completed in the coming weeks, in
time for the party Congress. President Ford will also find it more difficult to make
compromise on SALT during next year's Presidential race—especially since he
seems to believe that his main competitor is Ronald Reagan, rather than a liberal
Democrat.

Failure to complete SALT II soon, therefore, could blow up the whole treatv
in mutual recrimination or, at the very least, put off resumption of meaningful
negotiations until 1977. That delay, probably of eighteen to 24 months, could see
the continuing arms race destroy the framework for the SALT II treatv which
7^'^,(f_?r^^<^

**^
f*^

last November's Ford-Brezhnev meeting in Vladivostok; and
_oy i.u

( one or both of the leaders who reached that agreement may no longer be
in office.

J a

nfil
yiadivostok, agreement was reached to limit the aggregate total of strategic

,^oH^!'^^
missiles and bombers on each side. What threatens SALT II are two

aeuvery systems that were not discussed at Madivostok, but have loomed large
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in the thinking of the military on both sides since then : the new American cruise
missile and the new Soviet supersonic, swing-winged jet bomber known as
"Backfire."
The issues concerning Backfire—which Moscow insists is a medium rather than

a strategic bomber—could be resolved if the Soviet Union will offer adequate
assurances that its future numbers and mode deployment will not comprise a
substantial strategic threat to the United States, Soviet training, basing and,
above all, aerial refueling capabilities could all be restrained to prove that Back-
fire's potential use against the United States would be too limited to affect the
strategic balance significantly.

American proposals concerning the cruise missile, in contrast, do not provide
a basis for negotiation. The cruise missile, a small, subsonic pilotless bomber

—

which will get its first flight test early next year—can be launched from aircraft

and the submerged torpedo tubes of any submarine. It can fly 2,000 miles and
land within 30 feet of the target, thanks to on-board computers providing both
long-range and terminal guidance.
The American SALT II proposals would place no limits on the deployment

sea and land-based cruise missiles and would exclude from the Vladivostok ceil-

ing air-launched cruise missiles with ranges under 2,000 miles. This would permit
deployment of tens of thousands of nuclear-armed cruise missiles. The Vladivos-
tok ceiling could hardly survive such a deployment. Gone too would be any hope
of Soviet restraint in the deployment of its big, new MIRV-tipped interconti-i

nental ballistic missiles (ICBM's). With increasing missile accuracy, both sides

would ultimately acquire a destabilizing "first-strike" capability against the
other's land-based forces.

One way to head off: this nightmare would be to halt the development and
deployment of long-range cruise missiles through a flight-test ban. Once American
flight-testing begins next year, that will become increasingly diflBcult, a further
reason why early conclusion of the SALT II treaty is urgently necessary.

A Soviet commitment to deny Backfire a strategic role and to restrain the rate
of deployment of its big MIRV-tipped ICBM's might be exchanged for suspension
of American flight-testing of long-range cruise missiles. Other bargains are also

conceivable. What is needed is political courage at the top in Moscow and Wash-
ington to overrule the military and complete SALT II now before both the oppor-

tunity and detente are lost.

Senator Symington. Senator Case.

COMMENDATION OP SENATORS SYMINGTON AND KENNEDY

Senator Case. Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you for your

initiative in regard to these hearings and pointing out what several of

us have been working on for quite some time.

I want to thank Senator Kennedy for his initiative in the matter.

He was chairman and I was ranking Kepublican member of the Office

of Technology Assessment when we were able to get this assessment

done. He was enormously helpful and I think his own contribution to

it was absolutely essential, among other things, in our being able to

get together the very fine advisory council that we did on the point.

I enjoyed the experience and found it a deeply satisfying one. :Mr.

Chairman, as has been my association with you in this matter here.

Senator Symington. Thank you. Senator, it is mutual.

Senator Clark.

Senator Clark. I have no statement.

Senator Symington. I would add one small point before we listen

to our witness.

general de gaulle's comment

I ask unanimous consent that at a point in these hearings I insert

a dialog from a book written by :Mr. Crozier, an Australian, about

Generaf de Gaulle in which he quotes De Gaulle m a discussion with
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President Eisenhower in 1959. Our President said to him, in effect,

'"iVliy do you go on witli this nuclear development when you know
that you could never equal the Soviet Union?" De Gaulle said, in

effect, ''In megatonnage you don't have to equal anybody, if you can

kill them once that is enough, you don't have to kill them ten times."

That is pretty close to a verbatim comment.

[The information referred to follow^s :]

Excerpt From "de Gaulle" by Brian Crozier (Part V: The Fifth
Republic; Chapter 2: The Atlantic Directorate Affair, p. 533.)

"Why do you doubt that the United States would identify its fate with

Europe's?" asked Eisenhower.
And De Gaulle reminded him that during the First World War, American help

came only after three years of almost mortal trials; and in the second, only

after France had been crushed. Nor was this at all strange. That was why
France, although faithful to the alliance, was against integration in NATO. As
for harmonising—"if one dares to apply this celestial word to that infernal

subject"—the use of French and American bombs, this could be done in the

framework of direct cooperation between the three atomic powers which he had
proposed.
But surely, the American president objected, given the prohibitive cost of

such armaments, France would not be able, by a long way, to reach the Soviet

level? In reply De Gaulle gave him the doctrine of the French deterrent in

its simplest and purest form : "You know very well that on the scale of megatons,
a few rounds of bombs would destroy any country. For our deterrent to be
effective, all we need is enough to kill the enemy once, even if he has the means
to kill us ten times over."

COMMENDATION OF SENATOR KENNEDY

Senator Symington. "With those comments, Senator, may I first

congratulate you on the work that you have done in this field, which
is significant, and I Imow, as my colleague will agree, could not be
more important for the future of this country and the world. We look

forward to listening to what you have to say this afternoon.

STATEMENT OF HON. EDWARD M. KENNEDY, U.S. SENATOE FUOM
MASSACHUSETTS

Senator Kennedy. Thank you very much, ]Mr. Chairman and Sen-
ator Case and Senator Clark.

I, too, Mr. Chairman, want to express a warm sense of appreciation
to you and to the members of the committee not only for holding
this hearing, but also for the work that this committee has done in

the whole area of strategic weaponry and the information and good
judg-ment that you have provided to the Members of the Senate and
to the country on exceedingly important arms control issues. I think
the three Members I am facing here today have been perhaps the most
active and interested Members of the Senate. I very much appreciate
the chance to make these comments this afternoon and to say that there
would probably be no time when it would be more appropriate that
this kind of liearing take place.
^The chairman mentioned the editorials which have appeared in the
Xew York Times. I think all of us who have been following this issue
\yere heartened by the comments that were made by the Secretary of
State some days ago—that the SALT II negotiations are 90 percent
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completed—^but since that time we have been very much disheartened
by the constant barrage of information, repoits and leaks that have
indicated that the opportunity for further progress is very much in
jeopardy. Of course, this development has to be viewed by all Ameri-
cans with a good deal of alarm, and I want to indicate to the Chair and
the members of the committee that I look forward to working with you
in keeping this whole area—which is vastly complex and complicated,
and about wliich the American people have such a strong and vital in-

terest—on the front burner as far as this Congress is concerned, and in

tenns of the national political debate that will take place during the
next year. I hope it will not be an issue that will divide the various
political parties, but one on which they will be able to join, and indi-

cate the full strength and commitment of the American people, which
I believe is very real and very deep—a commitment that the control of
nuclear weaponry and the avoidance of nuclear war is still the first

objective of American foreign policy.

So often we look at the recent past and think of mistakes in foreign
policy ; and the members here today have been involved in trying to

awaken the conscience of the Nation to the end of placing its priorities

in appropriate perspective on issue after issue. We take some satisfac-

tion that we have been able to avoid nuclear confrontation. But current
developments being considered in weaponr}', I think, are setting our
countiy on a course of madness and I hope we can bring some sense

and constructive thought to bear on this issue.

SENATE EFFECTIVENESS IN DEALING '\^T:TH PROBLEMS

I would like to say at the outset, Mr. Chairman, that all of us are

mindful of the enormous opportunities that the Senate provides for

considering issues, but in many respects we lurch from crisis to crisis.

Fortunately, there have been important attempts in recent times to try

to make the Senate more effective in dealing with problems that we are

facing, not only for today but also for the future. The creation of the

Budget Committee reflects one of these actions. I would like to believe

that the OTA represents another, trying to find ways in which tech-

nology can be better harnessed to carry forward our real and true in-

terest of growth and prosperity, and to inform us better about decisions

that we make and what those decisions will be in the areas of technology

and science. This committee has welcomed the opportunity provided

by the existence of OTA. I daresay OTA would not have accomplished

tins study without the very clear and eloquent persuasiveness of the

Senator from New Jersey,Which I know is a quality familiar to the

members of this committee. This OTA study is extremely important,

about which the American people need to be made aware.

EFFECT OF SOVIET ATTACK AGAINST U.S. MISSILES

Mr. Chairman, a year ago we were told by the Defense Department
that a Soviet attack against U.S. missiles might only cause 800,000

deaths—a figure more than three times U.S. combat deaths in AVorld

War II, and clearlv a catastrophe for the Nation. Now, through the re-

search and other efforts of OTA, tlie Department admits that a mdi-

tarily significant attack on our ICBM's would cause far mora casualties,
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perhaps 20 million or more, with untold effects on the rest of the

population, and with higli levels of casualties in Canada,, as well.

Furthermore, even in inflicting these enormous civilian casualties,

a significant Soviet attack against U.S. retaliatory forces would not

destroy our airborne bombers or any of our missile lamiching sub-

marines at sea.

Let me draw one inescapable conclusion : That a so-called "limited"

Soviet attack on U.S. missile silos would cause such incredible destruc-

tion that, for many Americans, there would seem to be little difference

between that and direct attack against American cities, themselves.

Such an attack by the Soviet Union would still be an act of madness

;

and it could call forth from this country a devastating attack in return.

Moreover, a small nuclear exchange is likely to lead to a larger war
which would effectively destroy both societies and inflict serious dam-
age on other nations. In such a war there could be no winners. In fact

a report released recently by the National Academy of Sciences shows
that there might not even be any survivors.

ISSUES RAISED BT DOD CONCERNING COUNTERFORCE

Mr. Chairman, as I meet with you today I have a strong sense that
we have been through all this before, in the 1960's. I need not remind
you that the issues being raised by the Department of Defense con-
cerning counterforce are not new. They were debated at gi-eat length
during previous administrations and soundly rejected.

Previous administrations also recognized that the demands of stable
deterrence have required that both we and the Soviet Union give up
efforts to gain a true defense against nuclear attack : as technologically
impossible and politically destabilizing—as a threat, in short, to
bring on the very nuclear war we are seeking to prevent. This neces-
sary principle was enshrined in the ABM Treaty of 1972, and the
protocol to it of 1974, to which I hope the Foreign Kelations Com-
mittee will give prompt and favorable consideration.
The ABM Treaty and the protocol to it recognize the "blunt, in-

escapable fact'' understood by Secretary McNamara. It is this fact
that leads inescapably to the widely shared belief that the Department
of Defense is perpetrating a dangerous fraud on the American public,
by suggesting that it has found some way to change the basic nature of
the nuclear relationship through its counterforce doctrine.

It is important to understand, however, that established U.S. policy
does not mean that the United States has no alternatives following a
Soviet nuclear attack on us, other than attacking the Russian popula-
tion. In fact, we have had enormous flexibility in our forces and target-
ing doctrine for many years. Indeed, we should continue to improve our
capablit^r to respond flexibly in the event of a nuclear attack.
But gaining added flexibility is a far cry from improving our

capacity to attack Soviet missile silos, and from pushing the qualita-
tive arms race down to the point where we would have a significant
chance of destroying the Soviet land-based deterrent. For such a policy
not only flies in the face of evidence about civilian casualties—whether
intended or merely "incidental" to a counterforce strike. It also will
raise grave questions in the minds of Soviet leaders about cur overall
political and military intentions and, I believe, erode the basis for
effective control of the nuclear arms race.
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Mr. Chairman, tliese issues must not be left to military analysts;
rather, they belong squarely in the political realm, if civilian control
of our Armed Forces is to have any meaning.

I, for one, would also like to see primary involvement of the State
Department in making political judgments for nuclear policy, and
direct comment on positions of our military planners, especially in
regard to counterforce.

ERA OF SUBSTANTIAL 0\'ERALL EQUALITY

We are indeed in an era of "substantial overall equality'' with the
Soviet Union in strategic terms. In some areas we are ahead ; in some
they are; but in some there is a realistic military and political balance
of weaponry. There is simply no merit for either side in attempting
to match all of the others advantages, when the overall Ibalance is so
equal. There is no merit in singling out one element of nuclear power

—

generally one in which the other side has the "lead"—and saying that
it would be decisive in determining the actions of political leaders in a
crisis. For the fundamental facts of nuclear balance and overkill
make folly of the notion that one side is "ahead" because it can
destroy the other 35 times over instead of only 34.

TWO APPROPRIATE U.S. RESPONSES

Mr. Chairman, there are two appropriate responses for the United
States. The first is to give up the folly of a "limited counterforce
attack," which as I have argued would only reduce the stability of
the nuclear arms balance and invite the very nuclear crises we seek to
avoid. Instead, we should be emphasizing those weapons based at
sea that are our ultimate guarantee of deterrence. There is no value in
increasing the risks for all by adopting the comiterforce programs put
through the Congress this year—on what we now know to be the
false assumption that "only" 800,000 Americans would die in a Soviet
counterforce attack.

When these programs come up for appropriations we should reopen
the debate and decisively reject them.

Second, we must demonstrate that our approach to nuclear weapons
policy is less focused on arms building than on arms controlling.

The Department of Defense argues that we can increase Soviet
interest in arms control by pursuing a counterforce strategy, but it is

unable to explain exactly how this strategy will work. Once we test

and develop highly accurate guidance systems, terminally guided
MARV, the large Trident missile, or any of the proposed versions of

the MX—the new U.S. ICBM—negotiations on these and other issues

could become impossible.

Let us then try to settle these issues at the bargaining table in Ge-
neva and not in the halls of the Pentagon and the Soviet Ministry of

Defense. Otherwise we will foster an unholy alliance between the

arms builders, while the arms controllers watch in helpless impotence
as the risks climb and safety falls. The way to reduce any Soviet

tlireat to any part of our deterrent lies not in mimicking the follies

they may commit. It lies rather in demanding in the SALT talks

that neither side increase by any measure the chances that the world
will be eno-ulfed in nuclear war.
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NECESSITY OF POLITICAL LE.VDERSHIP

I am confident that this can be done. But it can only be done if the

issue of arms control is taken in hand and settled by the political lead-

ers in both countries. Only if those people with ultimate responsibility

for the security of their people will take a more active, forthright con-

cern with problems of controlling the arms race, will we be able to

break the hold that the arms builders have on nuclear policy. This is

not a novel view. Iklany of us in the Senate—including you, Mr. Chair-

man—have argued for strong Presidential leadership for many years.

And General Secretary Brezhnev, in the conversations I had with him
last year, professed to understand that only top political leadership can

end the imclear spiral, in the mutual interest of both our peoples.

The Soviet leadership has not exercised the decisive influence on
its military bureaucracy that is needed. I cannot speculate on the

reasons for this lack of action. However, it is a void of leadership

that is also apparent in our own country. Our leaders have too often

failed to realize that the arms race is not over, the risks are not over,

the important work will not be completed without sustained and
effective toji-level political leadership.

VLADIVOSTOK RESOLUTIOX

It is for this reason that last January I joined with my distinguished

colleagues, Senators INIathias and Mondale, in introducing the Vladi-
vostok resolution. It now has 42 cosponsors, from both sides of the
aisle, and in similar form has strong support in the U.S. House of
Representatives.
We seek to provide the President with advice on the conduct of the

SALT II talks before a treaty or other agreement comes to the Con-
gress for approval. We do not seek to tie the hands of the administra-
tion, but rather to give it firm support in negotiating an effective,

enduring agreement to begin halting the nuclear arms race. This, I be-
lieve, is a right and proper exercise of congressional prerogatives in
cooperation, not confrontation, with the executive branch.
Our primary concern in the \nadivostok resolution is to insure that

the agreement concluded in Vladivostok last November, between
President Ford and General Secretary Brezhnev, becomes a major
event in a continuing process of arms control, not the end of that
effort. We are particularly concerned to begin placing limits on the
qualitative as well as quantitative aspects of the arms race. The agree-
ment on limiting MIRV's is a welcome step. But both countries must
go far beyond, if the race in numbers is not simplv to be replaced by
an equally dangerous and frightening race in technology.

WHAT WE MUST DO

I therefore commend this resolution to the Senate, and wish to make
clear that, when any agreement comes to the Congress for approval,
many of us will look for real evidence that the objectives of the Vladi-
vostok resolution were pursued by the United States in the SALT H
negotiation. It is also critical that neither side now take steps that
could make these talks almost worthless. We should exercise the ut-
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most restraint in introducing new strategic systeniF, and sliould ac-
cept a jDrohibition on strategic cruise missiles. It is inconceivable that
we could need both strategic cruise missiles and the B-1, even if one
or the other were otherwise justified.

We must also make clear to the Soviet Union its own responsibili-

ties—both in the weapons it deploys, such as the new, larger missiles
and the Backfire bomber, and in recognizing that without rapid ef-

forts to control both quantitative and qualitative improvements, both
they and we will suffer from a new era of strategic doubt and political

uncertainty.

We must also imderstand the consequences of not applying our best
efforts—our top leadership —to the current negotiations: It could
well be the collapse of the entire Vladivostok Agreement of last Xo-
vember. Would we be able to join with the Soviet Union to revive the
Vladivostok agreement following the U.S. Presidential election? Or
would the pace of the arms race liave gone so far forward—-would tlie

whole process of arms, control be in such doubt—that any future
agreement would be far worse for both sides ? And would we and the
Russians so poison the political atmosphere that it would be hard to

salvage positive value in detente itself.

I believe that the time has come for the President of the United
States to take firm control of the SALT negotiations, and seek, now,
the completion of the Vladivostok accords, and the groundwork
needed for the next positive step in trying to halt the deadlv nuclear

spiral. History will judge us and the Soviet Union harshly if we lose

this opportunity for moving forward in that vital realm.

Mr. Chairman, issues raised about the future of the United States-

Soviet nuclear arms race must be seen in a broader perspective. For it

might be possible for Washington and Moscow to dig increasingly

deeper into third and fourth generation problems of bilateral nuclear

balance and yet invoke a greater danger: the danarer of an indiscrimi-

nate spread of nuclear weapons around the world. Certainly, it will

profit us and the Russians nothing to regulate the forward thrust of

our own arms race, if a failure to stop that race, once and for all, only

encourages other nations to build the bomb.
So, Mr. Chainnan, I welcome this chance to meet with you. today,

and again commend your efforts to bring to the American people the

potentially horrendous consequences of a change in American strategic

doctrine and deployment toward the myth of a limited nuclear war.

Based on the new facts you have presented, I believe we shoidd reopen

the questioning of funding counterforce programs, and decisively re-

ject them. I believe we should demand of our leaders the decisive ac-

tion in the budget and at the bargaining table that will help end the

nuclear arms race, once and for all.

I vrould like to ask unanimous consent to include my entire state-

ment in the record.

Senator Symington. Without objection.

[Senator Kennedy's prepared statement follows :]

Prepared Statement of Senator Edward M. Kennedy

I am pleased to meet with you this afternoon, to discuss critical issues of ""'

clear policy and arms control. These hearings, based on work done by the Office

of Technology Assessment, can make an important contribution to public under-
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standing of the most vital problem facing the United States :
the need to prevent

nuclear war, and particularly strategic nuclear war with the Soviet Union.

I have welcomed the chance to take part in the founding of the Office of Tech-

nology Assessment, and to support its work in studying the complex technical

questions related to nuclear effects and arms control. This, I believe, is a valu-

able and proper use of OTA, helping to provide a much more enlightened and

knowledgeable basis for Congressional action. And I particularly value your

leadership, Mr. Chairman (Senator Symington), as well as that of Senator Case,

in the important debate facing the United States in this area.

In your first day of hearings, on September 18, three members of OTA's Ad
Hoc Panel on Nuclear Effects spoke eloquently on the grave problems raised by

a doctrine of limited war, or "selective counterforce strikes." A year ago we
were told by the Defense Department that a Soviet attack against U.S. missiles

might "only" cause 800,000 deaths—a figure more than 3 times U.S. combat

deaths in World War II, and clearly a catastrophe for the nation. Now, through

the research and other efforts of OTA, the Department admits that a military

significant attack would cause far more casualties, perhaps 20 million or more,

with untold effects on the rest of the population, and with high levels of casual-

ties in Canada, as well.

Furthermore, even in inflicting these enormous civilian casualties, a significant

Soviet attack against U.S. retaliatory forces would not destroy our air borne

bombers or any of our missile launching submarines at sea. Thus Soviet motives

for such an attack would be difficult, if not impossible, to understand.

Your other witnesses have documented this case, and I do not need to repeat

their arguments this afternoon. Let me draw one inescapable conclusion : that a

.so-called "limited" Soviet attack on U.S. missile silos would cause such incredible

destruction that, for many Americans, there would seem to be little difference

between that and direct attack against American cities, themselves. Such an

attack by the Soviet Union would still be an act of madness ; and it could call

forth from this country a devastating attack in return.
Thus, Mr. Chairman, I feel that the new estimates of casualties released by

your Subcommittee vividly illustrate the folly of the "counterforce" strategy

currently being advocated by the Department of Defense. This strategy is founded
on the false assumption that a "counterforce" war could somehow keep civilian

casualties to "acceptable" levels and could prevent the war from expanding to a
point where cities were attacked directly. The new estimates, however, show once
again that nuclear warfare is starkly unlike anything we have ever known in the
history of conflict. Even small nuclear attacks can result in enormous casualties.

Moreover, a small nuclear exchange is likely to lead to a larger war which would
effectively destroy both societies and inflict serious damage on other nations. In
such a war there could be no winners. In fact a report released recently by the
National Academy of Sciences shows that there might not even be any survivors.
The reality of civilian casualties, even in a so-called "limited counterforce"

attack, make nonsense of the view, expressed by the Defense Department, that
the Soviet Union might try to disarm the U.S. land-based deterrent, and leave us
with the awesome decision of beginning an attack against people. The Soviet
Union must know that even a silo-busting attack will kill millions of Americans,
and would be difficult if not impossible for us to distinguish between a limited
attack against strategic targets in the United States and a direct and deliberate
attack on U.S. cities, particularly in the confusion that would necessarily accom-
pany any strategic nuclear attack. Even the Commander of the Strategic Air
Command, General Dougherty, has indicated that an attack on Minvteman "has
to be put in the context of the kind of decision that one would have to make
HI order to attack the heartland of the United States."

Mr. Chairman, as I meet \\ith you today, I have a strong sense that we have
been through all this before, in the 1960s. I need not remind you that the issues
being raised by the Department of Defense concerning counterforce are not new.
They were debated at great length during previous Administrations and soundly
rejected. In 1960, then Senator John F. Kennedy argued emphatically that we
should not drive "ourselves into a corner where the only choice is all or nothing
at all. world devastation or submission." When he became President we developed
and deployed the most devastating and flexible military force ever assembled. All
Oi. this was, of course, done with the constant support, advice, and cooperation of

i"nnn^''^^
^""' ^^^' ^^'^i''™^'!' 0^ the Committee on Armed Services. We built over

1.000 ICBMs protected in underground silos. We built 41 nuclear missile launch-
ing submarines, each with 16 missiles. We maintained a force of nearly 500 long-

j
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-ange bombers. During that Administration and those which followed, we have
nade every attempt to increase the flexibility of our strategic forces, to improve
)ur command and control capabilities, and to provide strong conventional de-
fenses. Today our nuclear forces give us great confidence to deter and thus to pre-
rent a nuclear holocaust. At the same time we have acted to keep the nuclear
hreshold as high as possible ; and we have beguu an unprecedented cycle of arms
•ontrol efforts with the Soviet Union.
At the same time, it became clear to the experts and oflScials who worked in This

irea during the 1960s that a doctrine of counterforce could not enhance the .secu-

•ity of the United States and might diminish it by increasing the apprehensions
if our opponents.
Perhaps the most dramatic change of view in this area was that of Robert

\IcXamara. He began his tenure as Secretary of Defense as an advocate of couu-
erforce and, after spending nearly eight years studying the doctrine and the
veapons and reasons to support it, abandoned the effort because of what he called
:he "blunt inescapable fact that neither the Soviet Union nor the United States
an now attack the other even by complete surprise, without suffering massive
amage in retaliation.

Since that time our policy for building and deploying weapons has centered
)n a requirement to maintain what was called "a clear and present ability to
estroy the attacker as a viable 20th century nation and an unwavering will to

ise these forces in retaliation to a nuclear attack upon ourselves or our allies."

Ve adopted this iwlicy out of necessity ; a recognition of the unique character of
uielear weapons, the unprecedented challenges to world peace that they pose, and
he impossibility that any country could "\^in" a nuclear war.
Previous Administrations also recognized that the demands of stable deterrence

lave required that both we and the Soviet Union give up efforts to gain a true
efense against nuclear attack : as technologically impossible and politically de-
tabilizing—as a threat, in short, to bring on the very nuclear war we are seeking
prevent. This necessary principle was enshrined in tlie ABM Treaty of 1972,

tnd the protocol to it of 1974, to which I hope the Foreign Relations C'onunittee

rill give prompt and favorable consideration.

The ABM Treaty and the protocol to it recognize the "blunt inescapable fact"'

mderstood by Secretary McNamara. And it is this fact that leads inescapably to

he widely-shared belief that the Department of Defense is perpetrating a dan-
erous fraud on the American public, by suggesting that it has found some way
change the basic nature of the nuclear relationship through its counterforce

octrine.

It is important to understand, however, that established U.S. policy does

lOt mean that the United States has no alternatives follo\ving a Soviet nuclear

ttack on us, other than attacking the Russian ix>pulation. The decision to aban-

on a policy of building weapons capable of threatening the Soviet retaliatory

apability never meant that the United States would only use its weapons against

ivilians. To argue otherwise is a gross distortion of the record. No one has ever

lisputed the fact that we should have adequate flexibility to attack a variety of

argets. I have tried to make it clear that this was a central objective of the

)rces deployed during the 1960s. In fact, we have had enormous flexibility in

)ur forces and targeting doctrine for many years. There has never been a rule

aying that a first nuclear salvo must bring forth retaliation against cities. There
s nothing to prevent the improvement of command and control arrangements

ud of means to permit rapid retargeting of missiles and aircraft. Indeed, we
hould continue to improve our capability to respond flexibly in the event of a

uclear attack.
Mr. Chairman, as we have built added flexibility into our .strategic forces, we

lave been concerned that the first nuclear explosion not lead automatically to a

trategic nuclear holocaust that would mean the end of civilization as we know
:. But can a nuclear war be controlled once it has started? This is a problem

hat has plagued us since the dawn of the nuclear balance. For yeai-s, our best

xperts have cautioned against thinking that there can be a "cheap" or "clean"

uclear war of any kind. This view has been echoed recently by the new Com-

landant of the Marine Corps, General Louis H. Wils(»n. He finds it "very, very

ifiicult to believe" that a nuclear war could be contained following tlie use by

ither side of even small nuclear weapons on a battlefield. If this is .so. how much

reater risk either side w^ould run by making "surgical nuclear strikes" again.'^t

nemy missile silos a part of its policy. This is an argument agaiiwt a counter-

Gl-004—76 15
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force strategy that is as compelling as the high number of civilian casualties ii

a first nuclear exchange, even one limited to strategic targets.

But gaining added flexibility is a far cry from improving our capacity t(

attack Soviet silos, and from pushing the qualitative arms race down to thi

point where we would have a significant chance of destroying the Soviet laud

based deterrent. For such a policy not only flies in the face of evidence abou
civilian casualties—whether intended or merely "incidental" to a counterforci

strike. It also will raise grave questions in the minds of Soviet leaders abou
our overall political and military intentions and, I believe, erode the basis fo

effective control of the nuclear arms race. Any sustained Soviet effort to bi

able to threaten our deterrent would also raise profound questions.

Are the Russians seeking to acquire such a capability? Many people argui

that this is so, on the basis of new, large missiles now being deployed. Of course

concern with these deployments—as well as Soviet concern with U.S. counter

force programs—ignores the rest of the two strategic arsenals : including bomber
and all the invulnerable missiles based in submarines at sea, with each sub
marine packing more explosive power than was used by all sides in World Wa
II. Even with Soviet large missiles and our counterforce programs, neither sid

could launch a nuclear attack without risking almost total destruction in returr

I am therefore deeply disturbed by the comment by Secretary of Defense Scliles

inger, in his letter of October 3rd to Senator McClellan, that we might have t<

retuni to a "launch on warning" concept to insure the long-term survivabilit;

of our land-based missiles. By introducing this highly-destabilizing concept, ii

ignorance of our bombers and submarines, I believe we would only tend t(

heighten tensions, and reduce the chances for real arms control.

It is also important to note another element of the strategy being propose
by the Department of Defense. New nuclear weapons programs are justified to

large degree on what can only be considered to be political judgments, rathe
than on analysis of military needs. For example, according to the most recen
"Posture Statement" issued by Secretary of Defense, the first requirement fo
deciding on new strategic weapons is the requirement for maintaining "equivt
lence" with the Soviet Union. It is explained that we must match Soviet pre
grams, not just in terms of substantial overall equality, which we surely hav(
but rather item by item, detail by detail. Supposedly, this is necessary to suppoi
foreign policy in other areas and to insure success in the SALT negotiation;
Likewise, judgments about the "acceptability" to the United States of differen
levels of civilian casualties are surely political rather than military decisions.

Mr. Chairman, these issues must not be left to military analysts; rather, the
belong squarely in the political realm, if civilian control of our armed forces i

to have any meaning. In particular, greater weight should be given to the view
of the Department of State. In fact, what Secretary Kissinger has said in th
past appears to contradict the judgments of the Department of Defense in som
critical, political areas of nuclear policy. He told the Senate Committee o
Foreign Relations last year, for example, that: "When nuclear arsenals reac
levels involving thousands of launchers and over ten thousand warheads, an
when the characteristics of the weapons of the two sides are so incommensurable
it becomes difficult to determine what combination of numbers of strategi
weapons and performance capabilities would give one side a militarily am
politically useful superiority." If we have reached this point, there is little meri
in trying to produce an exact balance of forces, in each aspect of these forces
I, for one, would also like to see primary involvement of the State Departmen
in making political judgments for nuclear policy, and direct comment on posi
tions of our military planners, especially in regard to counterforce.
We are, indeed, in an era of "substantial overall equality" with the Sovie

TInion in strategic terms. In some areas we are ahead : in some they are ; bu
in sum tliere is a realistic military and political balance of weaponry. There i

simply no merit for either side in attempting to match all of the other's ad
vantages, when the overall balance is so equal. There is no merit in singling ou
one element of nuclear power—generally one in which the other side^has th
'lead —and saying that it would be decisive in determining the actions of pc
lilK'iil leaders in a crisis. For the fundamental facts of nuclear balance an^
overkill make folly of the notion that one side is "ahead" because it can destro;
the otlier 85 times over instead of only 34. Such an arcane calculus has no stra
regie merit

;
it has no political or psychological merit unless we sav it does, am

necule to act on that basis; it provides us with no answer to the question : "Hovmucn IS enough?" In fact, the answer comes back from the Pentagon: "Nothinj
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is too much"—an answer thoroughly discredited in the 1960s, as we recognized
the iniperatiA'e need for arms control, not arms anarchy.
Mr. Chairman, there are two appropriate responses for the United States.

The first is to give up the folly of a "'limited, counterforce attack", which as I
have argued would only reduce the stahility of the nuclear arms balance and
invite the very nuclear crises we seek to avoid. Instead, we should be emphasiz-
ing those weapons based at sea that are our ultimate guarantee of deterrence.
There is no value in increasing the risks for all by adopting the counterforce
programs put through the Congress this year—on what we now know to be the
false assumption that "only" 800,000 Americans would die in a Soviet counter-
force attack. For that can only contribute to a further cycle of madness in the
nuclear arms race, while actually reducing the overall security of all concerned.
Perhaps an even greater danger inherent in the counterforce strategy, how-

ever, is its potential for interfering with arms control negotiations, which offer
the only real prospect for ending the recurring cycles of arms buildup—of arms
auarcliy. Our second response to the new Soviet programs should therefore be
to demonstrate that our approach to nuclear weapons policy is less focussed on
arms building than on arms controlling.

If we persuade ourselves that we must build new weapons to support the coun-
terforce strategy, how can we offer proposals for limiting new types of weapons?
Indeed, even a small US program designed to attack the Soviet ICBM force is

likely to lessen Soviet interest in arms control, by increasing Moscow's interest
in replacing its ICBM force with less vulnerable systems such as mobile missiles
or new submarines. Tbe Department of Defense argues that we can increase So-
viet interest in arms control by pursuing a counterforce strategy, but it is unable
to explain exactly how this strategy will work. Once we test and develop highly
accurate guidance systems, terminally guided MARV (or precision-guided re-
entry vehicle—PGRV), the large Trident missile, or any of the propo.sed versions
of the MX—the new US ICBM—negotiations on these and other issues could
become impossible. The United States has taken the lead in most new types of
nuclear teclinology : therefore, the decision whether to expand the competition
in arms into new areas is largely in our hands.
Let us then try to settle these issues at the bargaining table in Geneva—in

the interests of both sides and of all mankind—and not in the halls of the Penta-
gon and the Soviet Ministry of Defense. Let us reopen the issue of funding
counterforce programs : and decisively re.iect them. And let us deoiand equal
resti'aint on the part of the Soviet Union. For otherwise we will foster an unholy
alliance between the arms builders, while the arms controllers watch in help-
less impotence as the risks climb and safety falls. The way to reduce any Soviet
threat to any part of our deterrent is not in mimicking the follies they may com-
mit. It lies rather in demanding in the SALT talks that neither side increase by
any measure the chance.s that the world will be engulfed in nuclear war.

I am confident that this can be done. But it can only be done if the issue
>f arms control is taken in hand and settled b.v the political leaders in both
nnntries. Only if those people with ultimate responsibility for tlie security
if their people will take a more active, forthright concern with problems of
•oiitrolling the arms race, will we be able to break the hold that the arms
)nilders have on nuclear policy. This is not a novel view. Many of us in the
senate—including you, Mr. Chairman—have argued for strong Presidential lead-

M-ship for many years. And General Secretary Brezhnev, in the conversations
[ had with him last year, professed to understand that only top political lead-

rship can end the nuclear spiral, in the mutual interest of both our peoples.

Yet Soviet leadership has not exercised the decisive influence on its mili-

ary bureaucracy that is needed. I cannot speculate on the reasons for this

ar-k of action, ilowever, it is a void of leadership that is also jipi)arent in

lur own country. Here, the answer seems to be largely the lack of atten-

ion accorded to vital issues of arms control. With Vietnam, "Watei-gate, the

rnnomy, and energy, (our leadei-s have too often failed to realize that the

inns race is not over, the risks are not over, the important work will not be

'ompleted without sustained and effective top-level political leadership.

^'urthermore, as Secretary Kissinger himself has said

:

"My impression from what I have observed is that both sides have to con-

iiice their military establi.shments of the benefits of restraint and that it

!^ not a thought tliat comes naturally to military people on either side."

And as Dr. Fred Ikle, Director of the Arm.s Control and Disarmnment Asency,
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has recently written : "... a new generation of nuclear planners is discussing

nuclear strategy" in a very stylized, simplistic fashion," and tends to "ignore

the risks inherent in nuclear war."
. . , ..^ ^. x.. • r. ,

It is for all these reasons that last January I joined with my distinguished

colleagues, Senators Mathias and Mondale, in introducing the Vladivostok

Resolution. It now has 42 cosponsors, from both sides of the aisle, and in similar

form has strong support in the U.S. House of Representatives.

In this resolution, we seek to take responsibility for nuclear policy—and

arms control—out of the Pentagon and put it back where it rightly belongs

:

with our top poUtical leadership. We seek to provide the President with

advice on the conduct of the SALT II talks before a treaty or other agree-

ment comes to the Congress for approval. In this unprecedented act, we do

not seek to tie the hands of the Administration, but rather to give it firm

support in negotiating an effective, enduring agreement to begin halting the

nuclear arms race. This, I believe, is a right and proper exercise of congres-

sional prerogatives in cooperation not confrontation with the Executive Branch.

I am pleased that this resolution has been endorsed by the Departments of

State and Defense, and by the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency.

Our primary concern in the Vladivostok Resolution is to ensure that the

agreement concluded in Vladivostok last November, between President Ford and
General Secretary Brezhnev, becomes a major event in a continuing process of

arms control, not the end of that effort. We are particularly concerned to

begin placing limits on the qualitative, as well as quantitative aspects of the

arms race. The agreement on limiting MIRVs is a welcome step. But both coun-

tries must go far beyond, if the race in numbers is not simply to be replaced

by an equally dangerous and frightening race in technology.

I therefore, commend this resolution to the Senate, and wish to make clear

that, when any agreement comes to the Congress for approval, many of us will

look for real evidence that the objectives of the Vladivostok Resolution were
pursued by the United States in the SALT II negotiation.

Yet even if real talks on the qualitative arms race were to begin before the

expiration of the 1972 Interim Agreement—in October 1977—it is critical that
neither side now take steps that could make these talks almost worthless. For
our part, as the OTA report and these hearings make clear, we should give
up the folly of building counterforce weapons, and of changing U.S. strategic
doctrine to imply that a limited nuclear war is possible. We should exercise the
utmost restraint in introducing new strategic systems—and should accept a
prohil)ition on strategic cruise missiles. Not only would these missiles vastly
complicate the problem of verification, perhaps making it impossible to solve
but they also add only marginally to our deterrent capabilities. Even in seeking
to maintain the third leg of our deterrent triad—manned bombers—it is in-
conceivable that we could need both strategic cruise missiles and the B-1, even
if one or the other were otherwise justified.
We must also make clear to the Soviet Union its own responsibilities

—

both in the weapons it deploys, such as the new, larger missiles and the Back-
fire bomber, and in recognizing that without rapid efforts to control both quan-
titative and qualitative improvements, both they and we will suffer from
a new era of strategic doubt and political uncertainty.
In particular, both sides should give immediate and serious attention to

slowing or preventing further competition in nuclear technology, by placing
a ceiling on the number of permitted missile flight tests and by prohibiting
new generations of ICBMs. In this regard, I was interested to note that Secre-
tary of the Air Force McLucas last year tcld you, Mr. Chairman, that limits
on missile flight testing would virtually eliminate improvements in missile
accuracy.
Mr. Chairman, as we look to the SALT II talks, I am increasing disturbed

by reports that there may be no agreement this year. While Secretary of State
Kissinger said on Meet the Press a week ago that "About ninety percent of the
negotiation is substantially completed," other Administration sources seem to
be preparing the American people for failure.

I agree with the argument that each SALT agreement should be judged on
Its own merits, to determine that it is genuinely in the interests of our na-
lonal security. Each agreement must "have value in its own right." going be-

wecaU^^fS*'''^
'""'^"^^^ ^^'"^^ '' '^'^"^'^ ^"^^'^ '^'^ *^^ '^'''''^^^ political process

«ffn^L^'^ ^^T^ f^'^^
understand the consequences of not applying our best

efiforts-our top leadership—to the current negotiations : it could well be the
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collapse of the entire Vladivostok Agreemeut of last November. "Would we
be able to join with the Soviet Union to revive the Vladivostoli Agreemeut fol-

lowing the U.S. Presidential election V Or would the pace of the arms race

have gone so far forward—would the whole process of arms control be in such

doubt—that any future agreement would be far worse for both sides? And
would we and the Russians so poison the political atmosphere that it wuuld

be hard to salvage positive value in detente itself.

I believe that the time has come for the President of the United States to

take hrm control of the SALT negotiations, and seek, tww, the completion of the

Vladivostok Accords, and the groundwork needed for the next positive step in

trying to halt the deadly nuclear spiral. There is now widespread questioning

in the United States about some steps in detente. But however that issue is

resolved, there can be no questioning about the imperative need to continue the

work of arms control. Of course, agreements on arms control will be achieved

only if they are in our mutual interest. This is no "zero-score game" : it is a

process of gaining security for both sides. And history will judge us and the

Suviet Union harshly if we lose this opportunity for moving forward in that

vital realm.
I believe that the debate on detente has itself ignored some important realities

:

including the reality of how far we have come in relations -with the Soviet Union
since the Cuban Missile Crisis and the days of an unstable balance of nuclear

terror. As Secretary of State Kissinger said recently on Meet the Press:

"The fact of the matter is there are certain basic conditions that bring about

this policy {of detente). The fact that the Soviet Union and the United States

possess nuclear weapons capable of destroying humanity. The fact that we
impinge upon each other in many parts of the world, so that we are, at one

and the same time, rivals and yet we must regulate our conduct in such a way
that we do not destroy humanity in conducting our disputes. We are ideological

opponents, yet in a way we are doomed to coexist.

Those are the realities. They cannot be removed by rhetoric, and those are

realities to which every President has been brought back throughout the history

of the post-war period.
This, I believe, states in a compelling way the urgent need for us to get on

with the SALT II talks.

:^Ir. Chairman, issues raised about the future of the US-Soviet nuclear arms
race must be seen in a broader perspective. For it might be possible for Wash-
ington and Moscow to dig increasingly deeper into third- and fourth-generation

problems of bilateral nuclear balance and yet invoke a greater danger : the danger

of an indiscriminate spread of nuclear weapons around the world. Certainly,

it will profit us and the Russians nothing to regulate the forward thrust of our

own arms race, if a failure to stop that race, once and for all, only encourages

other nations to build the bomb. It does not take the equivalent of 700.000

Hiroshima bombs, in the arsenals of the two superpowers, to have a nuclear

war : it takes only one Hiroshima bomb in the hands of a country disposed to

use it. Regrettably, it is all to easy to forget Hiroshima ; and half the people

on earth had not yet been born in 1945. We can only hope that the leaders of

the world will remember the terrible consequences of nuclear war, as portrayed

so vividly in John Hersey's book. Hirosliima.
Of course, a sound non-proliferation strategy must have many elements, in-

cluding an immediate, mutual moratoriiun on nuclear testing by the superpowers,

and the prompt negotiation of a Comprehensive Test-Ban Treaty. One other

critical element is a rapid end to the Soviet-American nuclear arms race—not

the tortoise-like efforts of the year since Vladivostok. For only in breaking loose

from old and sterile preoccupations of the past can we meet the real challenges

of the future in this vital area of nuclear weapons.
Finally. Mr. Chairman, I would like to raise a broader issue : One of the great

ironies of contemporary civilization is that we seem better able to solve dif-

ficult technical problems than we are to generate the necessary political will to

control this technology, even when we have an overwhelming incentive to do so.

We have built weapons which use the terrifying energy processes of the sun, and

have devised automatic navigation systems able to steer missiles a third of the

way around the globe to within a fraction of a mile of their intended targets. Yet

it is rare that decisions leading to technological achievements such as those are

goyerned bv anything other than the internal logic of science and engineering.

The "next step" is often taken simply because it coiild be taken : not because there

was a conscious, balanced judgment that our security-or tlu- wvMltl'.s-'WOUld

I

benefit as a result.
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What we liave done so far in arms control is significant mostly is setting the

st-ve for real limits in the future. Achievements so far have been cnielly dis-

apirointing to those people who expected them to have a significant impact on the

momentum of the arms race. If anything the pace is now accelerating. Even

with limits forecast for a new SALT agreement, we can expect the United States

and the Soviet Union to develop an enormous number of new weapons technolo-

gies during the next few years. The United States is developing maneuverable

reentry vehicles, advanced propellants, air-launched ballistic missiles, land mo-

bile missiles, new warhead designs, new inertial guidance technologies, long

range cruise missiles fired from aircraft or from ships at sea. and a variety of

other small improvements which, taken together, could lead to substantial im-

provements in throw-weight, accuracy, and target coverage. On the Soviet side

we are seeing new ICBM systems (possibly including a land-mobile ICBM). de-

ployment of large number of MIRVs, improvements in missile accuracy, and the

development of "a new bomber, the Backfire. And there are the risks of new de-

velopments, by other nuclear powers, plus the spread of the bomb to yet more
nations.

Mr. Chairman, arms control negotiations have simply been unable to keep

pace with the furious pace of strategic technology. New devices are being de-

veloped so rapidly that we are scarcely able to find ways of managing one genera-

tion of technology, before we are overtaken by the next. In fact, it is possible

that protracted negotiations have actually cncourafjed arms competition in some
areas rather than reducing it. And it is clear that we and the Soviet Union are

building some weapons less for their military value than for their supposed use-

fulnessin political bargaining. As the bargaining drags on, these weapons mature
and are deployed : few if any are ever bargained away. There is also a temptation
to use the negotiations to inflate the importance of "nuclear numerology"—such i

as matching numbers of warheads and the weight of missiles. Similarly, there

are times when the urge to "get in under the wire" tempts us to rush through
programs before they are limited by the negotiations process. We have .seen this

trend, for example, in our program to accelei-ate nuclear testing above the 150»

kiloton limit which might be imposed by the "threshold test ban agreement."
In general, by delaying negotiations through all of these means, we are getting

the worst of both worlds: we are liuying weapons we do not need for military
purposes, and we are then unable or unwilling to abandon these so-called "bar-
gaining-chips" under almost any circumstances.
Even worse is the attitude of cynicism and hopelessness which these diflacnltie.s^^

and reiJeated failures have engendered in many observers. It is easy to liecome
discouraged by the energy and resourcefulness of the people and institutions'

working on weapons technology and by the enormous economic incentives which
motivate some of them. With increasing frequency, therefore, we hear the argu-
ment that it is simply impossible to stop or even to slow the arms race. Yet this

is an argument which mankind cannot accept. We cannot indulge in prophecies ol
doom—for the consequences of failure are too great to allow us to make anythini
less than our best efforts to halt the arms race : and do it now. It is becoming
abundantly clear that only negotiated arms control—combined both with judic-
ious use of self-restraint on each side, and a deflation on rhetoric extolling
nuclear weapons as instruments of national policy—can turn us back from th€
threat of nuclear catastrophe.
And so. Mr. Chairman, I welcome this chance to meet with you. today, and

again commend your efforts to bring to the American people the potentially hor-
rendous consequences of a change in American strategic doctrine and deployments
towards the myth of a limited nuclear war. Based on the few facts you have
presented. I believe we should reopen the questioning of funding counterforce
programs, and decisively reject them. And I believe we should demand of oui
leaders the decisive action in the budget and at the bargaining table that will
help end the nuclear arms race, once and for all.

COMMEXDATIOX OF SENATOR KEXXEDy's STATEMENT

Senator Symixgtox. May I say it is a very fine statement. It dis
cusses in detail what we believe is'the important problem the people o:

the United States and the rest of the world face todav.
The revised Pentagon figures of the study on the effects of limite
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nuclear war indicate that 50 percent of tlie people who live in Missouri
would be killed from an attack on the ICB5I base located there. I

I

haven't discussed that with them in any detail, but I can surmise that

they would not consider that a good policy on the part of their

I
Government.
Tomorrow I am going to your State to talk on proliferation and

counterforce and I am very much impressed with the remarks that

you have made here today on the question of counterforce.

I have six questions that I would ask. I will be careful not to exceed

my time, and then I wdll yield to my colleagues.

IMPORTANCE OF INCLT7DIXG CRUISE MISSILE IX SALT II AGREEMEXT

The first is, do you believe that any SALT II agreement can be of

significant benefit if the cruise missile is not covered ?

Senator Kennedy. I would prefer that the cruise missile were in-

cluded. Mr. Chairman. We have mentioned in the Mathias-Mondale-

Kennedy resolution the importance of making an agreement in the

areas that would include the cruise missile. We tried in our resolution

to get a commitment from the administration that it would discuss

weapons like the cruise missile at the current SALT talks. Although

wo could not get such an agreement from the Department as a condi-

tion for its support of the resolution, the Secretary did indic^ate that

there would be followup in these areas.

I firmly believe it essential that we get agreement on the cruise

missile at some point, and that it is only when we get some agreement

on it that we can take a meaningful step. I would hope that we c^ould.

I wouldn't put a condition on a SALT agreement relating to that, but

I would think that any meaningful agreement at SALT would have

to set the proces,s in motion for agreement on cruise missiles.

Senator Symington. Thank you. My second question

:

HANDLING OF PENETRATION BOMBER ISSUE IF CRUISE MISSILE BAXXED

If cruise missiles were banned, how should the penetration bomber

issue be handled, in vour opinion ?

Senator Kexnedy. It seems to me that we have to go back to the

more basic issue and that is the justification for either the cruise missile

or the B-1 bomber.
As I mentioned verv brieflv. it seems to me that the case even tor

the B-1 has not been made, aiul certainly I don't see hoAv the case can

be justified for both the cruise missile and the B-1. It seems to me we

are under heavy responsibility to demand such justification for that

particular itenVor strike the appropriation. I personally dmvt see the

justification for it and that is why I have expressed the belief that

we ought to strike funds for it.

Senator Sy3iixgtox. I think you have in effect answered my next

question. I have three more.

soviet TIIIXKIXG ox FLEXIBLE RESPOXSE DOCTRINE

What do you believe the Soviet thinking is in regard to the flexible

response doctrine ?
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Senator Kennedy. It seems to me, Mr. Chairman, that this doctrin*

has served the United States well over a period of years in the post

war period. It vras an essential aspect of deterrence, and it is oni

which I support, though I personally feel that some weapons ar«

more effective—in particular the various submarine weapons—thi

Polaris and Poseidon. The kind of response doctrine that has beei

a part of our defense posture continues to serve us well. I think it 1

respected by the Soviet Union and I think that adding to that flexi

bility ought to be an aspect of our defense posture ; but, as I meiitionec

in my statement. I think the counterforce argument does not increas-

that kind of flexibility, but rather adds an entirely new dimensioi

which I think is unsettling to the Kussians.

SOVIET PLANS FOR LIMITED NUCLEAR WAR QUESTIONED

Senator Symington. It is my understanding that our own militar

believe and say, to the best of their knowledge, that the Soviets hav
no plans for what we term a limited nuclear war.

Would you care to comment on that ?

Senator Kennedy. I don't think there is very much that I couL

add to that, Mr. Chairman, in trying to interpret what the Sovie

motivation is in this particular area. I don't think any of us cai

predict with any degree of certainty, other than what we can knp-v

as a fact and what they would know as a fact : that any kind of strika

against the United States could bring about the complete annihilation

and destruction of the Soviet Union. I think that is somethin,

which they understand completely. The idea which is the basis of thw

counterforce argument is that there can be some kind of a sanitized

strike that would bring some degree of hesitancy by an American
President. That he would hesitate to respond in an appropriate wa;

is, I think, completely unrealistic. That argument is made, I know, b;;'

defense planners in the United States, but I think that is an argumen
which has little basis in terms of legitimacy or political underetandl
ing. The study that was done by OTA, which indicates the massiv'

destruction from a counterforce strike should make that point eve:

clearer.

wt:apons systems most i^mportant to control

Senator Symington. We talk constantly about the Soviet Union ai,

the possible enem3^ However, based on our studies regarding tin

rapid proliferation of plutonium all over the world—including sucl

deals as the German-Brazil deal—I think that fairly soon we wil
have to consider these defense planning problems on the basis of wha
many other countries may do, in addition to the Soviet Union.
Of the weapon systems you discussed on both sides, which do yoi

believe are the most important to control ?

Senator Kennedy. Mr. Chairman, we have obviously a dual re

sponsibility : one, controlling existing weapon systems; and, two, con
trolling the development of planned weapons.
Any approach toward the control of the process has to take int(

consideration both of these elements. It will do so only if it takes intc

consideration the whole area of planning and development of weapoi
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systems which ure currently being planned, including the AIARV and
other such advanced strategic ^Yeapons system which could so escalate

the qualitative race as to make any agreements in the quantitative

race virtually meaningless.

Limitations in the quantitative race have about reached their limit

;

it is the qualitative area which now poses our greatest challenge. Once
developed and deployed, these weapons are going to make further

agreements virtually unattainable, and that is why at this moment,
as your opening statement has pointed out, this area is of such

importance.

rOSSIBILFTY OF RESUMING MEANINGFUL TALKS IF SALT II FAILS

Senator Symington. If SALT II fails, given the impact that failure

could have on both sides, can we be sure that meaningful talks could

be resumed at a later time ?

Senator Kennedy. As you would know, Mr. Chairman, there is a

moment in terms of negotiations on weapon systems, or in the course

of life, that has to be grasped and this certainly is the moment in

terms of these weapon systems. Your statement concerning the de-

ferral of these arms control actions for another 2_ years, until a

new administration is able to deal with these issues, is correct. Such

deferral would permit the kind of unbridled acceleration which I

think poses the greatest and most serious threat to the security of the

people in this country, to the security of the people in the Soviet

Union, and to people throughout the world. That is why this moment
is of such great importance and why it needs to be grasped—although

I would hope that there would be a continuing effort, even after some

progress is made in these areas, on the different issues where the

,
United States and the Soviet Union have very considerable mter-

• ests. These include proliferation, not just of weaponry, but also of

i nuclear materials, which obviously has tremendous importance and

I

consequence around the world. The proliferation of this material has

i
wide implications both in terms of the security of our own people and

the cause of peace in the world.

So we have a great deal left to do even with these agreements, antl

we can't wait another 2 years to get down to the business of doing it.

Senator Symington. Thank you.

Senator Case.

Senator Case. Thank you.

Thank you again. Senator, for a very comprehensive statement.

minimum salt II SHOULD CONTAIN

Pickino- up the question the chairman asked about the unfortunate

consequences if SALT II should fail, I would like you to elaborate as

to what in your mind would be a minimum for SALT II to contain it

it is not to be regarded as a failure?
.

It is a hard question because there are so many different mixes. It

you have any specifics, we would love to have them.

Senator Kennedy. I would think. Senator Case, the limitations

identified in the Vladivostok Agreement would be an absolute mini-

mum, perhaps leaving out the cruise missile and the Backfire bomber—
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if we are unable to get some kind of tradeoff—but with a clear

understanding to hold oif further development of both systems until

we have a reasonable opportunity to reach a further agreement. In

this way, our interests would be preserved, while providing a rea-

sonable compromise between the United States and the Soviet Union

and securing progress in the other areas. It seems to me that this ap-

proach Avould be the bare mmimum.
^, ^ 1

Senator Case. Actually those two systems are the ones that have

come in for general discussion since SALT I.

INVmXG SECRETARIES KISSINGER AND SCHLESINGER SUGGESTED

I was struck bv the point you made about the importance of the

civilian side of the government in the Soviet Union and in the United

States in keeping in command of the situation. I fully agree with that

principle. ^. .

It occurs to me maybe it is about time we asked Secretary Kissinger

to come up and give us his ideas directly on the matter, and very soon.

I know he is very busy. Maybe both he and Secretary Schlesinger could

at least eliminate sorne of Avhat now seems to be confusion as to whore

thev agree and where they disagree and exactly what this counter-

force doctrine is that the Defense Department is seemingly pushing.

I think it would be a great idea to have our hearings open to those two

eminent citizens as soon as we can.

Senator Symington. I would agree with that.

U.S. UNILATERAL ACTION IF SALT FAILS

Senator Case. You may think it is inappropriate now and I am not

sure it isn't, but do you have anything to say about what we ought to

do, on a unilateral basis, if SALT fails ?

I do not necessarily want to get into that question myself. Yet I

think we ought to have some general idea as to where we stand on that

matter, because if we pin everything on SALT that gives the unrea-
sonable ]:)arty a very great advantage in the negotiations.

Senator Kennedy. A collapse of SALT would be tragic and un-
foi'tunate. This is one reason why I would

—

Senator Case. Sure.
Senator Kennedy [continuing]. I would underscore your point

about having these essentially political decisions made by civilians,

rather than leaving them to the military.
I shudder to think of what would hai)pen if there were a breakdown

of the SALT negotiations; but I would like to believe that the Presi-
dent will make every best effort to try to achieve meaningful control
in these areas. If those best efforts were made, and SALT still col-

lapsed, we should think about some kind of limited moratorium on the
development of various weapon systems for a short and specific period.
This could be annomiced as an indication of what we were attempting
to do in arms control, while maintaining substantial overall equality
Avith the Soviet Union and seeking a corresponding action on the other
side. We Avould announce our intentions and that we would expect
corresi)07i(ling action on the other side; wc would indicate that, if the
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Soviet Union responded, we would continue to have a nioratoiiuni on
certain weapon systems for a period of time, to see whether that could
provide a positive initiative.

Senator Cask. That general tactic has precedent in President P^isen-

hower's administration and I*resident Kennedy's adiuiuistration. It

was successful in both cases and I think it is a most useful suggestion
for us to keep in mind.
Thank you.

Senator Symixgtox. Senator Clark.

Senator Claijk. I have a couple of specific questions and a very
general question. Please forgive the general one, but it is one about
which I have been thinking a lot lately.

UNITED STATES AXD SOVIET RESOURCES ALLOCATTOXS QUESTIOXED

Isn't it true. Senator Kennedy, that the United States and the

Soviet Union luay really be missing the boat in the sense that we both
are so preoccupied with this nuclear race and aruis race that \\'e ai'S

spending nmch of the world's resources, maybe $200 billion a year,

looking at each other and really in a sense backward at the cold war,

looking really at the okl problems. As a result aa'c continue to spend at
' the enormous rate we have been discussing today Avhen in fact the
' world has changed in this period so much that the real future of

foreign policy in the world, tlie areas where we are really going to get

into trouble in terms of national defense are much more in economic

areas.

As we look at the United Xations and look at the world generally,

most of the rest of the countries of the world are now looking at the

two superpowers with a rather accusative eye, the nonalined world

in particular. They are saying in etfect, a plague on both your houses;

you are using up all our resources on weapons neither of you could

use on the other Avithout destroying yourself.

Wouldn't we be wise in our OAvn national defense interest to start

looking at proldems with our resources and our money rathei- than

continue this arms race? Isn't it in the mutual interest of the Soviet

Union and the United States to do that ?

: Senator Kennedy. I agree Avith you, Senator Clark. It seems to

me that, listening to the debate and seeing hoAV Ave liaA'e allocated our

resources—paiticularlv in the area of the strategic arms race— aa-c

are allocating l)illions of dollars for A'ery marginal advantages. As
the debate, Avhich Avas held under classified circumstances, on the

]\rAPV indicated, the Congress Avas l)eing asked to si)en(l billions of

dollars for extremelv marginal l)enefits. On the floor, the argument

Avas made that aa-c liaA'-e the technological capacity to ])rovi(le this

flpo-ree of progress and it is going to cost oa billions of dollars, and

that if Ave don't do it, it Avill be the first time in the area of defense

we have failed to take advantage of possibilities.

The Senate marched to that particular tune. But that tune needs to

be changed to recognize Avhat national security really means. You and

I have heard our distinguished chairman talk about, not only national

defense and the soundness of the dollar, but also the basic functioning

of our society and its ability to meet the needs of the American people,

as an essential aspect of security. Security means being able to walk at
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night, in Boston, or security from fear in terms of health, security

for belief in a decent education and other factors. But to achieve this

kind of security we must overcome the belief that if any weapons

system is technologically possible, we have to spend the resources

on it. We refuse either as a people or as political leaders to think hard

and fast about what this really means and whether it does provide us

with any additional security.

Also, the fact of the matter is that true, meaningful security is go-

ing to come when the other side is convinced that it also has substan-

tial overall equality with us in terms of national defense. In a country

that saw 20 million of its people killed in the last war, no political

leader could survive unless he could tell his people that they had a

national defense that was second to none. We also say we can't have

a defense that is not second to none, so billions pour into defense on

both sides when actually, with the vastness of the destructive ability

of both sides, we are talking about differences that have lost their

meaning. This gets back to the OTA study which shows that, even with

a limited nuclear exchange, enormous devastation and death would re-

sult. The American people have to begin to understand this and de-

mand of their political leaders some sensible, responsible, and cour-

ageous leadership in this area.

Senator Clark. While we build, as you referred to it, the B-1 and
Trident and MARV and MIRV, half the people in the world live on
less than $200 a year. We are facing enormous problems of poverty,

food, population explosion, and we don't have the money in the Soviet

Union or the United States to turn that around because we are spend-

ing some $200 billion a year on armaments.
Two specific questions

:

CONSEQUENCE ON DETENTE IF SALT II FAILS

If SALT II fails, what consequence do you think that will have on
detente generally ?

Would that in effect mean the collapse of detente as you see it?

Senator Kennedy. I would say that preventing nuclear war and con-
trolling arms is the most important aspect of detente. Detente gen-
erally has been overstated and oversold by some political leaders who
gave the American people the sense that, as a result of the signing of
various agreements, all differences between the Soviet Union and the
United States would suddenly disappear and our difficulties in foreign
policy were going to be ended.

I have always viewed detente in much more narrow terms. That there
are limited areas of common interest between the United States and
the Soviet Union in which mutual progress could be made, but that
there are vast and broad areas in which agreement could not be
reached.

Yet I really wonder at the memories of those people who question
detente. You know, 13 years ago we were on the brink of nuclear war
with the Cuban missile crisis ; only a year before that we had the ac-
tivation of some units of the National Guard, the building of the
Berlin Wall, and other points of tension.

Certainly we are now better off in terms of the possibility of con-
flict which could come about through cold war confrontation with the
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Soviet Union. Tliat possibility lias been moved back, niavbe not as far
as any of us would like, but it has been moved back. As a result of this
moving back of the possibility of conflict, security for the American
people to live in peace has been advanced; and the greatest contribu-
tion has been the progress made through agreements on strategic
weapons. So I think it is the essential aspect of detente.

SUCCESSFUL SALT Il's MEANING TO QUANTITATIVe/qUALITATI\^
ARMS RACE

Senator Clark. Last, you spoke about the quantitative arms race
and that it might change into a qualitative race. I don't know whether
you put it that way.

If SALT II indeed is successful and we go ahead with it, is it really
going to mean much ?

.

,

Aren't we in fact simply going to live up to the quantitative limita-
tions and simply develop qualitative differences that will be equally
significant ?

Senator Ivexxedy. Senator, this is why the resolution on Vladi-
vostok, expressing the viewpoint of 42 Members of the Senate—Dem-
ocrats and, Republicans—is so important. It recognizes that SALT
agreements on numbers are only a step toward really meaningful
progress in the area of qualitative agreements, including the cruise
missile and Backfire bomber and many other areas which are unset-
tling, including MIRV'ing by the Soviet Union.

I like to think that SALT II is not an end but rather an additional
indication of the serious value that the American people place upon
agreements. ^Ve should make our political leaders understand that we
expect SALT II to be followed up in these other areas, no that we can
make some meaningful steps in controlling this qualitative arms race
as well.

Senator Clark. Thank 3'ou.

Senator Symington. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Kennedy, I have one question but I would like to nuike a

comment before asking it.

NECESSITY or SOUND DOLLAR AND ECONOMY TO NATIONAL SECURITY

I mentioned the De Gaulle quote which, in effect, said what many
of us believe, that you don't have to prepare to kill anyone lU times.

Once is enough. When you are dead you are dead.

The President has asked us to cut the budget $28 billion. You miglit

say he has demanded it. I think one of the reasons for that is he rec-

ognizes the economy is in bad shape—it is certainly deteriorating from
the standpoint of debt.

The Secretary of the Treasury the other day stated that the annual
deficit would be, as I remember the figures, considerably higher than
before, perhaps as high as $90 billion, and it is now estinuited around
$70 billion to $80 billion.

We have the problems of Xew York City, and we know of other

ities, and that the problem of the inner cities is a national i)rol)U'm.

^You as much as any Member of the Senate know of those problems.
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At the same time that this request to cut the biid^ret is announced,

the Secretary of Defense, criticized as '^savage" the reductions made

bv the House Appropriations Committee in the defense budget.

Uy question to you, sir, would be do you not l^elieve that a sound

dollar and sound economy is as vital to true national security as the

latest weapon system?
, , ^ , •

^

Senator Kexnedy. I do. I learned that from my chairman here

listening to you for many years on this subject.

Senator Symingtox. Do you think our system can continue indet-

initelv with an annual deficit running that high ^

Senator Kexxedy. Very definitely not, :Mr. Chairman. As you well

know, we are facing a $tO billion deficit now. For every percentage

point of unemployment over 4 percent, the deficit goes up by about

$16 billion. So by going from 8I/2 percent unemployment to 4 percent

unemployment, we could eliminate the deficit entirely and balance the

budget, the real waste today is the underutilization of plant capacity,

the wasted skills of American workers that are lost l>ecause of unem-

ployment. So I think the real challenge is to reverse those trends in the

economy, and that can be done through a variety of measures.

I am for extension of the tax cut. I think it should probably be

extended at the level of $17 billion rather than the $28 billion the

President has proposed.

I also think the Budget Committee has done a superb job trying to

identify areas where the budget can be cut. Yet, the President's

proposal for an arbitrary ceiling ignores the progress we have made.

As you Avell understand, the administration program is to provide a

$28 billion tax incentive this year and budget cuts of $28 billion next

year, but this could be an economic disaster. It would overheat the

economy before the 1976 election and pull the rug out after election

day. It was basically a political program, and I think all of us can

understand the reasons the administration is trying to push it, given

the current problems.
As you understand, in cutting a budget of $370 billion, close tc

two-thirds is in noncontrollable items—the President says we can

control them, but we are talking about social security, medicare, vet-

erans benefits, retirement benefits, and payment on the debt. Of the

remaining third, close to two-thirds is defense. All the President has
left is basic social programs in areas like health and education. Poor
people are paying a large part of their budget for two items, food and
fuel, and now the administration is cutting back on other services they
receive. It seems to me that we are putting too great a burden on a
particular group or class of people if they have to bear the full brunt"

of major budget cuts. I agree with you that there must be a restoration
of the health of the economy. We must, of course, have the defense and
security essential to meet our Nation's needs, but we must also recog-
nize that any definition of security must also take account of the way.
government meets the needs of all American people.

Senator Symingtox. A well-lmown southern Member of Congress
said to me last Aveek that, if tlie truth Ayere out, the actual position oi

the Federal Government Avould be slioAvn to be considerably Avorse than
the State of NeAv York. The only difference between the State of Ne\«
York and the Federal GoA^ernment is that the Federal GoA'ernment hai
printing presses.
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Senator Case. And has nowhere else to go.
Senator Symingtox. Would you care to comment on that?
Senator Kennedy. It seems to me—and you would understand this

better because you have been longer in American political life—at other
times we faced serious economic adversity where bold leadership was
able to bring the country back to a period of economic prosperity and
stability. That is not an impossible dream. It will take more effective
leadership tlian we have at the current time.

Senator Case. I ought to get this back to arms control.
Senator Symington. I think this is part of it—where are you going

to put your money ?

Senator Case. I undei-stand completely the temptation.
Senator Symington. I didn't mention New Jersey or jNIissouri.

Senator Case. May I ask a couple of (juestions ?

Senator Symington. Yes.

POSSIBILITY or limiting U.S. weapons DE\'EL0PMENT

Senator Case, First, I will ask that an article by Leslie H. Gelb
in the New York Times on the 19th of this month be placed in the
record, entitled "The Changing Estimates of Nuclear Horror."
[The information referred to follows :]

[From the New York Times, Oct. 19, 1975]

Thk Changing Estimates of Nuclear Horror

(By Leslie H. Gelb^)

Washington—A Senate committee announced last month that the Pentagon
had changed its estimate of how many Americans would be killed if the Soviet
Union launched a limited nuclear attack against United States nuclear missiles

—

from a maximum of three million to a maximum of 22 million. These calculations

could be dismissed as simply another exercise in the macabre and the fantastic,

but this time, the numbers mean something.
They have to do with Defense Secretary Schlesinger's belief that a limited

nuclear war is not only thinkable, but that the United States needs the capability

to fight one. The price tag for this capability is over .$100-million this year and
billions in the future, according to Senator Tliomas Mclutyre, Democrat of New
Hampshire, and an expert on those matters. Disclosure of the numbers also tells

how Congress is learning to compete with the Pentagon in the production of

'"facts." But despite the new numbers, when Congress comes to vote, slogans still

are likely to coiuit more than facts.

Last fall. Mr. Schlesinger appeared in closed session before the Sul)Committee

on Arms Control of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. He was defending

his counterforce doctrine. This holds that Moscow is developing the capability

to fight something less than an all-out nuclear war, and that the United States

needs a similar capability. This would mean developing missiles with sufficient

accuracy and explosive power to destroy Soviet missiles in their silos without

hitting civilian population centers.

Senator Clifford P. Case. Republican of New Jer.'^ey, clearly stated the issue

:

"Should it turn out that the destruction to our society would be so substantial

[from this limited nuclear war] as to make this cost as unacceptable as all-out

attacks specificallv targeted against our population centers, then the rationale for

the multibillion-dollar family of weapons designed to destroy military targets .
,

.

could be called into serious question." , ,. . ,

Mr. Schlesinger's answer in part was this: "The likelihood of limited nuclear

attacks cannot be challenged on the assumption that massive civilian fatalities

and injuries would result." To support thi.s, he produced a study showing that a

Soviet attack against America intercontinental ballistic missile bases would

result in fatalities ranging between S00,00() and 8 million.

Leslie 11. Gelb is a diplomatic correspondent for the New York Times.
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SUMMOiVING THE EXPERTS

Mr Case and Senator Stuart Symington, Democrat of Missouri, and tlie man
soon to become the chairman of this subcommittee, did not accept these calcula-

tions They turned to the recently established Congressional Office of Technology

Assessment to provide a critical analysis. The office, in turn, convened a group of

former Pentagon experts to review the estimates.

Some months later, this panel concluded that the Pentagon s casualty figures

"were substantially too low," and that the military's calculation did not reflect

"the large uncertainties" of any kind of nuclear war.

With new assumptions provided by the panel, the Pentagon redid its study.

The Pentagon now estimated the fatalities as between 3.5 and 22 million, with

G.7 million as "the most representative" case. Mr. Symington made the new study

public. ,, „ .^, .-, , J ,

Mr. Schlesinger has often said that he would prefer neither side to develop

counterforce capabilities. The clear implication is, however, that if these weapons

are to be developed that the fatalities projected by the Pentagon would be an

acceptable risk when compared with all-out nuclear war.

Mr. Case praised Mr. Schlesinger for his forthrightness, then struck home.

The Pentagon, he said, "first proclaimed this counterforce doctrine, and only

after the fact began to consider in detail what the nonmilitary consequences

might be to this country." What Mr. Case did not say was that the Senate had

all of this new information available to it last summer when it approved a

package of new nuclear counterforce programs costing $109.7 million.

This is what happened. Senator Mclntyre presented an amendment to cancel

research and development programs on these nev,' weapons. As a key member of

the Senate Armed Services Committee, he had already been given a copy of the

new Pentagon estimates on fatalities. He believed that sharing the new results

with his colleagues would bring them around to his view.

Since the Pentagon had stamped the new study secret, he called for an un-

usual secret session of the Senate. The session turned into a contest of secrets.

To counter Mr. Mclntyre's secret on fatalities. Senator Henry M. Jackson,

Democrat of Washington, produced secrets about new Soviet counterforce

programs.
The debate continued in an open session.

Out came the pro slogans on the amendment : A nuclear bomb dropped on the

White House will kill us here on Capitol Hill ; if we build these new weapons,

the Russians will follow suit; to develop counterforce weapons will somehow
legitimize their use.

Out came the con slogans : Any good hunter knows you need an accurate gun

;

we need the new programs as bargaining chips in the nuclear arms talks with

Moscow; politically and militarily; the United States should never be second

best.

The amendment was defeated, 52 to 42. It will be offered again next year, and
thanks to the Senate committee, all the essential "facts" will be in the public

domain. At that time the amendment might well succeed but it has always to be
remembered that the Congress has never forced the Pentagon to cancel a major
weapons system program.

Senator Case. You are probably generally familiar with tlie article.

He points out a little pessimistically that we had developed most
of the information in our technology assessment work last year at

the time the Senate was considering the appropriations bill. Senator
Mclntyre presented an amendment to cancel research and develop-

ment programs on the new weapons. We had, as my colleagues know,
the secret session. After that the debate continued in open session

and the amendment lost 52 to 42.

That to my mind wasn't as bad as it might have been and I don't

think it means that if we keep at this effort, we aren't going to succeed
in the future.

I wonder if you have any comments on that?
Senator Kennedy. I agree with you, Senator. I think there is a

broad desire among the American people for real restraint in this
area. The arguments for restraint are responded to demagogically
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without really permitting the American people to understand the
full importance of the issues ; but if we are permitted an opportunity
and the national leadership, I am absolutely convinced that we can
support a responsible policy which will make an extraordinary contri-
bution to the world community. We have seen this with the 42 co-
sponsors of the Vladivostok Eesolution and in other votes.

ROLE OF CRUISE MISSILE

Senator Case. I have one other question based also on another
article in the Times by John Finney, also on October 19, which I
ask be included in the record at this point.
[The information referred to follows:]

[From the New York Times, Oct. 19, 1975]

SCHLESIKGER SEES NeW MiSSILE RoLE

Pentagon's Chief Promoting Nonnuclear Use of Cruise Weapon, in Development

(By John W. Finney)

Washington, Oct. 18.—Defense Secretary James R. Schlesinger is promoling
a new, nonnuclear role for the cruise missile, a projected weapon that in its

nuclear role has become a controversial issue in the strategic arms limitation
talks with the Soviet Union.
Mr. Schlesinger is suggesting, still only privately thus far, that the long-

range cruise missile, used as a replacement for the manned fighter-bomber, is

potentially the most interesting, exciting weapons advance of the decade.
Before a private gathering in London recently, for example, Mr. Schlesinger

said that he foresaw the cruise missile, armed with a conventional warhead,
as "altering our weapons strategy" and as having "extraordinary" promise as a
defensive weapon against the Soviet fleets on the northern and southern flanks

of Europe.
For Mr. Schlesinger, the conventional role for the cruise missile represents a

(Significant shift in his rationale for the weapon, which is basically a pilotless,

jet-powered plane which can deliver a warhead with great precision over long

ranges.
One indirect effect of his justification of the cruise missile as a conventional

weapon is to introduce new complications in the efforts to control the missile as

a strategic weapon.
MISSILE IN DEVELOPMENT

Until recently, Mr. Schlesinger emphasized only a strategic role for the cruise

imissile, which is now in an advanced stage of development by the Navy and the

Air Force. In tesftimony to Congress this year, the Defense Secretary foresaw the

cniise missile assisting strategic bombers in penetrating the Soviet Union's air

defenses and augmenting the strategic capabilities of missile-launcbing

submarines.
In contrast, in a recent private appearance before the International Institute

of Strategic Studies in Tx)ndon, Mr. Schlesinger suggested that "the most impor-

tant role" for cruise missiles may be as "land-based, conventional weapons" for

attacking Soviet shipping and targets in Central Europe.
For example, he said, the cruise missiles could "provide an extraordinary edge

on the flanks" of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. Stationed in Norway
against the Soviet North Sea Fleet or in Turkey against the Black Sea Fleet,

he said, cruise missiles "could make the cost of action very high to the Soviet.'?."

Similarly, he said, on the central front in Europe, cruise missiles could help

overcome some of the vulnerability problems confronting NATO fighter-l)ombers

as the Russians build up their air defenses as well as their ability to strike air-

fields in Western Europe.
Mr. Schlesinger said it would be possible to accept some limitations on cruise

missiles in their strategic role as long as "we can continue development" of the

weapon for a cmiventional mission.

61-004—7G 16
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The clear and intended implication of his remarks was that in any strategic

arms limitation agreement with the Soviet Union, the United States should not

accept any limitation on cruise missiles that would impede their development

and deployment as conventional weapons.

As Mr. Schlesin^er asknowledges, this raises the difficult technical problem in

any arms control agreement of distinguishing between strategic and conven-

tional cruise missiles.
MISSILE RANGE A KEY ISSUE

One possible distinction is in terms of the range of the cruise missiles. For the

conventional role. :Mr. Schlesinger is thinking in terms of a missile with about a

oOO-mile range. With such a range, the missile presumably would have little

strategic capability for attacking the Soviet Union.

The inherent difficulty with such a distinction, however, is that by reducing the

bomb payload, which is imssible by rei>lacing a conventional bomb with a nuclear

warhead, and increasing the fuel load, it is relatively easy to extend the range of

a cruise missile four or live times. Thus, in any arms control agreement, neither

.sido could have any assurance that a conventional cruise missile could not be

converted into a strategic weapon.
Even before Mr. Schlesinger began raising the conventional role for the cruise

missile, the weaix)n had developed into one of the principle obstacles, along with

the Soviet Union's new Backfire bomber to a new agreement limiting strategic

weapons.
Basically, the Soviet Union is taking the position that long-range cruise mis-

siles should come within the over-all limitation of 2,400 '"strategic delivery

vehicles" for each side set in the 1974 Vladivostok agreement between President
Ford and the Soviet Communist Leader Leonid I. Brezhnev. The United States
is insisting the limitation should not generally apply to cruise missiles it has
under development.

Senator Case. That article deals witli Sclilesiiifrer's view as to the

ciuise missile. He says he sees in this new missile a new role, namely,
its usefulness as a nonstrateg:ic or conventional weapon and adding
exciting posibilities to our ability to defend, for instance, XATO terri-

tory by conventional weapons as opposed to early resort to strategic

weapons.
I wonder if you have any comments on that ?

Senator Kexx?:dt, Well, I am familiar with the Secretar3'^'s view,
that tlie cruise missile could provide for a standoff capability, and that
it is nn effective weapon system. But, as you well understand, the cruise
missile is virtually impossible to verify, and it would add an unsettling
dimension to any SALT agreement. It seems clear to me, as I men-
tioned earlier, if we could get an agreement that would balance
the cruise missile and the Backfire, however, that should be the first

order of priorities: if not, it seems to me we ought to go for a mora-
torium on development until we can finish this version of SALT and
can got some otlier negotiations to woi'k out agreements in these other
areas. That is what I would favor. But the escalation of the arms
race represented bv that weapon system, addinir that into the mix of
problems at SALT, will add a dimension which will make it ex-
ti'omely difficult to achieve meaningful agreement.
So I hope tliat we would have an agreement on both the cruise mis-

sile and the Backfire bomber: if not, then a moratorium on the cruise
missile until we can deal with it in follow-up negotiations.

Senator Case. I don't want to get into too much detail, but it has
been suggested perhaps we might consider an agreement which limited
the use of cruise missiles to airplanes and eliminated them from use
as sui'face-to-surface missiles.

^ Senator Kexxedt. As I miderstand it, B-52's, F-lll's, B-l's and
(4('s would all be capable of launching them, so you are really not
stopi)ing down very far in the arms race.

'
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Senator Case. No ; I don't think you arc.
People argue that if you do this, you don't liave to have the B-1.

You can use the old planes.

Senator Kennedy. That is right. I made that argument myself in
opposition to the B-1 when it was coming up, but we made the decision
to move the B-1.

Senator Case. Thank you.
Senator Symington. Thank you, Senator.
I would like to make this observation on my own.

COMPARATrVE IMrORTAXCE OF CRUISE MISSILE AND BACKFIRE

In my opinion, the cruise missile could be launched from sea, from
any type of ship, submarines, from the air oi- any other ty|)e of launcli-
ing phitform. I think you mentioned the T4T—and you could also have
C5A's, and so forth. So that you just throw the whole concept of any
meaningful arms control out of whack.
As far as the Backfire goes, I think it is much less important.
For example, we have the FB-111, and so far as we know there is

not too much difference between the two planes, especially when you
consider the fact that Ave have many FB-lll's located in Europe. We
also have an excellent capacity for refueling, much more than any
ot he 1" country.

I Avould hope that we would really try hard to reach some agreement
on tlie cruise missile because, speaking for myself, I don't see how we
can have a meaningful arms agreement if both countries go ahead
with it.

FUTURE HEARING

Before we recess or adjourn the hearings I would like to mention
that this Friday at 10 o'clock the subconnnittee will hear from the

Hon. Robert Ellsworth, Assistant Secretai-y of Defense for Interna-

tional Security Affairs. The testimony Avill concei-n the Nation's de-

fense strategy against a background of nuclear proliferation. Addi-
tional countries that develop nuclear weapons through proliferation

of nuclear power reactors and other nuclear facilities in the world could

have a jn'ofound effect on this nation's defense ])olicics. The testimony

comes against the background of this committee's findings that within

the next decade up to ?>0 more nations will have the capaliility to build

nuclear arsenals. That hearing will ])e tliis Friday nioi-ning.

Senator, do you have something further?

Senator Case. Xo ; thank you.

SOVIET RESrONSIBTLITY TO USE RES'IltAINT

Senator Kennedy. I would just like to nuike one point. Mr. Chair-

man, that perhaps was ]iot stressed as strongly as it could have been.

To be sure, there is an important obligation of our civilian political

leaders to exercise important judgments in these matters and to spell

out clearly our vital national interests.

But there is also an im])ortant responsibility on the part of the Soviet

Union to exercise restraint. When T visited the Institute of the U.S.A.

in the Soviet Union, I tiied to make Ihe ])()int tliat they could make a

very substantial advance toward the cause of understanding with the
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United States if they would make their intentions known in strategic

arms. So often we operate in the dark concerning the intentions of

Soviet defense policy. They bear an important responsibility to make
their intentions known, to proceed with great caution in the deploy-

ment of their larger missiles and Backfire bombers. Those of us who
are involved in trj-ing to bring a sensible and responsible defense policy

to the United States have every right to expect that there will be cor-

responding action on the other side. There is a strong burden on Soviet
leaders, just as there is on ours, for it is the people of both countries
who will benefit from the courageous leadership. We should not be
alone in attempting to exercise that leadership, in attempting to reaeh
some agreement ; but leaders on the other side should also be expected
to provide it, as well.

Senator Symingtox. With that I certainly agree and I am confident
no member of this committee lias any idea or desire to have a unilateral
disarmament. We are attempting to work this out on the basis that any
country in the Avorld laiows if it attacks the United States it is auto-
matically committing suicide. I think that is the basis of all of the
tliinking in this field.

There has never been any thought in the mind of the distinguished
Senator from New Jersey or myself that we have unilateral disarma-
ment. We are engaged in an effort to place proper priorities on our
limited resources—to achieve as much return as possible for our non-
defense as well as our defense programs.
Do you agree on that ?

Senator Kennedy. I agree with you.
Senator Symingtox. Thank you very much.
Senator I^xnedy. Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 3 :50 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned to reconvene

at 10 a.m., on Friday, October 24, 1975.]
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FEIDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1975

United States Senate,
Subcommittee on Akms Control,

International Organizations and Security Agreements
OF THE Committee on Foreign Relations,

Washington, B.C.
The subcommittee met. pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in room

4221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Stuart Symington (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Symington and Case.
Senator Stmington. The hearing will come to order.
Mr. Ellsworth. I would like to introduce Dr. Joe Landauer who

is accompanying me this morning.
Senator Syiviington. Dr. Landauer, how are you?

opening statement

This morning the Subcommittee on Arms Control, International
Organizations and Security Agreements continues its investigation of
nuclear proliferation issues. We are glad to have with us this morning
as our witness Hon. Robert Ellsworth, Assistant Secretary of Defense
for International Security Affairs.

In past sessions this year the subcommittee has examined trends in

nuclear proliferation, the adequacy of international controls and safe-

guards, and possible further steps which might help in limiting some
of the potential dangers of the proliferation which is now occurring.

Frankly, our findings have been somewhat discouraging. Present

international safeguards against diversion of nuclear materials from
peaceful power programs to military purposes would appear virtually

useless.

The Non-Proliferation Treaty itself may be of more value to a

determined violator than to a nation which wishes to be responsible

in its nuclear programs.
Few realize that any nation desiring to develop nuclear weapons, can

get out of the Non-Proliferation Treaty within 00 days; this would
be after having taken advantage of that treaty to gain the nuclear

materials and expertise required for weapons development.

As a member of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, I can say

this recent deal between Germany and Brazil in which Germany will

sell Brazil the equipment and technology for its own full nuclear

fuel cycle, demonstrates that the wherewithal to make a bomb is

available through regular commercial channels.
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So far the nuclear supplier nations—meeting in semi-secrecy in

London—have not been able to reach any agreement whatever on con-

trolling the sale of nuclear weapons-making technology.

There are few real obstacles in the way of any nation, with money^
or oil, for example, which wishes to develop nuclear arms.

At this point I think there are at least two members of the nuclear

club, perhaps three, which may be only too happy to make some form
of a. deal for oil while merchandizing plutonium.

The hearing this morning draws upon what we have learned and
looks ahead to the question of what this anticipated nuclear pro-

liferation will mean in terms of national security.

Widespread possession of nuclear weapons would clearly pose a

considerable threat to the United States and its forces overseas.

New possessors of nuclear weapons could threaten any of the 42
nations currently bound to the United States by collective defense
treaties. These nations are joined to us by pacts which declare, in

essence, that an attack on one is an attack on all. In most, if not all,

cases we are pledged to respond to an attack in accordance with our
constitutional practices.

In the new nuclear world, it will no longer be possible for any two
countries to decide nuclear matters for others. Dr. Oppenheimer de-

scribed the situation as two scorpions in a bottle long before there
were as many scorpions in the bottle as we have. What's more, there
may be many more in the future the wa}' things are going.
Any countiy that possesses nuclear weapons could present a grave

threat to virtually any other country.
The new nuclear world threatens both insecurity and instability.

We must face this issue now if we wish to have any hope of preserva-
tion of our own national security.

Secretary Ellsworth is here this morning to give the Defense De-
partment's perspective on this matter.
Mr. Secretary, we welcome you. You have had a very distinguished

career in Congress, as Ambassador to XATO, and now as Assistant
Secretary in the Defense Department. I understand you have a pre-
pared statement. Would you read it ?

STATEMENT OF ROBERT ELLSWORTH, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF
DEFENSE, INTERNATIONAL SECURITY AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT
OF DEFENSE; ACCOMPANIED BY DR. JOSEPH LANDAUER, SPECIAL
ASSISTANT TO THE DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

Mr. Ellsworth. Yes, sir. I would be glad to if that is the chair-
man's wish.
Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to have the opportunity to appear be-

fore this distinguished committee to present the view of the Depart-
nient of Defense on the security implications for the United States
of further nuclear proliferation. In mv remarks, I will emphasize
the defense-related issues associated with proliferation.

PROBLEM OF FURTHER XUCLEAR PROLIFERATION

_
As the world turns more and more to nuclear energv as an addi-

tional source for electric ])ower, the vast amounts of nuclear materials
and technology involved will increase the likelihood of further weap-
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ons jn-oliferation. The soberinor prospect of a further proliferated
world is of great concern to the Department of Defense which is

charged with the responsibility of insuring our national security. The
impact on U.S. security depends upon both where and when nuclear
proliferation occurs. As I shall point out later, the problem of pro-
liferation will require l)oth constructive means to deter nuclear weap-
ons acquisition and comprehensive planning to adjust our country's
defense in the eventuality of further proliferation.

The Department of Defense is actively engaged in our Govern-
ment's interagency efforts which deal with nuclear proliferation. My
Office of International Security Affairs Avorks on behalf of the De-
partment of Defense very closely with the Arms Control and Dis-

armament Agency. Energy Research and Development Administra-
tion, the Department of State, and the National Security Council staff

to formulate and implement U.S. policy on this matter of vital na-

tional concern.

The Department of Defense opposes further proliferation of nu-
clear weapons since their acquisition bv additional countries would
adversely affect our national security. There are several reasons for

this: An increase in the number of nuclear weapons states would
upset the international stability essential for world peace. The emer-

gence of new nuclear states with fragile political, social, military,

and economic systems would pose a new threat to an already precari-

ous world order.

Xuclear proliferation also increases the likelihood that localized

nonnuclear conflicts involving lesser nuclear powers could escalate

and breach the nuclear threshold. Although regional nuclear wars

would be disastrous for all the participants there would also be tlie

evei'-present danger that the United States and/or the Soviet Union
could be drawn into such a regional conflict and thus evolve into a

confrontation between the two nuclear superpowers.

As the familv of nuclear nations continues to grow, some of them

could be expected to pose a dii-ect threat to our national security. De-

teri-ence of this increased and diffused nuclear threat and the associ-

ated danger of accidental or catalytic nuclear war could well create

requirements for increased defense expenditures.
_

Another aspect of nuclear proliferation that would impact on U.S.

national securitv is the increased threat of nuclear terrorism or out-

lawry. With larger numbers of nuclear weapons and amounts of nu-

clear materials in stoi-age or in transit around the world, there would

be increased opportunities for terrorists and other outlaw groups to

obtain access to nuclear weapons or to the materials required to build

them. It is possible tliat other countries might not guard their riuclcar

stockpiles as well as the I^.S. nuclear stockpiles are protected, tlnis

multiplyino- the opportunities for diversion of nuclear materials. !so

nation would be immune to nuclear blackmail if a nuclear explosive

device or its essential elements fell into the wrong hands.
^

Anv nuclear proliferation would be inimical to U.S. security inter-

ests. The severity of the securitv implications however would varv

depending upon the country's political, social, military, economic, and

idealoirical orientation, and its place in the international community.

For example, proliferation by a country with limited resources, a

record of governmental instability, and situated m a region with an-
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tagonistic neighbors would have more serious implications for the

United States than would proliferation by an industrial power who

is also a historic ally. The DOD would need to consider the specific

nature of the threat to U.S. security that a particular act of prolifera-

tion would engender. Certainly, the capability to directly threaten the

United States would depend on a proliferating countrj^'s economic

and technical resources and, therefore, the size and sophistication of

its potential weapons stockpile, as well as what delivery systems it

has now and is likely to obtain. In any case, there can be no net secu-

rity advantage to the United States from proliferation by any other

country.

Both capability and motivation are required for a country to "go

nuclear." Capabilities can be assessed far more accurately than motiva-

tions or intentions. Intentions will be influenced by a near-nuclear

nation's perception of its own security position. The U.S. efforts to

assure that its nonnuclear allies and friends do not perceive themselves

threatened can have a large role in persuading these countries not to

develop their own nuclear weapon capability.

DOd's KOLE in IMPLEMEXTIXG U.S. NONPKOLIFERATIOlSr POLICY

Probably the Department of Defense's major role in implementing
the U.S. Government's nonproliferation policy is that of influencing

the security perceptions of our nonnuclear friends and allies. A nation

that has the capability to produce nuclear weapons may be dissuaded
from that act by perceiving that its own security is not in jeopardy.

Hence, alliance with, and confidence in, the United States may be deci-

sive for some nations who otherwise consider the possibility of going
nuclear. In Northeast Asia or NATO Europe, for example, regional

stability is particularly critical. U.S. security assurances to our friends

and allies in these regions have been influential in meeting their per-

ceived security requirements. These efforts, which include conventional
force deployments, security assistance, and nuclear guarantees, have
contributed to regional stability and have provided strong incentives

not to acquire nuclear weapons. It is noteworthy that, with the excep-
tion of the ITnited Kingdom and France, none of the industrial na-
tions which have the greatest capability for developing their own
nuclear weapons have chosen to do so. We believe that U.S. security
commitments and assistance have provided a secure climate in which
these nations have been able to make their decision not to proliferate.

In addition, the DOD cooperates and participates in U.S. inter-

agency efforts along with some efforts of its own in support of U.S.
nonproliferation objectives along the following lines, for example

:

The U.S. Government supports and advocates strengthening of the
Non-Proliferation Treaty. In the final declaration of the recent Non-
proliferation Review Conference, the parties to the treaty stressed the
importance of extending the application of safeguards to all peaceful
nuclear activities of importing states, particularly those not parties
to the treaty. Efforts directed toward implementation of this idea are
under way.

Strengthening the International Atomic Energy Agency—IAEA—
and its safeguarding activities will also help inhibit further nuclear
proliferation by creating a climate of security and trust.
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To further restrain nuclear proliferation, the U.S. Government is

encouraging the formation of multinational regional nuclear fuel cen-

ters in preference to less economic and less secure national nuclear fuel

facilities.

Nuclear proliferation may be deterred by the inhibition of the de-

velopment of PNE's—peaceful nuclear explosives—by nonnuclear

weapon states. It is clear that a nuclear weapon capability would result

from the development of peaceful nuclear explosives by an otherwise

non-nuclear state. For this reason, our Government has tried to dis-

courage such indigenous development.
Strengthening the physical security of nuclear materials and facili-

ties will limit opportunities for diversion. We have continued to im-

prove the security of DOD weapon storage sites here and abroad as

well as to keep cognizant of similar programs to augment the security

of civil nuclear facilities. Department of Defense resources would be

available for recovery operations in the event of theft or sabotage of

our nuclear weapons.
And efforts are continuing to combat international terrorism. The

working group of the Cabinet Committee To Combat Terrorism and

other interdepartmental bodies are addressing this problem.

Although most of these antiproliferation actions are predominantly

staffed and directed by other Government agencies, DOD is actively

involved in their day-to-day work. Taken individually, each of these

actions might not seem to provide a strong deterrent to proliferation.

Altogether, however, these actions have been quite effective, so far. We
can continue to expect them to serve as a framework for our nonprolif-

eration objectives.

I^^)EPEXDENT DOD EFFORTS

In addition, the DOD has several independent efforts now under way

which will contribute to the overall U.S. Government nonproliferation

scheme. These programs involve research on the likelihood of certain

near nuclear countries attempting to develop nuclear weapons, exam-

ination of measures to inhibit such development, and methods for

coping with further proliferation if it were to occur.

High level Defense Department interest continues with the involve-

ment of senior personnel in bilateral and multilateral efforts to man-

age the problem of proliferation. The Secretary of Defense himself,

Dr. Schlesinger, has been personallv involved in supporting adminis-

tration efforts to constrain further proliferation. His personal in^rest

and knowledge in this matter dates back to his association with Rand

Corp., where he headed a major research program on the subject in

the 1960's.
CONCLUSION'

In conclusion, further nuclear proliferation would have serious se-

curity implications for the United States. In addition to the destabil-

izing effects on the international regime, proliferation would comph-

cate providing for the national defense, could contribute toward

greater possibilities of U.S. involvement in nuclear ^i^JJ^id ^vould

provide additional opportunities for terrorism. The DOD is acting

to inhibit potential proliferation. However, our best efforts may not
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prevent certain countries who are bent on acquiring nuclear weapons

from actually doimr so. The Department of Defense will be prepared

to respond adequately to any such threats to our security.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my formal remarks. I would be

pleased to continue the discussion of these issues with you.

Senator Symington. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary. I think

it is an interesting and constructive statement. You have changed it

slightly from the copy submitted yesterday, but I think I can follow

that.

WHERE AND WHEN NUCLEAR PROLIFERATION WILL OCCUR

You say the impact on U.S. security depends on both where and

when nuclear jjroliferation occurs. Is it not a fair statement that it

will occur, as things are now going, in all parts of the globe ?

]Mr. Ellsworth. Well, as things are now going it may occur in all

parts of the globe. But I think it is a bit early to be able to specify

M'here or when.
Senator Symington. Would you name one part of the globe where

it has not occurred ?

Mr. Ellsworth. Well, speaking from the standpoint of the Depart-

ment of Defense, and focusing on weapons, it has not occurred beyond
the United Kingdom and France in Europe.

Senator Symington. I did not ask you how many countries in

Euro])e, I just asked in what part of the globe is there no prolifera-

tion. India has had an explosion ; China has a growing nuclear arsenal

;

other countries have the technology. That was the thrust of my
question.

Mr. Ellsworth. Well, Senator, our concern is with weapons prolif-

eration, and we feel it is important to realize there are a number of

steps between tlie acquisition of nuclear power technology very ex-

pensive and difficult steps between the acquisition of nuclear power
technology on the one hand and on the other hand the acquisition of
nuclear weapons.

Senator Symington. I would agree with that. But I think we have
to be realistic. Of course, the ideal way to deliver a nuclear weapon,
I suppose, is with a missile, submarine, or an aircraft. However, you
yourself could carry a bomb with the yield of the Hiroshima bomb
into this room in a suitcase. The latest figure I have on casualties from
the Hiroshima bomb is 85,000 dead. So, when you can produce the
capacity to destroy 85,000 people with one suitcase you have a situation
that's almost beyond belief.

You ])robably read tliat the head of the Libyan Government said
the other day, that in 3 or 4 years Libya would be a nuclear power.
And, as you know, Libya is not a country known for its friendliness
toward us.

DOD ACTIONS TO OPPOSE PROLIFERATION

At the top of the next page, you state the Department of Defense
opposes further proliferation of nuclear weapons since their acquisi-
tion by additional countries would adversely affect our national secu-
rity. I would agree witli that. I was wondexing what specific actions
have you taken to oppose the proliferation.

yiv. Ellsworth. Well, Senator, a specific action to oppose prolif-
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eration is to stress with our nonnuclear friends and allies that their
own national security does not require them to go nuclear. And to
stress our Government's policy that it is undesirable for them to go
nuclear.

As my statement indicates, a number of advanced industrial coun-
tries that clearly have the ability to go nuclear, but who do not see
their security interests needing that, have abstained. That is the main
specific thing we have done to prevent countries from going nuclear.
In addition to that, we are working witii other agencies of the Gov-

ernment in a whole variety of ways to increase security and to diminisli
the chances of diversion and tlie opportunities for development of
weapons technology.

Senator Symingtox. For tlie record would you give us a list of
these specific varieties of ways?
Mr. Ellsworth. Yes, sir.

Senator Symington. And if any of it is classified, you may submit
it as sucli.

Mr. Ellsworth. Yes, sir.

[The information referred to follows :]

DOD Efforts Cokceexixg Nuclear Nonproliferation

[Supplied by Department of Defense]

The Department of Defense is involved in the t'nited States Oovernment
interagency efforts to increase the physical security of nuclear materials and
technology to reduce the opportunities for diversion and development of nuclear
weapons technology by non-nuclear weapons states. These include improving
physical security and wsafeguarding of special nuclear materials, upgrading
physical security of nuclear wapons storage and transportation, advocacy nf

adoption of certain minimum safeguard standards for exports of nuclear mate-
rials and technology by supplier states, supporting and strengtliening IAEA
procedures and agreements to preclude diversion of nuclear materials for weai>ons
developments. Several independent non-governmental research projects con-

cerning ncm-proliferation are sponsored by the Department of Defense. This
research to exanune the possibility of future proliferation in various regi(»ns

of the world enables the Department of Defense to develop contingency plans
to cope with these future developments if and when they occur. Additionally,

at each session of the United Nations Conference of the Committee on Dis-

armament the Department of Defense has a representative on the United States

delegation headed by the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency.

INCREASED DEFENSE EXPENDITURES IN RESPONSE TO POSSIBLE

PROLIFER-VTION

Senator Syjiington. In your statement you say deterrents to the

increased and diffused nuclear threat and the associated danger of acci-

dental or catalytic nuclear war could well create increased requii'e-

ments and increased defense expenditures. AVhat kind of increased

defense expenditures are you talking about ?

Mr. Ellsworth. Well, in response to possible proliferation, requests

liave been made for and congressional appropriations have been in-

cieased for expenditures relating to improvements in the security

of nuclear sites.

Senator Symington. I'm sorry. I did not hear.

Mr. Ellsworth. Requests for congressional appropriation for in-

creased funds for improved security of nuclear weapons' sites have

been made.
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Senator Symixgtox. You do not mean increased security against the

Soviet Union, do you ? We must already be protecting ourselves against

that.

Mr. Ellsworth. Xo. I was referring to appropriations to increase

the security of our own nuclear weapons storage sites, Senator, as one

way in which we have asked for and received increased expenditures

in order to guard against terrorism which might be associated with

proliferation.

Senator Symixgtox. IVhen you say diffused nuclear threat, I was
wondering what additional funds would be needed because of addi-

tional proliferation. By diffused nuclear threat, I assume you mean
further nuclear proliferation by more nations.

Mr. Ellsworth. Should there be the actual acquisition of nuclear

weapons by an advanced industrial state that could have the capability

of equipping itself with delivery systems that would directly endanger
the United States, then it seems to me that we in the Defense Depart-
ment would have to be prepared to ask the Congress for increased ap-
propriations for appropriate defenses. Clearly such proliferation

would give pause to continuing along at our present level of military
deployments. New deployments would require increased expenditures.
That is an example of what I said earlier about the nature of this threat
depending when and where nuclear weapons proliferation actually

occurred.

Senator Symington. Thank you.

CREDIBLE DETERRENT

In a recent biography of General de Gaulle by a well-known
Australian historian, Brian Crozier, General Eisenliower asked Gen-
eral de Gaulle in 1959 how he could hope to achieve the same level of
nuclear armament as the Soviet Union. According to the author. Gen-
eral de Gaulle replied, in the doctrine of the French deterrent in its

simplest and truest form. "You know very well that on the scale of
megatons a few rounds of bombs could destroy any country. For our
deterrent to be effective, all we need is enough to kill the enemy once
even if he has the means to kill us 10 times over".
Would you not agree that any country that began to develop only

a few nuclear weapons could have a credible deterrent against any of
its less powerful neighbors and perhaps even pose a threat against some
larger nuclear weapons nations ?

Mr. Ellsworth. Yes.
Senator Symington. Thank you.

MODIFICATION OF CONCEPT OF STRATEGIC DEFENSE

I have it on the best authority that the Soviets thought 9 years ago
that there was nothing we could do to prevent them from destroying
us, and tliere was nothing they could do to prevent us from destroying
them. I would think on that premise we would modify our concept of
strategic defense of the United States. Yet it would appear that the
military are prone to follow tradition as against modernity—especially
if they have won the previous war—and I know of no major changes
that we have made except to ask for more nuclear weapons and more
conventional weapons.
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ISIr. Ellsworth. Sir, to make a point on that

Senator Symington. Yes; please do.

Mr. Ellsworth. I believe the record shows at the present time we
have a considerably smaller number of deliverable nuclear warheads

than we had at the peak. I think from 1955 to 1965 the number of

our nuclear warheads decreased. From 1965 to 1975 they also de-

creased again, so that with regard to the proposition that our niilitary

posture has not been changed, but has simply increased the number
of nuclear warheads, that is subject to some question.

Senator Symington. If true, do you imply that this was done on
the basis of unilateral disannament?
Mr. Ellsworth. It was not done on the basis of unilateral dis-

armament, but on the basis of changed and modernized military

requirements based on advances in teclinology.

Senator Symington. Secretary McNamara testified before this com-
mittee that we have some 7,000 warheads in Europe. Are you implying

we now have less than 7,000 in Europe?
Mr. Ellsworth. No; I was speaking about the overall inventory

of nuclear warheads in the hands of the U.S. military.

Senator Symington. We never exploded the hydrogen bomb until

the 1950's. Since this is so, aren't we talking about building a large

stockpile of larger yield hydrogen weapons as well as the fission bombs
we had during that period? Didn't our total stockpile of warheads
increase ?

Mr. Eli.sworth. Not exactly. The picture also involves a number of

changes in delivery means, changes in accuracy, and also changes in

the types of weapons deployed.

[The following information was subsequently supplied :]

Size of U.S. Strategic Stockpile

[Supplied by Department of Defense]

Although our strategic defensive warheads have declined significantly during

the period between 1965 and 1975, there was an increase in the strategic offensive

stockpile. The trend in total number of nuclear warheads is continuing down-

ward since it peaked out in the mid-1960's. Likewise, the numbers of delivery

vehicles and megatonnage continue to decline. The point I intended to make and
wish to emphasize is that the United States is not engaged in an upward spiral

of increasing our nuclear arsenal but rather making considerable quantitative

reductions while striving for qualitative Improvements.

Senator Case. Would the Senator yield for a question to clarify?

Senator Symington. Yes
; j ust one more thing.

Would you supply for the record—classified if you think it proper

—

justification for saying that we have a great many less warheads today

than we had before ?

Mr. Ellsworth. Yes, sir.

Senator Symington. And if you would divide that between strategic

warheads and tactical warheads.
Senator Case. That is the point I wanted to make, Mr. Chairman.

Senator Symington. I vield to the Senator.

Senator Case. I did want to make just that point. And perhaps in

addition to putting that in the record in detail you could give us now
in a general way how this reduction in warheads is divided between

nuclear and tactical warheads, and roughly the size of the tactical

warheads that have been reduced and so forth.
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Mr. Ellsworth. With the Senator's permission, I will do that in

classified form in my written statement.

[The information referred to is classified and m tlie committee files.]

Senator Case. In a general way you can tell ns now, can you not ? I

mean you cannot make a statement that the numbers of warheads have

been greatly reduced without telling us in a general way what you

mean.
Senator SYMIXGT0^^ T agree with Senator Case. I think that cer-

tainly there is an obligation after you brought it up.

Senator Case. You have to make up your own mind, of course, about

the classification, but it seems to me that having made that general

statement vou have to explain it to some extent. That is my only

point.

Senator Symixgtox. I think it is a point well taken.

Mr. Ellsworth. Tlie principal reduction has taken place in the

a rea of strategic weapons warheads.

Senator Symixgton. Does that include delivery vehicles as well?

Mr. Ellsworth. The number of strategic delivery vehicles has been

substantially reduced below the peak, but my initial comment was with

regard to actual warheads.

DECREASE IX U.S. STRATEGIC CAPABILITY QUESTIOXED

Senator Symixgton. As chairman of the Military Application Sub-
committee on the Joint Atomic Energy Committee. I know something
about this subject. We have our bombers, and we know how many we
have. The second part of the triad is our ICBlSrs which, if anything,
have increased their capacity through IMIRVing. The third part of

our triad is the submarine launched ballistic missile force, such as tlie

Poseidon, where we have multiplied many times our capacity as

against the Polaris. So when you make this statement that we have
decreased our strategic capability, it strikes me as somewhat surprising.

The staff points out a figure that is not classified, that we have some
8,500 strategic warheads, and I know myself about the development
of the ]\Iinuteman III and Poseidon. So I do not quite understand
what you mean.
Mr. Ellsworth. In terms of numbers of warheads, in terms of num-

bers of strategic delivery vehicles, in terms of the total equivalent
megatonnage. by all those measures there have been substantial reduc-
tions in the numerical measures of our nuclear arsenal. And I would
be glad to provide in detail on a classified basis precisely where those
reductions have taken place. They have taken place in the reductions
of the numbers of bombers compared with the middle 1950's and in
terms of air defense.

Senator Symixgtox. I would be glad to get that. But just one more
question and then I'm going to yield to mv colleague. Just one more
obseiwation.

Twenty years ago we did not have any submarine-launched missiles.
Mv. Ellsworth. That is right.
Senator Sy^iixgton. And then we got quite a few. In fact I think

about 41, and then of those 41 we changed 31 into Poseidons.
ISIr. Ellsworth. Yes.
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Senator Symingtox. And each Poseidon has 10 warheads—^this is all

a matter of public record—and, therefore, in the last 20 years you have
gone from nothing in the way of SLBM's to wlicre you have 31 times
16 missiles times 10 which comes to 4,960 warheads that we have now
that we did not have 20 j^ears ago.

And in addition to that, you have MIRY'd quite a few of your
ICBM's and 20 years ago you did not have any ICBM's.
So if you are correct, and I would be very glad to look at your

figures, what you are talking about can only be the number of strategic

warheads available to airplanes. Am I correct?

Mr. Ellsworth. That is correct. The number of warheads deliver-

able by bombers plus strategic defensive warheads has decreased.

Senator Symixgtox. I beg your pardon ?

Mr. Ellsworth. The number of strategic defense warheads has
decreased.

Senator Stmixgtox. Air defense warheads are not strategic offensive

weapons.
Mr. Ellsworth. The nuclear air defense weaponry was considered

as a part of the nuclear arsenal.

Senator Symixgtox. Not as a strategic offensive weapon.
Mr. Ellsworth. Xot as a strategic offensive weapon, but still as a

strategic defensive weapon inasmuch as it was designed to defend

against the incoming strategic systems of the other side.

Senator Case. The point is that you are including such reductions in

your earlier statement.

j\Ir. Ellsworth. Certainly.

Senator Case. I think that exchange has been useful to try to clarify

what was meant, because I think to the average person it would imply

that we had reduced our offensive capability which is not the fact.

jNIr. Ellsworth. Senator, I think there is a misapprehension on the

part of the average person that we are engaged in an endless spiral of

increasing of our nuclear arsenal. I will be glad to provide the detailed

numbers.
Senator Case. The question is what the facts are, and we do not

want to play on words. What category do the 7.000 missiles in XAT(^
come under in your classification ?

Mr. Ellsworth. I am not certain what you mean.

Senator Case. There are 7.000 weapons in Europe.

Mr. Ellsworth. Those are tactical nuclear weapons.

Senator Case. Entirely?
Mr. Ellsworth. Yes.
Senator Case. And they have not been reduced ?

]\Ir. Ellsworth. That is correct.

disttxctiox bet^veen tactical and stilvtegic weapons

Senator Case. It is not just a question of the size of the missile, is

it? When you make a distinction between tactical and strategic, it is

just not based on size ?

Mr. Ellsworth. No, not just based on size.

Senator Case. It is based on deployment for use ?

Mr. Ellsworth. It is based on deployment for use and on the capa-

bility of the delivery system.
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Senator Case. Suppose you put a nuclear weapon on one of these

Pershing missiles. AVhat would that be?

Mr. Ellsworth. It has a range of about 400 to 460 miles, nautical

miles and therefore cannot be considered a strategic offensive missile

for the United States.

Senator Case. With a nuclear weapon ?

IVTf T^t t 9WORTH ^^BS Sir.

Senator Case. And about 300 with a conventional weapon, and you

would say that was a strategic or
_ , . ,

Mr. Ellsworth. There are not any that are equipped with conven-

tional warheads.
Senator Case. No ? A\^iat was that ?

Mr. Ellsw^orth. There are no Pershings that are equipped with

conventional warheads.
Senator Case. That is not the point. I want to get what a nuclear

weapon on a Pershing missile would be classified as under your

classification ?

Mr. Ellsworth. All the Pershings that we have deployed are de-

ployed in the European theater. They are regarded as tactical missiles.

Senator Case. They could go 460 miles ?

Mr. Ellsworth. Yes.

Senator Case. Are there any strategic weapons with a lesser range?

Mr. Ellsw^orth. No.
Senator Case. The range is an important factor?

Mr. Ellsworth. The range is an important factor.

Senator Case. The important factor? Is there any other factor?

Mr. Ellsworth. The location of the base of the deployment.
Senator Case. It is a kind of loose term then, is it not? I just want

to find out what we are talking about.

Mr. Ellsworth. By and large strategic means, central system be-

tween the two superpowei-s, those weapons that constitute the central

strategic weaponry ; that is to say the long-range bombers with range
capability to l3e launched in the one's home country and fly to the other
country, plus ICBM's, the intercontinental ballistic missiles plus
SLBM's the submarine-launched ballistic missiles. Those generally
speaking are the three categories that are spoken of, for the purposes
of the SALT talks, as strategic offensive weapons.
Now then, in addition to that the countries also have other weap-

onry in their arsenals which are not strategic within that definition.

Senator Case. Where would you put a cruise missile ?

Mr. Ellsworth. It depends on range and on its launch platform,
and its mission.

[The following information was subsequently supplied :]

Strategic and Tactical Application of Cuuise Missiles

[Supplied by Department of Defense]

Cruise missiles are not simply differentiated as to whether they have stra-
tegic or tactical applications. They are unmanned airplanes and as such have
many potential military applications. Therefore, no single characteristic, such
as maximum range capability, can be used to differentiate strategic from tactical
applications. Other characteristics, which must be considered are pavload,
nuclear or conventional, and launcher platform (land, air, submarine or surface
ship). For example, a land-based nuclear-armed cruise missile capable of inter-
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continental ranges, greater than 5500 kilometers, would clearly have strategic
applications while an unarmed long-range intelligence collection drone is clearly
not a strategic offensive nuclear delivery vehicle. Air and shir)-launched cruise
missiles have similar ambiguities. Shorter range air-launched cruise mi.^siles
have applications as bomber armaments to aid in i>euetrating or standing off
outside air defenses. Similarly, a submarine-launched cruise missile can lie a
very effective anti-ship weapon, but with slight modifications can also be used
against land targets. Hence, the line is not easily drawn between strategic and
tactical applications of cruise missiles.

Senator Case. Let's take a missile of a 600-mile range.
Mr. Ellsworth. I would not include that as a strategic missile.

Senator Case. Wherever based ?

Mr. Ellsworth. No, I would not.

Senator Case. 700 ?

Mr. Ellsworth. No, I would not include that.

Senator Case. 800?
Mr. Ellsworth. No.
Senator Case. 1,000 miles?
]\Ir. Ellsworth. No.
Senator Case. 1,200 miles?
Mr. Ellsworth. No.
Senator Case. 1,500 ?

]Mr. Ellsworth. No.
Senator Case. 2,000 miles ?

Mr. Ellsworth. No.
Senator Case. Still tactical?

Mr. Ellsworth. Right.
Senator Case. 2,200 miles?
Mr. Ellsworth. No.
Senator Case. 2,250 ?

Mr. Ellsworth. No. 2.500 1 would sa,y would be it.

Senator Case. It came, didn't it ? TAVO-thousand-five-hundred miles?

Mr. Ellsworth. Yes.
Senator Case. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I think we sort of ex-

laustod that point.

Senator Symixgtox, You go ahead, I hare yielded to you.

Senator Case. You did ?

Senator Symington. Sure.

.Senator Cape, I thought you were picking up on sometliing.

Senator Symington, I thought that I had taken enough time on my
>wn. It was time to yield, I have some more questions, but I would
neld,

classifying weapons systems as stilvtegic or tactical

I would just make this one point, if I may, about classifying weapon
ystems as strategic or tactical if we consider aircraft refueling capa-

bility and location of the FBA's, forward based aircraft. Inasinuch as

me of our FBA's can carry the nuclear power of over a million tons

f TNT, over a megaton, I don't see how, especially with the refueling

apacity in certain places, you call such systems as only tactical. But
liat analysis brings up the Soviet Backfire question—backing into the

)ackfire,"you might say, and all the problems involved.

Thank you. Senator.

61-004—76 17
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"Senator Case. Of course, while there are these quite occasional

lapses into levity, you know we regard this subject as very serious.

Mr. EL1.SW0RTH. Very serious.

Senator Case. Perhaps the most serious thing we can face. We are

not at all disposed to ridicule or playdown efforts you are making in

the Department or that other Government departments are making.

We recognize the enormous difficulties involved, and, as far as I know,

we have no pat solutions any more than you do to these things. I

think you are probably right in saying that each of the efforts is a

rather small step, but that together they have a substantial impact

on the problem.

STEPS TO CUBE WEAPONS PROLIFERATION

I wonder if you could be a little more specific. Could you give us

any idea of specific steps we might consider in connection with our

own nuclear weapons program and policies on the assumption that

self-restraint on our part might be of some significant value in curb-

ing weapons proliferation.

Mr, Ellsworth. Well, self-restraint on our part is important. The
pursuit of the declared objectives by the parties in the SALT nego-

tiations is important. It is important for us to do as much as we can

as a nation to insure that other nations in the world, whether they are

allied or friendly with us, do not perceive any intolerable threat to

their own security. The efforts that are underway by other agencies of

the Government to jjlace safeguards around the whole nuclear fuel

Imsiness are extremely important. I mean safeguards with regard to

the transit of nuclear materials, safeguards relative to the storage of

nuclear materials, safeguards with regard to the reprocessing of

nuclear fuels. All of these things together are important, and each
one of those areas are specific areas where we can act.

The Department of Defense in those latter categories is not the lead

actor, and I would not presume to spell out and specify what should be
done. The Secretary of State has addressed this subject in his recent

speech to the United Nations as well as in other forums, and there are

studies underway in the IAEA—the International Atomic Energy
Agency—with regards to safeguards. There are steps being taken, and
I believe Senator Symington referred to it in his opening remarks, at

the Nuclear Supplier Conference, efforts being made there to attach
safeguards to the commercial transferring sale of fuels as well as
technology.

All of those areas are specific areas where although Defense does
not have the lead, steps can be taken to dampen-down the tendency
toward proliferation, which suddenly has become in the last few years,

jmrticularly with the extremely high price of oil, a real problem for
the world.

Senator Case. I take it that you do not subscribe to the suggestion
some people have made that we should not go in for nuclear power?
Mr. Ellsworth. No, I would not subscribe to that. I do not think

it is possible.

Senator Case. I guess it is possible, but not feasible, perhaps. Maybe
the people would not stand for it.

'^tv. Eij.sworth. That is correct.

Senator Case. Is it in that sense that you mean that ?
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Mr. Ellsworth. That is correct, and I do not think that it is neces-

iary to deny ourselves nuclear power in order to prevent weapons
Droliferation.

president's proposal concerning nuclear power facilities

Senator Case. Would you comment on the President's proposal for

,he development of facilities in relation to this problem ?

Mr. Ellsworth. We need to supply other countries, other potential

isers of nuclear power facilities, with enriched fuel materialj or other-

vise they will provide themselves or acquire it elsewhere without the

dnds of stringent safeguards that surround our transfer of such
naterial.

international agreement concerning safeguards

Senator Case. Is that the best way to control the situation, or would
ome kind of a general agreement among all of the nuclear capable

lowers be sounder? Take our deal without Germany. This has not

•revented Germany from dealing with Brazilj for example.

Mr. Ellsworth. That is true. Although if I may, on that par-

icular

Senator Case. I wish you would comment.
Mr. Ellsworth. We are in close consultation with the Federal

Republic of Germany.
Senator Case. That is a nice thing. It is lovel}^, but what good does

:do?
Mr. Ellsworth. Well, it is doing some good with regard to the

dnds of safeguards that they are going to impose on that transfer.

Senator Case. This is a very serious point. You do have definite

dans for that?
Mr. Ellsworth. We are in consultation with the Federal Republic

f Germany already on that. We in the Department of Defense are

ot in the lead on that matter, but we keep in close touch with it. We
re pleased with the movement that we perceive.

_

But, to go to your question directly, of course it would be highly

esirable to have all of the nuclear suppliers in agreement m regard

3 the most rigid kinds of safeguards.

pooling of resources under international agreement

Senator Case. How would vou regard a pooling of all of the

•ssources for the production of nuclear materials and their enricli-

lent under an international agreement ?

Mr. Ellsworth. I would regard that as desirable. It seems to me

Kat would provide an opportunity to monitor and control and to pro-

ide safeguards on the whole process.

government versus private oper,\tion of increased nuclear

enrichment facilities

Senator Case. From the standpoint of the Department of Defense,

; it a matter of consequence whether increased nuclear enrichment
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facilities lie operated by the Government or by private industry under

extensive Government guarantees?
^ . t^ . ,

Mr. Ellsworth. I don't know what the Department of Defense £

position on that is. May I find that out ? w , , ^

[As of the date of publication, the information referred to had not

been supplied.]
. , -, t , ^- -j: t.

Senator Case. You may indeed. In the meantime, if you have a per-

sonal view without prejudice to the Department of Defense's posi-

tion, I would be glad to have it, because we may have to deal with

this fairlv soon.

Mr. Ellsworth. If I may, I will finesse that, Senator.

Senator Case. Do what, finesse it?
. , t^

Mr. Ellsworth. I would rather speak authoritatively for the De-

partment, and would have to staff out a written reply.

Senator Case. Would you be willing to tell us privately your pri-

vate views ?

Mr. Ellsworth. Yes.

Senator Case. OK. You have teased us iioav. You really have some

thing, have you?
The record will have to note that the witness smiled.

Mr. Ellsworth. I thought when you referred to my giving you m^
private views that you meant after the hearing was adjourned.

Senator Case. Yes.

Mr. Ellsworth. Yes ; certainly.

Senator Case. I did. I did.

U.S. defense adjustment in event of further proliferation

You noted that the problem of proliferation Avould require l)ott

constructive means to defer weapons acquisitions and also compre
hensive planning to adjust our country's defense in the eventualit;i

of further proliferation. Would 3'ou give us a general idea of what yoi

have in mind?
Mr. Elt^worth. Yes; what I have in mind is that nuclear weapon

proliferation as a threat to the security of tlie United States avouIc

depend on who proliferates and, the area of the world, tlieir capabil
ity; that is to say, their capability to design and construct effectiv

weapons, their ability to design and construct a capable delivery sys*

tem. As I indicated elsewhere in my statement, it is one thing for ;

country to acquire a nuclear weapon capability; that is, a small coun
try with very limited capability, with no access io modern deliver
systems, while it is quite another matter to see a modernized industria
nation Avith the full range of industrial capabilities both for weapon
development, to design and manufacture nuclear weapons. So, it woul<
depend on where the proliferation took place, as to wliat our defens
plans will have to be in reaction to tliat proliferation.

PNE assistance TO OTHER COUNTRIES

Senator Case. You have noted that the executive branch is tiyinJ
to inhibit the use of peaceful nuclear explosions bv nonnuclear natloiifl
Article V of the Non-Proliferation Treatv though provides for heljl
on peaceful explosions by the nuclear powers under international aus
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pices. Are you doing anytliing to assist explosions by other countries ?

;Mr. Eij:,sworth. Well, first of all, the United States and the Soviet

Union are negotiating to provide a Peaceful Xuchnir Explosions

Treaty that is in accordance with article III of the Thrcbiiold Test-

ban Treaty that we signed with the Soviet Union.
The only a<itive PNE projects are in Russia, the Kania-Pechoi-a

Canal, and one in Eg^^pt, the Qattara Depression project. I have to say

that any major nuclear excavation project is likely to violate the

Limited Test-Ban Treaty.
Senator Case. Do these two that 3-ou mentioned ?

Mr. Ellsworth. Well, if they are above a certain limit, they would.

Senator Case. What is the prospect in respect to them ?

]Mr. Ellsworth. Those are the only ones that are under active con-

sideration that we know of and I don't know their prospects for de-

veloping into actual work projects.

Senator Case. But, in effect, any major, perhaps any significant

peaceful nuclear explosion is very likely to violate the emission sections

of the treaty ?

Mr. Ellsworth. Any excavation shot?

Senator Case. Yes.
Mr. Ellsw^orth. An excavation project would be likely to violate

that treaty.

Senator Case. So we are not doing anything beyond this Egyptian
project

]\Ir. Ellsworth. Well
Senator Case. If we are doing anj^thing there. Are we?
Mr. Ellsworth. Not that I am personally aware of. That is a project

which I mentioned because, of course, it has been reported that the
' Egyptians are interested in it. I am not aware of any U.S. Government

j
participation in it.

Senator Case. Or any other outside of the United States?

Mr. Ellsworth. No, not to my knowledge at this time.

Senator Case. I guess, Mr. Chairman, I do not have anything fur-

ther now.
Senator Sysiington. I will proceed and maybe with that mind

i of yours you will think of another group of questions that will be

i rewarding.
Senator Case. I know yours has been refreshed with introspection.

SIZE OF U.S. NUCLEAR ARSENAI.

' Senator Symixgtox. I'm a little worried about this business. Did
you mean less warheads, less launchers?

;Mr. Ellsworth. W^arheads, launchers, and equivalent megatonnage.

,
. . Senator Symingtox. I think you are wrong.
Mr. Ellsworth. Gross EMT.

•: Senator Symington. I think you are wrong on that. I think you had
better check it.

^Ir. Ellsworth. I will.

Senator Symington. I have a figure here that says we had 8,500

force loading weapons in the mid-1975 as against 7,650 in 1074. Would
you disagree with that?
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Mr. Ellsworth. I'm not familiar with those numbers.

Senator Symington. Then I have here figures the Chairman of th(

Joint Chiefs gave us that show a reduction of 2,500 down to undei

2 000 for launchers. But it is my considered opinion that the number oJ,

strategic warheads themselves has considerably increased, so we have a^

discrepancy that I think we had better clear up.

Mr. Ellsworth. Yes.
i , .i

Senator Symington. Because if I'm wrong I want to let the recorc

show it. And if we are right, the difference may be one of counting

launchers versus warheads. I think it is very hard for me to see how

you could have less warheads strategically when we have been and ar'

^nRV'ing everything right and left to the best of our ability.

HISTORIC ALLIES

You speak in your statement of historic allies. You say, "prolifer

ation by a country with limited resources, a record of governmenta.

instability, and situated in a region with antagonistic neighbors woulc

have more serious implications for the United States than prolifer

ation by an industrial power who is also an historic ally." "Wliat is youi

definition of an historic ally? Let's leave Britain out of it, because I

think it is fair to say they have always been a historic ally. "Wliat otheii

countries would you call historic allies ?

Mr. Ellsworth. I would like to avoid naming countries because thia

is an open hearing. I would say that an historic ally or friend would bd

a country who has been allied or friendly with us for at least 25 years

Senator Syiongton. In World War II, two of our three best friends

were probably China and the Soviet Union, and our two greates

enemies were Germany and Japan. It looks like that has reversed itseli

almost 180° in the intervening years. And you yourself, because o:

your NATO experience, know the problems incident to France an
NATO and so forth.

As Lord Palmerston once said, "No coimtiy has permanent enemies
or permanent friends, only permanent interests." No coimtry has beei

a permanent friend of the United States except Britain, and I know o:

no highly industrial country in the last 50 years that has not been for
us at one time and against us at another. I may be wrong on that, but
I believe that, with perhaps one or two exceptions, that is correct.

potential PROLIFERATION : EXAMPLE OF BRAZIL

I bring this up because I want to give an illustration of potential

proliferation. We all know of the fear of potential German military
strength that has been characteristic of both France and the Soviet
Union. The recent nuclear enrichment deal made by Germany with
Brazil is very interesting. It gives Brazil a full enrichment and re-

processing cycle, not just the capacity to make electric energy. And as

you know, Brazil has not signed or ratified the Non-Proliferation
Treaty, and it has uranium ore deposits. What would prevent Brazil
from some day shipping weapons it produces to some of the oil-rich

countries of the Middle East or to countries we have given large
amounts of foreign aid to and consider to be our friends ?
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What would prevent Brazil from shipping weapons even to the
Germans for that matter if the Germans decided at some point that
they wanted to get into a nuclear race? West Germany is a member
of the Non-Proliferation Treaty, but they could get out of it with 90
days' notice. Is there any way we could really stop such actions ?

Mr. Ellsworth. Well, Senator first of all let me say that I am some-
what encouraged by the fact that we are still in consultation with the

Germans with regard to antiproliferation safeguards in connection
with that deal. As you know yourself, the main nonproliferation ele-

ments of the agreement include first, nonuse of nuclear explosives.

Second: IAEA safeguards are to be applied on all equipment,
facilities, and materials.

Third : no re-export of these items without IAEA safeguards and
Federal Kepublic of Germany agreement.

Senator Symington. Have you personally read these IAEA safe-

guards ?

Mr. Ellsworth. No ; I have not.

Senator Symington. Because, practically speaking, they don't

mean much. We went over there and spent days in Vienna to find that

out.

Mr. Ellsw^orth. Additionally, there would be no time limit on the

safeguards.

Physical security procedures would be stipulated and, the Federal

Republic of Germany will participate in trilateral IAEA safeguards.

The whole spectrum of these kinds of nonproliferation elements are

in the agreement together with the willingness of the Germans to con-

tinue to consult with us. This gives us some comfort with regard to

having a fairly safe deal.

U.S. protests concerning GERMAN-BRAZILIAN DEAL

Senator Symington. Did you protest that deal in the Defense

Department?
Mr. Ellsworth. I beg your pardon ?

i. -rv

Senator Symington. Did you protest the deal in the Defense De-

partment ?

IMr. Ellsworth. I do not know whether we did or not.

Senator Symington. Well, I know the State Department testified

they did.

Mr. Ellsworth. Yes.

Senator Symington. And I know also that an American corpora-

tion stated it did its best to get the deal but was prevented from get-

ting it by our Government because of proliferation considerations.

That decision cost that company many billions of dollars of business

and some 20,000 jobs. ,

And what worries me is that this proliferation capability that we

refused to export occurred anvway. The State Department testified

to us that they did their best to stop the German-Brazilian deal. 15ut

the German Government, specifically the chancellor of T\ est Germany,

said they have not had a single complaint against the deal trom

^^h wJ'are going to sav that the German-Brazilian deal is closed,

can't be reversed, and is all right with us anyway because we are work-
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ing together on the safeguards, they I cannot see why we did not let

the American company have the deal in the first place.

Mr. Ellsworth. I cannot comment on that because I do not know
what the background of it was. I am speaking of the Department of

Defense interests in making sure that the agreement is adequately

safeguarded.
to'

WHETHER IAEA RESTRICTIONS HA\T: REAL SUBSTANCE

Senator Symington. What I'm trying to get at is whether you feel

IAEA restrictions have any real substance as against merely form.

Mr. Ellsworth. We are working with the other elements of our

own Government in attempting to strengthen the IAEA.
Senator Case. It really does not amount to anything does it ? It is

nonaccounting, is it not ?

Senator Stmington. It is really nonaccounting because the Govern-
ment does not have to have reinspection. In addition, there is the 90-

day escape clause in the Non-Prolifcration Treaty. A country could

make all the preparations to get out in 90 days while it is receiving

nuclear technology and equipment under cooperative, peaceful, and
inspected conditions. This is what worries us so much, as we watch this

proliferation develop all over the world because of the interest many
nations have in nuclear energy. Have the Brazilians agreed to allow

international inspection of their nuclear programs?'
Mr. Ellsworth. Yes; they have. Dr. Landauer thinks they have.

Do you want to speak to that ?

Dr. Landauer. I undei-stood that they have agreed to inspections.

Senator Symington. IAEA supervision ?

Dr. Landauer. Yes.
Senator Symington. Would they do that even though they refused

to sign or ratify the Non-Proliferation Treaty ?

Dr. Landauer. Senator, the formal signatures have not been final-

ized by the Board of Governors and the governments involved. That
is possible. But I think that they are on the way toward agreeing to
tlipse IAEA safeguards.

strengthening non-proliferation treaty

Senator Symington. In your statement, Mr. Secretary, you say the
TLS. Government supports and advocates strengthening of the Non-
Proliferation Treaty. How do you propose to strengthen it?

Mr. Ellsworth. First of all. Senator, as indicated in the text, all of
the parties to the treaty at this recent conference that took place in
May stressed the importance of extending the application of safe-
guards to all peaceful nuclear activity, of the importing States par-
ticularly, that are not party to the treaty, and we are engaged in Gov-
ernment efforts directed toward implementing that idea.

Senator Syimington. Are we talking about any specific action? The
U.S. Government supports and advocates strengthening of the Non-
Proliferation Treaty. Have we presented any "either/or" about sign-
ing the NPT to any of these countries ?

Mr. Ellsworth. Well, of course, our policy is to attempt to exert
what persuasion we can on countries that have not signed the treaty
to sign the treaty.
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STRENGTHENING IAEA AND ITS SAFEGUARDING ACTIVITIES

Senator Symington. You also mention strengthening the Inter-

national Atomic Energy Agency and its safeguarding activities. How
do you plan to do that ?

Mr. Ellsworth. Senator, it is mostly a matter of additional funding.

Senator Symington. Pardon?
Mr. Ellsworth. I say it is mostly a matter of funding.
Senator Symington. You mean that you would not want to see it with

additional clout, you might sa^^, from the standpoint of inspection ?

Mr. Ellsworth. Yes, we would. And in order to bring that about

and make it more effective requires additional funding.
Senator Symington. But you would have to change the regulations

of the IAEA in order to have national inspection, would you not, and
verilication, for example ?

Mr. Ellsworth. They do have inspections.

Senator Symington. They only do that if the country approves, you
see. In other words, there is no inspector general of the IAEA who has

overall authority on inspections. If the country says you cannot look,

they cannot look under the IAEA agreement, so there is a lot of form
in that as against substance in the inspection system. "VVliat would you
do with more money for the IAEA ?

]Mr. Ellsworth. Hire more inspectors. Dr. Landauer tells me that

no country ever has rejected an IAEA inspector coming into their

country.

Senator Symington. The Soviet Union has never objected to the

IAEA coming into their country ?

Dr. Landauer. The Soviet Union being a nuclear weapons state is

not obligated by the Non-Proliferation Treaty to have safeguards on

its material.

Senator Symington. As I understand it you are saying that a coun-

try, if it signs the Non-Proliferation Treaty, agrees to have these in-

spectors to come into their country ?

Dr. Landauer. If it has safeguarded nuclear materials, yes.

Senator Symington. Suppose the Brazilians in gratitude for the

Germans giving them the enrichment process ship back weapons into

Germany. Brazil has not signed or ratified anything, but would we

have the right under the IAEA, inasmuch as Germany has signed the

treatv, to inspect the matter in Germany ?

Dr. Landauer. Germany, by signing the Xon-Proliferation Treaty,

has agreed not to accept nuclear weapons.

Senator Symington. Will you pull that microphone over to you a

little bit?
-r^ TP ^- rr. i.

Dr. Landauer. Germany, by signing the Non-Proliferation 1 reaty,

has agreed not to accept niiclear weapons. ,,, ^^ -, ,

Senator Symington. You think that that would be followed unless

thev decided to get out ?
, •

i i

Dr. Landauer. Well, if thev decided to get out. that is a problem.

Senator Symington. And how long would it take tliom to decide to

^^dT.' Landauer. Well, as you have stated, earlier, there is the 3-month

provision.
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DIFFICULTY OF KEEPING COUNTRIES IN CHECK

Senator SYjnNGTON. Yes. I'm still a little skeptical about this idea

of historical allies. For instance, when I was in Brussels in 1969 we
were told that whereas politically the French had left us, militarily

they were working with us. However, the military people knew be-

fore who were over there. Say that was not true, that the French were

not carrying out their obligations. I think it is going to be very difficult

to keep some of these countries in check for two reasons.

First : Many of them don't want to be second-rate powers.

Second: There is this tremendous demand on the part of certain

countries, Japan, for example, to have nuclear energy. They have no
oil or coal to speak of, despite a large effort of exploration. Therefore,

they now have a big nuclear energy program.
"\Vhat I am trying to do is to find out if there is anything meaning-

ful in the IAEA, because we set it up to carry out a very important
function. I would like to ask you if the IAEA will ever have any real

enforcing capability to insure that its provisions are being carried out?

Dr. Landauer. No, I don't think so. I think it is only one part of the

total nonproliferation effort. And it has an important role, but some of

these other efforts that are listed are complementary to it, and provide
additional safety against the proliferation that we don't want to see

happen.
Mr. Ellsworth. Senator, with regard to some of the countries you

have mentioned, I think that the main inhibitions against prolifera-

tion, area

:

First: The fact that the countries involved do not perceive their

national security requiring them to provide themselves with nuclear
weapons.

Second : That there are internally in some of those countries very
great political and psychological resistances to the acquisition of
nuclear weapons.
Third : There are in the surrounding countries, and as far as that

is concerned, elsewhere in the world very great political resistances to
those countries going nuclear. And I think that quite apart from the
IAEA, which is, as Dr. Landauer says, a supplement to other elements
in the picture, I think that those are the main deterrents or inhibi-
tions against some of those countries that you have mentioned seri-

ously contemplating going nuclear in the foreseeable future.
But for the unforeseeable future and what that brings no one can tell

us. But in the foreseeable future I think what I have said is correct.

MAKING SURE NONNUCLEAR ALLIES DON't FEEL THREATENED

Mr. SYisnNGTON. You did say in your statement that the U.S. effort
to make sure nonnuclear allies do not feel threatened will have a large
role in persuading these allies not to go nuclear, but how would you
reassure our allies? "\^^at specific action by the United States might be
involved?
Mr. Ellswortit. Well, I think in the case of all of the countries of

Western Europe that belong to the NATO alliance, and supplemented
by the force deployments of the United States, together with the force
deployments of other allies are the principal means by which those
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countries shape and form their national security and their perception

of their national security position.

In Asia, I think that the bilateral treaties tliat we have with Japan-

and with South Korea, together with our force deployments in North-

east Asia are the principal elements in both of those countries percep-

tions of their national security positions.

SIX OR SEVEN COUNTRIES EXPECTED TO DEVELOP NUCLEAR WEAPONS
CAPABILITY

Senator Syisiington. According to intelligence estimates, over the-

next 5 years about six or seven countries, and we believe we know what
countries they are, will develop nuclear weapons capability. In light

of this, is the Defense Department taking any steps to shape Ameri-
can defense strategy to meet this potential new threat ?

Mr. Ellsw^orth. Of course we are developing plans, Senator, against

those contingencies.

SOUTH AFRICAN SITUATION

Senator Symington. Another situation that worries me a lot, think-

ing about the world, is these long and apparently successful efforts

of South Africa to get into the uranium enrichment business. Are we
working with them on proliferation aspects of this situation ? Are they

signers of the Non-Proliferation Treaty ?

Mr. Ellsworth. They are not.

Senator Sysiington. I don't think they are. The staff tells me that

they have not signed or ratified it. And they have, as you know, large

uranium supplies from their waste from mining gold along with this

new method of enrichment, which may make it possible for them to

make weapons easier. A country in that position, with the minority

ruling it, would be a country that might be very desirous of getting

nuclear weapons from the standpoint of defense. You agree with that,

don't you ?

Mr. Ellsw^orth. I'm sorry. Senator. I was referring to my notes.

Senator Symington. I just saj^ South Africa could develop nuclear

weapons the way things are going, and they might do it from the

standpoint of their owndefense, wouldn't you think ?

Mr. Ellsworth. Not necessarily. I'm not certain that their security

position requires them to provide themselves with nuclear weapons.

Senator Syi^iington. They seem to think so. It would appear they are

working at it. In fact, they may have the best of all enrichment proc-

esses. I am correct on that, aren't I, Doctor ?

Dr. Landauer. I doubt it. They have a process for enriching uranium

about which nobody seems to know the details. You need enriched

uranium for light-water reactors, so they are clearly into the civil

nuclear business. But beyond that, I don't know that they are inter-

ested in obtaining nuclear weapons.

Senator Symington. I hope you are right. We thought tliat the In-

dian Government felt the same way about it. At least the Canadians

thought they did. They gave them their systems, of which I always

liked the name, CANDtJ and they did. .,. . ,. ^i

You feel more optimistic about this South African situation than

the Indian situation, am I correct ?
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Dr. Landauer. I am never optimistic about proliferation.

Senator Symixgtox. But I thought you felt that South Africa v.as

not proliferating.

Dr. Landauer. I do not know that they are working toward a nu-

clear weapon capability. But I do know that they are working toward

a civilian nuclear power capability.

Mr. Ellsworth. I think it is important for all of us to keep in

mind that there is a substantial step from having an enriching capa-

bility for uranium on the one hand, to the step of providing your-

self Vith weapons grade material, and even then, pro\nding yourself

with weapons, and adequate delivery systems. That is important for us

to keep in mind. There is a step there, and it is a considerable step.

And second, the perception of your national security position in the

world, and in the region of the world where you are, is an extremely

important element in any nation's decision whether to go nuclear or

not. Therefore, it is difficult to make the leap from an enrichment

capability, or a nuclear power capability, to pro\'iding yourself with

nuclear weapons.

increased difficulty of controlling nuclear proliferation

Senator Sy:mington. Yes. I agree with you on the second point, but

on the first point I don't. My opposition would extend from what was
told me by one of the greatest of all nuclear scientists who runs one of

our leading laboratories.

In natural uranium, you have 0.73 percent enriched material in TJ-^^

and to make electric energy you have to enrich it to around 3 to 4
percent. Correct me, Doctor, if I'm wronjr on this. To make a nuclear

bomb, you have to enrich it to around 90 percent U"^^. But, as this

scientist pointed out, these countries also need electricity, so what they
could do is establish an enrichment process to go from 0.73 to 3 or 4
percent enriched U^^^ and use this enriched fuel in their nuclear re-

actor to generate electricity. Then they could use the plutonium they
get from the waste fuel to make a nuclear bomb. On that basis he was
very pessimistic about this continuing proliferation.

And it could be, as I see it, that the atoms-for-peace plan could de-

velop into an atoms-for-war plan if we continue to proliferate nuclear
power, because of the possibility of making nuclear weapons. And the
only brake we have against thai possibility is the IAEA, but we can't

seem to find any real way to prcA^ent proliferation. Take Libya for ex-
ample. Is it not true if Libya decided they would like to join the Non-
Proliferation Treaty that we would tell them all we knew about nu-
clear energ\' through the IAEA? Then they could withdraw from the
Xon-Proliferation Treaty if they wanted, could they not?

]Mr. Ellsworth. Dr. Landauer, who is an expert on the IAEA tells

me that anyone can find out information from the IAEA at any time.
Senator Syimington. Even though they are not a member ?

]Mr. Ellsworth. Even though.
Dr. Landauer. Most of that information that the IAEA generates

is available to everybody. I am not quite sure what information you
are concerned about that the IAEA has that would be dangerous for
Libva to obtain.
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Senator Symington. Well then, as I understand it, you are saying
anybody can make this nuclear material and equipment without' any
additional information if they wanted to, is that correct ? Then what is

the IAEA, a regulatory body only ?

Dr. Landauer. Correct.

Senator Symington. Then it really is a regulatory body that doesn't

have the power to regulate. Is that not correct ?

Dr. Landauer. It would notify the World if there were discrepan-

cies relative to the agreed upon usages of these materials.

Senator Symington. That would depend upon the willingness to

have onsite inspection of all of these facilities, would it not, and the

csapacity to avoid being fooled ? Presumably that is where we would
put more money, as the Secretary said. You would like to put it in

that field, would you not ?

Dr. Laxdalter. That is right.

Senator Syjiington. I do not mean to belabor it, but it seems to me
proliferation of nuclear w-eapons is the World's most important prob-

lem, as Senator Case pointed out. Because pretty soon, perhaps within

some 20 years, there will be about 100 countries that can make these

weapons if they want to do it. I have been connected with the nuclear

business and the Government since the first explosion in Mexico, and
one observation is certain. As time goes on, the weight and size required

for a nuclear bomb with the same lethal capacity is less and less. And
now we are getting into the problem of intense people and private

organizations like the Palestine Liberation Front, the Irish Republi-

can Army, or perhaps a criminal organization. It is going to be increas-

ingly difficult to control this nuclear proliferation, is it not ?

Mr. Ellsworth. It is a very serious problem.

upgrading or physical security

Senator Symington. And, as I understand it, you are taking steps

to see that we do not lose or have stolen any nuclear material ?

Mr. Ellsworth. We are.

Senator Symington. And is the IAEA taking steps to see that the

nations that sign the Non-Proliferation Treaty will not lose any of

the plutonium produced in their power reactors ?

Dr. Landauer. They are trying. They have increased their concern

about physical security, and they have recently upgraded their physi-

cal security guidebook. Hopefully people are going to follow it and

in each year have better and more rigorous procedures.

appointment of a^mbassador porter's replacement

Senator Symington. Have we appointed anybody to take Ambassa-

dor Porter's place ?

Dr. Landauer. I do not believe that I have seen any indication of

a new Ambassador appointed there.

Senator Symington. I tliink it shows the relative lack of apprecia-

tion of the importance I believe you and we up here feel should

be allocated to the IAEA, because the administration has not had

anvone in charge of the U.S. delegation now for a great many months.

I wonder whether they iust think that it is not too important. I know

you would agree that it is very important.
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AUTOMATIC SANCTIOXS FOR NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS WITHOUT OUTSIDE

INSPECTION

I have a couple or more questions. Do you believe the United States

should consider automatic sanctions against nations which explode

nuclear devices without outside inspection, Mr. Secretary ?

Mr. Ellsworth. No I don't. I do not believe, generally speaking, ia

automatic triggering policies in international relations. I think that

you have to consider each case on its own merits, so I am not in favor

of automatic sanctions, even in a case like that.

Senator Symington. Senator Case ?

VALUE OF leadership IN NOT SUPPORTING PEACEFUL NUCLEAR
EXPLOSIONS

Senator Case. You yourself have raised a question as to the extent of

peaceful nuclear explosions. In a sense, I guess excavation is about

:all there is in the way of programs for peaceful uses, and our own pro-

gram is certainly more limited. Would it be of any value as a deterrent

if we took the lead in not supporting the peaceful nuclear explosions?

Mr. Ellsworth. I don't Imow, Senator. There is a treaty obligation

'on the nuclear power to assist nonnuclear countries with peaceful

nuclear explosion programs.
Senator Case. It has sort of gone both ways ?

Mr. Ellsworth. I do not think I am ready to counsel, renouncing
that obligation at this point, although certainly it is true that we our-

selves have not yet realized any peaceful nuclear explosion benefits, 1
do not think we make any effort to make secret the fact that we have
not realized any peaceful nuclear benefits, and that our program is

very, very small.

Senator Case. Wliat about underground nuclear testing ?

Mr. Ellsworth. We are in a process of negotiating with the Soviet

Union a treaty that would cover nuclear explosions for peaceful pur-

poses. And I would rather not get into the details of those negotiations.

DIFFICULTY OF EFFORT TO PREVENT PROLIFERATION

Senator Symington. Thank you very much for coming up, Mr.
Secretary. This is a very worrisome problem, and it seems sometimes,
as I said to an old German friend of mine one time, "Willie", I said,,

"how are you getting along". And he said, "The harder I work the
behinder I get." And it seems that the more we try to prevent prolifera-

tion, the more proliferation we are getting all over the world. And
some people think that we are actively promoting it through the so-

called atoms-for-peace plan by giving these people the opportunity
to make plutonium.
So what shocked me was to have the State Department testify, that

they did their best to stop the German-Brazil deal, and then to have
high officials of the German Government say they had no criticism
from anybody or complaints from anybody on it. You see, that is one
of the reasons I raised the questions concerning historic allies. And
France is pretty independent of us on nuclear matters. Am I correct
on that? Am I not correct that they have not signed or ratified the
Non-Proliferation Treaty ?
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Mr. Ellsworth. That is correct.

Senator Symington. And the Germans are giving an enrichment
cycle to the Brazilians.

Mr. Ellsworth. Wlien I say correct with regard to the French, I

apply it to the fact that they have not signed or ratified the treaty. I do
not think it is correct to say they are completely independent of us

militarily.

Senator Symington. I did not mean militarily. I just meant from
the nuclear standpoint.

Let me thank you very much for coming up this morning.
Senator, have you anything further ?

Senator Case. No more questions.

Senator Symington. We appreciate it. We are just trying to find out

if there is any way to stop this nuclear proliferation, and if you have

any further thoughts on it I wish that you would supply them for the

record.

I\Ir. Ellsworth. Thank you very much.
Senator Symington. Thank you.

[Whereupon, at 11 :37 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned subject to

the call of the Chair.]
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United States Senate,
Subcommittee on Abms Control,

iNTERNAnOXAL OrG.VNIZATIONS, AND SeCUEITY AGREEMENTS
or THE Committee on Foreign Relations,

Washington, D.O.
The subcommittee met at 10 :08 a.m., pursuant to notice, in room

4221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Stuart Symington (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Senator Symington.
Senator Symington. The hearing will come to order.
Mr. Director, I have a short statement here I will read.

opening statement

This morning the Subcommittee on Arms Control. International
Organizations and Security Agreements of the Committee on Foreign
Relations will receive testimony from Dr. Fred C. Ikle, Director of
tlie Arms Control and Disarmament Agency.
The purpose of this hearing is twofold : First, to receive the latest

views of Dr. Ikle on nonproliferation issues; and, second, to revieAV

with the Director some of the amis control issues of particular con-
cern now.
When the SALT I accord was reached in 1972, it was generally

greeted as a major step toward putting a cap on the arms race. The
strategic anns race has continued, however, and uncertainty has grown
over just wliat was achieved in SALT I and whether SALT II offers

promise.

Our difficulties with respect to Angola have fueled concerns among
Americans about the merits of efforts to reach agreement with the

Soviets.

To some, detente has become—and I use the phrase advisedly—

a

.grand illusion. With that premise, S^yL<T may be the most visible

manifestation of this illusion.

There is illustrated justification for that pessimism, but we all Avant

to continue efforts to control strategic arms to prevent a future arma-
geddon.
We may have expected too much of detente and of SALT. Tlie

problems of tlie 4 years since SALT I have been very sobering.

It may be tliat all we can expect of this so-called detente is a mutual

avoidance by the two major powers of direct confrontation and a ton-

ing down of the rhetoric of belligerence.

(267)
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It may be that all we can expect of SALT is that the letter of agree-

ments will be adhered to if we keep a careful watch and that the so-

called spirit of SALT won't be of any certain value.
.

Even if there is nothing more to detente and to SALT, it is neces-

sary for us to ask ourselves, what is the alternative ? Should we forgo

further strategic arms limitation talks? Should we simply let the

interim agreement expire and thus remove the controls achieved sc

Should we dismantle the Standing Consultative Commission, oui-

present forum for dealing with agreement compliance questions anc

other issues between the two sides? Would the result be a reinvigorated

arms race even more vicious than the continuing one? And if so, what!

would be the end of the race ?

But if the way is open, however, for a SALT agreement to be ai

good bargain, it looks like that is something we might well follow.

We can always choose to give up on SALT. Once given up, how
ever, with proliferation continuing around the world, it might giv«

us a problem that we could never get the scorpions back in the bottle*

on any basis.
.

As I see it today, a tightly drawn SALT agi-eement, with each

aspect of the agi'eement able to stand on its own as a sound limitation

could be in the mutual interest of both sides and in the national se-

curity interests of this country.

In hearings held by this subcommittee last year, witnesses made it

clear that the nuclear arms race is not just between the present nucleau

powers. The nuclear arms race appears to be spreading all over th^

world, primarily as a result of a dissemination of nuclear power tc

make electrical energy, to wit, such arrangements as have been recentlj

made by the Germans with the Brazilians, and at least under discus-

sion by the French with the South Koreans.
Increasingly serious problems include the present lack of effective

safeguards against the diversion of nuclear materials from peaceful

programs to military purposes.

We see a growing list of nations with the ability and the possibla

intent to make nuclear weapons, and the failure so far of the nations

of the world to decide upon adequate steps to protect against tha

dangers of nuclear proliferation.

Further nuclear proliferation can mean the world will face increas

ing instability and insecurity, because any nation or any group oi

people with nuclear weapons can only be a grave threat to virtually

any other country.

For years, as you know, I have been trying to get this matter out

more before the people. I am glad to see that it is now becoming a

matter of more interest to more people.

That completes my remarks. I welcome you here today. Would you
identify your colleagues.
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STATEMENT OF FRED C. IKLE, DIRECTOR, TJ.S. ARMS CONTROL AND
DISARMAMENT AGENCY; ACCOMPANIED BY JAMES L. MALONE,
GENERAL COUNSEL, AND CHARLES VAN DOREN, DEPUTY AS-

SISTANT DIRECTOR OF THE NON-PROLIFERATION AND AD-

VANCED TECHNOLOGY BUREAU

Mr. Ikle. To my left is INIr. INIalone, general counsel, James Mai one.

To my right is Charles Van Doren, deputy assistant director of the

Xon-Proliferation and Advanced Technology Bureau.
Senator Symington. Of what agency ?

]Mr. Ikle. The U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency.

Senator Stimington. Gentlemen, we welcome you here with Dr. Ikle.

You have a prepared statement, have you not ?

Mr. Ikle. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I have a brief prepared statement. I

would propose to read it, if it is agreeable with you.

Senator Symington. I would appreciate it if you would.

Mr. Ikle. It is quite short.

Mr. Chairman, I greatly appreciate this opportunity to appear be-

fore this subcommittee.
This morning I would like to comment on two kinds of initiatives

undertaken by the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency and the

executive branch to deal with nuclear proliferation.

The first concerns nuclear exports ; the second, multinational nuclear

fuel-cycle centers.

TT.S. INITIATIVES CJONCERNING USE OF CIVIL NUCLEAR EXPORTS

The United States over the years has sought to work with other

countries to insure that civil nuclear exports would be used only for

peaceful purposes. We have recently had a number of bilateral and

multilateral discussions with nuclear exporters to develop common

rules on safeguards and export controls. As a result, the United States,

together with other exporters, has decided to apply certam prmciples

to our future nuclear exports. Most of these are consistent with current

U.S. practice; some are new. All are designed to inhibit the spread of

nuclear weapons while permitting nuclear exports of equipment to

meet the world's growing energy needs.

SECRECY OF EFFORTS CONCERNING NUCLEAR EXPORTS QUESTIONED

Senator Syi^iington. Why is this effort held so secret ? ^y do some

countries say they don't want people to know what is being decided on i

Mr. Ikle. My "guess, Mr. Chairman, is this has to do with internal

considerations of these countries. We, the United States, have no

particular desire to be coy about these efforts which we tlimk are in

the world interest to enhance nonproliferation.
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But we felt is was desirable, in order to advance this diflicult under-

standing, to accede to the wishes of certain other countries.

Senator Symington. ^Vliat other countries wanted secrecy?

Mr. Ikle. If I answered that question in open session, then we would

have, I think, violated the undertaking we have given them, an under-

taking^ which we accepted in order to advance this very difficult

consensus
Senator Symington. I don't see why, especially in some of these

countries, not totalitarian countries, the information is not given to

the people. ^ ^r i
• o^ x

Let me give you an illustration. I have an ICBM base m my State,

on the outskirts of Kansas City. We went to the Defense Department

and asked, based on the theory of Dr. Schlesinger for "limited stra-

tegic nuclear war," how many people would be killed. The word

came back from the Pentagon 800,000.

Based on discussions ^^'ith many people, including you, I knew, we

knew, my stall, the Joint Atomic Energy staff. Foreign Relations

Committee stall", the Armed Services Committee staff, we knew that

figure was a joke.

So we said now this can't possibly be right. If you are going to have

a limited strategic nuclear war, which vrould delight all those people

who want to build a lot of additional thing-s that maybe we need, and

maybe we don't, how many people would be killed ?

The second answer was a little different than the first. Instead of

800,000 they said 22 million, including 800,000 Canadians.

The irony of this situation is that we constantly hold back how
dangerous it is getting from the people of this country and all the

other countries.

]Mr. Ikle. I fully agree with you, Mr. Chairman. I think it is worth

making a distinction here, the distinction between telling the world

about the effects of nuclear weapons and pointing out how destruc-

tive and how catastrophic these effects can be.

I am totally in agreement with the rest of your remarks. We have
issued indeed a publication about the worldwide fallout effects of a

large attack, since we believe that all countries ought to be informed,
especially military staffs of potentially aggressive countries for whom
this worldwide fallout might create an ecological backlash upon
themselves.

On the other question, about the key nuclear exporteis that are well

informed about nuclear matters, tliat is why they can export. We sim-

ply are confronted with domestic political considerations in other

countries which have led some of the countries to strongly prefer
that, for the time being, a certain privacy be maintained about these

talks.

We have no such preference; but we felt that by giving in on this

point we could go further with this understanding in the short run.

Senator Symington. It is hard for me still to understand the sec-

recy aspect. Dr. Ted Taylor has told us that any intelligent scientist

who reads a description of the nuclear bomb in the new Encyclopedia
"Rritannica, which we understand was written bv Dr. John Foster, a
famous nuclear physicist, fonnerly Research Director for the Pent-
agon could make one of these weapons by himself, if he could s^et hold
of some plntonium. Prettv soon, as you know, it will be pretty common
property all over the world.
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With that type or character of problem facin^? the world, 1 would
hope we doirt get into any more of these secret agreements.

I think the people are getting very tired of secret agreements per
sc. based on recent events. I wo\dd hope we could get tliis matter out
before the people. If anybody can do it, it is your agency.
Mr. Ikle. Mr. Chairman, the next page I was about' to read from

explains in public what we, the U.S. Government; are doing.
Senator Symingtox. I just wanted to bring it up at this point. You

proceed, will you ?

Mr. Ikle. It is only in deference to some other countries that we did
not give their names at tlii? point.

Senator Symingtox. I liave to ask. as long as you mention that, why
would they not be willing to give their names ?

]Mr. Ikle. Apparently there are domestic considerations.

Senator Symingtox. What do you mean by that ?

Mr. Ikle. Internal political considerations which led to their pref-

erence not to be openly named in this undertaking to control nuclear

exjjorts.

Senator Symingtox*. But I am not talking about a totalitarian st;ite

now. I am talking about presumably democracies. Why would it be an

internal affair so far as their country was concerned not to give their

citizens the same type and character of information that I know you
sliould fji ve ours ?

'Mr. Ikle. My cruess is there might l^c a division of o])inion in soj-'ie

places as to whether they should maximize commercial advantage In-

exporting whatever they can, regardless of proliferation on the oiie

hand ; and, a more sober opinion, having the lon<x-term intei'^st of their

country in mind, that are willing to join witli us to control these

exports—while there is a struggle between what I would call the

enliglitened forces that are willing to control the exports and what I

would call the shortsighted forces.

An all-out public debate on this subject might not be to the advan-

tage of some governments at the present time.

Senator Symingtox. If you are correct in that, T tliink wliat you

are saying is the forces of evil in that country have conquered the forces

of justice and riglit.

Mr. Iktj5. More likely tliey are in balance, and I think the balance

is tilting in the right direction.

Senator Symingtox^ Will you proceed ?

principles to be appltfo to future nuclear exports

:\Ir. Ikle. The principles on which we have agreed include the

following:
. . , ,t*t^ * \

The requirement that recipients must a])ply international (lAKA)
safe.Tuards on all nuclear imports.

The requirement that the recipients give assurances not to use these

imports to make nuclear explosives for any purpose, whether called

''j^oaceful"ornot.

The requirement that the recipients have adequate pliysical security

for these imported nuclear facilities and materials to deter theft and

sabotage.

Therenuirement for assurances that the recipients will demand the

same conditions on anv retransfer of these materials or types of equip-

ment derived from the original transfer to third countries.
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Now, on the question of more sensitive exports—those which involve-

fuel enrichment, spent fuel reprocessing, and heavy water. We intend

to exercise restraint in supply of these exports, particularly when we-

think they could add significantly to the risk of proliferation.

In addition, in cases where we do export sensitive technology, we

require that the recipients obtain our consent before they retransfer

any sensitive nuclear technology to a third country.

These are the minimum standards the United States will apply to its

nuclear exports. We are prepared to be more stringent when,

appropriate.

Together with other leading exporters of nuclear technology', we

are also committed to followup efforts along three lines.

1. To promote international cooperation in exchanging information

on physical security, on measures of protection of nuclear material in

transit, and on measures for recovery of stolen nuclear material and
equipment

;

2. To improve the effectiveness of IAEA safeguards through special

efforts in support of that organization ; and
3. To encourage the designers and makers of sensitive equipment,,

such as reprocessing plants, to construct it in a way that will facilitate

the application of safeguards.

U.S. INITIATIVES CONCERNING IVIULTINATIONAL FUEL-CYCLE CENIT.IIS

Mr. Chairman, the second kind of initiatives we are undertaking
have to do with multinational fuel-cycle centers. The idea for such
centers was enclosed in the Final Declaration of the Review Conference
held by the parties to the Non-Proliferation Treaty in Geneva last

year. At the United Nations General Assembly last autumn. Secretary
Kissinger stressed the grave danger posed by the spread of national
reprocessing plants to nuclear proliferation and thus to world security,.

and proposed establishment of multinational fuel-cycle centers as a-

safer alternative to national control of reprocessing facilities.

The International Atomic Energy Agency has now begun a major-
study of the regional multinational center concept ; the United States
actively supports it, and I expect it will be completed sometime early
next year. Preliminary indications seem to confirm our expectation
that large-scale multinational centers could achieve significant e<^o-

nomies of scale compared with smaller national reprocessing phiiits.

But more important from my perspective, these centers may be an
attractive alternative to national reprocessing plants, particularly for-

countries with more limited nuclear capacity. This alternative then
may encourage countries to forgo national reprocessing facilities and
work together. This would make safeguards, and the physical protec-
tion of_ dangerous nuclear materials, more efficient and effective. In
short, if the concept proves successful, multinational centers could
reduce the dangers of further nuclear proliferation and of nuclear
terrorism.

Senator Symington. You are not reading literally from the state-
ment we received.

Mr. Ikle. You should have received a revised statement.
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Senator Symington. I am sorry. The one I have is sonicthinnj con'
siderably different. I noticed that the reporter was following the one
you were reading.

Mr. Ikle. There are editorial changes which the reporter has.

The Arms Control and Disarmament Agency has strongly supported
the IAEA study by supplying experts and consultants. We have also

begun our own study on a broad range of related questions. On such
question is whether new approaches to storing spent fuel could forestall

premature national reprocessing; another is how to better manage
transportation of nuclear materials; and a third focuses on the benefits

of international cooperation m radioactive waste management. We are

also beginning a preliminary study of the practical steps the United
States—both Government and industry—might take to advance the

concept of multinational centers abroad.

WHY ACDA WISHES TO BUILD REPROCESSING PLANTS

I was asked recently why ACDA wishes to build reprocessing plants.

The question indicates a misunderstanding of our objectives. Our ef-

forts for multinational approaches should not be misunderstood. We
do not wish to promote the reprocessing of spent fuel and the resultant

recovery of plutonium. On the contrary.

Senator Symington. If we don't, why do we sell these reactors all

over the world under the guise of saying we give them so countries can

make electrical energy from nuclear power, noting it is very profitable

sometimes to the Americans.
Mr. Ikle. The reactor sales that we are engaged in also envisages

that we would furnish enriched uranium fuel which cannot be used

for weapons purposes. Such reactors do not require, indeed they do

not justify, any national reprocessing capability for handling the

spent fuel that would be produced.

PROBLEM or controlling DIVERSION OF PLUTONIUM

Senator Symington. Doctor, you take 0.7 percent of the uranium

U235 r^^^ XJ23% increase it to 3 or 4 percent and you have enough

enrichment to make electric power; increase it to 9 percent, you have

a bomb.
i .

•

Even if you use 3 to 4 percent enrichment to make electric energy,

Plutonium "is automatically produced. So in effect we export methods

of getting plutonium, do we not ?
i , j.

Mr. Ikle. That is indeed the serious problem posed by any reactor.

The spent fuel does contain, as you say, Mr. Chairman, plutonium.

So long as that plutonium is not being separated and thereby made

available for weapons purposes, you still have additional steps that

would be required to divert the plutonium. _
Senator Symington. But there would be no additional step that we

could be certain to control. „^:„«
Mr. Ikle. To the extent that we can prevent national reprocessing

plants, we do have a handle on it.

Senator Syiviington. To the extent, sure.
+i,„f u

Mr. Ikle. As I think is implied by your question, it is ^y^^^/'^*^
;^

is much easier for a middle-sized country with some technology to
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build a reprocessing plant than it is for that country to build reactors.

Senator Symington. Just so long as we understand each other;

I don't like meetings Avhere we don't get the facts out to the people.

A knowledgeable, leading nuclear scientist of the world pointed out

to me that («), you have uranium in Brazil and (h), despite our pro-

testations, according to the Secretary of State, the Gennans gave l>ra-

zil a complete enrichment reprocessing setup, enabling Brazil to make
boml^s for themselves and ship them back into Germany—I am not

saying they would, but thej' could ship them back to Germany in their

own sliips or German ships and nobocly would know anything about it

except the two parties iuA^olved. Isn't that correct ?

ISlv. Ikle. Whn.t people would know about such a illegal transaction

Avould be a question of our intelligence capability, of course.

Senator Symington. As you know, there has been quite a little

discussion lately about our intelligence capability.

]\Ir. Iki.e. The damrer of proliferation is one of the reasons why w(
need an effective intelligence capability.

PROMOTION OF PLTTTONIUM REPROCESSING SUGGESTED

Senator Symington. I know. I vrould be the last one to argue aboul

that. But what I am trying to point out is. you make a statement here

''We do not wish to promote the reprocessing of plutonium."
You don't say : "We are preventing it." You just say : "We hope w(

are not promotijig." I say we are promoting it. You say : "On the con-

trary, our hope in all these efforts is to investigate practical, economic
alternatives to national reprocessing, and thereby reduce the growing
dangers of nuclear proliferation."

Frankly, getting right down to cases, aren't you talking about shut-

tino- the bam door after the horse is out ?

Mr. Iki.e. To some extent that, of course, is our unhappy view today
of our rather generous attitude toward sharing nuclear technology that
began in 1954.

However, we have never exported reprocessing plants. This country
has not. We have opposed and continue to oppose

Senator Syjiington. "\^niat is the difference between our giving nu-
clear information to another country that we have so many arrange-
ments with, like Germany, and them exporting a reprocessing plant to*

a coimtrv that has not assigned or ratified to the Non-Proliferatior
Treaty?

'

'\^liat is t]ie difference if we give the information to them or Ger-
many does? Wouldn't you say it is a fair possibility that the 1954^

atoms for peace plan, after the sad 7'ejection of the group plan devel-
oped by people like Lillenthal and Dean Acheson, has turned into aiL

atoms for war plan?
^Ir. Iki.e. There is no question that the net result of the atoms for

]:»eace program was to make nuclear technology more widely available
throughout the world.

Senator Symingtx)n. The knowledge of how to make weapons.
]Mr. Ikl,e. The Imowledge of how to build reactors, hoAv to build

re])rocessing plants, how to handle the fuel which then in turn can be
diverted to make weapons.
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Senator Symington. That is what I was getting at.

Mr. Ikle. That is the unhappy hindsight view we now have of tlie

program.
INSISTENCE ON SECRECY QUESTIONED

Senator Symington. I am not trying for hindsight. Tliat is what
worries me about the secrecy of the meeting in London. Countries that
are not at all totalitarian insist on secrecy. Why not get it all out to see ^

You read the statement of the five A'ery well-known and some vciy
famous scientists that Armageddon by the year 2000 is a probability
and not a possibility because of the way we have handled this whole
situation. That is the kind of statement by people authorized to issue

such a statement on this matter that worries me intensely.

Mr. Ikle. In general, Mr. Chairman, I fully support attracting
pu])lic attention to the risk of nuclear proliferation and ways to miti-

gate this risk.

I think, Mr. Chairman, what you said in a way mentioned the con-

clusion of my statement. I would be now pleased to answer any (|ues-

tions you might have.

Senator Symington. I appreciate your statement very much.
As you know, accompanied by staff meml^ers of the thre« committees

I am on—the Armed Services Committee, the Foreign Relations Com-
mittee, and the Joint Atomic Energy Committee—we visited Vienna
and Geneva last summer and talked to many different people. AVe

reached the conclusion that we are losing control of what has now be-

come a great world danger.

I have the fullest respect for you and think that pamphlet you put

out describing this potential danger is one of the finest statements to

come out of the Government. I think we have to get together on tliis

and let everybody know just what is going on.

I don't see any hope for preventing what these five scientists

—

headed up by Dr. Kistiakowsky—prophesied will happen—not could

happen but would happen.

negotiations with som:et union

I noticed this morning's paper has a re]wrt on a statement by former

President Nixon, who is in China. The ^y\\ite House editor declines to

make a statement as it hasn't seen the full text.

It says : "There are some who believe that the mere act of signing a

statement of principle or a diplomatic conference would bring instant

and lasting peace."

Tlie former President said that.
• • j

It adds the statement was taken by observers—and it is datelinod

Poking—as an illusion to the meeting of n.5 leaders last year on TIol-

sinld,'includino- 2 vears of conferences on European security. And the

Helsinki meeting called at the initiative of the Soviet TTnion resulted

in an agreement in which the Unted States joined on a broad range of

East-"Westi issues.

Some observers took the Nixon remarks as veiled criticism of Presi-

dent Ford and Secretary of State Henry Kissinger for their trust in

tlie Soviet Union and in the Helsinki accord.
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To be frank witli you, with respect to negotiations with the Soviets

I am also worried about the Vladivostok accord. Two thousand, foun

hundred seems pretty high, 1,320 seems pretty high. We have had a lo^

of development since.
• . -, r, -o -^ ^ at- 9

I was wondering, were you appointed by President JNixon?

IVIr Tkle. "Y'es.

Senator Symington. I wonder if you agree with this report aboun

the Helsinki agreement being sort of form as against substance?

:Mr. Ikle. Let me make two observations. First, I think I do have U
make the same answer that you quoted there the "Wliite House gave

that I haven't seen the statement so it would be hard for me to com

ment on a statement by former President Nixon that I haven't seen.

Second, you referred to these ceilings, the ceilings of 2,400 deliver,

vehicles, 1,S20 MIEV delivery vehicles.

I agree with you, Mr. Chairman. These ceilings are high, and mdeew

they are higher than the United States wanted them to be. There wa*

unanimous preference for lower ceilings.

But in negotiations there comes a time when you have to take wha
you can get and then build on it.

I think one advantage of having an understanding on these uppe

ceilings, which are far too high from the anns control point of view

is that you can in the future go forward and try to press for reduc

tions. Once we have this equality, it should be easier in the future.

Senator Symington. I accept your answer. I would appreciate you

frank opinion classified or declassified—and I would hope declassi

fied— after you have read what was said.

INIr. Ikle. I will send you my reaction to the statements after I hav^

seen them.
Senator Symington. After you have read it in detail.

Mr. Ikle, Eight.
[The information referred to follows :]

Dr. Ikxe's Reaction to Foemee Peesident Nixon's Statement

(SuppUed by ACDA)

The Reuters report to which you refer quoted former President Nixon as hai
Ing said in Peking ". . . that some people naively believe 'that the mere act o

signing a statement of principles or a diplomatic conference will bring instan

and lasting i>eace' . .
." (New York Times, February 23, 1976).

Mr. Nixon apparently did not make these observations with regard to any pai
ticular statement of principle or diplomatic conference.

Senator Symington. Thank you.

possibility or achieving meaningful salt n agreement

My next question is, do you believe it is still possible to achieve

meaningful Sx\LT II agreement in the national interest of the Uniteo
States?

Mr. Ikle. Definitely I do, Mr. Chairman. How soon we can have ii

is hard to tell. We fortunately still have the interim agreement lasting

for more than another li/^ years. Of course, let us not forget aboui

theABM Treaty, which is an indefinite agreement.
Senator Syiviington. I wasn't talking about the ABM Treaty.
Mr. Ikle. I realize that.
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Senator Symington. I was one of the people who voted against the
ABM. We lost it on a tie vote because one Senator didn't put his
vote where his mouth was. It is now scrapped and has cost the Amer-
ican taxpayer $10 million. That is not so much money anymore, but it

does affect the national debt, as you know.
So I am not talking about the ABM. I am talking about offensive

weapons in the future SALT II agreement.
Mr. Ikle. To repeat, we are hoping to achieve an agreement soon.

But we do have time available, given that the interim agreement now
constrains the arms which would otherwise be increased in numbers
until October 1977.

A great deal has already been accomplished in Geneva, particularly

on the ballistic missiles, the most dangerous ones from the point of view
of surprise attack, as distinct from aerodynamic vehicles.

Senator Symington. Wliat type of ballistic missiles are you talking

about ?

Mr. Ikle. I mentioned ballistic as a distinction from aerodynamic;

aircraft and cruise missiles and aerodynamic.

DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN BALLISTIC AND CRUISE MISSILES

Senator Symington. How do you know a cruise missile isn't

ballistic?

Mr. Ikle. Here national technical means of verification can tell the

diiTerence from the trajectory and other facts. It is my understanding

there is no problem of distinguishing between a ballistic missile and

a cruise missile. It is conceivable that through concealment measures

a country might try to make a ballistic missile look like a cruise

missile. That of course points to one of the many vertification problems

we do have.

Senator Symington. That is what I was getting at.

TRADING OFF CRUISE MISSILE QUESTIONED

The next question concerns the Backfire. There is some talk about

trading the Backfire off for the cruise missile. In my opinion the

Backfire is nothing more or less than possibly an improved b B-111. i

couldn't envisage trading off the Backfire and saying

:

If you don't build any Backfires, we won't build any cruise missiles.

You would agree with that, wouldn't you ? ...-,.•,
Mr. Ikle. I think there is a great deal of validity in this because

the cruise missiles are of many types to assist penetration of air
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defenses, Avhich are not limited in SALT. These are tactical and

theater functions. Therefore, they have much more variety and dif-

ferent missions contrasted Avith Backfire,

Senator Symixgtox. "\Mien you say a great deal of validity, do you

mean you ao:ree with what I said, that you should not trade off the

cruise missile ?

Mr. Ikle. a simple tradeoff would not be appropriate.

Senator Symixgtox. Just as a matter of interest, I wrote the Secre-

tary of State about this matter. I just want you to know I will never

agree to trading off an improved middle-range bomber for the cruise

missile concept: because in the cruise missile, you have a very large

proportion of what you have in the new B-1 lx)mber and you get it at

perhaps one-fiftieth to one-one hundredth of the cost, depending on

how it is designed. "Would you agree with that ?

Mr. Ikle. I couldn't comment directly on these cost issues. It de-

pends, of course, on what you want a bomber such as the B-1 to do.

and to what extent aircraft with cruise missiles could be a substitute

for that.

There have lieen a number of interesting studies made of this subject.

There is, as you know, considerable disagreement among the experts.

DIFFEREXTIATIXG BETWEEN MISSILES AXD W^ARHEADS

Senator Sy^iIXGtox. My staff tells me I am not clear in what I said.

You can tell the difference between the cruise and the ballistic, but you
couldn't tell the difference between the cruise missile with a conven-
tional warhead and a cruise missile with a nuclear warhead.

I would add to that, I happen to have been told of experiences with
comparing the Skybolt as against the Soviet Amrog, and I would have
to be convinced you could tell the whole situation wasn't a straight

nuclear job from the standpoint of photography.
And I don't know of any missile that wc have ever fired, in spite of

the. tens of millions if not hundreds of millions of dollars we put into it,

I don't know of any nuclear missile that has actually been fired over
its range, do you. at any time ?

Mr. Ikle. We do not fire our ICBM's from ooerational sites. The
Soviet Union does. On the first point there ai'e degrees of difference.

It would be terribly difTicidt to tell the cruise missile with a conven-
tional warhead from a cruise missile with a nuclear warhead.

It is conceivable that, throucrh deception, a ballistic missile could be
made to look like a cruise missile. Maybe at this time it is not a serious

problem.

CRUISE ailSSILES AS ALTERNATHE TO MAXXED PEXETRATIOX'^ EOTJBERS

Senator Syjniix^gtox. Dr. Ikle, considering arms control and cost ef-

fectiveness, what woidd be the effect of the United States' decision to

employ long-range airborne cruise missiles as an alternative to buying
these ever more expensive manned penetration bombers?
Mr. Ikle. Studies have been made that tend to show that for certain

missions the long-range or medium-range missile, in combination with
a cheaper aircraft, could penetrate and thus could serve as a deter-
rent force.
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As I understand it, the argument for a more advanced and lience
very expensive aircraft such as a B-1 is that it coukl do other things
tliat the cruise missile could not.

Senator Symingtox. You have over $100 million in the air in one
bomber, so it sure ought to be able to do something the other couldn't
do.

Mr. Ikle. That is a good point.

CONTROLS APrLICABLE TO AIRBORNE CRUISE MISSILES

Senator Symington. What kind of controls could be applied to air-
borne cruise missiles to preserve the option to empkn^ them in suffi-

cient numbers and with adequate military capability f
Mr. Ikle. The great difficulty here, of course, is the one you have

already referred to, jNIr. Chairman: the problem of \erification, of
telling what it is.

That problem is particularly difficult for cruise missiles of short
ranges beyond the tactical penetration range, or what some call the
medium-range missile.

It is possible that it would be somewhat easier to distinguish cruise

missiles of intercontinental range. To the extent that that is true

Senator Symington. I am still talking about air-to-ground or air-to-

sea missiles.

Mr. Ikl£. I see.

POSSIBILITY or DETECTING TRUE RANGE OF CRUISE MISSILE

Senator Symington. ^A^lien the people from the Pentagon come over

to one of my committees, and announce their position, we in effect sa}^

yes. Lord, and yes, Your Honor, and thank you very much for giving

us these instructions.

I don't buy that because I think we are running into a great deal of

trouble, not only from the cost effectiveness standpoint, but from the

knowledge of people having a right to know about their defenses.

I see a lot of talk about limiting cruise missiles, air-to-ground and

air-to-sea—and air-to-ground should never be considered out of the

picture—to 375 miles.

How in the name of heaven are you going to be able to tell whether

it could go o75 miles or 675 miles just by looking at it?

I take you out and vou see an automobile and you say, 'TTow far can

it go?" and I say, "600 miles.'' You buy it and find it only goes 300

miles.

Vice versa, how are you ever going to detect a true range of one of

these missiles unless you have onsite inspection ?

Mr. Ikle. There is no way to detect the range of a cruise missile,

within the potentialities you mentioned, by looking at it. The answer

is vou cannot, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Symington. Then a lot of the talk we have heard about these

negotiations is pretty theoretical, is it not?
i

•
i

Mr. Ikle. I don't think the admhiistration has come forward with a

detailed explanation of what our position is, because the negotiations

are still private; there has been a lot of talk in newspapers.

Senator Symington. These reports come from what is called a high

State Department source or a high Government source. They are
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printed in a lot of reputable papers, and yet sucli a position really

doesn't seem to add up from the standpoint of practicality.

How are you going to do it ? Considering the range limitations, how
would you loiow, for example, that an air-to-sea or air-to-ground mis-

sile from a launching platform—and a launching platform can be any
kmd of an airplane : C5A, 747, 707, B-52 ; it doesn't have to be a $100
million bomber, you just have a launching platform—how could you
tell that it wouldn't go 800 or 900 miles instead of 300 miles ?

I am concerned about this, I have been involved in it for 40 years.

Mr. Ikle. The best assessment that I have seen, on which I base my
judgment, indicates that you camiot tell this. Now when you get to dif-

ferent ranges, intercontinental ranges, maybe there is a possibility.

Senator Symington. Let's talk about the intercontinental range. The
theory is this cruise missile can be a few miles under the water ; isn't

that the idea ?

Mr. Ikle. Yes.
Senator Syjmington. So what is intercontinental if you were going

to have a missile that you launch, say, 500 miles off the coast ? Can a
submarine go within 500 miles of a coast ?

Mr. Ikle. There are known deployments of submarines off our coasts
and off other coasts within that range.

Senator Symington. I am getting into sea missiles now. This is my
next subject.

You could launch one of these from under the water if necessary,,
could you not ?

Mv. Ikle. That is right.

AGREEMENT BASED ON CERTAINTY NOT GOOD FAITH SUGGESTED

Senator Symington. So what worries me is we are wandering around
in sort of a fairy tale concept of national security. I want to see a
SALT agreement more than anything else in the world. But I don't
want to see an agreement that is built on false premises.

I don't think any country has permanent friends or permanent
enemies. It just has permanent interests. We talk about the way we arc
going to handle this situation. Who were our greatest enemies in World
War II ? Germany and Japan, weren't they ?

Mr. Ikle. Right.
Senator Symington. Who were two of our best friends ? China and

Russia, weren't they ?

Mr. Ikle. Yes.
Senator Symington. So these things shift, and if we are going to

make some kind of deal, wouldn't you agree we should not do it on the
basis of good faith, we should do "it on the basis of certainty.
Mr. Ikle. We do want to be able to verify any important limitation

we impose. I also agree with you very much, Mr. Chairman. Partic-
ularlym arms control you have to take a long-term point of view. These
treaties are with us for a long time. They take a long time to negotiate.
So you have to look 10, 20 years ahead. This consideration is very
much m the spirit of the remark vou j ust made.
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DETERMIXING RANGE OF CRUISE MISSILES

Senator Symington. Let's go back. I was involved with the Skybolt
nissile which, unfortunately, in my opinion, was canceled. It had a
[ange of roughly a thousand miles.

We also had the Hound Dog which had a range of about 500 miles.
The big difference was the Skybolt was ballistic.

How are you going to tell if you make a deal at 375 miles, if a pos-
sible enemy's airplane doesn't have a missile that will go 1,000 miles
instead of 375 miles? And 1,000 miles is an intercontinental bomber. If
it could be within 1,000 miles of the launch platform, it can go within
1,000 miles of the coast.

I think all the people in not only this country but other countries are
being so terribly misled by the way we are chattering.

A high Government official in December 1972 said, "we are 90^

•percent in agreement with Hanoi on the Avar."

A few days later we found out from Hanoi that we were doing the
nost intensive bombing in the history of the world, that so-called

;arpet bombing by B-52s.
So, how are you going to tell whether these missiles off the laimch

platforms 1,000 miles away can go 375 miles or 1,375 miles unless you
lave some onsite inspection ?

Mr. Ikle. Mr. Chairman, once we have an agreement that has pro-

visions on cruise missiles that has particular limitations, whatever
these may be, I think it is essential we fully explain these, obviously,

:o Congress and to the public.

Senator Symington. What agreement will there be to control the

irange?

Mr. Ikle. That we explain whatever the limitations are. We don't

have an agreement now on these issues. Whatever the limitations are,

we must explain how we can verify them. If we cannot verify them,

we must explain why this is tolerable.

Senator Symington. Nobody on the joint committee staff, or the

experts, has ever told me how you could gage the range.

Mr. Ikle. On this question of telling a 375-mile range from, say

Senator Symington. Or 600.

Mr. Ikle. Say a 600-mile range, I repeat again that you cannot tell

this difference from looking at the missile.

Senator Sy3iington. How would you tell it, then ?
^

Mr. Ikle. There is a question whether you can tell it at all. It is for

that reason that the proposal of using that low limit across the

board gives us great difficulties.
,

Senator Symington. I am awfully anxious to see an arrangement

made which would protect my children and their children. But 1 am

beginning to believe this whole SALT situation is a fraud. It is not

onlv a ffaud to the other countries of the world that are operating

without any supervision from us in the plutonmm proliferation held,

but it is a fraud to the American people, unless we have some clear idea,

as to just what it is we are doing.
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NECESSITY OF ONSITE INSPECTION TO DETERMINE MISSILE RANGES

I am glad to liear you say that there is no way of deciding what the

ranoe will be. If you can't decide what the range will be, how are you
<'-oino- to have anv ao-reement that means anything about air-to-ground

or air-to-sea cruise missiles c

Mr. Iki.e, I think, Mr. Chairman, if you can step back a little bit

to look at the larger picture, the larger picture has to do with ballistic

missiles that can travel in 30 minutes or so from continent to continent.

Then they have the risk of surprise attack.

"With respect to the ballistic missile, national technical means of

verification provide ways of determining things about the range, about

tlie I^IIRVing and so on, that we do not have for cruise missiles. Thus,

there is a line of hope here that on the ballistic missiles where we have

readied a lar^e measure of agreement based on the deal, that some-

thing can \ye done more easily on, I think, the proliferation question

of cruise missiles.

Senator Symixgton. If vou want to get down into it, I understand

over 50 percent of the people of the United States live within 100 miles

of a coastline. You can fire a ballistic missile from under the water

and on the surface from an airplane and that has nothing to do with

cruise missiles.

On the other hand, I understand that it is very difficult to decide

whetlier a missile is a cruise missile with a nuclear warhead or a cruise

missile without a nuclear warhead.
Inasnnich as it can operate 50 feet above the ground and l>e designed

to follow the contour of hills and so forth, we are really talldng about

sometliing that is awfullv theoretical unless we have onsite inspection.

Would you agree to that ?

Mr. Tkle. If you try to get low limits on these types of missiles,

yes. sir. Horcever, cruise missiles do not travel at the speed of ballistic

"missiles, but thev take hours to reach their targets, if they travel more

than a few hunctred miles. Therefore, we would have advance warning.

Therefore, thev are less suitable for a surprise attack.

Senatoi- Symington. Subsonicallv a cruise missile can go 600 or 650

miles an hour. If it goes 600 miles, it is not going to take hours to get

there, at 650 miles an hour.

Mr. Iklt^. Still, vou wouhl have a Avnrning of their noproach and

also from their deployment. If there are many such missiles deployed,

you would have been warned. Warning could be used to partially alert

the forces. This is where the bombers force comes in.

REALis:\r or t:.s. tosition qitestioned

Senator Symington. I want to get this stuff out. We have heard a

lot about thp Cubans in Angola and are worriecl about these Cubans

in Angola. Sometimes I worry about the Cubans in Cuba.

You have only 90 miles between the TTnited States and Cuba. And
three motorbonts of the Komer class, as proved l)y the Elath episode

some years ago in the jNIediterranean, could destroy the whole coast

of Florida.

It seems to me we are very theoretical in our efforts to prove we are

reaching some form of agreement with our possible chief adversary.

Do vou knovr the coast of Florida ?
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Mr. Ikle. Yes.
Senator Syjiington. Sometimes it gets pretty ioggy, doesn't it?

Mr. Ikle. Yes.
Senator Symingtox. If a missile can travel at 20 feet over the wa-

er, you wouldn't knoAv if it had a nuclear warhead or not, would you?
Mr. Ikle. In the last analysis, ]\Ir. Chairman, it gets back to some-

hing you have mentioned many times. You can deliver nuclear weap-
)ns in a suitcase.

Senator Symixgton. I am talking about all that high-class talk in

he papers that we are almost ready to reach an agreement on offensive

•ruise missiles by trading off the Backfire.

We are really not being very realistic, do you think? I have no sym-
)athy with former President Nixon attacking President Ford's posi-

ion, which was the implication in the paper today. But I do think
here is some merit in it, that if you just sign a piece of paper with

hese people, it doesn't mean too much.
Wouldn't you agree with that ?

Mr. Ikle. We want arms limitation agreements we reach with our
idversaries to have great viability. Therefore; we don't want to rely

m trust.

Senator Syjiixgton. We are covering a lot of ground here this

norning. I appreciate very much what you say about air-to-sea or air-

o-ground missiles.

controls concerning sea-laungh cruise missiles

Let's talk about sea-launch cruise missiles. They can be launched

"rom a surface of a ship or submarine, correct?

]Mr. Ikle. Right.
Senator Symington. Are there controls on the deployment of long-

•ange sea ciniise missiles which would be in the national interest of the

jnited States: and in that connection again, how can you control the

ange ?

Mr. Ikle. This a^ain leads back to my earlier answer which was

entative because these are higlily teclinical issues ; that when you get

nto very long ranges, you may be able to tell just from the size and

.hape of the missile, much as you can tell from an aircraft, whether

t is a verv shoit range aircraft or a very long range one.

On the other hand^if you want to make distinctions at these lower

•anges you mentioned, Mr. Chairman, then the verification is difficult,

ndeed.

Senator Symington. On ballistic missiles also, isn't it theoretical as

how many individual weapons are in the tip of a MIRV warhead,

vhether you have 5, 10, or 15 ?

Mr. Ikle. We do not envisage an agreed limitation as to how many

varheads there would be on a MIRV warhead.

Senator Symington. If that is true, then—I am thinking of work-

ng into an agreement which I am very anxious about, as I tliink you

mow.
Mr. Ikle. Right. n x i

,
Senator Symington. One submarine could destroy all of the tmvns,

Jiay, over 100,000 without any problem at all in Florida with a Mllv\

aissile, couldn't it?

61-004—76 19
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:Mr. Ikle. You wou.ldn't even need a ]\IIRV missile for that. It coiilc

be done by aircraft.

Senator Symington. We are talking about the grave new work

of the cruise missile. I know a lot of other ways you can do it. Yoi

could walk into a hotel with suitcases in each hand. Certainly that citA

would be dead if you left both suitcases in the room. I am not talking

about that.

I am talking about the big issue of coiitrollmg offensive cruise mis

siles. Actually, we could have a cruise missile that was subsonic, anc

we could have 10 or 15 MIEV nuclear warheads on it, could you not

Mr. Ikxe. I think the idea has been mentioned before of puttin^j

multiple warheads on cruise missiles. To my knowledge, this is not ai

important thought at this time, the INIIRV'ing of cruise missiles.

At any rate, you are right in the rest of what you emphasize, tha

just to do damage and destruction, the cruise missile can go a lon^

way and it is very hard to control that.

Senator Syimington. For 25 years I have tried to get the Air Fore

interested in a mobile ICBM, or lEBM—whichever way you v\'ant t'

look at it. Its distances can always be adjusted.

Now I understand the Soviets don't want to talk about mobiiize(

ICBM's; is that right?
MOBILE ICBM's

Mr. Ikle. There is a question as to whether mobile ICBM's shouh
be prohibited altogether, or should be counted under the ceiling. Th
argument for prohibition is that it would make verification easier

you have none at all. The argument for permitting and thus limitin;

mobile ICBM's is that they give you a less vulnerable way of basin;,

your totalitarian forces.

Senator Symington. I would like to have another hearing sometim
on mobilized ICBM's. The situation of the ICBIM's fundamentall;
leaves out the vital aspect of it, which is PSI (pounds per squar
inch).

AVith that premise, I wonder why we didn't get into it. The Soviete
from what I hear, are pretty deep in it. No doubt if they are, som
other countries are getting into it pretty extensively, too.

MONITORING OF LONG-RANGE SEA-LAUNCHED CRUISE 3IISSILE CONTROL

To what extent could controls on long-range sea-launched cruis'
missiles be monitored to the present and anticipated national mean
of verification ?

Mr. Ikle. I think this gets us back to the question we turned ove
before. I would say, for a detailed, technical assessment, we woul<
obviously get into intelligence aspects and that would have to be ii

a private session.

Senator Syiniington. Did you see the article in the February 6 issu-
of the Los Angeles Times ?

Mr. iKLE.^Yes; I have, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Symington. Do you agree with the basic thesis, that al

though the cruise missile presents a verification problem, it is co&
effective.

Mr Ikle. I think from all of the remarks I made this morning .

would certainly agree that there is an enormous verification problem
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For some types of limitations, verification may not he possible. Also,
it is possible that the cruise missile may be a much cheaper way of
accomplishing certain types of missions.

SO\aET CRUISE INIISSILES

Senator Symington. The author, Ernest Conine, cites three facts
about Soviet cruise missiles. Fact one is that it is already too late

to head off a Eussian cruise missile. He cites the employment of the
Shaddock and development of the SSX-12. Do you agree?
Mr. Ikle. There were cruise missiles in existence from the 1960*s

on the Soviet side. And to that extent you could not abolish the cruise

Qiissile without abolishing Soviet cruise missiles.

Of course, the technology has been developed, as you mentioned
j'ourself. We had the Hound Dog as a cruise missile.

Senator Syivongton. This is the kind of thing that worries me, that

«ome people say we are so far ahead of the Soviets in cruise missile

Iteclinology ; we could reach an agreement.
But it is true that many years ago, the Israeli destroyer, Elath,

was destroyed by two Soviet cruise missiles. One hit it so it couldn't

^o forward and the second sank it. Isn't that correct? Those were
cruise missiles, weren't they ?

Mr. Ikle. I do not remember the details of that.

Senator St3iington. I do. It came off a Soviet designed, large motor
boat, Komer class. The Israelis didn't know what hit their ship the

'
first time. The second time they saw it coming, but they couldn't do
anything about it because they were helpless, you might sa}-, in the

water at that point.

So the Soviets have been working on cruise missiles for some time,

liave they not?
Mr. Ikle. As I understand it, the point we are discussing relates to

ofuidance for medium- and long-range cruise missiles, not the very

existence or the propulsion of the cruise missiles in which indeed the

Soviets have been doing things for the last decade.

Senator Symington. Don't misunderstand me. I am all for making
an arrangement, but I want to make one that is a real one. I don't

want to say we are 99 percent home with our agreement with Hanoi
and find we are bombing Hanoi a few days later.

We might have said we were killing 99 percent of the Xorth Viet-

namese, and that is why we are 99 percent reaching an agreement.

So I think that there is an awful lot of mystic talk going around

about this. My staff and I through three committees have been doing

Dur best to understand it. That is why we were so anxious to have you

come up and tell us about your own experience.

ACDA publications CONCERNING ARMS CONTROL

May I say, I have the greatest respect for the work you have been

doing in this field. I think that pamphlet you put out—what was tlie

name of it ?

Mr. Ikle. Arms Control and National Security, I believe.

Senator Symington. The one that gave 13 kiloton and 58 megaton

figures.
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Mr. Ikle. We have issued a number of publications. We could pro-

vide you with a list of them, Mr. Chairman.
.

, , ,

Senator Symington. Would you supply the titles for the record?

Mr. Ikle. Certainly, and we will give you a short list of the available

publications.

[The infoi-mation referred to follows :]

ACDA Publications

(Supplied by ACDA)

The name of the ACDA pamphlet to which you refer is Worldwide Effects of

Nuclear War . . . Some Perspectives ( 1975 )

.

The titles of other Agency publications currently in print are attached.

Official Publications of the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency

acda annual report

First Annual Report to Congress. 1962. 31 p.

Second Annual Report to Congress. ACDA Publication 14, 193. 106 p.

Third Anmial Report to Congress. ACDA Publication 20, 1964. 52 p.

Fourth Annual Report to Congress. ACDA Publication 25, 1965. 48 p.

Fifth Annual Report to Congress. ACDA Publication 31, 1966. 57 p.

Sixth Annual Report to Congress. ACDA Publication 37, 1967. 72 p.

Seventh Annual Report to Congress. ACDA Publication 45, 1968. 77 p.

Eighth Annual Report to Congress. ACDA Publication 51, 1969. 78 p.

Ninth Annual Report to Congress. ACDA Publication 57, 1971, 54 p. Available

from GPO at $0.35.

Eleventh Annual Report to Congress. ACDA Publication 61, 1972. 66 p.

Twelfth Armual Report to Congress. ACDA Publication 67, 1973. 71 p. Available

from ACDA at no charge.
Thirteenth Annual Report to Congress. 1974. 56 p.

Fourteenth Annual Report to Congress. 1975. 77 p.

Agenda Item—Peace. ACDA Publication 23, 1964. An explanation of President

Johnson's proposals to the ENDC at Geneve. 30 p.

Arms Control Achievements, 1959-1912. ACDA Publication 63. Second Edition,

1972. 18 p.

Arms Control and Disarmament. ACDA Publication 11, 1963. A transcript of

the educational television program "State Department Briefing : Disarmament."

38 p.

Arms Control and Disarmament Agreements, 1959-1912. ACDA Publication 62,
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TOO LATE TO HEAD OrF RUSSIAN CRUISE MISSILE?

Senator Symington. Just to be sure I understood, do you agree wit!

the author of this article that it is already too late to head off the Rus
sian cruise missile?

Mr. Ikle. The Russian cruise missiles do exist and, thus, an agree-

ment wouldn't erase the past, unless they were willing to dismantle

those. In that sense it is certainly correct.

The question is what one can do about future types of cruise missiles^

There, of course, the verification problem we discussed earlier is a bif^

hurdle.

Senator S-oiington. Of course, this is of great interest to our allies

our friends in NATO. We went through that last summer.

USES AND COST OF CRUISE MISSILE

This article continues:

The cruise missile, despite the arms control problem it creates, could make
x\rmageddon likely, being too slow for surprise attack because there is no bal'

listic aspect to it.

Then it continues:
On long ranges, therefore, it would be useful as a defensive or retaliatorj

weapon. Beyond that, remarkable accuracy means conventional warheads woulc
be used to destroy targets that otherwise would require nuclear weapons.

This is good news for the people near ground zero. It also means thall

NATO could respond to Soviet encroachment in Western Europe, foB

example, without necessarily setting off a nuclear holocaust.

Do you agree with that observation ?

Mr. Ikle. There is a great deal of uncertainty as to how these things

will work. He seems to be talking here about advanced guidance, which
indeed may bring this accuracy. The question is, at what cost?

Sometimes we have discovered that certain weai'son systems cost lesf

than we thought. I think the Minuteman is a case in point. In other
instances we have discovered that they cost much more than w(
thought.

I think we have a range of uncertainty. If things work out on tlic

prices people anticipate and on their accuracy, it is possible tliat cruise

missiles could deliver conventional w^arlieads, but we do not know yet
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Senator Symington. Apparently tliis man has done liis homework.
lie says that crnise missiles promise to be incredibly cheap—only a
fraction as much of the land or sea-launch ICEM's."^

Military service is, of course, using more cruise missiles in addition
to their other weapons. But there is no reason they cannot be substi-

tuted to a considerable degree for a far more costly weapons system.
Would you agree to that '?

Mr. Ikle. I think I probably already answered this. I am very hesi-

lant to make firm predictions about the cost of future weapon systems.

We have learned that this is a very uncertain art.

PERSONS TO WHOM DR. IKLE REPORTS

Senator Symington. Dr. Ikle. you know you are up here and we
want your personal opinion on these matters. Who do you report to ?

Mr. Ikle. I report to the President and to the Secretary of State.

Senator Symington. Which one do you report to ? They are not the

same person.

Mr. Ikle. To the President and Secretary of State. For negotiations

I work under the direction of the Secretary of State. I make policy rec-

ommendations both to the President and to the Secretary of State,

Of course, I am also in touch with my colleagues in ERDA, the

Department of Defense, and so on, depending on the issue.

• Senator Symington. At this point would you file for the record an

organization chart ?

Mr. Ikle. Certainly.

Senator Symington. It seems to me all a man has to know—I was in

this business a few years myself—is who reports to whom, to Avhom

does he report, and what is he supposed to do.

As I get your answer, you are misty about who you report to. If you

give us an organization chart, maybe we can clear that up.

Mr. Ikle. I would propose we insert that part of the Statute of tlie

Arms Control and Disarmament Agency which specifies the responsi-

bilitv of the Director of the Agency.
Senator Symington. I woiild be glad to read that. Would you give

us a chart, too?
Mr. Ikle. We wall provide a chart, too.

Senator Symington. I would appreciate that.

[The information referred to follows :]

Responsibilities and Reporting Relationships of ACDA Director

(Supplied by ACDA)

The Arms Control and Disarmament Act, as amended, provides in pertinent

part that the Director ". . . shall serve as the principal adviser to the Secretary

of State, the National Security Council, and the President on arms control and

disarmament matters. In carrying out his duties under this Act the Director

shall, under the direction of the Secretary of State, have primary responsibility

within the Government for arms control and disarmament matters, ... (
—

The Act further provides that the Director ". . . is authorized and directed,

under the direction of the President, (1) to insure the conduct of re^eairb,

development, and other stii^flies in the field of arms control and disarma-

""These relationships^ are^'illustrated by the attached chart, as requested.
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\
\
\
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SECRETARY
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DIRECTOR, ARMS
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CI5Ars.MAMENrAGEi<CY

—S> t At^vises

=* - AdvifCi and VvOrhi under
dirsclion c>4

PNE AGREEMENT AND THRESHOLD TEST BAN

Senator Symington. Now we get to the test ban situation. Formei
President Nixon and Secretary General Brezhnev agreed in June 1974

upon a Limited Test Ban Treaty to go into effect on March 31, 1976.

That is getting pretty close. The limited ban was subject to agreement
on controlling peaceful nuclear explosions. This is little more than a

month away. What is the status of that now ?

Mr. Ikle. We are now negotiating in Moscow and completing the-

agreement on peaceful nuclear explosions. We have made good prog-
ress, but the agreement is not yet final.

It is our view that these two agreements have to move together,

because one without the other doesn't make much sense. We therefore
have not yet submitted to the Senate for its consent to ratification the

threshold test ban treaty that covers weapons tests

Senator Symington
together.

Mr. Ikle. The agreement that was completed in 1974 covering'

weapons tests, the Threshold Test Ban Treaty, and the one that was
not completed at that time and on which we are still negotiating, the
agreement covering peaceful nuclear explosions.

Senator Symington. Didn't we reach some agreement on 150
kilotons?

Mr. Ikle. The agreement on weapons tests has a limit of 150 kilo-

tons, yes, sir.

Senator Symington. Do you think we should extend that further?

^
Mr. Ikle. We now have to complete the complementary prohibi-

tions on peaceful explosions.

Name for me again the two that should go
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COMPREHENSIVE TEST BAN"

Senator Symington. Do you believe a comprehensiA^e test ban would
be in the national interest of this country and other countries ?

Mr. Ikle. If you can get a verifiable comprehensive test ban, it

could certainly be in the national interest, and we are for it.

One of the big problems there, Mr. Chairman, is the fact some
countries argue that they are interested in peaceful nuclear explosions.

There is no way we now know how to separate such explosions from
a comprehensive test ban.

Senator Syiviington. Thank you. You have been very considerate

and patient. I appreciate it. We are just trying to get the facts. It is

very hard to get them.

Pakistan's interest in nuclear materials reprocessing center

The last point I want to bring up is proliferation. "\Ve understand

Pakistan has been seeking a nuclear materials reprocessing center.

Why do you think Pakistan wants this?

Mr. Ikle. I think this is a very serious and important question, Mr.

Chairman. Pakistan could not want such a plant for economic reasons.

There is no economic justification at all for it-

They have a relatively small Canadian reactor, a CANDU, for which

reprocessing doesn't make sense now. Canada may not consider doing

reprocessing for their reactors until the year 2000. Pakistan has only

a very small one of those.

If they get some other reactors, one or two additional ones, reprocess-

ing still would be 10, 15 years away. The economics would be such that

a national reprocessing plant would not at all be warranted.

Nor is there a justification for technical training based upon the

legitimate need for such training that Pakistan may have in order to

maintain its nuclear power reactor. But it is not training in the re-

processing plant technology but training in nuclear reactor mainte-

nance, which is needed by Pakistan.
.

So we have to ask ourselves, what is the reason here, Mr. ( hairman.

I think the reason is what you may call the iron law of proliferation.

If one countiy confronting a principal adversary proceeds to develop

nuclear explosives, that principal adversary will try to do the same,

unless protected by a firm alliance with a nuclear power.
_

In short, in my view, the reason for the Pakistan interest m the

reprocessing plant is that the Indians developed nuclear explosives

I think this is a stark object lesson of why it is m the self-interest ot

other countries to support the nonproliferation effort

Senator Syi^hngton. I remember the little problem we came out

with in sort of tilting towards Pakistan. Do we have any tilt expressed

or implied in this situation ?
_

.

Mr. Ikle. I don't see this as a problem m our relationship ot mo\ ing

towards one or the other of these two countries.

I think this is a problem of the interaction between these neighbor-

iro- countries. This worldwide is a phenomenon that you have where,

in'neighboring countries between which exist some problems or an ag-

onisms, one moves to create nuclear power the other will try to tollONN

.
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GEiaiAX AKRAXGEMENT WITH BRAZIL

Senator Syjiixgtox. Going back a bit, one tiling that has worried its

is this problem of nuclear technology sales. We brought up with the

State Department the German arrangement with Brazil, which gave

them an entire enrichment process, as you know.

The State Department testified to us on the Foreign Relations Com-
mittee that they did their best to stop it. But the Chancellor of Ger-

many, Dr. Scliinidt, said he hadn't had a single complaint from any-

body. Someone was not stating it accurately.

Do you know if in this trip—I see Secretai-y Kissinger was just in

Brazil—do you know if this subject has come up there? Did they ask

you to prepare anything to discuss this matter down there when it

came up ? Because^ I think it could be as serious as anything in the

world today from the standpoint of the world's future.

]Mr. Ikle. Mr. Chairman, I have not seen the reports yet from the

visit to Brazil of the Secretary.

Senator Symingtox, Were you asked anything about it? You are the

head of this Department.
]\Ir. Ikle. We made an input to the briefing book on this question,

yes.

Senator Syjiixgtox. Before the trip was made ?

Mr. Ikle. Before the trip.

Senator Symixgtox. But you don't know what happened on the trip ?

Mr. Ikle. I have not yet had a chance to read the report, since he just

visited there before the weekend.

possibility of FREXCH sale to SOUTII KOREA

Senator Symixgtox. Xow on this South Korean decision not to buy
a reprocessing plant like the Brazilians did from Germany, we under-
stand Franc© was willing to sell them one. Is it definite they are not
going to have one ?

Mr. Ikle. There were reports that there was South Korean interest

in acquiring a French reprocessing plant. Now we are given to imder-
stand that South Korea has decided not to go ahead with the acquisi-

tion of such a plant.

This I think is a veiy wise decision because the economics again,
would not have warranted the plant. And given our close alliance rela-

tionship, this decision helps stability and should help our support.
Senator Symixgtox. I hope we had something to do with that. As a

matter of fact, except for South Vietnam and not counting anj^ of our
military force in South Vietnam, we have given more aid to South
Korea than we have to any other country in the world—more than to
France or India or Great Britain. So we ought to have a little leverage
there.

Are we pretty sure that the South Koreans are not going through
with the French deal ?

Mr. Ikle. We feel confident now that they have decided it would be
wise not to go ahead with this. Our close alliance relationship, of
course, is an important consideration for both of us, both sides.

Senator Symixgtox. Were you in the negotiations M'ith those coun-
tries that met for that secret negotiations in London ?
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Mr. Ikle. "We are constantly involved in these negotiations, we in the

Arms Control Agency.
Senator Stimingtox. Were you there physically ?

Mr. Ikle. No. INIr. Van Doren here to my right was involved.

Senator Stmixgto^t. Were you in the meeting yourself ?

Mr. Van Doren. Yes, sir.

Senator Symington. Did the question of whether France was going

to do this, Mr. Van Doren, come up ?

Mr. Van Doren. Sir, we were aware of the proposed Frencli

transaction.

Senator St3Iington. I asked you whether it came up in the meeting.

Mr. Van Doren. In preliminary discussions relating to those meet-

ings, yes. But not at the meetings themselves.

Senator Symington. Wliy not at the meetings themselves ?

Mr. Ikle. Mr. Chairman, what we have here is many bilateral con-

sultations with the main nuclear industrial coimtries : Canada, France,

West Germany, the Soviet Union and others.

We have had consultations in Vienna, and then we also have had

talks among the group of suppliers that we discussed earlier, which

Mr. Van Doren participated in. Some of the subjects are more effec-

tively handled in bilateral or trilateral discussions. Others are best

handled in multilateral discussions.

DISCUSSION OF TROLIFERATION AT MARTINIQUE SU3IMIT MEETING

The subject of proliferation, for example, was taken up at the high-

est level of the Martinique summit meeting.

Senator Symington. Were you there ?

Mr. Ikle. No ; I was not.

Senator Symington. How could it be the highest level, if you are

head of the agency and you weren't there ?

Mr. Ikle. There is a higher level. President Ford and President

Giscard d'Estaing were there.

Senator Symington. They discussed it there?

IVTr Ikle Y^es

Senator Symington. Do you know if they kept minutes of that, what

they said ?
, . j • i t^.

Mr. Ikle. I have gotten a report on it. The subject was discussed. It

is also referred to in'the communique.
Senator Symington. Which subject was discussed?

Mr. Ikle. Proliferation.
i-/. a-

Senator Symington. The question of nuclear proliferation in

general ?

Mr. Ikle. Yes.

Senator Symington. Everybody discusses that.

Mr. Ikle. I think, unhappily, it cannot be taken for graiited.^ borne

countries that take a public position in favor of nonproliferation do

not support nonproliferation in private diplomatic discussions.
^

Senator Symington. This worries me. The other day before the Joint

Atomic Energy Committee we had three, and thev seemed dedicated

and sincere, men from the General Electric Co. who were giving up

their life's work. One of them worked with GE for 23 years, one for IG

years, and one for 12 years.
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'They all had retirement plans. They were all scientists. They felt

•that because of the way some of these nuclear plants were built, that

-«they were not safe and, therefore, they left their company in protest.

This afternoon the Joint Committee is going to have more hearings

on this and hear from those who believe that they are safe. And then

there will be some decision made by somebody ; the Congress probably

will get into it, including the Joint Committee.

But what we are talking about today is so infinitely more important

than what we were talking about in the Joint Committee the other day.

We have a group of countries meeting in secret on this matter, with

proliferation going on all over the world. We also know that one of

the real troubles in this country today is loss of confidence in the Gov-

ernment, regardless of party, because of excessive secrecy.

I don't see why, therefore, if we are talking with these countries,

we can't say what we are talking about. The production of plutonium

or uranium or U"^^ is becoming a real nightmare from the standpoint

of the world's future. You would agree that it is, wouldn't you?

Mr. Ikle. Certainly.

INTEREST IN ESTABLISHING MULTINATIONAL FUEL CENTERS

Senator Symington. Another question : Why should countries want
to participate now in establishing multinational fuel centers? How
much interest in such centers have you been able to detect ?

Mr. Ikle. The interest we have been able to discern is rather tenta-

tive. One reason why countries should be, and I think will be, interested

is economic.
First of all, reprocessing plants are very difficult to operate. The

simple object lesson is right here at home. We have a large plant at

Barnwell, also completed, which cost, I understand, up to half a billion

dollars and which could process the output of some 50 reactors.

No other country has 50 reactors in operation. We are the only
country. A country with one or two reactors cannot economically
operate a reprocessing plant. That is one main incentive for multina-
tional plants.

Senator Symington. Are those countries which the U.S. Govern-
ment suspects of seeking nuclear weapons interested in participating in

multinational nuclear centers ?

Mr. Ikle. Wliat you have in those countries sometimes are conflict-

ing motivations. There is the motivation of the people concerned with
electric power, and so on, to have efficiently operating reactors.

These people can be interested in participating in an economically
viable enterprise, such as a large multinational plant.

Now there are also people who want to divert materials for weapons
purposes. Of course, they would see no advantage in the multinational
plant.

Senator Symington. Is there any way, if they don't express an inter-

est, that we can—^through all the bills we have spread around for aid,

grain, and military planes and all—stimulate them into having more
interest?

Mr. Ikle. I think it is basically a good idea to enlist our influence
to the extent that aid gives this inifluence in behalf of nonproliferation.
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, FACILITIES TO BE LOCATED AT MULTINATIOXAL NUCLEAR CENTERS

Senator Symington. What facilities—that is enrichment, fuel enrich-
ment, reprocessing, plutonium storage, waste management reactors

—

would be located at multinational nuclear centers'^

Mr. Ikle. The facilities we would start out with probably would
be spent-fuel storage and fuel fabrication. Then we may want to go
to reprocessing, but only if and when a real demand is present, since

only then would reprocessing make economic sense.

From that point of view of nonproliferation, it would be better if

there was no reprocessing facility at all, anywhere.

U.S. ROLE in establishing MULTINATIONAL NUCLEAR CENTERS

Senator Symington. "Wliat role could the United States play in

establishing these centers ?

]Mr. Ikle. We now are helping, ]\Ir. Chairman, with th.e study in

IAEA which will be useful in giving other countries the facts.

We are exploring with industry, as I mentioned before, just what
form these centers should take. We are doing legal studies as to the

legal framework that would be meaningful and enhance safeguards.

Eventually our industrial and commercial community might go into

the financing of such centers, if and when they become justifiable.

PRINCIPLES governing EXPORT OF NUCLEAR POWER STATIONS

" Senator Symington. There was an article in the paper \ast month

saying that the United States and the Soviet Union and five nuclear

powers have agreed on principles governing the export of nuclear

power stations. "AVest German Foreign Minister said yesterday under

the guidelines, recipients must promise not to use newly acquired loiow-

liow to make nuclear weapons."
Do you know anything about that ?

]\Ir." Ikle. This is certainly fully consistent with the restraints and

restrictions I mentioned in my opening testimony.

UNILATERAL U.S. MORATORIUM OF NUCLAR EXPORTS

Senator Symington. Would you favor a unilateral moratorium on

the United States' part on the export of nuclear weapons?

:Mr. Ikle. The export of nuclear reactors or weapons?

Senator Symington. Yes ; nuclear exports of any kind.

Uv Ikle. A unilateral moratorium would not get us wliat we aro

trying to get, namely, multinational restraint in spreading nuclear

technology. It would simply take us out of the market and out of a

position of influence.
, , , ^ . , ,

But I think we should be driving ahead there and trymg to expand

and improve existing constraints and existing safeguards.

DR. IKLE's support TO S. CON. RES. 69

Senator Symington. You are familiar with S. Con. Ees. 69. intro-

duced by Senior Cranston and others. On November 5 you supported
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that resolution in t<;stimony before the House International Eelations

Committee.
Have the continuing negotiations on SALT and the reported agree-

ment among nuclear suppliers changed your view in any regard?

Mr. Ikle. No. I see no reason for changing the point I made in my
testimony, Mr. Chairman.

INSURING GOOD INTELLIGENCE ON NUCLEAR ACTIVITIES AND
DE\TEL0rMENTS

Senator Sttviington. In testimony on the 5th before that committee

vou said

:

There is something else needed to cope with the dangers of nuclear prolifera-

tion and to protect our country from nuclear damage. In a world where the de-

structive potential of the atom has become widely available, this is the require-

ment for good intelligence.

In view of the recent congressional investigations and the Presi-

dent's intention to reorganize the intelligence community, what actions

would you recommend to insure good intelligence on nuclear activities

and developments ?

Mr. Ikle. First, of course, it is important that there be good con-

gressional support to maintain viable intelligence organizations. This
includes support for carefully drafted provisions or legislation to pro-

tect the secrecy of intelligence methods and sources.

This relates to the recent proposal made by the President.

In addition, we have to work on our technology, with whatever
means are appropriate and consonant with our laws, to help us discover
future threats in the nonproliferatioii area.

My agency is working with the intelligence organizations on this

problem, and we want to

Senator Symington. You say the intelligence organizations. Do you
mean the DIA, the NSA, the CIA, the ONI, the State Department in-

telligence ? ^Vliat intelligence do you work with?
Mr. Ikle. That is right, these organizations. And there are mecha-

nisms for coordination among these organizations in the area of
proliferation.

Senator Sy:mington. ^Vho do you coordinate with the Committee of'

40?
Mr. Ikle, There are special coordinating mechanisms in the prolifer-

ation area. There are other mechanisms in the SALT area.
Senator Symington. I have been on the CIA Intelligence Commit-

tee for some 15 years. We have done nothing. One year we didn't even
meet once. There was a famous statement made on the floor by the
cliairman of the Appropriations Committee, who said : "Do you know
what they do with the money ?" I said : "No ; and I don't want to."
That started this thing off. As a result, there has been a very deep

investigation under a new committee. There are a lot of ideas as to how
it should be set up. I am not clear in my own mind as to how I think
it should be set up. I know that in Government if you have any prob-
lems, the first thing you do is establish a good manv more committees
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to handle it, wliere in business you try to get the committees that were
handling it to do the job instead of letting them slough off. I am not
saying we should or shouldn't have the new committee.
Who do you deal with in the intelligence field ? What agency do you

deal with as the Director of Arms Control ?

Mr. Ikle. My primary direct contact is with the Director of Cen-
tral Intelligence.

Senator Sytmixctgn. Himself ?

Mr. Ikle. Yes.
Senator Symington. Have you discussed it with Director Bush

lately?

Mr. Ikle. Not yet with Director Bush. But I have had many discus-

sions with Director Colby on this subject, and my staff with his staff.

If you wish, Mr. Chairman, I would be pleased to go into this and,
indeed, get perhaps your reaction to it and your advice. We have been
discussing on the staff' level and on my level something like a 10-year
plan to do something to meet the needs for intelligence in nonprolifer-
ation. I think that our discussion would have to be in an executive or

private session.

Senator Symington. I am very glad to hear that. I am not so much
for private sessions. I get tired of reading about them in the press.

I have great hopes for Director Bush. He is a bright new face and
knovv-s his way around. I think he does have a feel for this.

Who is the man who is the expert to Colby in this held ?

Mr. Ikle. There are a number of people. Mr. Duckett I think would
be the one.

Senator Symington. Carl Duckett is probably the one who knows
the most about it ?

Mr. Ikle. Yes.
Senator Symington. You have dealt with him the most?
Mr. Ikle. I have dealt with him a great deal.

Senator Symington. This has been very interesting. I want to thank

you again. You have been cooperative and, in my opinion, there is no

position in Government that is more important than the position you

hold today to try to stop this proliferation of nuclear weapons.

I thank you very much for coming this morning.

Mr. Iklie. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Whereupon, at 'll :4o a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject

to the call of the Chair.]

[Dr. Ikle's responses to additional questions for the record follow : j

Dr. Ikle's Responses to Additional Questions of Senator Case

Question 1. Last year, the Committee on Foreign Relations authorized the

spending of up to .$i40.000 for research and development work on nuclear safe-

guards. Plea.se describe what your agency is doing and intends to do in this area.

Answer. The Senate authorization for fiscal year lf)7(>-77 to which you refer

was clarified in conference by deleting the words "not to exceed" .'^o as to indi-

cate why an increase of $440,000 was being authorized hut to avoid placing any

ceiling on useful research in this vital area. The presently-planned research for

fiscal vear 197&-77 in this area which actually totals .$1,704,000 is set forth below

The'ACDA external re.search program for international safeguards, fiscal year

1976, is as follows :
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PROJECTS ALREADY IN EFFECT

Enriclimeut plant safeguards study minor isotoi^es safeguards tech-

niques (MIST III) $30,000
Enricliment plant safeguards—technical support 70, 000

Feasibility study of passive assay techniques for spent high temper-

ature gas-cooled reactors fuel 30,403
Feasibility and design for adaption of PATTER (programable and tiny

transmitting electronic responder) for monitoring nuclear materials- 15, 329

Development of an operational fiber optic safeguards sealing system.. 30, 200

Subtotal for projects already in effect 175, 932

PROJECTS ON WHICH PLANNING IS UNDERWAY

Advanced concepts for international safeguards and physical security. $100, 000
Design of a reusable, self-monitoring seal 75, 000
Technical support to IAEA for international safeguards 90, 000
Multinational regional nuclear fuel cycle center studies—first phase.. 33, 000

Subtotal for projects on which plajining is underway 298, 000

Total projects underway in fiscal year 1976 474, 000

Approximately one-half of the funds authorized by the Congress in November
1975, to which you refer, will be added to the fiscal year 1976 program as soon
as Congress appropriates the funds, as follows :

International cooperation in radioactive waste management $60, 000
Increase in program of technical support for nuclear safeguards 35, 000
Minor isotope safeguards techniques for chemical reprocessing plants 125, 000

Total 220, 000

The ACDA External Research Program for International Safeguards, fiscal

year 1977 is as follows

:

Innovative safeguard techniques $180, 000
Uranium enrichment plant safeguards 150, 000
Nuclear reactor safeguards 140, 000
Strengthening IAEA safeguard capability 200, 000
Safeguarding multinational regional reprocessing centers 130, 000
Remote sensing applied to nuclear non-proliferation 50, 000

Total 850, 000

The second half of the authorization referred to will be added to the fiscal

year 1977 program as soon as Congress appropriates the funds, as follows

:

Advanced concepts for international safeguards and physical security $100, 000
Safeguards for liquid metal fast breeder reactors 120, 000

Total 220, 000

Grand total ACDA fiscal year 1976-77 1, 764, 000

Question 2. The target date for the proposed TTBT was March 31, 1976. What
kind of testing program has the Soviet Union conducted in anticipation of this
target date? How about the United States?
Answer. The U.S. has conducted a number of tests above 150 kt in anticipation

of the entry into force of the TTBT. The purpose of the AEC/ERDA high-yield
test program has been to compress priority high yield testing into a shorter
period of time, not to increase high-yield testing. At the same time other testing
has been delayed. Overall, the rate of testing carried out by the U.S. since the
signing of the TTBT does not vary significantly from the rate of testing in pre-
vious years. The U.S.S.R. has also conducted a number of tests above 150 kt
since the signing of the TTBT.

Question 3. What will be the practical effect if the proposed TTBT does not
go into effect ?

Answer. If the TTBT does not go into effect, U.S. political and military in-
terests could be adversely affected in that there would be no treaty constraints
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on Soviet testing of liigh-yield weapons. In particular, there would be no limita-
tion on the development of new high-yield MIRV warheads.

Question 4. If the TTBT is not submitted, should the United States take any
further initiatives in regard to a test ban?
Answer. Whether or not the TTBT ever enters into force, the United States

Government remains committed to the goal of an adequately verifiable compre-
hensive test ban treaty. This commitment is explicitly recognized by two im-
portant treaties to which the United States Government is a party, the 1963
Limited Test Ban Treaty and the 1970 Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, as well
as by the TTBT itself.

Question 5. Plow could IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency) be made
more effective? Should the United States and the other suppliers play a signifi-

cant role in getting agreement on these changes?
Answer. The effectiveness of the IAEA can be increased by taking the follow-

ing measures

:

Ensuring adequate financing of Agency safeguard activities, including ade-
quate staffing levels

;

Ensure that the Agency receives all necessary support in those areas. The
U.S. Government can make useful contributions of gifts-in-kind. ACDA's ex-

ternal research program, described in the answer to your first question, supple-

ments this support. We have encouraged other governments to similarly make
voluntary contributions.

Continue to ensure tliat staff selected for assignment to the IAEA Department
of Safeguards and Inspections are persons of the highest technical competence

;

Continue to provide direct political support and encouragement to the Agency
to ensure its effectiveness, and stimulate other governments to provide such
support.

Question 6. In your statement, you mention the need to improve effectiveness

of IAEA safeguards. Could you elaborate upon that?

Answer. Some of the areas in Which we should be seeking improvement are:

(1) minimizing the elapsed time between data collection and evaluation, espe-

cially where weajwns-usable material is involved ; (2) increasing the use of spe-

cial safeguards Instrumentation and techniques, such as isotope correlation;

and (3) further work on the special problems of safeguarding reprocessing and
enrichment plants, weajwns-usable material, and fuel elements containing such

material.
Question 7. What is your current assessment of the Soviet attitude toward

arms control, with particular regard to SALT and the test ban?

Answer. We expect the Soviets to continue to use arms control and disarm-

ament as a means for political and military advantage ; but we also believe they

are serious in their interest in agreements that might be reached for the mutual

advantage of the US and USSR.
The Soviets have clearly indicated they believe a SALT agreement could con-

tribute to their security. However, their interest is probably not so pressing that

they are desperate to conclude an agreement. The SALT TWO negotiations now

underway are serious efforts by both sides involving many technical and com-

plex questions. ^ ^i, 1 *

The Soviet approach to a comprehensive test ban (CTB), proposed at the last

session of the United Nations General Assembly, is very questionable. As the

United States stated at the time, we regard the Soviet proposal to be highly un-

realistic, because (1) it requires all nuclear-weapon States to participate, (2) it

does not provide for adequate verification, and (3) it does not adequately deal

with the problem controlling and verifying peaceful nuclear explosives jy^J^^^i-

Question 8. If the guidelines agreed to by the suppliers had been in effect last

year, would the deal between Germany and Brazil have been prevented?

Answer The safeguards being obtained in the German/Brazilian transaction

are consistent with the suppliers guidelines, and in fact include some innovations

that are reflected in the guidelines. No definitive answer can be given as to

whether the increased sensitivity to non-proliferation concerns and the tendency

toward earlier and closer consultation on important nuclear export matters which

have resulted from the process of evolving the guidelines might have led to a

different result. . , ^ , ^ „,,.^„„ ,-«

Question 9. How many nations do you believe might have nuclear ^^eapons m

^^Answer. One cannot, of course, give any reliable predictions If adequate pri-

ority is given by the United States and other nuclear industrial countries to pre-

61-004—76 20
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venting the further spread of dangerous nuclear technology, the increase, if

any, in the numbers of states with nuclear weapons in 1985 may be very small.

Question 10. What is the best that we can expect to achieve in attempts to

stem the spread of nuclear weapons?
Answer. I think the best we can expect is to maintain and broaden the pres-

ent worldwide commitments to non-proliferation, to preserve the technical diffi-

culties of making nuclear explosives, and to protect the tradition—observed for

the last thirty years—that the use of nuclear weapons must be avoided.

Question 11. Would the new supplier guidelines, in force then, have prevented

India from undertaking the present nuclear test program?
Answer. While this, too, is a question to which no definitive answer can be

given, I believe that if the new guidelines had been in effect at an early stage

of the Indian program, the Indian development of a nuclear explosive would
have been far more difficult, if not impossible. Among other considerations, it

v.ould have been virtually impossible for the Indians to have acquired unsafe-

guarded nuclear materials, such as those actually used in their detonation.

Question 12. Do you sense any developing desire among potential recipients of

nuclear assistance to develop guidelines more binding upon the recipient

nations?
Answer. The recommendations of the NPT Review Conference, which included

a large number of potential recipients who are parties to the NPT, reflect the

desire of such parties to have all recipients subject their peaceful nuclear pro-

grams to the most comprehensive possible safeguards coverage. In addition, we
are aware of an initiative by Finland to encourage potential recipients to coaifine

their nuclear commerce to suppliers who require such comprehensive safeguards
coverage.

Question 13. What particular goals are you setting for the Agency in the near
future? What are your priorities?

Answer. The United States Government is today making strong efforts to
forge new arms control agreements on several fronts. We feel that the spread
of nuclear weapons is probably the most urgent problem facing this country
and the world. Such proliferation would undermine our ability to defend our-
selves and our Allies, and would at the same time increase the chance of nuclear
accidents and nuclear war.
As a top priority, this Agency is pursuing the goal of organizing multilateral

action with other governments to stop or at least slow proliferation. We are back-
ing this up with many research and policy efforts. ACDA has taken the lead in
developing improved safeguards and in advancing the consideration of compli-
mentary non-proliferation strategies, such as the concept of the multinational
regional nuclear fuel-cycle center.

Agreements on limiting strategic weapons (SALT) and the NATO and Warsaw
Pact forces in Central Europe (MBFR) are also important goals. We are seek-
ing a SALT agreement that conforms to the principles reached at Vladivostok,
but the new issues of cruise missile and Backfire bomber have complicated the
picture. They have made verification of strategic arms agreements more difficult

;

and they have introduced new issues that affect the task of limiting nonnuclear
and nuclear regional forces because these weapons may be used for both strategic
and theater warfare. Since our ultimate goal, is of course, security, not merely
iigreements, we are moving very carefully.
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TUESDAY, FEBBUARY 24, 1976

United States Senate,
Subcommittee on Arms Control,

International Organizations and Security Agreements
OF the Committee on Foreign Relations,

Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 2 :55 p.m., pursuant to notice, in room 4221,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Stuart Symington (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Senators Symington and Javits.

Senator Symington. Now would you identify them by name for

the record ?

STATEMENT OF GEORGE S. VEST, DIRECTOH, BUREAU OF POLITICO-

MILITARY AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF STATE; ACCOMPANIED
BY THEODORE B. DOBBS, REPRESENTATIVE OF THE ASSISTANT

SECRETARY FOR CONGRESSIONAL RELATIONS, AND LOUIS NO-

SENZO, BUREAU OF POLITICO-MILITARY AFFAIRS

Mr. Vest. Yes, sir. There is Mr. Dobbs who is the representative of

our Assistant Secretary for Congressional Relations. And Mr. No-
senzo who works for me in my own Bureau of Politico-Military Af-
fairs in the Department of State.

Senator Symington. Thank you, Mr. Vest.

participants in conference and their attitudes

Would you list for us the participants and give us a rundown on the

attitudes that each of these countries took toward the conference and

the various aspects of the agreement ?

Mr. Vest. [Deleted.]

There are other countries that are, however, incipient suppliers that

we did not add at this point.
.

Senator Symington. Did we ask the People's Republic of Chma to

come?
Mr. Vest. No, sir.

Senator Symington. Why not?

Mr. Vest. It was the judgment they were not prepared to engage in

such a thing with the other countries at this stage.

Senator Symington. But we did ask the Soviet Union ?

Mr. Vest. [Deleted.]

( 301)
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Senator Stiviington. But if we lock up all the doors but one or two,

then you may lose everything in the long run.

Mr. Vest. It was understood from the beginning this was a proc-

ess in which there were a number of more doors we are going to have

to deal with. [Deleted.]

Senator Symington. I am only asking.

Mr. Vest. I know, sir.

Senator Symington. [Deleted.]

Mr. Vest. We picked this hard group. We recognize it is the hard
core. If we can make a successful beginning with this hard core, we
then will see how we can expand. That was the philosophy with which
we got started.

Senator Symington. I was thinking out loud.

[Deleted.]

Mr. Vest. [Deleted.] We suggested the group ourselves. But they

dictated that it should be small and that it should be confidential.

Senator Symington. Did we submit the list to them for approval ?

Mr. Vest. We circulated the list to all the countries and said, "Are
you interested? This is the group we have in mind." And they all

came back in the end and said, "Yes we would be prepared to come
together with such a group—if it is private, if it is informal, and if

we can explore what we are coming to."

So that is exactly how we got in it.

[Deleted.]

suppliers

Senator Symington. When you say supplier, supplier of what?
Mr. Vest. Supplier of nuclear materials or nuclear installations

for sale.

Senator Symington. Are you talking about plutonium, the enrich-
ment process or what ?

Mr. Vest. Reactors, the sale of reactors ; fuel service ; enrichment

;

reprocessing.

CONSENSUS at WHICH CONFERENCE ARRIVED

With that as a background, we started having meetings in April.
We had four meetings throughout the period. We finally arrived
at a consensus which I have just described for you actually as what
we did.

That consensus was arrived at in November. Everyone agreed as a
gentleman's agreement to run their policy in accordance with those
principles, [deleted].

We did notify each other. And at that point each of us had made a
commitment we would implement our policy on that basis. That has
been a commitment ever since that time.

Senator Symington. Do you feel you are getting anywhere with
this ?

Mr. Vest. Yes; in two ways: There is a beginning of, one, a more
severe constraint and safeguarding on the exchange of materials, and
particularly technology ; but second, much more important, I think we
have begun the process of very much more of an inhibition on the part
of these countries in going ahead.

[Deleted.]
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I would have said at the beginning of last calendar year very few
of these things would have been spoken about among us bilaterally

because it was competitive business. By the end of the year, while still

competitive business, each of us realized we had a large interest in

putting some common context for that competitive business.

[Deleted.]

FRENCH REFUSAL TO SIGN NON-PROLIFERATION TREATY

Senator Symington. Inasmuch as there is absolutely no clout, no
thrust in the IAEA [International Atomic Energy Agency] in Vi-
enna—we checked that very carefully last summer—why wouldn't the

French sign it ?

Mr. Vest. You mean the NPT [Non-Proliferation Treaty] ?

Senator Symington. Yes.

Mr. Vest. It is part of the Gaullist politics, that they have never
been able to scrap, that they must maintain that independence that

they have had since de Gaulle started them with their own independent
nuclear policy, and that they would not agree to anything that would
inhibit it in any way. It is the same principle.

Senator Symington. They are not hindered in any way by the NPT.
Mr. Vest. The problem is French politics. It is the same tiling that

keeps the French from taking a role in CCD [Conference of the Com-
mittee on Disarmament] in Geneva. It may not be rational, but it is

politics.
• Senator Symington. Then it is irrational politics.

Mr. Vest. It is irrational politics.

Senator Symington. Is there no way we can get some of the other

countries to put some pressure on the French ?

Mr. Vest. We have not discovered in the whole period since de

Gaulle took over that you could order the French around, and our

friends in Europe never have been able to.

V Senator Symington. I wasn't talking about ordering anybody

around. But inasmuch as there is but all form and no substance in

Vienna, except from the standpoint of discussion and possibly some

knowledge, why wouldn't they be willing to join it? If they are not

willing to join it, why can you believe they are doing anything but

moving ahead with their nuclear position, [deleted].

FRENCH COOPERATION IN TERMS OF IAEA

Mr. Vest. Let me make the point in terms of IAEA, the French are

going right along and cooperating all the way through. So in the

practical consequence they are doing that.

On the IAEA I have heard the criticisms and I recognize the prob-

lems. But the IAEA is the one thing we have got. It is the one thing

we can strengthen to put a finger on.

Senator Symington. Do the French go there to visit periodically?

Mr. Vest. To the IAEA? Thev are most active. There is a meeting

of the IAEA directors next week—or this week. I would guess that

the French delegation to that meeting will be about the most, or one

of the most experienced and contributory.
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Senator Symington. So they get all the knowledge but they make

no contribution; is that right?
, , .

Mr. Vest. No, sir. They make their contribution through what is

being done in IAEA. They are very active in IAEA.
Senator Symington. Do they pay any dues ?

Mr. Vest. Yes.

Senator Symington. The French do ?

Mr. Vest. Yes ; they do.

Senator Symington. You are sure about that ?

Mr. Vest. Yes, sir. If Mr. Nosenzo tells me so, I am sure.

WHY FRENCH WON't SIGN NPT

Senator Symington. They won't sign the Non-Proliferation Treaty ?

Mr. Vest. That is correct, sir.

Senator Symington. Why won't they do that ? It doesn't mean any-

thing. They can sign it and get out of it in 90 days.

Mr. Vest. As I said, sir, for them it is politics, and politics is not

rational, not necessarily rational. In this case that is exactly the way
they are.

[Deleted.]

NEXT MEETING OF CONFERENCE

Senator Symington. When are you going to have your next meet-

ing? I am watching the clock now because we are going to have a

vote.

Mr. Vest. The next meeting will be in June ; and in the intervening

period, the next problem we are undertaking is to extend this activity

to other countries.

Senator Syimington. Where will it be ?

Mr. Vest. [Deleted.]

Senator Symington. Why don't we have it in Germany or France
or Paris ?

Mr. Vest. Because when you try to get a consensus among this

group, they all agree they want to meet in [deleted]

.

Senator Symington. Why is that ?

Mr. Vest. It is the nearest geographic point.

Senator Symington. For everybody ?

Mr. Vest. For everybody. It is also a large city in which everybody
can meet quietly, and the [deleted] government has done such a good
job of it.

Senator Sytviington. Mr. Vest, we will have to leave. We have to

vote. I would like unanimous consent that either Senator Javits or I
submit questions for the record, that you be good enough to answer
in executive session, and then we will get you back at your conven-
ience.

Mr. Vest. Cei-tainly, sir.

Senator Symington. Thank you very much.
Thank you for being a very tolerant and constructive witness.
[Whereupon, at 3 :10 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject to

the call of the chair.]

[Mr. Vest's responses to additional questions of Senator Symington
follows :]
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Mr. Vest's Responses to Additional Questions of Senator Symington

Question 1. For a less-developed country, what is the cost comparison between
buying enriched fuel for power production and indigenous production?
Answer. An estimate of the cost for indigenous fuel enrichment in a loss devel-

oped country would be a highly speculative figure. The gaseous diffusion enrich-
ment process, which has been used for 25 years in the United States, is both
energy and capital intensive. Many developing nations utilize less electricity
in toto than is required for the operation of one large gaseous diffusion plant,
and many have a Gross National Product less than the total investment needed
to build such a plant.

On purely economic grounds, developing countries which have a need for
nuclear power would accordingly be well advised to buy enrichment sen-ices
from the available suppliers, including at this time the United States, the USSR,
and Urenco, the tripartite (French-Dutch-German) organization, rather than
to attempt the indigenous commercial production of enriched uranium for opera-
tion of light water systems.
Question 2. Roughly how much does it cost for a nation to buy a nuclear

enrichment plant or a uranium reprocessing plant?
Answer. The following cost of economically viable enrichment and reprocess-

ing facilities are based upon estimates made for construction in the United States.
A 1,500 ton per year reprocessing plant is estimated to cost $700-$S00 million,
excluding costs of waste disposal and fuel fabrication or other related facilities.

A 9 million separative work unit (SWU) annual capacity enrichment plant is

estimated to cost $3-$3.5 billion for the plant alone, excluding the capital costs
of associated electric power plants. Such a SWU capacity would be equivalent to
one large gaseous diffusion pliant or three centrifuge enrichment plants.

Question S. In your statement on February 24 you said that recipients will
be required to give "assurances" our exiwrts will not be used to make nuclear
explosives. Could you describe these "assurances" more fully? What enforce-
ment rights will the United States have?
Answer. Participants in the London consultations have decided that they will

require from recipients of nuclear exports formal governmental assurances that
explicitly exclude uses which would result in any nuclear explosive device. No
specific form for the assurances has been prescribed. However, the United
States for its part has decided to require recipients of its exports to agree
to terms such as the following

:

"No material, including equipment and devices, transferred to (recipient

country) or authorized persons under its jurisdiction by purchase or otherwise
pursuant to this agreement, and no special nuclear material produced througli

the use of such material, equipment or devices, will be used for atomic weapons
or other nuclear explosive devices, for research on or development of atomic
weapons or other nuclear explosive de\ices, or for any other military purpose."

This or similar language will be included in new Agreements for Cooperation
(in the peaceful uses of atomic energy) into which the United States enters.

The language makes more explicit the atomic weapons/military use proscriptions

which are part of all existing Agreements for Cooperation. TVliere transfers

are made or contemplated under older agreements, the United States has made
clear that it regards so-called "peaceful nuclear explosives" as included in

the atomic weapons proscription.

In the event of non-compliance with the assurances on explosive nse and

military application, the United States would have the right, as it does now.

to terminate the agreements under which the misused transfers occurred, to

suspend further transfers, and to require the return of any materials, equip-

ment, and devices transferred under the agreement. We wouM expect to include

explicit statements to that effect in future Agreements for Cooperation with

recipients of U.S nuclear assistance, in clarifications of existing Agreements,

or in specifications of terms for transfers under such Agreement.

Question 4. How many nations do you believe might have nuclear weapons or

the ability to assemble nuclear weapons quickly in 1985? Who are they?

Answer. Except for the five nuclear weapons states (US, UK, USSR, France,

and China), the only country to have actually exploded a nuclear device is India.

In May, 1974 it set off a nuclear explosive which it alleged was designed for peace-

ful purposes We are unaware of any other country which is on the verge of ob-

taining a nuclear explosives capability in the near future. The longer term future

is more diflScult to assess.
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Question 5. Will the nuclear suppliers' undertaking have any immediate effect

upon any nation in terms of deterring development of a nuclear weapons option?

Answer. Information is classified and in committee file.

Question 6. Can you provide copies of the unilateral notes committing partici-

pants in the supplier discussions to observance of the Guidelines for Nuclear

Transfers ?

Answer. Information is classified and in committee file.
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MONDAY, MARCH 15, 1976

United States Senate,
Subcommittee on Arms Control,

International Organizations and SECuRrrr Agreements
of the Committee on Foreign Relations,

Washington,, B.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 4:10 p.m., in room
S-116, the Capitol Building, the Hon. Stuart Symington (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Senatoi-s Symington, Case, and Javits.

Also present : Mr. Pat Holt, chief of staff.

Senator Symington. We are now in a closed session.

countries which have participated in LONDON MEETINGS

]Mr. Vest, would you please first state for the record the names of

the countries which have participated in these London meetings.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE VEST, DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF POLITICO-

MILITARY AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF STATE; ACCOMPANIED
BY GERALD OPLINGER, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF NUCLEAR
POLICY AND OPERATION, DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Mr. Vest. The names of the countries which have participated in

the London meetings so far are [deleted] and, of coui-se, ourselves.

Senator Symington. [Deleted.]

Mr. Vest. Yes, sir.

PURPOSE OP MEETINGS

Senator Symington. "V\^at has been the purpose of these meetings?

Mr. Vest. The purpose of the meetings was to work out agreed

guidelines which each of the countries would then imploiiiont in con-

nection with the sale of nuclear technology', nuclear supplies.

Senator Syi^iington. TV^iy have they been conducted m secret?

Mr. Vest. The reason that they have been conducted in secret was

simply because several of the countries [deleted] wished and said if

they were to be participating in these meetings, they would like to

have them secret.

[Deleted.]
. .

Senator Symington. These are your own personal opinions, right {

Mr. Vest. Yes, sir.

(307)
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Senator Symixgtox. On [deleted] right?
tv/Tt- Vj;g'j'. Yes sir.

Senator Symington. Are tliey the opinions of the Department of

State?
Mr. Vest. I think so, yes, sir.

Senator Symington. Yes, sir.

FRENCH compliance WITH UNDERSTANDING REACHED IN LONDON

Now, Agence France Service and Press Information, 927 Fifth

Avenne, IS^ew York, has issued a statement on conditions under which

France supplies nuclear materials under the agreements made in Lon-

don. It says France only concluded contracts that "respected the

London agreements and that required the parties with which it signs

these contracts to give the guarantee stipulated in the London agree-

ments."
What does that mean ?

Mr. Vest. It means, sir, that in the sale of sensitive exports, reprocess-

ing, the parties involved reached an understanding—and this was as

far as I 'could get them to agree—reached an understanding on the

following : That they would exercise restraint in the supply^ of these

exports: that they would encourage the concept of a multinational

regional facility where possible; and that any sensitive facilities built

from these plans or tlieir sale, would be safeguarded under IAEA
conditions and that such facilities could not be duplicated and rebuilt

using this transferred technology.
In other words, we safeguarded the technology as well as the opera-

tion itself.

But when the French make that statement, then, that they are com-
ph'ing with the understandin.?: reached in Ix)ndon, they are beinsr cor-

rect, and the agreements which they have brought before the IAEA
in Vienna, which are a trilateral between Pakistan, France, and IAEA
have built into them provisions calling for exactly those safeguards.

FRENCH AND WEST GERMAN REFTTSAL TO STOP EXPORTING REPROCESSING

PLANTS

Senator Symington. The next paragraph of this states

:

This explanation by French informed sources seems to be in direct response
to an nrfiole which appeared in "The New York Times" on Febniary 29, according
to which France and West Germany had refused an American request to stop
exporting nuclear fuel reprocessing plants.

Is that true?
^Tr. Vest. Yes, sir.

Senntor Syivttngton. "We did request it. and they did refuse it ?

INTr. Vest. This refers back to Pakistan ?

Senator Sytmington. I am just quoting from the article. Pakistan
is not in the release of the French Government.
Mr. Vest. In the general sense we have aslced France and GeT-manv,

wherever the occasion has arisen, not to export to reprocess—the sale
of reprocessing.

Senator Sy]»iington. And did they agree to it ?
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Mr. Vest. No, sir, they have never agreed to it; but that is not

contrary to the London understandings, because the London under-

standings do not prohibit the sale of reprocessing.

Senator Case. The sale of what ?

Mr. Vest. The London understandings, the safeguard guidelines, do
not prohibit the sale of reprocessing plants. It calls for certain safe-

^lards in connection with the sale of it.

[Deleted.]

Senator Symington. Well, we will get to that in a minute.

AGREEMENT TO SAFEGUARD TECHNOLOGY

Senator Case. Excuse me. I want to be sure I understand, Mr. Chair-

man.
Senator Symington. Certainly.

Senator Case. They agree not to sell the technique or the technology',

but they do not agree not to sell the plant ?

Mr. Vest. No, sir, they agree to safeguard the technology.

Senator Case. What does that mean ?

Mr. Vest. That means that the operation of the plant must be safe-

guarded by inspectors, and that a duplicate or a replication of that

plant cannot be built without accepting IAEA safeguards. In other

words, that is to prohibit us from doing the following—a country—

from selling a reprocessing plant, which after all is largely and to a

considerable extent engineering teclmology
;
you sell it to a country

and then the country says, "Aha, now that I have built one I^see

exactly how it is all done, and I will now build one of my own." Well,

under these agreements each country receiving such a reprocessmg

plant has to sign in its contracts and agreements that it will not and

cannot replicate or duplicate without accepting IAEA safeguards

on the duplicate plant.

Senator Case. But it can sell the original plant ?

Mr. Vest. It can sell the original plant, that is correct.

Senator Case. To anvbody ?
i v

Mr. Vest. That is correct, with the consent of the orignial supplier.

Senator Symington. And what would happen if it changed its mmd
and decided to build its own ?

Mr. Vest. If a countrv chooses to throw over such agreements, they

are going to prejudice, they will be open, they will be prejudicmg their

complete area of their relationship with that country.

Senator Syiviington. So what?
Mr. Vest. Well, it depends upon what things that country docs tor

it. If it is turning over nuclear fuel to it, or uranium, or if it soils a

particular delicate kind of armament, or if it is producing some type

of computer, you would survey the whole course of your relationship.

LONDON agreements : w^hen concluded, tartictpants and contents

Senator Symington. Let me go on with this now.

Tlae London agreements were concluded last November a^ons: Canada France

West Germany. Japan, the Soviet Union, United States and Bntnii^^^Undor these

agreements countries buying nuclear fuel reprocessing plants gne guarantees
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to insure that these plants cannot lead to the manufacture of atomic oi

thermonuclear bomhs. The aim is to prevent the proliferation of such weapons

throughout the world.

This is from an Agence France Presse dispatch of March 1, 1976.

Have you any disagreement with that ?

Mr. Vest. No, sir.

PROGRESS MADE AT LONDON MEETINGS

Senator Symington. Now, what progress do you feel has been made
at these meetings in London ?

Mr. Vest. Two kinds, sir. The first progress is the extent to which

we were able to get together all of these countries, [deleted] who have

not in the preceding year been discussing nuclear affairs with each

other at all. In fact, it was considered a commercial secret, a competi-

tive affair, and it was not something that you could get people to tell

each other about.

We were able to get them first to come together specifically and
agree on these guidelines as a beginning step. As a process i fc was less

than we would have liked

Senator Symington. Wait a minute, now. Are not more than one

of these countries members of the IAEA in Vienna ?

Mr. Vest. All of them function in the IAEA, sir.

Senator Symington. Well then, are they just trading thoughts over

there, are they not, or is that just a phony?
]Mr. Vest. The distinction works this way. All of the negotiation

between a countiy that is selling something is done first, and then,

when you come to the end of it, they produce an agreed document
which goes to the IAEA.
Now, it is the preceding negotiation, which is of very grave impor-

tance because there is when you begin to talk about what are the

terms of trade.

Wliat we have begun, in addition to having these first guidelines,

which are a departure point which we would like to continue to im-

prove upon, is establish a situation where we are talking casually

and immediately, all the time, to countries about prospective sales,

which is something that did not happen before at all.

That means a great deal todaj''.

HA-\TG OTHER NATIONS MADE UNILATERAL DECLARATIONS OF PRINCIPLES

Senator Symington. Well, now, the United States recently made
a unilateral declaration of principles that we would follow in mak-
ing decisions on nuclear exports. Has any other participant in the
London meetings made such a statement?
Mr. Vest. [Deleted.]
Senator Symington. Don't lose me now. You see, I am trying to

follow you. I asked you a question. The United States recently made
a unilateral declaration of principles that we would follow in mak-
ing decisions on nuclear exports.
Mr. Vest. I am sorry, sir.

Senator Symington. All right. That was a question.
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Mr. Vest. I misundei-stood.

Senator Symington. Wait a minute now.
Now, if you remember there have been a lot of problems in SALT

because we made unilateral statements and then were upset, at least

the Government said it was upset, because the Russians said we did
not agree to it.

Mr. Vest. Right.
Senator Symington. OK. Xow I want to ask the quection again.
Has any other participant in the London meetings made such a

statement?
Mr. Vest. [Deleted.]

status of JAPANESE RATIFICATION

Senator Symington. How many times has it come befoi-e the Japa-
nese Diet, the NPT ?

Mr. Vest. For ratification?

Senator Symington. Yes.
Mr. Vest. It has not been brought there yet.

It has to go through committee, and then go to the Diet.

Senator Symington. Why has it not gone through committee?
Mr. Vest. The reason it has been so slow going through is because

there is large-scale opposition in the Japanese political body to going

ahead and ratifying the NPT. It makes no sense.

Senator Syiviington. ^Vliy ?

Mr. Vest. Because simply the Government wants to do it, and
therefore the opposition opposes it.

It is purely internal Japanese politics.

Senator Symington. [Deleted.]

HAS UNITED STATES APPROACHED RUSSIANS BILATERALLY?

Senator Symington. Has the United States approached the Soviet

Union on a bilateral basis regarding the possibility of closer cooper-

ation on this issue of nuclear proliferation?

Mr. Vest. No, sir.

Senator Symington. It has not?
Mr. Vest. No, sir. [Deleted] we did not approach the Russians

bilaterally to make a special arrangement.
Senator Syslington. Why not? We approached them bilaterally on

SALT.
Mr. Vest. We approached them bilaterally on SALT because it

involved our weapons and our major separate activities. In this par-

ticular one, if we wished to get the other countries involved to

cooperate with us, we could think of no other way to kill it more

quickly than to try to set up a Soviet-United States condommmm.

OPPOSITION TO U.S. suggested EXPORT BAN

Senator Symington. The press has reported that France an(l West

Germany have opposed the U.S. suggestion that the exporting of

nuclear reprocessing facilities be banned.

Is this true ?

Mr. Vest. I'm sorry, sir. Would you repeat that again ?
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Senator Symington. Yes.^senator SYMINGTON. X es.
, ,tt ^ ,^ i „..„

The press has reported that France and West Germany have

opposed the U.S. suggestion that the exporting of nuclear reprocessing

facilities be banned. Is this true?

Mr. Vest. Yes, sir.

Senator Symingtox. It is true?

Mr. Vest. Yes, sir.

what has been agreed to

Senator Case. Mr. Chairman, could I take half a minute?

Senator Symington. Go right ahead. -,,.-,.-, ,

Senator Case. Would you tell me just what the deal is that has been

ao-reed to so I will have a little better understanding.

*Mr. Vest. In the simplest way, sir, what we have agreed to, partic-

ularly in relation to reprocessing, first that there would be IAEA
safeguards. , -, -, 1 1 ^

Any of us [deleted]—that each of us, I should say, would apply

IAEA safeguards on sales, that

Senator Case. Sales of what ?

Mr. Vest. Sales of nuclear technology and nuclear materials.

Senator Case. Nuclear materials includes machinery, hardware, as

well as uranium ?

Mr. Vest. Yes, sir. [Deleted.]

Senator Case. I see. OK.
Mr. Vest. Now, in addition to that, any recipient

Senator Case. Excuse me. Wliat did we agree when we sold it?

Mr. Vest. That they would have IAEA safeguards. That means that

everything would be subject to IAEA inspection.

Senator Case. That is, the buyer had to agree to that ?

Mr. Vest. Had to agree to that.

Senator Case. OK.
Mr. Vest. In addition, the buyer had to agree that anything that

they got would not be used to produce any kinds of nuclear explosion,

peaceful or otherwise, because that is not covered in any other agree-

ment of any kind.

Similarly, it was decided that the recipients would also have to give

complete assurances on retransfer, so that if they got anj'thing, they

could not retransfer it, use it in some other way, pass it on to somebody
else.

Senator Case. Earlier you said they could sell a plant.

Mr. Vest. No. If we sold it to country A, country A could not

retransfer it to country B, without requiring the same terms attached
to the original transfer.

Now, in addition you have sensitive exports, which are primarily
reprocessing enrichment and heavy water production. In this area they
can, when that is sold, while we wanted to discourage it in every way,
we could not get them to ban it; but if sold, that all of those plants
would have to be under safeguards as well, and any further facilities

which might be derived from it would automatically have to be under
safeguards. So, everything would remain under IAEA safeguards.
Now, I should emphasize that IAEA safeguards are not police safe-

guards. It is a rather poor word.
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Senator Case. Just an accounting procedure?
Mr. Vest. Safeguards is an accounting and a revealing. If there

has been a loss or a subterfuge, that inspection process should reveal it.

CONCEPT OF MEANINGFUL CONTROL QUESTIONED

Senator Symington. Well, if the Senator would yield, what I do
not understand is we took an expert off the Joint Committee, otF this

committee, off the Armed Services Committee, and we went to Vienna
and spent days there. We went out and talked to different people in

the IAEA. We concluded that the whole concept of any meaningful
control was just a lot of bunk, and it was, if anything, worse than
the concept of Cloud at the U.N., from the standpoint of the v/ay

that operated.

Now why, if that is true, and we studied it carefully and we camo
to that decision, and we gave the reasons why and v,-c crisscrosscvl

our information with each other—and perhaps there, four, I believe

everybody in this room was in that group—why should they be in

such a sweat, [deleted] worrying about the IAEA ? The IAEA means
nothing. You can get out of it in 30 days by simply announcing you
are going to get out of it. AVhy should they be in such a sweat about

us being forced to keep all of this business secret when if it is made
public, it does not mean anything anyway ?

Mr. Vest. Sir, I would suggest that if they are in a sweat, it must
have more validity than seemed to you when j^ou were there.

Senator Symington. Well, now, you know perfectly well that it has
little validity, because any member that signs up with the Xon-
Proliferation Treaty can find out everything that is known and get

everything they can get their hands on, and then in 90 days they

can be out.

Mr. Vest. But if I may go on with that, sir, there is no treaty that

I know of, practically, that I can recall offhand, that does not have

a withdrawal clause. What your withdrawal clause does is signify

that this countiy is on the loose and what are you proposing to do in

the other realms of activities to penalize it.

Senator Symington. Well, we certainly let the Germans go on

the loose when it came to Brazil; [deleted]. So, I just do not follow

it. But I want to ask some more questions, so I will drop it.

HAS AGREE3IENT IN WRITING BEEN REACHED?

Has any agreement in writing been reached at the London meetings ?

Mr. Vest. [Deleted.]

Senator Symington. Thank you.

IMPACT OF meetings ON IAEA ACTmTIES

"Wliat impact, if any, have these meetings had upon the current

or planned activities of the IAEA ?

Mr. Vest. The impact has been to rather speed up the interest m
the IAEA because the consequence of this, if this goes on. will be

that they will have to have more inspectors and a much more precise

kind of activity than they have had in the past.
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ACTIVITIES OF IAEA INSPECTIONS

Senator Case. Excuse me. Do they have inspections onsite all the

time ?

Mr. Vest. What was that, sir?
_ ^ , - ,

Senator Case. Do they have inspector onsite m each ot the member

countries?
. . ,

Mr. Vest. No. They are measuring by visit, not onsite. 1 think that

is correct. Is that, do you know, Gerry ?

Mr. Oplinger. Yes ; that is right.

Senator Case. Wliat does that mean ?

Mr. Vest. It means that they visit at periodic intervals and measure

the input and the output and the material that is going on.

Senator Symington. What we call in industry a spot check. They
go in and check it, and then come out, and then go back and check it.

Mr. Vest. Yes.
Senator Jaatts. Could I ask a technical question, Mr. Chairman?
Senator Symington. Yes.

are there differences in safeguards?

Senator Javits. You gave us four items, as I noted, and in item

one you spoke of IAEA safeguards, which I gather are essentially

accounting safeguards, after the fact. Then you spoke of spot checking.

When you got to item 4, why did you make a distinction ? Item four

requires that when heavy water or reprocessing is sold, they must also

be under IAEA safeguards. Is there any sum difference between the

kind of accounting and inspection in four and in one ?

Mr. Vest. It will be much more important, much more important.

Senator Javits. But is there any difference why they had to be

specified separately once you said that anything they sold had to be

under IAEA safeguards. Why did that not cover everything, includ-

ing heavy water or reprocessing ?

Mr. Vest. I am sorry if I gave special emphasis to the safeguards

on these three.

Senator Javits. Are they the same safeguards ?

Mr. Vest. They are the same safeguards. However, we are moving
into an area where they have not heretofore done this, and it is a new
job they will have to undertake.

Senator Javits. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I did not mean to usurp
your time.

Senator Symington. Oh, please do.

REMOVAL OF COMPETITION IN SAFEGUARDS

Have the London meetings achieved any results with regard to

removing competition in safeguards from economic competition in the

nuclear field ?

Mr. Vest. I think I would say yes, sir, because safeguards are not
an area of competition any more. Any contract will all—each contract

that comes out now to the IAEA will automatically have safeguards,
and eveiything sold by any one of us will have it built in. So competi-
tion in safeguards is no longer an issue.
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TERMS OF SUPPLIERS DECLiVRATIONS

Senator Symington. There has been comment in the press that the
;erms of the suppliers declarations are counter to the terms of the
Euratom Treaty. Is that correct?

Mr. Vest. I'm sorry, sir, but I'm not familiar with that.

Senator Symington. Would you check that for the record and let

IS know ?

Mr. Vest. Yes, sir. I will.

Senator Symington. Thank you.

[The information referred to is classijfied and in the committee files.]

Senator Symington. Have the London meetings achieved any re-

sults—I asked that question.

Let's get to the next question.

U.S. OPPOSITION TO SALE TO PAKISTAN

Secretary Kissinger has testified last week before Government Op-
erations that we are making, and I quote, "the strongest represcnta-

ions" in opposition to Pakistan's purchase from France of a reprocess-

ing plant.

Now, as I get your testim.ony this afternoon [deleted]. Have they

'laken the same position with respect to Pakistan? Have they passed

;hf> t buck over to us ?

]Mr. Vest. We have not had an answer from them, sir, [deleted].

';;n the case of Pakistan, we made the request to them that they not

.ell. [Deleted] to stand aside. [Deleted.]

Senator Symington. What did they say ?

Mr. Vest. We have not had an answer from them yet.

Senator Syiviington. How long ago did you ask them ?

Mr. Vest. I would have to check, sir. The first conversation I had

vith the French was, I believe, 2 weeks ago ?

Mr. Oplinger. [Nods affirmatively.]

Mr. Vest. About 2 weeks ago. Thereafter the Secretary spoke to

-Hr. Bhutto himself who was then in New York.

Senator Symington. Secretarv Kissinger?

Mr. Vest. Yes, sir. He raised the subject more than once to Bhutto

n the course of the evening, and we have not had a final answer from

he Pakistanis. . . , t. i • ^ •

Senator Symington. What is the reaction of the Pakistanis as you

Mr Vest. I can only guess—we have no final answer, but I would

lay the real reaction underneath their words is that they are very

-airly negative and that they are insisting they will go ahead.

Senator Case. May I interrupt?

Senator Symington. Yes.
^ tit t5i, <.<-«? -n^ri lio

Senator Case. Wliat did Dr. Kissinger say to Mr. Bhutto? Did he

lav we do not want vou to do this? What were the «r^ments?

Mr. Vest. He said that this was an extraordinarily ^.^^"^^y^^ing

-:or them to undertake, that it woiild disturb People- the n„clear

veapons competition, that it ^o^l^. PYfJ"<^l^^, *^^\;^ f*3'\\\^,fc^
:>akistan to all of the other countries m ^^s neighborhood and t at it

vould make, it would have a prejudicial effect as well upon the Mews

61-004—76 21
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of many people in this country in relation to Pakistan if it went ahead
with this.

As I say, we did not get a final answer.

Senator Syimington. Now, when Secretary Kissinger

Mr. Vest. But there was no—excuse me, sir—it was unequivocal. It

was a very serious approach on the part of the Secretary.

Senator Case. I do not question that. I just wondered.
Mr. Vest. Well, we had so much confusion over the German one

that I just wanted to make it clear.

ir.S. POSITION CONCERNING GERMAN SALE TO BRAZIL

Senator Symington. Well, I was going to bring up the German om
because in effect, the Chancellor of Germany told his people and th(

world that the Secretary of State of the United States was not telling

the truth. Did we have any written request asking that they not giv«i

the enrichment process to Brazil, the Germans ?

Mr. Vest. There was a whole series of recorded approaches by
officials, including our Ambassador in Bonn, and I think the records

of this have been sent to your staff, I believe.

Senator Symington. Is that correct? Do we have those?

Mr. Holt. Do we have those ?

Senator Symington. Why would Secretary Kissinger make such J

statement ?

JSIr. Vest. Well, as I mentioned, sir, when I appeared before yoi

before, I can only guess that their government, as was the case witl

other governments in my experience, that the exchange of informatioi

had not gotten through
Senator Symington. How do you mean that it hadn't

Mr. Vest. That the Foreign Ministry had not sent a record of thes«

previous conversations within the Foreign Ministry over to the Prim«
Minister's office.

Senator Symington. A long time after that they went through witl

the deal, which they did not have to do. They could have stopped it.^

The American people are spending, I do not know how many bil

lions, I know it is somewhere around $17 or $18 billion at one time

and I think if anything, based upon what I hear about the military

budget, it is going to be more. We are spending that to defend Ger
many. Why do we not take a stronger position when they in turn se

it up for a country in this hemisphere to become a great nuclear powei

with their own uranium.
Mr. Vest. All I can say, sir, is that I know that the approaches wen

made, and I do know—well, I do not know what words were saic

between tlie two foreign ministers. It was discussed between the tw(

foreign ministers. Clearly the Secretary of State must have expressec

to the German Foreign Minister his opposition to this because wher

they came out from their meeting to the press, the press asked then

did you settle this matter, and the two foreign ministers said, each o:

them, no, we did not agree in this area—so, obviously they had dis

cussed up to a point of disagreement—but we understand each other's

position more clearly.

This was a part of the public record, and that is all I know, sir.

Senator Symington. If we put all this armament in Germany anc

put nuclear weapons all over Germany and do all we have done foi

Germany since World War II, have we not got any trust at all wher

ii
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we say we do not want you to make a nuclear power out of a country
in South America ?

GERMAN BELIEFS CONCERNING SAEE TO BRAZIL

Mr. Vest. They have their own beliefs in this case, and their belief
is as follows.

Senator Symington. Is what ?

Mr. Vest. Is as follows. They say rather than say to the Brazilians
no, we will not send you something, they argue, and there are people
in this country who will echo that argument, that it is better for us to
sell and be there as a part of it, keep an eye on it and insure external
safeguards all the way through, rather than have it done by the Brazil-
ians with their own resources, more slowly, but going ahead.
Senator SYivnNGTON. There is no secret about the fact that the French

may dislike us, but that tliey are afraid of the Germans and so are peo-
ple in the Soviet Union. Under this deal the Brazilians in thoir own
ships, or in German ships, could ship complete nuclear weapons back to
jrermany, could they not?
Mr. Vest. They would have to make them first, and they would have

liad to gull the whole IAEA safeguards activities.

Senator Symington. That does not mean anything. Have you read
a book called, "The Curve of Binding Energy ?"

Mr. Vest. No, sir.

Senator Symington. It's about the thinking of Dr. Taylor. He says
9ne man, an expert scientist, who reads an encyclopedia article on nu-
3lear weapons written by Dr. John Foster, a great nuclear physicist,

;an build a bomb.
Now, if they are so worried about it, why do they set this up, I can-

lot understand it, unless they are looking for a way to get weapons
themselves ?

Mr. Vest. I do not think they have to do that, sir, if they wanted
isreapons.

Senator Syiviington. How would they get them if they did not get

:hem from Brazil ?

Mr. Vest. I think that without getting weapons from Brazil, with
:he state of technology in Germany they could do what they have to do,

short testing, and figure this out for themselves.

Senator Symington. And build their own weapons?
Mr. Vest. I think so.

Senator SyjVIington. Like Hitler did ?

Senator Case. A supply of nuclear material is involved in this, is

tnot?
Mr. Vest. Yes. Sir, I am not tiding to defend what the Germans

nave done with Brazil. I have no answer to this except to give vou the

fact that they have taken the position and why they have taken it.

Senator Symington. Where would they get plutonium to build their

)wn weapons in the quantities needed ?

Mr. Vest. I am not sure what they would do, nor where, sir. But in

he world that is lying ahead, if someone is determined in a modern
ndustrial state, is determined to do something, as many people allege

[srael has done, people will find a way.
Senator Symington. Well, my point is I cannot understand why

ifter all we have done for Germany after World War II, and our Sec-
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retary of State testifies that he had pled with them, in the strongest

terms not to make a nuclear power out of a country in this hemis-
phere, they go ahead and do it, and we just sit back and let them do it

I do not understand that.

Mr. Vest. Their argument is that they are making it a nuclear energji

power, not a nuclear weapons power.
Senator Symixgton, Well, of course that is absurd because thej

get their electric energy from nuclear power. They only put it from
0.7 to 3 to 4 percent. They do not have to go to 90 percent, and the}^

can take the plutonium out of their residual and make weapons. Dr.
Agnew, the head of Los Alamos Laboratories, pointed that out tc

me. So the idea that they cannot make nuclear weapons because thej
want to make electric energy only is just a fraud. That is the kind o^

thinking that gets into this picture and a lot of us, well some of us

anyway, are getting increasingly suspicious about wh?.t is going on
Mr. Vest. That is exactly why we have had these talks over the

last jea,r.

Senator Symington. In secret.

Mr. Vest. It does not change the effort, sir.

SECRECY OF TALKS QUESTIONED

Senator Symington. That is what you say, and I am not arguing
with you because you are under instructions. But I think this mattei
is important enough for the people of the world as well as the peopk
of the United States to Imow what is going on [deleted].

The other dav I went to a hearing where there were three engineer
who protested the General Electric and the Westinghouse reactors

You could not get within 20 or 30 yards of that hearing room becaus*
of the number of people. And it is a big hearing room. You have s

hearing on what we are talking about—killing maybe hundreds o
millions of people—and you cannot get any interest of any kind what
ever anywhere in the world. The basic reason for it is that we are part;

to all of this secrecy, which is one thing that has gotten us into an

awful lot of trouble in other fields besides.

Now let me proceed with my question.

NPT's EFFECT ON NUCLEAR PROLIFERATION

Secretary Kissinger testified that adherence to the Non-Proliferatioi
Treaty is a key element in preventing nuclear proliferation. On th
other hand, some people believe that joining the Non-Proliferatioi
Treaty may be a step toward a nuclear weapons program.
What is the view of this administration on that, and the potentialit;

of its use by countries so as to acquire nuclear weapons ?

I think the Quadhafi statement in Libya was one thing that inspire*

some of this thinking.
Mr. Vest. It is perfectly possible that a country, any country, cailjl

use the NPT as an escape valve, if they want. They will merely sig:|j(

the NPT and then say OK, we have signed the NPT, now we shoul
have access to this or that or whatever it may be. [Deleted.] I

jj

Now, the NPT is only a part of the total policy. We are trying t|ji|

encourage the acceptance of it, but no treaty guarantees a total staj

M

{(
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)ility as a fact of life, and therefore the NPT could be used as an ex-

use, and that is exactly what we are on the lookout to avoid.

You have to look at the whole physical picture when you do it.

Senator Symington. Does the administration believe that the re-

ent decisions by South Korea and Libya to join the Non-Prolifera-
ion Treaty may actually be a decision to acquire nuclear weapons?
ISIr. Vest. I cannot say I have seen a firm statement on that, sir^

Deleted.]

SECRETARY KISSINGEr's STATEMENT CONCERNING ADEQUACY OF IAEA
SAFEGUARDS

Senator Symington. Now, Secretary Kissinger testified last week
he IAEA safeguards were, and I quote, "adequate" to prevent nu-
lear proliferation.'

I do not want to ask you to comment about your superior's state-

ment, but to us that is one of the most absurd statements we have ever

Heard. How in the name of heaven, after you look at the actual IAEA
safeguard system, can you say it is adequate to prevent nuclear prolif-

sration? Who gives that kind of information to the Secretary of

State?
Mr. Vest. I cannot say, sir. I do not know.
Senator Symington. "^Vho is his professional technical advisor?

Mr. Vest. He has a whole Bureau for Scientific Affairs.

Senator Symington. He must get them out of the bottom drawer of

;he Bureau to make a statement like that to the American people, be-

cause that is not true. You know that as well as I do. So, why does a

statement like that come out of the State Department ?

Mr. Vest. I do not know, sir. But our position has been as follows

:

^Ve know what the IAEA is trying to do. We know it is an agency in

'volution, and it is the only one around that is acceptable to the large

much of countries that we would like to have inspected ; therefore

)ur objective is to try to do what we can to beef it up, make it better,

md have it perform the job satisfactorily.

Senator Symington. All we are trying to do is get the facts, and all

sve can rely on are the statements.

did INDIA COMPLY WITH CANADIAN BILATERAL SAFEGUARDS?

Now, the Secretary also testified, and I quote

—

We know of no nation that has acquired nuclear weapons through diversion of

iiuclear material subject to either bilateral or IAEA safeguards.

Does the administration believe that India complied with the letter

»jid spirit of the Canadian bilateral safeguards ?

Mr. Vest. If I am not mistaken, sir, I think India did. It complied

with the letter of the safeguards.

Senator Syimington. And the spirit ?

Mr. Vest. I said the letter only. ,/-,,.
Senator Case. Could that be explained, I wonder, Mr. Chairman. 1

would like to know what it did.

Senator Symington. The Canadians were very upset about it.
^

Mr. Vest. The Canadians were very upset because they certainly

felt that it very much violated the spirit of the agreement.
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Senator Case. In what way ?

Mr. Vest. I wonder if I could ask Mr. Oplinger to explain a little

more about the Indian matter.

Mr. Oplinger. Yes, sir. I think that the agreement on the facility

from which they produced their explosion provided that it could not
be used for anything but peaceful purposes. So, the dispute was over

what was a peaceful purpose. The Indians claim that their explosion

was, in fact, peaceful. The Canadians said that that was never in-

tended. So, the letter of the agreement, I think, was met, if you accept
the Indian claim that it was a peaceful explosion.

Senator Symington. Are you saying that when the Canadians made
the deal with India they knew that they were going to have an uncon-
trolled explosion ?

Mr. Oplinger. That the Canadians knew or that the Indians knew ?

Senator Symington. That the Canadians knew that the Indians
plamied that explosion.

Mr. Oplinger. No. I think that the Canadians would have felt that
any explosion was nonpeaceful.
Senator Symington. Yes ; but the point is that they were given the

material to make electric energy, were they not ?

Mr. Oplinger. Yes, sir.

Senator Symington. And you do not, in order to make electric en-
ergy, you never have an uncontrolled reaction, do you ?

Mr. Oplinger. No, sir.

Senator Symington. Okay. But they had an uncontrolled reaction,
in other words, an explosion, so they violated what the Canadians
thought they were going to do with it, did they not?

: Mr. Oplinger. They violated what they Canadians thought they
were going to do with it, but it is not clear that they violated what
the agreement specifically said.

Senator Case. This was an Indian ploughshare thing ?

,
Mr. Oplinger. Yes. They said it was for excavation purposes, that

they were developing a device for that purpose.
Senator Javits. Have you seen the agreement between India and

Canada ?

]Mr. Vest. No ; we have not yet, have we ?

INIr. Oplinger. I do not know whether we have the text.

IMr. Vest. We know what the Canadians have told us.

Senator jA\Trs. An agreement has words. There is a diametrical
difference between the two parties on the words used, let alone the
intent. That is what Senator Symington means.

Senator Syisiington. Senator Jaivts puts it better than I do. All I
know is the Canadians were, well I do not want to use the wrong word,
but they were intensely upset about it, let's put it that way.
Mr. Vest. They were sir, because they felt the Indians had violated

the spirit and found an escape clause in the agreement that they had
signed.

Senator Javits. Well, did the Canadians have a bad lawyer?
INIr. Vest. I do not—well, yes, obviously in retrospect.
Senator Javits. I think it is something we ought to see, I really do.

Mr. Vest. We will certainly check to see if we can get from our
records copies of that particular agreement.
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I might say that the Canadians have been the most careful people in
jvery sense.

Senator Case. That is a very high price to pay.

POSSIBILITr OF something more than IAEA SAFEGUARDS

Has there been any discussion of the possibility of something more
than the IAEA safeguard system? Has there been any serious dis-
cussion of some controlled handling, reporting, and returning of fis-

sionable material ?

Mr. Vest. Not that I am aware of, sir.

Senator Case. There was no discussion of it. HaA-e we ever con-
sidered making a proposal for a pooling of material and leasing it

out and returning it and having that kind of check on it ?

]\Ir. Vest. Not that I am aware ;of , Senator. I will check that for
Dur information.

Senator Case. Has our arms control agency ever considered this

kind of thing ?

]Mr. Vest. I would have to check with them, sir.

[The information referred to is classified and in the committee
files.]

PENALTIES FOR VIOLATING IAEA SAFEGUARDS

Senator Syimingtox. I would like to ask this question, if I may.
If a country violates IAEA safeguards, the IAEA statute provides

for the suspension of membership in the agency. Beyond suspension,

is there any other penalty ?

Mr. Vest. The penalty would be for the offended comitry to take

what action it chooses across the board of it relationships.

Senator Symington. "VVliat would suspension of membership ac-

complish ?

:Mr. Vest. I would have to get that for you and report it, sir, I do

not know.
Senator Symington. But there is not any, is there ?

Mr. Vest. I do not know. That is why I say I would have to check.

Senator Symington. But you are the expert on this, and I do not

know why. Now, if you do not know and I do not know. You see,

we are waltzing around here, not you and me, but the whole idea, and

the way this thing is being handled in Vienna, Geneva, and Washing-

ton, it 'is just a lot of nonsense when it comes to any thrust.

[The information referred to follows :]

Impact of Suspension of IAEA Membership

(Supplied by Department of State)

Mr. Vest. Suspension of IAEA membership would have immediate impact

in that benefits of membership, including technical assistance and P«Jticipation

in joint work on mutual problems associated with nuclear power would be termi-

nated. More important, however, is that such action would cut off the country

In question from virtually all possible supply of °"cl?5
i"^*?"^,^^ • t'l"^P'"X*

and technology since all significant suppliers are committed to IAEA safeguards.

Such action might, of course, also lead to broader reactions.
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WOUID U.N. SECURmr COUNCIL ACT ON IAEA SAFEGUARDS VIOLATION?

Senator Symington. My next question is, do you believe that the

Security Coimcil can be relied upon to do anything in the instance

of a violation of IAEA safeguards?

Mr. Vest. Our National Security Council?
_

Senator Symington. The United Nations Security Council.

Mr. Vest. This is a personal opinion. No, sir, I do not count on them

to do anything in this case.

Senator Symington. I worked awfully hard up there a year ago

last fall on one particular item, and so did my colleague, Senator

Percy. In support of our position we got four votes out of 138.

Mr. Vest. I do not expect anything from them.

Senator Symington. I have some other questions here, but I would

be glad to yield at tliis time.

questions for the record

Senator Case. I want to have a general question, really, and then,

if you would, the staff will give some of them to you to answer for the

record so far as they have not been covered by other questions and

other answers you have given.

other countries perception of proliferation threat

In your discussions with these other countries, [deleted] do you de-

tect a real common interest in dealing with the threat of proliferation,

or do you have to extract from each of them, using whatever tangible

or intangible we have, their agreement ?

Do they recognize it as a common problem? Or, do they not?

As members of the human race, what is your argument in that ? If

it is a serious thing, why do silly things [deleted] deter them from
making agreements in their own best interest ?

Do you understand the thrust of my question ?

Mr. Vest. Yes, I do. Senator. I would say that I think, quite seri-

ously, after negotiating with these people for a year, that they do

share our perception of the problem, that they are serious about it.

But each nation approaches it from a different backgroimd and with

a different degree of either optimism or lack of optimism, and there-

fore it is that some countries are willing to obligate themselves further

than others, or more rapidly than others.

It has been a process of very, very long and persistent discussion

and persuasion to get countries in each case to take actions which are

going to inhibit the way they do their business or run their own gov-

ernment, and so on. It has not been possible to move them faster. Andy
as I mention, they do know it is a process, it is a serious one. They
want it to be applicable to other countries as well, and they recognize

it is something that we are going to have to try to extend in its ap-

plicability as well as in its membership.

press comment on negotiations

If I could throw in one more pomt, if I may, regardless of the fact

that all of this has been carried on in a pseudo—or under the pseudo-
fig leaf of confidentiality, as a result of the activities of the press in.
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each of the countries, it has been anything but confidential, and there-
fore there has been a rather high degree of comment in country after
country. The only country I know of where it has not been commented
on in is the Soviet Union.
Senator Case. Has this comment hurt the negotiations?
Mr. Vest. [Deleted.]

Senator Case. These things are almost the only optimistic activity

that seems to be going on. I think the world is hungry for it.

Mr. Vest. [Deleted.]

Senator Case. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Symington. Thank you.
Senator Javits.

Senator Javits. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

EFFECT IF IAEA GUIDELINES HAD BEEN IN EFFECT AS TO INDIA

I have a number of questions here. First, suppose that these IAEA
guidelines or provisions had been in effect as to India; would they

have prevented India from using these nuclear materials in order to

fashion a bomb ?

Mr. Vest. Excuse me. Each time on India I have to ask my expert.

It is my understanding it would have been discovered, right?

Mr. Oplinger. Well, if they had diverted materials that were under
safeguards for use in this program, the IAEA would have known it

early in the game if the inspections worked, as they were supposed to

have, and the supplier would have known what was happening much
earlier.

Senator JA\^TS. And the world could then have zeroed in on India.

Mr. Oplinger. Yes.
Mr. Vest. And the Canadians could have zeroed in on any further

supply.
Senator Ja\t:ts. Eight.

possibility of full fuel SAFEGUARDS

If you cannot get the other countries to accept the deal of banning

reprocessing and heavy water, but you can get them to accept the ap-

plication of IAEA safeguards for whatever they sell, could it pos-

sibly be extended ? Could you require that the next thing you sold new

to any country, that country would have to go under IAEA safe-

guards for the whole ball of wax—everything it had in the country

respecting nuclear production ?

Mr. Vest. Yes.
That as an idea was talked about last year. We did not—well, not

exactly in that form, but the business of getting the full fuel safe-

guards, having one, anything trigger it—this was talked about, but

we were never able to get agreement on that. But it seemed the

simplest way to go about it, frankly.

Senator Javits. But it looks more likely, does it not, more pro-

pitious than the ban and an agreement on a ban. Is that correct^

Mr. Vest. Yes. That general line, that general approach is one that

I would expect to be raised when we meet again, frankly.
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Senator Javits. Well, I mustsay, I feel like my colleagues. I am
devastated by the fact that with so much at stake we camiot seem to

get, you know, to get off the dime. I do not happen—by the way, for

one Senator's statement, [deleted] I think they would fold. If I were

President, I would do exactly that. I would just beat the hell out of

them. [Deleted.] I do not go with that at all for whatever it is worth.

I think that is really shocking.

POSSEBILITT OF MORE IAEA INSPECTORS

The other thing I wanted to ask you is this. It seems to me to be

critically important in this matter. Is there any way of beefing up the

IAEA with more inspectors ?

Mr. Vest. That is exactly what we have proposed, and with addi-

tional funds.

Senator Javits. Yes.

Mr. Vest. That is a part of our program.
Senator Javits. We are pushing that?

Mr. Vest. Yes, sir.

ARE WE PLAYING WHOLE RANGE OF ARGUMENT?

Senator Javits. Wlien you say we are pushing this and pushing that^

are we playing the whole range of the argument ? Is Kissinger enough
impressed with the way we feel about this, now? I happen to be the

only member of this committee who is on Government Operations and
Foreign Relations, and I am perfectly willing to throw my body across

the dike as a bridge.

Is he impressed with the strength of our feeling so that we really

—

I think the coimtry would back him. We would back him, in my judg-

ment, if he played it right across the board, detente, nuclear anns
limitation, [deleted], when they threaten to sink us. They will again

just as they did before on the monetary situation in Europe. We are

not going to give them those billions unless they come through on this.

Are we really prepared to make this a No. 1 priority ?

Now, you ought to find out about that, and perhaps we even as a

subcommittee, Mr. Chairman, could approach the administration on
that score. I think we would be joined by the Government Operations
Committee to really lean on this situation with everything we have
because we feel so strongly about it.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Syjmington. Before going further
Senator Javits. May I have one other question, please? I have for-

gotten one thing.

Senator Symington. Of course.

FREE world's SOURCE OF ENRICHED URANIUM

Senator Ja\t:ts. Somebody said, and please confirm or deny this^

that the United States is the sole supplier of enriched uranium to the
free world. Now how does that hook into this thing?
Mr. Vest. I do not think that is true. Is it in your opinion ?

Mr. Oplinger. At the present time the United States and the Soviet
Union both supply enriched uranium to the free world. That will not
be true for very much longer. There are plants under construction in
Europe which will come on the market in a few years.
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Senator Javits. So that is no handle.
Mr. Oplinger. No, sir.

Mr. Vest. No, sir.

Senator Javits. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

CANADIAN RESUMPTION OF NUCLEAR AID TO INDIA

Senator Syimington. Now ERDA is pretty deep in this situation, as

you know. But before getting into that, I would ask unanimous consent

to insert at this point in the record an article of Wednesday, March
10—this is last Wednesday—entitled "Canada To Resume Nuclear
Aid to India," and in that connection, it appears that Canada will

resume its aid to India and assist in completing the third Canadian
built nuclear powerplant in India. The article says India has pledged
not to use any plutoniuni produced in the three reactors supplied by
Canada in any nuclear explosions.

[The information referred to follows :]

[From the New York Times, Mar. 10, 1976]

Canada to Resume Nuclear Aid to India

(By Robert Trumbull)

Ottawa, March 9—India has accepted Canadian demands for certain strictures

on its nuclear program, and Canada has agreed in return to resume nuclear aid.

According to a Canadian official, the new agreement, which is expected to be
ratified soon by both governments, includes an Indian pledge that the three

reactors supplied by Canada will not be used in developing an explosive device.

The reactors, he said, will be subject to "adequate safeguards."

In return, the source said, Canada will reinstate a $100-miUion-a-year assist-

ance program, including limited nuclear aid, that had been suspended following

the Indian nuclear explosion of May 1974 in which plutonium produced by a
Canadian reactor was used.

It is believed that New Delhi has also agreed to refrain from exploding another

nuclear device until the resumed Canadian nuclear aid program is completed 15

to 18 months from now.
However, the official source said that nothing in the new agreement prevented

India from proceeding, after the Canadian project ends, with the development of

nuclear explosives from non-Canadian resources.

Canadians in close touch with Indian scientific progress are convinced that New
Delhi has all the technology needed, as well as the raw material in the form of

uranium, to develop nuclear weapons without assistance from any country.

India is one of six countries that have produced a nuclear explosion. The others

are the United States, the Soviet Union, Britain, France and China.

India, like France and China, has refused to sign the international treaty to

prevent a spread of nuclear weapons. However, the Indians insist that their

development of nuclear technology is for peaceful purposes.

The new nuclear agreement between Canada and India was worked out in

New Delhi last week bv teams led by Kewal Singh, the Indian Foreign Secretary,

and Ivan Head, the chief foreign policy adviser to Prime Minister Pierre Elliott

Trudeau.
Canadian officials are privately disturbed by the progress of the Indians in

constructing their own reactors, which would be unaffected by the safeguards

worked out recently by the United States, the Soviet Union, Canada. Britain,

France, West Germany and Japan to prevent the nuclear technology that they

export from being used for explosives.

safeguards aee seceet

The nature of those safeguards is secret.

"India is one of half a dozen countries in the world with the reprocessing tech-

nique essential for the extraction of plutonium," a Canadian official said.

"There is no present indication that India is likely to stage a second explosion

shortly," he added.
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Canada is now negotiating with Pakistan in an attempt to forestall the possible

use of wastes from a Canadian reactor near Karachi in a reprocessing plant pur-

chased from France, thereby creating the raw material for a nuclear bomb.
Following inconclusive talks with Prime Minister Zulfikar Ali Bhutto in

Ottawa last month, and subsequent discussions with Pakistani officials, Ottawa
Indicated that Canadian commitments to supply technological aid and fuel for

the Karachi reactor would be halted unless Pakistan accepted the controls.

BEACTOB StrPPLIES KARACHI

Canada has been reluctant to cease assistance with the reactor, since it supplies

much of the electric power for Karachi, a major city.

Noting that the Indian nuclear explosion in 1974 used plutonium produced by a
small Canadian research reactor, the Canadian official pointed out that the heavy
water essential to the process was supplied by the United States.

While the research reactor cannot produce explosive material of weapons
grade, the source said, the two large 400-megawatt reactors supplied to India by
Canada can.
The first large reactor began producing a year and a half ago and the second is

now "95 percent complete," the source stated. Under the new agreement, he said,

Canada will resume the supply of components needed to have the machine fully

activated 15 to 18 months from now.

LDC NUCLEAR POWER PROSPECTS

Senator Sti^iington. I have here two extracts from a study con-

ducted for ERDA [Energy Research and Development Administra-
tion] entitled, "LDC Nuclear Power Prospects, 1975-1990—Commer
cial, Economic and Security Implications."
The first extract outlines perceived weaknesses and problem areas

in the international and safeguard area. The second includes recom-
mendations on the U.S. approach to the nuclear market in less devel-

oped coimtries.

Would you have someone in the State Department analyze these twc
extracts and provide a written assessment of them for the record ?

Mr. Vest. Yes, sir.

Senator Symington. Without objection they will be included in the
record.

Incidentally, Mr. Vest, we would like to get this as soon as we can.

You know, sometimes there is a long delay. If you need any assistance
from ERDA in analyzing any of the details, why I think perhaps we
could help you. Let us know if we could be of any service.

[The information referred to follows :]

Mr. Vest. Mr. James G. Poor, Director of the Division of International Se
curity Affairs, ERDA, has provided the attached analysis and assessment foii

the record.

EEDA COMMENTS ON "LDC NUCLEAR POWER PROSPECTS, 1975-1990' i

Pages V-50 to "V-57 of the so-called Barber report identify what the authors
consider to be nine weaknesses or problem areas of the NPT/IAEA system.

(1) Since there is no definition in the NPT of what constitutes "manufactur
ing" or a "nuclear weapon", it may be difficult to accuse a nation of non-com|ii
pliance with the NPT. I{,

Although there is no definition of a nuclear weapon in the NPT, Article Up
contains an undertaking by nonnuclear-weapon states party to the Treaty not to

acquire "nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices". It is clear froi

the words as well as the public record that the phrase "nuclear weapons or othe
nuclear explosive devices" is sufficiently broad to cover any nuclear devici
which could be used for any explosive purposes. Taken in context of its histo:
and purposes, there would appear to be an international consensus that the mea
ing of the term "manufacture" includes parts, fabrication and assembly. In add:
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tion of safeguards. The objective of IAEA safeguards is the timely detection of
manufacture nuclear weapons or nuclear explosives in order to allege a viola-
tion of safeguards. The ohjective of IAEA safeguards is the timely detention of
materials diversion to nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices or for
"purposes unknown." Thus, any diversion of material constitutes grounds for
an IAEA report that there has been non-compliance with the applicable safe-
guards agreement.

(2) The NPT does not prohibit all military uses of nuclear energy. Any na-
tion can easily remove nuclear material from safeguards for immediate use in
weapons or to stockpile weapon-grade material.

This point overlooks an important provision in NPT safeguards agreements.
If a nation wishes to use safeguarded material for a non-proscribed military
purpose, e.g. naval propulsion, it must make it clear that the use of material
will not be in conflict with an undertaking the nation may have given and in

respect of which Agency safeguards apply, that the nuclear material will l)e used
only in a peaceful nuclear activity, and that during the period of uonapplicatiou
of safeguards the material will not be used for the production of nuclear weapons
or other nuclear explosion devices. In addition, all U.S. Agreements for Cooper-
ation contain specific guarantees by the cooperating nation against the use of
nuclear material or equipment supplied by the U.S. for any military purpose,
not only for explosives.

(3) The NPT permits stockpiling of nuclear materal.
The NPT does not prohibit the storage of nuclear materials in nonnuclear-

weapons states. These materials are, however, subject to international in.«pection

and control. First, the materials are subject to IAEA safeguards. Second, U.S.
Agreements for Cooperation contain controls over U.S.-supplied materials. The
U.S. generally requires the reprocessing of U.S.-supplied materials be performed
only in facilities acceptable to the U.S. or in facilities that the U.S. agrees can
be effectively safeguarded.
The U.S. is also encouraging establishment of multinational fuel-cycle centers,

which would decrease the number of storage sites.

(4) The present two year terms for IAEA inspectors are inadequate to provide
the necessary background and training. Few states (particularly LDCs) have
large numbers of experienced personnel from which the agency may draw. The
IAEA has an inadequate number of inspectors, salaries are too low and there

I

are language barriers.

Depending on the individual's background and experience when employed
' by the IAEA, he should develop into an increasingly effective inspector during
a two-year term with the Agency. However, the Agency is not limited to retaining

! inspectors for only two years. The short initial contract allows the Agency an
opportunity to evaluate inspectors. If an individual performs satisfactorily, he
is offered a second two-year contract. At the end of the fourth year he may be

I'

offered a five-year contract.
LDCs are likely to have fewer experienced candidates for posts in the IAEA

f Department of Safeguards and Inspection, but there have been sufficient num-
bers available to assure a wide representation. As of the beginning of 197G,

thirty-six nations were represented in this department. Further, inspectors from
LDCs are not necessarily less qualified than inspectors from developed coun-

V tries ; in many cases they have received their educations at the same educational

I; institutions. In addition, the Agency is developing a course to train personnel

for national nuclear accounting systems. This course, which should besin in

mid-1976, should create a reservoir of trained personnel for the Agency. A similar

(program is being considered by the U.S.
Agency salaries are no impediment to attracting and retaining qualified per-

H sonnel. They are based on salaries paid by the U.N. Secretariat and are e<im-

parable to U.S. Civil Service salaries.
? The number of inspectors is considered adequ.ate for the number and type of

! in^-pections conducted by the IAEA at the present time. Steps are being taken to

increase the number in the future as greater numbers of facilities become sub-

i: jeet to .safeguards. The Agency has been able in the past and should l)e able in

t the future to attract enough qualified people to the inspectorate to obtain the

HI number of personnel required to meet its responsibilities effectively.

e: All personnel employed on the staff of the IAEA are required to have a work-

ei ing knowledge of English. Safeguards reports are requiretl to be i^ubmitted in

rj one of the four ofljcial languages of the Agency : English, Russian. French and

11 Spanish. The state concerned is required to facilitate the examination of records
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kept in a language other than the official languages. Little difficulty has been

experienced by the IAEA with "language barriers" in carrying out its safe-

guards activities.

(5) It may be unlikely that an international mechanism based on national

safeguards systems can be very effective.

Although the IAEA makes extensive use of national material-accountability

systems, it does not depend on such systems to conduct its safeguards activities.

The IAEA has the right and the capability to verify independently the integrity

of nuclear materials. Inspection, containment and surveillance give the Agency
this independent capability, and the Agency and its inspectors have access to

facilities, reports and records in order to verify the findings of the national

system. The maintenance of good national accounting systems is nevertheless

important to the efficient operation of IAEA safeguards, and the Agency is giving

strong emphasis to assisting members states in this regard.

The IAEA is not obliged to accept unsatisfactory national systems as the basis

•of safeguards. If it should consider a national system inadequate, it may deter-

mine that it is unable to apply safeguards effectively until the system is brought

up to IAEA standards; in this case, U.S. bilateral safeguards would apply to

U.S.-supplied material. Moreover, if a national system should become unsatisfac-

tory, the Board of Governors can be notified that verification cannot be accom-
iplished.

The IAEA is giving strong emphasis to assisting Member States in the estab-

lishment of adequate national accounting and control systems, and the U.S. has
provided assistance to other nations in this regard. As already noted, the IAEA
is planning a training program for national safeguards personnel, especially for

the less developed countries engaged in or planning nuclear power programs.
The first presentation of such a course is planned for mid-1976. Consideration
is also being given within the Executive branch of the U.S. Government to

establishing a course for such personnel under IAEA auspices.

(6) The international safeguards system, based solely on material balance ac-

counting, may be inherently unable to ensure that no diversion of material has
taken place.

No system can provide absolute assurance that no nuclear material has been
diverted. However, the timeliness of detecting evidence of possible diversion and
the relative comprehensiveness and reliability of independent IAEA materials
measurements are two areas where improvements are being pursued. It is the
judgment of U.S. and foreign safeguards experts who are intimately familiar
with IAEA accountancy safeguards that it can detect and thus make an im-
portant contribution to deterring efforts at diversion by states. Nevertheless, as
the volume of materials increases and as the number and complexity of safe-

guarded facilities grow, improved material accountability to provide more ac-

curate and timely data will be essential. As the possibilities for more reliable
measurements of fissionable materials reach practical limits, the importance of
surveillance and containment measures will increase, necessitating further de-
velopment in these areas. Both the IAEA and a number of its Member States,
particularly the U.S., are developing instrumentation, procedures and advanced
equipment to maximize the effectiveness of safeguards.

(7) & (8) The IAEA is not responsible for physical security of nuclear
material and is therefore unable to meet the threat of theft or sabotage by
subnational groups.
The IAEA's safeguards function, which has been agreed to by its member

states, is solely to apply accountability and related inventory verification to nu-
clear material in order to provide for the timely detection of diversion of signifi-
cant quantities of nuclear material and the deterrence of such diversion by risk
of early detection. While the IAEA is also capable of detecting illicit acts by
individuals, it has no authority to exercise any police functions in the physical
protection area to prevent theft or sabotage by subnational or terrorist groups.
Countries are extremely sensitive about such police functions, because they are
viewed as a matter of national sovereignty. It should not be presumed that, be-
cause the IAEA has no authority to exercise physical-security functions, physical
security is absent. States have a vital interest in protecting nuclear materials,
whether or not such physical security is supervised by an international agency.

International concern for the physical protection of nuclear materials has in-
creased markedly in recent years. In 1972, the IAEA sought from a panel of ex-
perts recommendations for physical protection of nuclear materials. These rec-
ommendations were made available by the Agency to Member States for guidance
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in establishing national physical-security programs. The IAEA has continued to
emphasize the importance of physical security in national safeguards programs
and, in 1975, reviewed and updated its earlier recommendations.
The U.S. has also been in the forefront in working toward the adoption of

adequate physical security on a world-wide basis. The U.S. imposes physical
security assurance requirements on its exports of trigger quantities of highly
enriched uranium, plutonium and urauium-233
The U.S. is also encouraging effective measures in other countries through

bilateral exchanges of information, by its support of an international convention
on physical security and by its own physical protection policies and its research
and development efforts. The U.S. has found not only a world-wide recognition of
the need for adequate physical security but also active steps being taken by other
nations to assure adequate physical security.

(9) The IAEA would find it difficult, in the case of a suspected diversion, to
provide a timely response.

If the IAEA is unable to verify independently by routine inspection that mate-
rial subject to IAEA safeguards has not been diverted, the Agency may initiate
special inspections, and request the nation to take corrective measures it con-
siders necessary ; if verification continues to be unattainable, noncompliance ac-
tions may be initiated by the Board of Governors. Such procedures include notifi-

cation to Member States of the IAEA (w^hich may then invoke non-compliance
rights contained in bilateral agreements) and to the U.N. Security Council and
General Assembly. It is the judgment of U.S. and foreign safeguards experts
that the IAEA safeguards system will provide timely detection of diversion and
thus make an important contribution to deterring diversion. However, the U.S.
recognizes that improvements are both necessary and possible, in light of the
agency's growing safeguards responsibilities, and U.S. and other countries are
working closely with the Agency to ensure that it possesses not only the neces-
sary technical and financial resources, but also the political support to carry
out its responsibilities effectively.

Comments on pp. "V-81-V-91.
Based on the authors' assessment of the size of the LDC market and the safe-

guards and political issues posed by it, the Barber Report makes a number of

recommendations on the U.S. orientation toward the LDC market.
The report makes the following general recommendations (1) the development

of the LDC nuclear power export market ought to proceed in a most conservative

manner and no steps should be taken that would encourage unfortunate forms
of international competition by means of an indiscriminate "dash" to exploit a

presumed large LDC market, (2) development of an artificial LDC nuclear mar-
ket through large scale subsidization on a direct or hidden basis should be

avoided, and (3) special concessionary arrangements to specific LDCs should

be carefully reviewed. (4) Article IV of the NPT should be interpreted as obliging

the U.S. (or other nuclear powers) to develop nuclear power facilities in LDCs
only if such assistance can be reasonably supported on economic terms, taking

into account national development objectives and energy sector conditions and

(5) Nuclear energy exports to LDCs should be carefully reviewed in the context

of the total needs of LDCs and the full range of other energy assistance alter-

natives that the U.S. might provide.

It has not been, and is not now, the policy of the U.S. Government to promote

nuclear exports on an indiscriminate basis. Under the U.S. system of export

controls, nuclear reactors and special nuclear material may only be licensed for

export after an Agreement for Cooperation has been concluded between the U.S.

and the recipient nation or group of nations. Agreements for Cooperation, which

are submitted to Congress, contain guarantees by the recipient nations or inter-

national organizations that stipulated safeguards will be maintained and that

no material or equipment supplied by the U.S. under the agreement will be used

for nuclear weapons or for research on, or development of, nuclear weapon.s or

for any other military purpose. In addition, export licenses for source material,

special nuclear material or production and utilization facilities may be ipsued by

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission only after consideration of the views of

the Executive branch that the export would not be inimical to the common de-

fense and securitv. In addition, before the Export-Import Bank of the Luitcd

States approves financial support for U.S. nuclear exports, it determines, m/er

alia, whether the proposed transaction is economically viable and technically

feasible The U.S. is also working closely with other major nuclear exporting

nations to avoid a competition based on minimizing safeguards requirements
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and to devise a common set of standards concerning safeguards and other related

controls associated with peaceful nuclear exports.

At the same time, it has been and continues to be the policy of the U.S. Gov-

ernment to cooperate with other nations in the peaceful uses of atomic energy

and to fulfill its obligations under Article IV of the Treaty on the Non-Prolif-

eration of Nuclear Weapons.
Article IV asserts the "inalienable right of all the Parties to the Treaty to

develop research, production and use of nuclear energy for peaceful puriwses",

and provides that "Parties to the Treaty in a position to do so shall also co-

operate in contributing alone or together with other States or international or-

ganizations to the further development of the applications of nuclear energy

for peaceful purposes, especially in the territories of the non-nuclear weapon
States Party to the Treaty, with due consideration for the needs of the develop-

ing areas of the world." This article was sought by the non-nuclear-weapon states

as a condition for their support of the NPT. The language of this article, espe-

cially in the context of the negotiation of the NPT, clearly expresses the obli-

gation of the nuclear-weapon states, as well as non-nuclear weapon states in a

position to do so, to cooperate in the development of peaceful nuclear programs

in the non-nuclear-weapon States Party to the Treaty. (This obligation was
reafiirmed at the NPT Review Conference in 1975. ) Increasingly these programs

include plans for the use of nuclear power to help meet energy needs.

The specific mix of energy technologies a given country chooses to meet its

energy needs will depend on a number of factors including: its indigenous re-

sources, energy needs, trade balance, environmental standards, the flexibility of

the energy utilization infrastructure, and the amount of capital it is prepared

to invest in new systems, in addition to the normal workings of the market. No
one energy source will be optimal for every country. And, indeed, no country is

likely to be willing to be solely dependent on any one energy source. The U.S.

is not in a position to make nuclear cooperation conditional upon its own uni-

lateral assessment of the "national development objectives and energy sector

conditions" of the nation seeking to advance its nuclear program. That assess-

ment is properly made by the importing nation. However, by encouraging the

establishment of multinational fuel-cycle centers, the U.S. is seeking to dis-

courage countries with small nuclear power programs from developing small,

high-cost, national facilities, particularly reprocessing plants.

The U.S. is also active in facilitating the exchange of a variety of energy tech-

nologies among countries and is proceeding to develop a number of energy al-

ternatives on a priority basis. While motivated primarily by domestic goals,

these technologies which are ultimately commercialized will be available on the

international market.
The Barber report also made various recommendations on means of influencing

the LDC market to improve safeguards conditions. These included: (1) Provi-

sion for U.S. low-enrichment-fuel production capabilities to ease LDO's con-

cern over security of supply, a major reason for their leaning to other suppliers

or for considering plutonium recycle. (2) development of long-term storage facili-

ties for spent fuel rods and equitable compensation or fuel credits which could

consideral'ly reduce pressures for independent LDC reprocessing systems and
(3) standardization of fuel cycles and larger-scale nuclear centers through regu-

lation of Plutonium recycling.

It is true that the ability of the United States to influence foreign nuclear
power development in directions favorable to U.S. interests is being seriously

limited by our inability to assure the supply of enrichment services for addi-
tional nuclear jwwer reactors abroad.
The President has proposed the Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act both to assure

the necessary increase in U.S. enrichment capacity and to enable the U.S. to re-

assert its leadership position in international nuclear cooperation. Early passage
of this act will not only help the United States maintain and further its influence
to discourage the proliferation of nuclear weapons, but it will also support U.S.
efforts to promote international cooperation in developing global solutions to the
energy problems besetting most nations of the world.
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The U.S. is also encouraging the development of multinational fuel-cvcle
centers involving management, operation and perhap.s ownership bv more
than one nation. Such centers, which would include spent-fuel storage facilities
would discourage the development of small, high-cost national recycle facilities
and would provide additional assurances against unilateral abrogation of non-
proliferation and safeguards undertakings. The co-location of fuel fabrication
plants, would also facilitate the application of international safeguards and
physical-security measures. There are, of course, many unresolved questions and
practical difficulties that would be involved in the e.stablishment of a center of
such size and complexity. Although none of these appear insuperable, thev will
require careful analysis and strong commitments by manv nations to resolve
them. The U.S. is providing significant technical and financial assistance to the
IAEA in support of a major study to assess some of the organizational, financial,
legal, economic and technical aspects of the regional fuel cycle center concept!
The U.S. is also urging other countries to initiate discussions of the potential of
the multinational concept to meet there needs.

REGULATIONS GOVERNING REPROCESSING ENRICHMENT AND HEAAT WATER
PRODUCTION TRANSFER

Senator Sy^iington. In his testimony before tlie Senate Govern-
ment Operations Committee on March 9, Secretary Kissinger said
that the executive branch instituted in 1972 special regulations
governing proposed transactions involving reprocessing enri'chment
and the heavy water production activities.

Do you know what are the provisions of these special regulations?

Mr. Vest. I would have to get them, sir. But the effect of them is to

make it impossible for U.S. firms to sell them to other countries with-

out U.S. Government authorization.

Senator Symington. Would j^ou supply the details for the record?

jSIr. Vest. Yes, sir.

Senator Symington. Have there been any amendments to the special

regulations since 1972 ?

Mr .Vest. I will provide that for the record.

Senator Symington. You do not know that yourself?

Mr. Vest. No, sir, I do not.

Senator Symington. Would you provide to the committee the text

of the special regulations plus any amendments which I have asked for

and which you said you would do ?

Mr .Vest. Yes, sir.

[The information referred to follows :]

Special Eegulations Governing Reprocessing Enrichment and Heavy Water
Production Transfers

[Supplied by Department of State]

The only amendment made to these regulations (10 CFR Part 810) since 1972

has been the provision for a determination that activities which constitute

directly or indirectly engaging in the production of any special nuclear material

outside the United States will not be inimical to the interest of the United States,

and are authorized by the ERDA Administrator, provided such activities are

limited to the furnishing of information which is available to tl.e pul)lic in

published form or which will be made available to the public in published form

within 60 days after the furnishing thereof. A coi)y of 10 CFR Part SIO is

attached.

61-004—76 22
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[From the Federal Register, VoL 40, No. 190—Tuesday, September 30, 1975]

RULES AND REGULATIONS

Title 10—Energy

Chapteb III Energt Research and Development Administration

Part 125

—

Permits for Access to Restricted Data

restricted data on lithium isotope separation

Correction

In F.R. Doc. 75-25209 appearing on page 43481 of the issue for Monday, Sep-

tember 22, 1975, the added subcategory now designated "(d)" should be desig-

nated "(e)".

Part 810

—

Unclassified Activities in Foreign Atomic Energy Programs

A new Part 810 is added to 10 CFR to read as follows

:

Sec.
810.1 Purpose.
510.2 Scope.
810.3 Definitions.
810.4 Communications.
810.5 Interpretations.
810.6 Authorization requirement.
810.7 Generally authorized activities.
810.8 Grant and revocation of specific authorization.
810.9 Contents of application.
810.10 Reports.
810.11 Additional information.
810.12 Violations.
810.13 Effective date.

ADTHORiTY : Sees. 57. 161, 68 Stat. 932, 948, as amended ; 42 U.S.C. 2077, 2201 ; sec. 104,
Pub. L. 93-438 (October 11, 1974). sec. 223, 68 Stat. 958, as amended: 42 U.S.C. 2273,
§§ 810.10 and 810.11 issued under sec. 161o., 68 Stat. 950, as amended ; 42 U.S.C. 2201 (o).

§ 810.1 Purpose.

The regulations in this part incorporate a general authorization made by the
Administrator under section 57.b. (2) of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as
amended (78 Stat. 605) ; establish reporting requirements applicable to persons
who engage in certain unclassified activities in foreign atomic energy programs

;

and establish procedures governing applications for specific authorizations to
engage directly or indirectly in the production of special nuclear material out-
side the United States.

§ 810.2 Scope.

The regulations in this part apply to all persons within or under the jurisdiction
of the United States.

§810.3 Definitions.

As used in this part

:

(a) "Act" means the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (68 Stat. 919) including any
amendments thereto.

(b) "Agreement for cooperation" means an agreement for cooperation with
any nation or regional defense organization pursuant to section 123 of the Act.

(c) "Atomic weapon" means any device utilizing atomic energy, exclusive of
the means for transporting or propelling the device (where such means is a
separate and divisible part of the device), the principal purpose of which is for
use as, or for development of, a weapon, or weapon prototype or a weapon test
device.

(d) "Administration" means the United States Energy Research and Develop-
ment Administration.

(e) "Administrator" means the Administrator of the United States Energy
Research and Development Administration.

(f) "Defense information" means any information in any category deter-
niined by any Government agency authorized to classifv information, as being
information respecting, relating to, or affecting the national defense.
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(g) "Nuclear reactor" means an apparatus, other than an atomic weapon,
designed or used to sustain nuclear fission in a self-supporting chain reaction.

(h) "Person" means (1) any individual, corporation, partnership, firm, asso-
ciation, trust, estate, public or private institution, group. Government agency
other than the Administration, any State or any political subdivision of, or any
political entity within a State ; and (2) any legal successor, representative, agent
or agency of the foregoing.

(i) "Research and development" means (1) theoretical analysis, exploration,
or experimentation; or (2) the extension of investigative facilities and theories
of a scientific or technical nature into practical application for experimental
and demonstration purposes, including the experimental production and testing
of motors, devices, equipment, materials, and processes.

(j) "Restricted Data" means all data concerning (1) design, manufacturing
or utilization of atomic weapons ; (2) the production of special nuclear material

;

or (3) the use of special nuclear material in the production of energy, but shall
not include any data declassified or removed from the Restricted Data category
pursuant to section 142 of the Act.

(k) "Source material" means source material as defined in the regulations
•contained in 10 CFR, Part 40.

(1) "Special nuclear material" means special nuclear material as defined in
the regulations contained in 10 CFR, Part 70.

(m) "United States", when used in a geographical sense, includes all terri-

tories and possessions of the United States, the Canal Zone and Puerto Rico.

§810.4 Communications.

All communications concerning the regulations in this part should be addressed
to the Administrator, Energy Research and Development Administration, Wash-
ington, D.C. 20545, Attention : Division of International Security Affairs. Com-
munications and reports may be delivered in person at the Administration's main
oifices in Washington, D.C. or Germantown, Maryland.

§ 810.5 Interpretations.

Except as specifically authorized by the Administrator in writing, no inter-

pretation of the meaning of the regulations in this part by any officer or employee
of the Administration other than a written interpretation by the General Counsel

will be recognized to be binding upon the Administration.

§ 810.6 Authorization requirement.

Section 57b. (2) of the Act, as implemented by the Energy Reorganization Act

of 1974, provides that it shall be unlawful for any person to engage directly or

indirectly in the production of any special nuclear material outside of the United

States except (a) under an agreement for cooperation made pursuant to section

123 of the Act, or (b) upon authorization by the Administrator after a deter-

mination that such activity will not be inimical to the interest of the United

States.

§ 810.7 Generally authorized activities.

(a) Pursuant to section 57b. (2) of the Act, the Administrator has detenuined

that any activity which constitutes directly or indirectly engaging in Ihe pro-

duction of any special nuclear material outside of the United States will not be

inimical to the interest of the United States and is authorized by the Adminis-

trator, provided that it

:

^ -^ •

(1) Does not constitute directly or indirectly engaging in any such activity m
any of the following countries or areas :

Albania

;

Chinl"hicluding Manchuria (and excluding Taiwan (Formosa) ) <'ncl"'Jes Inner Moncoila:

the provinces of Tsingliai and Sikang ; Slnklang ; Tibet ; the former Kwantung Leased

Territory, the present Port Arthur Naval Base Area and Liaoning province) .

Viet-Nam

;

Cuba

;

East Germany ('soviet zone of Germany and the Soviet Sector of Berlin) ;

Estonia

;

Hungary

;

Latvia ;

Lithuania

;

North Korea

;

Outer Mongolia

;

Poland

;

I'umania

;

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

:

. and
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(2) Does not constitute directly or indirectly engaging in any of the following

activities outside of the United States

:

(i) Designing or assisting in the design of facilities for the chemical process-

ing of irradiated special nuclear material, facilities for the production of heavy
water, facilities for the separation of isotopes of uranium, or equipment or com-
ponents especially designed for any of the foregoing ; or

(ii) Constructing, fabricating, or operating such facilities; or

(iii) Constructing, fabricating, or furnishug equpment or components espe-

cially designed for use in such facilities ; or

(iv) Training foreign personnel in the design, construction, fabrication, or

operation of such faeiUties or equipment or components especially designed there-

fore; or
(v) Furnishing information not available to the public in published form ^ for

use in the design, construction, fabrication or operation of such facilities or-

equipment or components especially designed therefore ; and
(3) Does not involve the communication of Restricted Data or other classified:

defense information ; and
(4) Is not in violation of other provisions of law.

(b) Pursuant to section 57.b(2) of the Act, the Administrator has determined
that any activity not generally authorized pursuant to paragraph (a) of this,

section, which constitutes directly or indirectly engaging in the production of

any special nuclear material outside of the United States, will not be inimical

to the interest of the United States, and is authorized by the Administrator, pro-

vided that it

:

(1) Does not involve the communication of Restricted Data or other classified

defense inforniation ; and
(2) Is not in violation of other provisions of law ; and either.

(3) Is limited to participation in (i) meetings of or conferences sponsored by
educational institutions, laboratories, scientific or technical organizations; (ii)

international conferences held under the auspices of a nation or group of nations ;

or (iii) exchange programs approved by the Department of State ; or
(4) Is limited to the furnishing of information which is available to the public

in published form " or which will be m^de available to the public in published
form within 60 days after the furnishing thereof.

§ 810.8 Grant and revocation of specific authorization.

(a) Any person who proposes to engage directly or indirectly in the pi-oductiou
of special nuclear material outside of the United States may apply, uules.s such
proposed activity is authorized pursuant to an agreement for cooperation or is

authorized by §810.7, for a specific authorization to the Energy Research and
Development Administration, Washington, D.C. 20545, attention: Division of

International Security Affairs.

(b) The Administrator will approve an application for a specific authoriz;!-
tion to engage directly or indirectly in the production of special nuclear material
outside of the United States by conducting any of the activities enumerated in

§ 810.7(a) if, after taking into account following factors, he determines that
such activity will not be inimical to the interest of the United States

;

(1) Whether the United States has an agreement for cooperation with the
country in which the proposed activity will be conducted ;

(2) Whether the country in which the proposed activity \^'ill be conducted is

a party to the treaty on the Nonproliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) and,
pursuant thereto, has entered into an agreement with the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) for the application of safeguards to its peaceful nuclear
activities

;

(3) Whether the country in which the proposed activity will be conducted, if

not a party to the NPT, will accept IAEA safeguards with respect to the project

;

(4) The relative significance of the proposed activity and availability of com-
parable assistance from other sources ; and

(5) Any other fact which may bear upon the political, economic, or security
interests of the United States.

(c) An authorization pursuant to this § 810.8 may .be revoked, suspended, or
modified, in whole or in part

;

iPor niirposes of this section, "information which is available to thf public in pnWi^lipd
form" shall include, but not be limited to any information contained in an application
ft pd in accordance with the regulations of the U.S. Patent Office and eligible for foreicrn
hllnjr under 35 U.S.C. 184. In addition. Information which Is available from the Admin-
istration pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552 shall, for purposes of this section, be deemed to be
iniorTTintion available to the public in published form.
iDlcL
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(1) For any material false statement in the application for an authorization
or in any additional information submitted pursuant to § 810.11, or

(2) If the Administrator finds that the conduct of any or all of the authorized
activities would be inimical to the interest of the United States.

§ 8 1 0.9 Contents of application.

(a) Each application shall contain the following information:
( 1 ) The full name, address and citizenship of tlie applicant. If the applicant is

a corporation or other entity, it shall indicate the State where it was incorpo-
rated or organized, the location of the principal office, and shall furnish infor-
mation known to the applicant concerning the control or ownership, if any, ex-
•ereised over the applicant by any alien, foreign corporation or foreign Govern-
ment. Each application shall contain complete and accurate disclosure with
respect to the real party or parties in interest.

(2) A complete statement of the activity for which Administration author-
ization is requested, including designation of the country or countries involved
and a detailed description of the specific project to which such activity relates.

(b) If the application contains restricted data or other defense information,
it shall be prepared in such manner that all restricted data and other defense
information are separated from the unclassified information.

(c) Information contained in applications, statements or reports otherwise
filed by the applicant with the Administration may be incorporated by refer-
ence, provided that each such reference is clear and specific.

§810.10 Reports.

(a) Except as provided in paragraph (c) of this section, each person who en-
gages in an activity specified in paragraph (b) of this section shall within 30
days from the commencement of such activity submit a report to the Energy
Research and Development Administration, Washington, D.C. 20545. Attention

:

Division of International Security Affairs. Each such report shall contain the
following information

:

( 1 1 The name, address and citizenship of the person submitting the report

;

(2) The name, address and citizenship of the person or persons for whom such
activities are performed

;

(3) A description of the activity, including its locations.

( b ) Activities to be reported

;

( 1 ) The design, construction, or operation, outside the United States, of

:

(i) A nuclear reactor; or
( ii ) A facility for the separation of isotopes of plutonium ; or

(iii) A facility for the chemical, physical or metallurgical processing or fab-

rication or alloying of special nuclear material ; or

(iv) A facility for the production of zirconium (hafnium-free or low-hafnium),

reactor-grade graphite, or beryllium ; or

(2) The design or fabrication outside the United States, of any component

part especially designed or fabricated for a nuclear reactor or other facility

specified in subparagraph (1) of this paragraph; or

(3) The furnishing of designs, drawings, or other technical data for use out-

side the United States in the construction or operation of a facility specified

in subparagraph (1) of this paragraph or in the fabrication of a component part

specified in subparagraph (2) of this paragraph ; or

(4) The searation, outside of the United States, of isotopes of uranium or

plutonium. or ^ • •

(5) The production, outside of the United States, of heavy water, zirconium

(hafnium-free or low-hafnium), reactor-grade graphite, or beryllium ;
or

(6) The chemical, physical or metallurgical processing of fabricating or al-

loving, outside the United States, of special nuclear material.

(c) The reporting requirements of this section shall not apply to

:

(1) Any activity consisting only of (i) the communication of information gen-

«rallv available to the public in published form; or (ii) financial assistance

;

or (iii) the transmittal of information relating only to conceptual design or

performance characteristics of nuclear reactors or facilities; or (iv) the com-

parative evaluation of types of reactors or facilities; or (v) any combination of

^*'*(2rAny°person to the extent that such person engages in activity authorized

by § S10.7 as the employee of a person required to submit a report pursuant to

paragraph (a) of this section. .^ . .^ *

(3) Any activity specifically authorized by the Administrator.
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§ 810.11 Additional information.

The Administration may at any time require any person who engages in

activity specified in § 810.10 to submit additional information with respect to such

activity.

§810.12 Violations.

An injunction or other court order may be obtained prohibiting any violation of

any provision of the act or any regulation or order issued thereunder. Any person

who wilfuUy violates any provision of the act or any regulation or order issued

thereunder may be guilty of a crime and, upon conviction, may be punished by fine

or imprisonment or both, as provided by law.

§ 810.13 Eflfactive date.

The regulations in this part are effective September 30, 1975.

Note.—The reporting requirements contained herein have been approved by the

OflSce of Management and Budget in accordance with the Federal Reports Act

of 1942.

Dated at Washington, D.C., this 23rd day of September, 1975.

For the Energy Research and Development Administration.

Edward B. Gills,

Acting Assistant Administrator
for National Security.

[FR Doc. 75-26044 Filed 9-29-75 ; 8 :45 am]

DITFERENCE BETWEEN SUPPLIERS AGREEMENT AND SPECIAL REGULATIONS

Senator Symington. Comparing the special regulations with the

supplies agreement, what in general are the differences in restrictions?

Mr. Vest. The general difference, very quickly, is that while we do

not sell, the other countries can.

violations of U.S. BILATERAL SAFEGUARDS

Senator Sy^viington. Secretary Kissinger said tliat if U.S. bilateral

safeguards on nuclear materials were violated, our bilateral agree-

ments call for halting further assistance.

Have any such violations occurred ?

Mr. Vest. Not to my knowledge, sir.

Senator Symington. Would you find out if they have ?

Mr. Vest. 1 will check that, sir.

Senator Symington. And then would you add what we have done
about it ?

Mr. Vest. If they have ever happened. I am not aware that they
have.

Senator Symington. OK. Thank you.
If such violations occur, would further assistance be halted auto-

matically ?

Mr. Vest. I would have to check, sir, and see what would happen
if it is left open or if it is specified.

Senator Symington. Would you do that ?

Mr. Vest. I will do that.

[The information referred to follows :]

Violations of U.S. Bilateral Safeguards

[Supplied by Department of State]

Under U.S. bilateral Agreements for Cooperation, specific provisions generally
exist for handling non-compliance, such as violations of safeguards, including^
the right to suspend or terminate the Agreement and to require return of
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materials, equipment and devices transferred under it. A material breach of
an agreement would constitute cause for exercising these rights, as is well
understood by the parties, but no agreement specifies that such actions would
be taken automatically.
In a situation where a nation would be in non-compliance with a bilateral

U.S. agreement and would not take remedial action within a reasonable period
of time, the U.S. would most likely halt all further assistance forthwith. For
a country increasingly reliant upon the U.S. for development of its civil nuclear
energy option, such withdrawal of U.S. assistance would be viewed as a sig-
nificant disincentive to diversion or other non-compliance relating to safeguards.

STUDY OF MULTINATIONAL NUCLEAR FUEL CENTERS CONCEPT

Senator Symington. In response to the questions at the Government
Operations Committee hearings, Secretary Kissinger appeared to
imply that the State Department is not making any study of the
concept of multinational nuclear fuel cycle centers as a means to
control the spread of the critical steps in the fuel cycle. He said the
State Department is waiting for the IAEA to complete its study.
Did he mean that even though he first advocated investigating the

idea back in September 1974 that the U.S. State Department has
done nothing since then to study the pros and cons of the idea ?

Mr. Vest. An actual study on the extent and feasibility of it is

underway both in IAEA and, it is my belief, in ACDA as well.

Mr. Oplinger. Yes, sir.

Mr. Vest. And we have been in touch with both places on the costs

of this particular effort.

Senator Symington. Well, it has been a year and a half. How long
is it going to take now ?

Mr. Vest. I do not laiow, sir.

Senator Symington. "VVliat would you guess?
Mr. Vest. I have no idea. I would have to provide that for the

record.

Senator Symington. It cannot be very high on the scale of prior-

ities in the Department of State, would you not agree to that, that is,

if it has been going for a year and a half ?

Mr. Vest. Not being a party to the study, sir, I do not know.
[The information referred to follows:]

Studies of Multinational oe Regional Nuclear Fltx Cycle Center Concept

(Supplied by Department of State)

The IAEA has undertaken a comprehensive study of regional multinational

nuclear fuel cycle centers (MNC's). The study includes an analysis of the eco-

nomics of co-locating several segments of the "back-end" of the fuel cycle (e.g.

spent fuel storage and reprocessing, mixed oxide fuel fabrication, radioactive

waste management), as well as an exploration of the institutional, legal and
financial' possibilities that exist for organizing these centers. The U.S. has

actively supported the Agency study project by supplying financial contribu-

tions and expert-consultants, and by advocating broad support for the study

of the multinational concept in many international fora. The Agency plans to

have a preliminary draft of its report by the end of this year, and expects to

have the final report in time for the Salzburg Fuel Cycle Conference in April,

1977.
The MNC idea has also been under study in the U.S. government for about

one year. It is a complex concept with important technical, political and eco-

nomic aspects that cut across commmercial nuclear industry as well as gov-

ernmental policy lines, and it requires sensitivity to the interests of potential

participants, including both supplier and recipient countries. A preliminary
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interagency study of the MNC idea, chaired by ACDA, was completed in Sep-

tember of 1975. Since that time efforts to bring other countries to consider the

MXC approach have proceeded in parallel with internal efforts to study sepa-

rate elements of the problem. Some issues receiving particular attention include

questions related to siting an MNC (such as the political, geographical, geologi-

•cal, and economic factors involved), analysis of various spent fuel storage op-

tions, and exploration of international solutions to the radioactive waste man-
agement problem that might serve as an incentive for MNC participation.

Some MNC studies have continued on an interagency basis, some have been
pursued separately by ACDA, and in a limited number of cases. ACDA plans
to use external research funds to address particular problems related to the
MNC concept. It is expected that study and analysis will continue in support
of on-going bilateral and multilateral discussions of the MNC, and that tJiey

will become more si)ecific in focus as these discussions advance.
The IAEA reached the preliminary conclusion that regional nuclear fuel cycle

centers, involving significant economies of scale, offer the possibility of increased
efficiency and decreased cost as compared to dispersed national facilities. This
preliminary study led the Agency to undertake the larger study discussed above.
The U.S. Government analysis to date also suggests that MNCs could offer

advantages in security, safety, materials accountancy and economy, all of which,
in turn, would be highly preferable to national reprocessing plants from the
perspective of non-proliferation.

LACK OF INTEREST IN PROBLEM AND CLASSHTCATION

Senator Symington. Inasmuch as this is probably the most impor-
tant problem that faces the world today, why can't we get more interest

in the State Department? Why does there seem to be such a lack of
interest ?

Mr. Vest. I really cannot say, sir, because I have been working on
this for the last year, and I have been very interested in it.

Senator Symington. Well, you have sure
Mr. Vest. And I have never had any trouble in getting to the Secre-

tary of State on any issues connected with this.

Senator Symington. We would like to pursue some of these issues

in public ; but this hearing is classified, you see, so we get into the same
kind of stiuation that we were in before. When it busts out, I do not
know who will take the responsibility for it.

You know, we are getting a little tired of this rigamarole.
Mr. Vest. The only part where I have had to ask for classification

is in respect to the nuclear suppliers' negotiations. Much of the rest of
this, sir, has never been classified, and when the Secretary went to

appear before the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, I was away,
but I assumed much of this would come out of that.

IAEA STUDY OF NUCLEAR FUEL CENTER CONCEPT

Senator Symington. When do you think the IAEA study will be
finished ?

Mr. Vest. I will have to answer that later, sir. I will look into it. I
don't know.

[As of the date of publication, the information referred to had not
been supplied.]

Senator Symington. Have you ever asked ?

Mr. Vest. No, sir, I have not.

Senator Symington. So, it is not on your highest priority, either,

is it ?

Mr. Vest. Any study being done by a multinational group—I don't
ask.
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Senator Symington. Is the United States an active participant in
the IAEA study?
Mr. Vest. Well, I do not know about that, sir.

Mr. Oplinger. Yes, sir, we are.

Senator Symington. Well then, how about you? Do you know
when it will be finished—rouglily ?

Mr. Oplinger. The original projection about 6 months ago, I think,
was that it might take as long as 2 years. We have been pressing for

a much earlier conclusion.

Senator Symington. Excuse me, sir. "Wliat is your name, since you
are testifying ?

Mr. Oplinger. My name is Gerald Oplinger. I am Deputy Di-
rector of the Office of Nuclear Policy in Mr. Vest's Bureau.
Senator Syi^iington. I thank you. I thought it would be well to

have for the record.

Have you reached any tentative conclusions yet ?

Mr. Oplinger. No, sir. I do not think that there are any conclu-

sions that have been reached yet.

DID secretary KISSINGER DISCUSS GERMAN SALES IN BRAZIL

Senator Symington. Has Secretary Kissinger discussed the sub-

ject of the German sale of the complete fuel cycle to Brazil, whicli

in my opinion, incidentally, having been in this business for some
30 years in Government, is the single most dangerous thing that has

happened to the peace of the world since World War II ; was it

brought up for discussion by the Secretary when he was in Brazil ?

Mr. Vest. I do not know, sir.

Senator Symington. Will you find out for the record ?

Mr. Vest, We will inquire for the record.

Senator Symington. Then, if you do not know, you do not know
what the response was, either ?

Mr. Vest. No, sir.

Senator SYmNOTON. Would you find out for the record about that,

too?
Mr. Vest. Yes ; we will see what it was.

Senator Symington. I do not mean to be pesky or sarcastic about it.

We just want to know. We have to find out about this.

IMr V^est I understand sir.

[As of the date of publication, the information referred to had not

been supplied.]

lilPORTANCE OF SUBJECT AND GETTING INFORMATION OUT

Senator Symington. I think it is as I said many times and will say

again ; it is the most important problem that the people of the world

Today Ihad lunch with an expert in this field, and they Jiave found

cancer of the thyroid 300 miles from the original detonation at Lni-

wetak. We have a pamphlet that Dr. Ikle published. The Hiroshima

bomb was 13 kilotons and killed 85,000 people, and in the same pub-

lished pamphlet the Director of the Arms Control Agency

said that the biggest one that was dropped was dropped by the

Soviets, and that was a little bigger than 13,000 tons. It was 58 mil-

lion tons.
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This tiling has to be looked at, and you are all meeting in some
club in London and not doing anything about getting the word out

to the people [deleted.] I completely agree with the able Senator from

New York. I cannot buy that kind of discussion. I am beginning to

wonder whether we want to get the information out, because if we
got it out, I could tell you one thing it would do. It would very much
change tlie arms proposals that are being presented to the Congress

today.
Mr. Vest. Sir, if I could just say one thing. I participated in the

negotiations, and I argued on behalf of getting it out. So, there is no

question about us not wanting to get this out because at each meeting

I raised the subject.

Senator Symington-. Well, it looks to me like the operation was suc-

cessful, but the patient is either dying or dead as far as any control of

proliferation goes.

DISALLOWING NUCLEAR EXPORTS TO NON-NPT SIGNATORY

'\^liat is the administration's response to the proposal that the

United States establish a law or policy that would disallow any
nuclear exports to countries which do not sign the Non-Proliferation
Treaty?
Mr. Vest. I think our position is that this is not the best way to deal

with the issues involved. Some countries, there are a number of coun-
tries that have not, for one reason or another, either signed or ratified

the NPT, and we do not think, in some cases we think this might be
cutting off our nose to spite our face in this particular way, even
though we do advocate the broadest possible adherence to the XPT.

Senator Symington. I think there is merit in what you say. But on
the other hand it shows what you might say is the impotency of the
IAEA and the Xon-Proliferation Treatv.

PROPOSED international CONVENTION ON PHYSICAL SECtlRITY

We understand the United States has proposed an international
convention on physical security, nuclear material and facilities.

What is the status of this proposal ?

Mr. Vest. At this stage it is still a proposal. It has not been fleshed
out and pursued as yet.

Senator Symington. Has it been given to anybody, or is it just
inside, Ave proposing it to ourselves ?

Mr. Vest. It is still being studied inside us.
Senator Symington. That is a very fine way to get other people to

cooperate with it.

Mr. Vest. [Deleted.]

POSSIBILITY OP IAEA PHYSICAL SECURITY STANDARDS

Senator Sybiington. Do you think there is any likelihood that the
IAEA will establish and require minimum physical security stand-
ards on its members ?

Mr. Vest. I do not know what the IAEA might do, sir.
Senator Symington. Would you want to guess?
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Mr. Vest. No, sir. I am not guessing—not on any multinational
body. We are trying to do something about it.

Senator Symington. When we are operating in total ignorance, and
•we are in total ignorance, and you are partially ignorant, and when we
:ask for a guess and you can't, please do not be upset with us for that.

Mr. Vest. I would be very happy to try to answer that for you for
the record.

[The information referred to follows :]

PossreiLrrY of Required IAEA Physical Security Standards

[Supplied by Department of State]

The IAEA has recently published a booklet entitled "The Physical Protection
of Nuclear Material" (INFCIRC/225). [The booklet referred to is in the Com-
mittee files.] It contains detailed recommendations for physical security meas-
ures to be taken by member states in maintaining and improving the protection

of nuclear materials in use, storage and transit. Steps are being taken to encour-

age members to use these recommendations, but no mandatory requirements to

apply them exist.

The IAEA has no statutory authority for compelling compliance on physical

security standards, nor is it likely that members would agree to grant the IAEA
such authority. Sovereign nations are naturally reluctant to grant police powers
to international organizations for application within areas that fall under do-

mestic jurisdiction. However, all states naturally have an interest in protecting

potentially dangerous materials from theft and sabotage, and the IAEA's phys-

ical security recommendations are expected to receive wide consideration.

At upcoming meetings, the nuclear suppliers will also be considering common
physical security requirements to be imposed on their transfers of nuclear

•equipment and materials. The levels of physical protection to be required are

expected to take account of international recommendations such as those of the

IAEA.

Senator Symington. You have been very fine and forthright, but we
intend to get this information ; I intend to see this thing through.

INCENTIVES FOR JOINING NPT

AVliile the supplier nations are willing to sell to non-NPT countries

almost anything a country wants—for example. West Germany and

Brazil—what real incentives are there for any nation to join the

NPT ?

Mr. Vest. The real incentive for a country to join the NPT is if

they are afraid of nuclear proliferation, that they will try to do what-

ever will hamper it, and NPT is one more way in which to try to build

a structure that will deter people from proliferating.

Senator Javits. Well, I do not want to add to the admmistration s

arguments, but is not another argument the claim on the nuclear

powers that if there is some difficulty, at least there is a moral claim,

would you not say that ?

IVTr V^EST Y^es

Senator Javits. It was a big argument for the original NPT.

Mr. Vest. Yes.

CANADIAN SATEGUARD CONDTnONS CONCERNING PAKISTAN

Senator Symington. Do you know any details about the safeguard

conditions Canada is trying to impose on its cooperation with 1 ak-

istan ?

Mr. Vest. Not as yet, sir.

[Deleted.]
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PRESENT UNITED STATES AND CANADIAN SUPPLIER MOVES (CONCERNING
INDIA

Senator Symington. The United States is presently reviewing an
export license application to export nuclear fuel to India. Canada is

resiuning its cooperation with India in building power reactors.

Do not these moves by the suppliers indicate to the other possible

"proliferative" nations that there will really be no long-term disrup-

tion to a country's nuclear program, that there will be no tough sanc-

tions if they should set off a nuclear explosion ?

Mr. Vest. You could look at it another way, and that is the very-

fact that there is so much trouble about doing anything for India shows
that it is not easy, and there are potential sanctions. As far as Canada
is concerned, that is exactly the state they are in right today.

IS nuclear weapons development capability expanding?

Senator Symington. In the last year, have any nations moved
closer to the decision for capability to begin a nuclear weapons devel-

opment program that you know of ?

Mr. Vest. Not that I know of, sir, [deleted].

Senator Symington. Are there any other countries that you think
have the weapons besides the seven that you talk about and the six-

members of the nuclear club ?

Mr. Vest. No, sir.

steps upon discovery of di^'ersion of material

Senator Symington. Well, should there be a discovered diversion
of material, what are the steps and the likely timespan between an
IAEA suspected discovery or suspicion and the actual announcement
to the world of such a violation ?

Mr. Vest. If the IAEA discovered something, I can only assume
they would notify the supplying country involved at once, and then
the question as to how that country wanted to deal with it would be
largely a matter of the country itself which had supplied the mat-erial.

Senator Javits. But there is no obligation to notify other mem-
bers, other adherents ?

Mr. Vest. Not that I am aware of. Is there ?

Mr. Oplinger. I think under those circumstances they would notify
the Board of Governors of the agency.

Senator Javits Of which we are a member ?

Mr. Oplinger. Yes, sir.

Senator Javits. Could you give us that, in text, for the record I
ask unanimous consent.

Senator Symington. Without objection.
Mr. Vest. I will.

[The information referred to follows :]

IAEA Stkps In Event of Diveksion of Material

[Supplied by Department of State]

The statute of the International Atomic Energy Agency, Article XII, paragraph
C, specifies the steps to be followed in the event of a diversion of material or
other safeguards violation

:

k
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". .
.
The inspectors shall report any non-compliance to the Director General who

shall thereupon transmit the report of the Board of Governors. Ilie Boards shall
call upon the recipient State or States to remedy forthwith any non-compliance
which it finds to have occurred. The Board shall report the non-compliance to
all members and to the Security Council and General Assembly of the United
Nations. In the event of failure of the recipient State or States to take fully
corrective action within a reasonable time, the Board may take one or both of
the following measures: direct curtailment or supen.sion of assistance being
provided by the Agency or by a member, and call for the return of materials and
equipment made available to the recipient member or group of members. The
Agency may also, in accordance with Article XIX, susi>end any non-complying
members from the exercise of the privileges and rights of membership."
The time frame involved in reporting violations or non-compliance would

appear to be quite short, judging from the language of the Statute. An exact
prediction is difficult to make, however, because it would of course depend on the
circumstances involved. Past experience provides no guide either, since there
have been no cases of non-compliance with IAEA safeguards.

It should also be noted that the obligation to report runs to the membership in
general, and not to the supplier state.

EFFECT OF INTERVENTION" AGAINST EXPORTS TO INDIA

Senator Symington. "We understand that interveners are attempt-
ing to block a nuclear fuel export to India and to participate in any
future nuclear export license hearings.

If they participate as they want to, what effect will such inter-

ventions have on potential customers coming to the United States for

nuclear supplies in your opinion ?

Mr. Vest. It will depend on how it comes up.

Senator Symington. Well, if it does come out the way they want,
then would that hurt our supply in nuclear Aveapons and nuclear

material ?

Mr. Vest. If the relationship with India is cut off entirely, even

though safeguards of every kind are build into it, I think it will

certainly raise the question in some peoples' minds as to whether we are

a reliable supplier.

Senator Symington. Will inteiTention have any long-term effect on
the U.S. influence in the international market and safeguards related

to it?

Mr. Vest. I do not really feel qualified to answer that, sir. I am sorry.

Senator Symington. Would you see if you can get an answer out of

State on that ?

Mr. Vest. Yes, sir.

[The information referred to follows :]

Long-Term Effects of Future Intervention in Nuclear Export License Hear-

ing Process

[Supplied by Department of State]

It is difficult to assess precisely the long-term effects of future intervention

in the nuclear export license hearing process. Nevertheless, it is apparent that if

the regulatory process were to involve inordinate and unpredictable delays in

the fulfillment of U.S. export contracts, especially for non-sensitive items like

low-enriched fuel and light-water reactors, it could have the undesirable effect

of undermining confidence in the U.S. among user nations. As a result, they might

tend to forego purchases from the U.S. in favor of similar purchases from other

supplier nations where such uncertainty and delay are not present.

The U.S. has demonstrated its leadership in promoting nuclear exports only

in a context of strict safeguards, concentrating on sales of fuel and reactors

while restraining sensitive exports. Therefore, a U.S. export role which bec-ame
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diminished toy a loss of U.S. credibility in the marketplace could bring with it a

lessening of the extent to which we can influence the actions of other suppliers

and continue our bilateral efforts to ensure that stringent controls and safe-

guards requirements will be implemented.

Senator Syimington. I would ask that you take this record and de-

classify it—even if you only leave a few words in it. I think this is

the kind of information that ought to get out to the people.

According to five great scientists up in Boston, a nuclear war before

the year 2000 is not a possibility, it is a probability.

I "have been trying to find out what our policy is. I know, as a mem-
ber of the joint committee primarily, and chairman of its Military
Applications Subcommittee, that the Atoms for Peace plan which
started in 1953 could well turn out to be the greatest single mistake
that the human race ever made ; because we are spreading this stuif

all over the world virtually uncontrolled.

France actually has not signed the Xon-Proliferation Treaty, has it?

Mr. Vest. No.
Senator Syiviingtox. Nor India, nor the People's Republic.

So, half of the countries in the nuclear club have not ratified

anything.
DECLASSIFICATION OF RECORD

Now, I would like for you to declassify the record of the Febi-uarj' 24
hearing that we had with you, Mr. Vest, on the same subject.

Would you do that, sir ?

Mr. Vest. All I can say, sir, is I will do my very best to look at it.

I have tried to speak very frankly to you. I have nothing whatso-
ever—but sometimes if I have done that, it has put me in the position
where if I did declassify, it would be very embarrassing.

Senator Syimington. Well, there are certain things in it that you
think can be declassified, and some that you think should not.

Mr. Vest. I will certainly try to go through it to the maximum ex-
tent and pick out and try to limit those areas that I feel are delicate.

Senator Javits. That is what I thought you did not understand
from the chairman. AVlien he said declassify the record, he meant
select.

Mr. Vest. As much as possible.

Senator Symington. Oh, sure. I think the technical wording is to
sanitize it. If you would sanitize it.

]Mr. Vest. Well, I have not had that much experience with
declassification.

Senator Symington. I want to thank you very much, sir. I think
3'ou have been very patient.

At least you can say one thing. The people in this room are very
interested in what you are doing.
Mr. Vest. Well, so am I, sir, so am I.

Senator Symington. This meeting is adjourned, subject to the call
of the Chair.

['\AnieTeupon, at 5:45 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject
to the call of the Chair.]
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WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 1976

United States Senate,
Subcommittee on Arms Control,

International Organizations, and Security Agreements
OP the Committee on Foreign Relations,

Washington., B.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 11 :15 a.m., in room
224, Russell Senate Office Building, Hon. Stuart Symington ( chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Senatoi"S Symington and Case.

Senator Sysiington. The hearing will come to order. Dr. Ikle, we
apologize for being late. We had asked you to come down at 10 :30.

We ran overtime with Director Bush of the Central Intelligence

Agency in a confidential subcommittee hearing. So we will proceed

now. I have a short statement.

opening statement

The Subcommittee on Anns Control, International Organizations

and Security Agreements has just finished hearing from the Director

of Central Intelligence, Mr. George Bush, about the nuclear capability

of the Republic of China (Taiwan)

.

We now continue our hearing in open session with Dr. Fred C. Ikle,

Director of the Arms Control and Disannament Agency, and Mr.

Arthur W. Hummell, Jr., Assistant Secretary of State for East Asian

and Pacific Affairs.

The subcommittee has been concerned by recent news reports re-

garding possible nuclear reprocessing activities on Taiwan whicli

could lead to the development of nuclear weapons.

Our purpose in holding this hearing today is to obtain detailed in-

formation on the present nuclear situation in Taiwan, with particular

focus on whatever arrangements may be in effect to deter Taiwan from

developing nuclear weapons.

So far. nuclear weapons proliferation has not reached nuich of

East Asia. The decision of South Korea not to purchase a reproccssmg

plant from France was a positive and encouraging step. The de\-elop-

ment of nuclear reprocessing facilities by Taiwan could destabuize

regional relationships and lead to far-reaching political and military

difiiculties.

Those who have followed the hearings conducted by this subcom-

mittee over the past year and a half are aware that wc believe nuclear

proliferation to be perhaps the greatest danger facing mankind today.

(345)
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We are encouraged by the growing interest in this country and in

other nations in this problem, but discouraged, however, at the lack

of concrete progress so far.
. • • .i

Unless this country and others take strong preventive action m the

area of nuclear proliferation, the acquisition of nuclear weapons by

a growing number of countries will become a fact of lif.e posing a

catastrophic threat to civilization as we know it.

With that background, we welcome you, Dr. Ikle. I tmderstand that

you have a statement. Would you read it?

STATEMENT OF FRED C. IKLE, DIEECTOR, ARMS COHTEOL AND

DISARMAMENT AGENCY; ACCOMPANIED BY JAMES MALONE,

GENERAL COUNSEL, ACDA; AND ROBERT W. BUCHHEIM, DEPUTY

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, ACDA/NTB

Mr. Ikle. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, it is a pleas-

ure for me to appear before you today. I understand that these hear-

ings are concerned with the question of whether or to what extent,

the Eepublic of China—on Taiwan—has started to separate plutonium

from spent nuclear reactor fuel by chemical reprocessing. I have been

informed of the intelligence briefing that you have receivecl on this

matter, and I would like to comment now on those aspects in which

the Arms Control Agency is directly involved.

NPT OBLIGATIONS OF REPUBLIC OF CHINA

Tlie Eepublic of China ratified the Non-Proliferation Treaty in

19T0. By becoming a party to this treaty, it assumed the obligation

not to develop or otherwise obtain any nuclear explosive device and
not to seek any assistance in the manufacture of nuclear explosive

devices. Also, the treaty obligates the Republic of China to accept the

safeguard system, as it is called, of the International Atomic Energy
Agency—IAEA—on plutonium and uranium for all peaceful nuclear

activities within its territory or under its control.

Senator Stmingtox. The statement says the "so-called safeguard
system."
Dr. Ikle. The meaning I want to convey is better expressed the way

I just put it. It really means quotation marks around safegiiard system
because it has a special technical meaning. It is often capitalized, Mr.
Chairman. But the treaty does not prohibit the reprocessing of spent
fuel or the accumulation of plutonium.

reprocessing spent fuel and ACCUMUT.ATING PLUTONIUIM

Senator Case. I read this statement before. I hate to interrupt and
I won't if you or Dr. Ikle would rather continue. One particular thing
struck me right hard. Is this an interpretation that our Government
has put on this agreement, or is it your own personal one ?

It seems on the face that either "reprocessing spent fuel or the ac-

cumulation of plutonium is a step in obtaining a nuclear explosive
device which is specifically prohibited by the treaty.

"Wliy do you say that they are not violating the treaty when they do
this?
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Mr. Ikle. The languacre of the treaty and more importantly (he
safeguard agreements that have been worked out in the Inteiiiational

Atomic Energy' Agency really do not prohibit
Senator Case. I am talking about the Xon-Proliferation Treaty

which you say above, in which the parties assumed the obligation not
to develop or otherwise obtain any nuclear explosive device. Aie not
reprocessing spent fuel and accumulating plutonium steps in obtain-
ing nuclear explosive devices?

Mr. Ikle. The accumulation of plutonium could be a step towaid
developing an explosive device.

Senator Case. Why do you state it is not a violation of the treaty?
It isn't specifically in words, but is it not a step ?

jNIr. Ikle. If it is for peaceful purposes, it is not prohibited by the

Non-Proliferation Treat}'. From our point of view, this may be a

drawback or shortcoming' of the treaty, but as a peaceful activity, the
accumulation of plutonium for fueling reactors is not prohibited by
the treaty.

Senator Case. The word "for-' talks about a state of mind. If the

same action is good, if you have one state of mind, how can it be bad
if you have another state of mind? How does the treaty obligation

de])end upon the state of mind?
Mr. Ikle. The treaty obligation does not.

Senator Case. If so, is it not a pretty firm treaty obligation? If all

a person has to do is say I am accumulating all of this plutonium,

purely for the purpose of running a powerplant, do we have to accept

that ?'

Mr. Ikle. We could not make the case, I believe, that this is a viola-

tion of the Xon-Proliferation Treaty. However, we do not necessarily

have to accept it. In many situations, indeed we have an agreement

Avith the country that we would have to approve any reprocessing.

sigxificaxce of xox-proliferatiox treaty

Senator Symixovon. If that is true, then the Xon-Proliferation

Treaty is a joke. What mystified this committee was the fact that the

State "Department said they had done their best to prevent the re-

processing setup being sold bv Germany to Brazil and a few davs

later the Chancellor of Germany said he Jiad no protest from anybody

at any time. So it is clear now the Brazilians avIio have a great deal of

uranium, as you well know, are in a position where they can make

bombs through that reprocessing.

You can talk about the expense of enriching uranium fi-om 0., per-

cent 17-'-^ to 90 percent for explosives. One of the directors pomled

out to me that enriching uranium to "weapons grade" is not the way

they would do it. Whaf they would do is only enrich the uranium in

j-35
f^.o,-,-^ Q 7 ^-o 3 or 4 percent, make their electric energy which

they need very badly, and then use the plutonium created for produf^-

tioA of bombs, they wouldn't have to go through the long and ex-

pensive process of enrichment.
,

.

Therefore, I think the Senator from Xew Jerseys ol)servation is

most pertinent when he savs the treaty does not prohibit the reproc-

essing of spent fuel or the accumulation of plutonium. It means to my

mind that the treaty isn't really significant.

61-004—76 23
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Do you care to comment on that ?

INIr.' Ikle. Several comments, Mr. Chairman. The treaty first has

political significance in that it makes formal a commitment of about

100 countries not to go ahead and build an arsenal of nuclear weapons,

not to build a stockpile of nuclear weapons. That is very important.

It is an important assurance in many regions for countries to know
their neighbors are similarly committed.

It is possible to make a distinction here between the accumulation of

plutonium and the accumulation of finished weapons. Nonetheless, it

is clear that the treaty has its limitations in its effectiveness for sep-

arating peaceful activities from what might be preparation for wea-

pons arsenals. It is for that reason that we, the United States, have
made additional eiforts which have been intensified over the last couple

of years, to widen the separation between legitimate peaceful activ-

ities and what might be an effort to gain weapons material. It is for

that reason that we have gone further than the Non-Proliferation

Ti-eaty wouhl require.

We liave not exported or sold reprocessing plants and we now use

our influence where we can to dissuade other countries from going

ahead with their own national reprocessing facilities. The same is

true for highly enriched uranium.
Senator Symixgtox. My only comment is that there is no criticism

of your efforts in this field.

Senator Case. No ; it isn't that at all.

Senator Symington. Last year a group of us went out to Vienna.

We decided the whole setup there was all form and no substance from
the standpoint of any strict enforcement. That being true, the em-
phasis that we put on forming the NPT is sort of ridiculous. In the

first place you can get out in 90 days by just notifying them, and in

the second place, after you join, there is no certain way to see if you
are obeying the rules. There is not enough money and not enough
peoi^le.

Would you proceed ?

THREE ADDITIONAL INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS TO WHICH ROC IS PARTY

INIr. Ikle, In addition, the Eepublic of China is a party to three in-

ternational agreements involving the United States and the IAEA.
Let me briefly ]3ut these agreements in perspective here.

First, there is a bilateral agreement for nuclear cooperation between:

the United States and the Republic of China. Under this, LT.S. sup-

])liers may provide nuclear facilities and materials to Taiwan in ac-

cordance with certain restrictions. The agreement gives the LTnitedl

States the right to impose safeguards as a fallback position, but also^

provides that existing IAEA safeguards will be applied under normal
circumstances. Reprocessing is permitted only with L^.S. consent and
on U.S. terms.

The second is a trilateral agreement between tlie Ignited States, the

Republic of China and the IAEA, It provides for IAEA safeguards
to cover nuclear materials and facilities supplied under our bilateral

agreement for cooperation.
Third, the Republic of China has an agreement with the IAEA

which subjects to safeguards a heavy water research reactor and other

I
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nuclear materials obtained from Canada. The agreement not onlv
covei-s the Canadian miports, but anv nuclear material, recrardless of
Its source, that is produced, processed, or used in the Canadian sup-
plied facility, with certain minor exceptions. Thus, the agreement's
safeguard provision must be applied to any reprocessing of fuel from
this facility, regardless of the source of the natural uranium fuel.

Taiwan's kelationship to iaea

Now, Taiwan's relationship to the IAEA requires some clarifica-
tion: In December 1971, the IAEA refused to recognize the Taiwan-
ese delegation as the legal representatives of China to the IAEA. This
action has had no de facto effect on the IAEA agreements, which both
the IAEA and the Government of the Republic of China continue to
observe and support. The viability of these agreements is evidenced
by the continued IAEA inspections on Taiwan. In any event, as I men-
tioned, there are the separate safeguard provisions of our Agreement
for Cooperation with the Republic of China, which would be operabk'
if for some reason the IAEA safeguards could not be continued.

ASSURANCE OBTAINED FROM ROC

In July of this year, the IAEA carried out safeguard inspections
of the United States and Canadian supplied facilities on Taiwan. "\\'e

understood there was no indications of any diversion of safeguarded
materials or of any reprocessing having been conducted at these

facilities.

However, in 1973 the Republic of China made some overtures abroad
to obtain certain reprocessing equipment and materials. TJie United
States strongly opposed this move. Recently we have approached the

Republic of China on this issue of reprocessing and after discussions

between Premier Chiang and Ambassador Ungcr, we have just ob-

tained the following important assurance from the Republic of China :

The Government of the Republic of China has no intention whatsoever to

develop nuclear weapons, or a nuclear explosive device, or to engage in any
activities related to reprocessing purposes.

The Vice Foreign jMinister of the Republic of Cliina fui-ther

explained this assurance as meaning that his government "would have

nothing to do with repi'ocessing in any shape or form."

[The following information vras subsequently supplied :]

In addition, we have received the following offer from the Government of the

Republic of China : "The Government of the Republic of China would welcoine

it if the United States Government would consider recommending two or three

nuclear scientists to serve as advisers to Chinese agencies oonoenied in the

Reimblic of China with emolument and other expenses to be borne by the

Chinese Government and work .iointly in projects of nuclear researc h and devel-

opment in all the Republic of China nuclear facilities."

rLUTONIUM REPROCESSING : JUSTIFICATIONS AND DANGER

:Maiiv specialists assert that plutonium and unbunicd uranium

should "be separated from spent reactor fuel and reused. It is true

that these fissile materials could replace some of the new uranium fue

needed, but this would be at most only about one-third of the fuel

I

required and far less in a growing nuclear power system, such as

I
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Taiwan is now developing. Thus, a country with only a few reactors

does not have convincing economic justification for building its own
reprocessing plant. In all likelihood, it would cost such a country
more to extract the energy value from the spent fuel than it would
have to pay for the equivalent amount of fresh fuel. Nor would such
a country signific^antly decrease its dependence from fuel imports.

And the problem of storing the spent fuel can be handled more sim-

ply and cheaply without going through the trouble and cost of a re-

processing plant and fuel recycling.

Thus, the peaceful justifications for reprocessing are dubious at

best. More importantly, widespread plutonium reprocessing would
create a serious danger. By operating a reprocessing plant over some
time, a countrj' could accumulate large amounts of weapons-usable
materials in ready form.

Senator Case. It is my understanding that while your statement
is quite true in respect to the present power plant, that if they went into

an expansion, say, from 1 to 10 or 15, they would need more fuel

than they can get from
Mr. Ikle. No; the question is at what time does reprocessing of the

burnt reactor fuel become economically viable? In this country we
have some 55 power reactors. The Republic of China has now four
under construction. We have 55 in operation and we do not yet re-

process the spent fuel.

Senator Case. We are all worried about the fuel supply, aren't we?
Mr. Ikle. But you still need fresh fuel supply. Even if you do

reprocess Ujs to two-thirds of the fuel would have to be fresh, that is

to say, either natural uranium for a Canadian-type reactor or en-

riched uranium that we, for example, furnish to Taiwan and other
countries.

Senator Case. Reprocessing is supposed to make it possible to use
a given amount of natural uranium many times over?
Mr. Ikle. Kot really. As oalcnlated, it saves you maybe up to the

maximum of 30 percent of the fuel. And it may not save you money
because it may cost more to reprocoss than it would cost to buy fresh
supplies. It may not make economic sense, but it is only in the future
breeder rop< -tor wliere we may see a more continued reuse and regen-
eration of fuel.

new bkeeder reactor

Senator Case. Could you expand that a little bit more because it is

a fairlv important point. What is the new breeder reactor and how-
does it differ from what we have now ?

Mr. Ikle. The breeder reactor would generate plutonium more copi-
ously than the light water reactor and would utilize plutonium fuel. In
some sense, it would produce more fuel thnn it consumes. It would be
generating fresh fuel. Dr. Buchheim could give you a more technical
exnlanation of the process.

Senator Case. Isn't the thought generally that the breeder reactor
is what we are coming to if we are going to expand nuclear power
generation ?

Mr. Ikle. The breeder certainly is an important project for the
future. We do not have a commercially viable breeder reactor. We are
not yet sure about the cost and there are alternative ideas being worked
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oil for future nuclear power. But tlie breeder reactor clearly is a very
inipoi-tant potential project.

Senator Case. And the breeder reactor is the one that involves pro-
ducing enormous amounts of plutonium ?

Mr. Ikle. It would do that, Senator Case, "We project that the
breeder reactor may become commercially viable in the li)90's so that

is quite some time in the future, and there are a number of alternative

technologies, some which may be creating more of a hazard and some
may be less hazardous from the point of view of proliferation. "\Vc

still have some time for additional research and development here.

Senator Case. At the present time, reprocessing would add only 30

percent of the usefulness of the uranium we now have for the purpose
of power generation ?

Mr. Ikle. That is correct.

Senator Case. What would be the factor in the case of the breeder

reactor?

Mr. Ikle. I am not sure, unless Dr. Buchheim would be able to give

you an answer here, this has not been fully worked out yet.

Senator Case. I wouldn't hold you to an error of 100 percent. AVhat

is the nature?
Mr. Ikle. It might double the utilization of the fuel.

Senator Case. One hundred percent instead of thiity ?

Mr. Ikle. Well, more than that. With the reprocessing now for the

reactors that we have in this country, you might at the maximum save

one-tliird of the enriched uranium fuel. You don't save that in terms of

dollars, you save it in terms of amounts of fuel because it costs more to

reprocess.

Senator Case, What about this breeder reactor ?

Mr. Ikle. It is really quite uncertain, but we can check this further

and maybe submit some estimates for the record. There are a number

of estimates regarding the extent to which a breeder reactor would

generate plutoniimi and would utilize the fuel.

[The infonnation referred to follows :]

Extent to Which Breeder Reactor Would Generate and Utilize Plvtomim

(Supplied by ACDA)

Ilvpothetieallv. a factor of twenty to thirty may be possible, but the develoiv

meiit of the breeder reactor is currently in an experimental stase winch will not

be completed until after 19S6 when the breeder program will be evaluated and a

more concrete figure may become available. It should be understood, however,

that the breeder reactor may never be brought into commercial use because of the

acute safety hazards an.d the heavy capital and operating expenses associated

with it.

Senator Case. The range of estimates is from what to what ?

Mr. Ikle. Well, whether it would double the value of the fuel or

Senator Case. I mean the amount.

:SLv. Ikle. The amount; yes. But the important question. Senator

Case, is the cost of building and running the breeder. Ihe economics

dominate the storv.
. , . . r „.,..i^o^

Senator Case. What mt are thinking about is the ma«^ of mulear

"' Mn'llvLE. There is no question that the breeder reactor as now con-

ceived could produce a lot of plutonium, consume plutonium. and thus
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generate further and from the proliferation point of views have sur-

phis plutonium. That is very clear.

Senator Symington. Proceed.

DANGER CREATED BY AVIDESPREAD PLUTONIUM PROCESSING

Mr. Ikle. Widespread plutonium reprocessing would create a seri-

ous danger. By operating a reprocessing plant over some time, a coun-

try could accumulate large amounts of weapons-usable material in

ready form. One reactor of the type now commonly sold yields enough

plutonium per year, given reprocessing, for some 10 to 70 bombs. With
a ready stock of plutonium on hand, a nation could drastically shrink

the time required to manufacture nuclear explosives to weeks or even

days if all the other elements required were in place. This could make
it very difficult for the international safeguard system to provide

timely warning.
It is these cx)nsiderations which have led the United States to op-

pose the sale of reprocessing plants abroad and to discourage the

spread of national reprocessing facilities. We, therefore, welcome the

recently announced decision by the Government of the Kej^jublic of

China not to acquire their own reprocessing facilities. This is a very

helpful step and is the example that we would like to see followed by

other nations.

This concludes my remarks, I\Ir. Chairman. I will be happy to an-

swer any questions which the subcommittee may have on this topic.

letter from roc AMBASSADOR JAMES SHEN

Senator Symington. Thank you, Dr. Ikle. First, I would ask unani-

mous consent, without objection, to place in tlie record a letter I re-

ceived this morning from the Embassy of the Eepublic of China on

this matter signed by xlmbassador Shen. His remarks are comparable,

if not similar, to those that you have given us this morning emphasiz-

ing that their interest is not in producing nuclear weapons.
[The information referred to follows :]

Embassy of the Republic of China,
Washington, D.C., September 21, 191G.

Hon. Stuart Symington,
L'.iS'. Senate,
Washington, B.C.

Deak Senator Symington : Since the WashiuAton Post story of August 29,

1976, alleging that the Republic of China on Tai\Yan has been surreptitiously

reprocessing spent nuclear fuel with a vie^v to cleveloi:)ing an atomic bomb or

device, my government has felt it necessai\v to clarify the situation by forthright

and unequivocal statements setting forth the truth. Unfortunately, our denials
have received little or no attention in the media in this country.

In view of the seriousness of this allegation and the possible harm it could do
to the relations of mutual trust and friendliness existing between our two coun-
tries, my government reafiirmed its assurances to the Government of the United
States through diplomatic channels on September 17 that "it has no intention
whatsoever to develop nuclear weapons or a nuclear explosive device, or to

engage in any activities related to reprocessing purposes."
In the same communication, my government also expressed the hope that

the Government of the United States v.'ould consider recommending two to three
American nuclear scientists to serve as advi.sers to Chinese agencies concerned in
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the Republic of China and work jointly in projects of nuclear research and divel-
cpuieuts in all our nuclear facilities, with all expenses to be borne by my
government.

I wish to point out that my government was among the first nations to sign
and ratify the Treaty of Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons and that our
Premier, Chiang Ching-kuo, has on several occasions dedai-ed our decision nut
to manufacture any nuclear weapons. Herewith I enclose a statement issued by
the Government Information Office on September Hi.

Another fact I wish to mention is that our nuclear installations on Taiwan are
subject to periodic safeguards inspections by experts of the International Atomic
Energy Agency. The last such inspection took place in July and my govt-rnment
has suggested to the IAEA to publish its latest findings as soon as possible so as
to help clarify the situation.

On the eve of the hearings called by the Senate Committee on Foreign Rela-
tions—Subcommittee on Arms Control, International Organization and Security
Agreements—I take the liberty of writing you in the belief that you will lind the
information contained in this letter both timely and pertinent.

AYith warmest personal regards,

Sincerely,
James C. H. Shex,

Amiassador of the Republic of China.
Enclosure.

Statement by the Chinese Government Information Office, Taipei,

Taiwan, Republic of China, September 16, 1976

Premier Chiang Ching-kuo emphatically stated at a Cabinet meeting held

Thursday, September 16, that the Republic of China has never had the intention

to manufacture nuclear weapons, nor has there been any fact to indicate that it

has. The Cabinet solemnly stated the following

:

1. Since 1955, the competent agencies of the Republic of China have fully co-

operated with officials both of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
and of the United States Government in the application of safeguards inspections

concerning its research and development of nuclear energy for peaceful uses. The
IAEA has consistently found in its regular inspections that the nuclear equipment

and material used by the Republic of China are entirely in conformity with the

standards of international inspection.

2. The Republic of China is a signatory of the Treaty of Nou-Proliferatiou of

Nuclear Weapons and has always strictly observed all its provisions.

3. The Government of the Republic of China has no intention whatsoever to use

its human and natural resources for the development of nuclear weapons or to

ol>tain equipment for reprocessing spent nuclear fuel.

4. The Government of the Republic of China will continue to accept IAEA in-

spections and to make public its nuclear energy research projects. It welcomes nu-

clear scientists of friendly countries to come to this country to work jointly witli

its own scientists in research and development for peaceful uses of nuclear

energy.

EFFORT TO CONTROL PROLIFER.VTI0X

Senator Syjiixgton. The way things have been going, if I Avero a

small country and felt there was any danger from a larger country or

any other country, I would do all I could to obtain nuclear weapons in

defense of my country, and I have not been surprised—but I have been

distressed—by the press reports in regard to Taiwan.

These hearings, as you know, emanated from press reports ahoiit the

matter. I remember one time years ago when I asked a ratlier delight-

ful mechanic who I knew, ''How are things going t^l^y
! ^l^J^'^^,

'''P'
hot, it was summer, before air conditioning. He said, A\ ell, the faster

I go, the behinder I get." „. ... .

It seems to me the more elTort we put on controlling proliferation,

the more proliferation is happening all over the world.

I
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CONSISTENCY OF TATAVAn's NUCLEAR ACTIVITIES WITH PEACEFUL
PROGR.V]\r

Xow I have some questions I would like to ask, sir. To the best of

your knowledge, are all of Taiwan's nuclear activities consistent with

the coinf)letely peaceful program ?

Mr. Ikle. ]NIr. Chairman, we have no evidence to indicate that there

has been reprocessing in violation of these agreements.

ECONOMIC JUSTIFICATION FOR REPROCESSING PROGRAM IN TAIWAN

Senator Symington. Do you believe there is economic justification

for a reprocessing program in Taiwan ?

Mr. Ikle. As I stated, Mr. Chairman, the nuclear power program
in Taiwan is not large enough to warrant the expense of plutonium
reprocessing.

U.S. ACCESS to IAEA INSPECTORS' REPORTS

Senator Symington. Does the I^.S. agreement for nuclear coopera-

tion with Taiwan give tlie United States access to the reports of the

inspectoi-s from IAEA who check Taiwan's nuclear facilities ?

]\Ir. Ikle. We do not have automatic access. Mr. Chairman, but with

the consent of the country concerned, we can obtain access.

IAEA INSPECTION OF TAIWAN'S FACILITIES

Senator Symington. Does the IAEA inspect all of Taiwan's nu-

clear facilities?

Mr. Ikle. IAEA is authorized and indeed has the obligation.

Senator Symington. I didn't ask about its authorization, I asked

if it does inspect all of Taiwan's nuclear facilities.

Mr. Ikle. IAEA will inspect all declared nuclear facilities.

Senator Symington. I guess we had better leave it right now.

U.S. training of TAIWANESE STUDENTS

Do you know roughly how many students from Taiwan have
been trained in the United States in nuclear physics and nuclear
engineering.

Mr. Ikle. I would have to supply that for the record, ]Mr. Chairman.
Senator Symington. Would you do that ?

[The information referred to follows :]

Training of ROC Students in Ncclear Technology

(Supplied by ACDA)

ERDA has proTided us with information showing that during <"hp period
1970-75, there were 354 ROC nationals who received training at AEC/ERDA
facilities iu nuclear technolojsy. We know of no governmental source which
could provide any specific information regarding ROC students who have lieen

trained in nuclear physics or nuclear engineering at US colleges and universities.

security implications of taiv.'an's developing nuclear weapons

Senator Symington. What implications do you believe the develop-
inent of nuclear weapons by Taiwan would have for U.S. security
interests ?
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Mr. Ikle. I think it would create serious damage for U.S. security
interests not only in a particular area and because of our treaty coni-
mitments to the Republic of China, but also as a precedent in the
worldwide spread of nuclear proliferation and the repercussions it

would create among other countries in the region.

U.S. RESTRICTIONS OX NUCLEAR COOPERATION WITH TAIWAN

Senator Symington. What specific restrictions does the United
States apply to nuclear cooperation with Taiwan ?

Mr. Ikle. We have the restrictions under our agreement for coopera-
tion and in addition, of coui-se, we liaA-e made it very clear that be-

yond tliat we do not wish reprocessing to take place in the Republic
of China.

Senator Symington. What have we told Taiwan regarding the re-

processing of spent fuel of United States origin ?

Mr. Ikle. That we not only would not consent to the reprocessing

of fuel of U.S. origin, but we have made it clear that we would not
want any reprocessing to take place.

Senator Symington. We would not want ?

Mr. Ikle. Right, we would not authorize the reprocessing of U.S.
spent fuel, and given our close relationship, we have also made it

clear, as I stated before, that there should be no reprocessing.

Senator Symington. Did we say what we would do if they did not

ajzree with our warning?
Mr. Ikle. I don't think we spelled things out in this way. I think it

is clearly implied from our relationship, our continuing relationship.

Senator Symington. You see the thrust of my question ? There are

a lot of resolutions in the Senate and no doubt in the House also. They
don't mean anything. We finally got an amendment to the Foreign

Assistace Act through, although the administration opposed it. I no-

ticed the Secretary utilized this in discussions with Pakistan.

We have asked them not to do it, but have we said anything about

what we do if they did do it ?

^Ir. Ikle. No, Mr. Chairman. Of course, the implications of your

amendment are clear and they have been clearly explained. This is the

law and they would take effect.

Taiwan's reprociissing labor^vtory and other reprocessing

capability

Senator Symington. ^Y\\en do you expect Taiwan's small reprocess-

ing laboratory to become operational ?

':Mr. Ikle. We expect it not to become operational now that we liave

the assurance from the Government of China that they do not want to

engage in reprocessing.

Senator Symington. Is the United States cooperating in any way

on this project?

Mr. Ikle. We are not o-ivinof anv assistance on the reprocessiiur.

Senator Case. AVhat^are they going to do with the small facility

which is under construction ?
. .

Mr. Ikle. I couldn't give a prediction whether it will be usable tor

some chemical or other activity.
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Senator Symington. Beyond the small reprocessing laboratory being

built, does Taiwan have any other reprocessing capability?

Mr. Ikle. Taiwan has the know-how in the nuclear area that could

be utilized. They have not built a reprocessing plant.

OPERATING CAPACITY AND USE OF TTJEL FABRICATION PLANT

Senator Symington. What is the capacity of the fuel fabrication

plant ?

]Mr. Ikle. I would have to submit that for the record.

Senator Symington. Will you do that, and also tell us at the same
time if it is being used, in your opinion, for fabrication beyond any
legitimate requirements.

Mr. Ikle. I will submit this for the record.

[The information referred to follows :]

Operating Capacity and Use of Fuel Fabrication Plant

(Supplied by ACDA)

This plant, which is located at the GROG Institute for Nuclear Energy Re-
search (INER) at Huaitzupu on Taiwan, has a capacity to produce 25 to 30 tons

of fabricated fuel per year, on a one work-shift basis.

The INER fabrication plant is subject to IAEA safeguards and to the best of

my knowledge is not being utilized in any manner inconsistent with the Non-
Proliferation Treaty or any of the IAEA agreements.

U.S. PROVISION OF FUEL FOR TAIWAN'S RESEARCH REACTOR

Senator Symington. Is the United States providing fuel for Tai-

wan's research reactor ?

]\Ir. Ikle. I would have to check when we last provided fuel. In the

past we have provided fuel for the research reactor.

Senator Symington. Is that fuel enriched in U-235 to weapons qual-

ity ? What is the enrichment ?

Mr. Ikle. I would have to check what type of fuel it is and the

degree of enrichment and provide this for the record.

[The information follows :]

U.S. Provision of Enriched Fuel for ROC Reactors

(Supplied by ACDA)

The U.S. does not provide fuel for the research reactor at INER but does sup-
ply fuel for other research reactors situated in the ROC.

According to ERDA the most recent U.S. supplied shipment of fuel for a ROC
research reactor occurred in December 1974.
According to information we have received from ERDA, the U.S. supplied

uranium fuel is enriched in the isotope U-235. The most recent shipment con-

tained an enrichment of less than 2%.

Senator Symington. Would it have application to the weapons
programs ?

Mr. Ikle. Only if its level of uranium enrichment were high enough
and the amounts were large enough. I believe there is not highly en-

riched uranium research reactor there. The plutonium will have to be
separated in amounts large enough to have application for a weapons
program.
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LIMITED NUCLEAR WAR IN EUROPE

Senator Stmixgtox. Dr. Ikle, I would like to turn to another sub-
ject as long as we have you here. Somebody has sent me a galley proof
of a book by Alva Myrdal which Mrs. Myrdal is, I think it is'^fuir to
say, an expert in this field. I don't necessarily agree with some of her
conclusions, let me emphasize that, but I am very much impressed by
some of the things she says.

Many years ago we had a discussion about a limited nuclear war.
especially in Europe. Secretary McNamara testified there were 7,000

nuclear warheads in Europe. When I first came into the Senate, about
a quarter of a century ago, I tried to get the Armed Services Com-
mittee on this subject, but was told it was too highly secret for any-

one, even the Armed Ser\-ices Conniiittee to get into.

I was just reading this book last night. INIrs. Myrdal has various

figures and statements that have to do with this problem. She quotes

an esteemed Frenchman in a 19G0 study. In the study he says that the

weapons already available are sufficient to annihilate the total woild
population 690 times over. Then Mrs. Myrdal goes on into the question

of nuclear weapons and states that the Soviet policy in effect does not

countenance limited nuclear war, nor do I, incidentally, and I never

did believe that you could hold it to a limited nuclear war.

This is an extraordinarily interesting book. She gives first the

Soviet point of view on a limited war over Europe and the American

point of view and the European point of view and quotes quite a few-

German opinions about it, including the present Chancellor. Have you

seen this book ?

Mr. Ikle. I have not yet.

Senator Symington. I think it will be of interest to everybody in

the world, not just in the United States—not necessarily the conclu-

sions 'but the facts.

Chancellor Schmidt is quoted as saying

:

^

We have thus sketchetl out NATO's dilemma reganlinj? deterrence. Effective

defense of Europe would only be possible for a short, time or in a geograpliicully

limited area, and it would lead rapidly to the destruction of Europe.

He is quoted as saying further

:

A war which they regard as limited war by the superpowers would be no le.<5S

a war of annihilation for countries of the battlefield.

This is the type and character of information that I have learned over many
yoars should be developed by some committee on the Congress. The people in the

world have a right to know some of these things.

Mrs. Myrdal quotes a retired German general stating:

Tactical nuclear defense of Western Europe would lead to its destruction.

We know we have 7.000 nuclear weapons in Europe, and she quotes

Dr. Herbert York as stating IfiO one-megaton ground burst explosions

within a wide area of lethal fallout could cover all of West Germany,

killing all persons in the open.
_ . • ,, .

This again is pretty serious stuff. The impression she gives is that

many Germans are gravely apprehensive a]>out this matter and t.iat

the German Government itself is anprc^hensive al)out_th'.s matter.

In one sentence I noted, she said the pre.=ent distinction between

nuclear and conventional weapons becomes bluri-ed. It wil he im-

possible even for those who believe in limited war to avoid uncon-
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trollable escalation. That is my conviction after 25 years here and a

good many years in the Pentagon before I came here.

DEVELOPMENT OF MINI-NUKES

Nevertheless, I understand that we are now developing what we call

mini-nukes, tiny little nuclear weapons, which are considerably more

damaging than ("-onventional weapons.

I have quoted often a superb pamphlet you put out listing the yield

of the Hiroshima bomb as 13,000 tons. The largest device ever tested

was 58 megatons. I was in London and Birmingham and I saw what

the bombs did there. Yet one-quarter ton bombs Avere dropped in the

worst raids on those two cities.

Do you know why we are developing these mini-nukes? Can we
only be developing them for a limited war, and do you know why we
are doing that ?

]Mr. Ikle. Mr. Chairman, we have a policy not to develop these "mini-

nukes" that would blur the dividing line between conventional and

nuclear weapons. In fact, I think in 1974, let me take credit for that,

we came out with a formal statement in Geneva giving this assurance

to other countries that we had no intention of developing such mini-

nukes that would destroy

Senator Symington. I^t's get a specific break point. What is the

lowest yield in any nuclear vreapon that we are attempting to develop

todaj' ?

Mr. Ikle. I would have to supply that for the record. It is classified

information.
[The information referred to follows :]

Development of Low Yiei.d Nuclear Weapons

(Supplied by ACDA)

We have developed nuclear weapons which have yields of less than one kiloton

which include the Lance (a .surface-to-surface missile), and certain 8" and
155mm artillery, tactical bombs and atomic demolition munitions. The specific

sub-kiloton yield of any weapon is classified, and in our contacts witli DOD rep-

resentatives to obtain this information, we have been unsuccessful in obtaining

it in unclassified form.

Senator Symington. I take issue with you because I happen to know
how low the yield would be in nuclear weapons we are trying to pro-

duce. I say that if you do produce them that low, then you have bluri-ed

the difference between a conventional and a nuclear war. I am very

grateful that my colleague, the ranking member of the full Foreign
liciations Committee, Senator Case, is interested in this today because

we are getting into the guts of the future of the world.
I believe we have now gone to an effort which in effect does blur

the difference between coTiventional and nuclear weapons. If it is ti'ue

that the Soviet Union policy is that tliey are not preparing for a

limited nuclear war, if it is true that there is grave apprehension in

Germany about a limited nuclear war, if it is true that we have 7,000

warheads in Germany and are trying to make them smaller and
smaller in order to have a limited nuclear war. then we have a prob-
lem of policy, not only with our allies but with our own people in

this countrv as to what we are doing.
Don't you agree Avith that ?
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Mr. Ikle. Mr. Chairman, I agree with the iinportanoe of ))reser\ in^
the dividing line between nuclear weapons and conventional ones. Of
course, efforts have been made to lower the destructiveness of nuclear
v.eapons that are planned to be used for tactical purposes but

TACTICAL PURPOSES

Senator Symingtox. TVliat do you mean by tactical purposes? "What
do you mean by that ?

Mr. Ikle. Your question is a valid one and I often stress myself
that the distinction between tactical and strategic isn't all that solid.

Senator Symington. "Wliat you really mean is that you would only
kill a few million people instead of 100 million ?

Mr. Ikle. What people envisage for such nuclear weapons is that

they would destroy tanks or a bridge rather than inflicting great

destruction in a wider area. Now, an effort was underway, or interest

was expressed, in going further still and building nuclear AA-eapons

whose effect would be such that you couldn't for sure make a distinc-

tion. You wouldn't be able to tell for sure whether it was a nuclear

weapon without specific measurement. That effort was stopped because

of the arms control consideration and because of the desire not to do
away with the fire break but rather to strengthen it.

TONNAGE OF SMALLEST ATTEMPTED U.S. NUCLEAR WEAPON

Senator Symington. I say witli irreat respect that in order to instify

vour statement that the effort is being made not to blur the distiiu'tion

between conventional weapons and nuclear weapons, you should tell

us what is the smallest nuclear weapon you are attempting to produce

at this time.

Mr. Ikle. I agree that this question is precisely to the point and I

would like to submit the answer probably in confidential form for the

record.

[As of the date of publication, the information referred to had not

been supplied.]

[The following information Avas subsequently supplied.]

Largest Nuclear Explosion

(Supplied by ACDA)

T would like to add to vour comment regardin.s the larcest nurloar fxidosinn.

In this regard ACDA published unclassified information pertaininir to a

Soviet nuclear test in 1962 which produced a yield of nS million tons and was

then and now remains as the world's largest nuclear detonation This informa-

tion is set forth on page S of the ACDA publication entitled, "Worldwide Effects

of Nuclear War . . . Some Perspectives".

Senator Symington. ^yhY do we clas^ifv that? SVc now know that

anv strono- man can carrv a Hiroshima l)omb mto this room m a suit-

case. That has been publicized many times. We are getting way, wny

down. As pointed out bv Dr. Taylor, vou don't have to be .t conntrv to

get into this business, vou can be an intense private organ -zat ion that

feels strongly, like the Irish Republican Army or Palestine Liberation

Front or a criminal organization.

If vou are going to ^et these down to Avhere they are re:>lly Aery

little more than a couA-entional weapon, I say you haA-e a problem.

So why can't you state what size you are gomg to make them <
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Mr, Ikle. Well, I agree with you. There are two problems : one, that

weapons could be easily made which wouldn't weigh that much so they

could be smuggled, or what have you—the risk with which we have
long been concerned.

Second, that you might make a particular effort to reduce to

such an extent that j^ou could no longer distinguish without special

measurements, betAveen a nuclear and conventional explosion. It is

the latter particular effort we have turned off. It is not to say the

yield of weapons has not been lowered, as you correctly pointed out.

Senator Symington. I am going to turn this over to my colleague,

Senator Case, but I wish some of these people who talk about clean

nuclear weapons that will only kill a few hundred thousand people,

and so forth, would read what Mrs. Myrdal, the former Swedish
Ambassador to India says. She is very well informed on this subject

because of her work at the U.N. I wish they would read what she says

about the reaction in Europe to our determination to maintain nuclear

weapons against the opposition of many people in Germany, because

we put up the money for NATO and they feel NATO is important.

It is a rather interesting problem. I won't pursue it further, but I wish
YOU would see if you could get declassified the smallest bomb we have
•^ * • • ••11
made because you have declassified the size of the Hiroshmia bomb
and also the largest bomb ever tested. So it would be in pattern if you
would give us that information. Will you see if you can get that done?

INIr. Ikle. We will try.

[The following information v/as subsequently supplied.]

ACDA PuBLicATiox or Nuclear Explosion Yield

(Supplied by ACDA)

"We did not declassify what you refer to as "the larger bomb that we have
made"', but rather, as mentioned, we published unclassified information regarding
the yield ®f a Soviet nuclear explosion which took place in 1962.

Senator Symington. Thank you.

ACCOMMODATION Or SPENT FUEL RODS

Senator Case. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Dr. Ikle, now that Taiwan
has been given reprocessing, what is it going to do with the spent fuel

rods from tlie Canadian reactor and spent fuel rods of U.S. origin ?

]Mr. Ikle. Spent fuel rods, of course, are being stored in this country
and they can be stored in Taiwan over a long period of time. You may
want to either move to a new storage facility or to send the spent fuel

rods for reprocessing or further storage to another country, for ex-
ample, the United States. I think this decision is not pressing at all

au.d the people in charge of the atomic energy program in Taiwan
will, I am sure, easily find a commercially viable solution. This is in
many years.

There are no power reactors in operation now so this question applies
only many years down the road.

Senator Case, Many years down the road ?

Mr. Ikle. Yes. This first power reactor construction has been started
now. The first one will be in operation in 1977. Then after that it will
take a number of years for the fuel rods to accumulate. The initial
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accumulation is normally accommodated in a cooling pond right next
to the reactor. That is what we do in this country.

SPECIFICITY OF U.S. XUCLEAR ARR.VXGEMENTS WITH TAIWAN

Senator Case. This relates to another question with which you have
dealt in part, that is, our nuclear arrangements with Taiwan. You
don't regard this particular matter as something that ought to l)e

worked out and made more specific than it is now ^

]Mr. Ikle. Not at this time. Senator. Now, we are doing research

in this country and working here on the worldwide problem of what to

do with the spent fuel and what to do about storage and waste storage.

KEGIOXAL REPROCESSING ARRANGEMENTS IN E.VS1"ERN ASIA

Senator Case. I would like you to consider what or tell us what, if

anything, has been done in the way of getting up regional reprocessing

arrangements in eastern Asia, cooperative arrangements among the

nations there. Have any concrete proposals along that line been

explored ?

JMr. Ikle. No concrete proposals. Senator. We have made studies

about regional nuclear fuel centers which would not necessarily involve

reprocessing. In the first instance they may be concerned with fuel

fabricationj' joint efforts for storage, waste' management, and trans-

portation centers. If you do go to a regional reprocessing center then,

of course, you have to think about what you do with the separated

jjlutonium.' AVidespread distribution of the separated plutonium from

the regional center would be self-defeating, because then you would be

sending back the material that is drdigerous. That problem has to be

worked out and tliought through.

Senator Case. Is this a matter in which anytliing is actively bemg
considered between this country and the countries of east Asia?

Mr. Ikle. I would say a,ctively considered is putting it too strongly.

It is beino- discussed in IAEA. Studies are underway hi Vienna on

regional nuclear fuel centers, including rei)rocessing. Economic

evaluations are being made and we are doing studies here in this

country and have had informal discussions with a number of countries.

Senator Case. That applies to the problem generally and not ]ust

east Asia, I take it ?

]Mr. Ikle. That is right. Senator.

DE JURE EFFECT OF IAEA OUSTER OF TAWIAN DELEGATION

Senator Case. You said in vour statement that the ouster of the

Taiwanese delegation by the international Atomic Energ>' Agency

had no de facto effect on the safeguards of the agency. A\ hat is tlie

deiure effect? . , ,,/->• t. ^f fL«
Mr. Ikle. Well, the de lure effect is that the Government of the

Eepublic of China is not now represented in the IAEA.

Senator Case. It is not?
, . .. i. i

Mr. Ikle. It cannot exercise the membership it used to ha^ e

Senator Case. Did the People's Republic take t^f ^J'^ «^^,f^^;
"^

the obligation as well as the privileges of membership? Is it an active

member now ?
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Mr. Ikle. The People's Kepublic of China has not taken up member-
ship in IAEA.

Senator Case. The membership is not being either exercised by either

comitry ?

Mr. Ikle. That is right.

Senator Case. And the obligations are not legally effectively binding

upon either one of them ?

Mr. Ikle. That is why it is important that we have this agreement

with the Kepublic of China. We have the bilateral agreement

Senator Case. I am talking about the International Atomic Energ;y^

Agency.
Mr. Ikle. The Non-Proliferation Treaty is an independently viable

treaty.

Senator Case. Has the People's Republic evidenced an interest in

joining this agency?
Mr. Ikle. Not in any active way at this time.

Senator Case. The only thing that has happened legally is that the

Republic of China has been thrown out ?

Mr. Ikle. That is right.

Senator Case. Senator Symington is coming back. I don't think he

had any further questions of you. Dr. Ikle. If you don't mind waiting

for a moment until he returns, I think we will suspend the hearing for

about 5 minutes because he will be back in less time than that. I have

to go over and vote myself.

Mr. Ikle. Right.
[Brief recess was taken.]

Senator Syisiingtox. Dr. Ikle. we are very grateful to you. sir. I

am sorry we had this interruption. We both covered the vote to save

you time. Thank you very much for your tolerance of the problem here.

We would ask as'soon as is convenient you give us answers to the ques-

tions. We hope as much as possible will be declassified for reasons I

have tried to make clear. It is a little bit like Mark Twain and the

weather.

commexdation or dr. ikle axd sexator SYMIXGTOX'

]May I say from a personal standpoint that I think you have been

doing a fine job in one of the most important positions in the world.

Mr. Ikle. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I think we have to see_ these

things a bit in perspective. Over time, science and technology will be-

come more diffused. It doesn't mean that we cannot make a strong

effort of separating peaceful uses from weapons use and I tliink you
]\Ir. Chairman, have been far ahead here.

I have noted you mentioned the importance of this about ten years

affo to Defense Secretary McNamara and again to my predecessor. I

think to some extent people are now catching up with you.
Senator Symixgtox'. You are very kind. I appreciate your coming

and also the gentlemen with you. Thank you ver}' much. Doctor.

Mr. Ikle. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Symixgtox^. I think we have another witness still. I am

sorry Ave have been delayed. Secretary Hummel, you take tlie center

seat. Mr. Secretary, do you have a statement ?

ISIr. Hummel. Yes, I do.

Senator Symixgtox. Sorry we are going overtime. Will you read it?
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STATEMEITT OF ARTHUR W. HUMMEL, JR., ASSISTANT SECRETARY.
BUREAU OF EAST ASIAN AND PACIFIC AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT
OF STATE; ACCOMPANIED BY DEAN H. COOPER, DEPUTY DIREC-
TOR, OES/NET/IM, DEPARTMENT OF STATE; ALLEN W. LOCKE,
INTELLIGENCE RESEARCH SPECIALIST, OFFICE OF STRATEGIC
AFFAIRS, BUREAU OF INTELLIGENCE AND RESEARCH, DEPART-
MENT OF STATE; AND BURTON LEVIN, COUNTRY DIRECTOR,
REPUBLIC OF CHINA, DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Mr. Hummel. Mr. Chairman, it is my honor to appear before this

distinguished committee and to testify concerning our policies in the
nuclear field with respect to Taiwan.
The administration is deeply committed to preventing the further

proliferation of nuclear weapons. In recent years, great effort has been
devoted to restricting the spread of national uranium enrichment and
spent fuel reprocessing facilities. I believe Ave have made significant

progress in these areas ; we are determined to do more.

U.S. NUCLEAR POLICIES WITH RESPECT TO REPUBLIC OF CHINA

Our nuclear policies with respect to the Republic of China combine
cooperation in the peaceful uses of nuclear energy with determined

vigilance against the possibility of potential nuclear proliferation.

The main elements of our policy are

:

To cooperate with the ROC's plans to meet a growing portion of its

electric power needs from nuclear reactors.

To cooperate in those areas of peaceful nuclear research and training

for which the ROC has a legitimate need.

To insure that the ROC abides by its policy not to develop nuclear

weapons.
To insure that the ROC does not obtain a national reprocessing or

enrichment capability.

In many respects, the issues we confront and the policies we are pur-

suing in the nuclear field with the ROC are similar to those v>e face in

other areas of the world. However, our nuclear i-elations witli Taiwan

are unique in other respects.

First, we are, in a practical sense, Taiwan's only source of reactors

and enriched uranium fuel for its nuclear power program.

Senator Symington. A"\liat do you mean by "in a practical sen.se?

Mr. Hummel. The technoloav now comes from us and the foui- nu-

clear power reactoi-s all come from us. The ROC*s previous relationship

with Canada has been terminated.

Senator Symington. But there is no reason they couldn t go to

Germany or France, is there, the same nation, very possibly otlior

countries, and get the same equipment ?

]\Ir. Hummel. That is correct, sir. tliey could.

Senator Symington. Thank vou.AVi 11 you proceed?

Mr. HuTHMEL. This reduces the problems of coordination with other

suppliers and increases Taiwan's dependence on a cooperative T).S.

attitude in order to maintain its nuclear power program.
, .,.

Second, our nuclear policies in the ROC must l)e determined witlim

the context of our overall China policy. They must be compatible witli

61-004—7G 24
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our commitment to nonnalize our relations with the People's Eepublic

of China and Avith our interest in encouraging a peaceful solution of

the Taiwan problem. For these reasons, our nuclear policies Avith

respect to Taiwan are fonnulated with gi-eat care and circumspection.

K0C"S NUCLEAR POWER AND RESEARCH PROGRAMS

Since the late 1960*s, the Eepublic of China has been planning to

meet an increasing portion of its energy requirements from nuclear

power. The KOC has industrialized rapidly over the past decade and

expects this trend to continue. Its energy needs have grown propor-

tionately. Domestic energ\' sources, largely hydroelectric, meet only

a fraction of Taiwan's needs. As the ROC's eft'oits to develop offshore

oil have yet to bear fruit, the ROC expec-ts to remain totally depend-

ent for the foresee^able future on impoi-ts for its growing fossil fuel

needs. Consequently, the ROC is convinced that diversification into

nuclear power is essVntial to its continued economic growth ; the energy

crisis in 1973 reinforced their belief in the correctness of this decision.

There are presently four nuclear generating units under construc-

tion on Taiwan : two others are in the planning stage. The first nuclear

generating unit is scheduled to begin operation next year. These four

generating units will provide approximately a third of total projected

electric generating capacity when they become operational. Wlien all

six are completed in the micl-1980's, nuclear power will provide 45 per-

cent of the island's electric generating capacity.

The ROC is aware that this progi\am is crucial to its continued eco-

nomic vitality. Moreover, it will be investing several billion dollars in

this prograiii. a sizable stake in terms of Taiwan's economy. The nu-

clear powerplants and the low enriched uranium to fuel them are all

being supplied by American companies.

In addition to its nuclear power program, the ROC has been con-

ducting a modest program in nuclear research since the late 1950's.

This program began at Tsinghua University which hap a small re-

search reactor supplied by the United States. In the mid-1960's. the

Government intensified its research program and established a Govern-
ment agency, the Institute for Nuclear Energy Research (INER), for

this purpof-e! INER has developed plans for research into all aspects

of the nuclear fuel cycle. INER has an operational fuel fabrication

plant and a Canadian-supplied 40-megawatt research reactor; the In-

stitute has been constructing a small reprocessing la)x)ratoiy since 1969,

but this laboratoiy is not yet operational.

U.S. INVOLVEMENT IN ROC NUCLEAR POWER AND PJSSEARCH PROGRAMS

U.S. involvement in Taiwan's nuclear power and research programs
is governed by the terms of the United States-ROC agreement for

cooperation in the civil uses of atomic energy. This agreement restricts

our nuclear cooperation to peaceful purposes, provides for the appli-

cation of IAEA safeguards and gives the United States a veto over

the reprocessing of U.S.-supplied fuel. All U.S.-supplied facilities and
materials are under IAEA safeguards and have been periodically

inspected by the IAEA, most recently in July of this year.

Senator Symington. If I may interject there, I have said many
times and continue to say the IAEA enforcement situation is one
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largely of form as against substance. I sav this after an extended
investigation and after talking to some of the former U.S. representa-
tives and our people over there.
Now, you say here that this agreement restricts our nucU-ar cooi)-

eration for peaceful purposes. Is there any penalty of any kind from
the standpoint of withdrawing any other assistance or doing some-
thing else if we find that Taiwan lias not fulfilled its obligations in
maintaining all of tliis development which we are training tliem in
solely for peaceful purposes?
Mr. HuMiviEL. It IS my understanding that such sanctions are not

mentioned in this international agreement and it would l>e unusual
if they were, but the possible sanctions are, I think, well known to
all parties.

Senator Symington. I think that is a fair statement. Will you
proceed ?

Mr. Hummel. Over the years, the administration has restricted
U.S. cooperation to those areas where we believe that Taiwan has
legitimate research and training requirements and which do not en-
danger our nonproliferation objectives. Despite the interest of HOC
scientists in all aspects of the nuclear fuel cycle, we have not extended
such cooperation to reprocessing and, in lact, have made clear our
flotermined opposition to sucli activities. "We do not believe that
Taiwan's nuclear power program provides an economic justification

for a national enrichment or reprocessing program. We have made
clear that any attempt by the EOC to develop such programs will

seriously jeopardize our cooperation in the peaceful uses of nuclear
energy.

HOC POLICY CONCERNIXG NUCLEAR A\-EAP0NS AND NONPROLIFERATION

The Republic of China has enunciated a consistent policy witli

respect to nuclear weapons and nonproliferation. The main elements

of its policy are that:

The ROC has been a party to the NPT since its inception and will altide by
its treaty obligations.

The ROC has no intention to develop nuclear weapons.
All nuclear facilities in the ROC are for peaceful purposes.

All nuclear facilities in the ROC are subject to IAEA safeguards. The IAEA's
inspections have not revealed any irregularities.

Premier Chiang Ching-kuo publicly reiterated this policy last week follow-

ing a meeting of his Cabinet. In doing so, the Premier publicly stated for the

lirst time that the ROO does not plan to acquire a facility for reprocessing

spent nuclear fuel. "We welcome this commitment.

Over the past few years. American officials have made clear to

the EOC this administration's determined opposition to any activities

which would cast doubt on its commitment to nonproliferation. This

position was again conveyed to the EOC early this montli and re-

sulted in assurances to us by the Premier similar to his public ones

of last week. These have been subsequently confirmed in a note to us

h\ the EOC stating that ''the Government of the Eepublic of China

has no intention whatsoever to develop nuclear weapons oi- a nuclear

explosiA^e device, or to engaire in any activities related to reprocessing

purposes." W^e are pleased with this forthcoming EOC position which

should eliminate any ambiguities concerning nuclear activities on

Taiwan. This development is continuing evidence of the seriousness
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whicli we attach to preventing the spread of sensitive nuclear facilities.

I can assure you, Mr. Chairman, that the ROC is fully aware

:

That the United States is opposed to the proliferation of nuclear weapons
and nuclear explosive devices.

That the United States is opposed to the spread of national reprocessing

facilities, and
That actions by the ROC contrary to these policies would fundamentally

jeopardize continued U.S. cooperation with the ROC in the peaceful use of

atomic energy as well as other important relationships.

I can also assure you, Mr. Chairman, that the ROC is fully cognizant

of section 305 of the International Security Assistance and Arms
Export Control Act of 1976 which denies economic and military assist-

ance to countries which import unsafeguarded national reprocessing

facilities.

Our approaches to the ROC on nonproliferation have been supple-

mented by bilateral consultations which we have undertaken this year
and previously with the governments of countries which are potential

suppliers of nuclear equipment to Taiwan. These consultations have
beeji designed to insure that the policies of various suppliers are com-
patible. The responses from other governments have been favorable.

Senator Symington. Would you name those countries ?

Mr. Hummel. Yes I will, if you wish. I would honestly prefer to do
that in a memo to you. It involves diplomatic consultations. If you
press me, I sliall do so.

Senator Symington. I am not going to press you on something
which I think may involve the national security.

When you talk about other countries I won't press j^ou on that.

Proceed.
Mr. Hummel. The Republic of China, in common with an increasing

number of other nonnuclear stages, has the economic and scientific base
from which to develop nuclear wea])ons or a nuclear explosive device,
should they choose to do so, and if they were in a position to procure
or produce the necessary quantities of weapons grade fissionable ma-
terials. Their declared national policy is not to acquire nuclear wea-
pons or explosive devices, not to develop the teclmology which would
enable them to produce materials required to accomplish this. I caimot
overestimate the seriousness with whicli the U.S. Government would
view any deviation from this declared policy by the ROC. I can assure
you that we follow every aspect of Taiwan's nuclear program with the
utmost diligence. Our contacts with Taiwan in the nuclear field have
evolved over a period of years, and they will continue to do so in the
future. Our cooperation in peaceful uses has been mutally beneficial.

U.S. TRAINING OF NUCLEAR SCIENTISTS

Senator Symington. May I ask what you mean by that sentence ?

Mr. Hummel. In the sense that any trade transaction such as the
sale of these four nuclear reactors, quite possibly two more, is mutually
])eneficial.

Senator Symington. In other words, we teach them how. If they
r'hange their policies to make atomic weapons while they buy the peace-
time use of atomic energy from us—is that what you mean by mutually
beneficial ?
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IMr. Hummel. No, sir.

Senator Symington. Then it is true what I liave just said, that we
are training and planning to continue to train nuclear scientists in

tlioir coimtry at their expensed
Mr. Hummel. Yes; but we have not trained any of their personnel

in techniques directly related to the manufacture of weapons.
Senator Symington. When you train people—I liave tried so hard to

make this point in regard to wliat was called at one time the atoms for

j)8ace plan—you are automatically also training them in atoms for

possible war plans or possible weapons plans, are you not ?

Mr. Hummel. Mr. Chairman, I miderstand your point quite well.

Some areas of the tecluiology that have spread throughout the world

can be applied to bad uses, including those involving nucii-ai- weapons,

but I would not wish anyone to draw the conclusion that U.S. sales of

nuclear power reactors for generating electric power are in any way
motivated by an interest in allowing others to develop a luiclear wea-

pons capability or that recipient countries necessarily have such a

motive in purchasing power reactors

Senator Symington. I am glad you put in the wo!-d "necessarily."

]May I again say these hearings are only being held because of what

we road in the papers. Will you proceed "? You are almost through.

Mr. Hummel. Our nonpr()liferation objectives have been maintained

and their continued maintenance will be an essential aspect of our rela-

ti(mship with the ROC.

reported cooperation between TAIWAN AND SOUTH AFRICA

Senator Symington. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. In your statement

you state that we are in a practical sense Taiwan's only sonrce of reac-

tors and enriched uranium fuel for its nuclear power program. T inter-

rupted you there. I would like to be sure we nail it down. 1 here ha\e

been reports that Taiwan and South Africa may be begminng to

cooperate in the nuclear field. Do you have any information on this {

Uv. Hummel. We do know that Taiwan has pnrchaiMed uranium,

natural uranium under IAEA safeguards from South Africa This

manium is processed into fuel rods in an inspection declared facility in

T;' i wall's research reactor.

Senator Sy3Iington. Thev could sell enrirhed uranium ?

Ui\ Hummel. So far as "we know, South Africa does not have tlie

capabilitv to enrich it. .

Senator Symington. But then you talk about relative enrichment.

If they are going to use it for fuel, they have got to enrich L'- .

.Air.' HuMMELrXo, sir, I am far from expeit in this field, but this

is metallic nranium that goes into a research reactor directly into

manufactured rods. This is not enriched uranium.
i._,,.^.

Senator Symington. The rods are utilized for production of eneig>

,

are they ?

Mr. Locke. Xo.
,

Senator Symington. Why do they purchase them i

IVFt T fvtn Ivesearch

Mr. HuMJ^iEL. This is research reactors, this is not one to power gen-

eration reactors we are talking about.
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RESEARCH DONE WITH UR.VNIUM-238

Senator Symixgtox. Will you supply for the record what research

you would do with U^^s?
. ^ ,

-, „r -n i

Mr. Hummel. Yes. I am not an expert in this field. We will supply

it for the record.

[The infonnation referred to follows :]

Research Use of Uranium-238

(Snpplied by Department of State)

Research applications of natural uranium (U^') can include: development

of the technology for enrichment of uranium ; development of mixed oxide

(uranium-plutonium) reactor fuels: and directly as a fuel in certiiin types of

research reactors, such as the Taiwan Research Reactor (TRR). The TRR, which

uses U^^ has been in operation for approximately 21/2 years and has the

capacity for many experiments, including work in nuclear and solid state physics,

radio-cliemieal research, irradiation of biological samples, and studies of radia-

tion effec^;s on materials. The facility may also he used to produce radioisotopes

for use in various medical and industrial applications. Plutonium is also pro-

duced, but would require reprocessing for separation.

Senator Symington. I know there are a lot of things you could do

but
:Mr. Hummel. Mr. Cliairman, I have some pei-sonal knowledge of

some of the peripheral activities that are undertaken from visiting-

one of these reactors some years ago and I do know that they are en-

gaged, the people in tlie Republic of China are engaged in a broad

spectrum of research and activities in industrial fields, in agricul-

ture, in eradiation of seeds and plants to produce desirable muta-

tions, and in other similar activities.

Senator Symington. Presumably you are talking about something

like the Candu reactor.

JMr. Locke. Sir, my name is Allen Locke from the Bureau of Intel-

ligence Research, Depai-tinent of State. The Candu reactor istlie power
version of tlie Canadian heavy water reactor technology'. The reactor

at the Institute of Nuclear EnergS' Research.

Senator Symington. I understand.

south AFRICAN TILOT PLANT FOR ENRICHMENT

South Africa has a pilot plant for enrichment which is not urder

safeguards ?

]Mr. Hummel. I do not know.
Senator Syyiington. Will you check that out ?

Mr. HumjMel. Yes.
Senator Symington. And supply the answer for the record.

]VIr. Hummel. Yes.
[The infonnation referred to follows:]

South Africa's Uranium Enrichment Facility

(Supplied by Department of State)

South Africa announced in April 1975 that its pilot enrichment farility at

Valindaba (near Pretoria) had begiui operation. South Africa is not a memlier
of the NPT and has not placed this facility under safeguards. We understand its

purpose is to test on an operational basis South Africa's classified enrichment
technology, with a view to constructing a commercial-scale enrichment plant dur-
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ing the lOSOs. Soinii Africa recently made a fitrnial offer to tlie IAEA regarding
the application of safeguards to its proposed full-scale eurichnieiit fa-ilily.

The current needs of the Republic of China for enriched uranium for fuel arc
being met through contracts with the United States, and tbe lUn' has no addi-
tional requirement that would entail the provision of enriched uranium !iy olber
suppliers.

Senator Symington. Thank 3-011 very nmc-h, Mr. Secretary.

REMOVAL or NUCLEAR AVARIIEADS FROM EUROPE

Before I yield to Senator Case, you vrere here this niornin<r and we
liave been tokl through rumor, let me emphasize, the Defense Depai-t-

ment vrould like to take some of tlie nuclear warlieads in Eni'ope out

but that the State Department objects to that, and I mentioned tlie

pi'oblem of Mrs. Myrdal's book, I read direct quotes of many influen-

tial Germans. Would this be entirely out of your field ?

]\Ir. Hummel. I am sorry, that would be out. I am a far easterner \)y

trade.

Senator Symington. You could be a pretty good westerner.

EFFECT OF TAIWANESE ATTEMPT TO DE\".ELOP NUCLKAK WKAI'UN-S

Senator Case. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. You stated. Mr. Hummel,
that any attempt by Taiwan to develop nuclear weai>ons would jeop-

ardize our nuclear relationship. Actuallv, it would jeopardize our over-

all relationship very seriously, wouldn't it ?

Mr. Hummel. Yes, I mentioned in my opening statement that other

important relationships would be jeopaixlized as well.

Senator Case. Yes. That means our o\erall relationship ?

Mr. Hummel. Yes.

Senator Case. And in every important way ?

Mr. Hummel. Yes.

Senator Case. Including, I take it, such matters as foreign

assistance ?

Mr. Hummel. Of course.

Senator Case. Military assistance, which is the major one?

Mr. Humsiel. Yes.

OTHER FUEL ENRICHMENT ASSISTANCE SOUGHT BY TAIWAN

Senator Case. Is Taiwan seeking assistance on fuel enrieliment from

anv other countrv ?
. , .i • i * •„„

Mr Hummel. Taiwan has had discussions with some third countries

in the past for various aspects of reprocessing technology-. As 1 men-

tioned earlier, when the chairman questioned me on it. we have dis-

cussed this matter with the governments of those ^^^'i'^^/"""^;''.^;;;^;:

well as with the Cxovernment of the Republic of China.
Y,7^^f;J:;^^

activities have gone forward or have been cmnpleted. ^'^
/

^^ P
;^^,7,

statement made by the Government of the Republic of China ^^ould

preclude anv such activities. ,, , , * 4?,«;i;f,. fi,.,t

Senator Case. The fact is that this small laboratory facility that

they were constructing has now been abandoned ?

IVIr. Hummel. Yes.
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DESIRED EXTENT OF EOC NUCLEAR PROGRAM

Senator Case. How far do you think tliey want to go in their nu-

clear program ?

Mr. Hummel. In the peaceful program, sir ?

Senator Case. Yes ; because obviously you have said they don't want
to go any further at all

Mr. Hummel. I don't think we know. I don't think even their

planners would be able to project how far, how many nuclear power
reactors they would eventually purchase. They have pretty firm plans

for six. This as I said would probably supply about 45 percent of their

power generation needs. But as their economy develops and as the

consumers use more and industries use more I don't know what their

additional needs would be. I don't think anybody has put a theoretical

lid on the number of reactors, power reactors, they would finally need.

comparative size of roc economy

Senator Case. How large is their economy compared with Japan on
the one hand and Korea on the other ?

Mr. Hummel. "Well, it is far smaller than the Japanese.

Senator Case. Roughly.
Mr. Hummel. Their total GNP is about $14 billion.

Senator Case. As opposed to the astronomical Japanese GNP?
Mr. Hummel. Yes ; I should know the figure, but I have forgotten.

Senator Case. How does it compare with South Korea?
Mr. Hummel. They are ahead of Korea. It is larger than the Korean

GNP, but, as you know, the Korean birthrate is also quite large. I am
sorry, I could supply a figure, if you wish.

[The information referred to follows :]

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT OF REPUBLIC OF CHINA AND KOREA AND JAPAN

[U.S. dollars in billions]

Gross National Product 1975 1970 1966

Republic of China 14.4 5.7 2.8
Republic of Korea 18.8 8.3 3.0
Japan 482.9 202.9 91.2

Note.—Population (in millions): Republic of China, 16.1; Republic of Korea, 33.5; Japan, 111.

effect on KOREA IF TAIWAN DE\'EL0PED NUCLEAR \^':EAP0NS

Senator Case, What Avould be the effect on Korea if Taiwan should
develop nuclear weapons ?

Mr. PIuMMEL. There would be effects throughout the area, including
Korea and in Japan,

Senator Case. Japan, too ?

Mr. Hu3iMEL. Yes.
Senator Case. What kind of effect? It woiddn't be a happy effect.

jNIr. Hummel. There would certainly be a considerably increased
intensity on the part of other countries to follow suit. It would be
seriously destablizing to our general interests, including our securit}^

interests there, and I think the interests of the people of the area.
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Senator Case. "We have rcallj' ridden this subject pretty luird,

haven't we?
Mr. Hummel. Yes, that is absohitely correct.

Senator Case. We intend to continue ?

]Mr. Hummel. AVe do.

Senator Case. I think, Mr. Chairman, that is about it.

Senator Symington. Thank you.

complaints from other countries concerning I'NrrEO STATES-

REPUBLIC OF CHINA NUCLEAR COOPERATK)N

To the best of your knowledge, Mr. Secretary, have you received any
comphiints from any other country about our nuclear coo[)c ration with

Taiwan ?

3Ir. Hummel. Xo, sir ; we ha^-e not.

Senator Symington. None of any kind ?

yh: Hu:mmel. Not to my knowledge.

Senator Symington. Could you check for the record and see if tlierc

have been any complaints ?

Mr. Hummel. I will, and if we produce any, I will sui-'ply it for the

record.

[The information referred to follows :]

Thikd Countey Complaints About U.S. Nuclear Cooperation With Taiwan

(Supplied by Department of State)

Tlie Department of State has not received any complaints from other countries

about our nuclear cooperation with Taiwan. Over the past year, several cnun-

tries have requested the Department's assessment of nuclear activities on Tai-

wan but such requests were not accompanied by complaints or any indication

of dissatisfaction with U.S. cooperation with Taiwan in the peaceful uses of

nuclear energv. On the contrary, as indicated in Assistant Secretary Hununel s

opening statement, the United States in recent years has taken the nntiative in

successfully approaching several governments which are potentml suppliers _<.f

nuclear equipment to Taiwan to ensure that they refrain from any activities

inimical to our nonproliferation objectives in respect to Taiwan.

Senator Symington. Thank you very much. "We appreciate your

coming. We are sorry we were a little late.

Mr. Hummel. :My pleasure.
, i i

• . *

[Whereupon, at 12 :45 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, subject to

the call of the Chair.]
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NON-PROLIFERATION ISSUES

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1976

United States Senate,
Subcommittee on Arms Control,

International Organizations, and Security Agreements
OF THE Committee on Foreign Relations,

Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 4"221,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Stuart Symington (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Senatoi-s Symington and Case.

Senator Symington. The hearing will come to order.

orENiNG statement

This morning we are going to hear from one of the great citizens of

the world, one that all of us admire and respect. Ambassador Alva

Myrdal of Sweden. Mrs. Myrdal, would you please come up to the

\vitness table.

We welcome you here. You have served your country with distinc-

tion in many impoi-tant posts: Minister of Disarmament, Amljassador

to the 18-Nation Disarmament Committee, and Ambassador to India.

Recently Mrs. Myrdal, who is an authority on anus limitation mat-

ters, completed a provocative new book entitled, "The Game of Dis-

armament: How the United States and Russia Run the Arms Race.

Aftei- reading portions of an advance copy, it was our belief that

\mbassador Myrdal's views vrould complement information re^^ived

by this subconimittee in hearin<rs held over tlie past 2 years. These

hearings have centered on the proliferation of nuclear weapons, a

situation which has been developing relatively rapidly lOr a time

among a relatively small £rroup of nations. Xow, however, tins prolif-

eration would appear to be spreading to a much larger grouj)

As we now know, this can only bring increased mstal)ility aiul

insecurity to all nations on this earth.
, ^ xt ^ i attt-

In this regard, it is interesting to note that^five Harvard and Ml
arms control experts, indiidinrr Dr. George Ivistiakowsky. he dm
scientific adviser to the late President Eisenhower,

''^'^f

'*'>'
.^^'^/^^^^^

their 1-lief that nuclear war before the end of this century i^, no^^

not onlv possible, but probable. ,r i i n,« o,„.ronf

So. we would like to explore with you,. Mrs. Myrdal, ^1 ^;":^"t

situation as you see it, including steps which you believe might cub

this growing danger

.

(37.-)
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Incidentally, over the Aveekend there were some interestincr stories

about the development of new and smaller weapons and the desire of

countries to keep their developments in tliis vital category secret.

It is our understandino- that you have a statement which you may
wish to read. Of course,\ou niay handle your delivery in any way
you see fit.

Please proceed, Amliassador Myrdal

.

[Ambassador :Myrdars biographical sketch follows :]

Biography of Alva REiiiER :Myrdal

Diplomat. Educator. Sociologist, and Writer.

Former Swedish Cabinet Minister, Ambassador, and Member of Parliament.

SERVICE IN GOATiRNMENT OF SWEDEN

1955-61—Ambassador to India. Minister to Ceylon; 1935-58—:Ministor to

Burma; 1960-61—Ambassador to Xepal : 1962-70—Member of Parliament (Sen-

ate) ; 1961-66—Ambassador-at-large: 1966-7.'^—Cabinet Minister—Disarma-

ment : 1969-7P.—Cabinet Minister—Church Affairs: 194.^^-47-Delegate to ILO
Conferences in Paris and Geneva ; 1946-56-Delegate to ITNESCO Conferences in

Paris and New Delhi ; 1962-7P)—Member. Swedish Delegation to UX General

Assemblv (Deputy Leader—1967-73) ; 1962-7.*^—Chief of Swedish Delegation to

Disarmament Conference in Geneva : 1935-38—Secretary of Government Com-
mission on Women's Work ; 1943-47—Member of Royal Commission on the Hajidi-

capped; 1943-48—Member. Swedish Government Commission on Post-War Aid

and Reconstruction ; 1946-50—Member of Royal Commission on Educational R«^-

form; 1964—Chairman of Government Committee on International Peace Re-

search Institute: 1968-72—Chairman of Government Commission on Disestab-

lishment of Swedish State Church: 1971-72—Chairman of Government Commis-
sion on Studies of the Future : 1972-73—Chairman of Government Delegation for

Expanding International Laws Against Brutality in War: and 1976—Chairman
of Government Committee on Extended Cultural Exchange with Foreign

Countries.
SERVICE IN UNITED NATIONS

1949-50—Principal Direct<u' of I'X Department of Social Affairs; 19."1-.5.'

—

Director of FNESCO Department of Social Sciences : 1964—Chairman of T'X Ex-

pert Group on Resolving the Situation in South Africa ; and 1972—Chairman of

UN^ Committee on Disarmament and Development.

OTHER EXPERIENCE

1924-32—Teacher, Workers Education Association. Stockholm : 1932-34—Psy-

chological Assistant, Central Prison. Stockholm : 1936-48—Director. Training

College for Preschool Teachers. Stockholm ; 1973-74—Visiting Fellow. Center for

the Study of Democratic Institutions. Santa Barbara. California : 1974-75—Yisit-

in? Professor. MIT. Cambridge. Massachusetts CSiay 1974. INIarch 1975. :May

1975) : and 1976—Visiting Distinguished Slater Professor, Wellesley College.

Massachusetts.
OTHER ACTIVITIES

193.5-38, 1940-42—Chairman of Swedish Federation of Business and Profes-

sional Women; 1938-^7—Vice Chairman. International Federation of Business

and Professional Women; 194.3-48—Vice Chairman. Swedish Civic Organization

for Cultural Relief in Europe; 1946-49—Chairman. World Council on Preschool

Education; 1968-73—Chairman. Swedish Labor Party and Confederation of

Trade Unions, work group on Reforms for Increased Equality; and 1976—Pulilic

Exhibition devoted to AM ;s activities, Kulturhuset, Stockholm.

EDUCATION

1924—BA. Stockholm University : 1929-30—Rockefeller Fellow. United States;

19.30-31—University of Geneva ; and iaS4—MA. T'p^sala University.
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HONORART DEGREES

1050—Mt. Holyoke College, U.S.: 1962—Leeds University. Euglaud ; 1!)G4-
Edinburgh University, Scotland ; 19t>5—Uoluniliia University, U.S. ; 1968—Temple
University, U.S.; 1971—Gustavus Adolphus University. U.S. (Doctor of Divi-
nity ) ;

1974—Brandeis Uuiver.sity, U.S. ; 1975—Gotlienbnrg University, Sweden

;

and 1976—University of East Anglia, England.

PUBLICATIONS

197.5—SIPRI Taper on The Right to Conduct Nuclear Explosions ; 1976—'The
Game of Disarmament'' (pending)—Published as article. 1972 in Impact
(UNESCO) ; 196S—"Women's Two Roles" (with V. Klein), rev. ed. ; 1965—"Dis-
armament—Reality or Illusion?": 1965— 'Nation and Family" 2nd ed. ; 19.">4

—

'•America's Role in International Social Welfare'' (with liean Rusk, A. Alt-
nieyer) ;

19.50—"Are We Too Many?" (with P. Vincent) UNESC9; 1944-"I'ost-

war Planning'' ; 1943—"Women in the Community" ; 1942—"Cross Section of

Great Britain"; 1941—"Contact with America" (with G. Myrdal) ;
1935—"City

Children"; 1934r—"Crisis in the Population Question" (with G. Myrdal); and
numerous contributions to publications in Swedish. English, French and (ierman.
See particularly articles on Disarmament in Scientific American, Oct. 1974, For-
eign Policy, Spring 1975, Bulletin of Atomic Scientists, May 1975, Pacem in

aiaribus V, Spring 1975.
SPECIAL AWARDS

1970—Peace Prize of West Germany, with Gimnar Myrdal; 197.'j—Wateler
Prize of Hague Academy of International Peace ; and 197.j^—Prize from the Royal
Swedish Institute of Technology-.

PERSONXEL DATA

Born ; Uppsala, Sweden, January 31, 1902 ; Married : To Guunar Myrdal, Octo-

ber S, 1924 ; and Children ; s. Jan. d. Sissela. d. Kaj.

(Sources : International Who's Who in the World) (brought up to date.)

STATEMENT OF ALVA MYRDAL, EORMER SWEDISH CABINET

MINISTER, MEMBER OF PARLIAMENT, AND AMBASSADOR

Ambassador Mtedal. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your very kind

^^•ords of welcome. I am fully aware of the great honor that has been

bestowed upon me by having been invited to testify today under your

chairmanship on some of the contents of my forthcoming book, which

is, as you yourself said, provocative. But it is, 1 assure you, non-

aggressive.

I have submitted a statement and I will be glad to follow that as an

outline. ,.

Senator Symington. Excuse me, please, but would you pull your

microphone a little closer. Thank you.

Ambassador Myrdal. I will be glad to follow the stat^ement I have

submitted as an outline, but I will skip many sentences and paragraphs,

and even pages. Let me at the outset underscore that my statement, as

well as the book, deals with the problems of the arms race, nol Irom

the point of view of any individual nation, nor any bloc ot nations;

rather my duty is to present an international outlook, and it carries

that message: How can we net to a world where reason and morality

prevail in the various nations' decisionmaking about arms and

disarmament.
. ^ ^^ r i „ „.,„i.io

Due to the time factor, if nothing else, I will, of coui-se, be unable

to cover the full range of issues raised in the book, and even the fu

range of issues on nonproliferation. issues which are so vit= Rn l^b.itjd

in this committee, in the U.S. Congress as a whole, and in the press
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as well as by alert citizens in this country. But in America it is, of
course, considered from a national point of view, in the perspective of
what are U.S. interests. That must be the main viewpoint. But my
ambition must be to help steer any such debate toward a greater con-

cern with the international aspect.

ISSUES DEALT WITH

In this statement I have chosen to dwell only on three points. The
first one is the srlobal aspect of what is currently takina^ ]:)lace in the

proliferation of the arms race ; namely, the militarization of the Third
AVorld. This is certainly a most sinister dynamic cliano-e. The second
issue is the repercussions in various regions of the two superpowers'
competition for influence through political-military measures. I will

focus my attention on the situation in Europe, as the prospective

battlefield for what I call a transposed war, or threat of war, between
the superpowei-s. The problems of European security I consider to be
a legitimate interest per se, and it is examined under the triple aspect

of what are the Russian, the American, and the European points of
view.

The third issue is that of the military competition between the su-

perpowers themselves, their gaming with each other, as I called it.

The main viewpoint will be how their scenarios through what I ana-

lyze as a gross miscalculation are moving from a rnilitarv buildup for

deterrence toward preparing war-fighting capabilities. The result of

their competition is not greater, but ever less security for themselves,

and a total insecurity for the whole world.
It is without any doubt the main responsibility of the two super-

powers, as they are leading the world in all aspects of the arms race,

forAvard in it, while not leading in regard to disarmament.
As a postscript to my statement, I will try to answer what T know

must be the eager question : is there no hope for a change of direction ?

TIIIT^D WORLD MILITARIZATI0X-C0X\TXTI0NAL WEAPONS

Bet me begin bv trying to substantiate my accusation that the woild
is becoming militarized, and particularly so the Third World. All
fio-nres are well known to the members of this committee and I will

skip them. But the astonishingly new feature is that the share in the

colossal military outlay in the world which is taken by the countries
which we categorize ns underdeveloped, is rising at a particularly fast

rate. As a matter of fact, the military is alloted a growing share of the

poorer countries' i-esources, with that military expenditure rising more
than their total GNB's [gross national products].
But I want to emphasize more strongl}^ the political aspects of this

phenomenon.
First is the responsibility of the advanced countries as being the

advanced suppliers of those arms, not supplying them- only in huge
ouantities, but also with highly sophisticated and expensive weapons.
There has particularly been a strong upsui'tre in arms trade according
to the new pattern of arms-for-oil deals. I illustrate that in my written
statement.

But the acquisition of more and more arms also contributes to a

strengthening of the military in the domestic a ifairs. When dictators
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and oppressors take and keep poAver, they relv upon tlioir military
might, on weapons acquired and soldiers trained to use them. The iii-

stallation of so many military regimes in Africa. Asia, and Latin
America is among the prominent features of our time. The present-
day power of generals and colonels is clearly related to procurement
of arms, which is often given as militaiy aid.
The main justification for the drives of the advanced countries to

export arms is given as a concern for taking advantage of their tech-
nological progress, and thus, they assert, also to be able to protect their
interests, to secure employment for their plants, their workers, and
also their personnel engaged in research and development M-ork. But
surely, the ingenuity of present-day industrial societies should suflice

to produce elaborate contingency plans for alternate, more construc-
tive production lines.

The need for governments to establish such conversion plans was
taken up as an international issue by a U.N. group of experts which I

chaired. The conclusions of its report: Disarmament and Develop-
ment, 1972, were in this respect quite hopeful, not least those relying

on some studies made earlier by U.S. economic experts.

I would like to pay homage, as I do in my book, to the efforts of

Senator McGovern for promoting planning for such conversion.

Quite apart from a country's stronger or weaker interest in national

planning for its total economy, having conversion plans for defense

industries should be a self-evident duty. In the international study I

just mentioned we recommended that pressures should be exerted by

the international community in order to get all governments to elab-

orate and submit alternative contingency plans so as to facilitate

a halt to the arms race.

PROLIFERATION COURSE IN REGARD TO NUCLEAR WEAPONS

So far I have spoken of the spread of conventional weapons that

amounts to a worldwide and accelerated proliferation. l^Mit a similar

course is threatening, if not already undei-way. in regard to nuclear

weapons.
You yourself, Mr. Chairman, made a very enlightening and electri-

fying speech on this subject in the U.N. session of 1974. when you

openly gave the figures for how many hundreds of tliousands of nu-

clear weapons the ITnited States possessed.

The Non-Proliferation Treaty was expected to become an instru-

ment to stop proliferation. It has been somewhat glorified after\yards

:

it has in reality been a strikingly inefficient agreement. But outside all

restraints and" controls of the NPT remain such important countries

as Aro:entina and Brazil. India and Pakistan. Israel and most Arab

countries, as well as South Africa. The so-called success of the .N
1

1

is a hollow one.
. ,. i £ i cc

Of course, moreover, sales or nesrotiations for sales ot more or less

complete nuclear fuel cycles to countries such as Brazil and 1 akistan

have aroused more and more acrid criticism on the part ot the coun-

tries which are loval adherents to NPT restraints.

Recenty the supplier countries have been suggesting stronger con-

trols on e'xports of nuclear reactors, fissile material and particularly on

reprocessing facilities. But to all my experience no contro s no curbs

dictated by^the supplier countries could be sufficient to hold back tor
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long nuclear weapon production by any countiy which is ambitious

enough to procure for themselves the same weaponry as the great

powers have.

So, my conclusion is that nothing will prevent a run toward world-

wide proliferation of nuclear weapons except a change in the position

of those nuclear weapon powers. I have repeatedly over the yeai-s sum-

marized what I consider to be legitimate political demands on the part

of the nonnuclear weapons countries, and particularly the nonalined

countries. I believe the vast majority of U.N. membei-s hold to that

position. A fii-st and main political payment should be a gra,nd gesture

of historical significance: the nuclear-weapons powers—jointly, bi-

laterally, or unilaterally—should give a pledge never to attack non-

nuclear weapons powers with such weapons.

But not even such a pledge might suffice. The nuclear weapon powers

must themselves begin to sacrifice at least some of their claims to have

a monopolistic right to possess such weapons. Therefore, the second

price is to make IAEA safeguards truly meaningful, and that requires

that the nuclear weapon powers themselves submit their nuclear pro-

grams to these safeguards. If nothing continues to be done on their

own part, they thereby provide the justification, which could be oppor-

tunistically welcomed by pretenders to choose a nuclear weapon status.

They would be only too apt to turn around to their favor the well-

known argument : "What is good for General Motors," et cetera.

LIMITED WAR OVER EUROPE

My second subject is the one about limited war over Europe. When
the superpovN-ers extend their battle for influence toward wider regions

of the world, their bipolar postures may to them seem as just reflecting

their national interests. But to the nations subjected to these attempts,

tlie matters must look totally different. Many of them deeply sense that

their security interests are not the prime objectives for the moves of

the competing superpowers. As a case in point, I might mention the

turning of Diego Garcia in the Indian Ocean into a western bastion,

and, on a wider scale, the ongoing militarization of the Indian Ocean
by both sides, despite its being sharply protested by the littoral and
hinterland states of the region.

But today I want to focus attention particularly on an area, much
more at the crossroads of political concern, historically as well as of

this day, namely, Europe.
Europe's present division between the two superpower blocs is not

of its own making. The European nations, now so largely cured from
their old war affliction, would themselves be much more ready to co-

exist and cooperate than the actual, politically drawn sharp boundary
line between the two blocs permits.

I dare to go even further. I know it is a daring statement I am
making, but the military preparedness which so predominantly marks
the European situation is not for a war of European making. It is

expected to be, if it becomes a war, of superpower making. The igni-

tion of any conceivable war where the superpowers would be brought

into military action directly against each other would most certainly

be sparked elsewhere. But—and this is a thesis which I have outlined

and documented in ample detail in my book—its escalation could be
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transposed to Europe, because here is where a battlefield is i)i-epared.

where massive armed forces are positioned against each other, where
mobilization plans and target contingencies are established in concrete
detail and. practically, ready for a press-button shooting.
The outcome of such a war for our part, and most directly for Cen-

tral Europe, meaning in the first instance tlie two Germanys,*is nothing
less than utter devastation, mass killings, and probably annihilation.

When the NATO-Warsaw Pact constellation came into being, it

Avas immediately brought to bear on nuclear weapons. Tactical nuclear
weapons were introduced by Eisenhower in 195-1 when Germany was
still an occupied and unfree country. At that time the fatal prospect

of this tying of West European defense to the wider nuclear strategies,

first of the United States, was understood and sometimes even clearly

expressed. Thus Helmut Schmidt, who was for a very long time the

leading spokesman on military questions of the Social Democratic
Party and is now the Chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany,
wrote explicitly

:

A war which, though regarded as a "limited war" by the sui>erpowers, would
be.no less than a war of annihilation for the countries of the battlefield.

That is, for Europe.
I complain in my statement that the effects of a war o\er Europe

liave been given too little attention.

At bottom, the anxious query at issue is whetlier the superpowers are

really credilile guarantors of peace and security in Europe. An early

reminder that Europe, meaning Western Europe most specifically,

should not rely upon doctrines of such defense in the form of retalia-

tion was given by the then Prof. Henry Kissinger on several occa-

sions. For instance, referring directly to Europe, he said in 1959

:

The defense of Europe cannot be conducted solely from North America, because

however firm allied unity may lie, a nation cannot be counted on to commit

suicide in defense of a foreign territory.

The interesting things is after that last statement Hehnut Schmidt

retorted in a straight reply :

That one sober sentence sums up all the doubts of European statesmen as to

the efficacy of the strategy of nuclear retaliation.

What all of Europe must fear—West and East and neutral--is that

both superpowers are most strondv interesterl in keeping any shootmu'

niiclenr war awav from their own homelands. About this ''sanctuary

theory," which I give considerable plav in my book, there has been

very little open discussion. But I quote here a statement by a former

ambassador to NATO, Harlan Cleveland, when he pointed out tlie

dilemma

:

It is natural for Americans to press for effective . .
.use *]fn"^^^7„"J«

';;;";

on the battlefield. But this conjures up for Europeans the I'l'-^ '"•.•;

"f f
I"'"'^-''*^

devastated while the United States and the Soviet Union remain intact.

T think the Europeans ought to join with the independent experts

and state clearly that the tactical nuclear weapons which arc now

deployed in Europe, and particularly those m Central Europe aie

not reallv needed in Europe and are not of positive val"0, neither for

deterrence nor for defense. The risk the Europeans
^^^^^ J^J J«^'';'

that the presence of these nuclear weapons may draw nuclear hre

unto their lands.

61-004—76 25
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This is a vast subject, but I must stop from going further on that-

one to take up the last issue, and. that is one concerning the two
superpowers.

"gaming" between tavo superpowers

A recent development which must deeply worry an internationalist

is the drift, from planning what is enough for deterrence to Avhat is

desirable for fighting a war. The world at large has a strong and posi-

tive interest in deterrence : to build a barrier against a war starting

between the two superpowers. But just as much, all nations must be
scared when the bipolar planning is on many score going far beyond
strategies for deterrence. War-fighting capabilities are built up, both
by au^i^enting the quantities of nuclear weapons in their strategic

arsenals and by drastically improving their qualities, not the least by
developing new generations of nuclear weapons such as cruise mis-
siles, precision guided munitions, et cetera. This is, in essence, pre-
paring for World War III.

The general public is not kept aware of the ominous impact of this

never-ending competition, particularly on the qualitative side. We are
all told to admire what is achieved or about to be achieved by SALT.
But SALT is not much more than an institutionalization of the arms
race at its present point, and even so harnessing not more than the
number of delivery vehicles; the numbers of warheads would under
the SALT plans be allowed to increase by 1985 to nearly 20,000 on the

U.S. side, and more than 11,000 with heavier throw-weight on the
Soviet side.

This stupendously large and incessantly growing arsenal is by both
sides claimed as needed for national security. But the knowledge is

now becoming commonplace among independent experts that the in-

crease in armaments has not resulted in any commensurable increase

in aggregate national security for the world. A considerable body of
evidence indicates that a mutual stepping up of armaments leads to a

decrease in national security. Also, for the two superpowers themselves,

they cannot gain greater security through the arms race. Their nu-
clear weapons strength long ago exceeded what might be needed even
for a "terror balance," that is, for a deterrent that prohibits both of

them from using force against the other, knowing that retaliation lies

in store at the already existing level of overkill.

Realistically, the problem should be posed as to just how much weap-
onry is needed for a strategy of deterrence. The relevant question is

how much is enough, and the answer to that must be a psychological

evaluation of how much a prospective enemy would tolerate before he
retaliated and initiated an escalation which might well lead to mutually
suicidal results.

In the beginning of the 1960's, when the multilateral disarmament
negotiations started in earnest, the U.S. estimate of the number of

missiles-cum-warheads needed hovered around 400. So, we ask. why
is the estimate of missiles needed in Vladivostok terms 2,400, with the

number of warheads allowed to multiply manyfold byMRV and IMIRV
missiles ? Why should the aim for 1985 be for each of the superpowers
to be capable of destroying the other not 50 times over, as at present,

but 100 times over ?
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I will not go through these calculations which are put forth in great
detail by the SIPRI Institute annual publications, particularly in the
SIPEI yearbooks. I think what has gone wrong in the calculations
is nistead of asking the appropriate question, "how much is enougli."
one is following an erroneous idea of "matching." Just observe what
the other side has, or is more or less correctly believed to plan, and
then set out to overreach it. This is a fundamental problem for the
future, even for the near future.

RECOMMENDATIONS

In this brief resume I have refrained from making any specific
policy suggestions. The members of this committee have so many pro-
posals under consideration and powerful possibilities to widen the
discussion for assuring world security.

But I would just with a few words indicate some of the recommenda-
tions which are listed in my last chapter, "In Conclusion." A main such
conclusion is that the two superpowers are so militarily overinsured
that there is ample opportunity for them safely to take brave new
steps, even unilnteraly. We could then rightly expect considerable

progress toward disarmament, the pattern following the well-known
mutual chain reaction pattern.

I have set out some suggestions for such a step-by-step agenda. Here
I only wish to mention that it would culminate in an agreement on a

"minimum deterrent," leaving some, but few and well-controlled nu-

clear weapons in the hands of the great powers. I am not asking them
to denude themselves totally of these weapons. I do this on two points

:

One is that tlie United Nations should not, in my view, be the trustee of

nuclear weapons ; and second, that as the fruit of the tree of knowledge

has become available to man, it would be a wanton idea to try to re-

create the state of innocence.

But even if the assumption would not come true that the superpowers

would be willing to lead the course to disarmament, I have also a long

list of measures which the lesser nations could undertake on tlieir own

responsibility. Any such bypassing of the superpower is not desirable,

but it may become necessary to spur a more positive cooperation. That

list for more vigilant action by lesser nations includes, for instance, a

comprehensive ban on chemical weapons; it also recommends a virtu-

ally immediate establishment of an International Verification

Agency, to begin with on an interim basis. Several more such inde-

pendent and p1>sitive actions can be taken on the basis of majority

decisions in the United Nations.
. ^ j. i j

I have stressed the responsibilities of the lesser states to take inde-

pendent action and not wait for the great powers. But I cannot be-

lieve that the superpowers will for long be as negativistie as they have

been hitherto in regard to disarmament. I end my book bv expressmg

a in-eat trust in the peoples of these two countries, and a tP^v^nt hope

that their leaders-I even appeal to new leaders-will come to clioose

a strategy of peace, of reason, of truth.

Thankyou, Mr. Chairman.
[Ambassador Myrdal's prepared statement follows

:

J
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Prepared Statement of Alva Myrdal

It is a great Iiouor to have been invited to testify, under your Ohairmansliip,

before the subcommittee on Arms Control, International Organizations and be-

curity Agreements and to present some thoughts which have developed m my
book, "The Game of Disarmament : How the United States and Russia Rim the

Arms Race," which is due shortly from the presses.
^, , ,

Let me at the outset explain that my statement today as well as the book

deals with the problems of the arms race, not from the iwint of view of any in-

dividual nation nor any bloc of nations. Rather, I wish to emphasize an inter-

national outlook, because what is sorely lacking today is a global perspective on

the results of national decisionmaking. Somebody must have the ambition to try

to foresee what a future historian might say about the conduct of the world's

political and military affairs in this era of ours. The book, as its title indicates,

carries that kind of a provocative message : how can reason and morality be made

to prevail in the various nations' policymaking about arms and disarmament?

The implications of this provocative but non-aggressive approach will, of

course, become more evident when the book is available in its full length and

editorially polished version. It will be a pleasure to present a complimentary

copy to all committee members, those of this subcommittee as well as the full

membership of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations.

AVhen at the end of 1973 I left my post as member of the Swedish Cabinet,

and having for twelve years carried the main responsibility for disarmament

matters, llelt it to be a compelling duty to do whatever I could to help stem

the developments which rush our world towards a more and more disastrous

militarization which is in reality against the interests of all our nations, against

all reasons and against all our deeper sense of morality.

Due to the time factor, if nothing else, I will of course be unable to cover

the full range of issues raised in the book, issues which are so widely debated

in this Cotomittee, in the United States Congress as a whole, and in the press as

well as by alert citizens in this country. But in America it is considered from a

national point 6f view, in the perspective of what are United States interests.

Mv ambition 'inu-st be to' help steer such debates towards a greater concern with

the international aspect both as to the analysis of the prevalent situation and its

causative factors.

In this statement I have chosen to dwell only on three points, each of which,

of course,, carries considerable ramifications. The first one is the global aspect

of what is currently taking place in the arms race, namely the progressing mili-

tarization of the Third World at a now accelerating pace. This is certainly a

most sinister dynamic change. This issue directly relates (a) to the arms trade

in conventionafweapons, and (b) to the risk of proliferation of nuclear weapons.

( Reference to Chapters V and YI in my book )

.

The second issue is the rei>ercussions in various regions of the two super-

powers' competition for inlluence through political-military measures. I will

focus my attention on the situation in Europe, as the prospective battlefield for

what I call a "transposed" war or threat of war between the superpowers. The
problem of European security, which I consider a legitimate interest per se, is

examined under the triple aspect of what are (a) the Russian, (b) the American,

and (c) a European point of view. (Reference to Chapter II.)

The third issue is that of the military competition between the superpowers

themselves, their "gaming" with each other, as permeating all their military

planning and posturing. The main viewpoint will be how their scenarios are mov-
ing from a military build-up for deterrence, through what I analyze as a gross

miscalculation towards preparing war-fighting capabilities. The result of their

competition is not more, but ever less security for themselves, and a total insecu-

rity for the whole world. (Reference to Chapter IV.

)

Without any doubt the main responsibility for these ominous developments
lies with the two superpowers, leading the world as they are in all aspects of the

arms race, while not so in regard to disarmament.
As a postscript to my statement I will try to answer what I know must he

the eager question : is there no hope for a change of direction? I want to end on

a positive note by indicating steps which are urgently necessary, and which
could be taken, in order to stem the course to disaster.

I. THE MILITARIZATION OF THE THIRD WORLD

Let me begin by tiying to substantiate my accusation that the world is becom-
ing militarized, that we are more and more deeply enmeshed in a weapons cul-
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ture. Tlie global figure for niilitary eximidltures is in the order of 3U0 billiua
dollars a year, to quote a rounded figure, repeatedly used also by tla- L'uiteil
Natioual Secretary General in order to imprint it on the minds of everybody.' Hut
the astonishing new feature is that the share in this colossal outlay which is taken
by countries which we categorize as underdeveloped, is rising at a particularly
fast rate. The Third World part of the global military expenditures rose from 3.12

per cent in 1955 to 12.3 per cent in 1074, without any corresponding increu.>e iu
these countries' share of the world's financial resources. As a matter of fact the
military is allotted a growing share of their own resources : while bellsven l'JG3

and 1973 their military expenditui-e rose with 7.3 per cent; their total GNl' rose
with less, that is 5.8 per cent." As we all know, the rate of increase on the military
side has continued to rise since 1973, and that in aju astonishing mea-^ure.

These dry figures reflect the fact that the arms race is spreading like a cancer
to all parts of the world body, and, of course, harming most its weakest, most
vulnerable members.
The growth of military power in so many nations which have little economic

and technological capacity to build up their own arsenals along modern iiae.s

is directly related to the issue of the arms trade, with the value of the flow of

arms now running to some 20 billion dollars annually, to apply the same kind

of uncertain but pedagogically useful approximation. A good deal of that trade

occurs between the develoiied coimtries themselves. But a large and si>eitaiu-

larly growing iJart is in the form of a bartering between the tedmologi rally

advanced and the less advanced countries. Until recently this could be t:an.«-

lated as from the richer to the poorer countries, but now, with the monoi«>listic

rise iu oil prices, countries like Iran and several Arab countries have suddenly

become very rich and these countries have become major imptn-ters not only of

huge Quantities but also of highly sophisticated and exi)en.sive weapons. Besides

the superpowers' continued deliveries to them, almost all the developed Western

countries, in the wake of the 1973 Middle East war and the Arab boycott, have

been racing to please the Arabs and simultaneousiy reap profits. There has tx-eii

a resultant strong upsurge iu trade according to the new pattern of arms-for-oil

deals. When contracted orders are filled, Kuwait, for instance, with only about a

million inhabitants will have one of the world's most modern air defense systems,

and all the Gulf sheikdoms are acquiring sophisticated counter-insurgeruy

weaixmry.^
The effects of this spread of the arms race to all corners of the globe has wnle

ramifications, military as well as political. The pro<luction and exiK)rt of arma-

ments, v,'hether as sales or as grants, encourages nations to prepare for and

engage in hostilities. This has proved particularly important in the new under-

develoiied countries. Such increased weapons procurement may transform iniiU)r

local conflicts into major confrontations. The recent wars in the Mid.Ue Last

have been cruciaUy tied to arms deliveries which have thrown more and more

fuel on a conflict that otherwise might have been kept at a smoldenug low.

The inclination of governments to start or continue local wars is continually

being bolstered and materially encouraged from the outside and, at the same

time, the propensity to make war more deva.stating is increased.

Also, the acquisition of more and more arms contributes to « •^tren^hening of

the military in the domestic affairs. When dictators
«"<l^'>I^I»^^f;"F':^^f,^^^«"i,';^;

'^

power, thev rely upon their military might, on weapons stored.
«"f

/*?1<^'^\^ f '".^

to use them The installation of so many military regimes in Mrica. A.-ia and

Latin Ime" ca is amon? the prominent features of our time. This pre<ent-day

power rfgpnTra^^^ colonels is clearly related to procurement of anr.s wht-b

is often a dl^S-eS result of military aid. And, for policing their nati.-.. ,.r.l.::ar>

weapons as tanks and machine guns count.
, ..tries

Tlie militarization of polincal i>ower is espc'ially P^'^'?
.^"J

"';,;,. .if p,'^;

without firm traoitions of the civilian government <;';"^'-'';
f/. f

" ''

^'[J;,
even countries with an age-old tradition of/ijilian cui ture ami dn^^^^^^^^^

tions are not immune to the danger of militarization,
'^^^fJ "'' .r: ; f.^'ties

I do not think I can exonerate any country-the l^^S^™""^ «f/";i\^f
' fj;,[^:

"'.
^^^

and the vested intere.sts involved in the arms race are at present creatm., obsta- U

^ Kurt Waldhelm, Foreword, The United Nations and Disarmament 1970-1975. United

Nations, New York 1976. -o^^^n nnonrrpc Tho Tnternntlonnl .\rms Trade,
= See. e.g., a most recent presentation by B.vronpopnpesine interna

^ ^

in Challenge. May-June 1976, wUh fl?">:e« denve fj^m the 19,^ r p^r
^^^^^^^^ ,j,„_

3 SIPRI (Stookholm International Peace Kesearcn inbiuui.-^,

Stockholm, 1975.



to disarmament. It is ominous that foreign affairs are more and more generally

•discussed in terms of military strategies, undermining i>eacfc-ful international

cooperation as a way of tlie future, before it iias even been given a chance.

This pervasive effect of militarism germinating everywhere should be given

greater attention in connection with other issues on the agenda of the world

community, those of colonialism, apartheid, human rights, refugees, foreign aid,

and related problems of our marred civilization.

The connection between the international flow of arms and this strengthened

militarization of crucial parts of the world emphasizes the responsibility of the

advanced countries. On the part of the largest arms suppliers, the two super-

powers, the basic motivation is to expand their political influence. On the part of

the other suppliers, and prominent among them are particularly France and

Britain but increasingly also Germany, the main interest must be to reap

economic profits. As a justification for their drives to export arms, all advanced

countries voice a concern for taking advantage of, and enhancing, their tech-

nological progress and thus also be able to protect the interests to secure employ-

ment for their plants, their workers and also their personnel engaged in research

and development work. But surely, the ingenuity of present-day industraial socie-

ties should suffice to produce elaborate contingency plans for alternate, more
constructive production lines.

The need for governments to establish and report such conversion plans was
taken up as an international issue by a UN group of experts, which I chaired. The
conclusions of its report, "Disarmament and Developm.ent" (1972), were in this

respect quite hopeful, not least those relying on some earlier studies by U.S.

economic experts. And quite apart from a country's stronger or weaker interest in

national planning for its total economy, having conversion plans for defense

industries should be a self-evident duty. Governments have, as the monopolistic

consumer of all weapons but handguns, taken direct or indirect control of the

production for defense; government contracts sometimes, as in the aerospace

industry, cause giant swings in starting or stopping a production line. In essence,

conversion plans for defense industries are not different from the planning of

future activities that any big coriioration finds indispensable on economic

grounds.
On the basis of the international study just mentioned, we recommended that

pressure should be exerted by the international community in order for govern-

ments to elaborate alternative contingency plans in advance so as to facilitate

a halt to the arms race.

So far I have spoken of the spread of conventional weapons, that amounts to

a v.-orldwide and accelerated "proliferation." But a similar course in threatening,

if not already under way. in regard to nuclear weapons. The Non-Proliferation

Treaty, the once so glorified NPT, that entered into force in 1970. must in hind-

sight be judged to have been mainly an attemjit to codify Ihe monopoly position

of the nuclear-weapon powers. They were then five and supposed to so remain.

Onlv three of them did sign and ratify the Treaty, while China and France

adamantly held out against it. Worse, the crucial so-called "threshold" countries,

meaning tiiose being both technologically and economically able to produce nuclear

weapons on their own. only very few have adhered to the Treaty. Honorable

mention should be made of the early unilateral declarations of Canada and

Sweden, renouncing nuclear weapons, and understanding that the possession of

nuclear weapons is no asset, at least not to smaller nations. So their ratification

came automatically. Recently the Common Market countries and Japan have

ratified tlie Treaty to abstain from procuring nuclear weapons. But outside all

restraints and controls of the NPT remain such important countries as Argen-

tina and Brazil. India and Pakistan. Israel and most Arab countries, as well as

South Africa. The so-called success of the NPT is thus a hollow one.

The most recent events in this field are no more auspicious. The NPT Review
Conference held in May 1976 was, it must be openly admitted, a failure with no

encouraging steps forward being taken. "While the non-aligned countries sub-

mitted a number of positive susgestions. the two superpowers, evidently in c(d-

lusion, just stonewalled any attempts to bring the NT?T provisions more in line

with general international ideals.

Moreover, both then and later, sales or negotiations for sales of more or les.s

complete nuclear fuel cycles to countries such as Brazil and South Korea have

for obvious reasons aroused more and more acrid criticism on the part of the

loyal adherents to NPT restraints.

In view of these developments nnd the growing scare on the parts of environ-

mentalists and large groups of civilians about the stupendous increase in nuclear
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energy reactors and their concomitant production of plutonium, the supijliur
countries have now been suggesting stronger controls on exports of mich'ar
reactors, fissile material and particularly on reprocessing facilities. liut no con-
trols, no curbs dictated by the supplier countries will be sulli<ient lo long hold
back from nuclear weapon production any country, ambitious enough to procuie
for themselves the same weaponry as the great powers have.
Without going into details of this just now highly topical subject, with which

my audience is so familiar, I must state as my considered view, shared by many
and probably the majority of nations outside the two superpower lilocs, that
nothing will prevent a run towards worldwide proliferation of nuclear weapons
except a change in the position of the nuclear weapon powers. I have devoted
two long and detailed chapters (VI and VII) in my book to this issue. Here I

can only translate the feelings of non-nuclear-weapon countries l)y referring to
statements often made, demanding two sets of reforms, one relating to the sub-
stance of the Treaty regulations and one to national security needs, considered to

be urgent. Both stem from the conviction that the NPT is a grossly discrimina-
tory Treaty. Let me summarize the substantive demands for a universal submis-
sion to control by all nations by quoting a near-ultimatum by India, the first

nation outside the Nuclear club of Five to discharge a nuclear explosive device:
Now, as we have explained India's view in regard to verification, inspection,

and a system of safeguards, it should be clear that we are in favour of universal,

functional, and nondiscriminatory safeguards which apply to all, whether they

are nuclear-weapons States or non-nuclear-weapons States, and that they apply

to all programs. It is not possible for us to agree to a system of verification and
inspection which would be applicable to the peaceful activities of non-nuclear-

weapons States only ; or. at best, applicable to the peaceful activities of all

States, while leaving open the military activities of nuclear-weapons State.s.*

I have I'epeatedly over the years .summarized what I consider to be legitimate

political demands on the part of the non-aligned countries, and, I believe, still

the vast majority of all so far non-nuclear-weapon powers. A first and main
political payment should be a grand gesture of historical significance: the

nuclear-weapons power.s—jointly, bilaterally, or unilaterally—.should give a

pledge never to attack non-nuclear-weapons powers with such weapons.

Not even such a pledge might suflBce. The nuclear-weapon-iwwers must them-

selves begin to sacrifice at least some of their claims to have a monopolistic right

to possess such weapons, and thereby also begin to fulfill tlieir own expiifit

promises in the Non-Proliferation as well as the Test-Ban Treaties: to pursue

negotiations in good faith to achieve at the earliest possible date a cessation of

the nuclear arms race.

If the nuclear-weapon-powers, and in the first instance the two superpowers,

are not prepared to pav the price for making non-proliferation of nuclear weapon.s

effective they thereby provide a justification, opportunistically welcomed by

pretenders to choose a nuclear-weapon status. Those would be only too apt to

turn around to their favor the well-known argument : "What is good for General

Motors . .
."

II. "LIMITED war" over EUROPE?

When the superpowers extend their battle for influence towards wider regions

of the world, bipolar postures may to them seem as but naturally reflecting their

national interests. But to the nations subjected to these attempts, he matters

mus?-it has to be understood-look totally different. Many of t^em deep y seii^e

that their security interests are not the prime objectives for the mo>es of the

competing superpowers; yes, some may feel that their national independence is

"'iTthe many examples that spring from the pages of my book a« -eU as fn.m

daily press reportings. I will just mention as a case ^" J'.^'^j
'^/'i'" "t ^

Diego Garcia in the Indian Ocean into a bastion. And on the ^YderscaU.^tl^

ongoing militarization of the Indian Ocean by both sides % f
'• ' eSJ 1^

tested by the littoral and hinterland states of t^e region This ste,^^

urgent resolutions in the United Nations earned ^ »
^ ^

"^^^f" ^^^^^^^^

majoru>

bv the nations concerned. As it is phrased in
'•^J^'f" J^^^ "^'

V^\^
•

of the anns
"Concerned at recent developments that PO-^^end the ex ension of tne ara^

race into the Indian Ocean area, thereby posing a serious threat to the mainte-

nance of such [peaceful] conditions in the area.

Or again in 1974 :

.statement in the United Nations General Assembly. First Committee. November 20.

^^^General Assembly Resolution 2832 (XXVI) 1971.
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"Calls upon the great Powers to refrain from increasing and strengtlieniug

their military presence in the region of the Indian Ocean as an essential first step

towards the relaxation of tension and the promotion of peace and security in the

area." "

The defenders of the national independence and security of great populations

in Asia and also Africa and Oceania explicitly do not want to be bonded by mili-

tary interests of other, distant powers, however great.

But today I want to focus attention particularly on an area, much more at the

crossroads of political concern, historically as well as of this day : Europe. With-

out doubt, that region has been the one most directly responsible for the outbreak

of the two World Wars which have so shamefuly marred the record of our sup-

posedly civilized region. But Europes' present division between the two super-

power' blocs is not of its own making. The European nations, so largely cured

from the war affliction, would themselves be much more ready to co-exist and
cooperate than the actual, politically drawn sharp boundary line permits.

Although my assertions in this brief form necessarily suffer from a lack of

qualifications. I want to go further : the military prei-aredness which so pre-

dominantly marks the European situation is not for a war of European making.
It is expected to be a war of superpower making. The ignition of any conceivable

war where the superpowers would be brought into military action directly against

each other, would most certainly be sparked elsewhere. But—and this is a thesis

which I have outlined and documented in ample detail in my book—its escalation

could be "transposed" to Europe. Because here is where a battlefield is prepared,

where massive armed forces are positioned against each other, where mobilization

plans and target contingencies are established in concrete detail and, practicalLv.

in press-button shooting position.

That this is the general situation will. I believe, be recognized on both the

American and the Russian side although their scenarios are strikingly different

as to the evolvement of such a war through the stages of conventional war,

'limited nuclear" war and all out exchanges of intercontinental nuclear weapon
strikes. But we who are the people, the human beings living in Europe are most
concerned with the ix)ssibility of that frightening middle case of a "limited war"
in Europe, which is also the one for which the discussion in expert circles is

most alive and documented. Because the outcome of such a war for our part, and
most directly for Central Europe, meaning in the first instance the two Germanies,
is nothing less than utter devastation, mass killings, probably annihilation.

When the NATO-Warsaw Pact constellation came into being, it was immedi-
ately brought to bear on nuclear weapons. Tliey were introdiiced by Eisenhower
in 1954 when Germany was still an occupied and unfree country. The fatal pros-

pect was over the first decades understood and sometimes even clearly expressed

by political leaders. Helmut Schmidt was for a long time the leading srwkesman
on military questions of the Social Democratic Party and is now the Chancellor

of the Federal Republic of Germany. In 1971 he wrote : "AVe have thus sketched

out NATO's dilemma regarding deterrence : effective defense of Europe would
only be possible for a short time or in a geographically limited area—and it would
lead rapidly to the destruction of Europe."
And he reiterated : "a war which, though regarded as a 'limited war' by tlie

superpowers, would be no less than a war of annihilation for the countries of the

battlefield."''

These effects of a war "over Europe" have been given but scant attention. Tlie

iiiost thoroughgoing study of the varying latitudes of destruction, by Carl Fried-

rich von Weizsacker. seems not even to have been translated into English.^ TTis

700-page collection of detailed expert analyses devoted to apprising the conse-

quences to West Germany's civilian population of a series of war scenarios with
differing levels of input of nuclear weapons. Even a brief and locally limited war
could mean ten million deaths and cause total destruction of West Germany as an
industrial society. Escalation to blind utilization of existing weapons capabilities

could mean the extinction of all life in Germany.
The European partners in NATO have preferred to have little public attention

directed toward the possible consequences of their NATO allegiance. Perhaps they
felt that they could not handle a twofold argument—continuing to appeal to the

Americans for military commitment while informing the people at home about
the insecurity involved. The remarkable thing is that the public has acquiesced.

eopTipn! >s<!PmblT Rp«oliition .3259 A fXXTXI 1074.
7 •FrpiiT"it Rfhrnidt. "The Balance of Power : Germany's Peace Policy and the Sup'^r

PntT-prs," trans, from Oerman. Lonrlnn 1971.
8 Carl Frie(!rich v. Weizsiicker, ed.. Kriegsfolgen und Kreigsverhiltung, Munich 1971.
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Even in the non-aligned "Western countries there has been astonishingly little
discussion of these awkward issues or studies examining tlie consequences of
various scenarios, for example, those involving the use of tlie thousands of tacti-
cal nuclear weapons deployed in the midst of EuroiJe. Tliese nonaligncd neighbors
to NATO countries have demonstrated a land, but ultimately not very helpful,
discretion in questions which concern the destiny of tlie continent as a whole.
At bottom, the anxious query at issue is whether the suijeriwwers are really the

credible guarantors of iieace and security in Europe. An early reminder that
"Europe", meaning Western Europe most specifically should not relv upon tht-
earlier prevailing doctrine of massive retaliation was given by the theii professor
Henry Kissinger in an interview in 11)58: "^^^lat it will mean is that in every
crisis an American President will have to malce the choice wheliier a given objfi-
tive is worth the destruction of American cities. Tlie American President will
have to decide whether Beirut or whatever the issue may be is worth thirty mil-
lion American lives. In practice I am afraid the American President will' have
to decide that it is not worth it and will therefore encourage the piecemeal
taking over the world by Soviet aggression." *

Referring more directly to Euroije, Kissinger wrote in 19."9 : "The defense of
Europe cannot be conducted solely from North America, because . . . however
firm allied unity may be, a nation cannot he counted on to commit suicide in de-

fen f^e of a foreign territory}" (Emphasis added.)
To that last statement, Helmut Schmidt, quoting Kissinger's view on limited

war, retorted in a straight reply : "that one sober sentence sums up all the doubts
of European statesmen as to the efi3cacy of the strategy of nuclear retaliation."'"

The discussions referred to in this section have for obvious reasons concen-
trated more on the NATO side than on the Warsaw Pact one. In regard to doc-

trines it is the United States that have been eager to promise, first massive re-

taliation but later changed to "flexible response", the latter doctrine now also

accepted by the NATO allies. Tlie Russians have been more secretive about their

strategic planning. (Reference to Ch. II, Section 4.)

What all of Europe must fear—West and East and neutral—is that both super-

powers are most strongly interested in keeping any shooting nuclear war away
from their own homelands. About this "sanctuary theory," which I give consider-

able play in my book, there has as usual been a somewhat more open discussion

in the United States than anywhere in Europe. It has then also been understood,

that the consequences in terms of sacrifices of human lives and damage to

civilization which present scenarios entail, are ominous indeed. As a former am-

bassador to NATO, Harlan Cleveland, has pointed out : "It is natural for Ameri-

cans to press for effective, which is to say large-scale, use of nuclear weapons on

the battlefield—enough to 'stop the enemy in his tracks.' But this conjures up for

Europeans the picture of a Europe devastated while the United States and the

Soviet Union remain intact."
"

Tlie practical conclusion is that the Europeans, if they carefully examined and

frankly expressed tlie views which correspond to their true interests should agree

with vrhat I have tried to express on their behalf. Or, as I said in tlie Iiook. they

should, if thev were enlightened participants in a dialogue about the defense of

Europe, join with the independent experts and state it clearly :
the tactical nu-

clear weapons, now deployed in Europe and particularly those in Central Euroi>e.

whose location is, of course, no secret to any prospective attacker, are not needed

in Europe and not of positive value, neither for deterrence nor for defense. The

risk the Europeans sense is rather that the presence of these nuclear weapons may

draw nuclear fire unto their lands.

III. CAPABILITIES FOR DETEKRENCE OR WAR-FIGHTIXG?

A recent development which must perforce deeply worry an intornationalisf is

the drift from planning what is enough for deterrence to what is desirable for

fightinsc a war. The world at large has a strong and po.sitive interest in the first

purpose : to build a barrier against a war starting between the two nations who

are rightly labelled superpowers, as each of them has the capacity to destroj oui

" Holmut Schmidt, "Defense or Retaliation : A German \iew, trans, rrom uerman. .>tw

^"""^QM in ,Tohn Newhouse, ed.. "U.S. Troops In Europe: Issues, Costs, and Choices."

Washington 1971.
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civilization. But just as mucli all nations must be scared tbat the positioning

within the bipolai- frame is on many scores going far beyond strategies for deter-

rence. War-fightiug capabilities are built up, both by augmenting the quantities

of nuclear weapons in their strategic arsenals (the numbers of warheads even

more than delivery vehicles) and by drastically "improving" their qualities, not

least by developing new generations of nuclear weapons ("miuinukes" with higher

yields in relation to vreight, cruise missiles, Precision Guided Munitions (PGM),
etc.). This is. in essence, preparing for World War III.

The general public is not kept aware of the ominous impact of this never-

ending competition. We are all told to pause and admire what is achieved or about

to be achieved by SALT. But SALT is, of course, nothing but an institutionaliza-

tion of the arms race, and even so harnessing not more than the number of delivery

vehicles ; the numbers of warheads would under the SALT plans be allowed to in-

crease by 1985 to nearly 20,000 on the U.S. side and more than 11,000 with heavier

throw-weight on the Soviet side." This is just one of the calculations possible,

enough to demonstrate that SALT, instead of the present plans, would need to

prescribe a very considerable freeze and reductions in order to earn the right to

be considered as meangingful for disarmanment.
The stupendously large and incessantly growing arsenals are by both sides

claimed as needed for "national security." But the knowledge is now becoming
commonplace among independent experts and writers that the increase in the

quantity, quality, and cost of armaments has not resulted in any commensurable
increase in aggregate national security for the world. A considerable body of

evidence indicates that a mutual stepping up of armaments leads to a decrea.se in

national security, that is, safety against attacks, also for the two superpowers
themselves.
They cannot gain greater security through the arms race. Their nuclear-weapons

strength long ago exceeded what might be needed even for a "terror balance,"

that is, for a deterrent that forbids both, knowing that retaliation lies in store

at the already existing level of overkill, to use force against the other. Tem-
porary gains on one or the other side cannot make it more tempting to use nuclear
weapons for an attack. In addition, competition, inherent in the ai-ms race, tends
to make relative superiority unstable.

This element of instability in the arms race is a pending world danger. The
dangers of a collision are accentuated by technological development itself, as
warning times steadily decrease, thus making it more and more probable that
war might occur through technical accidents and errors. This is illustrated by
the fact that the time required for inter-hemispheric delivery of nuclear bombs
by missiles has shrunk to about ten minutes. The missile has also drastically

shortened the warning time and heightened the surprise element possible between
neighboring nations on a continental land mass. The mechanical complexity and
increasingly automated functioning between signal received and attack released
m;ikes national security more and more threatened by technical hazards.

Realistically, the problem should be posed as to how much weaponry is needed
for a strategy of deterrence. The relevant question is ''how much is enough," and
the answer to that must be a psychological evalaution of how much a prospective
enemy would tolerate before he retaliated—and initiated an escalating exchange
of mutually suicidal effects. It has been argued that the low figui'e of one bomb
is probably enough for a credible deterrent, as in a statement by former Special
Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs, McGeorge Bundy, made
shortly after leaving his post : "In the real world of real political leaders

—

whether here or in the Soviet Union—a decision that would bring even one
hydrogen bomb on one city of one's own country would be recognized in advance
as a catastrophic blunder ; ten bombs on ten cities would be a disaster beyond
history ; and a hundred bombs on a hundred cities are unthinkable." "

In the beginning of the 1960's when the multilateral disarmament negotiations
started in what was then believed to be an earnest attemipt to reach results, the
U.S. estimate of the number of missiles-cum-warheads hovered around "^00. Why
is the estimate of missiles needed in Vladivostok terms 2,400, with the number
of warheads many-fold multiplied by MRVs and MIRVs? Why should the aim
for 1985 be for each of the superpowers to be capable of destroying the other not
50 times over as at present, but 100 times over?

13 SIPRI Yearbook 1975.
1* Quoted with concurrence by Herbert York, "Nuclear Deterrence : How to Reduce the

Overkill." Fred Warner Neal and IMarv Kersey Harvey, eds., Pacem in Teris III, vol. II

(S.nnta Barbara, Calif. : Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions, 1974), p. 26.
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^Something has gone awry in the military mathematics. I call it a Gross Mis-
calculation or even a Gross Folly. The origin of the erroneous Ihinldng is tliat
the concept of deterrence, for which the appropriate <iuestiou is -how unu-h is

Out-
re

I

and then set out to "match" it. In reality, it is an incessant game of overreaching.
I deeply regret to have to state these facts in such a blunt manner. But it is

even more regrettable that we should be so few, some inside experts in the
United States and then some outsiders like myself, to state whta it plain truth
to anybody who considers reality, and does not stop with what is politically
publicized as such. In my book I have not hesitated to characterize the gaming
for war-fighting capabilities a ''terminal psychosis." It is, really, playing with
the security, yes possibly the very existence of our world.

Afterword
In this brief resume of some thoughts developed in my book "The Game of

Disarmament", I have refrained from making any direct suggestions as to how
tue sorrowful state of world affairs could be corrected. This Committee and llie

U.S. Congress and Administration have many propo.sals under consideration and
powerful possibilities to widen the discussion for assuring world security.

Let me just with a few words indicate some of the recommendations which
are listed in my last chapter, "In Conclusion". A main such conclusion is that
tiie two superpowers are so militarily overinsured, that there is ample oppor-
tunity for them safely to take brave new steps, even unilaterally. We could then
rightly expect considerable progress towards disarmament, the pattern following

the well-known mutual chain-reaction pattern. Most countries must be eager to

follow suit, but it is the two superpowers who are accountable for the course

events are taking.

Under the assumption that they should become willing to lead, and not resist,

international disarmament, I have set out suggestions for a step by step agenda.

Here I wish only to mention that it would culminate in an agreement on a

'•minimum deterrent," leaving some, but few and well controlled, nuclear weapons

in the hands of the great powers. This is argued on two points: one, that the

United Nations should not, in my view, be the trustee of tliese weapons, and,

second, that as the fruit of the tree of knowledge has become available to man,

it would be a wanton idea to recreate the state of innocence.

Sut even if the assumption would not come true that the superpowers wf»uld be

willing to cooperate, in an urgently indicated future, I have also a long list of

measures which the lesser nations could undertake on their own responsibility.

Such bypassing of the siiperpowers is not desirable but it may become necessary

as spurs to more positive cooperation. That list for more vigilant acti(Ui by lesser

nations includes, for example, comprehensive ban on chemical weapons, making

tiie major part of the world proudly free from responsibility for its self-poisoning.

It also recommends a virtually immediate establishment of an International

Verification Agency, to begin with on an interim basis. Many more indei)endent

actions and studies, for moving di-sarmament matters forward, can be taken on

the basis of majoritv decisions in the United Nations.
, . , ,

I have thus stressed the responsibilities of the lesser states to take independ-

ent action in the present deadlock in disarmament. But I cannot believe that the

sui)erpowers will for long be as negativistic as hitherto. And I end my book l)y

expressing a great trust in the peoples also of these two countries, and a fprvant

hope that their leaders will come to clioose a strategy of peaceof rea.^.n. of truth.

Such a strategv of truth means in the final instance facing the arms race as the

major intellectual and moral dilemma of our time. Having been created solely by

man, it lies in our power to solve it.

Senator Symington. Thank you, Madam Ambassador.

This is Senator Case, the rankinrr Republican meinher of our com-

mittee T have the frreatest respect for him, especnilly since lie is as

interested in this subject as am I. He will be here next year and can

pursue it further.
, ,

. . , , ,_^^

In looVino- at vour statement several thou-fhts have occurred to me

and I have^some questions I vish to ask you before yielding to my

colleague.
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MORE PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE OF PROBLEM SUGGESTED

You mentioned the IAEA and the Non-Proliferation Treaty. A
member of the start' of tlie Armed Services Committee and my staff

and a member of the Foreign Rehitions Committee—both of ^A-hom are

in this room today—and a member of tlie Joint Atomic Energy Com-
mittee, we all went to Vienna to look over the IAEA a year ago last

July. We concluded without reservation that it was largely form as

against substance when it came to the application of my penalties.

Also, I am sure you know tliis much better than I do, after a coun-

try joins and receives all of the information, it can resign within 90

days formally, based on the charter. So, we were very disappointed in

what we found there.

You mentioned the apprehension of the countries of Europe. One of

die most prominent members of one of those countries said to me that

it may be a limited strategic war in the minds of the superpowers, but

how do we explain th.is limitation to the millions of people vvho M'ould

be killed as a result of such a war in Europe.
You mention in another place ''how much is enough?'' In a book by

Brian Crozier on deGaulle, it is written that when President Eisen-

hower asked him in 1959 how do you ever expect to equal the nuclear

power of the Soviet Union—you know you never could—the answer
of deGaulle, in quotations in the book, was ''In the megaton era you
don't have to equal anybody. All you have to have is enough."

Now as we watch this steady proliferation of means to make nuclear

weapons, as I read your statement and as I read the galley proofs of

your book, the only possibility of chang-ing the trend, yon might say,

is publicity to all of the people of the world. They should have knowl-

edge, knowledge of the problem and force at hand.

Dr. Ikle of the Arms Control Agency recently put out a pamphlet
which carried an interesting statistic. It was interesting to me because

I was in the worst raid that London ever liad and the worst raid that

Birmingham ever had. Both cities were seriously hurt. Only one-quar-

ter ton bombs were used. According to Dr. Ikle's pamphlet, the Hiro-

shima bomb was actually 13,000 tons and promptly killed 85,000 peo-

ple ; more died from radiation. The same pamphlet says that the largest

one ever dropped was dropped in the Arctic hx the Soviet Union and
is estimated at 59 million tons.

So, what we are talking about, as you point out, is annihilation. u.n-

less something can be done to prevent it. I personally woidd hope that

all of tlie publicity possible be released by all countries in order that

we could avoid a catastrophe that is becoming increasingly obvious

and which would be the inevitable result of a nuclear war.

May I also join you in saying tliat I have little, if any, faith, in any
so-called limited strategic nuclear Avar concept.

ENCOURAGIXG TRUE GLOBAL PERSPECTIAT: ON" ARMS MATTERS

A basic theme of both your statement and your book would appear
to be summed up on page 1, where you say. ""\^niat is sorely lacking

today is a global perspective on the results of national decisionmak-
ing," on arms matters. Your book is a significant contribution to-

ward overcoming anj^ such limited perspective.
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IIow do you believe a true global perspective could be encouraged?
Ambassador Myrdal. Do you wish me to answer the question now,

or do I wait for more questions?
Senator Symixgtox. I would like you to answer it now, but I will

do oxactlj^ as you prefer.

Ambassador Myiidal. First of all, I would like to sav that my book
is not quite off the presses yet, but will be ver\' soon. I have or<;'anized
it in such a way that complimentary copies will be sent to all membei-s
of this subcommittee of the Foreign Relations Committee. I would
hope to reach far into Congress as such. Also, complimentary copies
will be sent to all U.N. delegations and to many experts, and'so on. I
dispose of a tremendous number of copies because I do think it is a
question of getting through to the people who have influence.

DISAPPOIXTMEXT IX IAEA

I Avould like to say also in regard to the IAEA, you, Mr. Cliairman,
expressed some critical viewpoints, as I have done, but you have in a

more succinct manner done so.

The disappointment in IAEA I think should place the guilt where
it belongs. The IAEA is an organization. It is of course trying its very
best on the expert level. I do believe they have suggested a national

accountancy system of nuclear fuel flows within different countries as

the key to progress. If they could get that across to all countries, that

is much more important than any other physical control by visits by
inspectors and so on. But I say they will never get that machineiy com-

plete without also the nuclear weapon powei-s submitting to this kind

of control. Now they can easily do so because through this accountancy

system they only have to say that so and so much goes to this indus-

try and so and so much goes to militarv purposes, and then nobody

would look into what is going into the military sector.

I do think that is the^prospect of a much better plan, if the nations

would subscribe to that ideal IAEA program. But. of course, IAEA
lias no power to influence any government ; so it all depends on how
strong the delegations are.

Senator Sy^iixctox. If you would yield, I have worked out that the

total amount of money that we contribute to the IAEA, which could

be the most important single organization in the world from the st^ind-

point of preserving civilization, is about 1 percent of the cost of a sin-

gle one of our new submarines. That is the total annual contribution

that we make to this problem of trying to control nuclear anns.

OTHER XATIOXS' KESPOXSIBILITY IX CUUBIXG ARMS R.\CE

You place primary responsibilitv for the growing militarization of

the world with the superpowers. A^Hiat responsibility do you tlunlc

other nations should have in curbing the steady trend toward greater

Ambassador Myrdal. That is a very important subject. It so liap-

pens that the superpowei-s have the most to spare of mihtary equip-

ment, and they are starting to sell it in greater quantities and witli less

restraint as to sophisticated weapons to the Third ^^ orld. 1 hey have

some military interests which will justifv' m their own eyes tins trade.

Together with that the superpowers, as some other advanced countries,
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have an economic interest in pressing for trade. Of course, the arms-

for-oil deal has become a new pattern which is very, very dangerous.

It shows to me, and to many, that the profit motive, so to speak, takes

over the idealistic motive of trying to keep down the arms race in the

world.
Next to these two superpowers are France and Britain, who are

selling in huge quantities. France has the sheer profit motive. Well,

I cannot say too much about a foreign country and I will let that

suffice. Then the lesser countries are coming up. They have not so

much to sell. They have no military interest in the whole affair,

and I think they could also be asked to be accountable to their own
people. The choice should be openly made between what might be

gained by selling arms—for example, in Sweden a small profit from the

sales of about $100 million which is "peanuts" in international trade,

plus some advantages of exploiting longer production series of some

military —as against the possibility to make conversion plans and be

ready to show the trade unionists, show the industrialists, and so on

that there are gains to be made in another way. It will take a transi-

tion period, but only a very short one. The changes and shifts in

employment and in profit will not be greater at all than the shifts that

are occurring every year in the normal coui-se of industrial develop-

ment and business cycles and so on.

CONVINCING THIRD WORLD COUNTRIES NOT TO ACQUIRE WEAPONRY

Senator Symington. May I ask you this question, please ? How can

Third World receipients of arms be convinced not to use their resources

to acquire weaponry that many believe is excessive ?

Ambassador :Myrdai>. As I said in my statement—or perhaps I

skipped over this point—the example is given by the powerful, great

nations, as to the seeming need of this military equipment. Justifica-

tion for the question, of course, is to them justification of why should

we be discriminated against. They have carried that argument to the

United Nations. The question has come up several times by Malta,

by Denmark, and once by the United States that there should be an

international curb of the* arms trade. The poorer countries are resist-

ing it more than anvbody else because they say that is discrimination.

You can produce them and we can't. You are rich enough to buy them

when you need them and we are not. Should we not have the same

means of defense? This is a very tricky question which I think points

out the moral necessity of trving to get people everywhere to under-

stand that their security and their welfare is not served predommantly

by the military.

LENGTH OF AMBASSADOR MYRDAl's TIJIE AT U.N.

Senator Symington. How many years were you at the United

Nations working on this subject?

Ambassador Myrdal. For 12 years T was working on the Swedish

Disarmament Delegation, and for the last 7 years as a Cabinet Min-

ister. Then also I have been at the United Nations as a Delegate for

many earlier years.
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SALT AS INSTITUTIONALIZATIOX OF AKMS R.\CE

Senator Symington. In your statoment yon stato lliat the Soviet
Union and the United States are continnin,o;*^to build up their arsenals.
Also you state that SALT is "nothing but an institutionalization of
the arms race."

May I say that based on my membership on this committee, on the
Armed Services Committee and on the Joint Atomic Energ\' Com-
mittee I am inclined to agree with that statement. It seems to me at

this time, say from the standpoint of any meaningful progress, the

SALT talks are dead.

REASONABLE REDUCTION GOALS

You propose, and I quote, "a very considerable freeze and reduc-

tions" in the arsenals of the United States and the Soviet Union. What
levels wovild you consider reasonable goals ?

Ambassador Myrdal. Let me say first that T was very glad to he^ir

about the existing agreement about the responsibility of the leading

powers to institute a freeze and to try to visualize that SALT is tying

the delegates rather much because SALT would make it more difficult

to reduce the numbers of arms. Only such a freeze is now what could

be expected. But then, to become really instrumental in the arms race,

the freeze must now be turned to also a freezing of the qualitative

improvements. That is also the most difficult thing to work because

here it is not only the military-industrial complex tliat is involved, l)ut

also the academic world is highly involved and has an interest in

developing newer and more sophisticated weapons, and so on.

As to the question of numbers, I think I liave ivally replied to that.

T do not think that the numbers, particularly munberfi of missiles, are

A-ery important. The world, we all could live with—as McGeorge

Buiidy said, one bomb would be enough, just one superbomb would be

enough for deterrence; 400 was the figure most often used when I

started to become a member of the disarmament group, and now it is

2 400 missiles. I don't think the numbers are really as important as are

the newer developments. The Ignited States is havmg n performance

edge on all of the newer weapons. We are now, the world is now the

two superpowers are now at where it Avould seem to be enoufirh. 1 do

think a freeze aiming at qualitative further improvements nt newer

generations of weapons, is the key to the whole problem of the arms

^^
Senator Symington. I want to ask just one more question and then I

will yield to Senator Case. He has to leave at 11 o clock.

RESULTS TO DATE OF NUCLEAR SUPPLIERS CONFERENCE

How willing do you believe other nuclear «^«tes-for ^^r^^^-

France, Cxermanv, China-would be to cooperate in eiTorts t" ^^^l,^ >1

the growing world danger incident to this miclear P^l^^T^^^ ,""
; ,^Vf

all know of the nuclear reprocessing sale by German v ^^
.^IJ;^^J^^^"V,,,'^;

the French efforts to that end with Pakistan and '^«" 1'
i^^*^^^- ^'l^;*^

only meaningful effort, as I see it, that has been made, s thej^-'^nlk.d

Xi clear Supplier Conferences held in London. I was interested b> the

?™sspS around that it was all in secret because one of the mem-
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bers, the Soviet Union, was anxious to keep it secret. I found out that

that was not true at all, but that it was another country that was
anxious to have it all done secretly. Again, let me emphasize that the

prime purpose I had in inviting you here, especially after reading the

galley proofs of your book, was your belief and mine that we can

eliminate the secrecy as much as possible. The people of the world, who
are going to be the ones to sutler, should know about this new force that

the Almighty has given the peoples of the world.

My question is what is your frank assessment of the results to date

of the so-called Nuclear Suppliers Conference being held periodically

in London?
Ambassador ]\Iyrdal. My frank view is that of course it is a step for-

ward in one sense ; that if there could be an agreement on holding back

and requiring more stringent safegauirds in all of the sales, that would

be very valuable. But no such agreement by the suppliei-s themselves

could ever hold. That is not enough to control the world when you have

the spread of plutonium to some 30 countries at least, when a great

number of prospective nuclear powers are growing up. They cannot be

held back. Some of them have sources of fissile material of their own

—

Brazil and India, for example. So that is not enough.

The next step which has been advanced at the NPT conference, and
also I tliink perhaps by the suppliers group, is that one should inter-

nationalize the reprocessing plants. But then that should be true inter-

nationalization. That would mean not under U.S. leadership, or not

even under bipolar United States-Soviet leadership. But it should be

truly open and the plants should be placed in some more neutral coun-

try. Now I am not advocating Sweden. We are going through a process

where we are turning away from nuclear energy more and more. But
internationalizing reprocessing plants is a second best step. But even

that is not enough. There must be some real restraints taken volun-

tarily by the greatest powers, not only to open their secrets, but to sub-

mit to controls.

As I said before. I hope that there could be a worldwide, let's say, an

international, a United Nations, discussion, both on the prospective

real needs of electrical energy, and then on the safeguards, jDarticu-

hirly on plutonium and the safety of placing the spent fuel elements

som'ewhere and all of that should "really be talvcn up at some new inter-

national conference. I would call it a nuclear energy conference, but

it should aim at constraining this spread. Then there would be many
good inputs from many countries, particularly from many in this

country where you have most of tlie experts and the most open dis-

cussions in your Congress.
Senator Symington. Thank you.

Senator Case.

Senator Case. Thank you, ]\Ir. Chaiiman.

COMMEXDATIOX OF AIMBASSADOR MYRDAL

I want to thank you for having this meeting of our subcommittee

today during our recess. It gives us both a chance to ijreet our witness

again and to express our appreciation for her many-sided contribution

to a better society and a better world.
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We wish lier great success in the pro(hicti(jii of her book. If she Imp-
liens to make a little money out of it in addition to doing good, tliis

will make us happy too. The main contribution is its cont^jnt.

I shall not pretend to have beeji able to digest your stateiiu'iit l;y

just hearing it today. I wish I had been able to see it before. 1 siispert

it is going to be, as all things have to be if they really have any kind
of solid basis, more of a stimulus than a plan'for the perfwt \voi!d.

In (hat connection I am remiiided thai only a few months ago I

read witli avidity, as we all do, an eager statement by someone who had
a plan. The plan was that eveiy country should let its people hear
ever3ihing from outside so that the people of each country could be

the force to bring the world together. Tluit is a little bit like Don
IMarquis in one of his parables. I believe it was the town c(K;kroach anil

some other bug that were involved. There was a famine in the town
and the cockroach said to his friend, ''What shall I do^" lie replied,

'"Well, just go out into the country and change youi-self into another
kind of insect and eat the grain.'" ''Well, how do I do that i" "Oh. don't

worry about how to do that. That is not for us philosophei-s. That is for

so-called practical people to handle.*'

This is Avhat we arc all doing—yearniiig for a way and suspecting

tliat what we are going to do is clo it step by step.

In your ow^n country 3'ou had recently an interesting controversy

between the environmentalists and the practical i)eople. These exist

all over the world. Our country is the same. 1 think our chief ho})e is

for people like you talking to people wlio have an open mind and a

great desire to hear vour message and keeping it up. I hope that \oii

will.

Welcome again to this country, which is almost. I am sure, a seconil

home to you.

Fii-st I wanted to say that. Xow I would like to say this.

COMMEXDATIOX OF SENATOR SYMIXGTOX

This in a wav may be the swan song of our chairman iii his activity

as a most useful member of the Senate. I am sure it won't be his swan

song from ]niblic life in the United States, but merely a change in the

nature of his service. For me, personally, the association which I have

had with him lias been one of the great satisfactions not only of my
service in the Senate, but also of my whole life. I Avanted very much

to be here for that reason today, also, ^Mr. Chairman. Please don t

leave us entirely because we need you very much.

Senator Symixotox. Well, now, blesg you for your remarks. I feel

exactly the way Senator Mansfield does. He and I came to the Senate

the very same day. He said, "There is a time to stay and a tune^to go.

T always will be interested in this subject. I know Senator C ase has

another engagement. So I would like to submit further questions to

you to be answered for the published record.

UTILIZIXG XUCLEAR EXERGY TO :NrAKE ELECTRICITY

But there is one other question which I would like to now ask and

I know Senator Case is as interested in it as I am. That is, what are

vour thoughts about utilizing nuclear energy in order to make elec-

Gl-004—76 26
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tricity ? I ask that because it is estimated that 8 percent of electricity

here today is being produced by nuclear power. In the early 1980*s

and the middle 1980"s that will rise at the most to 20 percent. There
are many people who think it should be abolished.

I was very impressed with the statement made shortly before his

leaving the Joint Committee by Chairman Pastore, who is somewhat
of an expert also, as I hope Senator Case and I are because of our
interest in this field. He said there has never been a single death at any
plant in any case where we have used nuclear power on a peaceful basis

to produce electric energy-—not one death. We knoAV of the hundreds of
people who have been killed in the oil business and the thousands in

the coal business. Yet there seems a determined effort on the part of
some to, you might say, deny this force on an}^ basis from being used
for the production of energy.

I wonder if you would be good enough to give us your thoughts
about that.

Ambassador Myrdal. May I be allowed first to give one answer to
Senator Case? This is both half joking]3% yet rather seriously. He
said he hoped I would make some money. I do not particularly wish
to make money. I hope the book will sell very well, but I will use all

of the profits from my book to gain influence for my ideas. That is

the main thing. Books may be all right, some of tliem. Spreading
knowledge to people is tremendously important and pamphlets can-
not do that and reach the people. The most potent of the mass media
is, of course, film and television, and they do not work for disai-ma-
ment. Their influence is not so much direct as indirect and subliminal,
and it is for violence and for war and for all of the forces which the
disarmers are against. How to get at them I do not know, and my
incomes would certainly not suffice.

To answer the chairman's question, and that is a very serious one,
to what degree nuclear energy should be used and to what degree
nations should be dependent upon nuclear energy for electricity, I
think this raises the problem of the whole energy policy for each
country. That in turn raises the question of which countries do not
have alternative sources of energy. There are some countries of the
Third "World who simply would not have anything. We in my country
have rivers that deliver a lot of hydroelectricity. Our question is

whether we should import oil or develop nuclear energy. So these prob-
lems are different in all of the countries.

Our first reply is we should first of all try to stem the consumption,
at least freeze the consumption at present levels. This fact, that the sit-

uation is so different in diffei'ent countries, makes one more argument
for the reply I gave a little bit earlier. I do think we are ripe for a
worldwide, international comparison of notes and looking into the
prospects of the various countries. Also from that point we will see

where some countries are ready to export to power-hungry, that is

electricitv-hunirry. nations energv in some other form. I think there
must be a kind of pooling of experience. It is just that this time
there are so many doul)ts raised in this country and in other coun-
tries about the environmental effects that a pause of some years, a
moratorium we like to say in the disarmament clan, should be uti-

lized to niake that kind of worldwide examination.
The problem could never be solved in one country by itself.
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T.et me add one more word. Xobody speaks about tlie needs of the
iutnve generation. AVhat resources arc we saving for them, to be ex-
ploited by them at their choice when they grow up ? I think that is
one reason for holding back development presently, without giving a
final verdict regarding where we should go in regard to nuclear
energy.

Senator Symixgtox. May I thank you vcrv much.
We have more questions which we would like to submit to you for

the record. You were very kind to come this morning and give us
the benefit of your thinking.

I might add that I am very glad that Senator Case was here be-
cause on both sides of the aisle, no Senator is more respected than is

he. He has long been interested in this subject and has served on various
subcommittees as well as the full committee. I am confident that in
him you will haA'e a most interested observer of these magnifi.-ont
thoughts that you have from the standpoint of the future of civiliza-

tion incident to the development of nuclear power.
I do thank you very much for being with us this morning.
Senator Case. Thank you, Madam Ambassador.
Senator Symingtox. It was a pleasure to have you.
This subcommittee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:05 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject

to the call of the Chair.]

[Ambassador Myrclal's responses to additional questions for the

record follow :]

Question 1. How valid do you believe concern that substantial reductions in

strategic weapons might lead to destabilization : for example, if a break-through
was made in submarine detection?
Answer. A break-through in submarine detection, if onesided, would \m-

doubtedly have grossly destabilizing effects on the military bipolar set-up, whetlier

there were substantial reductions or not in strategic weapons. Such a break-

through ought to be avoided or, if occurring, be openly shared with the other side.

Submarines with their SLBM's carry, because of their considerably high in-

vulnerability, important deten-ence value. Such deterrence must, in order to be

stabilized, be effective from and against both sides, although not necessarily in

regard to numbers or detailed characteristics. Openness is the best protection for

deterrence as I have analyzed in Ch. X of my book. And it is deterrence, not

warfighting capabilities, which is of dominant concern to the whole world.

Question 2. Do you believe a really meaningful SALT agreement would en-

courage other nations not to seek nuclear weapons; and if so, why?
Answer. An adequate answer would depend on what is to be understood by the

term "a really meaningful SALT agreement". A simplified first comment would

make a major distinction as to whether freezes or reductions were referring to

quantities only or also to qualities of the nuclear weapons in the arsenals of the

superpowers. ^ ,, .

If, as has been the path chosen hitherto, SALT agreements would l>e con-

cerned mainlv, or practically exclusively, with quantities of nuclear weaixms.

predominantlv their delivery vehicles, their missiles and to some extent tlieir

warheads, with the tremendous overkill remaining, other nations could hardly

thereby be discouraged from seeking some nuclear weapon capabilities for

tLioniS(?lvos •

If on the other hand, "really meaningful" agreements would mean stopping

the competition for improvements of the qualitative characteristics of nuclear

weapons and delivery systems, a history-marking king progress towards dis-

armament would be signalled. It would entail
P^^c^'^-'^V-^'J "",

J'nn'n'^^ ,Hvp f erz;
ful renunciation (after the one on biologica weapons). Such ^ qu«"<;if!j^f''

J^J
would amount to that stop of "vertical proliferation" which h«s ^^n demanded

by the non-nuclear-weapon powers as a counterpart to a stop of bonzontnl

proliferation "It would^o doubt have a tremendous
^^^X\Zlr^tZT'^

negotiations. The signal most urgently called for is an underground test ban.
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An agreement between the superpowers to cease their mutual competition for

ever more sophisticated weaiwns would be judged to be a major fulfilment iu real

terms of their promise, and obligation, to halt the arms race Thus, the non-
nuclear-weapon powers would be deprived of any justification which they can at

present claim for seeking lines of action for themselves as the weaker ones, which
are deemed to be right for the stronger ones.

It is often asserted that one reason for more countries to seek nuclear weapons
is to partake of their "prestige". I hold that the superpowers are not sufficiently

aware of the resentment against power as such, more often than not appearing
as an arrogance of power. It is still regrettably true, as Thucydides once said in

an old-time political conflict that "you and we should say what we really think . . .

for we both alike know that . . . the powerful exact what they can, and the weak
iirnut what they must."

Question 3. In your discussion of nuclear weapons in Europe you observe that
Europeans fear a "limited war" by the superpowers might be no less than
a war of annihilation for Europe ; and we happen to know that is true. Do you
believe the two superpowers should agree to withdraw all nuclear weapons from
the European theater; and if so, how would that affect the threat of nuclear
war In Europe?
Answer. Tliere are two parts to this question which I wish to treat separately,

as the first one requires a reasoning in stages while the latter can be given a
more unequivocal reply.

I definitely believe that as a first step the two superpowers should withdraw
all nuclear weapons from the territories of their allies on the European continent.
This Vtoulj be a taller order for the United States, not only because their num-
bers of such weapons are greater but also because there is doubt that the USSR
has nuclear warheads, as distinct from delivery systems, deployed in the terri-

tories of their allies. It would in a corresponding degree be of greater value to

the NATO allies, as the nuclear weapons deployed in their territories offer more
tempting targets for a Soviet preemptive attack than would be the case for the
East Eurojjean allies.

The next step is more difficult to foresee, due to the difference iu geographical
propinquity to a European battlefield. Whether Western nuclear weapons should
also be withdrawn from rear positions, chiefly in Britain, could be made con-
tingent upon USSR Avilliugness to make some corresponding moves. Nearest at
hand would seem to be removals from the Kola Peninsula, not only of the short
range weapons like FRUG, but to my mind also the Slateboard SRBM's should be
withdrawn as they are threatening the NATO member Norway and indirectly
also neutral Sweden. This despite the fact that they are claimed by the Soviet
Union to I'e strategic arms as they are targetable also for longer range attacks.
The European countries, including the neutral ones would have a genuine interest

in negotiations, r«sulting in a maximum elimination of all so-called tactical nu-
clear weapons from their lands. Their concern about "defense of Europe" v>'0uld,

as far as it refers to the NATO side, be reassured by SLBM's, targetable as they
are on any point threatening to be used for waging war against, or in, Europe.
Their chief asset is their so much greater invulnerability than any of the weapons
now deployed inside Europe, ostensibly for the "defense" of that continent.
The answer to the final part of the question must be clearcut : nobody has per-

ceived any threat of a nuclear war, or any major war at all, from any European
country itself. The two superiwwers should reach agreement to settle their bipolar
conflicts elsewhere. Thus the threat of nuclear war "in Europe" would be made
to disappear. (Footnote: SIPRI is just about to publish a volume on Tarficdl
'Nnclcftr VTcapons in Europe, with particularly interesting contributions by
J. I. Coffey, American, J. K. Miettinen. Finnish, and Olga Sukovic, Yugoslavian.)

Question .'/. On page 11 you suggest that a significant step toward curbing
nuclear proliferation would be a pledge by the nuclear powers never to attack
rion-nnclear states with nuclear weapons. Assuming this pledge were made, what
steps would you expect other nations to take in response?
Answer. I would, and quite confidently, expect the non-nuclear-weapon States

who would be the beneficiaries of such a pledge to take on, in their turn, the
same responsibility. Their pledges, not to attack non-nuclear-weapon countries,

given in solemn form and duly ratified according to their national constitutional

procedures, should serve to reassure their neighbors, as it would imply a con-

firmation of their intention not to acquire nuclear weapons.
Such pledges, given by a number of nations and thus achieving a mutual and

multilateral character, would contrilsute to the creation of nuclear-weapon-free
zones, thus a very valuable step in the direction of increased national security
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and international disarmament. That larger issue—the estal.lislinu-ut of iim-h-ar-
weapon-free zones—to my mind requires just a pledge of non-attaik bv nuclear
weapons by the States who possess those weapons. This has been positively
Illustrated in the acceptance of Protocol II to tlie Tlatlelolco Treats . L"siabli>liiii),'
a nuclear-weapon-free zone in Latin America. Four nudear-weapon-powers,
iuchuling the United States, have come forward with just the pledge as liere
described.

In addition, should such a pledge be forthcoming mure generally it could be
valuable in extracting from non-nuclear-weapon States a wider adlierence to
NI'T and a greater willingness fully to submit to IAEA safeguards.

Question 5(a). On page 9, referring to the May 1975 Iteview Conference on
the Xon-Proliferation Treaty, you say, "the two nuclear p.iwers, evidc-ntly iu
collusion, just stonewalled any attempts to bring tl»e Xun-i'ruliferatiun Treaty
provisions more in line with general international ideas." From the .standpoint
of world peace, this is a serious charge. What "attempts" do vou believe were
'stonewalled"?
Answer. Every attempt to improve the Xl'T provisions, to secine their more

effective implementation by the superpowers and to obtain from them concrete
indications as to the promised ce.ssation of the arms race. Xo attempt v\a.s made
to use the Review Conference as an "opportunity to strengthen the Treaty" as
was the mandate, widely supported during tiie preparatory stage. (See state-
ments by the Secret General, CCD delegates and member State delegations at
the United Nations Assembly from liJTO to 11)74. United XatiojLs, L nitcd \(i-

tions and Dimrniaincnt 1970-1975, New York 1976, pp. 75-82.)
I make the charge of .superpower "stone^valling" on the clear evidence that

no steps forward were suggested or even sui»ported by them. The accusation has
a graver tone than usually, because these negative tactics were obvioiL<iy agreed
upon by the three XPT nuclear-weapon powers at a meeting iu Loudm prior to

the Review Conference. (Details are related in my book.)
Looking at the records of the XPT Review Conference one will find lioth sins

of omission and of commission on the part of the superpowers. An important
"sin of omission" was the absence of any offer to widen the IAEA .-afeguards

so as to cover also iiistallations in their own countries as promised earlier dur-

ing the negotiations on XI^T. I count it as a sin of omission alihou.uh any sucii

pertinent suggestion was not formally presented iiy any other parficiiiant : if

I had been the Swedish delegate I should certainly have presented an amend-
ment to that effect (see further under b) below). A much more fiuulamental sin

of omission was, of course, the failure to offer any firm commitment to definite

steps in fulfilment of the obligations under Art. VI of the XPT.
My charge of "sins of commissi(m" refers to the general unwillingness on part

of the three nuclear-weapon XPT members to cooperate in a positive way and
specifically their refusal to allow votes and prescribe a consensus rule therdiy

nullifying draft resolutions proposed by a great number of legitimate NPT
partners. I wish to refer particularly to resolution a) (op. cit. p. 84). concerning

a draft additional protocol ^^ith certain rides for the time-limited suspen-

sion of underground nuclear-weapon tests. Also to resolution c) (ibid.) concern-

ing the non-attack pledge, repeatedly referred to in these answers. On the other

hand I must clarify that I would not have gone along with some other draft

resolutions, tying the implementation of XPT to extraneous demands, a.s e.g.

related to SALT.
Question 5{h). What changes do you think should be made in the Xon-Pro-

liferation Treaty?
Answ^er. In order not to go beyond suggestions explicitly mnde in my book I

wish to confine my remarks to the request for "IAEA Safeguards on All Nuclear

Facilities in All Countries". An amendment, constituting only a .sliglit revision

in Article III of the XPT, would .substitute "all St:ifes" for "n<.n-nucbar-we;ii"'ii

States". This change in the rules on .safeguards would rC'-tiiy a glaring inequality

in the XPT.
In practice, this would not be an insupportable burden on nuclear-weapon

States, as the application of IAEA safeguards is now being considerably simi)li-

fied Great reliance is now placed on a national system of self-control and an

international accountability for the flow of sensitive material (o various pur-

poses minimizing the need for physical inspections. In the case of the nuclear-

weapon States, thev could in the materials accountance .system indicate wluit

niaterinl goes to militarv purposes, leaving the flow to civilian installation.s

open for the same kind of random inspections which is the rule for all countries

under IAEA safeguards.
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Question 6. All knowledgeable people share your concern about nuclear pro-

liferation. Some believe we have passed the point of no return. Do you think it

still possible to limit the spread of nuclear weapons ; and if so, what steps would
be at the top of your list of priorities? (Example: you have already mentioned
a pledge of no use of nuclear weapons against non-nuclear states ; what else might
you have in mind?).
Answer. I am still hopeful of halting the spread of nuclear weapons to addi-

tional countries, coming from one, Sweden, that has realized that its national

security is greater without such weapons. And pessimism, after all, is only appro-

priate for historians.

In my answer to additional question 2 above I have indicated as a priority

step the discontinuance of the qualitative competition by the superpowers. And
in the final paragraph of the preceding answer to additional question 5. I have
recommended as practically a sin qua non that NPT be amended so as to cover

duties to submit to IAEA safeguards by all countries, not only the non-nuclear-

weapon States who are, after all, the more innocent ones.

Further, I have in my book made a recommendation, which also the NPT Re-
view Conference leaned towards somewhat, namely that any re-processing plants

be internationalized, in the first instance those operating plutonium extraction

under the heading of the next question.)

Question 7. Considering that this steady spread around the world of nuclear

technology for peaceful purposes can make it possible for many more nations

to acquire nuclear weapons, should the nuclear suppliers place restrictions on any
nuclear assistance ; and if so, what kinds of restrictions?

Answer. All suppliers of fissile material but also of reactors and crucial com-

ponent parts should form an international "pool" for all transfers. They should

formally agreed to channel all request for nuclear assistance through this pool,

which in turn should request submission to IAEA safeguards on all relevant

imports by all countries. These problems I have examined more fully in my book,

particularly in Ch. VI : Barring The Spread of Nuclear Weapons. I argue there

that the restrictions should be made applicable to all importers, including the

nuclear-weapon countries. On the other hand, I have argued that if the suppliers

agreed to be utterly restrictive and the importers fully met the IAEA standards,

the requirement of adherence to the NPT might be relinquished, at least until a

time when the NPT were amended so as to become politically more acceptable by

more nations, and particularly the so-called "threshold" ones.

All restrictive requirements should apply also to PNE's and become constitutive

part of the overriding international agreement regarding such "peaceful nuclear

explosions", foreseen in article V of NPT. The full internationalization of licens-

ing and controlling such explosions has been urgently advocated by me and sev-

eral non-aligned delegates both in the CCD and the United Nations Assembly. The

NPT Review Conference did nothing to satisfy these demands.



APPENDIX

The salt II Ceilings, and Why They Abe So High

(By Milton Leitenberg, Cornell University, February 1975)

Several articles and editorials have already appeared presenting the argument
that the "ceilings" on strategic nuclear weapon systems, and within these on
"MIRVs," that were agreed upon at Vladivostok are too high. But none of these
articles have even raised the question, no less attempted to answer it. as to why
they are so high. Why were such high "ceilings" agreed to, and not lower ones.

THE U.S.S.K.

The well known Soviet tradition of never saying anything about its own R&D,
procurement or deployment of strategic weapon systems has fed the strategic

arms "race" by permitting, without contention, an official and semi-official pres-

entation in the U.S. which rarely reflected the actual state of relative develop-
ment and deployment of strategic nuclear weapons on the two sides. U.S. presenta-
tions have consistently been used to justify subsequently U.S. deployments. An-
nouncements in tlie U.S. on Soviet weapon development come from sources with
very strong biases, either as moves in administration or military efforts to gain

further authoiization and procurement funds for U.S. strategic weaponry, from
strongly anti-Soviet congressional members, or at the least, set within a particular

perception of Soviet strategic weapon policies. For example, none of the U.S.

announcements on new Soviet missiles, MRV or MIRV testing, new submarines,

or the "Backfire" bomber have ever been denied, commented on, or even recog-

nized, by a Soviet spokesman. There has never been a single claim that any cor-

rection was necessary. Yet there have been several gross misreadings of Soviet

strategic weapon developments in the U.S. during SALT (often by one or more

of the competing factious in the internal U.S. administration debate on SALT
policy), such as

:

The SS-9 construction "pause." Though the statement was frequent tliat

the Soviets were building large missiles at a rate of 50 a year, it turned out

that only 25 were built between August 1969 and February 1972

;

The confusion of Soviet MRV tests (in 1969) and MIRV test (the first

Soviet MIRV test occurred in June 1973) ;

The functions of the Tallinn air defense and radar system
;
and

The "giant" new silos that were trumpeted as heralding a new super-sized

Soviet-missile, which were hardened and duly filled with existing types of

Soviet missiles.
, , ^ , ^ ^,

In addition, in several past instances, Soviet silence rebounded to the very

great disadvantage of the USSR through tlie subsequent U.S. deployments of

strategic weapon systems when it would have been rather simple for the L^SR

to demonstrate—had it cared to—that the case under which these U.S. deploy-

ments were pubUclv rationalized simply wasn't so. However, in the.se cases the

USSR chose to maintain a pretense for other ostensible benefits on the luterna-

''Tn NrvembeVl9?4, under the pressure of accusations in the US. that the Soviets

were building new ICBM silos that were not permitted under the SALT-I agree-

ment and that thev were keeping new submarine construction and .^ome ..ther

mSlVle developmen s under cover so as to obstruct satellite reconnaissance 21

nffipial Soviet sDOke^men formallv denied several of these accusations, [^.j] lliese

afe perhaps t^^^^^^^^ Pu^'lie instances of such specific Soviet d.-nials. The

SasSn for this having taken place now very likely is that because of son.e of the

provisions of the SALT-I agreements, statements of the sort made ni the past

tiarthe Soviets were deploying this or that weapon system now become in addi-

(40 1)
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tiou aceusatious of breaches in the SALT agreements, and from this iu turn,
charges against Soviet good will under "detente."'

However, none of this can be taken as meaning that the Soviet-; were now in-

terested iu negotiating a halt to the strategic arms competition between them-
selves and the U.S. In the SALT-II negotiations since May 1972 that led up to

Vladivostok the USSR had consistently pressed for a broad swath of limitations
and reductions of existing U.S. programs. These demands included a halt in the
U.S. Trident submarine program, the B-1 bomber program, inclusion of U.S.
nuclear strike aircraft in Europe and on carriers (the "'Forvrard Based Sys-
tems"'), calculation of missile submarine deployment times, limitation of overseas
U.S. bases for such submarines, and even the inclusion of Fi-ench, British (and
Chinese) nuclear forces as part of the "U.S." side"s numbers. There may be
nothing essentially unreasonable in these demands (except a small part of
the last), except that the Soviets never placed them in a context that meant
negotiating.
The USSR just as consistently never gave the slightest indication of any con-

cessions or quid pro quo"s wliatsoever on its part tliat might even force the issue
of consideration of these demands, or proposals, within the U.S. government.
Wliat if it had offered not ti) deploy MIRYs—presumably something the U.S.
would have mucii desired—or not to deploy them in its largest ICBM missiles, or
to deploy them only in low numbers? As it was, the Soviet demands were never
considered seriously and were rejected out of hand by the U.S. A U.S. adminis-
tration seriously intei'ested in reductions might have countered vv-ith an equally
drastic list of demands for Soviet reductions and halts. But for the United States
this was simply out of the question, even as a gesture or as a tactic, no less as an
effort to establish serious bargaining on reductions. For example, despite moun-
tains of rhetoric by the Nixon administration, the U.S. Trident submarine system
was never a "bargaining chip." No one in the U.S. wanted to "bargain" it away.
Neither side was interested in any reductions of its own ongoing strategic weapon
programs or even of any that had been planned.
What the phrase "neither side" really translates into is that neither in the

U.S.A. nor the USSR did the executive (the office of the President, or the Central
Committee) attempt to get agreement from its military chiefs to such reductions,
or that it politically feared, or failed to get such reductions. Soviet political

leaders obviously decided on and maintained a program of broad military buildup
Skince the removal of Khrushchev, especially in the area of strategic nuclear weap-
ons. This was in response to the very large U.S. superiority at the time, and it is

very likely that the form of the resolution of the Cuban missile crisis had a good
deal to do with this outcome. The USSR scrapped its reliance on somethi!ig like a

"minimum deterrent", and went for the American way. Prominent segments of
the Soviet military leadership have opposed limitations on Soviet weapons pro-

grams via SALT by articles in the Soviet military press on and off for the past
half dozen years. In the six months before "^Vladivostok, the Soviet party leader-
ship had apparently been able to negotiate within its own councils the removal
of the numerous demands for which it either had nothing to oi^er in return or
nothing it cared to offer. The party leadership apparently was willing to argue
that much in internal Soviet debate, but not more, and the Soviet military got
the high numbers for missile and for MIRV ceilings.

Even on the relatively amorphous untechnical decision on the duration of the
forthcoming SALT-II treaty, when Mr. Brezhnev indicated back in June 1074
that he could not agi-ee to more than ten years, the reason offered was that his
military vrouldn't let him. In effect then, both sides took out all those demands
that would cause their own force to be substantially cut in order to obtain the
demand. Quid pro quos are only "required" (not in any absolute sense) for pro-
gram curtailments, or cuts. This left all those programs for which no quid pro quo
is necessary ; that is, all the programs that would not be curtailed, and the re-

sult is that both sides go ahead with their respective buildups. It is now reported
that in the closing months of the Nixon administration Soviet officials reportedly
offered to accept a 1980 (not 1985) ceiling of 1.100 American MIRVed missiles to
1.000 Soviet ones. [6] Yet it is reported that when Secretary Brezhnev arrived in
Yladivostok he came proposing numbers for the ceilings that were even higher
than those being proposed by the U.S. : "over 2,5(K)'' for total delivery vehicles
and "over 1,.300" for those that could be MIRVed. vs. "2.000" and "1.000" propo?;ed
by the U.S. [7] However, Mr. Kissinger has admitted that the compromise figure
of 1,320 missiles for which ;MIRYs would be permitted was a United States sug-
gestion, and the number can rather easily be fitted closely to U.S. plans for
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MIRYing various of its missiles, some existing, and some, such as Trident, to be
built. Ttius even in tliis instance tlie effort was not to limit or reduce the Soviet
MIRV capability, of which so much official U.S. fear had been expressed, but to

suit U.S. weapon program "requirements".
A rather troubling report on Soviet negotiating behavior at the SALT nego-

tiations recently appeared. The reports are by Taul >sitze, a member of the U.S.

SALT delegation from 1969 to 1974. [9, 10] They document in unpleasant detail

Soviet efforts down to the monitoring of conversations within the U.S. (piarters

and other efforts which hardly seem to have any place in an enterprise tliat will

set the framework of military confrontation between the U.S. and USSR for the

coming aO years and that will set the models of advanced military technology fur

other nuclear and non-nuclear nations for an equally long period.

Soviet Marshall Viktor Kulikov has also taken up the theme again in the pages
of Pravda "that nuclear war could be an instrument of politics", [11] thus mirror-

ing the opinions of the U.S. Secretary of Defense and the U.S. Joint Chieis of

Staff. This position is traditionally aligned with a detailed concern for the nice-

ties and margins of nuclear superiority, a constant concern with "nuclear black-

mail'', and the procurement of accompanying nuclear weapon systems with "war-

lighting" capability. It means preparation for confrontation, not for accommoda-
tion, both on the issues of the SALT talks themselves, as well as on other inter-

national issues. There had been a running debate on this issue in VM'S and 1974

in the pages of Pravda with military spokesmen representing the above position,

and political assistants of Sec. Brezhnev taking the opposite view. It would a\y-

pear that the military view has prevailed, A short article in Krasnaya Zv«-7,(la

after Vladivostok also expressed Soviet military dissatisfaction that foreign

military bases (i.e, the U.S. "forward based" strike systems in Euroi)e) were not

covered by the accord, [12] but there were suspicions that this may have been in-

tended to serve as much as an aid to Messrs. Ford and Kissinger with the prob-

lems they were going to have in the U.S. to get the agreements and their "ceil-

ings" accepted.
American press response to the high ceilings was mixed, but it was the more

important press that supplied the negative component, and an official Soviet

reply to western criticism that the agreements did not go far enough was quick

to come

:

, j.-

"The phony arguments of those unhappy about the Vladivostok meeting are

false and flippant, ... It is clear to anyone that the Vladivostok summit reached

the maximum of what is possible under the current conditions, and to re.iect

this new and substantial step forward, under the pretext of its being allegedly

not big enough, means to lapse into demagoguery and try to hurl l)ack boviet-

American relations and the entire process of international detente to the times

of tension and cold war." [13]

Opposition to the ceilings was called "the cro^^ing of the overt and covert

o^fonents of detente". [13] It is worth pointing out that the major Press an 1

editorial response in the U.S. that has been widely and """^"^^y/;";"^, ''£

^rtlSe'(^5ll;e?e'J^ri^po;i^th;tlh^ have appeared subseque^Uly). Nor is

?iereanv explanation of wliy it is the "maximum ''^

-^-t/n^r^Ttt is",^t e!en
nresent conditions" (i.e. the opposition of the Soviet military). It is not e^en
piesent c«nainons ^

has ever been explained to the Soviet public. (\

article even took the chance to c^aim that
(^.^^>^^^f'^Se^ ,„tweon the

Schlesinger. too. is highly
^^f^f^^^.^'^.^If.'^Hrrn orstrategic offensive anus".

U.S.S.R. and the U.S A^ '^^^t^^7^TBefS:£^B^esl.,er had c<.n-

Siuce everyone in the ^^^^ knew tnat .tc_ l

actpiies'^ed only
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have harbored.) Soviet government officials were reportedly being told in official

briefings that "high ceilings are better than no ceilings at all", [16] but unfor-
tunately this doesn't tell them why Mr. Brezhnev didn't come to Vladivostok
with lower ceilings and prepared to try and drive down the U.S. ceilings pro-
posed, and why in fact he came proposing even higher "ceilings" than the Ameri-
cans. One can be reasonably certain that such information will never see the
light of print in the U.S.S.R. (One also wonders if any such questions occur
to the Soviet officials being thus briefed, and if so whether they ask them.)
Finally, the Izvestia claim that the accords provided for the "cessation of the
arms drive" is contrary to every single fact of both Soviet and American
strategic weapon development and procurement throughout the entire five year
period of SALT, and is pure gibberish.

Soviet disarmament propaganda at the public level, that is, aimed at its

own public and at the international public as opposed to official proposals, is

often heavy on invective. Because the Soviet "disarmament" position is now
especially weak in this area, and because of the Soviet push for higli "ceilings"

and new strategic weapon systems for themselves (and tolerance of the new
systems of the U.S.), one can expect even more invective and less substance
in the future from the U.S.S.R. on SALT, its numbers and their implications

—

rather than the prospect that the Soviets might try to dig in their heels to halt

the process.

So much for the Soviet championship of "disarmament and arms control."

THE U.S.A.

In the United States the critical item is that Mr. Kissinger made no serious

attempt whatsoever, over a period of five full years in which he had the time
to do so, in internal negotiations within the U.S. government to get the Joint

Chiefs of Staff (JCS) to agree to a MIRV ban or to low total MIRV levels.

Quite the opposite, Mr. Kissinger and President Nixon were personally respon-

sible for hastening the initiation of U.S. deployment of MIRVs by a full year
and for rushing ahead the pace of their deployment. U.S. deployment was begun
in June 1970, exactly three years before the first Soviet MIRV test. By the time

of the Vladivostok meetings the United States already had deployed MIRVs
on some 800 of its ICBM and SLBM missiles. As of January 1, 1975, the Soviets

had not yet deployed any MIRVs and had not yet completed their MIRV test-

ing programs. It is for this reason that the numerous printed comments that

Mr. Kissinger had "awoke late" to the danger of :\IIRVs are nonsense. He had
instead favored the opposite policy when he considered it to the U.S. disadvan-

tage. The Nixon-Kissinger numbers for MIRV limits at the time of their summit
trip to Moscow in June 1974 which were "low" ("around 500"), were for land

based MIRVed ICBMs only, and did not include submarine launched (SLBM)
MIRVed missiles. It was in the land based area that the U.S.S.R. had a lead

in deployed ICBM launchers, and the U.S. had already deployed SLBM-MIRVed
missiles, while the U.S.S.R. has never tested an SLBM with IMIRVs at all. The
Vladivostok agreements would permit the U.S.S.R. to MIRV 1,320 missiles.

The Department of Defense, so concerned over Soviet throw weights, MIRVs,
etc. would rather see Soviet MIRVed missiles climb from zero to 1,320 rather than
drop any U.S. MIRVs, even ones it has not yet deployed. Secretary of Defense
Schlesinger had suggested lower numerical totals, apparently with some early

support from the JCS. However, the JCS switched to Secretary Kissinger's posi-

tion of higher numbers. The Secretary of Defense did not choose to make it a
matter of his tenure to overrule the JCS, and there is no indication that he would
have won President Ford's support for a position of doing so. (In the earlier part

of SALT-I and-II, under Secretary of Defense Laird and President Nixon, there

wasn't the slightest chance of such an occurrence.) U.S. SALT-I proposals did

not contain a prohibition on ABM systems because the JCS and the DOD wanted
them, and Mr. Kissinger and President Nixon agreed. Similarly, U.S. SALT I

and II proposals did not contain a functional MIRV ban. again because the JCS
and DOD wanted MIRVs. with even greater support of Kissinger and Nixon.
MIRVing ICBM and SLBM forces was the planned U.S. five year offensive arms
program. There was plenty of time to begin deployment after Soviet MIRV testing

was well on its way, or after a real attempt at obtaining a MIRV ban had failed.

If any U.S. administration was interested in controlling Soviet MIRVs that was
the time. But it had no such interest, though a MIRV ban was pressed by the U.S.
Senate. Similarly. Mr. Kissinger made no attempt whatsoever to get curtailment
of follow-on systems, for example the Trident submarine program, though it was
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some teu years before a replacement SLBM system was required. In fact, admin-
istration support of Trident was reportedly a quid pro quo lor JC'S support of the
SALT-I accords and its deployment was punJosefully accelerated.
Confirmation of much of this view has now been provided by someone with

access to the official record, in a short paper by Lawrence Weiler, Counselor to the
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency from 1969 to 1973

:

"The Nixon Administration's 'MIRV ban" proposal was constructed in a manner
that assured it would not be accepted. The proposal precluded the Soviets from
attainment of a MIRV technology through a MIRV ban—then considered essential
for U.S. assurance that no Soviet MIRVs would be deployed. Furthermore, the
proposal allowed the U.S. to manufacture and stockpile MIRVs although it was
not permitted to deploy them. Added to this were requirements for the on-site
Inspection of missiles and of ABM sites. Contrary to publishe<l accounts, the
Soviets while never accepting—nor specifically rejecting—a MIRV test ban, con-
tinued to advocate a MIRV production and deployment ban during SALT I.

"Early in SALT I when the U.S. proposed abandoning efforts to achieve qualita-
tive limitations on offensive arms, the die was cast on the nature of the offensive
arms agi-eement that w-ould result. While a struggle was carried on witliin tlie

bureaucracy in Washington, and perhaps in Moscow, to get a serious .MIRV
negotiation started, it did not succeed. The existing problems were predictable
consequences of that failure. Faced with a U.S. proposal that involved no restric-
tion on any planned U.S. programs, the Soviets immediately lost interest in
offensive arms limitations. In order to get the ABM Treaty, Moscow agreed to
some offensive arms limitations although they made sure these limitations did
not interfere with their programs.*******
"There was a brief period at the start of SALT II that might have offered an

opportunity to hold new programs in check while the two sides reassessed the
postponed issues on offensive limitations. The Soviets proposed a freeze on new
strategic programs, directing their attention at the U.S. B-1 bomber. Trident
submarine and strategic cruise missile programs. No effort was made to see if a
temporary halt on new programs could have been used as a negotiating basis (by
holding in check new Soviet missile programs designed to carry MIRVs) for either

a MIRV ban or a serious restriction on MIRVed forces. So much for use of

'bargaining chips !'

"U.S. concern was focused on limiting the Soviet throw weight advantages for

MIRVed ICBMs. To gain time, an initial U.S. suggestion was apparently made to

freeze MIRV testing and deployment. Since this would have halted Soviet MIRV
development during a period when the U.S. possessed an already massive MIRVed
force, it was rejected.

4: III * * 4i « *

"Two of the problems that made SALT II difficult are the size of existing U.S.

MIRVed missile forces and the differing view of the two sides on the relative

importance of missile thi-ow weight in a counterforce capability. The Nixon and
Ford Administrations have, in effect, wanted to keep U.S. illRVed forces dose to

programmed levels. With the mas.sive size of those levels, particularly in nuclear-

warheads or reentry vehicles, this position has made the objective of severe

limitation on Soviet MIRVs almso impossible. While the U.S. foeiised on limita-

tions on land-based MIRVs, the only current area of Soviet MIRV jtrograms. the

U.S.S.R. had its eyes on the 5000 MIRVs in the U.S. missile submarine force.

There apparently has been no U.S. attempt to resolve asymmetries through

stringent limitations on MIRVed forces involving significant reductions in U.S.

MIRV numbers." [17]

Wyler adds that the agreement to permit mobile ICBMs, again something over

which the U.S. Department of Defense had formerly indicated great con<ern

"was a direct result of the MIRV levels". Not only had tlie Nixon administration

not indicated that the U.S.S.R. had advocated a MIRV ban in SALT I, they had

repeatedly stressed the opposite, that the U.S.S.R. would not accept .«;uch a ban

because they were behind the U.S. on the technology. This view is repeatedly

put forward in the official account, Newhouse's volnine Cnhl Duvu: The Stnrif

of SALT, which derived from information provided by Mr. Kissinger's office. \^H]

For all the above reasons, Paul Nitze's recent attribution of the opinion that

"There is little prospect at present that the Soviet side can be pcrsunded to

significantly curtail their planned programs (and that) The (T'.S.) public, the

(U.S.) military and the Congress must, therefore, be convinced that it is wise

to accept Soviet nuclear superiority." [19]
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As the point of view of that side of "the Washington strategic arms debate"
which he opposes, is ridiculous and a travesty. Rather it is that the U.S. was
always far ahead and still is far ahead in strategic nuclear weapon terms, and
that from that position there has never been any serious deal offered for a
mutual cutback, or any proposal that would limit Soviet strategic weapon pro-

grams at tlie expense of some portion of tiie U.S. force, either existing or

planne<l. Back in the mid-1950's Hans Bethe wrote:
"Obviously in any negotiation each side must be willing to make concessions

and to consider primarily proposals to mutual advantage rather than to superi-

ority over the other".

Despite the most enormous amount of rhetoric exactly to this point that has
accompanied the SALT negotiations, and even using these very phrases, and
their enshrinement in the official statements of the 1972 SALT I accords, the

principle has been consistently belied by the technical characteristics of the
strategic weapon developments and deployments of both sides all through SALT,
and the only agreements "to mutual advantage" have been to iiilat^'rally legiti-

mize the continued buildups on both sides. Editorials in the Xew York Times
in early 1975 suggesting the desirability of real "mutual" exchanges for a slow-
down are four years too late: they should have been printed in 1971, and that
or earlier is when the agreement might have been had as well. [20] Similarly,
calls by well informed observers that the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R. agree to

"further limitations and reductions" immediately after Vladivostock, instead of
waiting to begin discussing them in 1980 or later, seem a little si^ecious. [21] If

that were really possible immedately after December 1, 1974, why shouldn't it

have been possible the month before December 1, 1974? It is surely not a matter
of the day. If the author had rather supplieil the reasons why the "further
limitations and reductions" hadn't occurred in the first place, he might have
given his readers a bleaker notion of why they are very inilikely to follow, and
possibly have provoketl a degree of public pressure for such limitations that a
false and empty optimism not only does not provide, but undercuts.

Secretary Kissinger also went out of his way after Vladivostock to introduce
a good bit of further misinformation. He kept claiming that those who were
dissatisfied with the high ceilings were comparing those levels to "some hypo-
thetical model . . . some abstract model", [22] "a theoretical model, [23] giving
them the representation of being Ignorant of facts and technical details, or of
being dreamers, or both.

"So it is not a fair comparison to compare these figures with some abstract
model but only with : one, the reality of existing strategic forces, and two, what
would according to the best judgment of our intelligence community, have hap-
pened in the absence of such an agreement." [22]
He kept claiming that ".

. . the alternative to this agreement is an uncon-
strained situation . . .", which is an absolutely false statement.
"And again, I repeat, one has to compare here what would have happened

without the agreement. . . . when people say one sliould have held out for lower
numbers, the operational significance of holding out for lower numl)ers would
be a substantially increased budget for our strategic forces next year. The
only way we could plausibly have achieved lower numl)ers is to begin building
up our strategic forces dramatically in order to produce an incentive to reduce
numbers on the other side. ... It doesn't make any sense to instruct lis to get
))etter numbers without, at the same time, being prepared to pay the price of
the arms buildup that will be the only possible incentive by which an agreement
for lower numbers could be achieved." [22]
As for Secretary Kissinger's first contention, "the reality of existing strategic

forces," his own very decisions and those of the U.S. to (leploy MIRVs in .Tune
1970 are the prime driving force in that reality—and they" will continue to
remain so for the next ten years, just as in the 1960-1970 period the prime
driving force in "the reality of existing strategic forces" were U.S. force levels
anywhere from 3 to 10 fold those of the USSR. V/e have also seen that an arms
buildup is not "the only possible incentive by which an agreement for lower
numbers could be achieved". Rather what we have seen is that it is the only
possible method the U.S. government can claim so long as it refuses to reduce
any of its own forces. And Secretary Kissinger is not interested in any reduction
of U.S. forces. In addition, that this claim is bound to fail, as it does over and
over and over again, is indicated by a former member of Sec. Kissinger's staff,
and he indicates why :

"Ironically, one of Kissinger's main handicaps was a lack of effective bargain-
ing leverage. While Trident and B-1 have sometimes been regarded as bargaining
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chips, in fact Mjpso assets have been frozen out of (ho negotiations hy the vard-
sticlf approach. Though willing to put upper limits on SI.BMs and honihers as
categories of systems, we have not been interested in limiting the Trident -ir

B-1 i)er se. As a result, tlie Soviets argued that we were asking them to cut
their major strategic programs via MIRV limits but were unwilling to limit ttur

own." [24]
Thus if there is anyone using "theory", and "models", and disi)roveu ones for

that matter, it is Secretary Kissinger.
Secretary Kissinger made reference to a range of intelligence estimates, the

lowest of which supposedly projected higher Soviet missile and MIRV levels in
1985 than the agreements will provide for.

"The agreement has to be compared with what would have happened in tlie

absence of an agreement—not with a theoreticiil model. All our inlelligence
estimates indicate that in the absence of an agreement, Soviet MIRV levels

would have been substantially higher than they will be under the agreement, as
well as Soviet total levels, which in turn would have triggered another series

of moves by us. The so-called new construction programs are the minimum
planned construction programs; they would certainly have been accelerated :uid

expanded if the Soviet Union had in fact produceil at the level that our intel-

ligence estimates thought they could. And not only could, but would. I am talk-

ing now about the middle intelligence estimate. Generally three estimates are
made—low, middle and high. Both of the ceilings agreed in Vladivostok are
below the low intelligence estimate, and substantially below the medium intel-

ligence estimate." [23]
But it is exactly these estimates which are '"ab.stract". i.e. "theoretical" and

"models", by their very nature, for they are projections of the future, and there

is no other way to make them. How does Secretary Ki.ssinger know what the

Soviets "would" do? And as for "could", that .sounds unpleasantly like a hark-
back to the "estimates", "projections" and "ranges" of the mid-fifties bomber
gap, the Gaither Committee, and the end-fifties missile gap. all of which were
also based on what the Soviets "could" do, and in some extreme cases wound
up being 20 fold too high when the years rolled around. These estimates also

sound suspiciously self-serving. No one has seen these estiuuites. what their

a>ssumptions and presumptions are, what strategic envii-onment and level of

U.S. forces the estimates presume the Soviet projections to be occurring in. The
"ranges" and "options" of government estimates in this area are customarily

extremely narrow and proscribed, and their custom-tailoring is an executive

tradition. Did any of the estimates presume a cut in U.S. MIRV forces as an

input to projected Soviet deployments? Ifs not likely. About the old accurate

representation in Secretary Kissinger's portrayal of the Vladvostok SALT
agreements was his indication as to how the number of 1,320 for missiles that

would be permitted to be MIRVed came about.
". . . the MIRV limits resulted substantially from American proposals and

not from Soviet proposals. Basically, the judgment of our Defense Department
was that once the MIRVs went beyond the p<nnt where, over a period of time,

the land-based missiles might become vulnerable, a difference of a few hundred
was not deci.sive. And therefore we geared the :MIRV limits to a minimum pro-

gram that we had established as being in the interest of our own security and

made the propcsed number consistent with that program." [22]

Finally, Secretary Kissinger's suggestion that both sides had to build up before

they could afterwards agree to reduce weapons levels is preposterous. If anyone

wants to reduce, one agrees on reducing. If anyone wants to stop at the piuut

where one is, one agrees on stopping. If one wants to go up. one agrees to go up.

This situation was summed up in two of the most cogent and incisive comments
that one will see in a New York Times editorial for a long, long time to come:

"More and more the Vladivostok agreement appears to be an agreement lie-

tween the military on both .<5ides—achieved through the intermediary of the

chiefs of government—to i>ermit the buildups each desired. ... If tliis is 'putting

a cap on the arms race', then a .shrimp can whistle—as a former Soviet leader,

Xikita Khrushchev, was fond of saying." [2.")]

Secretary Kissinger's claim was that the agreements would lialt the "cycle

of self-fulfilling prophecies" which spurred on the strategic weapon^; race.

"Once you have achieved a ceiling on strategic forces and a ceiling on MIRVs.

it is our judgment that the follow-on negotiations for reduction will be a lot

easier than they will be under conditions where both sides are still increasing

their forces." [22]
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But Secretary Kissinger lias again belied his own words. For one thing both

sides will be "still increasing their forces" under the agreements, through 19S5.

The only difference is that the "self-fulling prophecies" will now be, in Weiler's

phrase, "legislated", and somewhat more regularly paced, with advanced notice

to the other side. That is the novel feature. They are no less "self fulfilling

prophecies" for that. (Incidentally, "prophecies", since they also deal with
the future, are like estimates and projections, by their very nature also abstract

and theoretical.) But worse yet. Secretary Kissinger had the following to

say in his Newsweek interview

:

"A myth is beginning to develop that in July we made a proposal of more
severe limitations on MIRVs and that thife, for some curious reason, was aban-

doned between July and December. This simply is not true. The July proposal

first of all called for a five-year agreement. If you double the number that we
proposed for the five-year agreement you would have a higher number than
the one we settled on for ten years". [23]

But why should anyone have doubled the number after 1980 if it was also

meant as "a "ceiling?" There has been no statement that the ceiling is directly

related to its proposed duration? The implication is then that after 1985 that

"ceiling" will be doubled? Then where and when will the reductions come in?

And if one can reduce from the ten year ceiling, why couldn't one reduce from
the five year one? Everyone has been under the impression that these "ceilings"

are freezing points, real limits. Perhaps the negotiations in 1985 will simply

be to legislate the next round of increases for the U.S. and the U.S.S.R.?

In June 1974, after Moscow, Secretary Kissinger called for a national debate

on SALT in the United States. After Vladivostok Secretary Kissinger was sud-

dently afraid that a U.S. national debate would "upset" Moscow. It might do
a good deal to make things clearer in the U.S. as well. What has been described

here is typical of the entire 1969-1975 history of the SALT negotiations both

SALT-I and SALT-II. In the next ten years, the projected period of the SALT-Il
accords, the U.S. is likely to spend between 70 and one hundred billion dollars

in direct procurement of new strategic nuclear weapons systems. [26] By U.S.

estimates the Soviets may spend more in the same area. These are the agree-

ments and developments that it is suggested are "putting a cap on the arms race".

This is claimed to be "control" and "limitation". Thus clearly the possible

economic savings that were often claimed as a motive for both the U.S.A. and
the U.S.S.R. in SALT were a pure fiction There are no savings, and there is no
halt of the strategic nuclear weapon buildup on both sides.

There are other familiar elements—for the U.S.—in the story of SALT,
going back to the comprehensive test ban treaty negotiations from 1958 to 1963.

Any time the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff have actually had the chance to freeze

any American strategic weapon advantage and often a large one, they claim
that the U.S.S.R. is able at that moment to overtake and surpass the U.S.,

(usually untnie), and opt instead for that decision which lets the U.S. buy
new weapon system and pull ahead into new cycle, but simultneously permits
the Soviets to close most of the real gap in the succeeding years. There have
already been several such sequences in this game of leapfrog since the end of

WW II. And each time this occurs the remainder of relative U.S. advantage is

less and less. Yet it is always the choice the military makes. (There was a recent

press comment that the U.S. Joint Chiefs felt assured that the U.S. could achieve a
first strike force 2-3 years before the U.S.S.R. That is undoubtedly correct, but
what then?—W^hat after four years had passed?) Wyler remarks that the
Vladivostok "accord appears to represent a decision to let the current strategic

(weapon) generations go and attempt to put a cap on following generations." [17]

Any government making this claim is propagating purposeful nonsense. Never
in history has a subsequent weapon system been stopped by letting the present
ones go on. It was in a press conference in Moscow after SALT I that Secre-

tary Kissinger told us that reductions were one of the goals of SALT II. [27]

Where are they? Furthermore, in none of the cases in which an arms control

agreement contained an explicit proviso for negotiation of a follow-on agreement
with broader or more rigid controls or reductions has such an agreement ever
been negotiated

:

The comprehensive test ban treaty became a partial test ban treaty because the

JCS and the AEO and the laboratories wanted to continue testing and to con-
tinue designing new weapons. Despite an explicit obligation to negotiate a com-
preheaisive treaty, the partial one has just had its tenth anniversary.
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The BW (biological warfare) convention was not a CBW conventioa (chemical
and biological warfare) because the JCS wanted to retain a CW oapabilitv, and
has subsequently shown little interest in '"negotiating further. ..."
The Sea Bed Treaty was not a total ban on military systems on the sea bed

because the JCS and DOD want to keep the bottom mounted ASW (anti-sub-
marine warfare) systems we have deployed in various parts of the world. There
have been no "further negotiations".

Article 6 of the Non-Proliferation (NPT) Treaty, for the U.S. and the U.S.S.R.
to negotiate "effective measures relating to cessation of the nuclear arms race at
an early date, and to nuclear disarmament"—that is, at the very least, a halt
in their strategic weapon competition—is substantively disregarded, if not re-
jected, in all of the SALT-I and SALT-II agreements.
Both U.S. and Soviet spokesmen have stated flatly that the Vladivostok agree-

ment was "the best that could be achieved at this time". The above exposition
explains why this is not true. Rather they achieved what they wanted to achieve.
There is no linguistic way that this can be equated with "the best".

In the U.S. and in the U.S.S.R., neither the President nor the party Central
Committee have been sufficiently Interested, or interested at all, in taking on their

respective military leadership on the question of the limits of strategic nuclear
weapons development. Either they agree with the reasons their military com-
mands want these weapons and in the numbers and kinds in whicli they want
them, or they are afraid to contest the issue, i.e. they don't think it is significant

enough to expend the political capital such an internal domestic debate on each
side would require. That is called "politics", and it is the way the game is played.

No one ever fights the final battle. (The reasons why anyone wants 2,400 "stra-

tegic" delivery vehicles of which 1,320 could contain perhaps ten times as many
individual MIRV nuclear warheads, has not been touched on here.) Since neither

side wants to give up anything it already has, usually including those programs al-

ready under development, what is "negotiated" is that level that permits both

sides to have all its programs and then some.
That is why the SALT-II "ceilings" set at Vladivostok are as high as they

are.
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